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The term "Euro-ethniC American" is of fairly recent coinage; it
received national attention during the 1975 White House Conference
on Neighborhood Revitalization. It has come to mean Americans frbm
or descendants of persons from eastern and southern Europe. It is a
working description rather than a precie definition.

The current interest in ethnicity is a resurgence of an issue that dates
back to the earliest days of our heterogeneous society; like the tid , it
has ebbed and flowed in national consciousness and attention. or a
time it was overshadowed by the "melting pot" theory f the
dynamics of acculturation and assimilation, More recently, et nicity
has gained increase attention and academic respectability as social

.scientists have explored and examined the multiracial, multireligious.,
and multiethnic nature of American society. Just as poverty existed as
a real force in the lives of millions of Americans before its "discovery"
in the 1960s; so too ethnicity existed as a real force in the lives of
millions of Americans before its recent "discove or resurgence.

For this consultation, as for others the Commission has s :nsored,
staff went into the field to interview leaders of agencies and
organizations with concerns arii programs in the subject matter. Staff
also met with recognized- authorities and appropriate Federal, State,
and local public opcials. A wide spectrum of viewpoints was solicited
and heard. The final choice of subjects to be covered how&er, was
the responsibility of the Commission.

..--,
Preparations for_ the consultatfon were under he direction ofjiie

Herbert H. eless, Community Relations D Of of
Congressional and Public Affairs, with the assistance of David Grim,
Isidro Lucus, Celeste Wiseblood, and Violeta Baluyut. In addition,
contributions were made by Ki Tack Chun, Roy Johnson, Charles.
Rivera,.Del Harrod, and Min Eng. Support services were provided by -
Betty Stradford, Alfonso Garcia, 'Patricia Ellis, Barbara Hulin, Elsie
Furnells, Ginger Williams, Loretta Ward, Mary Davis; and Deloris
Miller. Administrati nd 'management services were provideil by
Ruth Ford and Na Proctor. .
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In planning 'the. consAltation, the or mission ackpowledges the
assistance of 1<enneth. 4. Kovach; director iif the Cleveland-Urban
Museum l'reiject cli,t-hie Ohio-Historical Sod y; John A. ICrorrikowski,

A

presidetii (gibe Natiional enter fdJrban Ethnic Affairs,. and Irving
Levine, Director of the Instittite611PluialiSm-andtroup Identity

of the Arnerica.fi Jewish CoMmittee.
The carisultfion was under the overall superuision of Fredrick

..

Routh, Directo of the. Community Relations Division,' and William T.
White,, Jr., Assistant Director of the 0 ice of Congressional and
Public Affairs.
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affirrnatJ_-ve action as we now know it.



CIVIL-RIGHTS. ISSUES OF
EURO-ETHNIC AMERICANS. IN

THE UNITED STATES:
OPPORTUNITIES,

AND, CHALLENGES'

A Consultation Spohsored by the Unittd States
Commission on'CiviltRights, Chicago, Illinois

December 3, /979

First Session: An Overviev
:
CHA1FNAN 'LEMMING. The U.S. CommisSionon Civil Rights is

sponSpring this consultation on civil rightti, issues_ of Euro-eth*
Americans in the United States: opportunities and challtriges.;---is one of
g series of consultations under its clearinghouse jurisdiction.

The purpose of this consultation, as with others in ties, is to
enable the Commission to examine the civil rights issues of a nu-ntber of
minority groups in the United States.

The consultation-format and setting provide the opportunity Mr the
Commissioners to hear from and enter into dialogue with scholars and
practitioners who are knowledgeable and experienced with the civil
rights issues of a paiticular minority group.

Two recent COmmission-sponsored consultations are illugrative:
the April, 1979 consultation on Religious Discrimination, a Neglected
Issue, arid the May1979 consultation on Civil Rights Limas of Asian
and Pacific Americans, Myths and Realities.

Staff planning for this consultation on Euro-ethnic Americans dates
back to the late spring and early summer or 1979.1t iltsponds to the felt
needs of eastern and southern European ethnic groups, because the
agenda was developed in consultation and cooperation with their.
organizational leadership.



The *Commission staff held a number of meetings in Washington anti
other meetings in New York, Cleveland, and Chicago to solicit the
views of these le &ders just as %ye have dcine in the past with other
groups of leaders in planning previous consultations-and conferences.

The fir* series of presentations on the agenda is designed Ao=provide
us with an overview of some of the issues in .this area. 1'41 asking my
colleague, the Vice Chairperson of the Commission, Dr. Horn, to
preside during these presentatiOns this morning.

The first panelist is Mr. Irving M. Levine. Mr. Levine received his
Bachelor's degree froth New York .University and pursued fiirther
graduate work at the NYU Center for HumaRelation Studies and the
University of Wisconsin School of Social Work.

He has been active in the civil rights movement 'throughout his
professional career, published -numerous articleS on intergroup rela-
tions=and urban affairs, and served as,narrator of the NBC docurriVnta:
ry, -The Etl_ itc Factor."

In 1968 he organized.an0 chaired a national consultation on ethnic
America, and he has developed the Institute on Pluralism and Group
Identity. As Director of that institute and Director of Pfogram
Planning for the American Jewish Committee, he has, conducted -a
number of multiethnic programs and research based on the belief that
eliminatiOn of group polarization-1s in the best interest of all ethnic
minorities in the natio&

STATEMENT OF IRVING M. LEVINE
DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE ON -PLURALISM

AND GROUP IDENTITY,
AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE,

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Thank you, Mr-Horn.
Let me just say a few words of appreciation of those Av.ho consider

themselves a part of the white ethnic movement. We think this is an
historic moment in the life of this nation, the United States Commis-
sion on Civil Rights. .

Millitins of Americans- have felt for a long time that their needs haye
been relliZeTy neglected, even as they admitted and accepted the fact
that other groups have major priorities in this society of social justice
and antidiscrimination.

And your recognition that there is a category called Euro- Ameri-
cans issomethingwe have worked for for rthry, many years; and the

thai you've assembled so distinguished a group of people here
who are both experts and representatives of a varreey.of ethnic groups
is a reflection on the carrying out of your duty cOrrectly, I want to
indicate our appreciation to this meeting.



In 1909 . an eaucator wrote that a major task of education in
Atnerican cities was to break up theie immigrant groups or settlements
to assimilate and amalgamate .these people as part of our,,Ameriein
rights and to iffiplant in their children, so far as can be .done. the
Anglo-Saxon conceptions of righteousnels, law and order,

%
and popular

government.f
Sixty years later, the Congress of the United States passed the,

Ethnic He ge Studies Act, giving, offteial recognition. to . the
heterogen composition of the nation and to the ,fact that in -a
multiethn society, a greater- understanding of the contributions of
one's own heritage and those of one's fellow citizen can contribute to a
more harmonious, patriotic, and committed poptilace.

What brought about this Ideological switch? Does the change in talk ,
about American society reflect reality or just rhetoric? po Coe really
mean that the melting pot concept has been replaced, or have we, just.
exchanged the slogan of "cultural pluralism" or what we're. calling the
"new pluralism" for earlier images without clanging reality?

During the -first quarter of this century there was considerable
interest in ethnic groups. After all America had absorbed an incredibly
large number of immigrants and the task of molding these disparate
groups into one nation was a difficult one.
-,Niany studies were done and _many ortanizations formed to 'help

ethnic groups in their translatioito Arnericaness'; On the surface, they
seemed successful. People did learn English, become citizens, and
a opt the Angjo-Saxon conceptidn of rightiousnesst

The World Wars and the Depression that separated ,them, the
economic boom following World War II, and the ,suburbanizatiOn
stage of metropolitan development in the '50's all contributed a
greater emphasis on the farces that unified people. with a lesser.
emphasis on ethnic differences and distinctiveness.

Intergroup relations concentrated on blackS as the largest leftout
group and emphasized legal desegregation, first it the armed 'Threes,
then of public schools: public accorruhodations, employment, and
housing. , .

The central intergroup issue was prejudice, and theoriSts concentrat7
ed on understanding those individual attitudes that resulted: in

....

discriminatory behavior.
But °toward thelaVe 1960'g, two things: ened that forced us to

lookat ourselves again as a multiethnic, not merely a black-white
socie

EVen as he Kerner- Commission reported in 1968 that we de'
moving toward two societies, one black and one white, it was
becoming clear 'that this was an oversimplification that among both
white and 'nonwhite America here was still considerable diversity;



and-while that' report spoke eloquently and with- necessary urgency
about the needs of slacks; it masked the degree to which -there were
still important unmet needs among segments of the white population as

j

Social and economic. needs and unresolved problems of ethnic group
identity began to surface among Jews, Italians. Poles,: Greeks,
Ukrainians, and .other groups mariS, of whom are from southern and
eastern Europe. The first important influericq;of this new con -7

sciousness and expreSsion was economics. In .1967, for the first time in
25 years, real-economic purchasing for blue collar workers declined;
And the onward and 3.101:04rd success stories for the children and '-
grandchildren of early immigrants seemcd`to pe coming to an end,

It no longer looked like the children could automatically go to
college, with costs constantly rising. Nor did it seem` that pa sing
down an apprenticeship in the union to ones sOrLwas a sure Thing,

At the same time that the economic squeeze.began. another force
fought what might be called an idpntity squeeze. The black movement,
focus of-considerable public "attention, if not adequate programmatic_
respoQse, appeared to switch from %central integrationist thrust toA one

.based on black identify,.
This approach,- com,birting power and culture, is still generating

ontroversy, ...but it did gain legitimacy among some leaders of
American -Opinion; a my-Own-group first strategy looked like one
which had the potential to payoff. 1-

From the .viewpoint of white ethnic groups, these changes in
economics and idernity'expression, coming. together as they did, might
have .communicated this message; l-IereHere we were, taught by our
parents and schools' that in America we could make it, if we would
Only become real Americans and .drop those elements that made us .

different.
But now we see:we are ait making it and the people who look like

they are making progress seem to be doing It by emphasizing their
identity, not by denying' it. Maybe that's the way we should go, too.

This response has been described as reactive, as me-to'o, and as
essentially opportunistib and false. For some it may have been but for
many, especially the new generation of ethnic leaders, it. was a real and
genuine response.

It was in part a sense that the requirements forssuccess in America'-
seem to be an estrangement from fam ily and history, kat for all of its
rhetoric about pluralism, Arrielica didn't mean for ,slinicity to go
beyond the boundaries of food, a, few statues or parades honoring
heroes, or colorful costumes and dances.

For many individuals from ethnic communities, this new feeling
about the importance of ethnic background took the form of question;

6
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rather than- certainties, What does my history mean tOz-in&go,w----rird
do I want to be to my family and neighborhood? timA7Nticb do I
know about where my griatdparents.and parents conie from, or why,
and what they went through? What does it ,mea0a be American? Is
that some standardized mag . and who set it up? HOW much am Ipr
have I become, justptit-trid probably most important, what do I
want to be?:,t Ho'w do I , arrive at a blending of my personal

-individuality,my family, and cultural roots, and my Arnericaness?
- ,

Now this,littledessription that I have givFn to you 'about, i think,
the -backdroii of what. might be called the white ethnic mOvement`dr
white ethnic resurgence, began long before 1968, bUt it cillminated in
that conference that your Chairman talked about, which I had the

-privilege of organizing and chairing, the Fordharn Consultation on
Ethnic Am&ioa, which for the first time penetrated, what had been

,;really a rattier, I would say, negativism, or, I would say, uncon-
sciousness, about the nature of white diversity.

That conference was widely publicized; it stimulated conferences in
some 21 eines in this country, and we began to talk about middle
Americans, the silent Americans, white ethnics, et cetera.

What was really happening at that point was as I said not only a
reaction to the black thrust, but a beginning of a real feeling of a surge
Of selfhood.

dee it is? At this particular point there's great controversy
about the _ re of American pluralism and the future of white
ethnicity hs an i entity movement, but we're beginning to talk in terms
of real figures and while the statistics are varied; and have been in
some ways distorted by very inadequate Census figures, we know that
when we talk about people who were first, second generation in this
country, who are close to the immigrant experience or the migrant
experienCe, and include Hispanics, we're talking about a hundred
amillion people who are into the identity movement.

That is a very big figure; pretty close to half the population, you
would say, are very, Very close to their roots; and at least half of that
group, it's an estimate, are white ethnics. So we're talking about a very
sizeable population, without having precise figures, and some of my
colleagues may do a better job than Ion giving you figures.

I wanted to be in a position, if I could, to clarify some of the
confusions sabout the whole concept of ethnicity, and it's going to be
very difficult because.,everybody who studies the issue feels confused.
But we are coming up with some working definitions, which I think
ought to be in front of the Commission and ought to be in front of the
American public.

When we talk about ethnic groups and ethnicity, we're talking about
ethnicity meaning peoplehood, a sense of commonality of community
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derived from networks of family relations which have, over a number
agenerations, been the carriers of common experiences.

Ethnicity, in short, means the culture of people and is thus critical
for values, attitudes, perceptions, needs, mode of expression, behavior,
and identity.

To say another thing about that, even with the vast numbers of
people who'become intermarried, and especially in the white ethnic
community, there islarge intermarriage, and there is fusion of different
identities an different cultules, there are learnings. Children grow up
with the leaning toward the family of pine parent or the other, and
while they often confuse their identity, that very confusion is what
may be causing some difficulty; and there's a job in the educational and
civic world to begin tip help children deal with and grapple with this
identity confusion.

But even where there are families that are of one ethnic group
background, there are various shades of conscious identity. I think we
had better be aware that the identity movement depends on geograz,
phy; it depends on generation; it depends on organization and
consciousness of organization; and if we look at the white ethnic
movement if it is a movement, and I believe it has become one we will
see that it is generated largely not by, as had been asserted earlier, just
lower middle class whites who are seeking to rise, but just as in the
black community, we began to see real black activism when blacks
reach the middle class stage; you have the same thing happening in the
white ethnic community.

You have an educated group of young professionals coming into the
field, no longeifeeling that there is a contradiction between the middle
class and being ethnic. The fact that there are so many who are middle
class and ethnic gives them -cohorts in expressing their ethnicity with
all of the new influence of the media and with all of the influence of
perhaps a new generation of people coming over from overseas.

I think we've got to be aware that continuing immigration to s

country, from all over the world, including Europe, even though
European immigration is smeller than it has been in the past, cre_ es
the kinds of needs to resettle and to reintegrate people from your
homeland, from your background, which gives tasks to what you call
people in the ethnic movement, but also rekindles feelings of early
experiences of parents and grandparents and is a permanent fixture on
the American scene.

And to underestimate the impadt of immigration and the capacity
for world events to turn new refugees into objects of great compas-
sion would underestimate what you call the recycling of American
history.



I think we're talking about a permanent state of American .hist(
which needs a permanent immigration .ethic, and that ethic and
stance of liberality and immigration is mostly back0 by the organized
ethnic community : and they maintain a very strung and powerful force
in making this country whin it is in. terms of the receiving of
newcomers, and the number of newcomers coming do our shores,
especially to urban centers, is creating a need for, I' would say, a new

-form of application.
Let me say ii,few things about some of the issues - I want to just take

a limited amount of time - that I believe the Civil RightsCOmmission
has to be aware of.

One, we've got to break the black - white dichotomy. In my opinion,
it:has not chine blacks as much good as blacks thought in 1968. The
capacity to organize America into two races does. give advantage at a
certain point in history, but then begins to be 4 force for the
polarization; and ro the extent that one views the white community
and its diversity, to that extent, can both whites and blacks create the
kinds of coalitions across group lines that do not depend totally on
raCe: and I think that we've cohie to than point of maturity now where /

-t. /we find that for black Americans and minority Americans, 'they can _
carry both race and ethnicity together. -

As a Jew, I do recognize clearly how complicated it has been for the
Jews to carry both ethnicity and religion together: but if you ask a Jew
what he is, he would-have to say, honestly, "I am an ethnic hounded
by religious civilization; I've got to carry water on Koth shoulders.-

Arid I'm suggesting that the same thing may have come true for
black Americans and other minority,Americans.
' One of the major forces in American life, disputed' as it may he, is

ethnic succession; and if one is going. to define the new ethnicity, the
new ,pluralism, as against the Horace Callan cultural pluralism, one of
the most distinguishing features is the manner, in which groups 'are
represented collectively and corporately

I think you'll find that we're nine talking about a new form (
pluralism, a pluralism where it is now legitimate for groups to be ,

represented collectively and commonly.
The great controversies in our society will he whether or not that

has to he ensconced in law.
I happen to be a strong believer in individual rights with group

prerogatives and group power to ensure those individual rights for
members of a particular ethnic group.

I personally believe that we've gone too far in confusing, and I think
the Civil Rights Commission has to look at this more clearly, the
whole question of racial and ethnic categories and the law. They arc
really, I can only` sty, wild :Ind dzingerous in their lack of definition,
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their lack Of preciseness, and almost the scatterbrained way in which
we have created categories ..,which include sbme and exclude others'
With barely any evidence that one partieuhir group has,,suffered a
special discrimination.

The test way I Can describe that is ,if you were an Argentinian' of
/ middle class background who emigrated originally from Italy and you

.emerge op, the American scene, as a Spanish speaking persotratity:
Affirmative Action might work for.you.

if you're the son,ora lower class hod carrier immigrating frdm Italy
/directly to the United States, ir will not. I don't think we cab live witlf
those kinds of categeries that are so nridisciplined and ill-defined; and I
think one of Me major things that the 'United States Civil 'Rights
Commission has to do is to investigate the standing of racial and
ethnic categories and American law.

That is not tO'eltranish the reality a_ the necessity for Affirmative
Action and the fact that we might e. race and ethnicity, as the
5uprerne Court has indicated, ak one of er factor in many other factors
relating 0 pluralism.

But I ttlink using it totally as the fact of and meshing ethnicity with
race, as we have done, and very broad categories wit_hput really
havin a disiinguishing understanding of how the two things work

ther, could be disastrous for thbse countries.
Only one judge, in Bakke, seemed to understand that there is a

difference between race and ethnicity, even though ethnicity assumes
race. I think we have to be clear of that. If we read the record of
Bakke, judges have been using the terminology very loosely, and
there's a need for the Civil Rights Commission to clear up some of the
definitions.

On issued, I think we are merging rapidly with not just a black-white
dichotomy, but an urban-suburban dichotomy, and it will break along
race lines, and again you're going to find white ethnics in the subutbs,
Seemingly arrayed against black interests.

I believe that there has to be new investigation of these factors. It's
very, very disturbing to see the growth in overt outbreaks of violence;
that violence is generic in this society as we knoW, and it sometimes
affects people on both sides of the race issue. But I do think that we
may be facing new hardening of hostility, and that the Civil Rights
Commission has to take a closer look at what I would call the
intergroup climate than is beginning to develop in stiburban commimi-

_ties.

I think we have underestimated how difficult it will be as people
move in an age of scarcity and are subject to the question of sharing,
And since we do have a new ethnicity, it is possible that there will be a
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negative aspect to the new ethnicity as well as the positive celebratory.
apprOdch to pluralism.

I think in that sense one hak to be able to recognize that there are
...such _things as racism, bigotry, discrimination, and legitimate group

interest. And legitimate group interest for the long racial line
sometimes, pr long ethnic line's, sometimes looks like bigotry and
discrimination but is not. ti.

We have seen the recent struggle between blacks and Jews, the sO
called trouble between blacks and Jews, where they have been
asserting both bigotry and racism, but also legitimate group' interest,
and I think there is a need for the leadership of this country to help
distinguish What is-legitimate group interest, especially when so many
white ethnic gioups feel that they are not getting the aid that they
should be getting from government, and others are getting it.

And I think that it clouds the issue if distinguished people in ,our
society charge others with racism when all they are doing is really
asserting group interest that is legitimate on their side as on the other
side, and I think we have to ally do _something about at language.

I do believe that this socie_y has been doing a pretty go job in the
last few years cfn immigration I think that it's ratherinteresting that
we do maintain the most humane position in the world oni.mmigration.
I think there has to be a reniodelization of what I call the,immigration
ethic, and in that sense, a udification of various ethnic groups around
not only the expansion of Immigration, but...the protection of immi-
grants docuniehtdd and undocumented.

And ovvlyere, I would say-that the white ethnic group's have many
up
.4 .

documented immigrants. There is a fusion of interest here with
undocumented Hispanics coming from the Caribbean Islands;.,and I
think as we look for coalitions, as we look for issues that can mesh and
merge groups, .We will find that the immigration issue both legal and
illegal is an issue that we can get some unity on this country.

There is an interest in the aging, in all groups in this society, and I
,recommend that We take a closer look at the cultural aspects of aging.
there is a sharp differential among various groups in terms of how
they age and their attitude towards health and death; the ethnic factor
is an underestimated factor in the field of aging, and even in the
discrimination against the aged, and in the receiving of services.

Different groups, based upon cultural factors, have better or worse
access to services, and government often provides programs that are
culturally insensitive this is especially true with white ethnic groups.
There are many, many programs that are insensitive, which means that
certain people are automatically excluded from fair treatment in
programs.



And I would say one of the major policy areas of investigation
is whether for not government programs in general are culturally
sensitive not only to race, but also to ethnicity and to,.white ethnicity)%

. and we will find, as we look at the data, that differentials are great
enough to make adjustments and to give choice in picking up of
government services. -

I think there is a tremendous interest in this country in the American
family and in the capacity for families to cope and to survive.

We believe that the family is a coping and surviving unit.and in fact
the cultural differences and structuril differences of the families arc
adaptations to that survival instinct.

This ha!_i been true in the reanalysis of the black family. I would say
to you that it would be equally true if one Itrked at the unbelievable
way in which immigrants who came hereunder very harsh conditions
have survived and even prospered in this society,-

., Any government policy which interferes with the structure and the
culture of the family ought to be looked at and severely censured.-We
find that over theIvars there are many, many policies that have led to
faMily dissolution and, whereas some work has been done on race in
this field, Aveought to look more closely on cultu4ral factors that
incorporate race. but g(kbryond race, in terms of the, hunt for family,
cohesion, . -

There is a confusion in this country about the issue of ethnic.
lobbying. Let me say to you, ethnic lobbying is as American as cherry
pie, as legitimate as busines.s lobbying; as legitimate alabor lobbying,'
as legitimate as any other lobbying.legitimate

_

[think, as a matter of fact, if one would look at the history of ethnic
k, '.z

matter
r

lobbying ino-his country, one would find that quite often it 'T.T.,1 tire
ethnic lobby that alerted the larger oociety to what.migh4. have I?egn an
inadequate and insensitive 4pproacii to foreign pblicy, \ overseas
interest in t5he United States; arty as we study ethnic- lobt4ing, we find

- it has been _ It only a very adequate expression of both the interests of
those people who are closest to the homeland but 'also, quite often,.
pathetic in pressing the United States into a position where it was more
sympathetic on huMan rights and other issues, to people WIlo were thei=
cohorts of the group over here.

That goes for not only the foreign policy, ethnic lobbying, but also
for domestic lobbiting as well. I think we have got, to legitimize the
fact that this is an orchestration of many, many groups and that while
they may be making demands. that seem to be unreasonable to other
groups, in the marketplace of ideas, they 'have as much right to assert
the'extremities of their ideas as any other group in the- society; I think

..,
that one of the things that is likely happening is the tremendous push
against so-called special interests Will eventually push very hard
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against the c opacity of ethnic groups to legitimately lobby for
mselves I thin there has to be some awarene.ss on the part of the

.U_Ited States Rights Commission that there is a mood against so-
calld interest, and it may again diminish the capacity. for
people for free' expression. .,,

Let Ntre.7,,ziy something about Millions Of dollars arc being
pent in this country on research that does not have adequate ions.

around ethnicity.
If you take a look at 0Overnment agencies, you will_ see that there is

no uMversal style of doing research that incorporates the breadth of
American ethnicity. Sex is dealt with; race is ,dealt with; it eome is
dealt with. The multiethnic factors are often neglected, giving us
tremendous distortions in reality. I think this is an important area for
the-United States Civil Rights Commission to lobk into.

The Census - I would rather nit talk about the Census. It's horrible.
In its capacity to elicit_ the proper 'information as to' the nature of
American ethnicity, it just doesn't do, the job. There are experts here
'who might go into greater detail on that.

The media --' there is no question in my mind-that strong civie
.,.,pressures have got to be brought against the media's capacity to

defamy groups. Wefihave come to a point whereit's outright dangerous-
lot.- the media to have a licosise to operate in ptblic shaming and

'Mg large groups of Americins and having, their children develop
a self-iTage that is destructive to their ricrso-riality development.

The kind of pressure, I would say, ought- to be developed from
voluntary sources: I'm not lo4Ing II._ censorship: Uni looking for
strong, outrageous- proclamations of I bvould say, denunciation. It
still goes on. It definitely Lias attacked tf very vital development orthe,.
Polish and Italian- community; we faLed it as Jews and blacks and
others at earlier stages. I think it still goes on and is a serious problem..
It is not -a minor prciblenr, because it becomes a "ha -ha problem_ and.
people laugh at it. It is a serious problem that has to be .addressed by

,the United States Civil Rights Commission in one fashion or the oter,
and I think there are people who are ready to make real recommenda-
non' on that.

One hisst word ,on antidis'erimination. There are studies that indicated
that white ethnics, while they have reached a middle status and
they have salaries' commensurate with their position and equal to
WASPS and others in the society, they do suffer extreme discrimina-
tion when it comes to the higher places in the society.

They're excluded not only from clubs; they're excluded from
corporate suites, and increasingly, because of the mainstream nature of
white ethnic society, this is leading to unequal treatment and the kind
of unequal treatment that will create ethnic rage.



We have not really madc..-tr that! and it doe look like
we're going to be making, it unless there's some help from official-
bodies taking' a look_ at sections and atterns of exclusiveness and
exclusion in this .society.

They exist; they'ye powerful, forces. They-develop neg4ive image,
' in terms of thet various white ethnic groups.

Let, me just end up by saying something its an intergroup relations
professional with 25 years of work in th civil rights and intergroup
relations field.

I entered-the white'ethnie field in the same way that I entered the
civil rights field. I saw injustice. I saw hate. I saw hostility.. I saw !
intergroup turmoil taking place in this country.

I think this _country still has not come to grips with its diversity,
esn't yet understan4 the nature of identity clearly, doesn't under-

stand the. 43t that we.,are a country that ig constantly into what you
calla dialectic between particularism and-universalism--,-and-intead of - --
a straight line towards assimilati9n, we have a culturalizution with
Stru ural differences, and we will have it for a long time to eol-ne.

A d the fact that'one of the largest factors in creating new people in
this (.. untry stilly immigration and mikration, means that Ow people
will - ,coming here, clashing mostly in urban- suburban centers with

',older groups; one of ilk things that has to be assumed here is that the
,major work of the United States Civil Rights Coznmission has been
phenomenal in behalf of nonwhite minorities as it should tie, and we
commend yo..0 for that. : . ..

But these nonwhite minorities always live in 'areas, always live in
areas except for tho- far South and perhaps the far West, where the
ethnic patterns are of these eastern and southern European groups. So
it's the rubbing` up against the interests of eastern nd southern
European groups that the minority group pattern develo into $o that
there cannot be any effective dealing with minority groups lia n less

there is an adequate response to white ethnicity and within the context
of what I would call a new intergroup relation movement.

We have, I would 10 enthusiasm for ehforcement. As a Ternbe
the New York City CommissiOn on Human Rights in charge bf ten
control in Queefs and other plues.in the Addle 1950's and art of the
Community Relations Staff of the York ,City Human _ights
Commission,' We had a tremendous amount of work in _intergroup
relations, not only in enforcement.

And we were deeply involved in raining of public officials,
deeply involved with training of lay ang Li lc leadsrship in intergroup
relations, and deeply involved in constai ly training ourselves to
identify tensiOn spots and to Identify rising _up interests among new

. grotips all the time.
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,
I think if you look at he bulk huinan rights workers today, over

the last 10 years, you will fin that they are not only inadequately
frained, but shamefully untrained in recognizing some of the white
ethnic factors that I've been ialking a ut,

Thank very much. ,

VICE 04AIRNIAN HORN. Thank you very much, Mr. Levine_
next panelist is Joan Aliberti, who is a graduate-of New

Englakd College, earned her ter's in administration, planning, and
social policy from the Har rd Grad to School of Education.

She has had extensive experience in education at the 'grass roots
level. 01-itn she was director of an alternative school for. troubled
students at SOuth Boston High School.

In the past 2 years she has been Educational Consultant for the
Women's. Research Program in the National Institute of Education.
That is part of the Department of Health: Education and Welfare. Her
responsibilities included the 'researching of critical issues relating to the----
educational and oecupati: needs of white ethnic women.

Ms. Aliberti,

STATEMENT OF JOAN AL6ERTI,
EDUCATIONAL. CON ANT, WASHINGTON;D.C.

It's a distinct pleasure bin, here today_ I would like to address
some of thesoissues informally and then spend more time on questiont
and answer,

In writing this paper,. I tried to -focus on tangible issues. Issues
regarding ethnicity, as you know, tend to be vague and difficult to
hold onto, and because my background is in education political
action; I'd to focus on educational and occupational needs.

In looking at this issue, the thing that impresses' me as being most
serious is the role of women. Whiled don't want to foals all my paper
on women - because I would,suspect that the panel members
would be addressing the issue - I would like to porn ut where there is
a distinctIon,

I think everyone would admit that there are problems of discrimina-
for all ethnic groups and for all members of ethnic groups, men

an n But for women it's particularly difficult.
I'd like to rough, verY'quickly, an outline of my paper and

then go in more detail over some of the parts relating to education and
occupations_

In my paper I started off talking about the immigrant experience,
how various groups, the Irish, th Greeks, the Italians, the Jews, came
here, in the 1800's'and early 1900's, and about some of the problems
that they had.
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I.

Then very quickly.. I'd like to go into the issue of ethnicity in the
1950's, in the liost World War II era when everyone was to he
American and to c:_irry the _American ti iL and to be thought of as being

. ,.

Irish-American, French-,Aluerican: Lind Indian-American was to be .

inti-Ameriean. So we didn'I.leirn cutr'seeond langtulge; we didn't
learn how to speak Italian or French: We:wereqfulv American.

In going Into the 1(750's, in the
."

e past Kore'aii War period, and again,
host we were very American." : . , .

Then in the 19(Vs, in the civil rights rinwernent and how these
things started to chorale, how blacks pyticularly helped white ethnics
understand the kvhOle idea ot` belonging and belonging to a partictflar
group, community, was a good thing, not a negative thing.

And N,vhile people were moving out to the sub tis en masse to have
their car, to have their little ranch or 'hi-level. here was a certain
group of people in the cities, in Boston, in New York, and Chicago.
that Warned ,.st,Jiy--there heed6Se thiSishere the`' really experienced
community ina very ideal sense,

And 4.d liketo focus .on particularly the Italian- American nly,
maybe because its what I'mqmst familiar with. Rut I think another
reason is t-hat the Italian-American family, more than Qther ethnic ...
g oups, is very' m9ular: it s very inner directed, and while this is a real
strerigth in ways, it's also a disadvantage when it comes to going on in
our careers and in education.

And I'd also like to ilook at the -ethnic communitY,.iis, a m el
community in taking ethnic commurati.4.!4 around the country. and
learning from them and learning how we could build sort of an ideal

...

Lommunity from these ethnic communities.
We have Gulf Oil Milding places like Reston and claiming that 'they'

are the ideal community.1 tend to disagree I think there's much moire
sharing of resources ethnic neighborhoods than there is iii Reston or

K7- Columbia in 7daryland: and I think that as Federal officials we should
look at this and look in terms of developing'policy which would he

-d tive and not counterproductive to individuals, particularly from,
ethnic originS - in the nontypical Americancommunity -'I should say.
the Anglo eorrim ty
' And I'd like to talk about - and I hesitated in writing this paper,
being a woman and being a first, second-generation Italian and a first-
generation feminist - I hesitated to really come down strong on
women's issues, but I think that I would be terribly negligent if I didn't
address the real problem of women in ethnic groups and the amount of
sex discrimination that happens with all women, but happens even
'move in ethmelgroups. It's often done among ethnics, in stereotyping

mien in the traditional roles and looking at Mama Celeste, loOking at
le Italian mother al.: only making meatballs and feeding her son and
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gnor ng the fact that she has daughters and then they are educated or
want to he -educated; and also what _that does in terms of first= and
second-generation Americans, particularly women; in terms of .how
they see themselves and the type of roles they -are presently in, and
how they see themselves in terms of the future.

Do they go op to a four-year college; and if they do go on to a fOur-
year college, hok, far do they go? Do they go into the more yaditional
women's jobs, lie nursing and teaching? Are/ they held back either by
themselCes or by the family in terms of.gettinlva degree in medicine or
becoming architects, or becoming lawyers?

1,_think we_ould all.have to admit that there are many more women
goinIr to lay/ School and going to medical school, but my, question
Are they ethnic women and what about the women that are presently
in their lifts and sixties and what types of Edvantages did they have if
they had any _

I d also hlcc to the policy-implications-nfthe work-place and
particttlarly in terms of working class communities and working class
people. I'd like to took at the future trends, what's going to happen to
the people that are pr8ently in their thirties, forties, and fifties toda)y-'
how are we grooming people in terms. Of occupatiiiihal opportunities
and.,educational opportunities, and how we're preparing people for our
society, in the 2Ist century.

And then I'd like to go into specific recomrnenslatiocs - to gerl'eral
recommendation-s and specific reorrtmendations, focusing on

- .
education and occupational opportu hies

-As I said earlier;` .,mmigran experience began in the middle
I SOO'v when -people were flooking 'America. for equal oPpofturiity,
fOr ereedom Of speech. they were ticking to America because there
were no opportunities or very few opportunities in Europe.

Anitthey came to America; they came tb-the east c.oast; they came
to Boston; they came to New Ygrk. Some traveled on to Chicago and
Detroit. Some traveled further to the farmlands in Michigah and
Wisconsin, and then-thefe were real-pioneers that went out to the west
coast. They settled in, by and large. in California and all, along the
Barbary Coast.

And with the exception of the people that settled on the west coast,
there was very little assimilation, There was very little integration.
They were basically ostracized frOm the mainstream. They were
thought of as being poor, which they; were, andignorant in the ways
of America bu,knot ignorant people.

They were "hard working and they 'fealty_,:believed in the American
dream. Some of them weillPdisillusioned. Some of them still believed in
the American dream in terms of not questioning the American way of
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life. They taught their children to be very submissive and not to
challenge institutions.

While this may be good in some situations, it also created a certain
thing-with ethnic groups and did not allow them to have a political
base. And I think there s a very good similarity between eihnic'groups
and between the traditional minorities in.' terms of blacks and
Hispanics.

, They were also/ taught to accept the American way, buy the
American dream, and not to challenge our institutions; and as a result,
they had' vay'little: they had a very kmall political base and they had
very little opportunity.

\-1,n the post World War period, there's a lot that could be said-about
the immigrant experience, and I really don't want, to focus. on that
right now.

-I'd like to talk more in terms of contemporary America -and hoW
that immigrant experience provided some - strength h-in terms of ethnic
groups yaluing ,certain things like family:, work, community, and
friends, and these are the things that have really kept people going,
kept white ethnics going in, a time when they had nothing else going.

After World War and probably -because.we were engaged in a
world war and we became isolationists, we became also much more
American, and we looked at the foreign powers as being foreigrtand
we felt that in order, to be really accepted, we couldn't really talk
about our Itali heritage or our Polish heritage or our Greekberitage,"
We really had accept the American way whether we believed in it
or not

I basically think that at the time /most p ople did believe in it and
really felt very Strong about' it. You c_ Idn't get any group of
Americans more patriot c -than traditional ethnic communities, -and
they still are pairiotic.

An interesting thing happened after World War II. While we were
accepting the American dream and moving out to the suburbs, we also
started to 12ok in terms of opportunities. The American dream said
thitve really believed and worked hard, we would move up the

..social ladder, the economic ladder, the political ladder.
By and large, that didn't happen. With the exception of probagly

California in the west, Who're we had, like A. P. Giannini who
started the Bank of America, witch was then the Bank of Italy, we
had very little assimilation. We had few opportunities. We had
substSntial prejudice toward immigrants,

And to' counter that second-generation' Americans became super
patriots and super Americans. They didn't- teach their children to
speak their language, and they probably only passed on their culture in
a very sub rasa way



And it's probably not until the second generation' that
bg= change, iii that, and that's, probably writ' there's a real,-iwrease in the

ethnic mover-Rent.
Whn.one alks about white ethnics, typically it conjures up very

negative descriptives. This is particularly true in the 1960's. After the
1950's when we were very American and very patriotic, certain things
started to happen in the 1960's, the civil rights movement, acid in the
late 1960's the women's movement, had a certain impact art how we
looked at white ethnic groupS. t.

By and large, they were viewed-as-racists, as bigots, as
/'
hardhats,as

palpably stupid, ignorant people WhO just didn't understand the way.-:
didn't see the way.

Well this I don t think, is'true.'I think typically the white ethnic
groups stay in their cultural enclaves, some for economic reasons, most
for cultural reasons -; because they 'could really share resources'that
they could-not previously do.--

,
One of the things that happened at that time in the social unrest of

the -,.1960's was the ethnic community that remained very stable, the
Italian-Arneric4n r4mily, the Greek farhily, the Jewish family; they
were still holding on ,to very strongEuropean values about the family.
And if you were going to do something, you didn't do anything that
reflected poorly upori-lhe family.

And I'd like to use the. example of the Greeks: the ,Italians, and the
s'to-Present this. Unlike the Jews and the Greeks, the Italians were

very inner directed. and if something had to be done - and this sounds ..
reminiscent of the Godfather - if something had to be done, someone
in the family could do it.- If someone in the family could not do it, it
was becausqt was in- ossible to do.

And this is a nice support system to grow up in but what does that
do in terms of career's for women and for men? If you sacril-ice

- everything for the family, how does that affect your own individual
developments.

Unlike the declining influence of the family in the larger society, the
family, nuclear and extended, has remained geflerally intact in the
,ethnic' community.

In a very real sense, ethnic :neighborhoods represent an ideal
community.with the sparing of resources, goods, and services, in living
and working in close ploximity. The residents of these communities
share more than bread and shelter= They share values, traditions, and a
common culture:

As neighbors, they work, they play, and they learn together. Since'
their culture transcends the physical limits of the neighborhood, they
have unlimited power and potential within the generationalsebeme-of
things and among ethnic groups.
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yuld Like the Commi oners olook at ethnic groupsafr
rather than a negative force in our coni'munity, and how we..

can look- to ethnic enclaves, particularly in the cities,- in Detroit
Chicago, in Boston, and in New York; and ask outselveS boW
learn from these communities.

How could we take_ the values
nifty and friendship, and ex .nd th.it Pito 010' broader -:Ari4o,

conmiunity'
While thd,e.arethe'strengths f the ethic corrimunity, the negative

factors are also the
The ethnic, Communities have bee a stabilizing influence in the

-urban areas and they have served aS training grounds, particularly iii
relation to 'vornen..-

While paradOxiCally they have served to p rpetuate -thrt' ic and sex
stereotypeA, particularly in the areas of educa#4-on and work, they also

While cult-ural rraditiotts may vary according, to parti ukir: groups,
regions and religious practices, those values Which remain constant
*hide family, work, and community.

In ._a_ .closatiamc_ community. ..the'se_Nalues have a strOng--.-
interdeRendency. While an individnaLperceives that his dr, her role in
the world of work is -often shaped:by family attitudes and eYer'ectations,
similarly education attaintnent;=: ,whether it be secondary or post-.
secondliry - is clearly .determihcd by the norms of the family and. the
community.

Therefore in order ) tiniterstand the edu Ulna' and occupational,.
needs in a pluralistic.sOciety, these should be examined the :context

i particular subculture. .

This :eXarninatiOn, will provide a better understanding, of. the
educational, occupational needs of individuals in a working class

triunity.. It will also illustrate how, through community activities, .

initially entered through Ciimily-centered concerns, one could develop
organizing, administration, et cetera, - which could he

transferable' to leadership positions in community or in . society in
general-

. .

I'm specifically talking .)bout women and thef-;c1-1, ging:
men iit the ethnic community...',
In many situations, ethnic communities and groups'ha

successful pol iically and getting-a power base, 5s I menticwed earlier.
And this real exception is white ethnic women. They have been
orgarK __g again, as I sal_ op the 1960 s, this brought about a lot of
orgariizLition.;.

For purposes of- discussion, in this. paper I eroed in on the Italian-
American family.
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Clearly, it is impossible to divide the community, neighborhood
peer group from the family in thkir impact on inunigrant- and second
generation Italian-Americans.

The set of qualities that seems to distinguish Italian-Americans
Vicludes temperament, and ambition, all :of which,
however, are restricted by the culture and outlook of the family and
neighborhood.

'How- these attitudes and traditions shaped one future is evident in
thc. lack of emphasis on formal edication. According to Glazer and
Moynihan, they stated,-"One.cOrnmon American channel to success -
educatiOn '4 was narrowed for ttalianAmericans by the particular'
constitution and outlook of the.family and neighborhood; accomplish-
went for the Italian son is felt by the patents to be meaningless unless it
is directed to the gratification of the family, by maintaining closeness
of the family and advancing the family's interest."

While education in an Italian-American community was never really
strong for males, for females it was almost nonexistent. This is difficult
in some situations to pro:te, because the data on ethnic groups is not
very widespread, probably because we want to become so American-
ized, we don'tibreak down our data according to ethnic groups.

Since current statistics are not broken out along ethnic lines, it is

increasingly difficult to deterrnine the actual educational statistics of
white ethnics as a group.

l-have several general recommendations. Number one there is a
need to develop fi strong and accurate statistical base so that we can
point out that there really are differences between people that perceive
themselves as non-ethnics, Anglos, whatever.

And -there is also a real need to recognize white ethnics as a
constituency and I think the fact that this meeting has occurred, I
think, is a milestone. It. would help the ethnics themselves to develop a
stronger cultural identity and also people that don't identify them-
selves along the ethnic line to realize that there are real problems.

There is a need to remove both hidden and apparent economic,
social, and: political barriers which prevent white ethnics from
achieving success while adopting and integrating the values of family,

..;,-i-,Woric-rfnd community into the general American way of life.
In - tents of employment. Jobs must be redesigned to meet the

particulareducational and occupational needs of women - particularly
of women who have had limited formal training and experience. As I
mentioned very briefly, the community, the ethnic community, has
provided a background where women could h orne activists and
learn certain skills. These skills should be used and transferred into the
marketplace for paid work.
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New careers' must be made available in nontraditional work; careers
in sales, management, community organizing, and politics are addition-

_ al areas of work in which previous homemaking and community skills
couldapply

Blue-collar jcibs which are typically dominated by white ethnic men
. and .women shot, Id be redesigned to reduce dissatisfaction and provide

workers with opportunities_ for self-fulfillment and self-actualization
-through work. `I

In this regard, the Civil Rights Commission. could monitor other
GoVernment agencies responsible' for the workers' safety; for example,
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

In terms of financial aid and particularly in terms of education, since
many ,white ethnics are from white working class backgrounds, they
should be recognized as a special-needs group so that they could
qualify for special types of financial assistance. available now only for
the boor and not for the working poor.

This is particularly important for families 'needing financial assis-
tance for college age children and for women interested in returning to
college.

And in terms of education for older ethnic women, community
colleges, particularly those based in the neighborhoods like' the
National Congress for Neighborhood Women, would provide an
environment conducive to learning.

_With financial assistance to these women, they could return to
schools without having to worry about family responsibilities.

Four-year colleges and universities should not only design programs
and courses specifically for women over 65 but create a tuition free,
open-enrollment policy for all general education courses and degree
programs at the university level.

In addition, they should provide the support systems for older
Americans and for people that have strong traditional cultural values,
that they don't feel alienated from the prevailing Anglo environment.
This is particularly true in Ivy League schools.

In addition, evening and community school programs should be
available through local school systems for older Americans, older
ethnic Americans and first-generation Americans.

What are the present parental attitudes toward educating daughters
and how do parents view training for jobs and careers? These are
questions which should be looked into.

The area of research is critical. The National Institute of Education,
where I previously worked, sponsored a program on the educational
and occupational needs of white ethnic women. The work has been
done; it has not been published and it is not available to the public; and
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at this point, its not clear whether it will be,available at all, and this is
something that 'I think should be !poked into. r.

Via CHAIRMAN HORN. I might add, Aan that point, the Staff
Director will follow up on that and see what is the status of that
report,

MS. ALIBERTI. In terms of the future,-in terms of the elderlY, we
are going to have an elderly population in the next two decades which f.
will be first and second generation immigrants. If we do not train them
and eduCate thel_. now, what will the future be of these groups?

I think we have to do some real critical thinking in terms of the
opportunities presently available and redesign our jobs for the future.

VICE. CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you very much. Your paper, as well
as the papers of all other panelists, will be published in full, and eve.
appreciate your summarization of it.

[The complete paper follows] jElt

CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
ETHNICITY:

A VIEW 0_ EDUCATIONAL
AND OCCUP TIONAL NEEDS,
PAST, PRESE T, AND FUTURE

By Joao, M. Alberti*

The Immigrant Experience
During the past. century this country has experienced a dramatic

change in its ecomomic, social and political systems. In part, this was
due to the tremendous influx of the European immigrants who began
entering the country in the mid-1850's. By the 1880's the fabric of this
nation had so drastically changed that the political and social
institutions would never he the same. Our cities, our schools, our
churches, and our synagogues had been touched in a way which we
had never known and perhaps would never see again.

For three-quarters of the population that hears itself so often
hailed as "the American people,- are the descendants of immi3
grants from Asia and Africa and, most of all, from the continent of
Europe. They brought over with them their religions and
folkways and their national foods, not least their national
prejudices, which for a long time in the dew country turned the
cities of the Northeast and Midwest into adjoining compounds

Ornsoltani it11- the MIMI Re,t'ArCh 1.1-(1ZT:1111. Infer i13(1011.11 Inmitute for
Washinom, 1)C
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of chauvinists, disgustful not only of immigrants from other ,

nations everywhere but too often of their neighbors three or four
blocks away.,

For the European immigrant, America provided land which needed
to be toiled, So strong and proud, they Worked the land. They taught
their children to accept the rules and the-institutions even if these were
alien. to their European culture. They were in America and if one
worked and sacrificed, anything was possible. .,

Whatever the group, the immigrants brought with them a 'certain
attitude toward life which was-further shaped by their new environ-
ment. They had entered a country which had,recently embarked on
the Industrial Age; therefore,there :were two essential needs: to -fill
quickly the critical labor shortag_e and to adapt -immediately to the
prevailing Anglo culture, The readiness in which they would comply
would, to a certain degree, determine their immediate and long range
ispecess.

.Thrown into a growing, and dynamic nation, these immigrants
'sought to be illegrated into an established society in the east, into the
agrarian society in the midwest, and into the frontiers of the west; they
had to work hard to. not only survive, but also to be accepted. Clearly
they

,
did survive but with the possible exception of the west,

-particularly California, the immigrants failed-to assimilate. In the years .
that followed, they developed strong ethnic enclaves in the 'teeming
cities, on the coast, in New York City, in -Boston, and in the new
industrial centers in the mid-west around Chicago and Detroit, and in
the farmland of Minnesota and Wisconsin. They settled, and for the
next two generations remained as laborers, small business owners, and
as farmers. In settling in these particular regions; they transferred more
than their customs and folkways. they transferred their values,
particularly as they related to family, work, friends, and community. It
was for them, their lack of'he proper education and skills which

4.4determined their lot, eir class, Their attitude toward these issues
varied according to veral factors: time of.arrival in this country arid
previous educational, occupational, and economic status (rural or
urban) in their country of origin.

Oftenthese 'factors determined where they would settle, the type of
work they would do and. the goals they would set for their children.

The Jews who emigrated from Poland and Russia around the turn
of the century were neither farm laborers nor peasants, but
peddlers, shopkeepers, and artisans with a more middle-class
occupational tradition. They also differed from their fellow
immigrants in their belief in education, partly for reasons related

iltstair Cooke. America (New York: Alfred Knopf. 197(). p. 273.
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to this tradition. Although they worked initially as unskilled and
serrii-skilled laborers in America, they reacted differently to their
environment than did the ethnic groups fro in peasant and farm
labor origins. -Superficially; the Jewish family resembled the
Italian one with a nuclear household surrounded by .a latge
'family circle. Because of the high value placed on education;
'however, the immigrants di tfdt restrain their children . from
contact with the_outside wort

Whereas 'the Italian _immigrant's 'the family -was. much more
exclusibnary. To reach beyond the confines of the family was seen as.
threatening to the survival of the unit. Consequently, their attitudes
toward work and education were shaped much more by the limits and
boundaries of the family experience. On the other hand,

_the'. Greeks prided themselves on individualism. And the
Greek child was encouraged by both his family and his communi-
ty to -make ,a name. Tor himself". For Greeks, and for Jews too ,
this meant small business and the professions. As a result, Greek
life, like Jewish life, has been characterized by American rniddle-
class values.'

Ethnicity in the Post World War ll Era
Having lived through two World Wars and a "Keirean conflict",

-- Americans were tired. Much had happened during this first half of the
20th century. To a large extent Americans had come of age. With the
territorial expansion of 'the west in the 1-/3,80's, the industrialization of
the cities in the northeast and midwest, and the internationalism in
foreign affairs, the domestic and foreign policy of this nation would
never again be the samenor would its people.

In this World War ll era of American patriotism, ethnic traditions
and values were under great scrutiny. Automobiles, increased wages,
and access to better jobs made the house in the suburbs a goal even
within reach of many of White ethnics. During the "affluent" and
somnolent years of the fifties (Parker, 1972), the melting pot theory
was .most 'dominant. With the exceptions of the ethnic enclaves still
maintained in the urban areas, by and large America was on the move.

While upward mobility was basically an economic issue, it was also
a social condition of the times. During this period, when the American
dream was in full flower, the need to be socially accepted tended to
make many first and second generation Americans more quick to deny
his/her own heritage. Perhaps.it was during this time that the fertile
seeds of the social revolution of the 1960's were planted - because it
was during the 1960's that the serene life of the previous decade

tierhert 1 ciarv" The ( rhan Vdknferc (Sew York. The Free Pree, p 241

' DrvIderi '5/Jr-rery /h Ohm,- h,:th,-riertri in 4in, ncu cd Cohn (iret-r- Nev( York I

1974). hitrOducti,,n, p 22
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shattered. Yet ironically, this revolution brought new hope no
for blacks but also or white ethnics,

Contemporary
of White Ethnic

When one mentions
hardhat, blue-colla

in the middle and la

only

merica and the Changing Needs

white ethnics, several descriptors ,come to mind
racist, bigot. This, unforturately. was the image

60 s, for those wh9 did not fall into that category
had successfully cepted the melting pot concept. But through the
civil rights movement, this too had change What had brought this
about ig difficult to say but several factors seem to contribute. In the
aftermath of the massive- civil rights demonstrations, there was a
heightened sense of one's heritage, a n6ed to .belong to a particular
group or culture. In addition, middle class women began to question
their roles and lack_of status society. These struggles eventually
were felt in the ethnic community. The ethnic neighborhood, the last
bastion of strength in the city, was changing.

These neighborhoods which previciusly were disdained by the
middle class and examined by the intellectual elite, had begun to
receive a higher status in our society. The working class' and lower
middle class which had fled to the suburbs, in the 1950's and early
1960's were now beginning to take another look at the old homestead.
The younger generation, having once rejected the working claSs
environment, and its offerings, had now begun to reexamine their
cultural ties. While it is too early to adequately assess this phenome-
non, the following sections of the paper will examine these cultural ties
more closely.

Family and Community Stability in Changing
World

Ina changing world where few things remain stable, the family has
always been a microcosm of the ethnic town or neighborhood. While
the constancy of the family unit may vary, depending on the particular
ethnic group, generally it is constant. Unlike the declining influence of
the family in the larger society, the family_ and extended, has
remained generally intact in the ethnic community. With the social
unrest of the 1960's and 1970's there was some speculation that the
values and the mores of the ethnic family-would be challenged. By and
large, this has not happened.

In a very real sense,' ethnic neighborhoods represent the ideal
community. With the sharing of resources, goods, and services, and
living and working in close proximity, the residents of these communi-
ties share more than bread and shelter; they share values, traditions
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and a common language. A'S neighbors, they work, play and learn
together. Since their culture transcends the physical limits, of the
neighborhood, they have unlimited power and potential within
genFrational scheme of things and among ethnic groups,

Influence of the Family in Determining Education
and Careers -

On the -one, hand, the ethnic neighborhoods have become a
stabilizing influence in the urban areas and have served as training
grounds in developing new vistas for women, while paradoxicallY they
have served to perpetuate ethnic and sex role stereotypes, particularly
in the areas of education and work. Therefore, this section shall
explore how the family and community can serve to further, as well as
hinder, the potential of the individual.
= While cultural traditions may vary accordingly to particular groups,
regions and religious practices, those values which remain constant

-include: family, work., and community. In the close-knit ethnic
community these values have a strong interdependence. How an
individual perceives his/her role in the world of work is often shaped
by familial attitudes and expectations. Similarly: education attainment,
-whether it be secondary or post-secondary, is clearly determined by
the norms of the family and the corinnunity. Therefore, in order to
understand the educational and occupational needs in a pluralistic
society, these should be examined in the context of a particular
subculture. This examination will provide a better understanding of
the educational and occupational needs of the individuals in a working
class- ethnic group. It will also illustrate how, through community
activities (initially entered into through family-centered concerns), one
would develop skills (organizing, administering, etc.) which would be
transferable to leadership positions either in the community or in
society in general. The question, therefore, arises: Having become
more outer - direct how does the individual (usually a woman)
develop additional educational training for her newer Mork opportuni-
ties?

For purposes of discussion, this pape will explore some of the
values-and traditions in the Italian-America amity. Clearly,

It is impossible to divide the community, neighborhood, peer
group from the family in their impact on immigrant and second
generation Italian-Americans. The set of qualities that seems to
distinguish Italian-Americans includes individuality, temperament
and ambition, all of which, however, are restricted by the culture
and outlook of the family and neighborhood.'

Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, th'v"nd The Melling Poi (Carnhridgv: 1 h
Prev.. I g70), p
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How these attitudes and traditions shaped one's future is evident in
the lack of emphasis on formal education. AccOrding to Glazer and

'Moynihan,

I
.one common American channel to success - education - was

narrowed for American- talians by the peculiar constitution and
outlook of the family and neighborhood. . .accomplishment for
the Italian son is felt by the parents to be meaningless unless it
directly gratifies the family - for example, by maintaining the
closeness of the family or advancing the family's interests through
jobs and marriage.5

While education was never strong for the males, it was substantially
more inferior for the females. Since current statistics are not broken
out along ethnic lirtes, it is increasingly difficult to determine the actual
educational statistics of white ethnics as a group. Nevertheless, there
are some studies which would clearly indicate that education was not a
priority, particularly for Women_ In researching women at the turn of
the century. Betty 'Boyd Caroli found that:

the girls (Italian) reflected the effects of a system which
encouraged them to cut schooling short. Thus, they did not show
large numbers in .the white-collar occupations, 'Both sons and
daughters felt pressures to keep fordtrti'education at a minimum
but families with white-collar ambitions expected girls to sacrifice
in favor of their brothers.6

In a study in Syracuse, N.Y, where 400 families were interviewed
"on the nature of their family*itions.and the childrearing patterns
aimed, at the transmissions of family values and behavior; "' Colleen
Johnson found that the "central importance of family has persisted
among second and third generation Italian-Americans interviewed.""
Niklear in foern, "sibling and other relatives continue to dominate the
lives of Italian- Americans. In the" family, individual interests were
secondary to the family." 9 This is further supported in Glazer and
Moynihan where the Itlian American values family advancement, not
self-advancement.

In another interesting study, Joseph Lopreatp_refers to a 1930 study
in New York City conducted by Caroline Ware. She claims that the

Mid r: 1q7.
Thomas Kanmer and Betty Boyd Caroli. "Neu. Immigrant Vornen At Worki Italians and Jew% in .

New York City I St[O, iorK:' The Journal or Edirne Sandie% 5, %t Winter (197M 23.
' Colleen L. Johnson, 'the Maternal Role in the Contemporary Italian American Family," Paper
Brmented at Canadian Amerman 111,,iiirical Society, Toronto, 1977. 2.
4 Ibid. p 2.
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change..in familial, attitudes resulted in part from the "changing
position of Italian women and g" Is."" According to Lopreato:

The importance of the Italian partriarchal family .is more'fiction
than fact. At the turn of the eentury,as now, women in Italy were
quick to acknowledge their husband as the family head, but
almost invariably had a strong hand in the important decisions of
the family. Italian women have always been almost exclusively
responsible for raising the children; attending to their children's
religious educatiog; preparing their children for marriage; articu-
lating social relatims with friends, kin and townsmen."

In light of these studies, one may draw some comp_ arisons to family
and community,. particularly as related to women. In understanding
the importance of the family, it is easier to also understand the role of
women. in the neighborhood. While women were offered fewer
opportunities outside their environment, they learned to . use their
surroundings to further their ideas. Unfortunately, with the exception,
of Nancy Selfer and Kathleen McCpurt's study on working class
women, little or no research has been conducted on the role of women
in ethniccOmmunities. Nevertheless, one need only look at the
leadership of organizations at this leVel to see_ that they are frequently
female-dominated. Therefore: it is not at all surprising that leadership"
in the cornrnaity would be more controlled by the wortien, while
educational and occupational opportunities in this same community
would be limited for all, but nearly nonexistent for women. The family
is the central interest.

In an informal study" of organizers in Boston's North End, nearly
all the women, hesitated to etnphasize their leadership qualities or
positions in the community. When questioned as to why they were
involved, they nearly 1 stated that the general welfare of this
community was critical to maintaining the welfare of the family. Since
needs (i.e., good health care facilities) 9ften extended into the
community, the women felt compelled td-Take an active role in its life.
This was seen as more of a prOtective measure for the family rather
than as leadership for the individual. Here, as in ethnic communities in
the Chicago Southwest Side, women involved in any activities had
serious conflicts.

° Caroline Ware. Greenwich Village as quoted in Joseph Lopreato, -17 -1rnericans. {New York:
Random House. 197% p. 58,
° p. 55.
° Many of the neighhorhood-bard organizations are either developed by and for women. or the
organizational level of effort is controlled by the women. For example: National Congress of
Neighborhood Women. Brooklyn, N.Y.
0 A small in -depth study on the changing roles of Italian-American women in the North End of
Boston was conducted from April 1978-April 1979 The women were questioned in regard to their
roles2 in the family and in the community as well an on their attitudes on leadership, women's
Movement. education and their goals.
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The most prevalent anxiety for the women centers around the
possibility that their acOvities ,may liavb some ill effects on their

Many of the most actic'e women are quite sensitive to,
and even defensive about, such 'a pOSsibility. They stress the fact '
that their activities do not interfere with meeting.the demands of
family and household. They emphasize that what they are doing
they are doing for their. .families. and some recurrently state that
they receive no money, for their work."

There are some igteresting questions which should be explored.
How do women interface family responsibilities and community
activities? How have these community activities evolved? Do they
eventually result in full-time positions?- What is the next step fora
community leader? Are there skills ,whidltare developed first in the
family and then in the community which could be transferable to paid
leadership positions? How do these activities relate to educational
Opportunities? Is there a need for additional education opportunities?

CommUnity activities with their resultant responsibilities should
focus on serious issues involving the role of women ip the community.
Therefore, researchers in academic and in-government should begin to
examine the benefits of this type of leadership. Thipolicy implication
in terms of work and education could be far-reaching. Vocational
training, higher education as well as wider opportunities for work
Outside the community (if so desired) could result from the initiak work
begun at the neighborhood lever addition, this work experience
could provide' the individual. with particular skills that 'could be
transferable to the larger society. Therefore, initial skill building could
be =an essential ingredient to help bridge the earnings gap between men
and women in the marketplace.

Sex Stereotyping Within Ethnic Groups
White ethnic women, like other women, are often victims of sex

stereotyping but the problem. is more severe for them because they are
adversely affected by the strong cultural bias which frequently gives
preferential treatment to males.

In essence, white ethnic men often perpetuate the myths which help
keep women in a secondary status within our society. This is

commonly seen in the research and literature on ethnicity. Perhaps it is
that the historical and contemporary writings rarely portray wornen in
an active role, that the research of the 50's, 60's and 70's frequently
places women in the traditional subordinate role as the homemaker
and defender df the hearth.

Kathleen Merthut, War kthg-elacy Wathen a--
Univercity Frets, 1977), p, 23t,.
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Since the research is so scanty in regard to white ethnic women, it is,
difficult to say whether there is a cause and effect relationship, between
the manner in which ethnic women are portrayed_ in 'literature and in r
media, and the type of educational and occupational opportunities that
they seek; but even among second and third generation etliic women.
there is strong indication that their aspirations arenot nearly as high a
men. In traditional job plaqment, women are Often channeled into

;'iecandary-roks which typically fallinto the service positions.
If there a dearth of information in regard, to educational

opportunities for ethnic women, then the statistical data on employ-
, ment is more severe: Since the stereotyped image of the ethnic woman

as wife and mother,::Previls, there is little information regarding this
woman as wage-rarner. Therefore, data may only''tiel,extrac.ted. From
inforriGtion on women, with some implications Inackifde the ethilic
issue. Some ethnic women typically hold low-level service jobs while
.either college educated women hold the typical women's jobs.

Clearly, there is a dramatic increase in the wag_ e-earner family.
According qo the Department -of Labor's statistics, prepared by the
Women's Bureau (See Chart I: Most Women Work Because of Economic
Need ), while some women work for social or psychological reasons,
most are employed because the single wage-earner family will
inadequately meet the needs of the family in this society.

A significant proportion o working mothers have husbands
whose incomes are below e low-income or poverty level. In
fact, among the 11.7 million working mothers with husbands
present, 2.3 million' had Husbands whose 1975 incomes were
below 7,000 dollars. Included were 595,000 *whose husbands had
incomes below 3,000 dollars; 671,000 whose husbands had
incomes below 5,000 dollars; and about 1 million whose husbands
had incomes between 5,000 dollars and 7,000 dollars.''

In regard to job opportunities, clearly k3( stereotyping remain
prevalent. _Perhaps it is 4e traditional, often rigid, role: expectation
which places them in particularly defined jobs as either male or
female. While this is changing in the larger society, fcir white ethnic
women this generally remains a problem

Of ptime importance, then, in explaining the earnings differential
is the concentration of women in relatively low-paying occupa-
tions and in lower status positions within even the higher paid
major occupation groups.

" Department of L,Ityor Workbhg .1:for e rhikirt'17, compiled by Women', ureat,
(W4stungton, t.1 c IT77);

S. Dupartmcbt or Libor. the karnOigs Gap Between Women and Meh, compiled by Wornens
BilrnauIWaybingtob, D C 107b1: p 2
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Chart I
Most Women Work Because of Economic Need
(Women in the Labor Force, by Marital Status,-MarCh foi

Widowed,
Never divorced,

,ruarried ;:sepRF ad:

AhuSt 1978
Source: Prepared by the Women's Bureau, Office of the Se'bretary, from data=
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Departrient of Labor.
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Chart II
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In addition, within, the female population, 41 percent-work while

employed mostly in service type jobs, ''women's jobs- (Private
household 97 percent, Clerical workers 79 percent, Retail sales
workers 62 percent and service workers 62 percent). (See Chart II:
Wan; en!..4re Underrepresented as Managers and Skilled Craft Workers ).
While it is impossible to accurately determine how many are white
ethnic as opposed to other groups, given past cultural history it may be
assumed that many fall into these categories,

1t1 the area of financial remuneration, women are again subordinate.
in 1976, white women earned nearlyhal(thator white men and almost
1/5 less- than that of minority men. See Chart on Fully Ensplayed
Women . (Chart.111)

absolute dollar gap between .men women widens with
increasing levels of educational attainmen_texcept for 5 or more
years Of college. (See Table 1). The relative i come or position of
wonien (income of women its a; petcentage of that of men)
(Column 4) reverses its downward trend with the completion of
high school, and begins to rise with college attendance, reaching a
maximum with postgraduate education. The, extent. to Which
man's income exceeds women's is refleeted In the relative Meanie-
differentials (Column 5) which reach a minimum with 5 or more
years of , The fact. that the marginal return on the
investments in education' is greater for men than for women is
confirmed by the dat' in Columns 6 and 7 orTable I. Only among
workers completing 5. years of college or more is the return from
an additional educational investment greater for women."

lications of this for white ethnic women are staggering, For
wotiien particularly of the first and second generation, had dramati-
cally fewer educational opportubities than men and those who Were
eolleige educated rarely had advanced degrees: thus, white' ethnic

fi

women will continue to be severely. disadvantaged in the economic
marketplace.

Needs': Finan-ciai,-.Educational and
,
Occupational

.,For white ethnics, the lack of recognition as a minority group or a
special-needs constituency has rriade it impossible for theeparticular
cultural needs to be e-addressdd in educational programs and vocatiotial
training. In addition, for white ethnics of working class background,

--critical -financial aid n:;often remote. Since:they are generally above the
established ,poverty level, the financi:d :assistance which is i7elidlly-
available to the poor is rarely available to them. Interestingly enough,.
who ustially.:.,kge09hese families above the poverty line is,th'e second
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1-13rt41
Fully Employed Women Continue To Earn Lose Than Fully-
Empleyed_Men of Either White or Minority4 Races

Includes,all races other than white.

Source: Pre Pared by he Worrien's Bureau, Office of the Secretary, U.S.
Department of Labor, from data published by the Bureau of the Census,
U.S. Department of Commerce.



TABLE 1
Comparison of Median Income of Year,Round, Full-Time Workers,
by Educational Attainment and Sex, 1974
(Persons 25 years of age and over)

Years of
school

completed

Elementary
school

Less than 8

Median income

Women
(1)

Percent
Women's men's

Income income as income
gap in a percent exceeded

Marginal
dollar

value of
increased

educational
attainment

Men dollars of men's women's Women Men
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

years $ 5,022 $ 7,912 $2,890 63.5 57.5
8 years 5,606 9,891 4,285 56.7 76,4 $ 584 $1,979

High school
1 to 3 years 5,919 11,225 5,306 52.7 89.6 313 1,334
4 years 7,150 12,642 5,492 56.6 76.8 1,231 1,417

College
1 to 3 years 8,072 13,718 5,646 58.8 69.9 922 1,076
4-years 9,523 16,240 6,717 58.6 70.5 1,451 2,522
5 years or

more
11,790 18,214 6,424 64.7 54.5 2,267 1,974

Notes: Column 3 .7: column 2 minus column 1.
ColuMn 4 column 1 divided by column 2.
Column 5 column 2 minus column 1, divided by column 1.
Columns 6 and 7 = absolute (median) dollar difference between successive
years of school comoleted.

source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census: Current Population
Reports. P =60, no. 101.

income of the wife and often, additional assistance from the children of
working age.

In the area of social science research, as was stated previously, there
is little hard data concerning the educational and occupational needs of
white ethnics, particularly women. With the exception of the research
on working class women (Komarovsky 1964, McCourt 1977, Rainwa-
ter 1959, Rubin 1976 and Soifer 1973, 1976), ethnic women in both \__
middle class and working class are ignored. Since ethnicity is rarely
considered in most research studies, it is difficult to determine how
ethnicity is a factor in the educational and occupational decision
making process. This lack of sensitivity is further advanced by
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research agencies in the government which make little effort to
identify this group as one which, like other minorities, has specific

needs.
For the most part, legislation is developed and programs are

designed to meet the needs of a pluralistic rather than culturally
diverse society. A good example of this as the Vocational Education
Act, 1963 as amended. While this legislation benefits all in a general
sense, it does not recognize white ethnics as a special-needs population.
Consequently, particular areas of emphasis are designed to focus only

On: the handicapped, the disadvantaged (economicdlly and academi-
cally), those who are limited in speaking English, the bilingual
population, as well as issues relating to sex equality and sex stereotyp-
ing. The only racial type recognized is the native American.

While the ethnicity issue is beginning to spark some interest within
the confines of the government, the only program which subs6ntively
addresses the issue is the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act within the U.S.

Office of Education.
During the fiscal year 1979-80 this program, which was funded for

2:3 million dollars, awarded 48 grants of not over 60,000 dollars each,
with the average ranging from 47,000 to 50,000 dollars. These grants,
which were either multi- or mono-ethnic, generally focused on
training, dissemination or curriculum materials development. Since
this program is designed to meet the needs of all ethnic groups, the
level of effort for Euro-ethnics is minimal. Clearly, this is not enough.

In the area of educational research, the National Institute of
Education conducted a national agenda setting conference to deter-
mine the research 'needs of white ethnic women in the areas of
education and work. Although the conference was held in October of
1978, the proceedings and recommendations are not yet available to
the public.

Policy Implications for the Work Place
Along with the social action of the '60's, the civil rights demonstra-

tions and the women's movement, the lack of sufficient economic
resources in the 70's make life in the ethnic community difficult. No
longer isolated from the larger society, the residents had to make hard
decisions about their lives. With the steep rise in living costs,
skyrocketing tuition rates (for secondary and post-secondary educa-
tion), and the decrease in earning power, it was necessary for women
to return to work to assist the family.

Since an increasing num' of women are presently working, there
is a critical need to reassess ,,:e role of the female worker. Although it
is difficult to determine how many of these women are white ethnic, it
is clear that these women, particularly those with school age children,
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will require, more 'services = day care, vocational trail ing, and better
working hours (part-time and flex-time, job sharin).. With little
indication that these work trends will be reversed, better educated,
more highly skilled, and more politically- savvy- women will be
entering and remaining in the job market.in-O: . . .rder tct move toward closing the earnings~ gap, there is a need for

. .

continuing 'adult educ,zition, personal and vocational connseling (of
employer and etnployee), and revision of job description (to make the
women -previously Skilled in other- areas qualifiable for some of?the
more nontraditional Jobs).

Where Do We Go From Here? Fgture,Trends
For many,firsr and second generation-Americans, their'ethnie values

and traditions have often created a serious source of inner conflict.
Balancing between two distinct worlds, the individual must decide
whether or not to accept the dominant culture of the American society
or acknowledge and accept the traditional values passed on by his or
her family and subculture. Whether cultural diversity will be part of
the new. .American dream (whiCh would accept and admire people for
their differences) is largely dependent upon the social, economic, and
political issues in the next two decades.

With the increase-in educational and occupational opportunities for
both women and men, and the decrease in population of younger
generations, the next two decades will have a substantially different
approach to work and leisure time activities. While the differences
between first and second generation ethnic groups may fade, the
diversity issue may continue for:newerimrnigrant groups.

Ethnicity and the Elderly: Is There Any Room For
Grandma?

In order to focus on the more critical needs of our aging population
today and in the next two decades, it is necessary to divide the existing
groups on issues relating to first and second generation Americans.

The first generation:,:bf Americans presently ranging in ages 46 to 60
will be, in the year 2X0, 66 to 80 years old, while the second
generation of Americans, presently ranging in age from -30 to 45, will
be 50 to 65. With the advances in science, and the resultant decline of
disease, older Americans living i?-1 the next 20 years will have a longer
life expectancy. Yet, with more free time and with limited resources,
the needs of the elderly in the next two decades will he more critical."
As a nation, how will we he- prepared?

1.t,,,..,11(1 D., (;.fry \I I Leliiranirrt turd 1:rnp ',men ingimi r Heath and
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Clearly, this is an issue which many social scientists and policy
makers must address. While there presently is some discussion and
research. on the needs of the aging in the cOming decades, there, has
been little or no thought given to the large population of first and
second generation Ame,ricanS - the white ethnics, ,While this is a
serious problem for all elderly people, if current trends continue the
impact on women will be more severe. Since there are more single or
widowed twornen than there are mat, it is the woman who must faCe
her later years alone. With the increased mobility and its resultant
impact on the extended family, ethnic women may have more
difficulties in adjusting to her new set of rcurnst anc es.

Traditionally. women have been offered fewer resources, fewe.i

ducatiOnal experiences, and fewer occupational opportunities. But for
ethnic women who grew up in a male-dominated environment, the
edudtional and professional opportunities were almost non - existent. If,

. ,
avy opportunities were available, they generally went to the males in

The household. Consequently, what would he the impheations for these

women in their later years?

First Generation:
In comparing first and second generation Americans, it is clear that

the needs of the first generation are greater and substantially different,
particularly for women presently in the age range 50-65. For these
women their previous lack of opportunities in the areas of employment
and education substantially increases their burdens later in life.

Therefore, business, industry, and government must provide educa-
tional programs, employment training (or retraining), and financial

- assistance.

Seconct Generation:
In planning for second g,eneration Americans, the needs' of these

women will be substantially' 'different. Being younger, better educated,
and more experienced in the professions' n the communities, and in
the political arena, these women will be better prepared to take strong
leadership position's in all aspects of society.

In addition to the various educational, financial, and occupational
resourees.available to them (which were provided them bythe first
generation w -en), thee women will have a greater need to channel

:their energies into more constructive and creative jobs and leisure time
activities. Therefore, there will be a dramatic change in lifestyle.

As was stated previously, the next two decades will see a higher
percentage pf elderly than youth. TherefOre, the polidearprocess (and
control) would he directed by, and toward, this. age group. As a result
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of this new political force, more social service programs, more career
opportunities and better educational advantages will probably follow.

General Recommendation
There is a lack of statistical data by whicitrAvhite ethnic groups could

be identified clearly as a minority group, which would therefore entitle
them to particular governmental programs in education, financial aid,
and vocational training. Consequently, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(Department of Labor), the Bureau of Census (Commerce), and the

Ince of Civil Rights (HEW) should be advised to collect data on
ethnic groups. This could be done on a self-identification basis,

Spedific Recommendations

Employment:
Jobs must be redesigned to meet the particular educational and

occupational needs of women who may have had limited formal
training and experience, yet have comparable experience in the home
and the community:

New:careers,must be made available in nontraditional work; careers
in sales, management, community organizing and politics are addition-
al areas of "work in which previous homemaking and community skills
could apply. Therefore, efforts must be made to accept previously
gained skills in the marketplace, Are women qualifiable for_ the job?

Blue-collar jobs which are typically dominated by white ethnic men
and women should be redesigned to "reduce dissatisfaction and
provide workers more opportunities for 'self-fulfillment or actualiza-
tion through work"(Davis and Lewis, 1975), In this regard, the Civil
Rights Commission could monitor other government agencies respon-
sible for the workers' safety and health, particularly the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration.

Financial Aid
Since many white ethnics are from working class backgrounds, .they

should be recognized as a special-needs group so that they qualify for
the same type of financial assistance now available for the poor. This is
particularly important for families needing financial assistance for
college age children and for women interested in returning to college.

Education
For older ethnic women, cortimunity colleges (based in the

neighborhoods) would provide an environment conducive to learning.
With financial assistance these women could return to school without
having to worry about family responsibilities. In addition, if the
college is in the neighborhood, they would not be intimidated by an
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alien en ironment. Therefore, the community-based college estab-
lished by the National Congress of Neighborhood Women, 173ri)Oklyn,

N.Y., should he replicated (with the strong tupport of government
agencies and foundations) in other urban ethnit neighborhoods around
the country.

Four-year colleges and universities should not unik design programs
and courses sot:cif-wally tOr women oiier 6.2 but also should create.a
tuition-tree open admissions policy for kill general education courses
and degrec..programs at the university level. In addition, they shOuld.
provide the necessary support systems for older individuals, i.e..

counseling and remedial education. (Free tuition is presently available
to citizens of Maryland trver 0:2 at-the University of Maryland).

In addition to the evening and community school programs
available through local school systems, older Americans should he

encouraged to. participate in the daytime high school curr'icultun.
offered through'their local schools.

This interaction with regular highschool students svotfld provide an
excellent forum for an exchange of ideas and' experienc2s, if the
current school enrollment decline contioues, resources at the high
school level ,would he pleutifil therefore, this policy would make a
Netter utilization of sueh resources.

What are present parental attitudes toward educating daughters and
how do parents view training for jobs or careers? The- extent to which

historical ethnic patterns still operate to channel. girls into the
exploiting. dead-end occupational roles, to which immigrant women
have heen subjected for generations, needs to he documented. Do
factors like geographical location, kinship netv'vorks, employer stereo-
types, and self - imposed definitions of "proper" workplace roles for
women still significantly affect job choices? (Conference on the
Educational and Occupational Needs of White Ethnic Women,
October, 1978).

A study designed to survey attitudes in a representative sample of
ethnic communities across the country should he followed by -specially
designed miiterials*that dispel for parents the myths about limited work
life expectancies for today's yOung women. Instead, the importance of
school, the need to take courses in Math and the sciences, and
projections about future educational and job opportunities should he
publicized (Conference on the Educational and Occupational Needs of
White Ethnic Wcurien, October, 1978),

Alternative higher :educational programs- that meet the academic,
occupational, financial, or cultural needs of working-class women who
decide to g() hack to school, whether at mideareer or to seek a job for

the first time, should he more widely available. Special focus should he
placed not only on training for new careers or job areas. but also on
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helping women cope with their dual roles as workerg and housewives
(Conference on the Educational and Occupational Needs of White
Ethnic Women, October, 1978).

The Office of Federal Civil Rights Evaluation in the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights should monitor the publication timetable of the
above-mentioned project on the Educational and Occupational needs
of white ethnic women. ThiS would insure that a timely publication
date would be established and met.

Future Recommendations
With the large second generation elderly population, government

and industry mast provide increased opportunities acknowledging
cultural diversity within governmental and corporate structures -
boards, committees and commissions.

Since the majority of the population will be older an mo e
sophisticated, they will be more oriented toward political actio As a
result, women will take leadership positions in government and
politics. However, ethnic women, particularly from the working class
background, are still slightly disadvantaged. Therefore, efforts must be
made to assure that skills (which are currently being developed within
their Communitie;!) be channeled into future, leadership positions at.
state and national levels.
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VICE CttAtilstAN Bolo:. Our third panelist this morning is Mr.
Kenneth Kovach. He is the Director of the Cleveland Urban Museum
Project of the Ohio Historical Society.

After he received his BaChelor of Divinity degree from St.
Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary, lie also secured a Bache-
lor's and Master's from Case Western Reserve University.

He pOrsued Doctoral studies in comparative ethnic relations. He has
been an active consultant to the National Commission on Neighbor-
hoods and to various Cleveland corporations, and institutions. He is
currently a consultant to the Greater Cleveland Project on School
Desegregation.

Those of you who saw "The Deer I-hinter might be interested to
know that Mr. Kovach was the musical consultant and dance
coordinator of the vivid portrayal of ethnic culture in that Academy
Award winning picture.

We're delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH J. KOVACH, DIRECTOR,
, CLEVELAND URBAN MUSEUM PROJECT,

THE -OHIO HISTORICAL SOCIETY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Thank you very much..
As the grandson of European immigrants, this consultation means a

great deal to me. I'm a part of that generation that was supposed to
have been purged of foreign traces in the melting pot, As you can
I don't have a foreign accent. I wear three-7piece suits and use the
suggested grooming prodilets, but I know who I am with regards to
my roots.

The scheduling of this consultation is absolutely right( I picked up
the Chicago Sun Times yesterday, and the lead article, The Dawning
of the Decade of Flopc,- stated: if the '70's were a grass robes decade,
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the 1 980's may well become the roots decade,- It goes on to say,

"Millions of Americans the neighborhood movement are demanding
participation in decision making. The thrust of the neighborhood
movement suggests that people In their communities- are simply
renegotiating their relationship to government, at _all levels, and are

concerned more with decentralized delivery of service!;'
And on my own front doorstep:in Cleveland on Sunday morning,

The Plain Dealer's real estate section featured an ::article: about
"Community Pride, Little Warsaw Neighborhood Getting a Face
Lift." It focused upon a community that has been identified with the
Polish immigrants who settled there three generations ago and
continues to be proud of its heritage.

So,what we're talking about today is very, very Ltppropriate Lind, in

the words of Theodore Hesbuthh,"We need some great 'statements
about what America is about and what -we can do about it." I believe
that in the two days of this Consultation you'll hear some great
statements about America!

This nation of the United Stat'es is the world's most challenging
experiment in intergroup relations. In the process of building a nation
with people -.from nations of the entire world, we have `created a
dynamic arena for interaction which is unparalleled in World history.

We have taken a land mass of approximately three and a half million

square miles and concentrated nearly two-thirds of our population not
merely in urban but in233 metropolitan communities. Approximately
one-fourth of our population lives in the 12 largest metropolitan areas.
About 220 counties hold over one half of the nation's population: the

other half is scattered in'over 2,800 essentially rural Counties.

America is the nation, in which the processes of urbanizalion,
industrialization, and immigration commingled to create complex

networks of people, goods, and services - what we call cities - which
have undergone extensive structural alterations_ This, nation was
predominantly an agricultural one until about the last half of the 19th

century, and its democratic traditions were oriented toward the
frontier and the farm - not the city. Today, the cities of this nation are

the new frontiers; urban pioneers, among them Euro-ethnics, are
attempting to discover methods for the effective governance of these
cities. When our blossoming cities of the 19th century had added to
their populations shiploads of immigrants, with their own customs,
beliefs, laws and languages, the networks of relationships already,
established were challenged. 'The patterns ofethnic succession in cities

have resulted in a series of group collisions that go beyond black-white
cOnfrontatioris that arergamiliar -to most of us.

The process by which varioLfs ethnic groups emerge, rise, share
power and prestige, and sometimes replace -each other has not been
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el rly examined or understood. The adjustment for the European
lig-rants and racial minorities to the urbanization of America has

acted widely. The attempt_ to develop coalitions among white` and
nonwhite ethnics in the 1970's has its roots in that period from 1880 to
1930 when the concentration of millions of peoples and their cultures
occurred. The degree of prejudice eneountered;"the education avail-
able. and the family values contributed to those individual experiences
in the eny,.1--lowever,- most black and white immigrants never moved
beyond working class status, The big difference occurred among the
immigrants: chilli-en and grandchildren,- like myself, with many
factors contributing to mobility.

The immigration of,Euro-ethrties.to's'peL. fic areas of American cities
folloWed clistributii* patterns based on the same combination of
economic, demographic and cultural factors that influenced 'their
distribution across North America.

Once in a city, immigrants did-not scatter randomly around the
urban landscape,- Their ultimate destination was or became a
particular ethnic neighborbood.,.Thus, the final result of :Mimi-
grant distribution was the ethnic' neighborhood, or as Anglo-
Americans called it,-the ethnic ghetto. The formation and location
of the ethnic neighborhciod followed certain laws. Rather than
being the forced creation, of a racist or nativist society, the
immigrant ghetto grew, logically out of special cultural needs'of
the southern and eastern European peoples and the particular
economic structure they encountered in America. Furthermore,
the immigrant neighborhood showed patterns and characteristics
that belied: the traditional image of the stagnant, homogeneous
ghetto. The immigrant neighborhood was never that..

,-;,-,'One is often amazed that the immigrants managed to survive their
experiences in urban America. Perhaps the main reason for their ability
to survive the hazards of life in the city was the extensive aid and
support they received from their own people, their churches, and the
numerous !'self-help" organizations established to sustain the immi-
grants during the period of adjustment.

Immigrant associations certainly did anticipate the subsequent
welfare agencies created' by the government to help find jobs and
homes._ Sortie organizations offered employment Insurance; most
offered some form of death benefit's. The Great Depression of th
1930's pressed these fraternal and religious associations into extraordi-
nary service. By 1933 approximately one-third of the families in
America lacked a means of support. The Depression fo-rced many
changes in our government's response to people in need. For example,
the Irnassive public. hotising programs.; of the New Deal era Were
initiated as a means of forestalling starvation and revolution among the
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mass of unskilled first and second generation immigrant workers
concentrated in the poorest sections of arger American cities.
These workers had no industrial job skills b t constituted a major
component of the construction industry.

Since construction was among the mo_ labor intensive industries

and was the occupation with which th immigrants were most
familiar, programs were created to employ the poor, to ilemoliSh
de'teriorated housing and to build new housing for the lower income
people in their own neighborhoods.

to clustering together in America's cities, the .Euro-ethnic immi-
grants were doing what -came naturally. The peoples Of southern and
eastern Europe had a very different sense of society and-perschial
identity from those of northern and Western' Europe; and hence, from a
lor.of. the Americans that;. were already here. Southern Ind eastern
Europeans are "network" peOples. Their identity, security, self-control
and stimulation are derived not just from their membership in a group,
bUt in a group that they can see, touch, hear, smell, feel at all times.

The group provided mechanisms for social control and deter-
mined codes of personal behavior. . In thus forming clusters,
"ghettos ", or ethnic neighborhoods, southern and eastern Europe-
'ans were attempting to recreate the network pattern of the village,
something that, ironic as it may seem, was easy to do on the
streets of urban America but hard to do on America's farms and
open spaces.

A major wave of suburbanization in the United:States was signaled
in part by the 1940 Census which revealed that one out of seven urban
dwellings was in need of major repair, one out of every seven urban
dwellings had no running water or plumbing of any kind, and one out
of every eight urban 'dwellings had no indoor bathing or toilet
facilities., This was the first official Census to include a docurne'ntation
of housing quality. Urban America was growing old and the signs of
old age were overwhelming.

The suburban explosion of population from the central cities was
rapidly followed by the dispersion of manufacturing industries from
the core of the city to the suburbs in the late 1940's and 1950's. Major
Improvements to highway and street systems, often at the expense of
central city neighborhoods, aping with widespread automobile owner-
ship by' factory workers, set the stage for the urban exodus. A common
contemporary pattern was established: white-collar, upper-middle
income residents of suburbia traveling to their work places in the core
of the city, and blue-collar lower-middle and -lower income residents
of the central city traveling out to the, factories in the suburban fringe.



The basic conflict circumstance of the "black, poor, deteriorated,
old, and substandard inner city versus the white, affluent, new,
standard; and legally Sanctified suburbia" contributed much to the

.disaontent and the destructive central city rioting that we saw in the
late 1960's.

The decade of the 19'50's marked the massive relocation of middle
and upper- income groups to the outer fringes of the metropolitan areas'
and-the lirst movement toward, the. relocation of retail:trade centers to
the suburban fringe:-This:'resulted in a vastextensioncif suburban areas'
in America.

The Federal Highway Act of 1956testablished the inter-State system
roads with expressways through pities designed as links in the

system. The expressways required enormous amounts of land, and
their large-scale construction, particularly in the 1960's, destroyed vast,
areas of housing and ruthlessly eliminated the' neighborhoods of
working poor, both of Euro-ethnic 'immigrant and racial minority,

ckground.
The uprooting of 'Euroethnic peoples from established neighbor-

by Federal renewal 7programs, the concentration of the poor
both black and White, in areas of the central cities by federal public
housing programs, and the overall sentiment that the city is evil and to
be avoided created the context in which the long hot summers of 1966
and 1967 occurred;' then our American cities experienced disorders in
central city areas which resulted in the destruction of more neighbor-
hoods.

Perhaps the central theme of American urban history in the post-
World, War 11 Period was the polarization., of metropolitan regions
during the creation of the Megalopolis. There was alendency to divide
those areas into white suburbs and black cities. The second related
theme was the growth of huge black communities M the cities of the
North and West and the social conditions these engendered.

The influx of southern blacks into northern cities led to rapid and
extensive neighborhood changes and continual tensions on the peri-
pheries of black and white settlements. The Kerner Commission report
declared that there were several major reasons for the Jensions.
Among them Were the changing nature of the American economy,
racial discrimination, political opportunities, cultural factors, and the
vital element of time. And the report went on to'say:

Today, whites tend to exaggerate how well and how quickly they
'escaped from poverty, and contrast their experience with pover-
ty-stricken Negroes. The fact is among many of the southern and
eastern Europeans who came to America in the last great wave of
immigration, those who came already urbanized were the first to

n, pescape irooverty. The others who came to America from rural
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backgrounds, as did the Negroes, are only noW, after three
° genurations, in the final stages of escaping from poverty. UnStil the

last 10 years or tic most of tlse were employed in blue-icollar
. jobs, and Only a sKproportfon of their children were able or

willing 'to attend college..1n other words, only the third, and ip
many cases, only the fourth generation .1-ta_s_been able to achieve
the kind of middle-class,ineome and stattisthat.41Ziws it to send its,,,-
children to College. Ekcause of favo'rable econortire and. politkalf
conditions, these ethnic groups were able to escape from lower-
class status- to working class and lower- middle class status, but it
has taken-them three generations.

T-he report goes on to say that the escape from .poverty by blacks

has beep blocked in part by the resistance of European ethnicgroups. -

Blacks have been unable to enter into some unions and to move into

some neighborhoods ositside the ghetto be's. use descendants of the

have not yet abandoned them for micidle-cla,s Occupations and areas.

be

European- immigrants whd control theSe :: ns and neighborhoods

The history of the urbanization of America is really the history of
Euro-ethnics - the immigi-ants. their children, grandchildren, and their
organizations. lAbanism is said to reduce the likelihood .that the
conditions neeiied to bring active grotip life to neighborhoods will
jointly occur. This general rule is dramatized by its exceptions;

Many urban neighborhoods do harbor active and irtii-riate'social
groups. . They tilsually fit one or more of the following
descriptions being threatened from .ontside, being an ethnic or
occupational enclave, fir- being populated by people with little
physical mobility.

-41

-The pluralistic society in North America was created largely out of
the free mingling of peoples through immigration, along with
impressed- slaves brought by trUders. The develqprnent of neighbor-'
hoods by the network-budding nature of the southern and eastern
European immigi-atus provided tbecontext in -which. primary and

-, personal relationships emerged as sets of people who lived near one
another and saw each other more frequently and more easily.
Urbanization has placed large numbers of other people within easy
reach of individuals and thereby provided, more bases of association

7
than the locality alone. Some social scientists call it -a shift from a
"neighboring of place" to a "neighboring of taste."

Today it is easier for people to build networks of association while

living perhaps in social worlds that are distingUished by class,
occupation, or interest. These associations based on common interests

and cultural similarities are important, to the urban and suburban
experiences of E:uro-ethnic AmeriCans and, perhaps. they are a key to
understanding intergroup relations in the-1980's. If urbanism as a way
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of life does create freedom from proximity, thereby. allowing people
within neighborhoods the .opportunity,_ to construct associational
networks that extend beyond their neighborhood, then, indeed, the

an-diaatianty isuestionabl
A noted'humorist once defined neighborhood in the following way:

"A neighborhood is where, when you get out of it you get beat up.
Well that may not be the case anymore, but the perception of the
solidarity of neighborhoods is still operative.

In the historical development of neighborhoods, the people who
lived in close physical proximity in the city have been seen as a natural
social group. Like the family, the neighborhood has-commanded the
intense loyalties of its residents and their intimate involvement with
one another. Research in the tinned States and abroad shows that in
the context of the suburbs, the neighborhood is now viewed as more
cohesive than it is in the city. Whether involvement in the neighbor-
hood is measured by visits with neighbors, concern for the local area
the proportion of local personal activities, or almost any other
equivalent indicator, suburbanites score somewhat higher than city
dwellers.

Some social scientists have followed the same individuals in their
move from the city to the suburb; their studies have found that they
tend to increase their neighboring after they move. What these studies
have failed to take into consideration is the ethnic context of the new
residence. Not many studies have addressed themselves to suburban
ethnicity. We have ,looked at neighboring in the city,. but the whole
question of a neighboring in the suburbs is yet to be researched. I think
there are numerous opportunities for social scientists and others to do
research on suburban ethnicity.

The urban polarization, markedly evident in the central city rioting
of the late 1960's, demonstrated that few members of racial minorities
shared in the fruits of suburbanization since World War II. The 1970
Census showed that more people were living in'the suburban fringes of
metropolitan areas than in their central cities. A wave of scan s in
the sixties revealed that there were problems with subsid4z
programs and that the FHA, for example, had relaxed
standards; that speculators had moved in to buy run-down ousinitgas, t
cheap rates in the old Euro-ethnic neighborhoods of our cen
made few repairs and then sold them to other low-income families
under FHA subsidy programs.

We began to hear the revolt of the white lower middle class as the
decade of the '60's ended. New York magazine reported,

They call:. my people the White Lower Middle Class these
days. . . . Television has made an enormous impact on them, and
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because of the na ure of that medium - its llreference for the
politics of theatre, eming inability to ever explain what is
happening behind t e photographed image much of their
understanding of wh happens is superficial. Most of [heat have
only a passing acq Lance with blacks, and very few have any
black friends. So they see black in terms of militants with Afros
and shades, or crushed people on welfare. Television never
bothers reporting about the black man who gets up in the
morning, eats a fast breakfast, says .goodbye to his wife and
children and rushes out to work: That is not news. So the people:.
who live in white working-class ghettos seldom meet blacks who
are not threatening to burn down America or asking for help or

_ receiving welfare or committing crimes. And in the past five or
six years, with urban rioting on everyone's minds, they have
provided themselves, (or been provided with) a confused, threat-
ening stereotype of blacks that made it almost impossible to
suggest any sort of black-white working-class coalition.,

U.S. News and'World Report identified "The Unhappy Americans:
Who They Are What They Want" in a feature article.

The nation's 40 million citizens whose forebears came from
impoverished areas of Europe two or four generations ago show
revived interest in ancestral culture. Some have differences to
proclaim - as in New York City where 100,000 Italian-Americans
thronged. Columbus Circle last year to protest alleged slurs
against them as a group in recent stories about organized crime.
More militantly, a Jewish Defense League has sprung up to
protect Jewish lives in racially troubled cities.

City, the Magazine of Urban Life and Environment, was one of the
first publicati ddress itself to the fact that white ethnics, Euro-
ethnics, were e inning to organize in the industrial- cities of the
Northeast,-around these economic, environmental, and other communi-
ty issues. The question was: Is this a step toward or `away from
improved race relations?

The appearance of community organizations in white working-
, class communities has begun to capture the attention of the

media. . The rediscovery of the white ethnics, however, has
prompted some observers to ask whether this means that needy
nonwhites will have new competition for scarce public resources;
whether conservative pressures have compelled former friends of
the civil rights movement to desert the cause; whether organizing
white rather than multi-racial organizations is not divisive; and
whether these efforts will not result in their being co-opted by
racist demagogues.

The fate of the older industrial dities of our nation and the welfare of
those minority people who inhabit them in growing numbers depend

in no small part on the white ethnics who choose to remain in those
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neighborhoods. These old neighborhoods may represent the last
chance we have to prevent most of our major northern cities .from
becoming "reservations" for nonwhite minorities.

Descendants of eastern and southern European trnmigranti, the
Euro-ethnics, can be found in all social-economic strata. Those who
live in suburban communities may be economically mobile and socially
less parochial than their friends and relatives who reside in the old
neighborhoods, yet, they still:are a prominent component of the blue-.-
collar labor force a_ s well as the modest white-collar workers.
Psychologically and physically, the Euro-ethnic suburbanite remains
in intimate contact with the -central city and its problems - crime,
urban decay, and racial tensions-problems which, in part, pushed them
to the suburbs. Whether in cities or suburbs, many white ethnics share
problems in common with their nonwhite neighbors and fellow
workers. Clearly, there is a basis here for alliances with minority
.groups.

My distinguished colleague, Irving Levine, declared in a speech
before the Annual Health and Welfare Institute in Cleveland in 1973,
that we've got to come to some sort of consensus, which apme
people will call coalitional thinking.

We have the whole range of issues that are in fact, coaliti n
issues, but the way in which the organizations develop arou d
these issues, and the way in which people perceive the -possibili
of negotiating progress will determine whether or not these issues
will become coalition issues or will become conflict issues.

By the middle of this decade there was a significant rising up of
neighborhood-based coalitions in communities across the United
States. I think we have reached a point today where, if you start
naming the different cities where community organizations have been
established, consisting of Euro-ethnic Americans, as well as Afro-
ethnic and Hispanic-ethnic,- you would have a list that reads like an
atlas of American cities.

Ever since the riots of the 1960's everyone has talked about' the
"urban crisis." Not only have older homes and neighborhoods been
considered expendable, but entire cities and regions of the country
have been written off by the private and -public sectors during the
1970's debate on, the "urban crisis." In the face of what some people
would call the wholesale sellout by government, people have begun to
speak to each other. Ever since 1972, right here in this city of Chicago,
when 2,000 people came together and created National People's
Action, this dialogue has increased and the discussion has involved a
growing number of participants. Other national as well. as regional
forums have been established, by organizations such as the National
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Association of Neighborhoods and the National Center for Urban _

Ethnic' ffairs, to bring together neighborhood leadership.
Thousands of working-class Americans of Euro- ethnic as well as

Afro-ethnic and Hispanic-ethnic heritage are participating in coalitions
within our cities and they have become indignant over what, has been
happening to their neighborhoods.. They are being joined by their
suburban brothers and sisters in direct action on critical issues.

The Buckeye Woodland Community Congress, a major.community
organization in Cleveland of which I was the founding President, leads
the battle today in the nation under the provisions of the federal
Community Reinvestment Act of 1978. We have challenged Ameri-
Trust, one of the largest banks not only in the Midwest but in the
United States on the issue that they have not been meeting the
financial and credit needs of the community. If such a culturally and
racially diverse group of senior citizens, blue-collar laborers, home -
makers, white-collar office, workers, merchants, and students can get
together to prepare a case against one of the largest banks in the
country, then I think we have got a real potential for the dynamic
revitalization of our central city neighborhoods. Coalitions lof con-
cerned citizens really do work.

President Carter's Urban and Regional Policy Group issued its
report in 1978 and the National Commission on Neighborhoods issued
its report this year stating that where possible, neighborhood and
community organizations and coalitions should be supported to carry
out citizen participation functions, including planning and implementa-
tion of the participation process. I believe now is the time for the
careful assessment of conflict resolution through increasing public
participation in decision making. Major decisions about the distribu-
tion of goods and services result in complex public policy disputes.

Intreasing citizen participation in these decisions.- may uncover
previously hidden conflicts that will require more time to resolve.
However, if legitimate group interests are brought into the process at
early stages, the decisions are likely to be the best decisions for the
future of our Nation. I believe that policy makers must also
acknowledge the persistence of ethnicity. There is no monolithic white
Community or black community. Instead, there is diversity within and.
among all communities which is expressed in this multiplicity of
groupings of people.

In the context of neighborhoods in AmIrica's central cities, of the
Midwest and Northeast particularly, coalition-building is a survival
mechanism to ensure a safe environment in which to live. Just as the
immigrants who came by the millions to our cities sought out 'safe
space' where their families could grow, the residents of the central city
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seek to make their neighborhoods as good a place as any other for
hunian development.

And in the suburban communities of our country, there may well be
a different model of neighborhood, perhaps deviant from the central

Q city experiences,' however, the networks there can'be described as an
t=1 entwining of roots which strengthens the, base of intergroup relations

in the community.
c=1 The history of the urbanization of America and .the response of
La Euro-ethnic Americans to that process provide dramatic examples of

conditions created by the public and private sectors which promoted
the decay of our roots and sometimes prevented them from entwining.
The result has been that our roots have withered as we competed for
attention. Today, in many neighborhoods, both in the cities and the
suburbs, the matter of maintaining one's heitage is not the question,
but rather it is the matter of day-to-day physical existence, survival.

The challenge of the 1980's for intergroup'relations in America is
how we will effectively utilize the processes for citizen participation in

-edcision making, both in the public and private sectors, and how we
will define those mechanisms for participation already created by
citizens. The conflicts which are identified by community groups of
Euro-ethnics, Afro-ethnics, Hispanic-ethnics were not necessarily
created by those groups. They represent unresolved issues in our
society. Ethnicity as manifested by Euro-ethnic An,iericans is not an
end in itself. It is a way of life. It is the American experience.

Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN, Thank you very much. That was a ye

well done summation.
[The complete paper follows]

WITH ROOTS ENTWINED: INTERGROUP
RELATIONS IN URBAN ETHNIC AMERICA

By Kenneth Julius Kovach

y

We need some-great statements about what America about and
what-we can do about it Theodore M. Hesburgh

AmeriCa-the Unit,ed States thereof -is the world's most challenging
experiment in intergroup relations.

In the process of building a Nation with people from the nations of
the world, we have created a dynamic arena for interaction which is

President of the rational Centei for Urban Ethnic Affairs
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unparalleled in world history: We have taken a land mass of
approximately 3,536,855 square miles and concentrated nearly two-,
thirds of our population not merely in urban but in 233 metropolitan
communities. (1970 Census) Approximately one-fouFth o our popula
tion lives in the fwelvirgest metropolitan areas. Abo 220 counties
hold over one-half of the nation's pop_ ulation; the othh alf is scattered
over 2,800 essentially rural counties.

America is the nation of the -forld in which- the processes_ of
. .

urhanizatiOn, industrialization, and immigration commingled to create
complex networks of people, goods,. and services called cities 7 .
which have undergone extensive alterations of their structure. This
nation was predominantly an agricultural one until about the last half
of the nineteenth century;- and its democratic traditions were oriented
toward the frontier and the farm - not toward the .city. Today,, the
cities of this nation . are the new frontiers and urban pioneers are .-

attempting to discover methods for the effective governance .of our
es. When our blossoming cities of the nineteenth century had added

to their populatiOns shiploads of immigrants; with their own customs,
beliefs, laws, and languages, the networks of relationships already
established were challenged. The patterns of ethnic. succession M the

es have resulted in series of grotip collisions going beyond the
white black confrontations that are familiar to most Americans.

The process by which various. ethnic groups emerge, rise, share
power and prestige and sometimes replace each other is seen as
evidence of the inexorable upward mobility that characterizes
American life. However, .there is nothing inevitable about what
Robert Park and his students referred to as the"race relations

-cycle." In the context of worldwide ethnic stratification, our
system is unique in many ways.'

This process has not been clearly examined or understood. The
history of the United States has minimized the impact of groups other
than the English colonists upon .our free political institutions and our
free enterprise: Until recently these accomplishments were attributed
chiefly to Anglo-Saxon genius. Our textbooks have emphasized these
themes and have encouraged Americans to accept such views as
sacrosanct.

America grew from a colonial society into a modern industrial-
urban nation not only because of its Anglo-Saxon enclaves.
People of other backgrounds also contributed ideas, talents, and

Daniel Elver and Murray Friedman, = Lihmc 54cffsion m efrrierico. (New York
American Jewith Commdtee, n,1
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especially their labor to the building of America into - -the nation
she had become.'

Extensive urbanization anywhere in the world is a post-eighteenth `.

century phenomenon related to industrialization, the development of
rapid transportation, and the use of fuel burning machines. .The great
current of immigration lathe nineteenth and early twentieth century
increased the rapid and urgent urban change. Therefore the meaning
and function of our Cities-for the people who now live and have lived
in them cannot be caught by a census, survey, or poll at one particular
moment in time. Each city is the sum of its histo'ry.

During the Immigration" period, in American history from
1830-1880, the points of origin of immigrants were predominantly
northern-and western Europe. The numbers expanded.greatly, peAcing
at 400,000 immigrants per year in the '1870's. This increase was
primarily due to the demand for labor in America's expanding
industrialization and the building of transportation systems such as the
canals and railroads.

The Euro-ethnic immigration initially began at the end of the
seventeenth century. During this "Colonial" period, the composition
of immigrants was approximately 50 percent English, 10 percent
German, and the remainder Dutch, Irish, and Scottish. The early,
lighter immigration period froth 1783-1830 had an average of 10,000
persons per year who were predominantly English and German.

The "New Immigration" during the period 1880-1924. caused the
most extensive changes in the composition of the major urban areas in
America. The -immigrants came predominantly from southern and
eastern Europe. Their numbers continued to expand with peaks in
1907 and 1913 of one million immigrants during each of those years.
More than 25 million immigrants came to the shores of America from
1880-1930. The Euro-ethnic impact upon this nation is not to be
underestimated.

The Middle Atlantic region housed more newcomers than any
other section. NeW York City continued to be the nation's
premier port for immigration and the city's population swelled. In
1930, 75 percent of the New Yorkers consisted of foreigners,and
their children. Italians and east European Jews predominated but
enclaves of almost every other ethnic group, ranging from Arabs
to Yugoslays, lived there. . . The Slays in particular found that
the Pennsylvania mines provided the best-paying, unskilled, jobs
and many of them went to the Pittsburgh area Buffalo, a port on
the Great Lakes and connected to New York City via railroad as
well as by the Hudson River and the Erie Canal, received many-

IxoriVrd Dinnerstein, Roger I.. NielSols, David M. Reirner, Natives and Strangers-2' Dila( Groups
mithe Building of elinerica (New York- (Dxford University Press; 1979) preface.
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Poles and Italia*, It also served as one of: the gateways to the
Midwest, where Chicago attracted just about everyone. . . .3

Other Midwestern cities also attracted Migrants from Europe _
and the American South. Detroit,, ,Cleveland, and Milwaukee
proved particularly attractive to Slays from the Austta-Hungari-
an empire. Cleveland's prosperity rested on itsr-Lake Erie location
and . on its iron and steel foundries, blast furnaces,- and rolling .

mills. In 1906 it was estimated that one of every five Cleveland
inhabitants was German, or Jewish, and one of every six Af Slavic
background. Detroit, the nation's most important point of entry
for both English.- and French - speaking Canadians, also claimed
a polyglot- population. . . . The South was less hospitable to the
new immigrants than it had been to the old, but foreign-born
workers and their enclaves appeared thrcinghout that,region.'

The examination of how Aiirmerican.cities grew over a period of 100,
years reveals_ the following:

In 1850, among the larger cities,ia the United States were New York
(696,115), Baltimore (169,054), BoSton (13'6,881), Philadelphia
;(121,376), New Orleans (116,375), and cincinnati (115,435):

In 1900, the largest cities ineluded New York (3,437,202),
(1,498,575), Philadelphia (1,293,697), St. Louis (575,238), Boston
(560,892), Baltimore (508,957), Cleveland (381,768), Buffalo (352,387),
San Francisco (342,782), Cincinnati (325,902).

In 1950, they included New York (7,891,957), Chicago (3,620,962),
Philadelphia (2,071,605), Los Angeles (1,970,358), Detroit (1,849,568),
Baltimore (949,708), Cleveland (914,808), St. Louis (856,796), Wash-
ington, D.C. (802,178), Boston (801,444), San Franeisco'(775,357),

Data from the '1970 Official Census indicates that the process-6f
urbanization, that is the growth of metropolitan urban areas is
slowing. No longer are they growing faster than nonmetropolitati
parts of the Nation.

In 1974 over two-thirds of the population lived in standard
metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's) which are comprised of
counties with cities of 50,000 or more inhabitants together with
neighboring, counties that are closely associated with them by daily
commuting ties. Between 1970 and 1974, the population of SMSA's
increased 3.8 percent; the metropolitan population increased
5.0 percent. The largest metropolitan areas with more than 3 million
people, seven have shown, little or no growth since 1970. Only the
Washington, D.C. SMSA has grown significantly during this period.

The central cities of metropolitan areas have lost population since
1970. The 1980 Official Census should reveal additional decreases.
This loss is accounted for entirely by declines in -the white population.

Ibid. p. 127:
I170., D. 127129,
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The population of blacks and other racial minorities has decreased in
nonmetropolitan areas since 1970. The increase among blacks, and
other racial minorities in central cities has been 1:9. percent per year
since 1970, a lower annual increase than in the 1960's. At the same
time, the population of racial minorities liVing in the balance of
SMSA's outside central cities - mostly suburban areas - grew .6
percent pefyear from 1970 to 1974 (an annual gain greater than in the
9607s). Only 26 percent of the metropolitan population- of racial

minorities lived outside central cities compared with 62 percent of the
white population.

The older central cities of America have been describes as
_becoming -Black, Brown, and Broke." However the move to the
suburbs by some of the white population has not meant the abandon-
ment of the_ neighborhood bases established by the earlyiEuro-ethnies
in, the city. While these Americans can be found in various ,socio-
economic strata in our society, alargenurnber of southern and eastern
European heritage -are blue collar workers. They continue to be the
backbone of the labor force/in most of our northern industrial cities,
mining towns, and -manufacturing centers. They still reside in older
neighborhoods or have relocated in predominantly blue collar suburbs
or those mixed with white collar mid-managerial or supervisory
workers. The needs, frustrations, and concerns of this metropolitan
population are- varied and urgent. While they' share, many problems
with their nonwhite neighb&s, they compete with them for jobs,
living space, and -educational opportunities. This competition has
produced mutual fear and suspicion. It has created intergroup conflicts
which have precluded recognition of common objectivres and Coopeck
live efforts to eliminate those problems which affect the urban
environment, housing both white and nonwhite neighbors.

At the beginning of this decade, leadership of the National Center
for Urban Ethnic Affairs in Washington, D.C. declared,

Past attempts to bridge the differences that separate the American
working class and the blacks have failed. It is our belief that no
progress will be made toward this end until the American ethnics
develop the leadership and community structures which will
enable them to effectively articulate their demands and influence
decisions which Are vital to the well-being of their communities. If
their alienation and 'powerlessness is to be reduced, responsive
community organiza 'ons which are under their direction must be
developed. Only of r. they gain the capacity to affect the
outcome of decisions levant to their community, will they think
about revising their p oblem solving agenda and consider coali-
tions with neighboring black groups and organizations,

It would be over optimistic to anticipate their forming
coalitions with their inority-group neighbors- soon after they
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develop iridigenous community structures. However, thqe strlic-
-tures and new leaders, in the short run, can produce opportunities
for cooperation and provide the organizational means to cooper,
ate effectively with other 'Urban groups. They arc a prerequisite
over thel-long run to genuine multi-racial coalitions for peaceful
changes in urban'America.3

The process of adjustment for the immigrants and racial minorities .
in the urbanization of America widely. The attempts to develop

..- .. .,.
..coatitions among white and -nonwhite ethnics in the '1970's has an
historical perSpective in the period from 1880-1930 when the concen-
tration of millions of peoples and hundreds of cultures occurred. The
degree of prejudice encountered, the eduCation available, and the
family values contributed to the" individual experiences. However,
most 'blacks and white immigrants never moved beyond working class.
status.. The big difference occurred among the immigrants' children
and grandchildren, with many factors contributing to mobility. For
blacks, progress was-especiakly sloW.

During the rapid pace of LAS. industrialization in the late nineteenth
and early 'twentieth centuries positions for the 'unskilled existed in
every section of the nation. After Wort War I, when immigration
declined, blacks found greater opportunities. The common experience
of Euto-ethnic immigrants and blacks during that intense industrializa-
tion process was low wages for long hours in deplorable surround-
ings. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the average work
week was 59 hours and the average weekly wages - including skilled
as. well as unskilled labor - were less than ten dollars per week; it was
an 84-hour week in the steel industries and a'10--hour day at seven and
a half cents per hour in the textile industries. More than 1.5 million
children under age 16 were working 13 h urs per day. In 1900, the
United States was the foremost industrial co try of the world.

The working conditions in the factories nd mines Stimulated the
development of labor unions, but because of the over-abundance of
labor, discrimination, employer oppositi n, and public and govern-
mental indifference or hostility, unions were not very successful until
after the First World War. Members of almost all immigrant
nationalities and some of the blacks participated in union activities at
one time or another, but their experiences were not uniforin. Unions
usually excluded blacks or else segregated them into separate locals.
Employers in every part of the country used both immigrants and
blacks as strike breakers.

Also, thousands of immigrants and blacks in the South were
victimized by one of the most oppressive systems of labor imaginable -

Anon.. Propo%.il Statement from the Center for Urban Ethnic Minas. n. p.. n.d.. p.
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peonage - which was a form of involuntary servitude. Peonage e
in almost every state of the nation but was concentrated in the co
belt, railroad construction camps; the ,sawmills, and the mines of the
South. The 1900 Census showed over 620,00ffforign,b4rin inhabitants
in the in 1910 the figure to half a million due to atee _South; dec.
abominable treatment of workers received in the Si:311th, as well as
misrepresentation by labor-agents and entrepreneurs. ,

Labor unrest peaked shortly before World War I, expressing itself in
widespripd and. bloody strikes, marches and the beginning of legisla-
tive impTovements.However, these steps toward social ibnprovemerit

.,were quenched by the War and the nee for national unity in-
demanded; a bobming economic prosperity To wed which delayed

, further social developmentS for many years.. he labor unrest of
immigrant-laborers, large-scale union strikes: and 'labor-Is-support of the.
Socialist Party (particularly in the election of 1912), resulted in efforts
to restrict immigration and-ultimately to pull up the gang plank to stop
the flow of immigrants from southern and eastern Europe. During and
after the War, nearly a half million southern blacks migrated to the
north along with Appalachian whites from their homes. $.

A number of forces were shaping America's large cities:

(1) a Nativist protest of rural Protestant America against the
South-European immigrant, the Jew and the Catholic Church -_
all of which were identified with the city; (2) an aristocratic
reaction against leveling; (3) a deep ,concern over the threat to
democratic ideals posed by expansive- capitalism, which rapidly
growing cities so conveniently could represent; and (4y a
recognition of very serious and very real problems - political
corruption, disease, and degradation-- that were a part of the rise
of the city.6

In a number of-the large cities of the East and Midwest, the foreign-
born of southern and eastern Europe and their children outnumbered
Americans of older northern-and western European stock. "Ignorant
foreign riff-raff were being held responsible for the problems of urban
life. The abuses perpetrated against immigrants did not go unnoticed.
During the early years of the twentieth century, muckraking journal-
ists wrote about the worst evils and along with reformers of the times
attempted to improve the conditions of working class Americans
through legislation. The Euro-ethnic immigrants were successfully cm
off from their \homelands with the ending of immigration. Quota laws
were first established in 1921_ The execution of Sacco and Vanzetti
(two foreign-born anarchists) was symptomatic of the times; their
crime ,was being both foreign-born_ and anarchists. Public sentiment

Charle, N /h ..irrlerlearr (-Iry led, Mint-let. The Dorcey
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was sharply hostile to .,lower- class workers and espeCiallY ethnic
laborers.

The prosperity following World War I turned almost everyone's
attentiori-te-a-search-fer-nes,v-rneaning-tn the nation "flack to God!"
crusades, prohibition, flag-pole sitters, "flappers': and dance crazes
marked a decade that moved our nation toward the Great Depression
of the 1930 s - precipitated by th-e Crash of 1929. There were serious
setback's to the cause of organized ;labor and to social reform
movements. It was a period 91- "Boom" and "Bust".

W.R. Hopkins, City Manager of Cleveland, Ohio, stated in a 1924
address o the Ohio State Conference of. City. Planning:

r

The cheap, mass-produced automobile. . . has revolutionized
the problems of American cities. . .we are now compelled to
recognize the fact that any city worthy of -the =name must
immediately take care of a-territory at least ten to twelve miles out
froth its center and a territory-Which inevitably tends to spread
further and further out.'

The first. accounts of an auto o- rated shopping center, -Country
Club Plaza" in a territob near Kan City, signaled the first wave of
massive suburbanization in Amen a. Emphasis was placed on the
development of land at the perimeter of the city. Any improvements to
older central city areas that were not of absolute functional necessity
were almost totally ignored. The, automobile opened new access to
potential homesites independent of the limited transit corridors; for the
first time, suburban living became possible for the lower managerial
and skilled work rs. (The second wave of suburbanization followed
the end of World r l>.)

Already there evidence of s rorig pressures from new suburban
home owners for security against undesirable change and from the-
lowerela.sses. Zoning laws were established as legal controls both of
questionable people and disharmonious commercial and industrial land
usage:

With greatly reduce&immigration and the reduced demand for
in-city housing resulting from the flight of the middle class to the
suburbs, central city housing conditions went from bad to worse
and vast -areas of physical deterioration emerged.. But the black
migration to the central city, an internal migration, continued,
resulting in the racially segregated black ghetto skims (like
Harlem, New York City)."

Laurenue C. Gerckana ,Iirtericart City Planning 5; _ /'
tiniveraty, 19710. Module "O p.3.
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The immigration of Euro-ethnics to specific areas- of the cities =

followed distribution patterns based on the same combinition of
economic, demographic,- and cultural factors_ that influenced their
distribution across North America.

Once in a city, 'immigrants did not scatter randomly around the
urban landscape. Their ultimate destination was (or beearne) a
particular. 'neighborhood, Thus, restilt of immi-
grant.distribution was the ethnic neighborhood or as Anglo-
Americans called it the ethnic ghetto The formation and
loation of theethnic neighborhood followed certain laws Rather
than being the forced creation of a eacist or nativist society, the
immigrant ghetto grew logically out of the special cultural needs
of southern- and eastern European peoples and the particular,
economic structure tl)at they encountered in America. Further-
more, the immigrant Ceighborhood shoWed patterns and charac-
teristics that belied the traditional image of the stagnant, homoge-
neous ghetto. The immigrant neighborhood was never that.°

One is often amazed that the immigrants managed to survive their
experiences in urban America. Perhaps the main reason for their ability
to survive the hazards of life in the city was the extensive aid and
support they received from their own people, their chUrches, and the
numerous "self-help" organizations wlablished to sustain the immi-
grants during the period of adjustment. Most of the im-migrants wanted
to express their traditional culture and transmit it to their children
while adapting to life in the new country.

immigrant associations anticipated the subsequent welfare agenc
created by the government to help find jobs' and homes as well as to
obtain transportation to other cities. Some organizations offered
unemployment insurance:, most offered some form of death benefits.
The Great Depression of the 1930's pressed these fraternal and
religious associations into extraordinary service. By 1933, approxi-
mately one-third of the families in America lacked a means ofsupport.
The Depression forced many changes in the government's response to
people in need. The concept of federally-funded slum clearance was
one that fit neatly into the needs of the nation in its effort to recover
from an American economy which lay prostrate. Had the need for
public housing not served as an important element in the economic
recovery, it is doubtful that the humanitarian purposes served could
have motivated action to produce public housing. Low income
employed of Euro-ethnic heritage were among` the residents of public
housing. Most of those families were upwardly mobile, economically,

Caroline Golab. frnrnik Devti (Philadelphia.: Temple univeriity Pres 1977) p. 111=112.
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during the Depression and World War II years; and the stigma
attached to contemporary public housing was not operational.

The massive public housing programs of the New Deal era were
initiated as a means of forestalling starvation and revolutioretimong the
Mass of unskilled first and second generation' immigrant Vorkers
concentrated in the poorest sections of the larger Americ cities.
These-workers had no industrial job skills . but constituted major
component of the construction industry.

The immigrants Who were least assimilated and least capable of
_surviving economic adversity were the targets of programs aimed at
creating jobs to prevent family disaster and to reawaken their faith in
the "Great Ameirican Dream." Since construction was among the most
labor-intensive Industries and was the occupation with which the
immigrants were most familiar; programs were created to erriployahe
poor to demolish deteriorated housing and to build new housing for
the lower income people in their own neighborhoods.

An important by-product of the slum clearance projects o
1930 s was the first major step toward desegregation in Arne
housing. This came about as a _result of federal governn
policies prohibiting racial segregation in housing projects rece
mg support from the federal government.°

In clustering tightly together in America's 'cities, the immi-
grants of southern and eastern Europe were doing, what came
naturally 7 . . The peoples or southern and eastern Europeitab a
ve ifferent sense of society and personal identity from those of
nort rn and western Europe and hence from the bulk of
Americans. Southern and eastern Europeahs were "network"
peoples. Their identity, security, self-control, and stimulation
derived not just from their membership in a group but in a group
that they could see, hear, touch, and smell at all times. They could
not function without the constant presence of the group because a
person became an individual only by belonging to and interacting
within a group. The group provided mechanisms for social
control and determined codes of personal behavior. . . . In thus
forming clusters, "ghettos," or ethnic neighborhoods, southern
and eastern Europeans were attempting to recreate the network
pattern of the village, something that ironic as it may seem, was
easy to do orlithe streets of urban America but hard to do on
America's fai l and open spaces."

The questions of ethnic succession in urban America were already
being raised before the Depression years, In The Newcomers, 'Oscar
Handlin addresses the residential movement in the late 1800's by these
people of the "old immigration" (from northern and western Europe)
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from New York's L ow`er East Side to sections of Greenwich Village,
and the East Side of Manhattan as a result of the "new immigration"
(from southern and eastern Europe.) Moving up in America often
means moving out.

In this exchange, the displaced groups often take with them the
intangible as well as tangible. Things that give a community its
unique flavor, such as ethnic restaurants, stores, special gathering
places and even- the name and prestige of particular school. In
turn, the newer groups bring their own distinctive characteristics
and institutions with them into the area. Just as neighborhoods
have been changed, so too has the ethnic composition of industry
and business been altered as newcomers began to penetrate the
economic structures,-"

The second wave of suburbanization was encouraged by the 1940
Census data which revealed that one out orseven urban dwellings was
in need of major repair, one out of every seven urban'dwellings had no
running water or plumbing of any kind and that one out of every eight
urban dwellings had nO indoor bathing or toilet facilities. This was the
first official Census to include a documentation of housing quality.
Urban America was growing old and the signs of old age were
overwhelming.

Before World War II, almost all housing in the United States was .
produced one house on one lot at a time by contractors with small
operations who were primarily hand craftsmen. Between 1942 and
1945, mass housing developments with as many as 5,000 dwelling units
were created almost overnight in the suburbs.

Experience at this scale of operations, gained by the American
construction industry under the impetus of this war housing
program, set the stage for the application or this scale and its
techniques to the provision of housing units by private enterprise
at the end of'the war to meet the 7,000,000 housing unit demand
and to provide the mass of housing needed by the returning
G ''

The suburban explosion of population from the central cities was
rapidly followed by the dispersion of manufacturing industries from
the core of the'city to the suburbs in the late 1940'S and 1950's. Major
improvements to highway and street systems = often at the expense of
central city neighborhoods = along with widespread automobile

wnership by factory workers an subsidized development of trucking
Beets for freight service, set the stag_e for the urban exodus. A common
contemporary pattern was establithed: "white-collar upper-middle
income = resident~ of suburbia traveling to their work places in the core
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of the city, and blue-Collar lower-middle and lower income residents
of the central city traveling to the factories in the suburban fringe.""

The basic conflict circumstance of "black-poor-deteriorated-old and
sub-standard inner city" versus the -white-affluent-new-standard and
legally sanctified suburbia- contributed much to the diScontent and
destructive central city rioting of the late 1960's. The Urban Renewal
program =- sometimes called the "Negro Removal" program - was
created by the U.S. Housing Act of 1949. It resulted in the demolition
of thousands of existing homes in the neighborhoods of original
settlement by southern and eastern European immigrants; many of
those homes were occupied by the fathers and mothers of the

,(74American-born,second generation Euro-ethnics who had -oved into
the new siibuvbanareas. This i*Ogram further intensified- .he'competi-
tion for low income housing inthe:city.

The year 1950 was one of pr()sperity, of a continued -housing boom
in suburbia and of general optimism; the decade of the 1950's marked
the beginning of the Korean War (some called it a police action) and
the Civil Rights Movement. Popular opinions still held to the notions
of the inherent sinfulness of city life and the need for ruralizing urban
areas.

There developed a massive relocation of the middle and upper-
middle income groups to the outer fringes of the metropolitan areas
and the first movement toward the relocation of retail trade centers to
the suburban fringe. This movement of people, goods, and services out
of the central city resulted in a vast extension of suburban areas in =.
America.

A new housing act was created in 1954 which amended that of 1949.
A so-called "workable ". program fur clearance = rehabilitation -
conservation specified the need for a -comprehensive plan by a
community before federal financial aid for redevelopment could be
received.. This program also emphasized neighborhood analysis and
citizen participation; attention was given4oward,efforts to improve the
status of inner-city residents.

The Federal Highway Act of 1956 established the Interstate System
of roads with expressways through cities deNigned as links in the
system. The federal government had supported highway construction 4
since 1916 although no funds for this purpose were granted to'cities
until 1344. The expressways required enormous amounts of land, and
their large-scale construction, particularly in the 1960's, destroyed vast
areas of housing and ruthlessly eliminated the neighborhoods of
working poor = both of immigrant and racial minority background. In
1956, the new act prOVided for a 42,500 mile, 60 billion dollar road
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network with a profound impact on the patterns of urban development
which was not considered when the act was passed. The program was
advaicated primarily as a national defense measure; the highways
would permit quick movement in case of atomic war. In our
preparations for such war, we not only lost more troops from the city
but we created new battle grounds, at home. The neighborhoods
suffered from the policies of segregation and discrimination and were
the sites of continued animosity between the races again, as in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The Exploding Metropoli. was published by the editors of Fortune
magazine in 1958. This work revealed to the everyday citizen what
had been occurring since 1950, popularized and-stimulated discussion of
urban sprawl, and raised some serious questions concerning the va,ue
of suhurbanization and the future of the older portions of the city. Jane
Jacobs contributed a chapter to this book which served as a preview of
the "blitz "'' she was to release on American city planners in the early
60's."

The urban revolution of the 1960's resulted from recognition of the
that "a nation cannot operate within an agrarian framework of

cial values while using the city for its advantages. ."'7
Jane Jacobs' book focused on an overriding principal need for the

development of an individually satisfying urban life: "the need for a
most intricate and close-grained diversity of primary uses that give
each other mutual support, both economically and socially.

In 1965, the United States. Congkos created the Department of
Housing and Urban Development. It was the Most comprehensive

Aftextension of federal housing and urban development since the U.S.
Housing Act of 1949. A new dimension of Urban Renewal was created
in 1966: the Model .Cities Program. Its goal was "to build not just
housing units, but neighborhoods, not just to construct schools, but to
educate children, not just to raise income, but to create beauty and end
the poisoning of our environment.""

What the Federal Government had begun to destroy after World
War II with one program, they were attempting to create with a new
program in 1966: neighborhoods. For many planners and developers in
the late 1940's and the 1990's, the "back-tothe-village" solutions to the
sins of the American city prevailed. In 1948 the agrarian-romantic
bases were coddled in the document Planning the Neighborhood
published by the Public Health Association. In this work, the
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neighborhood unit was COMbined with certain anti urban ingredients -
totally unsupported by empirical p_ ()of's of their social, economic, or
functional relevance - and propos d as the minimum standards for
development in America.

This document, published interest association and not by
IA, federal agency, sanctilled hod single-family owner-
occupied dwelling unit basis and established the 7-15
du/hectare (3-5 du/acre) "desi ed maximum single-family density
pattern" of contemporary stibu bia in spite of proof that this new
"standard" had no basis whatsoever in objective fact relative to
the protection and/or promoti-in of the public health, safety, or
morals, being "preferred as it w ill attain privacy. . and a sense of
openness. ""

If southern and eastern European immigrants re best described as
"network" peoples, what a conflict of cultural values this created.
With the heritage of families being close-knit villagers for more than a
millenium and having established 'neighborhoods embodying the
unseen social and emotional networks of culture, the sons and
daughters of these immigrants were being "Americanized- in yet
another way. In terms of intra-Euro-ethnic group relations, the values
of the northern and western European "old" and established immi-
grants were imposed upon the "new" immigrants from southern and
eastern Europe; they had never lived on isolated or separately
enclosed farms. Such a concept embodied in the Neighborhood Unit
Principle had no meaning in their social system. Yet it found its way
into FHA and.VA national mortgage loan requirements for housing as
minimum national §tandards, "and by means of these standards they
entered the value bases for much of the local zoning and subdivision
control ordinances executed by city planners in the late 1940's and the
1950's."'

The Model Cities Program, as with all new programs, encountered
serious problems. The natural suspicion of the citizens in the target
areas who have either been left out of other programs or pushed
around by them, led to questions about the real intent of any
governmental action in theirllehalf. The notion of artificially creating
neighborhoods on Urban Renewal land was strange to those of
immigrant background. Attempts to prepare the residents of thee
areas and equip them to organize and participate according to the
Federal guidelines were, for the most part, unsuccessful.

The uprooting of Euro-ethnic peoples from established neighbor-
hoods by Federal renewal programs, concentration of the poor - both
black and white -in areas of the central cities, by Federal public
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housing programs, and overall sentiment that the city is evil and to be
avoided crated the context in which the "long hot summers- of 1966
and I967 -America's cities were experiencing disorders in their central
areas which resulted in the destruction of more neighborhoods.

A report of the National Commission on Urban Problems pointed
out: "The people of the slums are the symptoms of the urban problems,
not the cause. They are Virtually imprisoned in slum by the white
suburban noose around the inner city, a noose that says "negroes and-
poor people-not wanted."22

Perhaps the central theme of American urban history in the post-
World War II period was the polarization of Metropolitan regions
during the creation of the megalopolis; there was a tendency to divide
them into white-suburbs and black cities. A second related theme was
the growth of huge black communities in the cities of the North and
West and the social conditions these engendered.

The influx of southern blacks into northern cities led to rapid and
extensive neighbOrhood changes and continual tensions on the peri-
pheries of black and white settlements. The Kerner Commission report
declared that-there were several major reasons for the tensions; among
thenti: the changing nature of the American economic, racial discrimi-
nation, political opportunities, cultural factors, and the vital element of
time. "Today, whites tend to exaggerate how well and how quickly
they escaped from poverty, and contrast their experience with
poverty-stricken Negroes. The fact is, among many of the southern
and eastern Europeans who came to America in the last great wave of
immi'gration, those who came already urbanized were the first to
esciire from poverty, Theknhers who came to America from rural
backgrounds, as Negroes d, are only now, after three generations, in
the final stages of escaping from poverty. Until the last 10 years or so,
most of these were employed in blue-collar jobs, and only a small
proportion of their children were able or willing to attend college. In
other words, only the third, and in many cases, only the fourth
generation/has been able to achieve the kind of middle-class income
and status that allows it to send its children to college. Because of
favorable economic and political conditions, these ethnic groups were
able to escape from lower-class status to working class ;and lower-
middle class status, but it has taken them three generations.

"Negroes have been concentrated in the city foronly two genera-
tions and they have been there under much less favorable conditions.
Nloreover, their escape from poverty has been blocked in part by the
resistance of the European ethnic groups; they have been unable to
enter sore unions and to move into some neighborhoods outside the
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ghetto because descendants of the European immigrants who control
these unions nid nk.=ighhorhoods have not yet abandoned them for
middle-class occupations and areas."'3

The 40-year night to the'suburbs has taken on the nature of a flight
from scourge. The contrast in attitudes towards cities between the-
European 'Old World" and American "New World" might be
explained in part by the existence of a European urban culture that had
been Well rooted long before the industrial revolution had impacted
upon it. the words "city," "civility." and "civilization:* shared a
common root. The European traditions of .standing ground against the
contaminations of industrialization and meeting social problems by
reform, not flight, never gained root in an America whose cities were
being created almost overnight - a sharp contrast to the slower
development of Europe in antiquity.

America was a society on the move. For more than a century, the
,:irv's elite had been terrified by the continuous flood of foreigners
who threatened their foundations for society. How could a lasting
pride in .place exist in a country constantly washed by massive waves
of unwelcome strangers? Most of the buildings in our cities Were built

speculation, not duration. The continued expansion of the Ameri-
can city to encompass metropolitan .regions resulted in a reduced
impetus to central city reconstruction. "By 1973, it estimated that
there were over 9,0tX),0110 housing .units in American central cities-fhat
were vacant, but rehahilitatable, most in government ownership due to
tax or mortgage loan default, making government the largest slum
landlord in the nation."14

The history of the urbanization of America is the history of Euro,
ethnics - the immigrants, their children, grandchildren, and their
groupings Urbanism is said to reduce the likelihood that the
conditions needed to- bring active group life to neighborhoods will
jointly occur. This general rule is dramatized by its exceptions. "Many-
urban neighborhoods do harbor active and intimate social
groups. . They usually fit one or more of the following deserip-
tions being threatened from outside, being an ethnic or occupational
enclave or being populated by people with little physical mobility."2,

The pluralistic society in North America was created largely out of
the free mingling of peoples through immigration, and with impressed
black slaves brought by traders. The development of neighborhoods
by the "network-building" nature of the southern and eastern
European immigrants provided the context in which primary and
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personal rclatIo mships emerged as the sets of people who lived near
one another and therefore saw each other more frequently and more
easily. Urbanization has placed large numbers of other people within
easy ,reach of individuals and thereby provided more bases of
association than the locality alone. Some social scientists call it a shift
from a "neighboring of place" to a "neighboring of taste. "'"

Today it is easier filt people° in cities to build "networks" of
association while living in social worlds that .are distinguished by class,
occupation, or interest. These associations based on common interests
and cultural similarities are important to the urban and suburban
experiences of Euro:ethnic Americans and, perhaps, a key to under-
standing intergroup relations in the 1980's. If urbanism does create
"freedom from proximity" thereby allowing people within neighbor.
hoods the opportunity to .construct associational "networks" that
extend beyond the neighborhood, then, indeed, the apparent urban-
suburban dichotdmy for Euro-ethnics is questionable.

"A neighborhood is where, when you get out of it, you get beat
up."27

In the historical development of neighborhoods, the people who
lived in close physical proximity in the city have been seen as a
natural social group. Like the family, the neighborhood commanded
the intense-loyalties of its residents and their intimate involvement,
with one another. Isolation from the neighborhood,. portends at.i

individual's alienation and the destruction of the neighborhood'
thrhitens social disorganization. In the context of the suburbs, the
neighborhood is now viewed as more cohesive than it is in the city.
"Research in the United States and abroad is virtually unanimous on
this point. Whether involvement . in the neighborhood is measured by
visits. with neighbors, concern for the local area, the proportion of
local personal activities. or almost any equivalent indicator, suburban.

_ore somewhat higher than'city dwellers."'"
Some social scientists have followed the same indi-

to suburb, their studies have found that they tend
iduals from city

increase their
neighboring after the move, What these studies have failed to takAnto
consideration is the ethnic context of the new residence, The popular
vision of suburbia in the 1950's was that ethnic differences were
dissolved in the "melting pot." Not many studies have focused upon
suburban ethnicity but the few notable ones - on the Jews = have
found that "Jewish suburbanites continued to identify themselves as
Jews and more importantly, that their intimate sociiil relationships
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were almost xclusively with other Jews, even when they resided in
overwhelmingly gentile communities.""

These cases can be generalized to Euro - ethnic noniewish (predomi-
nantly Catholic and Orthodox Christians) families who moved to
suburbia in the 1950's and 1960's. The persistence of ethnicity partly
depends upon the presence of significant numbers in the group in the
suburban areas; those who can travel long -distances to maintain
associational networks do so, but those whb are relatively immobile
(e.g. due to physical or financial problems) are often isolated in their
suburban houses. The elderly provide a case in point.

Social scientists attempting to examine city-suburban differences
have concluded that until further studies are completed it is difficult to
ascertain whether those differences (if they exist at all) are a result of
the residence in or move to suburbia: The ethnicity of suburban
neighborhoods and their networks of association with city neighbor-
hoods higorically and under contemporary conditions - should
d8morfstratj that suburban residents are members of predominantly
Euro-ethnic stock, that there are economic corridors in the suburbs
which diffeltentiate ethnics of northern and western European origin
from those of southern and eastern European origin, and that their
impact upon urban social and political la is a reactivation of cultural
pluralism as°a defensive move.

The urbari polarization markedly evident in the central city rioting
of the late 1960's demonstrated that few members of racial minorities
shared in the fruits of suburbanilation since World War H. The Census
of 1970 showed that more people were living in the suburban fringes of
metropolitan areas than in their central cities. By 1972, the U.S
interstate Highway System' was slated for completion. More city
neighborhoods became "ripe for the bulldozer." The Model Cities
Program was being terminated by the Nixon administration. A wave
of scandals was revealed in federallyubsidized housing programs; the
Federal Hou'sing Administration (FHA) relaxed too many standards
when it became active in inner city housing following the riots of the

- late 1960's. Speculators moved in to buy run-down housing at cheap
rates, made few repairs, then sold them to low-income families under
FHA subsidy programs.

We began to hear of the "revolt of the white lower middle class" as
the decade of the 1960's ended, New York magazine reported: "They.
call my people the White Lower Middle Class these days_ .

Television has made an enormous impact on them, and because of the
nature of that medium - its preference for the politics of theatre, its
seeming inability to ever explain what is happening behind the
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photographed image much of their understanding of what happens is
superficial.. Mos: of them have ofIly a passing acquaintance with
blacks, and very few have any black friends. So they see blacks in
terms of militants with Afros and shades, or crushed people on
Welfare. Television never bothers reporting about the black man who
gets up in the morning, eats a fast breakfast, says goodbye to his wife
and children, and rushes Out to work. That is not .news. So the people
who live in working-z.lass white ghettos seldom meet blacks who are
not threatening to burn down America or asking for help or receiving
welfare or committing crimp. And in the Past-rive or six years, with
urban rioting on everyone's minds, they have provided themselves, (or
been provided with) a confused, threatening stereotype of blacks that
has made it almost impossible to suggest any sort of black-white
workingclass coalition.-u

Social scientists were busy explaining the causes of white "black.
lash.Ebany magazine focused upon "The White Problem in Ameri-
ca." Other reports labeled white rioters as "misguided bigots."
!'he Nation declared that the working poor = both white) and black -
are in trouble. "Only in the past few months has the RIfght of the 20
million American working poyr begun to attract attention. Heirs of the
Industrial Revolution, they have become its neglected offspring;
desperate pockets of workers earning more than welfare but less than
what thuiir own government says IS a moderate income. They are bitter
and bankrupt and almost totally without voice.3,

.yews and World Report identified "The Unhappy Americans:
Who They Are ,What They Wan(' in a feature article. The nation's
40 million citizens whose forebears came from impoverished areas of
Europe two to four generations-ago show revived interest in ancestral
culture. Some have grievances to proclaim = as in New York City
where 100,000 Italian-Americans thronged Columbus Circle last year
to protest alleged slurs against them as a group in recent stories about
organized crime.

More militantly, a Jewish Defense League has sprung up to "protect
Jewish lives- in racially troubled cities and, Those living abroad,
too.-52

America magazine reported that experts disagreed on how city
people make sure that city services are provided and how schools
actually each children. " 'Power to the People' is a slogan that
admits of various meanings. . For many urbanologists, it means the
decentralization of aovernmental structures, the political and fiscal
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empowering of ordinary citizens in the neighborhoods where they
live.-

One of the major sources or the salience __ ethnic groups in
American life in this decade is the rise of a "communal society." The
importance of multiple community issues alongside economic prob-
lems has forced the Euro-ethnic American' into voicing his/her
frustration, anger, and sense of helplessness. "What we have witnessed
in the past thirty years. . . is the politicization of the society in a way
pro one had entirely anticipated:. . in effect, there is probably more
participation in political life today than in previous periods, And yet,
in consequence of this, more and more groups act as veto powers and
check rich other's purposes.""

During this past decade in American society, we have a revolution
of rising expectations. Previously, citizenship was defined by political
rights - the full right to vote and hold office: today we define it by
social rights - to have a job, adequate health care now and when we
are old, and a decent standard of living. Equality has been re-defined in
terms of these entitlements. Finally, the old abthority structures are
being challenged and their bases are becoming eroded. .

City the Magazine of Urban Life and Environment - was one of
the first publications to ,. ., -',e fact that white. ethnics were
beginning to organize in tin( , ,i'lal cities of the Northeast aro nd
economic, environmental, and Idler community issues. Was this a s ep
toward, or away from improve, :'ace relations?

The appearance of community organizations in white working-
class communities has begun to capture the attention of the media.
Some mainstream institutions have provided modest grants to
support these organizational activities. The rediscovery of the
white ethnics, htiAie'.cr, has prompted some observers to ask
whether this means tit leedy nonwhites will have new competi-
tion for scarce public rcsources: whether conservative pressures
have compelled fore_" friends of the civil rights .movement to
desert the cause; wl-,ether organizing white rather than multi-
racial organizations is not divisive; and whether these efforts will
not result in their being co-opted by racist dernagogues."

The fate of the older industrial cities in this nation and the welfare of
the minority peoples who inhabit them in growing numbers depend in
no small part on the white ethnics who chose to remain in their
neighborhoods. These old neighborhoods may represent the last
chance we have to prevent most of our major northern cities. from
becoming "reservations" for nonwhite minorities. =
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Descendants of. easternof and southern European immigrants can be
found in all s( -economic strata. Those who live in the suburban
communities may he more economically mobile and socially less
parochial than their relatives and friends who still reside in the old
neighborhoods, yet they are still a prominent component of the blue-
collar' labor force as, well as the modest white-collar workers.
Psychologically and physically the Euro-ethnic suburbanite remains in
intimate contact with the central city and its problems = crime, urban
decay, and racial tensions problems which, in part, pushed them to
the suburbs. Whether in cities or suburbs, many white ethnics share
problems in common with their nonwhit neighbors and fellow
workers. Clearly there is a basis for alliancs with minority groups,

The black poor and working-class whites in the center city,
meanwhile, remain on a collision course for they are compelled to
compete for the same meager services, living space, and jobs. .

Until the white ethnics, through heightened group identity,
generate new leaders and6develop new organizational props, the
preconditions for coalition activities will not materialize in their
communities.35

Irving Levine, Director of the National Project on Ethnic America,
declared in a speech before the Annual Health and Welfare Institute in
Cleveland, Ohio on March 8, 1973:

As a social worker, someone that has been involved in national
and local intergroup relations, a veteran of civil rights warfare,
would say that we all came through the 50's and 60's believing we
had a moral cause, which we did, and that cause of social justice
ought to work just because we Were right. Well, they never have
and they never will. To be right is not enough. To be strategic, to
he prktical, to4be aware of the politics of the situation and to
gather 51 percent of the majority at least is the only way to make
things happen, and even then it is very, very difficult. . . We've
got to come to some sort of consensus which some people will call
coalitional thinking. . We have the whole range of issues that
are, in fact, coalition issues, but the way in which the organiza-
tions develop around these issues, and the way in which people
perceive the possibility of negotiating progress will determine
whether or not these will become coalition issues or conflict
issues.0

By the middle of this decade, there was a significant rising up of
neighborhood based coalitions in communities across the United
States. We have reached a point today where if you start-naming the
different cities where community organizations have been established,
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you have a list that reads like an atlas of American cities : Chicago,
Clevelarp, Providence, Oaklundk Boston, Milwaukee, Rockford,
Cincinnati, Utica, Seattle, Wilmington, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, St.
Louis, Saginaw, New York, Waterloo, Philadelphia, East St. Louis,
Lincoln, Hartford, Duluth, Brooklyn, Dallas, Pontiac, ptlice Georges
County, Charlotte, New Haven, Somerville Bronx, D rchester,
Covington, and Denver; more cities are joining this list ea ra

Ever since the riots of the 1960's, everyone has talked about the
"urban crisis-. . Not only have older homes and neighborhoods
been considered expendable but entire cities and regions of the
country have been written off by the private and public sectors
during the 1970's debate on the -urban crisis." In the face of this
wholesale sellout by government and particularly the banking
industry, the people of this country h- -e begun speaking to each
other. Ever since the First National onference in 1972, when
2,000 people carne to Chicago an created National People's
Action, this dialogue has increased and the discussion has
involved a growing number of participants. As the debate has
grown, so have th issues. . ,This development of issues, and the
ability to organize at both the local and national levels,. is
undoubtedly the most significant aspect of community organizing
in the 1970's. BuiPding from a block club through a Community
organization through a city-wide coalition through a statewide
alliance to a national movement, has contributed tremendously to
the power base from which community people are able to address
whatever issue needs to be addressed."

The thousands of working -1a.ss Americans of Euro-ethnic as well as
. Afro-ethnic and Hispanic- _thnic heritage that participate in the

coalitions within our cities ave become indignant over the way in
which dollars flow from the pockets of consumers to the coffers of
Nisiness and industry, and p-rhaps more importantly, to the federal
government's treasury. The state of the neighborhoods, which is the
state of our Nation as we begin the decade of the 1980's, is the result of
deliberate policies by the Federal Government and the private sector.
Coalitions of citizens from across the country must confront the reality
that no one is going to represent their interests but they themselves.

President Carter's Urban and Regional Policy Group issued a report
in March, 1978. "A New Partnership to Conserve America's Commu-
nities A National Urban Policy" proclaimed: "The cities' tangible
significance is matched by their historical and symbolic importance in
American culture For millions of individuals the city has symbolized
choice, hdpe, and opportunity. It is where generations of foreign
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immigrants and native American men and women have sought to
better their own lives and secure a brighter future for their children.

But today some cities are finding it increasingly difficult to fulfill
their historical. roles. Cities are often unable to afford the services their
citizens need. Pollution, poor public school systems, fear of crime,
congestion, high taxes, physical decay, and the need for space drive
people and industry away from many cities, eroding their fiscal
resources and increasing the problem of unemployment. . . We must
direct aid to cities in distress. Their needs and the needs of many of
their residents are immediate and compelling. . Efficiency requires
that urban policy be based primarily on saving the- cities and
neighborhoods that we already have rather than building new ones. -
Efficiency requires that the Federal Government consider the possible
impact of all its actions on cities, so that indirect effects from unrelated
Federal efforts do not inadvertently make urban problems worse. Most
importantly; we must recognize that urban problems cannot be solved
by the4 Federal Government alone, A successful urban policy must
incorporate a philosophy of partnership among the Federal Govern-
ment, State and local governments, private businesses, nei 7irhood
groups, voluntary organizations, and urban residents."38

The National Commission on Neighborhoods = a specially appoint-
ed Presidental commission = issued its final report this year based upon
one year of extensive research and analysis. The Commission's TaSk
Force on Governance, Citizen Involvement, and Neighborhood
Empowerment made the following recommendations to Congress
concerning federally mandated citizen participation: (1) "Where
neighborhood groups exist, these groups should be given priority to
select representatives for citizen advisory boards, task forces, rather
than allowing the representatives to be appointed." (2) "Where
possible, neighborhood and community organizations and coalitions
should be funded to carry Out citizen participation functions including
the planning and implementation of the participation process. and
the evaluation and monitoring of programs that directly impabt upon
the community." (3) "The National Commission on Neighborhoods
recognizes that in many neighborhoods advocacy organizing con-
tinues to he the only means through which disenfranchised neighbor-
hood residents can develop the leadership and power necessaryi to
control their future. it is recommend that because leadership
development by skilled organizers is cent io the issue advocacy
process, continued independent training of organizers and leadership
should he supported in order to harness the grassroots networks,
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voluntary. associations and other human resr ur in neighbor-
hoods."39

The 1980 Census will result in the redrawing of the lines through
which America defines itself politically. The Census stakes are high for
the future of the central cities and particularly those in the industrial-
ized Midwest and Northeast, There has been a wholesale reshuffling of
the most populous states since World War II.

Much of the terminology of reapportionment, including terms
as vital for the 1980's as "compact" and "contiguous" districts is
as old as the republic, but its application has-been the subject of
wide interpretation. . . .The overall objective is to halt the
modern day gerrymandering through which, even districts of
equal population can be sliced to partisan advantage. Of major
concern are districts dominated by one group like blacks or
minority group members. When such groups live in highly,;
identifiable areas, the classic gerrymander is to put the core into
one district, but then bring the tip of three of_four other districts in
around it, so that their numbers- are far too 'small to have an
impact on the other districts. §topping,that kind of reappor on-
ment is what's at stake in the 14130 elections,.4°

Now is,the time for careful assessment of conflict r.esolution through
1

the increasing public participation in decision-making. Major decisions
about. the distribution, of goods and services 7 and in the- case. of
reapportionment, political pow%er - result in complex public policy
disputes. The Government Continues to pursue broad national 06 -c-
tives which involve and often, impinge ort many intereststfIltgro ps,
Increasing citizen participation in these decisions may uncover
previously hidden conflicts that will require more time to resolve.
However, if legitimate self-interests of groups are brought into the
process at early stages, the decisions are likely to be not only more
acceptable but the "right" decisions for the future of our Nation. The
"new pluralism- or "new ethnicity" = as it has been called --- involves
the concept of "legitimate self-interest," Who defines legitimacy and
how are conflicting interests reconciled? "Ground rules" have already
been formulated by those neighborhood-based cOalitions in existence
across the United States. The intensification of tensions among grOups
- whether they are between tfro-ethnic and Afro-ethnic, or Afro-
ethnic and Hispanic-ethnic is caused by the social definitions of
conflicts, How much is there of the self-fulfilling prophecy in
American intergroup relations; are groups acting as they ar -xpect-
ed" to act according to the prevailing n: ms of our soc f we

"Recommendation% of the .Force on ernunee Citiren Involvement and NQghh-Khood'
Fnipoiveruint". National CommissiorrrIrT, .1-hoods iVishington. D.C.. January 24, Icid)

Re( Hardesty. "Politic% in the I he Census Redraw,. die Limn" 1-he AFL -TIC) Arneri
Ferrero/tit (Wishingtori 0 C November, 070 p. 1 1. 15,
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could change those expectations and offer new 'definitions of grqup
self- interest" and group conflict, the polariiation may dissolve into

pluralism.
Policy makers must acknowledge the persistence of ethnicity. There

is no monolithic,white community or black community. Instead, there
is diversity within and among all communities which is expressed in
the multiplicity of groupings of peoples; these groupings are linked
both formally and informally in our society by aisociational networks
whicill transcend physical boundaries: Especially- for the Euro-ethnic
American, these boundaries transceiil time heritage.of antiquity in
Europe has been translated to the urban, industrial America
integrity of content, The entwining of "roots- in our Nation, makes
coalition-building more than a possibility; it is a necessity,

In the context of neighborhoods in America's central cities, of the
Midwest and Northeast particularly, coalition-building is a survi
mechanism to ensure a safe environment in which to live. Just as th
immigrants who came by the millions to our cities sought out !!safe
spade" where their families could grow, the residents of the central
city seek to,make their neighborhoods as good a place as any other for
human development. Perhapt the community coalitions of thd: 1970's
have, in part at least, attempted to replicate the experience of the '
extended family unit and have established a community of concern not
biased upon bloDd relations bin upon shared social, economic, and
political experiences. An original imprint of ethnicity may well be the
network nature of the Euro-ethnic American roots.
And in -the suburban. communities of our country, there may well be
different model of neighborhood, perhaps deviant from the central

city experiences, however, the Thetworics- there can be described as a-
entwining of roots which strengthens the base of intergroup relations
in the community. pitizen participation in the affairs of suhurban
communities appears to be greater than in the central city corarrfUni
ties; this may well be tlic result of stronger feelings about self-ititeres'ts
acid a greater openness in which to express them.

The history of the urbanization of America and the responses of
Euro-ethnic Americans to 'that process provide dramatic examples of
conditions created by the public and private sectors which - promoted
the decay of our roots or sometimes prevented tfie7r1 from entwining,
The result has,btren that our roots have withered as wo competed fOr
attention.--Today, in many neighborhoods -both in the aides and the
suburbs"- the matteraof Maintaining one's heritage is not at question but
rather tlke meter of day-tii-day physical existence.

The c allenge of the 1980's for intergroup relation"; in America is
how we till effectivlyutilize the processes,br citizen patticipation in
decisionmaking = both in the public and private sectors - and. how we



will define the*. mechanisms foc participation already created by
Citizens. The-amilicts which are identified by community groups were
not necessarily created by these groups; they represent unresolved
issues in Our society. 'Ethnicity as manifeSted by Euro-ethnft- Ameri-
cans is not Ark end in itself. It' is a way of life. It is the American
experience.

A special note of gratitude and appreciation to Barbara Forster and
Paula. Kalamaras for their indispensable assistance in preparing this
paper:

VICE. CHAIRMAN 'HORN.
Our last _panelist this mornirtg,ispr, -John. A. Krprnko sk __who is

President of the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.
He has been a member of the -College faculty- since 1962. before::

assuming his recent post, received his Bachelor's, Master's, and
Doctoral degrees from the.University of Notre Dame in South Bend,

He served as the Director of the Human Resotirces Economic
Development of the City of South Bend, and the National Chairman of
the Ethnic, Radial, Native American Advisory Committee to the
American Revolution Bicentennial Administration,.

And he was formerly a Bdard member of the South Bend-Fort
Wayne Human Rights Commission.

Glad to have you with us, If you would summarize your paper n
the next half hour, we would appreciate it,

STATEMENT OF JOIN A. KROMKPWSKI, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR
URBAN= ETHNIC 'AFFAIRS,

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Thank you very much.
I have some preliminary comments that I want o make about the

character of this convening, and then move into the summary of my
paper.

First of all, the naming of this consultation on ethnicity in America,
in some respects is-a wildly co_Mpromfsing modifier. We are willing to
work under this label:but I think you have notice_ ready in the three

*--
4-irevious presentations that Euro-ethnic is hardly a Specific category,
What does this mean in terms of the fact that ethnicity is something
that, moles across the entire cultural spectrum of the American
experience? , .

1 It'sparticu arly important that this certain dimension, a neglected
and ignored dimension of the ethnic factor in Atherica, get a hearing,



But. my concern and the concern of many people who were
involved in the discussiohs and planning, prior to this convening, is
that the focus on Euro-ethnic things in no way be understood as a sign
of our exclusionary or exclusive interest in a particular dimension of
ethnicity in America, but that rather this is an occasion where the
Euro-ethnic dimension can in fact find ways of truilding coalitions with
other groups that are parts of the Atherican multi -ethnic experience.

This raises the question that we had struggled with for a very, very
short time during the Bicentennial, when the Bicentennial Administra-
tion called groups to Washington to, in fact, identify a so-called
"minority agenda" for the Bicentennial,

When one begins to count Euro-ethnics, Afro-ethnics or black
ethnics, Hispanic-ethnics, Native Americans and Asian-Pacific Islana-
ets. 'One is rid longer talking about a minority agenda in America; we
are talking about, a majority Agenda, and we are in,fact, pointing, to the
reality that, in a variety of ways, with various permutatibris, everyone

. participates in an ethnos, and even more that the character of every
ethnos is that it is a reality that is in flux, that changes, that we discover
through the analysis of human experiences.

A second preliminary point is on the question of why various
specific Euro-ethnic groups are not part of the consultation as
participants with a specific ethnic claim or specific ethnic agenda.

The focus on overarching issues,' rather than specific ethnics, it
seems to me, was an important otF, but I'm afraid that part of the
language of this consultation, of this invitation to participate, was
frightfully condescending. It suggested that, in fact, if this consultation
wasn't done at . the highest academic level, then' some sort of
uncontrollable mob might disrupt discussion and not engage in
constructive dialogue.

And what I've said in my paper is that the various dimensions of
group cooperation and coalition building is, in point of fact, the reality
of the situation, and further, that when we deal with particularly
narrow stereotypes and we Play on thefears'of people, in this field, we
should not unwittingly generate behavior that causes divisivenesS, and
that causes dissension, and causes us to, in fact, maintain the character
4of a divided people, What l'think I've demonstrated in my paper is that
the Bicentennial Racial Ethnic Coalition was a moment in public time
when_in fact; through a large-scale process, groups of varying ethnic
groups, various ethnic persuasions, various political persuasions, were
able to form and to fashion an agenda for liberty and justice for all in
America, that I hope will become a challenge that the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission picks up from this consultation, because it seems to
me that the agenda for the 1980's is something that still must be
written.
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I know that the participants who were part of the BERG
Consultation are people who are hopeful, are the same people who
today are looking for mess within the agencies' of the National
Government.looking for the initiation of a process at this consultation
that proclaims that -America is-in fact able to write a liberty and justice
agenda for the, 1980's. .t ,

The process of building this agenda, it seerng to me, can only begin -0

when we've established. certain basic ,frameworks of analysis and
understanding. I

For over a decade, the founder of',he National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs, Monsignor Geno Baroni, has moved through the
nation, and in a variety of public forums and speeches, has regularly
quoted Dubos, Sidney, and Nesbit, and has added his own vision to
the question of what is it that makes \America a particularly unique and

challenging situatioti,-_-
And he has oasn quoted Rene Dubos in his articld "Baghdad on the

Hudson", where,- in fact, he invites us to recognize that tolerance of
diversity is a,pre-eminent American need and virtue, because toleranee
of diversity, while it has drawbacks; nonetheless creates the social
tensions which we need to, In fact, exert an the process of changing
attitudes and laws, because without this sort of tension we are unable

to give equal rights to all citizens, irrespective'of religion, race, age,
sex and ethnicity.

And Baroni goes on to quote Bidney on the vitality of "Cultural
diversity and heterogeneity" that counteract and challenge a culture to
in fact not fall into a state of death and disorder.

And he quotes Nesbit on the question of how a national process
leading towards increasing penetration into the privite sector, by the
Government, leads to a breakdown of freedom and moral order.

These three theoreticians and a host of others that have already been
cited today by Irving Levine, Ken Kovach and Joan Aliberti have
already begun the process of laying an ethical, a social, science, a
public policy framework for analysis.

What I think we have to recognize today is that the analysis of the
ethnic factor must be combined with the analysis of theMeighboihood
fact, that is = and here I want to pick up on Kovacb'satialysis - that in
fact we have begun to recognize that the neighborhood factor is the
neglected dimension of urban life.

The strategies for neighborhood revitalization, the coalition process
that Kovach already spoke about, areSignificant dimensions, But there
are two other dimensions,or strains. clue is concerned with the process
of moral re-establishment, moral Itscovery, moral principles. The
other dimension is the process of governance which grows out of the
argument and analysis concerning American Federalism and the
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movement toward centralization and the critique of centralization and
the question of how does one effectively decentralize.

Well, what are the policy strategies and programs of a neighbor-.
hood and culturally pluralistic urygn policy? ShOuld we begin by
pointing out what are the disincentives and disinvestment attitudes in
policies and programs that have got us to where we are today?

I think that we need to, in fact, ask the Civil Rights Commission to
help us in the articulation. And When I say "us ", I mean all of the
American population that is seeking liberty and justice for all Help us
to find a way of expressing a new way, a new idea, a new focus; help
us to redefine ourselves as a culturally pluralistic people; help us to
begin to recognize in public forums that people have the emotional and
economic investments in neighborhoods,: and that if neighborhoods
continue to die, then cities continue to die; and if cities continue to die,
then pcpple's spirits begin to die, because it's only the city that can in
fact aggregate -and disaggregate -people in ways- that -all6w 'for the-
flon!ishing of the human spirit.

It's the city that's the- cradle of the type of civilization that we have,
and that seems to be the only possibility as we move into an energy-
scarce- age. In fact, the sprawl will become increasingly impossible.
Theeladvantages of human concentration, the advantanges of cultural
diveysity, and the advantages of citizen participation can only be
established if we have insightful leadership for a new urban, culturally
pluralistic policy in America.

We have failed for a long time to call attention to the culturally
pluralistic dimensions of our past, because we felt that calling attention
to this would simply produce unpatriotic divisiveness and disorder.
The history of prejudice, persecution, bigotry, and alienation parallels
the history of America's ethnic groups. It is an unpleasant feature of
our past.

But, recently we have begun, through a number of disciplines
historical, 'social science, phenomenology of religion, a variety of
approaches - have begun to see that in fact ethnic consciousness': racial
consciousness, is in fact something that is here, will not fade away, will
notbe washed away, will not be utterly transformed.

There is no metastasis that is possiVe. We are involved in a very
profound cultural reality that because it is .real, ought to b1
legitimated, i.e., made an official part of public policy.

The National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs has been working in
this area for the past 10 years; 10 years of community development; 10
years of cdrnmunity organization; 10 years of the development of
consciousness about the urban factor; 10 years during which the
question of the working class agendbecame somewhat legitimate in
America.
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It's not too h-mg ago that everyone was middle class in America, and
the middle class symbol was, in many respects, our unwillingness to
come to grips with the character of stratiMation in America.

The range of issues that Irving Levine brought out in his paper, are
still with us today, and they have been with us during this same 10
years that the .National Centewfor Urban EthnicATfairs has been

_Forgaiiizing and developing public policy.
We could point to particular studies, articular situations, but I'm

afraid the argument could be dismissed as aneoclotal.,My paper traces a
moment in public time a moment when a massive organization of
racial, ethnic, native American pe6Ple proclaimed to the nation, as it
began its second century, that liberty and justice for all was a
possibility, was in fact something that was articulated in terms of a
reformulated public -policy.

And how-did- BERC do it? It raised the question under three modes.
First of all: What is the role, the importance, of heritage in America?

Second: What. is the role of festival and 'celebration in America?
And third: What are the horizons for America as we move into the

third docade of the Republic? .

I shan't retrace that history in summary, but it is very, very,
important to see the BERC history as a moment when the following
recommendations for public policy emerged.

Before I add those, let me finally suggest a capsuliling framework
for what I understand to be public policy, and the public policy
formation process. In 1976 Father Theodor'e Hesburgh made these
observations when the New Direction initiative was announced. His
interest was in international affairs and a new direction for foreign
policy..He said we ought to have a long-range policy for total human

. development which transcends the economic, but is very important to
the economic, when even transcends the political, because it's more
important than the crisis of the moment, Which is really focused on the
fact that America as a nation promised hope, promised dignity, and
promised freedom for people.

So I'm talking about public policy in terms of transcending the
typical categories, but this approach relates, that is, the thrust of this
approach- relates to very, very specific initiatives and reforms of public

Recently a group of national organizations that are supportive of the
multiethnic approach to what I would see as the neighborhood
agenda, and' what I think they would see as the neighborhood agenda
as well and what I am suggesting to you is perhaps a way 'of getting
at the civil rights agenda for the 1980's - outlined a series of questions
that face urban American and ethnic America.
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blousing. There is need to develop a coherent houSing policy.
What is the Civil Rights commission going to doand say about the
bankruptcy of housing pblicy in America, specifically on assisted
"lousing, on housing counseling, on displacement and home owner-
ship?

A second area: How do we build the capacity of neighborhood
groups to handle the question of governance? Is the Civil Rights
Commission going to move with hundreds of thousands of people in
neighborhoods around this country to in fact ensure the massive
funding of the Neighborhood Self Help Fund or initiatives that help us
develop livable cities, that allow us to in fact celebrate and to define
and discover our heritage?

What is the Civil Rights Commission going to do with hundreds of
thousands of people on the energy issue? Is the civil rights a da for
the 1980's the energy policy for 'America for the 1980'0

What about the various regulatory funOons that move money and
people without sense of place, .style, well-being? What is the Civil
Rights Commission and the hundreds of neighborhood ethnic organi-

,zations throughout the country going to do about the Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act and the question of geographic discrimination and the
question of how we reinvest public and private money into the process
of reestablishing, revitalizing, and maintaining urban neighborhoods?

What are we going to do about economic development, about small
buSiness, and about the community organization as the developer of
wholesome entrepreneurial activities?

What are we going to do about manpower policy? Is, in fact, CETA
training a manpower pool for the 1980's? Is the civil rights agenda for
the 1980's the economic empowerment agenda for people of America?

Are civil rights hollow shells without economic rights? think -so.
To separate them is to do a disservice. ,To isolaie them is to, in fact,
live in a dream world.

What about the questions of community participation? Are ethnic
people involved? Are the structures of participation appropriate?

What about multi-cultural education? Are we in fact educating for
the 1980's, for the cultural pluralistic character of America?

What about the delivery'of social services and census information?
Do we have any realistic base of inforMation about the character of
mobility, except in 10 year spurts and in macro aggregations? Do we
have accurate tracking mechanisrris that allow us-to do housing and
economic revitalization ?'

Do we know with any sort of reliability the magnitude and intensity_
of ethnic affltition? Do we understand the dynamics of the perdurable
character Of ethnic symbols within the consciousness of people?



I would say that these issues should prompt the U.S. Civil Rights
.Commission to examine the post-World War II experience of 'urban

design and development.-
Let's go back. Let's explore where we have, in fact, come. Let's

begin tracing in a rather full and systematic way the items that Ken
Kovach raised in his paper,

I would also like to see the establishment of US Civil Rights
Commission hearipgs on the report of the National Neighborhood
Commission. I think this could begin a national dialogue that could
replicate the BERC experience that is in the body of my paper.

BERC-type forums could discuss the development of legislative and
executive action tha;, would redirect our horizons in favor of the
national multi-ethnic neighborhood policy.

The National Neighborhood Commission identified legislative and
executive actions leading toward neighborhood reinvestment through
policy, strategies and programs for neighborhood revitalizatiOn.

However, Federal agencies and epattrnehts, including the Depart
rent of Commerce, Housing d Urban Development, Health,
Education, Welfare, and now t e Department ,,of Education, and
special agencies like the Small usiness Administration, ACTION,
Community Services Administ ion, and Minority Business Enter-
prise. . .

They must be prompted b the U.S. Civil Rights Commission to
develop policies Strategies, and programs for neighborhood revitaliza-
tion; for housing, for neighborhood marketplace revitalization, for
economic development, for the stabilization of communities throughba
redesign of human service programs,

The good efforts of many of the agencies need to be identified; and
convergent issues at the neighborhood level and bridge issues at the
jurisdictional level have to be articulated. The Neighborhood Com-
mission has put this agenda into print, '

What I'M saying, and I think Euro-ethnic people and perhaps all

ethnic people are saying, is that the neighborhood movement and:the
ethnic movement are com,hg closer and closer together in practice. int
America, and we are loo ing to the Civil Rights Commission to, in

fact, regain the stature that it once had in America, when it spoke to
the content of civil rights in the context that s appropriate for the
1950's and the 1960's. .

During the 1970's, the question of what is the context of achieving
liberty and justice for all has in fact shifted to the neighborhood focus.
I'm saying that the National Neighborhood Commission has examined
these things, but what must be- addressed is the question of visibility of
its findings and the question of linking them with a commission of your
stature. This linkage not only enlivens and legitimates our agenda of
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liberty. and justice for all, but may establish ,a whole new set of
groundings for your new call to the nation for the reestablishment of
what. I've said in a number of ways in my paper. what runs through
the entire- BERG statements: the legitimation o diversity in
American life 'and the preservation, and development ethnic and
community arts _Which provide the means for the pression and
benefit of diverse. communities.

The rationale for this kind of policy was argued by BERC when it
said, we are "far from. . .a melting pot; we area nation whose diverse
and singular blend of cultural expressions yields a different flavor with
every. tasting."

BERC also addressed neighborhood Au ration. We argue that the
nation must begin to -see that -peop_e we in communities, and
communities mean belonging. They're made up of a people with
common purposes and relationShipS that include ethnic and cultural
ties,

I think we have to begin to see that, when we're looking:at oultural
activity and festivals, this activity is part of a cultural impulse that
invigorates the entire American spirit. A sense of celebration is the
cidsest we come tt .i classical sense of leisure that allows us to, in fact,
play, so that the bes of our human impulses can be articulated.

1.111111

'twe are the most heterogeneous people living in a democratic
Atboyorn, we urge the U.S. Civil Rights Commission to recognize

society_ . We must reaffirm that we are committed to liberty and Justice
for all We must proclaim that we desire n public policy which
vigorously putsuew this American dream.

The BERC experience proclaims that the recognition of cultural
pluralism is a founding idea which will lead us to become a wiser and
more mature citizenry capable of loving and respecting and working
together, in a truly democratic nation.

We exhort theU.S. Civil Rights Commission to mobilize a national
coalition directed towards forming and fashioning public initiatives
and directed towards surfacin'g this agenda- in city and county
governments, in legislative and executive offices of our states, in
Congress. and perhaps most importantly in the halls of the domestic
counselors of various Federal agencies and in the White House, to lead
us into the third century,

The history of BERC thatt I presented in my paper was presented
because 1 think it can be read-as a parable of the realm which ends with
a stunningly American question: Are we a courageous people seeking
liberty and justice for all?

[The eimplete paper follows]



cc) CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS OF ETH-
r---

'PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
CD

ri
j The Founder of The National Center. for Urban Eithnie Affairs

(NCUEA), Msgr. Geno Baroni, has for nearly a decade called our
attention to the insidus of Dubos, Bidney, and Nesbit, and added hk
own vision to the analysis of the American society.

Rene Dubos, in "Bagdad on the Hudson," reminds us that we need
not fear diversity if e educate ourseiv s for tolerance:

Although the rsistence of human diversity has many draw-
backs, it also has beneficial consequences, It creates social tensions
which lead to a strenuous quest for attitudes and laws designed to
give equal rights to all citizens irrespective ofreligion and race, of
age and sex. Human diversity makes tolerance more thari a virtue:
It makes tolerance .a requirement for survival.

The anthropologist David Bidney says, "Cultural diversity and
heterogeneity Counteract the tendency to cultural entropy." Entropy
is the general trend of the universe toward death and disorder.

We must somehow learn to live with our diversity and to recognize
that our strength and unity will be bound in the legitimization of our
ethnic and cultural pluralism_

If we learn to live together. and struggle for liberty and justice 'for all

in our third century, then we must become aware of the intercultural
imperative of American Life. Indeed, we already live in a world that is

an "intercultural village,"
Robert Nisbet points out that the family, the neighborhood, the

community, the schools, and yoluntaFy associations once used to carry

a great deal of the load in building morality. Now they don't, because
of the tremendous politicization_ of our social ,order. We have

nsferred so much responsibility to the Central Government, and
authority now stems from the involvement of so many State and
Federal bureaucracies in peoples' lives, that these basic communities
are drying up. The danger arises that more and more people will turn
to the Government as the source of community. This. will bring us
close to totalitarianism, to statism. Nisbet warns that if this state, of
mind is allowed to grow. the United States could go the way of such
once-great powers as Greece and Rome, in which the erosion of the

r. John A. Kromkowsidk
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old institutions led to the creation -of the absolute state. -Msgr. Baroni
argued the following case in 1970 and since then, as Assistant.
Secretary of RUD, :has championed the notion that we need to
devolve more power to the neighborhood cornmunities and to
encourage the organization .of voluntary self -help groups among the
families, churches, and community groups in our neighborhobds.

In 1979 many scholars, poliq analysts;' and other Tee that the
neighborhood a neglected unit of American n life. Today
residents in cities all over the country are organizing improve their
neighborhoods; Strategies for neighborhood- revitaliz: ion. have many
variations and evolve from different ideological perspectives. How-
ever, one theme runs throughout every strategy: the desire to assist
people to *ante more involved in the process. of governance and
thus share in the control of theityneighborhoods and their lives. To
date, two:major streams of thought have influenced this movement.

The first includes those proponents of neighborhOod government
who return to the principles. of Jeffersonian dernocray and the
conceptual notions put forth by Mumford and Jacobs. They define the
problem in human and moral terms and,-argue that because family and
community life Suffer, people do not cope well with the diversity and
pressures .of the city. They assume that people will live better if they
have options for control and that the way to achieve, this is by a return
to smaller units olgovernment.

The second stream consists of those proponents of American
Federalism who also decry the trend toward centralization and
bigness. However, they define the'problem within the context of the
good government and reform movements of the early twentieth
century and build on the theoretical framework of contemporary
public administration. Their approach is functional and structural with
emphasis on identifying the tasks which can best be carried out by
small service areas in order to achieve greater efficiency, effectiveness
and productivity-

What are the policies, strategies, and programs of a neighborhood
urban policy? Should we begin by pointing out the disincentives and
disinvestment attitudes of policies and programs that have led to public
and private urban disinvestment? Our programs and policies have
served to discourage personal as well as public and private institutional
re-investment strategies in our urban neighborhoods.

Is there a new way, or a new idea, or a new focus that will help us to
redefine ourselves as a culturally pluralistic people? There is no such
policy, because we have failed to recognize that people live in
neighborhoods, not cities. Their emotional-and economic investments
are in the neighborhood. If neighborhoods continue to die, then cities:
will die. If we are to develop domestic policy that ceflects the reality
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of our ethnic and racial diversity, then we must begin to develop a
national urban policy for neighborhoods.

There is a paucityof Federal legislation which legitimizes the
neighborhood as a legal authority. A major problem in writing
legislation has been in defining the. appropriate role of the Federal
Government. TO some degree, this failure is caused4by the Bankruptcy
of our national approaCh to ethnic diVersity.

For a long time, consciousness eif a pluralistic dimension:of Our past
had been suppressed for fear that calling attention to cultural and
ethnic diversity would produce an uppatriotic divisiveness and
disorder. The history of prejudice, persecution, bigotry, and alienation,
which parallels the histdry of America's ethnic' groups, is an unpleas-

ant feature of our past. Recently, however, historians have produced
and appear to be producing at an ever acet rating rate, a body of
sophisticated literature about American immigration and immigrants.
Social scientists are likewise very active in their inquiries( into
anthropological, geographical, demographic, sociological, economic,
and political aspects of ethnic communities and patternS,of behavior.
The humanities and the iirts have likewise found a fertile ground for
growth in ethnic and ,facial materials. This emergence of ethnic
consciousness should, be'lc,gitimized (i,e. made an official part of public
policy) through efforts supported by the .National Government.

The National :Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs argues that our
experience in multiethnic cooperation through community based
organizatiOns, often in partnership with government and thp private
sector, offers a fruitful new horizon for the eternal aspiration of
America - liberty and justice for all. While a catalogue of our success
could be presented as evidence, an argument of that sort could be
dismissed as anecdotal. Consequently, The National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs (NCUEA) prefers to focus its case on a unique moment
in the histriry of the urban ethnic movement in America the

emergence and experience of the Bicentennial Ethnic Racial Coalition.
The vision of the Biceptennial Ethnic Racial Coalition (BERC) may

help us understand the relationship between the emergence of
neighborhood consciousness and ethnic and racial consciousness. The
BERC stbry may help u to transcend conventional interest group
activity and public policy formation.

Though the efforts of Bicentennial Ethnic Racial Coalition to
impact on Ole directions 9f Bicentennial suffered a host of rebuffs from
the ARBA Advisory committee and ARBA Board, it nonetheless
represents a moment in the public articulation of the BERC idea; i.e., a
reinterpretation of the American experience which unashamedly
promotes the importance of cultural ethnic diversity and the primacy
of neighborhood institutions.
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Workshops of June 1974.BERC Conference
An understanding of the approach taken' by.the BERC group can be

gained by reviewing the basic assumptions made by participants and
conrerence planners.. Workshop* were held at the June 1974. BERC
meeting for each of the three thematic areas of Bicentennial planning:
Heritage; Festival and Horizons:-

In the area of heritage and education, workshop emphasis was on
the'ethnic experience in American education and the ethnic and racial
contributions to the building of America. The statement distributed to
the workshops in Heritage and Education read:

History has bten made unpopular by persons who would use it to
.teach a. specific lesson. Ethnic and- racial .Americans must
understand their past before they can chart a useful future. This
means that they must avoid narrowness while at the same time
emphasizing the richness-that--the--ethnic-.-and =racial grotpsihave-.
contributed to the American pluralistic experience. This.experi-
ence of "otherness," which has been a hallmark of the American
experiment, must not be feared or shunned, but must be accepted
in terms of its contributory role in Anierica's heritage.

In the area Of Festival Land the Arts, the workshop groups focused on
the need to legitimize the cultural diversity of American life by
preserving and developingle- thnic and community arts; music and
folkways, and by providing a means of expression ror the benefit of
diverse communities. The basic statement of philosophy distributed to
the Festival and Arts workshop said:

Far from being a cultural melting pot, we "are a nation whose
diverse and, singular blend of cultural expressions yields a different
flavor with every tasting. It is a fact of, our sotiety . that the
channels for cultural expression and appreciation, of the diverse
groups of which we are comprised, are not well developed. Our
culture is our essence made visible. Whether it is manifested in the
mundane or the profound, -it adds inspiration, satisfaction, and
pleasure-to our lives. The extent to which our citizens are limited
from a full experience of their right to cultural expression is the
extent to which we condemn ourselves to a bland and hornoge-.

_ nized national existence.

The Horizon area workshop focused on economic and Socialrevitaliza-
tion of neighborhoods. Discussions were held concerning neighborhood
restoration and preservation, economic growth and stabilization, and
the permanent du serve basic human needs of all citizens. The
topic statement distributed to -h, workshops, focusing on ecOtiornic
and social revitalization of orhoods said:

Because people's behavior is affected primarily through the
surroundings where most of their experiences occur, we believe
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that economic. and so al4evitalization-- of racial and ethnic
1

neighborhoods is one of the key means of bridgiagthe existing
,gap between the two nations whia_h inake up this country - that of
the rich and th of-the poor. .°

In each of these th ee workshops,*partkipants frOm the more than

21 different ethnic.gr ups were allowed, to contribute their own ideas

about appropriate agendas for action by -BERC. Each of the three
workshops independently produced the recomtnendatilm that a fully
representative advi;ory body9e established to assist ARBA in policy.
and program deYelopment. It was also recommended that this

advisory body assist in funding and legislative consultatietii and _revs w,
-.

and that it be provided with the means to serve as an outreaoh network
for ethnic and ractal groups throughout the country. `°`
. The BERG initiative quickened the development of a unique

4
_
politicaLPerspective,,This p- spective establiishesaset of criteriarnfro,
which an interestin,g and rovocative view of the American domestic .
policy emerges. At the bottom, the history of ERt prompts- the
generation of policy 'studies and program recOm _endations which set

out to remeay' the malaise in the civic cultu of America; which
provoked the convening of BERCI

The BERC consultations initiated a national dialogue with ARBA

in 1-974. Through ARBA is no Longer a fun -tinning agency,- the'-:

concerns first articulated by the BERC demand continued discussions --.

because they vddress serious contradictions which fester in American
rc-c lit-y. The hi3Tory of BERC can be. read as both a call Id reflection

and a call to action. isirng,

While the issues raised in this paper speak to the arena of public
`needs of all AmericanS, they are particularly salient ftir low and

ethnicmoderate income Americans of various. ethnic and racial trladitions.
The civil rights horizon for the 80's should become cognizant of the

multi-ethnic neighborhood approach to claims of justice and equity
articulated by the 'Bicentennial Ethnic Racial Coaltion. These issues

reflect the content of the American vision of civil rights. However, ths:-
growing bankruptcy of the-Civil Rights CommisSion derives' from th

isolation of the content of your advocacy frOm the context of the
American reality as At is lived in neighborhoods. Even your most
ardent supporters are beginning to share the _perception of your work

as irrelevant to the context which surrounds the content of Our
advocacy fOr justice. Two basic elements of the American context are
ethnic diversity and a nonideological or common sense appreciation

for fairness. Liberty atii justice for all is alive in America. Attempts to
mute diversity are fated to cause charges of exclusion and/or neglect,
while ,attempts to highlight diversity are fated to cause claims of
special status and/or exaggerated iMportance. Yet diversity- must not
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be denied. The recognition- of multiform cultural -expression And-
heritage and the perdurable fact of.multi-ethnic divrsitY are ciroposed
to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights as-the,ground fromwhich it
can establish the civil rights agency for the 100's.-

The BERC perspective argues -that. the contradictions in the
Atherican polity are profound, but it also proclairnsthat the reservoir
of goodwill and talent existent in our. Country is; ail awesome for
-Reflecting on the BERC story and'its attendant cfrallenges, Parallel
the reflection and action proposed. by Reverend Theodore M..-
Hesburgh, President of the University of Notre Dame, who made the
following observationabout new directions for public policy.

We ought to have a long range policy on total human develop,
anent, which transcends the economic, but is very important to the
economic; which even transcends the political because it's more
important than the crisis of the Moment, which is 'really focused
on the fact that America as a, nation promised. hope, promised
diginty, and promised freedom for people. -

Though Father Hesburg was speaking primarily about new directions
in international policy, the thrust and truth of his position apply as well
to domestic policy.

The BERC perspective argues that the domestic policy of the past
three decades has not appreciably contributed to the total human
development of America. In fast, our cities are threatened with fiscal
and moral bankruptcy. Most tragically, the American polity has nearly
ceased fulfilling its unique capacity to enliven the human spirit. In fact,
our domestic- policies appear to have stifled our hopes for dignity and ,
freedom for people. MOreover, these policies have deformed the
American people by cultivating public attitudes of pessimism, antiur-
banism, and privatism. This malaise will not be remedied simply. What
must be done can only begin by transcending the paradigms which
guide our domestic policy.

The BERC consultations transcended these paradigms by insisting
that the diverse cultural dimensions of human existence could be
viewed as the ground from which a wholesome civic life could be
formed and fashioned. BERC argued that we must transcend our
current understanding of domestic realities by reorienting our under-
standing of the American city; i.e., the social form-of exigence which:
Predominates in America. While-cities obviously have -an- economic..
function, they, like all human forms of association, are not simply
economic entities_ Cities are clusters of human communities. Domestic
policy has ignored and neglected human communities, i.e., The spiritual
substance which constitute cities. Domestic policy should remind us
that human communities are "little worlds of meaning" informed by
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haredi_s experiences f order', riled ith hU an traditions which people -exper. i , -

ience -ot sin' ly asiaccidents or conv merit diversions, but as the

very tubstance of their i human essence. he human communities of-/

i .cities are neighb hoods which/ can off r the possibility of hutnan
-

development in low- Ship, friendship, an cultural experienceS.
The BERC pe spective argues that tl e: failure of Our urban policy ;

trcan be aced, to ur lack a attention to urban neighborhoods arid the

rich variety, o hnic and religious, s bstinces whicli sustain these

communities. er the last three ,dee-/ des, we have squandered our
cultural and giotis resources; Man . healthy neighborkgods have
been destroyed by the heartless, monocultural or mass-cultural

orientations o government action add inaction. Unfortnately; neW
=public policy imperatives, arising from this critique, are not easily

translated recipes 'Tor action.'/Nonetheless, many leadersz'and
groups have bun to raise our s nsitivity to human rights as an
important irhension of world politics. The Bow erspectiVe.

prop arallel- thrust in domestic polities. From the BERC,-
perspective the many worlds in American society 7 the urban /rural

poor, the suburban/exurbari rich; .the culturally dispossessed, rootless,
.heritageless people, of all economic statuses' - expose a national
domestic raridaha crisisiri =our civic culture. BERC asks: If American

citizens hardly`know themselves and each other, how can we learn- to

treat each other as brothers'and sisters of a world-wide human fami
The BERC persNctive of our dOmestic crisis and scandal provides a
challenge to perSons engaged in policy studies. The challenge is to
develo1 a civic, neighborhood, and human - development agenda,,
which is grbunded in the Malti.cultural fullness of the American

reality. , --41::- ,

Few persons Involved in policy studies have recOgnized that the

American reality Includes the perdurable diversity of its ethnic,
'cultural, and religious composition. The BERC perspective proclaims
that we will not .underitand the urban crisis until ,he understand the
ethnic, religious,,,and cultural diversity of the Americ'an people. The
BERC couSultations revealed that public policy initiatives are influ-
enced by rigid economic categories, embodied in interest groups; ,
which assume a fallacious yational sell-image; i.e., they ignore cultural,
religious; and ethnic divrsity. The BERC perspective argues that the
melting pot notion -and/or ideologies of narrow selectivity, are
inadequate frameworks for dealing with diversity and have in fact -

produced a scandalous civic crisis: Tbe BERC thesis suggests an
imperative: We must redefine ourselves; we are a pluralistic people.
The BERC idea -at-in-hied that Americans are the most ethically,
racially, religiously, and regionally diverse natiOn in the world, which '
is governed through processes of free political competition. Rather



than perceiving diversity as an impediment to human development,
BERC claimed that we must learn to recognize that the extent to
which'our citizens are limited from a full experience to their right to
Civic expression is the extent to which we condemn ourselves, to a

v. bland and horhogenizedpational existence. BEtC)avoided nal-rawness
and divisive ethnocentrism, -Ode it emphasized the richn that
regional, cultural, and religious groups have coctributed to the
American experience. . _

The BERC perspectiNio expects us to recognize that our urban areas
are diverse clusters of religious, cultural, ethnic, and multi- ethnic
human communities. New urban policy directions grounded in the
BERC perspective begin with the fact that urban neighborhoods
Piave, -over the past five years, become the source of a new community-
sector force in American pOlitics. Urban neighborhood leaders -are
deviSing new urban strategies for whabilitation, prnervation, econoin,
is development-, cultural enhancement, education, and crime_prevei
non. Though thes'e commilinity sector groups display a wide range
ideological orientations; one theme unites their efforts. They des'
assist people to become more involved in the decisions -Which affect
their lives and the .exis ence of their neighborhoods. The extent to
which these recent eru ons of neighborhood activity are both intbsed
with the spkit of community pluralism and supported by public and
private policies will, in large measure, determine. the extent to which
we. achieve liberty and justice for all in America. The future of
Ameritp, 'a nation -which promised hope, 'promised dignity, and,

promised freedom for people- will depend on the ability of private and
public sectors to apliTopriate a .wholesome understanding of diverse
communities and to appreciate' The deed for illuraformity of ap-
proaches to hutnan development. Neighborhood leaders and national
policy-makers.musi begin to share their insights. The leaders of public,
private; and community sectors must fashion sets of civic strategies
which includq the expanded cultural and civic agenda proPosed by
BERC. Persons engaged in policy studies can play a catalyzing and
developmental role in formulating initiatives which ate consonant with .

the BERC agenda for America. -

The question which confronts us today; in some respects., parallels
the question whiefi confronted the American pounders during the
period after the Declaration of Independence and prior to the=
founding of our Constitution, The question put simply ithis: Are we a
courageo is people, able to form and fashion new mechagisms of
governance and new policy, ,directions Within the framework of our
Constitution, which recognizes tha,t. viv are an urban people, in need of
an accountable and responsive public order, in need of a vision of our
urban reality, which celebrates our culturardiversity, a+ld in need of a



civil theology which weaves various traditions into a cloth, of many
colbks, textures, and designs? Perhaps the BERC experiment is the
loonfori, which we can create a new Jacob's/robe, which will warm

our hearts and minds, so that we 'might live as united people with
liberty and justice for all. These are the pieces of the BERC .dream.

The BERC constituency has experienced the various faces,of aliena-
tion and poverty in America. The BERC experience is the ground

from which this restatement of the BERC mission issues. As we move":

into the 1980s it is appropriate to reflect on the causes of the poverty
and alienation thaf have debilitated America .and begin anew our

, . . .

work of breaking the cycle -which constrains ,thy full development of
liberty and justice in America. Poverty Whictiis a lacliOf the ability to

sustain basic human, needs, is related to al'd6rnplex combination of
spiritual failings encased, in economic, soial, and cultural factors,'
which, while they vary trorri.one area of our nation to another in their
intensity and magnitude, they nonetheless, encumber, retard, or
paralyze the human develOpment 9f individ sale, families, and commu-

nities. More specifically, these impedimen s to human development
include selfishness; economic inapproprijite educatibti,

1
nar- row public . policy, and indness culturally pluralistic -

character of American soc y

The BERC ideals affir the basiC human tights of all pe ons to
decent material living conditiOns;. to the availability of opp unities

for humanly fulfilling work, to ownership of property, to a sh e in the

control of decision-making, ruhich affects limited resources, and the

articulation of the human spirit in divesse cultures of the American
people. Our cultural resources: are manifestations of our nation's
spiritual rjhness. Our cultural vitality, is found in various traditions
which maintain their integrity, while they interact with each other and

support each other. BERG believes that all citizens have the
responsibility to utilize their 'resources and power to protect, support,
and promote essential human rights.

Another face of poverty sur aces through oppressive institutions}i'

public, .private, religious, go ernmlytal entities - which exercise

practices and policies that have a:debilitating impact on the lives of
individuals, families, and communities. Chailing oppressive institu-
tions involves breaking down barriers and current control patterns
which produce unjust policies and practices. ,Chaligelmay be needed

because: . .

A.: Specific policies or practices are oppressive.
Policies or practices are not relevant to human needs.

C. Admirable policies are poorly implemented, pr not p e-
%

ented.
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D AdirPrab16!pcilicids are implemented in such manner that
fundaenental Causes' or problems are unchan even rein-

, forced.
Change can be initiated ip various ways:'-a_ the Policy-making I

of the-agtitution or at other points nelow that level. It.is quite possible
. that the process of aianging oppressive i titutional practice_ s may

require a reKirrnation of.the problem. The BE'RC experience has, in
fact, urged. the reformulation of our domestic policies. The BERC
experience..has, cra a significant 'change of awareness and an -,.
attendant new h e.ahiong both Eke oppressed and powerful.

The 'BERC's -perception of our malaise prompts `'sbp- port for a
natibnal commitment e9 allocaiion and educational processes designed

.
institutionalto:change ograrsessive attitudes and the -forrns. 1114.ERC

affin-di a miss on to modify policies and practices which have,
prevented people from reaching full spiritual, psychological, social,
and physical det,eloptheat. BERC affirms I thiSsiorr to modify those
social, cultural, economic and political structures and systems which
do not provide the environment which enables the basiciuman needs
of individuals, families, -and ivrticplarly racial, ethqie, and Ilative
American communitio'to do their own work and dedisicin i.e.,

-
inaking;'

to becbme people. helping; pebple helping themsebtes. . .

fact.-thei6owerlessness BERC constitments!have experienced is
tthe obstacle-to th realization of a dignified 'and hopeful life.

fro essness is the lack of choice and control in. -the fulfillment of
one'K ba.slephysical, psychanical, social, economic, political,: and
cultural needs. Powillessness the inability,-Af. identifiabld Cultural
groups* within this ',anon, to f coalitions which will srgnificantly
contribute to the dgve pment .of liberty and justice:: Powerlessness
may-be derived from a 1 ck of educatibn skills,'n lack of political clout.

.a lack of money, or- the presence. of oppressive institutionalized-

Ain
. .

a tion, polarization and centralization.attitudes such iibig
onoculeural ho -ogen n tun., has produced forces -that work againSt-

self-esteem and self vel merit. l order to particirate in a demo-,
atic s ual orY,- Ste- p has a G9 -given and civil right
sl ai n the decision- king pi sand the shaping of society,and.,..

its ins utions.. '
Po rlessneSs, therefore, extends to those who while in it on

to ?eet their basic needs, experiene the.inabi ityrto n odify systems
an institutions which adversely affect the fate ii thers, -onically and
perhaps tragically - systems and institutions in which we are all
involved_

Given these faces of p`bverty, BERC affi x its -mission and
\proclaims the ."centrajity- of its mission to the na on, when it argues
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that in ate 1980's Ant rican- domestic °lie must defend the rights of
i

I alienated millions to a life worth liVing - a life of dignity _and hope.
While BERC 'recognizes that rural 'poverty continues to, plague our

nation, and effortS Must be made to minimize oppressive rural
conditions, the stunning reality of urban poverty in all of its various
forms. prompted BERC to articulate a vision and research-action
agenda for American domeic policy.,

BERC argues that our understandifg of the city must be reoriented. ,

Cities need not be viewed as demonic concentrations engendered by
selfish desire.- Cities are 'placed where people reside. Too often .wes
have ighored this obvious fact and concentrated our conce- upon
the historic economic role played by cities. Recently cities hav

rn
begun

to see this folly. CitieS have begun. to examine their rote in light of the
1970's, with the attendant communication and transportation facilities
which allow- for decentralization. Decentralization involves business
firms, and people.- Both the economic role and the residential role
played by a city are fundamental. Ultimately, one must ask whether
this latter role can be played if a city, any city, loses a significant -
portion 'orits standard housing stock. If it can't, will 'the city be able to
perform the former role?

All olderAmerican cities are faced with decay in its housing stock,
More importantly, this decay is spreading in ever wider circles. It can
be' stopped. But t stop it demands a positive, forceful housing ,

program. It deman s a housing program that is'given equal priority
with the economic development programs of the city. Moreover; we
must reorient our perception of the city by rediscovering an, ancient ..

= ideal and unashamedly proclaiming that the city is the cradle of our
traditions and or civilization.

The American Revolution, which gave birth to our country, was
fashioned and fought in the cities and towns from Bostoari tO New

, .

Orleans. The great American experiment - liberty and justice for all -
was first experienced by millions of Americans who came to the cities,
and there developed the rich mixture of human spirit which character-
izes the form and style of a fully Ullman life - an urban civilization.
Only cities offer the possibility for the continuation of this full human
life, through the enhaneernent of urban fellow,ship and social develop-.
ment. Only the clty can aggregate the fiscal and human resources
which enable persons to enjoy their life and work in a framework of
civic amenities: well tended lakes and_rivers, green areas and parks,
distinguished buildings, great universities, libraries and tnuseums, ___
outstanding restaurants, fine music, exciting shops, theater, fountains,
art in the streets, opportunities for participatory recreation and
spectator sports. signs of the past, historic squares and healthy
neighborhoods- with diverse traditions, styles and tones of life. and
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finally th overnance of these realities thr gh public institutions, re.w
.

accotinut le and responsive govenments,which are carefully attuned to
tit -e5'-alie y Of communi4es and wholly dedicated tattle importance of

hancing these civic amenities and the full flowering of the human
Ur it in all communities.

7'Zibe fact remains, however, thaeover the decades .and even today,
tar have callotis'ly abandoned our cities and Have thoroughly espoused
it Candide-like posture of pessimism, anti-urban' privatism, and self-
centered familialism. Our National urban policy has not onl# threat-
ened our cities with fiscal bankruptcy, but morew.tragically, our cities
have nearly ceased fulfilling their special and unique capacity to
enliven The human spitit. Our cities are not producing the civilizing
influences of work, education, art, music, and fellowship that of
necessity must be located and developed in urban settings. These
problems are often discussed, and much- research has b'een directed
towards eliminating the urban crisis. Perhaps the failure and frustra-
tion Of these eqorts can be traced toctheirnlack of focus on the ancient
distinction betvken orbs and civitas. two (vords, which while they are
both translated city; they were n synonymous for thethe cients, nor
are they synonymous t&lay. Ur was the place of assembly, the
dwelling-place, a sanctuary of the civitas. Civitas was the religious and
political association of-families -and tribes = the people bound together '

. in civic asAociation. These ancient distinctions are important today,.
* becauese urban research and urban policy are bankrupt because of their

lack of attention to the civitas - their lack of attention to.civic renewal
and civic development. By focusing on urban concerns, the physical
items, to the exclusion of civic concerns, our national urban policy has
nearly destroyed the civitqs - the various levels of human community
which make urban life possible. .

Our national urban policy has ignored and wglected a basic
dimension of community life. The civiras has been forgotten and nearly
has been eclipsed. Of course, we cannot deaf that cities have external
physical aspects which need attention. However, serlhus conse-
quences, perhaps fatal eesults, derive from urban strategies that fail to
recognize that a city /possesses, in fact, is primarily a "little world of
meaning" that is illuminated with meaning by .human beings, who

-continuously create this "little world of meaning" through religious
and secular_ symbols, shared experiences, traditions; and further that
this -little world of meaning" is not merely an accident or a
convenience, but that it is the locus of fundamental expei-iences which
establish our humanity. In sum, our urban .policy must be rethought
and refashioned inrea civic policy - a policy which in broadest outline
is cognizant of our civic life and supportive of the preeminent features
of civic life whioh have \been thoughtlessly sdivandered, - our rich



variety of religious and cultural associations which have been the
sustaining strudiures of our urban neighborhoods. -

The fondest of family and community traditions of diverse popula-
tions, hive been nurtured and-protected in our urban neighborhoodS.
The urban neighborhoods have produced civility, order, and stability.
They were suittUned by delicate networks of interpersonal, family,
cultural, econanic, religious, and poliiicgpielationships. In fact, a
good measure of a healthy city is the health and vitality of its various
neighborhoods. .

. -

The BElle rationale for this position was simply stated, but it must
be, exatrOned'mote carefully. The referent points of the city for most
residenis can be classified at two levels; city-wide affiliations and the
neighborhood living experiences. The great institutions of the cities,
with which most people identify, are usually of great= scale; stadia,
concert halls, museums, universities, and exposition halls.. The function
and meaning of these large scale institutions are well known; they are
shaped to a large degree by mass media, and frequently the product of
specialized studies which have attempted to relate form to function.

The more human scale institutional referent points of the neighbor
hood are churches, schools, political or fraternal 'clubs, labor halls,
unique ethnic commercial fatklities, community centers, and the
n ighborhood organizations.These human scale institutions still await

eir chroniclers, _-- more importantly, need the support of govern-
mental policy an he support of foundations and religious grotips.
There is a remark ble paucity of knowledge andlow level understand-
ing of these vi_ institutions. At a time when we desperately need to
graspithe dynamics of neighborhood, this reality is _the subject of much
rhetorical but little scholarly exercise. Neighborhoods are usually
defined by demographic, indicators such as: race and ethnicity, age.
spectra, income and educational levels, avid standard_ econometric and
bureaucratic variables. These indicators are used to describe and
measure the health of urban life. Are such measurements crearly
conclusive and snfficient?

The cultural dimensions of urban life, which hold large-numbers in
the embattled neighborhoods who are economically able to leave,
have yet to be seriously examined. A most useful sway to begin t©
understand and enhance urban neighborhood cultilfe is through an
analysis of the evolution of its institutional life, followed by the
development and support of its institutional life and the networks of
relationships which constitute its organic culture. This activity
constitutes a new mission area - a new arena of research and action.

BERG constituents complained that many healthy neighborhoods
have been destroyed - mostly by government action or inaction_ In a
steady proc8sion of good intentioned, but basically ranked prograths,
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initiated' by national urban strategies compounded by faulty local
initiatives and planning, many city _neighborhoods and all that they
have meant for our country and our people have tragically passed
from the scene. If this proc'ess continues, our greatest American cities
will collapse. However, a new civic policy can *rest this breakdown
and may provide models for neighborhood revitalization and the
creation of new neighborhoods.

The majority of public programs that have shaped our cities,
particularly the older industrial areas of the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic
and Mid-West regions\ were created and implemented during the
postwar II pth-iod. There has been serious absence of research on the
historical meaning of this crucial period during which the ethnic,
racial, and social class composition our, cities was transformed.
Tbere have been numerous specialized studies, but none of a
comprehensive and analytic nature seeking to determine the function
of scale in urban planning andsdevelopment.

The cities during the postwar period were provided with the largest
number or Federal programs specifically- targeted at ;particular
problems, urban -renewal, the housing program particularly FHA,,
coinmunity renewal planning, The War on Poverty," Model Cities,
and the highly targe education, social services, and health programs
that proliferated-during this period. Since 1968, a new approach has
begun to replace the old. namely, The New Federalism,- represent-
ing a bloc grant rather than funding by specific category. Both general
revenue sharing and the Housing and Community Developrntnt Act
represent the devolution of federal resources and authority to the
states and localities. Our current I3olicy-includes a mix of categorical
and bloc grant approaches meant to stabilize and revitalize the cities,
Fhture policies are uncertain, andjAlhis-point, will be determined on
a basis of inadequate knowledge and analysig.

Statistical studies are plentiful, as are policy analyses of the various
programs which emphasize the legislative 'process. Advocacy studies,
frequently based on useful data, are also plentiful but overly rhetorical,
usually consituting an attack on the public and priVate urban
"establishment- There are a few case studies that beginto *al with
the issue of human scale, the neighborhoods. Ironically-our knowledge
of the neighblrhood, a level of urban life which most directly
experiences the consequences of policies and programs, is very limited.

BERC challenges policy researchers to combine the field experi-
ences of neighborhood bodies witti the disciplines of economics,
planning, and political science to uncle-take a project which will
aggregate and systematically analyze policy outcomes frstrn the human
scale perspective_ The project should proceed to'collect and to analyze
the literature, not only the scholarly studies concerned with economic
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and social indicators and legislative histories, taut Ilso Government and
private funded evaluations of Federal programs, with emphasis on
local ions in selected cities, including documents of the planning
depart ents and ,the authorizing statutes, and testimonies of the city
council Finally, oral histories of political, planning, private sector,

' and ne. -hborhood leaders should be taken as an original body of data
Though titeie data may be simply anecdotal, if not soon tapped, will be
lost forever, and no existential framework for testing hard data will be
available. The result should be the analysis of urban policy and
program outcomes from the neighborhb6d perspective which should"
provide new insight into the salience of human scale as a factor for
future urban planning and civic development.

BERG was not blind to the ttiscal crisis of urban areas. The
economic bind facing cities is mounting daily and this compounds-
residential and human scale problems. The mfddle class of all races and
ethnic groups are bei"-forced to flee the city. The tax base is eroding,
jobs are disappearing, . mass transportation is a farce. There is no
adequate housing policy or program, health costs are mounting,
education standards are decreasing. In sum, the quality of life in
America is deteriorating: Revenue sharing is woefully underfunded
and is often being used at the whim of political persons withOut insight
into the problems.

Recently; a coalition of national organizations, supportive of the
neighborhood approach to a civil rights agenda for the 80's, outlined a
series of concerns,which face urban America:

A. Housing
There is a need for the development of a new coherent Musing
policy, or the cardinal principles of such a policy which benefits
people in neighborhoods and which, among other things, ad-

dresses the following:
assived housing;

- housing counseling;
'6 displacement;

home ownership.
B. Capacity Building/Direct Funding =

The insurance, continuation, and development of new sources of
capacity building monies, for community organizations, is a top
priority for everyone. Data is needed on -where money now exists
and for -what prograins. _There is debate around__ centralizing
capacity building monies versus decentralization among agencies:
There is virtual unanimity on the need for availability of direct

_ funding to community organizations and th x use of national
coalitions as training and technical assistance pr eiders, Support
is needed for reauthorization at increased levels o the Neighbor-



hood Self-He Fund (120 Million for three ye s and for Livable
Cities (120 `million for three years).

C. Energy -
Most people see energy and energy conservation as.an emerging
issue that cuts across class lines. If the windfall prOfits tax passes,
then the administration will be looking to agencies for programs
to spend the funds. Energy and neighborhood economy - many
people see energy progratns on the local level as a boost to the
local neighborhood economy: Conceivably, appropriate energy
lechnology could be the basis for cottage industry and small
business, strengthening the neighborhood economy:

D. Regulatory Functions
Several people spoke of the need to deregulate obstacles to social
and economic justice in some areas and ter increase regulation in
others. All areas need analysis; In terms of which require
regulatory changes and( which legislative action. Some of the
areas discussed included:

Home Mortgage Disclosure Ac
geographic discrimination;
targeting;
CornmunitY Reinvestment Act.

r E. Economic DevelopmentfEmployment
Although there was general agreement as to the-importance of
-economic -development yid its impliCafions for employment, it
was generally agreed that Federal dollars need to catalyze as well
as subsidize these efforts Among the areas of Economic develop-
ment discussed were:.

small businesses;
CBQ as d_ eveloper;
CETA;
CDBGAJDAG.

F. Corlmunity/Citizen Participation -
Almost inherent in a neighborhood agenda is the institutionaliza-
tion of not only citizen- participation, but also citizen control in
decision making and programming,.

G. 'Education
The creation of the Department of Education focuses the need fOr
a major effort in support of multicultural and multiethnic
education, including support for non exclusionary private schools_
and for alternative schools. Multilingual, irfulticultuial education-
Was seen as an ongoing need to overcome barriers to learning by
building confidence through a positive self-image.

H. Service Delivery

7 f
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This topic related generally to the rearrangement of. Federal
dollars to insure a better;mix, yis a vis service delivery in all areas,
and specifically to the availability of Title XX funds to neithbor-
hood organizations, so that services would be provided and
controlled locally_ There was some discussion around the lack of
definition regarding the delivery of human services in neighbor-
hoods and the need for a cicareagendi in this area

r. Census.=
The census and the Census undercottnt:nrid the exclusion ' of
important ethnic inforation were mentioned largely in ',terms of

broad based community education needed and the use of -

neighborhood ridens as enumerators:
These issues prompt us to prEipose that Jhe U.S. commission on

Civil Rights examine the post World Wad II exper nce of urban
design and its impact on economic development- in a s -mpe of cities,
to determine ifthe perception of ethnicity-acid saial class were Tactors
which contributed to our economic malaise. Our interest is to
deterrniiile, the ethnic and class variables that are truly relevarit to
design; why sane products of the development process were suitable
in functional terms, and why others were not.ThIs project could result
'in ,a new body of knowledge which might be the basis of a major
additio-n to our understanding of the urban economic strategies.

I-6're are numerous examples of residential and commercial
development: Projects mounted in neighborhoods of specific ethnic
and social class identity. These projects have undoubtedly influenced
the new image of the neighborhoods in which they were built. Future
developments are expected. Such an analysis becomes ever more
urgent because of the growing awareness of, the relevance of ethnic
and class variables as economic development factors, and their
relationship to preserving and revitalizing the neighborhoods of our-
older industrial cities. This information is needed to sup_ port a new
movement of reinvestment in ciertain areas.

The primary focus on any decentralization strategy must be the city,
for'without a workable strategy of neighborhood decentralization on
the local level, the best efforts of other governmental units will be
fruitless_ A two-phase neighborhood. decenfr#lizaticin mode could
begin a process of combining political and administrative

in a fashion that permits and encourages citizen participation. It
would have to recognize that e4-ch city is different and no one can
prescribe a- generic model. Nor can one prescribe the 'mechanics of
developing linkages between neighborhoods, andcity and regional
governniental units_ Such a model should be considered a limited
approach toward meeting selected needs on a neighborhood level. Dr.
Arthur Naparstek, a BERC participant and member of the National
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Neighborhood Commission, has noted that there is a paucity of
Federal legislation which legitimizes the neighborhood as a legal
authority. He argues that prior to 'writing new legislation, we must
assess° the appropriate role of the Federal Government within three

alerr-reas of concern:
I) The structure of financial resources available to cities;
2) The orientation and impact of Federal programs, agencies nd

regulatory bodies on cities;
) The provision of technical.assistance-to various actors in cities,

Subsequent to these clarifications, a neighborhood policy needs to
be enacted to test models and approaches to

1) Restructuring the procedures of governance through a mix of
centralization and decentralization of services-,

2) Restructuring finicial systems with emphasis on subsidy and
incentive prOgrams for neighborhodd life..

3) Molding federal funds and programs to local conditions:
political culture, age, size, regibn, dc.

4)' 'Providing oversight over relevant Federal regulatory bodies
from the_ perispecti_ve._q__the_neighborhooci_impar.gs_a_their
decisions.

5) Rearranging-human and educational service delivery systems in
ways which increase utilization and decrease ethnic and racial
tension and polarization.

The establishment of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights hearings
on the report of the National Neighborhood Commission could begin a
national dialogue through BERC-type forums, which could discuss the --
development of legislative and executive action, that would redirect
our horizons in favor of a national multi-ethnic neighborhood policy.,-
The National Neighborhood Commission identified legislative and
'executive action leading toward neighborhood reinvestment, through
policies, strategies, and programs for neighborhood revitalization.
However, Federal agencies and departments, includng the Depart-
ments of Commerce, Housing and Urban Development, Health,
Education and Welfare, and special agencies such as the Small
Business Administration, ACTION, the community Services Admin-
istration, and the pffice of Minority- Business Enterprise, must be
prompted by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights to develop policies,
strategies, and programs for neighborhood revitalization, housing,
neighborhood market place revitalization, economic development, and
the stabilization of communities, through serving basic human needs.
The good efforts of every one of these Federal agencies and
departments are needed to identify the convergent- issues at the
neighborhood level and bridge issues between their jurisdictions, The
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National Neighborhood Commission documents the existence of a
broad . aerial and ethnic constituency for neighborhood revitalization.

Nei hborhood decentralization policies,iti themselves, are no urban
anacea,-but the neighborhood perspective must be studied in light of
the increasing concern for community which is a political orientation.
The public policy challenge at all levels is to devise a political process
which can support appropriate policies and administrative dencentrali-
zation efforts. .

ioThis is why is was so important for BERC, a constituency which
celebrates the uniqueness and diversity of local communities, to call
constantly for Federal recognition of their claim to be part of. the
political process of resource allocation. Because BERC emerged
during the Bicentennial, its agenda and rhetoric reminds us that the
Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights and our Constitution
should be the "glue" that brings 'linty Out of our racial, ethnic, and
regional diversity.Nor should we forget that in the Bicentnnial year,
BERC developed a new vision of the American dream that brings us

. ,

together; not in an untenable "-melting pot"' tradition, but in a spirit of
"participatory pluralism", .that would begin a renewal of political
development' which values cultural justice and cultural democracy in a
neighborhood setting.

In the best spirit of a new 'tradition", BERC claimed that we must
understand the intercultural imperative of American life,' particularly
at the neighborhood' level, where increased self-governance will bring
more people together to shape and share the burdens of social change.
The BERC impulse warrants the recommendation of lekislative and.
executive action to redirect the funding priorities of institutions which
have not heretofore been perceived as important mechanisms of urban
policy, but which could promote cultural justice, which in turn could
enhance community development by facilitating respect and trusting
relationships. The National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Humanities and Public Broadcasting Corporation
should:

I. Legitimize the cultural diversity of American life.
2. Preserve and develop ethnic and community arts, music, and

folkways.
3. Provide a means of expression for the benefit of, and to the

benefit of, diverse communities.
The rationale of this policy change was proposed by BERC:

Far from being a cultural melting pot, we are a nation whose
diverse and singular blend of cultural expressions yields a different
flavor with every tasting. It is a fact of our society that the
channels for cultural expression and appreciation of the diverse
groups of which we are comprised are not well developed. Our
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culture is our essence made visible. Whether it is manifested in
the modest work of amateurs, or the profound insight and craft of
the artist, it adds inspiration, satisfaction, and Pleasure to our lives.

The extent to which our citizens are limited from a full experience
to their right to cultural expression is the exient to whiCh we
condem ourselves to a bland and homogenized national existence.

The BERC impulse implied a well orchestrated legislative and
executive initiative toward redirecting the funding priorities of the
Department of Commerce, the Department of Interior, the Social
Security Administration, the Community Service Administration, and
the Department of Housing and Urban Development and ACTION
toward public policies which support:

I. Neighborhood restoration.
2. Neighborhood preservation through economic development,

particularly through Community Development Corporations and
support for small businesses and the expansion of ownership
opportunity.

3. Neighborhood stabilization through.the delivery of basic human
needs.

The following rationale of this policy was proposed by BERC:

People's behavior is affected primarily through the surround,
ings where most of their experiences occur. We believe that
economic and social revitalization of urban neighborhoods is clue
of the key means of bridging the now existing gap between the
two nations which make up this country - that of the rich and that
of the poor. A neighborhood association can be a mechanism for
developing communities. Community means belonging; it is made
up of people with common purposes, common needs and interests_
One is bound to a community by a host of relationships, including
ethnic or cultural ties l our urban centers, community can mean
the neighborhood d series of closer economic, social, and
political relationships. Our concern is that neighborhood com-
munities become an integral part of the public policy because
they are an essentialAlement of the American Experience.

The BERC impulse suggested legislative and executive action to
redirect the funding priorities of the Office of Education and the
National Institute of Education toward funding progrilms designed to
include the ethnic, racial, and native American contributions to the
building of America. The following rationale of this policy was
articulated by BERC:

Racial, ethnic and native Americans must understand their past
before they can chart a useful future. In fact, the development of
productive skills, which relate to our economic growth, may be
enhanced by culturally pluralistic education. We all must avoid
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narrowness and divisive ethnocentrism, while s,veT'egiphasize the
richness that - racial: ethnic, and native American groups -Fulve
`contributed to= the American experience. "Otherness", which has
been The hallmark of the American pluralistic experiment, must:
not be feared or shunned, but must be accepted in terms of its
contributory role in America's heritage.

._.

Finally, the BERC impulse implied legislative and execut
to redirect our national priorities toward the development of a housing
Civic Developnicnt policy which echoes the USCC Statement on
Housing which: , '

1. Affirms and advances the realization j-if the national housing
policy of "a decent -home and suitable living environment for all
American families."

Provides a variety -of programmatic tools and ,sufficient re-
sources to meet the housing' needs of low and moderate incometfamilies, luding the continued participation of non-profit,
comrnuni based housing corporations.

Focusc's program's and resources on the special following: low'-
income people,' rural Americans, the elderly, farmworkers, Native
Americans and the handicapped,

4. Adopts our housing delivery system to meet economic
realities of inflation, recession, and unemployment.

5. Recognizes the central role of the neighborhood in the survival
of viable urban areas, by encouraging rehabilitation and reinvest-
rnent in central cities..

O. Encourages land use policies that provide for adequate planning
and effective controls on unreasonable( and wasteful development
and speculation, .

7. Encourages a monetary policy and credit allocation system that
provides a sustained supply of affordable credit for housing
production. ,

8. Encourages the integral participation of housing consumers and
tenants in decisions regarding housing at local, regional, and
National levels.

9. Encourage equal housing opportunity, within a framework of
cultural pluralism, through voluntary compliance and, where
necessary, .legal remedies.

At bottom, we urge the U.S. Commis.'sion on Civil . Rights to
recognize that we are the most heterogeneous people living in a
democratic society. We must reaffirm that we are committed to justice
and liberty for all. We must proclaim that we desire a' public policy
which vigorously pursues this American dream.

The BERC experience proclaims that the recognition of cultural
pluralism as a-founding idea will lad us to become .a wiser and more



mature, citizenry, more capable of loving and respecting and working
together with others in a truly democratic nation. We exhort the
Commission on Civil Rights to mobilize a national coalition, directed
towards forming and fashioning public initiatives directegl towards
surfacing our agenda in the city and county governments, in the
legislative And executive offices of our states, in Congress,'and perhaps
most importantly, within -the halls of the domestic counselors in
various Federal Agencies, and in the White HouSe to lead us into the

Century.Third C
The history. of BERC can-be read as a parable of tie realm which

ends with the stunningly American question:
' Are we a courageous people seeking liberty and justice for all?

DISCUSSION

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you very much.
I think: for the benefit of the audience, and perhaps I should have

mentioned this earlier, that When our panelist mentioned BERC, he
was not talking about Edmund Burke, B-u-r-k-e, although there might
be an occasional analogy; he was talking about BERC, B-E-R-C, the
Bicentennial Ethnic Racial Coalition, just to make it clear.

It is clear to the reader of your paper, but p, nth to the
audience. ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMING. I would like to address a question to all panel
t,nbers. There has been, in the discussion so far, and I'm sure this

will be true throughout the consultation, a good deal of emphasis on
the neighborhood co,ncept..

There has also been a good deal of emEhasis on diversity and
cultural pluialisrn, and I'd like to ask the members of the panel if they
feel, at times, there is a conflict between the neighborhood, as we see it
operating in this country, and diversity and cultural pluralism; whether
they feel that at times the neighborhood_ does-operate in such a way as
to prevent diversity, to prevent cultural pluralism, and if that is the
case, what can be done, should be done, to -offset the practices of that
conflict.

I hope all of the members of the panel feel free to get into a
discussion of that.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, why don't we start with Mr. Levine
and work our Way around?

MR. LEVINE. Those of us who study ethnicity know that the e s a
yin and a yang in ethnicity.

CHAIRMAN FLEMING. A what?
MR. LEVINE. A yin and a yang. It's an ethnic thing. The heights of

human civilization and creativity grow out of one's attachment to
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One's group: the capacity to universalize hat attachment in a concrete
way,

Also the heights'of hate, murder, rage, discrirdination'and ethnocen-
trism also emerge.

The problem is, we haven't wanted to admit omplexity of this
issue on one side or the other.

And we also have not done our job in this cou try in defining what
we mean by integration. There are numerical w,ys of talking about
integration, but there are also philosophical ways that- may be more
helpful, and that is that integration is a process-a little bit of
separatism, a little bit of mixing, a little bit of the process of oming
-together and the process of pulling apart.

The fact that we only make legitimate one aspect of integration-and
that, is mixifig-means that. we are fooling ourselves and have an
incomplete pictdre of the process of how people develop togetherness_
They develop it in both ways,

can always say to you, by law, we're seeking integrated
nei borhoods, By practice, there are the elements of separatism, not
based\upon- necessarily violation of the law, although there are many
violations of the laW, but based upon choice of people's living patterns.

cv, can we live in a society'where we recognize that we will have
highly, integrated neighborhoods as a goal and as an ideal, and at the
.same time, we will have the kinds of movements that we've had
constantly in urban and suburban America, the coming and' going,
within the context of antidiscrimination law?.

That is our reality. I would say tp you that if we do not accept that
reality, we will haVe an imbalance of ,.mat I would call a positive
approach to antidiscriminatiorv, When I say an imbalance I speak from
25 years of civil-rights history, thronly activity of having helpqd pass
many civil rights bills. .

The imbalance means that we will not be in a position to nourish and
to deal with those people who are in fact still in a stage of their history
whdre,,they must have a mobilization of cohorts.that come frc_frn their
own ethnic group.

By that I'm saying that nonwhite minorities have made greatest
progress in this country when they recognize that, based upon their
ethnicity, they can organize. We're also saying, based upon their
ethnicity, they have the natural systems, the support systems, the
networks; and if they are cut off from them by some ideal visit in of the
world of numerical mixing, on a percentage basis, we Will destroy
some of the impulse for progress, 'which_ is based upon a steep
grouuding in one's own group. -

Now, that is a complex idea, I know that, and it's difficult to deal
with public policy in that arena, but I would say that it's not
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impossible: and we've got o have programs that deal both with an
discrimination and I would say, cultural diversity and maintenance of
culture at the same time

I think some of us can demonstrate how policies like that could be
developtd.

M. KKoxikowsKi, If I could very briefly add to that, perhaps Just
P. another angle of ,par The, fact ofTlinicity is in fact a dunension of

human consciousness that can be manipulated by fear or by hope, and
the degree to which the political process of persuasion uses fear .

language will in fact heighten the kind Qf divisiveness that you're-very,
very concerned about. 'At least that's- one of the thrusts of your
questions, in my hearing of i

The language of hope and thel nsIttion of the language'of hope is
a much more subtle and complicated process, but our experienLe in
neighborh)wds throughout the -country as that there is a reservoir of
good will and common sense :ippreciatiOn of fairness, that is still alive
in the minds and hearts of Americans.

The translation of that welling ofgocid will and the articulation of
language that uses the nuances of ethnic symbols and multthnic
symbols to that end is very, very subtle and difficult. And finally, the
.proses of translation into pilblie policy is even more complicated, but
doable, because unless we-take that route, theres nowhere else to gos ,
except to continue to exacerbate tensions between.groups.

And if we've already reached levels 9f polarization in 'America
today, Icy's remember that, the dimoolons of ethnic stuff,con-
scioitsneSs,are'very, very eloSe to religious dimensions.

Remember, St, Paul' used ethnos as one of the dimensions of
religious spirit that Christianity is supposed 'to transcend, and his
phenomenology of what is the experience of the giveness of people

he was working with.
The madness of -religious fervor and Page that's going on in

Middle East today is some sign, of how tie can, in 'fact, manipula
ethnic religious symbols for massive hatred; and it's a giveness,
won't go away.

So finding the appropriate subtlety and translation is a central
agenda, and one that I hope your question addresses outof hopL'.rathcr
than fear.

MR. KOVACH. Probably Eshould respOnd by saying "I'm glad you
asked that que,stion!" i have here a photocopy of a letter to the editor
of Thfi, Cloeland Press which was printed under the headline: "Parma
Called Tribute to Ethnic Achievement-.

Now, Parma is one of those post-World War II suburbs that I talked
about. It is the home of southern and eastern Europeans, the sons and
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daughter immigrants who moved from the south side and the west
side of Cleveland. I was their realization of the "American Drearn-_

And this letter, I- think directly relates to the questions about the
civil rights of individuals, the civil rights of groups, and to what extent
are group self-interests legitimate. The author of the letter obviously
feels very strongly about the matter.

In reference to B tiara Weiss' "November 4th story ", as a Parma
resident, I resent headlines "Parma is Called Symbol of Racial

To those who have a background of being subsidized by
government doles and give-away programs from generation to
generation, it may appear as a symbol of hostility; actually, Parma
shouldbe referred to as a symbol of ethnic achievement.

Parma, to a great° extent, is comprised of first generation ethnics,
whose parents came to this country around the turn of the century
with just the clothes on their backs And perhaps a few pennies in
their pockets. The majority had little formal education, perhaps 4
years at most.

After their arrival, they rolled Up their sleeves and started to
achieve. They took tht most meager jobs and saved and planned

\ for a future. Saving pennie;, nickles and dimes, made their dreams
come true. They were not-interested in the locationf the welfare
office or where there was a govOnment give-away program.
When times .got' tough, to them it meant that it was time to roll
your sleeves higher or take the shirt off, if necessary, and expend
more energy and more guts and not turn to crime.

These added efforts resulted in the creation of communities
wherein 'they built churches, and businesses and sust4ined

s of pen ies, nickels and dimes that kheythem with these saving
sweated for. They had a dream, a dream to buy their own homes
and to educate their children. I believe you can find letters like
this in newspapers around the country, from citikens of that bi,sic

.

Attoentiment. rin my paper I addressed the fact that we haye-looked at thl city as
the center of -all ills in cliff society, and we've done such a good job In
communicating t e essage that everybody who is able wants to
escape from the y, whetlier they're black or white. The city of
Parma is now be a-Federal District Court Judge in Cleveland on a
housing discriminati charge because they were not permitting public
housing. This has r gh6forih a large amount of testimony from
Cleveland area scholar on ethnicity. People are saying "Well,.don't
we have a right to a ommunity like that? It's a good healthy,
community."
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Whether the "neighborhood" concept. where encompasses cultur-
ally homogeneous groups of people, creates conflict needs to he well
researched. I think there are some good examples where the "neigh
borhood" cone:opt dOes embody cultural diversity. It depends, though,
on the physical condition of the neighborhood. If you're living in a
poortneighborhood and suffering, struggling-for survival, then cultural
diversity is often 'understood to mean that the people who arc
"different" are the cause of your problems. When you're in a nice
suburban neighborhood, the differen,ces are not threatening. We've got
neighborhoods of diverse people in the Greater Cleveland Area and
the sharing of cultures-enriches the quality of life.

I think we need some new research in this area There are good
examples of both, and I don't think that we can look at the
neighborhood concept only in turns,of conflict. As a social scientist, I
would like to do-some `More work on that subject.

Ms. ALIBERTI. I would ask if you would repeat the question,
Fir:ststiNG. indicated that throughout the discussion

this nftvning th rc has liven a good deal of emphasis on the neighbor-
hood concept, arni I simply asked the members' of the panel and I
also .took the fact 'that there's been a good deal of emphasis
on the desir _bility of diversity, and the desirability of cults raf pluralism
and so o_ = and I simply asked whether or not there was a conflict be-
tween nOghborhood concept and the objective of cultural plural-
ism and the objective of diversity; and if so, whalat would he the.positiv'e
approach to dealing with situations of that type?

Ms. ALIBERTI. My response to that is yes and no. That sounds like
a political respnse, bat from my experiences as a practitioner aid also
doing research on neighborhoods in terms of the changing roles of
women, what I see, the neighborhood is providing a very positive
statement in °ill ,American society, And as I said earlier, the
neighborhood provides a -unity in its very ideal sense.

I meanrw:e share all o ources: we share our :schools, although,-
that's debatable now with the conflicts they're havint in busing,

And I think that society in general can learn and adopt some of the
things that are very positive in an ethnic neighborhood and adapt it to
a-broader society.

I think itcatioes have drawbacks, also. I think it creates an insular
attituite on the part of the people that are living there, particularly in
terms of educational and occupational achievement, because there's a
conflict.

People that I've talked tc say they really feetconflicted in going on
in education or going out of the community. There is peer pressure on
young people and housewives; they feel pressure as being regatled as
different.
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One of the reasons that I was recommending that community
colleges have neighborhood base colleges is that you would cut down
on some of the alienation that particularly women might have .when
they first go back into higher education.

I think that this i something-and I agree with Ken- that has to have
further research; having some sort of balance and keeping the real
values of the ethnic community, the family and the sense of work, et
cetera, and spreading that to a larger population, bringing the larger
population- -into -the- ethnic - ,community. And it's just a matter' of
reciprocal things.

MR. KOVACH. May I just add this note, that I personally do ram
have and I don't think anybody else really has a romanticized view of
the neighborhood. In those neighborhoods across the United States,
where there are arnechanisms for the _expression of diversity, it's
working, and people are celebrating cultural pIttalism, and-as John
said, people are dealing with the is-sues. But where there are no
Mechanisms, there is misunderstanding and that's where there are
problems.

VICE CHAIRMAN KORN. Any further questions, Commissioner
---E,seeman?

VommisstONER FREEMAN. One.of my uoncerns has been, as I read
these papers, is that there seems to'be an assumption that all ethnics
have freedom of choice.

nd to the extent' that the minorities, the racial minorities, are not
even defined as etLfMics by some in certain' places to the extent that
they are not, thex are the victims of discrimination and the denial of
some basic constitutional rights. And to that extent, they cannot even

icipate in a decision as to whether they,.would part of a
community, part of a neighborhood.

And I would like to, know if each of you could speak to the impact
of even, as you say, the discrimination laws of the past, in 1964; the
fact that it was necessary, even as late as 1964, to have a law against
discrimination.

Now that as far as black people are concerned, is something that is
an experience that the Euro-ethnics have not had.

I'd like to know if you could speak to this.
MR. LEviNE. Commissioner Freeman, wrong to say that the

Euro-ethnics did not have problems being discriminated against. They
were, but never to the same degree that blacks were. But to have a
blanket statement like that I think- .

Ms. FREEMAN. I'm saying as perceived; this is What I'm ,sayillk
MR, LEVINE_ No there was actual discrimination Against Italians,

against Jews, against Poles,- real discrimination against irish="No Irish
'Need Apply."
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VVe really have historical record. straight on that. There
has never been the kind of systematic discrimination against: white
ethnics as there has been against blacks,- meaning that there is a great
difference, which the Government public,policy and even institutional
policy has to deal with the nature of being black as against perhaps
being everything else.

The confusion, I must _ is when w e begin to deal with Hispanics
__-id Aleutian Islanders and, Guamanians and Samoans and everything
else. You're beginning then to deal with ethnic categories t)-rat have
only recently been developed as special categories of diswrimination.

Those categories, as discriminated against as they may be, May in
irn out to have been equal in discrimination to say early Italian,

anti-Italian discriminatiOn. , -

We den't, know these things yet. We have to be clear and sharp
about the fact that there is such a thing as ethnic succession in this
country (hitt developed differentially in different regions of the
cc _ntry, with different discriminatory patterns, depending upon who
you were.

As a matter of fact, JeWs and Italians were 'seen as races. The
designation__ of_:Tews_ and____:I_tallan was Separate races among other
groups. So I think it's important at this point, when we've come-to this
kind of maturity, to set the record-straight. .

That does not mean that if you take the white ethnic Amelicv you
do not ha e.. patterns of racism, but you also have some very
interesting, atterns of what I would say aft acceptance of fairness and
fair play.

The N of al Urban. League aid,a study Orl ho accepts or does not
Lcept ant, Crimination;' and the white ethnics in America rank much

higher than ,the WASPS, ,much higher.. On every social welfare
indicator, the:Whiteethnics are the most progressive group nexteto the
blacks and Hispanics.

So we're not talking about a large population group of mg
reactionaries.' We're talking about people who are, as has been
described here: locally oriented, neighborhood oriented, who do see
changes in their life and their family and their neighborhoods,,based
upon migration patterns of other groups, which they see as ps-Jhaps
dangerous,' disastrous, what have you.; That does lead to bigotry,
discrimination, and prejudice: there's no question about it.

T - solving of these problems, then, cannot be done in terms of fiat: ,yo,,

I a-Lan, we have had fiat fOr the last few years, and fiat was necessary
in certain places, but as we get.into.an understanding of the complexity

these problems, we may get, to asystem- where, we're much more
involved in Conflict resolution and what I would call ethnic bargain-
ing.



N

Ina Parma area, I'd like to see housing go up fOr minority groups,
but I think there is a process of hargaininOinit.rriast tak& place :trth
local people in the face of nonethnic discriminalion. If they're clearly
discriminating tin the law, they're wrong. But if there's a marginal'
situation', where it is not clear that it's boldface discrimination, there
ought to be a community process which would allow for what l call
ethnic bargaining.

VICE \CHAIRMAN, HORN. Any other continents from membe
panel?

MR. KROM OWSKI. Yes, I'd like' respond to that question-in two
ways.

One, I'm going to be very frank about hOw important it is to follow
through.on getting the record. straight. I think we all have to do our
homework in this area, and I think, in fact, the question that comes
from the Commission understores the importance-of continuirpg- this
kind of formation, because let me say,.-also,: very,- very frankly, the
implication of your qujstion is exactly one of the core areas that
exacerbates conflict between peOple. Why? Because if you tell me I
don't have a pain, and evciTthough I've got one that's very, very
slight, it's going to hurfa lot more.

One of the regular dimensions of our analysis is that there's do
doubt that black Americans have had a broken back because of
oppressive, racist language and social _science...which has become

encpsed in institutions, and consciousness of many Americans.
But if you don't understand that working class European- people

have had a soreishouldfr and perhaps a broken toe, and you say., You
don't have any -pain- tai people of that sort, you're putting back the
movement of liberty and justice for all in ways that will never be
redeemed.

MR. KOVACFL In my paper, .1 referred to a development over the
past decade in American society that I would call a revolution of
rising expectations. Previously, citizenship was defined by political
rights:lhe full right to vote and to hold office. Now--I think we've
Moved to citizenship defined by social rights, that is, the right to have'
a job, adequate health care now as well as when we're old, and a
-decent .standard of IiVing.

I think equality has been redefined in terms of these entitlements.
I've been to many sessions of what I call the blood-lettin,g7"My group
suffered: more than your group'` type. And if you think its only
between whit&and black, then you should attend some etkniemeetings
where the Serbs and the- Hungarians and the Poles start talking about
hoW badly they were treated. If you put them all together, you could
have "bleeding- session that is unending.

s of the
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But we're way beyond that, and think we need, move to yard.ve
.

We're all Nat of American societyaiond really oreatmg a whole, arena
asocial rights. Maybe becatiSe bItIcks have not even had those basic .

civil tights and.we move from political 'rights into social rights,
everybody is expecting too much..We all feel we're entitled to sb many
things, trit1 these_ising expectations czinse.frust ration and anxiety. 'We
need to. careful about the kind of language we use in talking with
groups:..Astl indicated, if we use lab - x and make sweeping generaliza-
tions, we start putting those barriers

The bl'eeding;sessions, if they must be held, should. he held to gent
all out on thti table. I thought the Bicentennial really'hiought us up-to-
dalbe through the past 200 years in an adequate way. But obviously, we
haven't really' fully explored the level of human suffering experienced.'
by every group that's come to this country.

So maybe the Civil Rights Commission really needs to dc} that first,
and then, once that is accomplished, look at the kind of question that
you raise about the freedom of choice, today as we approach the 1980's

ith a changitig economy and Lf different set of social expectations.
Ms. 'Aufffiri. I'd like to make some brief comments, because I

-think the issue has been very adeqUately cOvvedby the 'other panels. I
think I have/ to .agree with Irving that there was massive discrimina-
tion with the early immigrants, and, to a certain extent, it's Liappening!
with, immigrants right now.'

And because it's-not as app_arent right now, we tendito sort of ignore
people who come from ethnic backgrounds, because they "re White and .

we say what type of problems do they have. Its like looking at if .kidf,
and saying "You're just a kid: you knos, you don't have any
problems.'

There are serious problems., and if the choice issue is addressed,
there are serious problems in terms, again, of educational and
occupational issues. I was talking to a friend only last week, who
teaches at one of the Ivy League schools, and he said that they pride
themselves by accepting a lot of working class students, fie said
they're very bright students, and :they've always succeeded and done .
very well.-

But he said that after they get- accepted, they don't do anything.
They don't -define any, kind of support Systems. Aki what happens
with these kinds is that they feel extremely conflicted, because here are,
these- parents that have really sacrificed. their whole life to put them
there. They're very proud of the fact that their son or daughter is

going to this institution.
Yet they also feel that they're losing their son or daughter to sort of

the prevailing establishment in the irNitution;' and the student realizes
and the parents realize this and it creates very serious problems.
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rese same students are the ems who, are such -serious
p-rohlLnis beLjziuse they valuethe.:fiunily' experience. And I

suppose what I iii trying to say' is that unless we recognize it as

problem and as a-real issue, then v Won't: he able to deal
we will have g,enor:itions of 'ids and
people denying :their, herita ge nd.,-denving their 'haekgrounds and

.being not so complete peoplc.,,r,,.
An41 they'll deny_ it because this is the only way !hat hey kill

achieve success by Amerioan standards.
Vicu_ CHAIRMAN HORN. Commis.sioner Fr- maii ? Com Uner

:Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rt_Az. Yes. I agree with Mr. Kovach that about

time that this type of a:hearing be'held, soy that we can let our hair
down on issues that have been on the periphery without direct
confrontation, I think:it's going to be an interesting hearing.

I was-, interested in his report onethruc.:coalitions be,ing med,c;
throughout .the country as a survival mechanism.

iculd Like to read, in part, a letter from a local Illinois Lictivi
which I redeived California. It is dated October 9, r

anuel Ruiz, 704 Soirth`Spring Street._ Los Angeles, CaliforMzi..

Dear Mr-. Ruiz:

Milli politics with you. I fully support the Immigration
Bill' proposed by, COngressman. Ed Derwinsky of Illinois which
seeks to reunite farndies Ow separated by immigration restric-

. Hons.

The Democratic discriminates against Italiarts, Greeks,,
Poles and Yugoslays, but the Republican 1301 wilLaltoW nloft' of
them to come. to America.

We are all immigrants or cif -umigrant n-iginally We
wish to continue and impro4e the imrrligrauoti system tinder
which our forefathers came to .America.

_Now`, her is a voice from Illinois, 16 years Igo,. reaching, acrc. -s.the
the continent for a coalition With an Ilisrninie-American, I'm a
MexipariT,American.

The'tirrichad.hot yet arrived
Perhaps ti's a Commissioner- in 19:79,-i 'will he able to espond to

some of-the issues he0 by Lissisting in .the making of 'policy; as
eriviS'Loned by Mr. John Kromkowski. Issues raised by the National
NeighbOrhood Commission could be a good point of reference for
aritculationin the 198(Ts,by the COmmission.

if we appreciate the fact that white ethnics have also been hurt and
subject to discimimitory pnictices. I think this would tend to fuse the
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interests. of the various, races,' because they have something in
common. This is also true of the black,Asian or Pacific Islander,,on the
basis of coalition; particularly as persons of all races become decision
makers within our political system, which is rapidly changing from an
ethnic point of view with respect to ethicated persons and intellectuals.
And we are here on that basis.

I think this is going. to -be a very excellent meeting, Mr. Chairman.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN Thank you very much. Commissioner

Saltzman?
CommiRsioNER SALTZMAN. In looking through some of these

papers you -Submitted' to us in the morning session, I feel somewhat
conflicted, because you succeeded in raising issues which apparently

i
have no immediate possible resolution.

You point in your presentations to polarities: Cultural pluralism,
versus the creation of a national purpose that forms a cohesive nation.
Is- facility in speaking English necessary to a cohesive nation?
Perhaps -bilingual education is a resolution, by promoting cultural
pluralism while also promoting a common language. But is bilingual
education succeeding? Are we able to serve both these purposes?

Mr. Levine suggested that English remains a significant vehicle for
access to economic opportunity. How can minority, language groups
succeed in America without English?

There is another thought that is raised in my mind. There seem t
me to be other forces at -work that enhance the desire of ethrik
communities to reinforce their ethnic identity. In the 1970's we are
experiencing the breakdown of families, the breakdown of social
constraints and disciplines,shared values and the mounting influence of
peers over family. You indicated ethnic identity is such a positive
benefit in counteracting these negative forces working against family
cohesiveness.

And I think these negative forces have tended to intensify the search
for self-identity through an ethnic cohesiveness. However, I'm not
sure that ethnic culture is adequate today to overcome the confluence
of the-forces at work against a strong ethnic identification.

You mention the ethnic celebrations, Mr. Kromkowski. I think Mr_
Levine pointed Lo the possibility that that celebration is a very
superficial veneer when we celebrate merely foods and dress, perhaps,
and nothing really authentic to the historic roots and cultifre of that
ethnic community.

Baltimore, where I now live has a summer-long celebration where
different ethnic gro .- nt their ethnic heritage to the community
at large on different weeken . Attending some of those, I find they're
really very superficial. A few of the native foods, and then everything
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else is hot dogs and hamburgers, but no real communication of
authentic values emerges from the distinct ethnic culture.

Finally, how do we communicate and share, when within the ethnic
community a drastic dilution of authentic identity with a loss of ethnic
values has taken place?

Thus, how validly may we look to the neighborhood and the ethnic
community within it as a positive force for maintaining the benefita
derived from strong ethnic identification, when that strength may
have been so weakened already?

MR. LEVINE. Commissioner Saltzman, a lorof it depends on how we
invest. We have a program here in Chicago which I'm proud to say
the American Jewish Committee has invested .a lot of money .in. It's
the Institute on Pluralism and Group Identities, Midwest Office.

And my colleague, David Roth, is here. He runs five major
coalitions in education, mental health, foreign policy, immigration, et
cetera. Every one of those coalitions was based originally on a white
ethnic coming together. Half of those coalitions are now being led by

,blacks and Hispanics.
There is an emerging methodology and social technology, if I can

use those lousy words, and they are lousy to describe these humanistic
things, that we are beginning to learn.

On the west coast we have sponsored an extensive study on ethno-
therapy, on how you recoup one's group identity in the most intensive
way we know how. It was started by Dr. Price Cob who was a major
black psychiatrist and carried on by Dr. Judith Weidsdenklein, a
Jewish psychologist. It's leading to, in my opinion, a revolutionary
approach to what is Jewish identity, how is it created, and where does
it go.

Now, we're just at the beginning'stage of the acceptance of oui
diversity. We.ought not to ask for too much yet, except the fact that
the Government b_ e at least a benign partner, you know, in not
interfering. That's been the problem. The problem has been the
Government has been interfering.

We'd like it to be a little more aggressive in a positive kind of
overlay to allow these hundred blossoms to flower. We're frightened
that sometimes the Government wants to move in and squash some
this diversity and variety, because it doesn't fit the particular moment
in history that decides hoW it will administer its business.

That's one of the problems. You mentioned bilingualism. Somebody
just reminded me that the Foreign Language Association just came out
with a report. I think you've seen it reported. We're the most abyssmal
nation in the world in the mastery of foreign languages. If one will take
the last 25 years of our foreign policy and take a look at the massive
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failures, I don't think I would get oo much Of an argument,to say it
has been miserably culturally insensitive to others.

We train people to be,imperialists,.literally_ psychological imperial-
ists, and they lose for us. They lose all over the world. We have the
most magnificent multiethnic capacity in this society. We send blacks
to Denmark; that's what we used to do.

Now something. is the matter with our thinking, and I thin_ k if you
take a look at the emergence of the multiethnic society and the
positiveness that's been presented and will be presented in the next two
days, sure there are fe4rs; sure there are ambivalences. That's the
whole story.

Where do we lean? Well we lean toward the positive end of this
thing, or we conjure up fears that did not even take place. My God,
the fear that we had 10 years ago of the so-called Bladk Revolt. First of
all where is it and whom did it do any harm to? I would say, the
social conscience of this country was transformed to a degree not
enough - by the so Called Black Ethnic Revolt. That's what it was

We're too fearful about these' things,, because we have very little
confidence in our own society.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Any other reactions?
MR. KROMKOWSKI. Comment one-the neighborhood focus is not a

panacea, but it is one dimension of the work. The question of festivals.
being more than food, fun, and famous people is emerging. We're
becoming much more sensitive to that reality today.

In fact, there are some culturally perverted dimensions that are even
more insidious than the superficiality you point to

GroupS have stopped indigenous, cultural de lopment to get ready
for the festival, so that they can put some money gether; so they start
making sausages all, year, and they forget the anguage classes and
moral development.

Now we're remedying thae in a couple of ways; one by calling this
fact to the attention of groups, if they don't already know it. NCUEA
has two video tapes, film presentations that in faCt explore this
dimension, and we'd be happy to share..those with you.

Our NE1-1 Project with Virginia Cassiano, Bill Wattman and Olivia
Cadaval just completed this film and it will be for national distribution.
Another film, Festivals are More than Food and Fun is very, very
sensitive to the superficiality issue.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Any comments over here?
Ms. ALIBERTI Yes, I don't think that the festii,aIS and celebrations

are superficial. I think, to'a degree they may be but I think that they
do represent attitudes and feelings of strong family pride and strong
ethnic ideiitity; and probably the reason why they're becoming so
popular now is for the first time ethnic people feel that they don't
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have to hide who they are and .Where they came from, and they're__
interested in celebrating in a very public way.

That, in addition to the fact that people who don't identify as ethnic
like the celebration because they feel that there's something lacking
their own life,: in their own identity.

MR. KOVACH. To fallow up on a. more mundane note, I think there's
a great riopularization of ethnicity: Today you can go shopping at the
supermarket and get frozen lasagna, blintzes, pirogi, and a variety of
other ethnic foods all prepared and ready to heat and eat!

I think of America as the great ethnic smorgasbord. That the foods
are being shared is only a beginning. It has always been a very
important part of the European tradition.

I agree that if the celebration only focuses on food, then we are at a
superficial level. Also many of those festivals are run by political
organization% and some politicians still don't know what ethnicity is
all about. They call upon their own people year after year to do these
festivals without understanding their potential.

If the organizers of festivals would say, "Let's go beyond superb-
ciality; let's do festivals that get us really at the roots of culuire", then
we'll see a difference. And there are those festivals, I think what John
has talked about is a good example.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Before- I get to my own question, let me
ask:Mr. Nunez, do you have any questions? .

STAFF. DIRECTOR NUNEZ. Yes, one question to Irving and Mr.
Kromkowski.

You know, I spoke befoie . your group seven years ago, and I
indicated that I did not see any major conflict 'between the cultural
pluralism movement and the civil rights movement.

But Mr. Kromkowski, you indicated that our agenda for the 1980's
perhaps could be to get behind a program to strengthen the role of the
neighborhoods, and I go back to what the Civil Rights Commission is.
It is a Civil Rights Commission, and on the idea of strengthening
neighborhoods as a value in our society, I could probably agree with
you. But how does that connect with the issue of discrimination in our
society, given the context of this Commission? This is not the
Department of .Housing and Urban Development. The issue of
strengthening the cities, creating an urban renaissance, is a useful
concept in our society, and I think any thinking person would endorse
those concepts:

But within the context of the Civil Rights Commission, how do you
see the agenda of urban or Euro-ethnic Ainerica fobusing on the issues
of civil rights?

Mr. Levine and Mr. Kromkowski?
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MR. LEVINE. I do see a relationship to the preservation of
neighborhoods that are decent and.the capacity of minorities to-five in
a decent neighborhood.

One of the greatest problems with neighborhoods is that when there
is light-call it life light if you will-what you have is neighborhoods
that Are reduced in terms of their capacity to deal even with the
ineorhing population.

So] you have a 'problem- of even the transfer of economic
development, social development, all of the developmentarida-Ss that,
come from what we're talking about; these natural networks and
helping systems that come from ethnicity. -

I happen to believe that an integrated neighborhood can achieve
-those ;pie goals, and there ate many, many integrated neighborhoods
in this .4ountry. I grew up in a black, Jewish neighborhood 40 years
ago, and there were disparities between the blacks, and the Jews.

So it's the networks that have broken down'today. They were not as
badly in disrepair as they are today. Let's just say that there were
networks, churches, and boyS' clubs. I was the President of the
Brownsville Boys Club, a club of 2,000 boys, and we provided
immense service to _blacks and Jews. That was the nature of the
neighborhood.

What P.m saying is that we have models of more naturally formed
integrated neighborhoods that have existed for a long time.

What we intend to do in the practice of antidiscrimination is, as I
said before, single-minded, and the implementation of antidiscrimina-,
tion against the possibility of breaking down these networks. I would-
say to study the way in which antidiscrimination is implemented, so
that one would maintain whatever strengths there should be in the
neighborhood, so even 'neighborhoods that are willing or even
unwilling to-receive others- and have to receive others will have the
strengths so that others can benefit by it

Absolutely essential, in my way of thinking, as neighborhoods
change, and even when neighborhoods do not change but are either
forced or willingly integrated, if we break down those networks,
which we have been doing, by the way, unconsciously, by a certain
kind of post antidiscrimination action, we're not doing anybody any
good.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You raise a very interesting point: I think,
in terms of the counterproductivity in the long run of some Federal
action% as opposed to an examination of success stories at the grass
roots

Ma, LEVINE. Absolutely.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. -Where people have worked within, a

network of an existing neighborhood-
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. LEVINE. Absolutely. I am saying that-
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. -To get others aamitted to that n ghbor-

,
hoc

MR. LEVINE. -There are other ways to enforce anti-discrimination.
And those better ways ought to be the Ways that the United States
Civil Rights Commission -

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. All right. I have to. Move along to some
additional questions, if I might.

Mr. Nunez, did you have any other queStions?
Mr. White, -did' you have any question you wished to ask?
ASSISTANT STAFF DIRECTOR WHITE,,Let me make an observation. I

happen to have grown up in a city in which we had this diversity that
Irving Levine speaks,of, and Kovach knew from Clevelanc

And I went to school with students whose name ranged from Sam
Vecchio to Lucian Nardi to Ray Kominowski, and I recall that when I
was working and going to school, most of the fellow workers
happened to be representatives of those ethnic groups as well as
blacks.

The only point I want to make here, is that there were very feW, if
any, Anglos, or Caucasians WASPS, and I simply wanted to relate to
what John Kromkowski said that while perhaps:Ray Kallinowski was
not hitting it in the head, is co-wondering and I was aware of that

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Very good. What I'd like to do is pursue, in
the remaining minutes, with each of the panelists, some of the
questions that I elicited from their testimony and that I am unclear
about. And would like to see if we can secure a succinct answer,
because I have a lot of ground to cover, and I would appreciate that.

Mr. Levine, you made reference to the undocumented worker issue
and claimed that there could be unity, I assumed, in focusing on that
issue from the various ethnic groups, which would include various
racial groups, as I understood your testimony.

I wonder if you could succinctly tell me, what did you ean by
that? It was not clear.

MR. LEVINE. I was sitting in Chicago and I remember the sweep of
the Immigration Service in rounding up Polish charwomen, and I was-
thinking of those kinds of sweeps that take place against Hispanics in
this country, and I know that the ire of the Polish community and the
other ethnics was unbelievable in this community, that such a thing
should happen.

What I'm saying is that fair treatment, due process, constitutional-
ism, human rights, even for aliens, are things that many of the ethnic
groups would back; and in this case, since the principal group seen in
this society as having the undocumented migrant issue is Hispanics,
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this is a good place where you would have some coalitions that would
related to the needs of Hispanics.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. When you notel4 that-many Government
policies have led to family dissolution, you didn't name them: Are' you
talking aboutthe Aid to Dependent Children policy, et cetera?

MR. LEVINE. l' would say that Government policy, in general, is
culturally insensitive, does not realize that my mother is not going to
pick up the food stamps because it's just not done in my family, but she
has as much need for that aid as somebody who's picking up the food
stamps.

And I'd like to see policies which give people the right to pick up
Government services in a culturally sensitive and choice way. So
we're talking about options that people have based upon the religio-
cultural-ethnic-racial lire styles. And one of the biggest problems of
this society was the mislabeling of the black family. Look at the
consequences we've had from not understanding the interior workings
of the black family. ..

Public policy is so out of whack with what the reality of the black
family is that in trying to do the black 'family some good, we've often
done it harm.

I would say that if you looked at the Jewish family. the Italian
family and others, if you're going to have a population planning
program, a lot of Jews will say, "Include us out". We are the smallest
minority in' terms of fertility, we're not reproducing ourselves, and
what we want is help from you as Government to allow our husbands
and wives to have more children if they want to have more children,
without the unbelievable burden of parenthood today.

That's what I mean by cultural and ethnic sensitivity.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay. p
Ms. Aliberti, you mentioned this problem of the original origin of

the immigrant to till very critical labor shortages in our society. A lot
of people have said, well, that opportunity doesn't exist anymore, the
chance that people had to work their way up. Yet, in a day it mustt
exist, when you think of the and cumented workers who .ace estimated
to range between one and 12 million and who are not limited to
Hispanics, it just was mentioned that they could be Polish people in
Chicago, East Europeans, Canadians, et cetera, in Detroit, so forth.

I wonder, have you given much thought to the degree to which
undocumented workers are able to find jobs in our society? And yet,
we still have substantial unemployment for domestic American
citizens, both white ethnics and minority youths in particular. And to
what degree, as you look at the historical past does the opportunity
still exist to work one's way up from fairly -level, unskilled jobs in
society?
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MS. ALIBERTI. We 11,-I think when the immigrants- in he 1800's and
the I900 's 'came her; they were welcomed here because there was a
need because of industrialization to fill These jobs.

Now that we have become much more mechanized, there is less of a
need, but there is still a group of people here that are filling those jobs.
They're not the early immigrants because they've gone on to other
things; more of-len than notinto skilled labor.

I think this is a problem that's going to continue as long as we have a
high rate of immigrants coming into this country, whether they're sort
of the traditional white -ethnics or the Ilispanics, or whatever group
they are.

There's always going to be a group that is perceived -as unskilled and
will beltIling a particular need.

Vie HORN. Well, I. just find it rather ironic that
millions of people can come to this country and do find work and are
undocumented workers. And in a sense, that's what immigration
waves in the '19th century and early part of the 20th century also
found, and yet we have high unemployment among many domestics.

Now, some would say it's the wage rate structure; Americans won't
do that type of work, et cetera, et cetera. And yet, people who are
very conscientious, hard workers, are taking those jobs in restaurants,
car washes, gasoline stations, homes, et cetera, et cetera, and in a sense
get?ing a piece of the action.

You 'see this with the documented workers, the refugees, if you will,
coming in from East Asia who are working industriously this way.

On page 3 of your paper, yO' u mention that the Italian immigrant's
view of the family was much rgore exclusionary. Is that really a matter
so much otional origin as religion, and I wonder if ,Iyou, could
comment on that with regard to other immigrant groups who have
come to this country,in terms of their view of the family?

14s ALIBERTI. Well t think what I was trying to say, in terms of the
Italian-Americans, is that they were not terribly concerned. They
were concerned about the community in that it created a threat to the
family, but their family unit was very tight.

think Jewish families and Greek.families have a very tight family
um ,'but not to the extent that the Italians do.

And what I was tryinkta say here is because it was such a rigid,
family-oriented culture, they wouldn't go, if they had particular needs,
to educational institutions to have those needs met. And they wouldn't
push their children into particular occupations.

They have gone into occupations-for example, women, when they
were educated, went into the traditional jobs in teaching, et cetera,
because it didn't infringe on the family and bringing up the children;
that was their role in life.
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VICE CHAIRMAN flORN. You raised another point on Page 22 which
several ether witnesses have also commented on.

You irate, "The lack of sensitivity" of the Federal Government -is
further advanced by research agencies in the Government which make
little effort to identify this group as one which, like other minorities,
has specific needs." -

We've heard comments on the very poor nature of the Census in
identifying ethnic groups so you could use these data as a basis for
public policy. In a nutshell, I'm curious, what the panelists are

-advocating.
Are you advocating a more detailed codification of ethnicity? There

could be a hundred categories, I would think, her , and I'd like to
know just what are we searching for?

Ms. ALIBERTI. Well, one of the problems that I .law, when, I was
putting together the Conference on the Educational and Occupational
Needs of White Ethnic Women, was that almost all the -research that
research .agencies like NIE and other research institutes were doing,
were never thinking in terms of looking at the cultuial factors which
would determine why a person would get an education or not get an
education. .

They were looking at racial factors very often and factori regarding
sex, but they wouldn't look in terms of the cultural background and
the traditions and things of that nature.

And Pm suggesting that unless we are sensitive to that, you're not
going to get a very accurate picture. What Iry said about, you know,
people going on food stamps, getting food stamps, or medical care
facilities for working-class people, or going to college for working-
class women, or getting financial aid for college students in working-
class areas-unless you're sensitive to those issues, then you'll never
qualify for any of these programs.

The Vocational Education Act doesn't look at cultural diversity at-
all, and as a result it looks at handicapped; it looks at a whole lot of
different areas, but it doesn't look in terms of cultural diversity in
developing vocational education programs,

That's a critical issue that has to be addressed.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Me. Kovach?
MR. KOVACH. We:re talking about the 1980 Census and obviously

there is going to be some reapportionment. We're going to redraw the
lines by whiCh we define -ourselves politeally, and you know the old
gerrymandering that goes on There is a lot of eoncern being exprAised
by Euro-ethnic Americans as well as others teat those who live in the
central cities are going to be affected by the 1980 Census with regard
to their political power and their voice in decision making. The Census
on one hand gives us certain information, like the quality of our
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housing, but on the other hand
and often against each other:

VICE CHAIRMAN' HORN. Let me suggest to the members of the
panel, if you have some thoughts on what the Federal= Government
ought to be doing in speCific types of census question% I would
appreciate each of you filing them with the Staff Director so they
could become a part of the record.

We're a little pushed for time now to pursue this
MR. LEVINE. Yes. May I make one general suggestion?
The entire area of racial and ethnic categories and the status in law is

one that terribly !reeds SlUdy, and I Would,suggest that this is one of
the major areas -of concern that the United States' Civil Rights
Commission should tkke up.

How are those categories defined, what is their origin in history, and
what is the prognosis for-the way in which these categories are going
to be used?

I couldn't think of anything more useful you might do. --
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I think it is a good suggestion. As- you

know, we pursued the Spanish under-count situation in the 1970
Census. Some change was made as a result of that.

Let me just say, on Page 23 of your testi ny, Miss Aliberti,
asking the' Staff Director to ask the 0 of Education for a
breakdown Anfl, the grants that have been made under the Ethnic
Heritage Study Act, so that we could know to what- type of groups
these grants have gone and how much money have been involyed in
that. 1 think that's important.

Ms. ALLVRTI. I think the fact that you will be looking into that
would be verr important.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORV. I would like to merely make a comment on
your suggestion, which came out in your oral summary, that there be a
sort of neighborhood community college.

As an educator, you make a good point in perhaps an initial
transition step, but I often wonder if you would be only talking to each
other, as people in the neighborhood, and if people, have no =outside

\ Views, whether they will really advance too much in breaking down
some of their parochial or insular ideas.

Ms. ALIRER-ri_ I think you're absolutely right. I think that this will
fill a particular need, and maybe it's a transitional step, and for' some
women or men it might be the only step they want or need.

But I don't think it's the only thing that should,be done. I thitik it's
just one of the areas, and after a 2.year degree program, like the
National Congress of Neighborhood -Women in Brooklyn, after that
type of program, they might want to go into a regular 4-year college,
or university or go for advanced dgrees.

each decade it's alsadivided us up f'
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I think, I stand corrected if diat isn't true, I think many of th
done that.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Kovach, my colleagues cOVered..yoirr,
testimony, I think, very well. !Just have two remaining questions,
Kromkowski.

I noticed on Page 2,ryou state; In 1974. =many seholars, policy
anftsts, and others agree that the neighborhood is a neglected unit of
American Urban life," and of course that's been 'a therne many of you
have stressed this morning.

When you look at how the media covers whk occurs._ in
neighborhood, I think we all understand that they cover conflict. The
media seldom seeks to gain an -understanding.ofWhat really goes on in
a neighborhood,

But certainly, when W hat inflammatory Work -busing
would think that runs counter to the concept of neighborhood, in the
sense of removing individuals from aparticular.neighborhood to go to
school in another neightborhood; and I wonder, if that -is so, how does
that really aid in trying to build the coalition you were seeking?

In other words, if you're moving people out of rhe- neighborhood,
generating this type of hostility, is that counterproductive to coalition-
pudding? .

MR.. KRomicowsKi. Are you pushing me on the question of direct
response to3the strategy of busing?

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. That's right
MR. KROMKOWSKI. It seems to me that one of the dimensions that is

sorely neglected in this area is the whole role of. private, nonexclusion-
ary schools.

They have in fact been a neglected factor in the research about what
the educational situation is in many of the older industrial areas in the
Northwest and the Midwest.

The question about whether or not the bes(uSe of resources is in fact
gained' by moving people from neighborhoods to school is a question
that we don't know a good deal about. .

I think, by and large, the students must be educated for life in the
entire city. What the best strategy is for allowing that to happen, and
maintaining - quality., education and variety'of programs, it, seems to
me, is much more important than the miracle juggling that has been
the activity of the Courts and not the activity that is central to the
process of bringing children into .,a society that they must not only be
productive in, but that they must be culturally sensitive to.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well I think one could argue it probably
either way, depending on what happens. One could say, that the way
you build a coalition is to get people out of the neighborhood who are
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involved with people from other neigh hOods, where
comhion interests.

Certainly, the ectupy.tion a children is one such common interest.
MR. KRomicolp,,9pe..7.Well, one of the problems of answering the

Auestion in terrns-,-of a national agenda, is that the situations within
Which you Makt prudential judgments about what activity is more

=ions move one to the point of recognizing the sui generus
tures'of cities i.e., less strongly important particularities.
If you don't have a private school system in place, then you ini$ht as

well move children around so that they can become . edacated
somewhere. If you have a private situation that is in place, then you've
got another arrangement within which you make your decisions.

Alternate schools, magnet schools, a variety of programs that are
interesting, a kind of mix with the engagement of the private sector, in
terms of the develop_ mbat Of jobs; that seem to me is an entirely
different question.

I mean are high schools utterly important for, the 1980's or is the
question of alternate education within institutions, ;witniacooperatiits,,
within, neighborhood rehabilitation corporations, 'WithirEthe huniani-
ties that are neighborhood based-I: think that the agenda fOr` the 1980's
has to explore a'variety of alternatives within the urban context.

But to- simply talk"abotic busing as one of the dimensions without
probing more deeplOS-leads us to- the kind of guilt that's simply
saying neighborhood revitalization is urban panacea.'

.Cities are made of neighborhoods, but they're also cities, and people
do in fact have to become educated, and how that happens varies from
place to place. A simple answer about busing moves us to the point
where discussion is utterly irrelevant; i.e., misses the trees which
Constitute the forest.

VIdE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, one obvious strategy when you're
talking about what can the public schools thaLrerp?esent ..the broader
public of the city do,,is to locate schools on borderline areas

-
between

neighborhoodg,to provide a vehicle for integration. But when you .look
at many cities ,around. the country, that is not what has .been done.

They have lost the opportunity, often consciously, to do that and
simply planted the school in the middle of the so-called ethnic area;-
which has led-to much of the tension when you are trying to overcome
governmental segregation.

_11._-LrvirsIE. But you can also say that there's a value in having a
neighborhood School as Well as a more cosmopolitan ,school at the
same time

%, The idea is that you,snight,have both kinds of schools at the same
time and let me suggest something for the 'United, States Commission-

,

that you give more attention, in the future, to the climate of intergroup
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relations in the classroom that exist as a result of desegregatioh,
however that desegregation takes place.

As somebody who has helped write three. dekegregation plang,
which all included extensive busing, I have seen every one of ,then,
turn into resegregation. I have become a new skeptic about my
activities and everybody else's activities, especially *ben at this
particular point in history, if we look in the actual c:JaSsroormand in the
school, we see a deterioration ithtbe integration idra;-we see racial and
ethnic violence in the schools; we see hostility growing,,

We dp not see a Sense of honesty on our own part in taking a look at
the result" of what is ally supposed to be a very good idea.. Now, let
the shoe, -fit: Where' t idea works, wonderful: but where if is not
working and is creatingcreatin more intensive problems than we even had
before, we ought to be a e to document that as well as'dotumenting
successes.

.
I've studied the. St oUnited es Commission on Civil Rights reports

and I hail you for finding all the desegregation successes. I think you
have an equal responsibility to take a look at What's happening in some
schools, where it's- not working and. Com'lup with some remedial

. .
e

,

measures as well.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. May I say, usutwIly most of !he Commission-

ers feel we only find the failures and e very seldom stress the
successes; so Um glad you perceive it as stressing the successes.

. We will,be holding a major hearing on desegregation this summer'
and hopefully we can get at some of the points YOu are talking about,
which we realize are very real concerns in terms of: You can have
desegregationsin the schools and segregationTpr between schools and
segregation,within the schools; and we acknowledge that.

have %nly hinted at once or twice this morning and have not directly
Le me just say in summary, itseems to me, one of the issues that we

,addilt-ssed. is ., the,:whole economic class issue which cuts across
etbnicity, raCe, et cetgra, and the gulf of differences wiial that causes
in terms of upward mobility opportunities.

MR. 1,,EVINE.,1 can only say that inflation unemployment is notgoOct '
for us.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. That's corre'eq. that's correct.
?-:

Second ,Session: Housing and Ethnicity

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.. Commissioner Freeman.
CoMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you Mr. Chairman:,
This 'session this afternoon we will havetwo presenters An

reacting panel.-,
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Arthur Naparstek is the Director or the University of Southern
California's Washington °Public Affairs Center and_ a Professor of
Public Adnimistratton. Recently-he served as a Coinmigsi r on the
National Commission on Neighborhoods and a Task Panel MeMber of
the predOent'S.,'Corriniission' on:Mental'Health. He has also served on
the White-House Domestic Council since 1970,*has written extensively
and testified often. before Congress on urban policy, and holds
!Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctoral degrees in the field of social
welfare. Mr. Naparstek.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK
DIRECTOR, WiSHINGTON PUBLIC AFFAIRS CENTER,

UNIVERSITY' OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-
, . .

Madame Chair, Mr: Chairman, Methbers of The oinriiiision-r_thank
you very much for inviting me to your conkuitatiori,--1 t, pleased to be
here.

I'd. like for my rentarks to be seen within the context of neighbor-
hoods. I will be discussing housing within the context of geographic
discriminatiOn.

To begin With, I'd like to start on a personal note. Several years ago,
I hid the opportunity td bring my now 9-year-old son back to New
York City where if greW up, on the Lower East Side of New York.

My parent< came to this country.inithe early 1930's from Poland. I
grew up in a neighborhood of the Lower East Side of New York that
was characterized by multiracial, ethriic-tommunities. It had what we
now call, in sociological jargon, organizational and cultural networks.
Whit they were were synagogues, churches, ethnic clubs, paternal
organizations.

Those networks, or mediating! institutions, those? that
connected individuals, and families to the megartictures, those big
structures, the public school system, the gettet-A4bospital, et cetera,
played such an impbrfant role in my life on the Lower 'East Side of
New York in providing,support for individual and family life.

It was a neighborhoOd in many ways that had problems, but one of
its majorstrengths wasthat authority camarom within the neighbor-

..

hood. It was not imposed from outside.
As kids, we.woUld get in trouble with the police for playing what

we called then stickball on the street:with a broomstick and pink,old
ball. Wed hit somebody over the head, we'd break a winclowS.
.

If the pollee mistreated us; they were shamed because they were
part of those networks. If we mistreated the police, my father: was
shamed because he was part the same network, and tt great deal of
trouble.



The neighborhood I took my boy back to was alive 30 years ago
with a sense of belonging, tradition, and roots. It has since been
replaCed by architecturally grim and administratively monolithic
public housing projects. A new type of slum was created, one with
little hope of culture and community, one in which gangs, violence
and alienation abound, a direct result of the 1948 Public Housing Act -
not by the 1937-38 Housing Act, which was good housing and had
respect for individual and family life and neighborht_Cods:

The second neighborhood I visited was where my father had his
cleaning store, and that was in the South Bronx. You've all read and
seen on TV what's happened to the South Bronx.

I remember the South Bronx in the 1940's and '50's of Italian,
Jewish, black, Irish neighborhoods. Today the South Bronx is a
wasteland: it is a wasteland. Abandoned housing abounds. Two years
ago it was reported there were 60 fires a night there in the abandoned
housing.

Secretary Harris, in touring the South Bronx three years ago with
President Carter, said, "Did this come from President Nixon's
administration?" No, it did not.

It started in the '40's. It was the worst form of racial steering by the
public officials of New York City, steering close to one million Puerto
Ricans in two neighborhoods of New York, Spanish East Harlem and
the South Bronx, without providing the adequate supports.

It- was the kind of arrogant planning, urban planning, of Robert
Moses, in terms of separating the South Bronx from the test of the city
by building highways and tearing down those organizational and
cultural support systems, mediating structures, churches and syna-
gogues, et cetera the worst form of racial steering.

The third neighborhood of my youth - Brooklyn Heights. My
extended family lived there. Again, multi-ethnic, multi-racial in the
'40's and '50's, beautiful brownstone houses. I go back there now and
we would need $300,000 to buy a house, $300,000.

My family was totally pushed out of that neighborhood as were
many of the other people there. The shame of that is that many of the
people who lived there were elderly, and it came to the point where if
they owned the housing their property taxes were greater than their
initial mortgages: and because many of them were on a fixed income,
the neighborhood as we call it - and I'll deal with it in my written
statement = was gentrified and people were displaced.

Those are the three neighborhoods. In many ways, I see those three
neighborhoods as neighborhoods that are duplicated throughout the
entire United States.

I see it in Baltimore: I see it happening in Lower Fels Point, Upper
Fels Point of Baltimore; we .see it in Washington in terms of
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gentrification and displacement of people in Washington, D.C., and we
see it in this city as well.

One of the lessons, I think, is that people lost control in each one of
those neighborhoods. They lost control both of the macroforces and
the microforces, social and economic forces that impacted on them,
and that is a negative thing.

The issue came up this morning in terms of how do you mesh the
issues of ethnicity, class, and race. I found, by looking at it within the
neighborhood context, you do develop you,have the options and the
potenbal of developing - a public policy which gives conceptual
handles on the issues of ethnicity, class and race, looking at it through
neighborhoods.

A second experience, very briefly, is working with Mayor Hatcher
in Gary, Indiana, a mayor whom I consider to be one of the finest in
the country. He's entering now his fourth term. A city that had great
potential.

But I go back there now and it looks bombed out. It looks like a
wasteland, yet Mayor Hatcher I believe to be one of the best mayors in

the United States.
Why? Many mistakes were made, We saw things in rnacrostrategies.

We defined problems as macroproblems, the war on poverty, for
example. We assumed that poverty in Gary was the same as poverty in
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo, wherever, New York. We did not deal
with the differences, both within a region as well as within the city.
We did not look at the neighborhoods.

For example, we spent millions of dollars on model cities in Gary,
Indiana, but we did it in an area that was being redlined, right after
your Civil Rights Commission in 1968 came up with the issues of
redlining. We still went ahead and did it. We did not deal with those
disincentives that are structured into the system that create negative
preconditions and make it impossible for anything to work, redlining
being one of them.

Several years ago, with my colleague from Chicago, Gale Cincotta,
we wrote that we did not look at the "systemic origins of urban
decline ". We have not recognized them. We have not looked at the
preconditions for change.

Instead of perceiving that the deterioration of our cities is rooted in
certain institutionalized policies, attitudes and practices, the tendency
has been often to respond to symptoms. Structured into the system in
most cities are processes which lead to discrimination and inequity.
We dor ook at those and we don't deal with those head-on,

"The tormer is directed towards race", and in many instances
toward ethnicity, and the latter toward the physical properties of the
neighborhood.
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One discriminates against individuals; the other discriminates against
entire communities, and I have found, when these are operating, we
can expect tensions to increase between the races and between ethnic
groups and the decline of this city to accelerate.

So,' in spite of billions, of dollars spent since 8 -39, we have not
looked at those preconditions'. that arc woes the effect ive

.expenditure of that money.
I feel in many ways,'with the number of colleagues in this room and

on the panel; that I've been part of a new movement -that does briug
this together, and it's the neighborhood movement.

And I feel in many ways the neighborhood movement has looked at
the issues of discrimination that affect racial and'ethnic groups. A key
One is around geographical discrimination, and I will discuss some of
the aspects of geographic discrimination.

The U,S. Civil Rights CommissionAas done very good work in
legitimizing this issue, in terms of redlicing home mortgages. redlining
related to home mortgages. as well as redlining related to insurance. I
note that: in my paper in terms of your Advisory Commissions in
Illinois. 'Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, Advisory
Committees to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in terms of the work
yoU've done on insurance redlining; I congratillate you. More needs to
be done, however,

Forms of geographic discrimination. redlining, are based on con-
cepts of risk. Lenders and insurance companies invest the funds at their
disposal in hope of future returns.

However, the key issue here is it is not an objective judgment. It is
not a straight economic judgment, as I'm sure you know. It's very,
very subjective, very, very subjective.

wondered about that. Why is it so subjective`' And I went up to
our good library at HUD to find out and I traced back to the early
papers. back to '34 and '35, to get some sense as to how all this
subjectivity entered into the transaction of lending money.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board was established in 1933 to
regulate savings and loans. It was established precisely for the purpose
of providing for the credit ,needs and thrift needs of inner. city
residents, to help them.

However, what also occurred in 1933 and 1934 were a number of
other theories about neighborhoods based on several myths. Let me
explain that,

There were three myths that we were able to identify. One is that
older neighborhoods, either through natural forces or the competition
of the marketplace, invariably decline and move toward blight as they
.filter into the hands of poorer residents, a bias against older
neighborhoods.



fr

Second, racial change precursor of decline, a bins against racial
change.

Third, mixed land uses or the intfodbetion of commercial or
industrial uses into .

residential areas indicates and contributes to
detline.

These three myths all stern from the same oot and can be treated
under a single discussion.

These mytTis grew out of ideas developed in the 1920's and '30's
about the nature of people and investment, The human ecology model
developed at the . University of Chicago viewed neighborhoods as
being subject to invasion, and ,attack those words were used - by
racial and ethnic groups, with the group most suitable to a particular
environment finally winning that ground as demonstrated through
universally applied laws of nature.

The point that.,was raised earlier this morning m terms of people's,
identity is that we have been so acculturated - I think it Was the point
from the. Commissioner frbrn Baltimore - so acculturated. to give up
our identity, because by giving up our identity, we were reducing risk,

Racial and ethnic changes were seen- as critical factors in this
decline, giving the work of the early housing people in this country a
very racist, anti-ethnic, anti-lower-income group bend, and that's,
where the issues of ethnicity, race and class came together.

These theories were not the idle speculation of ivory tower
academics; some who developed the theories had indirect and direct
roles in establishing Federal policy toward neighborhoods in the '30's.
Indirectly, their ideas were accepted as gospel by a generation of
bankers, insurance men, real estate appraisers, public' officials and
others,

Directly, their work formed the core of the policies of the Federal
Housing Administration., created in 1934 to deal with the problems of
housing in urban America.

.0ne, such theorist was commissioned to write a number of
documents and papers for the FHA and..another was, for a time, in
charge of writing g-and implementing the underwriters, the FHA
underwriters and real estate appraisal standardg.

I reviewed. those 'several weeks ago in preparation for this
testimony. The first Federal Housing Administration manual was
published in 1934, 'aftd I put this forth.to suggest that, yes, these issues

are no longer in the Underwriters' Manual, but the attitudes are still
there, and let me talk about what some of those attitudes were that
were established in 1934.

Some of the risk categories established included things like visual
appeal of the property, livability of the property, conformity of the
property to the neighborhood, the degree of protection of the
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neighborhood against inharmonious land use, the physical and social .

activeness of the neighborhood, and the relatiie marketability of
the neighborhood.

These risk categories explicitly state the bias toward conformityand
homogeneity of prorty, use, and residents. Tremendous emphasis is
placed on new developments, with a clear prejudice against older,
established neighborhoods being present. Older areas are seen as
clearly less desirable.

If you look m.more precise terms at the various sections, you see
other factors that were thOught to contribute to neighborhood decline:
declining population, both in terms of numbers and desirability; a lack
of protective covenants can you believe that? - a lack 61 appropriate
zoning; inharmonious racial and nationality groups, stated very
clearly; appeal of the neighborhood; the stability of the neighborhood:
and degree of protection from adverse influences.

And in fact-in fact, in their work, they rank ordered various ethnic
groups, based on impressionistic information about adverse effect's on
neighborhood communication by one .vealthy real estate broker.

The ranking reads in descending order from those with the b
thOse with the worst impact. Listen to this: English, German, Scotch,
Irish, Scandinavian's were the best. North Italians were second.
Bohemians and Czechs were third; Poles were fourth; Lithuanians
fifth; Greeks sixth; Russian, Jews, lower class - in parentheses - were
seventh: South Italians were eighth; Negroes nine; and Mexicans tenth.

I can go on with this kind bf horror story, so that the point being
that in many-ways those attitudes are still with us. We see, in terms of
the manuals and the letters, the pervasiven&ss of the prevailing notions
about what risk was, how it was affected by different factors, and how
to assess it for use in determining when a loan application should be
approved.

I saw it in this city in 1970 when we ;did a study looking at redlining,
and we took (Ale zip code, 60622, which is West Division Street, made
up of at that time Italian, Polish, Puerto Rican, and black neighbor.
hoods. We found that of $33 million on deposit at the local savings and
loan, only $90,000 had, been returned to the neighborhood in terms of
loans:

And when talking to the bankers and others and, in fact, tie city
ials, they had a perceived sense of risk that was not all that

different from Babcock and Hoyt of 40 years ago or so.
FHA, a Federal agency, was explicitly involved in making subjec-

tive judgments that had real and direct results, decisions whether or
not to accept loan applications, and I might add I saw that happen in
the South Bronx in the 1950's.
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The judgments. based on certain myths about the real estate

market and neighborhoods and demonstrated openly racist, anti-
ethnic, anti.lower-inco4 biases, and do you Vnow what happens? The

blacks blame the whites and the, whites blame the blacks, but before

the whites begin blaming the blacks. they're blaming each other.' The
Poles are blaming the Italians and the Italians are blaming somebody

else.
And in Los Angeles you find it in terms ofAsians, Chicanoblacks

and whites, and it gets very, very difficult to deal with; .and until we
were able to have a data base that &lows, hey, it wasn't the blacks, it
wasn't the Hispanics, it wasn't the Latinos,'it wasn't the ethnics, it was

the bariks, then we could get a coalition going.
There are other 'forms of geographic discrimination that I'd like to

take a few .moments and talk about and show how some of theSe
attitudes are still with us in terms of the FHA Underwriters' Manual.

City government discriminates geographically in a variety of ways.
We find, for example, that most cities follow resource allocation

among neighborhoods, distributing money and other resources accord-
ing to sortie pattern designed to meet city objectives.

In'tny city of Washington, D,C., I live in Northwest Washington,
right on the Maryland line - it's called Chevy Chase, D.C. - we get
garbage pickup twice a week in our neighborhood. We do not need
garbage pickup twice a week in our neighborhood. We probably need

it once a week. There are other neighborhoods of our city that need
garbage pickup three or four times a week.

If something should happen, God forbid, a policeman will arrive
within three minutes. In other neighborhoods a policeman may never

arrive.
These are various forms of discrimination in terms of city services.
What happened, as I recall, in the South Bronx when I worked in

my father's cleaning store as a boy of 13 or 14 was that in

neighborhoods that are perceived as going down the tubes, city
officials become somewhat corrupt.

All of a sudden the. Fire Inspector came by and wanted a handout.
The Housing Inspec -r came by and wanted a handout, wanted a

bribe. If you di- give them, they would close up. The Health
Inspector, the same kind of thing.

People lose a degree of accountability because the mechanisms that

provide for accountability are destroyed. City services begin to

decline.
I think one of the real policy issues in city government is, should city

services he based or equity which means sameness, all neighborhoods

being treated the same l'imsorry - should city services be based on
the notion of equality. which means sameness, or should they be based
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on the notions of equity, whicif means think it h uld be
based in.terrns of equity.

Garbage pickup - big, big issue, as I indicated. Residents of older
neighborhoods are generally older people who are more dependent on
public services. In our work in Newark, New Jet-sey, several years
ago. we found that to be true, yet, again,' what happens is the city
services continue to decline, and those who have the option will move
out; .those who do not have the option are forced into living a life of
quiet desperation, or sometimes not so quiet.

Another, forth of geographic discrimination, which is a tin a 'soft
issue, but involves the use of human services, is public health and
human services generally_, mental health as well.

We have Just - my colleague- whom you will be hearing from
tommorrow = David Riegel and I have been carrying out a two-city
study in Baltimore and Milwaukee, looking at mental health services
to ethnic, working-class populations.

One of several of our general conclusions is that, one we live in a
system, a human service system, that does not respect pluralism. There
is an assumption as you heard this morning that everybody is going to
deal with crisis in the same kind of way.

Our human service delivery system is monocultu yet we know
that blacks from the South will deal differently with crisis Chan ltaaks
with second, third generation in the North, who will deal differently
than Jews, who will deal differently than Italians.

Different people have different needs and- they will meet their needs
in different ways. Yet we find our -policies, the Community Mental
Health Act of 1963, the Title 20 amendments of the Social Security
Act, $3 billion of human service money, and many of our Title 19 in
terms of health care.

We find that they are structured in such a way that it becomes very,
very difficult for those people who are in the most degreb of trouble to
make the use of that money. all trickled down either from the
Federal level to the neighborhood, or from the State level, through the
city and then to the neighborhood, -and very, very little of it gets to the
neighborhood. There are several other issues that need to be dealt with
in terms of geographic discrimination.

We have gone into, witho-ut being explicit, a notion of triage. Triage
comes out of World War I, as you may know.

We look at those neiglporhoods that have the beSt chance of
survival and we'tgnore those that are in the most trouble. That may
make sense in terms of economic necessity, but it ignores attendant
human tragedies.

HUD itself has been a culprit through the work of a good colleague,
Tony Downs and others, who have typed certain kinds of neighbor-

_
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hoods, an -we have not looked at the human dimensions of those
neighborhoods. They've defined neighborhoods in a very generic

sense and tried to ein some kind of unified perspective on it, but we
have not looked-igirpeople who live in those neighborhoods.

Neighborhoods should not be' defined in many ways by people

outside it. That's a complicated issue, and perhaps in the questions and

answers I can get more into that.
The whole issue, of gentrification displacement is a major, major

problem. Let me just make one point in terms of the deep personaliza-

tion that exists in Washington bureaucracies right now toward the
people we're supposed to be serving.

'I was on in elevator at HUD and I heard very good people at HUD
talking like this. If you take a 235 program and link it to Section 8 and

tie it to Section 202 and link it to 312, you'll have a dynamite
neighborhood revitalization program going.

Never once did they talk about people. So what do they do? They
parachute a 312 program in the South End of Boston and it becomes
gentrified, and you kick and you displa -e most of the people there.

That's what I'm talking about. Same ind of thing is happening with

Title 20 and some of these other programs.
Real quick, my recommendations, and there are about six pages of

them, really fall into three general areas: administrative and regulato-

ry; many of them will not neJd new legislation, although I urge the
Commission to urge the Congress to outlaw geographic discrimina-
tion, to strengthen the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, to strengthen

the Community Re-Investment Act, et cetera.
The second area is around the whole notion. of capacity building for

partnerships, for partnerships with parity, where each of the partners
has some degree of power; the third set of recommendations is around

empoWerment.ofcommunity groups.,
And I'd be very happy to go into those at another time. Thank you

for your patience.
[The complete paper follows]

GEOGRAPHIC DISCRIMINATION
By Arthur J. Naparstek and Chester D. Haskell

`After many years of struggle, the people of America's neighbor-
hoods have beguri to succeed in,making decision makers at all le \ 1\ of

government aware of the importance of the neighborhood focus in
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urban policy. While recognition has led to numerous actions that
have helped people in neighborhoods, there is still a great deal wrong
with the way our public and private pdlicies deal with the people who
make up the neighborhoods of our cities.

Almost 4 .years ago. Naparstek and Cincotta wrote of the failure of
urban policies and programs..One reason for this failure, they argued.
was the tendency to see problems on a grand 'scale, ignoring the
varying needs of different urban neighborhoods.' The second reason
was

.that-the systemic origins of urban decline have not been
clearly recognized. The requisite preconditions for effective
change, have not been met. Instead of perceiving, that the
deterioration of our ewes is rooted in certain institutionalized

. policies, attitudes and practices, the tendency has often been to
respond to symptoms; For structured into the system in most
cities are processes which lead to-discriminatiorfand inequity.The
former is directed towards race, the latter towards the physical
properties of the neighborhood,. One discriminates against individ-
uals, the other discriminates against entire communities. When
either of these is operating, we can expect ensigns between the
races to increase, and the decline of the city accelerate.'

Despite the changes of the past 4 years, there is little to alter their
assessment.

This does not mean that progress has not been made. Hardly,
The neighborhood movement has focused on many forms of

discrimination affecting racial and ethnic groups. The common theme
of this focus has been discrimination on the basis of location
geographic discrimination. This paper will discuss some significant
aspects of geographic discrimination, centering on attitudes and
perceptions about race, ethnicity, and neighborhoods and will end
with specific policy recommendations.

Much of the effort of the past 4 years has gone toward attempting to
eliminate one of the mast blatant aspects of geographicid diccrimina-
tion, namely redlining. The work of a broad.coalition of
organizations resulted in passage of the Home Mortgage Disclosure
Act, as well as similar legislation on State and local levels. Using this
type of tool,- neighborhood residents have begun to work with
government officials and private leriding institutions to start providing
the mortgage and rehabilitation credit that is essential to the health of
any neighborhood. These antiredlining efforts continue (and need
strengthening) as is extensively documented in numerous sources.
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(See, fir example, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urbai
Development Bibliography on Redlining and the Report to th
President and Congress of the National Commission on Neighbor-
hoods.) The arbitrary refusal of lender i to invest in mortgage and
rehabilitation loans on the basis of neighborhood characteristics is now
illegal, Considerable work remains to be done, but the principle of the
illegality of such discrimination is established.

Similarly, a related redlining.' practice insurance, redlining has

gome to be recognized as another form of geographic 'discrimination,
As the report of the Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and
WisconSin Advisory Committees to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, Insuranct Redlining: Fact Not Fiction . notes

Thet .problem of insurance unavailability is not one which
randomly affects isolatect individualS but rather strikes at residents
of older urban communities, Insurance unavailability threatens the
viability of entire communities,'

Insurance, like adequate credit, is essential
the Advisory Committees' report continues:

ny co _unity. Yet,

Residents and those, in business. wiihin the urban centers of
major metropolitan tireas have been experiencing increasing,
difficulty in obtaining adequate insurance since the urban unrest of
the 1960's. When insurance is available to inner city residents at

all, it frequently prOvides only limited protection at unfairly
discriminatory rates. The withdrawal of insurance companies
frail inner cities subsequent to the urban upheavals of the 1960's
has given rise to the charge that the insurance industry diseritni-
notes on the basis of Co graphical locution. Such -,geographic
diScrimination is called "''redlining;' "'

Again, such discrimination is increasingly well documented and has

given rise to several actions and policies desigped to bring about
change. (See Chapters 5 and 6 of the Advisory Committees' report as
well as the National Commission on Neighborhoods report.)

These forms of geographic discrimination redlining - are based oh

concepts of risk. Lenders and insurance companies ,invest the funds at

their disposal in hope of future returns. Obviously a degree of risk is
involved with any investment, given that there are limits to what we
can predict abQut the future. Such institutions naturally seek to reduce
the amount of risk involvecttrt any investment, be it the chance tha( a
borrower will not he able to repay a loan Or that an insurance

company will have to pay out more funds in claims than it received in

premiums.
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However, precisely because our ability to peer into the future is
limited, the assessment of risk involVed in an investment decision
requires a judgmety about the nature and degree of chance involVed.
Redlining exists in its many forms because lenders, insurance compa-
nies, and others have-come to believe that the location of potential
borrower-or 'msaree is a central determinant of risk. In other words,
redlining assumes location is more important than individual charac-
teristics.

Because location - geography - is and-has been an important factor
in theassessment,of risk, the process by which such assessments are

ade is alsc2i'important. Further, as will be shown below, judgments
about the risk characteristics of particular locations are largely based
on ,subjective information. The attitudes and perceptions of those
making such jisidgments are thus critical. Leridrs,-as.sessOrs,attpraisers,
and underwriters' try to predict the future-on the basis of limited
subjective information_ in the process they discriminate against
individual members of racial and-ethnic groups and help to create the
self fulfilling prophecies of neighborhood decline and disinvestment:.
They,are aided, abetted, and encouraged in 'this damaging- process by
planners,, service deliverers, and policy makers in the public sector. ,

Such attitudes and decision making processes are hardly new_ As the
Neighborhood Reinvestment Task Force of.the National Commission
on Neighborhoods has shown, this approach to the assessment of risk
is based- on -a series of myths about the possibilities and limitations of
revitalizing older neighborhoods in our c:ities.5 Three of these ,myths
are ;

1. Older SieighbbrhoottS,- either'theodgh '-'natural forces the
competition of the market place, invariably 'decline and move
toward blight as they filter into the hands of poorer residents;

2. Racial change is a precursor of decline:- and

3. Mixed land uses or the introduction of commercial or
industrial uses into residential areas indicate and contribute to
decline_ These three myths all stem from the same root and can he
treated under a single discussion

These myths grew out of ideas- developed in the 1920's and '30's
aboot the nature of people and investment. The human ecology model
developed at the University of Chicago viewed' neighborhoods as
being subject to invasion and attack_by racial and ethnic groups, with
the group most suitable`to a particular environment finally winning,

N.111prial Commpj.ion NeNhhorhood, People. Eillikling Neighborhood,. Etna/ Repvrt h., the
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that grounds demonstrated through universally applied Ta

nature.'
As the Neighborhood Reinvestment Task Force further notes:

Neighborhoods have been identified 'as -going through natural
life cycles. They grow to a point of success, and then as the
technology of the society develops and favors different locations,
there is invasion and succession by lower cLiass people. There are
temporary plateaus of stability when the area is occupied by a
homogeneous population or.land 'Use, analagousto a single species
of plant taking over its most beneficial location. When the
homo0neijy is interriipted by the "invasion" of a different type of
land use, property or class of persons, this starts the downward
cycle,"

Such' attitudes were transferred to the world of real estate by Homer
Hoyr, a professor at the University of Chicago, and Frederick
Babcock. Together, they posited the theory that the age of a
neighborhood is related to the income of resident groups, and as a
community gets older, the income level of the residents declines.
Racial and ethnic changesIkere also seen as critical factors in this
decline, giving their work a very racist, anti-ethnic, anti-lower-incOme

group bent.
These theories were not the idle speculation of ory tower

academics, however. Hoyt and Babcock had Central direct and
indirect roles in the establishment of Federal policy toward neighbor-

hoodshoods in the 1930's, Indirectly, their ideas giver accepted gospel by

a generation of bankers, insurance men, real state appraisers, public
officials,: and others. Directly, their work -reed the core of the
policies of the Federal Housing Administration, created in 1,934 to:deal

with the problems of housing in urban America. Hoyt was commis-
sioned 'to write several documents and papers for the. FHA and

:;Baberick was,- for a time, in charge of writing and implementitig the
FHA's underwriting and real estate appraisal standards, It is instruc-
tive to examine the particulars of the results oftheir FHA work.

The Federal Housing Administration Manual was first published in
1934. :Volume VII of that manual was (and is) an Underwriting
Manual that explicitly describes the standards and procedures to be

followed in the assessment of property values necessary for underwrit
ing FHA guaranteed mortgages and loans. The Underwriting Manual
defines several elements of risk which must be considered in assessing

. loans. 7171-ie most important of these are "local real' estate market

Mt
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reactions and the attitude of borrowers to,observal le immediate or
forese.cable future eonditions.",9 Central to assessing these conditions.,..

are real estate elements, defined as those "which relate to the. property
and its location.",', Some of the risk categories established include:

visual appeal of the prOrertv-
*livability of the property.
conformity of the property to the neighborhood.

....
the -diigree of,prote0On of the neighborhood. against 'inha 1

nious land use".
the ,physical and social attractiveness of the neighborhood; and

'the relativae marketability of the neighborhood)'
These risk czitegor xplicitly state the bias toward conformity and

homogeneity of property, use, and residents. Tremendous emphasis is
placed on new developments. with a clear prejudice against ,older,
established` neighborhoods being.; present. Older areas are seep- as
clearly less desirable.

Sinairly,..a.great deal of attention is paid to predicting the cycle of
decline of neighborhood's, With an eye tOlimiting the amount of risk
involved in any investment. Section, 713,17.4 discusses...the. major
factors contributing to neighborhood decline. Th'eseinc_ude:

declining population (both in toms of number, and "desirabili-
ty");
4"a detline, or danger of decline, or desirability of the neighbor-
hood as a place of residence through introduction of commercial,

:indiistrial. . -'..or inbarmonioususes.of any kind";
, ...,- ..

a lack of appropriate protective covenants; and
a rack of appropriate zoning.'2

4. Again and again the importarwe of conformity, both in terms of use
and residence population, is stressed.

The 1934 Manual is even more specific. In it, underwriters are
enjoined to form opinions as to the prospects of particular neighbor-
hoods during the ensuing 2() years, with special attention being paid to
conformity, "inharmonious racial and nationality groups," the "appeal
of the neighborhoods." the 'stability of- the neighborhood," and the,
degree of "protction froin adverse influences...93

The 1935 Manual goes on further to define important "adverse
influences," "the infiltration of inha rmonious racial or nationality
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.groups, infiltration of business or commt., cial development .r use;
resence of moke, ociors, fog, 1I4 (The 1934 edit ion refers to

ingress of undesirable racial and nationality groups 7)" Hen is

clearly seen the human ecology concept of "irthltration" of competing
.groum..FOrther. it ne;fruct.ive to note that -groups of people are

.,, &scribed as adverse -Mfluens-in the sarne,-st4uence with jy!ixed use
and physic4pollutton.

In 1936 ''and 1937..
Babcock was Chief Underwriter and in this

cap:icity, issued numerous policy letters to -field -underwriting iiPfices
designed to interpret FHA Manual directives -or to answer qugstions
raised as to their implementation. The content Of these letters-,1WhiCh

had the force of regulatory law, is instructive. Babcock cautioned
igainst.mixing income classes, explziiningthat this as a print iry cause

of neighborhood oe-

. .suitable locations for small (lower priced) houses viIl in
general, he .5,2grequted (emphasis added) to some degree from

ire as providing housing for persons in higher income
brackets. To a certain degree, the Federal Housing Administra-
tion should hold itself responsible to protect higher priced areas
from encroachmc!nts.resulting from the constructionsof JOW.,.cost.
housing in the same area."

ciiting the import ance of neighborhbod -as a criterion for loans'
and 'insurance, he reiterated the adverse influence of the "presence of
incompatible racial'and-social groups in areas surrounding a neighbor-
hood,"" Further, he emphasized the need for stability in a revealing
discussion -4f suitable standardized rejection phrases to be used in
explaining FHA decisions about turning down ,applications, For
example, a suggested reject phrase for an application in a neighbor-
hood pere-eived as-cleaning was_

The location of this property is not sufficiently protected
against- change in sncial and financial class of neighborhood
occupancc."

Letter 14414 (May 8, 1937) specifically justifies discrimination through
the use of protective covenants. "It is entirely satisfactory for you (th.c
field underwriters)io approve a. restriction limiting use or occupancy
to a specific race or nationality.

In essence, these manuals and letters demonstratethe pervasiveness
of the prcvaihng notions about whin. risk was how it was affected by
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different factors, and how to assess it for use in determining which
loan application should be approved. Over and over again, the
importance of the assessment process is stressed, with elaborate forms
being constructed to gather information about.a piece of property and
its location. Yet for all this seeming objectivity,- the forms are
subjective to the point of being ephemeral. Point scales are utilized to
assess the condition of a particular property or neighborhood with
little judgment as jo how to award`, points: This is especially true for
such criteria as appeal of the neighborhood and existence of alleged
"adverse influences." The importance of the attitudes and perceptions
of the persons filling out the forms are obvious. The entire process is
based ort criteria that are non-quantifiable and non-objective.

How, then, was an evaluator to make any judgments? One way was
for him to talk with local officials, such as the Chief of Police,
members of the chamber of Commerce and other "locally informed
persons.- These discussions, together with the evaluator's personal
observations, formed virtually all of the data base for the evaluation
process, afire

In essence, the FHA, .a Federal agency, was explicitly involved in
making subjective judgments that had real and direct results, i.e.,
decisions whether or not to accept loan applications. The-judgments
were based on certain myths about the real estate market and
neighborhoods and demonstrated openly racist_ anti-low-
er-income biases. What made things worse is that these standards were
not restricted to the government alone but were representative of the
real estate credit industry as a whole.

The Federal Housing Administration has mended its ways (although
in some cases not until quite recently) especially since such blatant
racial dikrirnination is against the laW. However, it would be a
mistake' to assume that all aspects of geographic discrimination (like
racial discrimination) have been eliminated from public and private
policies. This paper will now turn to some examples of such continued
geographic discrimination. These take many forms and operate on
many levels. Of special and continued importance is the attitude of
individuals and the perception of what constitutes risk.

Attitudes and perceptions about neighborhoods held by individuals
are central to the assessment of risk and the subsequent decisions about
loans and insurance. Such attitudes and perceptions affect neighbor-
hoods in other ways that relate to forms of geographic discrimination.

The first of these is also directly connected to the formation of the
attitudes and perceptions of lenders and insurance companies. As
noted above, the process by which these people form opinions about
the credit worthiness or risk factors of a neighborhood is a very
subjective occurrence, Commonly, such individuals base a great deal
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of weight on the opinions and attitudes of public officials. For
xample,. we encountered one case where a banker asked .a police

nt about a particular neighborhood. The police officer's
nse was that the neighborhood was experiencing difficulties and
going doWnhill.'; The police officer did not base his opinion on

objective information of any sort, but rather on-his feelings about the
neighborhood. Theimplications are obvious. What if the police officer
had just had a difficult' night, or, was feeling ilLor had a grievance
against a particular individual? The possible influence such extraneous
factors could have on this interpretation of neighborhood viability is

tremendous.
This is not an isolated incident. In fact, police officers and other

"locally informed persons" are still often consulted by those who seek.

a judgment on a neighborhood. The FHA' Underwriters Manual
continues to list these individuals as the type of person an appraiser or'
assessor should talk with in trying to determine the risk involved- in a
particular neighborhood.

Such a process is geographically discriminatory in two ways. First,

the question is asked - and responded to - in terms of the
neighborhood as a unified entity. Instead of asking for specific:

information about specific applicants for credit or insurance, the

assessor asks about the general health or appeal of the neighborhood as
a whole. Second, the question and the response are both couched in
Subjective terms, a method guaranteed to bring personal values,
attitudes and perceptions into play at the" expense of objective
information. Thus, a banker may make a decision on a loan based on
biased data that in fact probably has little to do with the credit
worthiness of-the individual applicant.

City governments also discriminate geographically in other ways.
Most governments follow strategies of resource allocation among
neighborhoods, distributing moneys and other resources acc rding to
some pattern designed to meet city objectives. Again, howev r, these
decisions are often made by a small number of elected and ointed
officials The criteria for defining needs are predicated on a mplex

convergence of administrative, political, financial, and social needs
that may have little to do with the reality of individual nee s in a
particular community. The neighborhoods are again viewed as unified
units and decisions are often influenced, to a great degree, by the
perception and attitudes of that small group of officials.

The fact that in many cities the input from the people of
neighborhoods is limited, at best, further exacerbates the problem.
Public officials charged with running an entire city often are unaware
of the particular and unique needs of the residents of a different
neighborhood. Enmeshed in their bureaucracies, they often know little
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about the real needs and concerns of residents yet make critical
Zdecisions based on limited and filtered information.

Another example of city employee attitudes is as prosaic as the
handling of trash cans by garbagernen. In.one city an indicator of the
health of a neighborhood was the condition of trash cans. Neighbor-
hoods perceived as -good" had relatively undamaged cans, most of
which -were properly replaced by garbagemen after collection. In
another neighborhood, garbagemen were ClearlY less concerned, being
more careless, making more noise, not taking the extra step to pick up
something, and finally creasing and denting the cans themselves.
Damaged trash cans mean ill fitting or missing tops and thus more
trash and garbage in the streets and more access to dogs, cats, and rats.
Stich a simple matter is a very visible sign of neighborhood
deterioration, which, if left unchecked, compounds itself.

Finally, there is great variation in the degree and quality of service
delivery to different neighboihoods. -Here again, it is often a case of
the rich getting richer and the poor poorer:

Residents of older areas, who actually require stepped up fire,
police, and sanitation services because of such -factors as the high,
number of vacant properties in their communities, often do not even
receive theke or other services on a basis equal to that of healthier
communities. The cities' failure to provide services to these communi-
ties in return for taxes paid evokes a wide gamut of complaints:
accumulated garbage and trash; rats, other pests, and odors; unre-
paired roads and streetlights; decrepit and overcrowded schools;
crime; fire hazards; and poor library, sewage, water, health, day care,
recreation, and other services.

Most importantly, the decisions about which resources go to which
neighborhoods again are made using large amounts of subjective data
in a process that is easily influenced by the particular opinions of
human beings. Neighborhoods are labeled due to imputed income and
personal characteristics or residents based of their nationality or race.
If a. city official believes Poles are inherently unintelligent' or conform
to some other form of stereotyping, that belief is going to impact the
kind of public services he provides to a Polish neighborhood in his
city.

Another form Of geographic discrimination involving public offi-
cials relates to providers of professional services, such as public health
and mental health services. Naparstek, Riegel, et al. have done
considerable work showing the impact of mental health professionals
on a neighborhood and the influence of their understanding and
attitudes about neighborhoods and their residents.

Starting from the assumption that ethnicity is an important variable
ecting attitudes towards, and usage of mental health services, they
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demonstrate the anderutilization of professional, mental health services
by urban working class populations.3°

Further, they argue, the neighborhood is central to the question of
providing community mental health services.

Neighborhood attachment is a positive resource that can and
should be used as a basis for community mental health services,
People need to feel that daily life is being conducted at a
manageable scale. In the urban setting this occurs iargely within
the upighborhood. It is the neighborhOod that permits a strong
social fabric and the mediating institutions that de Toqueville
hailed as the social milieu within which American demo racy
thriv.es. The neighborhood has been used as a locus for servick for
some community mental health centers but as little more There
are many strengths and helping resources in communities (friends,
neighbors, family clergy, schools, etc.). Professional services
should be designed to strengthen, support, build upon and
augment these resources.2!

This assumption is also shared by the President's Commission on
Mental Health.

In spite of the recognized importance of community supports,
even those that work well are too often ignored by human service
agencies. Moreover, many professionals are not aware of or
comfOrtable with certain elements of community support sys-
tms.22

In recognition of the importance of community support systems, the
Commission, as its first recommendation, proposed that

A major effort be developed in the area of personal and
community supports which`will: (a) recognize and strengthen the
natural networks to which people belong and on whicH they
depend; (b) identify the potential social support that formal
institutions within communities can provide; (c) improve the
linkages between community support networks and formal mental
health services; and (d) initiate research to increase our knowl-
edge of informal and formal community support systems and
networks.23

Naparstek and Riegel focus their attention on the need to relate
professional services -to existing and potential networks of community
helpers that are part of the fabric of most neighborhodds. Still, as they
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note, there are tremendous obstacles to linking thege groups. As Biegel
puts it,

These obstacles reflect both biases and attitudinal and value
differences between professional and community helpers as well
as a narrow view of community needs often held by both
professional' and .community helpers due to their focus or
"targeting on specific population groups or services.

Human service professionals often feel that they have all the
answers, expertise, and skill necessary to help people in need and
community resiOnts can provide little assistance sinee they are
not prOfessionally trained."

Community helpers'are many times intimidated by professionals and
uncomfortable around them. This makes mutual trust harder to
achieve. In summary, community helpers and professionals -often have
difficulty working together. They talk different languages. The
professional talks of community needs; the community helper talks of
needs of individual residents. Community helpers do slot. access
to "data" as do professionals and thus their only way of discussing
community-wide needs is on an intuitive and gut-level basis. PrOfes-
sionals,find it difficult to respond and lack of communication results.
Differences in education and training and class and ethnic background
oftentimes further make community helpers and professionals uncom-
fortable with each other.

Professionals tend to "aggregate" needs of individuals and to speak
about "at risk" population 'groups and underserved areas using
statistical data, surveys, and needs assessment studies. Community
helpers speak about individuals.

Given these conditions, Naparstek and Biegel call for increased
sensitivity to the varying needs of people in neighborhoods.

We live in a pluralistic society. Various groups of people approach
problems, face crises, and seek help in different ways due to class, race,
ethnic, and geographic factors. Social class and ethnicity, specifically,
are very important variables affecting attitudes towards, and use of
mental health services. Yet, class and ethnic differences are often
ignored by the mental health service delivery system. Mental health
services should be tailored to account for class and ethnic d
es23

Finally, they conclude that the attitudes of professional mental
health workers do have a significant impact on the way they provide
services to neighborhood residents. If these attitudes are positive, the

David Biegel, ,Vinghborhrxxi S'llapnrr Sycrenns.- People. fletpinR rheIntelves. A cpcech delivered to the
Fhttshurgh Conference on Neighhorhood Support Systems. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. June 13. 1979

David Hiegel and Arthur Naparstek, 'organizing for Mental Health: An Empowerment Model: an
article prepared for The Journal of ,4lrername Human Servicks; p. 10
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-potential exists for forming flexible networks" of. professionals and
/

community helpers'to serve clisp. rate resident needs. Ho' wever, if the
attitudes 'are negative tir some .of he many possible obstacles stand in

e path of such, linkages, resident. will not be provided with either the ,
lity or quantity of service they _deserve. Individuals will be

discriminated against in the d: 'very of services largely because of the
neighborhood they live in and the = view outsiders have of that
neighborhood.--

A. different example of geographic discrimination. by government
officials is the 'practice of the U.S. Immigration, and Naturalization
Service of conducting "sweeps" through Mexican-American neigh-
borhoods in cities like Los Angeles: These operations are, designed to
capture alleged "illegal aliens" by random law enforcement activities
in selected neighborhoods. However, the only criterion for choosing a
particular neighborhood is the nationality or ethnic background of
many of its even though there may be no evidence to suspect
any of the individuals sought are in fact in that particular community.
-Residents of such neighborhoods are having_ their civil rig_ htS violated
simply because of their ethnic heritage. 't.

A less obvious, but more Insidious, kind of geographic,discrimina-
tion has been fostered by certain experts on. urban government and the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban DeVelopment itself. In 1975,
HUD published an influential study entitled The Dynamies'of Neighbor-
hood Change. Principally authored by Anthony Downs, then of Real
Estate Research Corporation of Chicago, this report, in the finest

.,

tradition of Hoyt and Babcock, chronicled- the -Rrocess of decay" of
neighborhoods. Neighborhoods were described as passing through
-five stages: "healthy,- "incipient decline," "clearly declining," "accel-
erated decline." and "abandoned."26

The report focuses on racial change (or,, rather, perceived racial
change) as an important factor which may accelerate the process of
decline. A "healthy" neighborhood'is described as having a population
in the "moderate to upper income levels" that is ethnically_ homogene
ous.17 The "incipient decline" stage is viewed as critical since past that
point Downs' model says that recovery without massive intervention
is very difficult.2:4 "Aging housing stock" and the "influx of middle
income minorities" are seen as two characteristic events_which move a
neighborhood into this stage.29

Dopartment ril flouring and Urban Devglopment, Poiwy. Development and
Reii.e4rgh. [In; Decline, waidimgion: Government .Printing
°Mize. 197.

/bid. p 211
/bid. t

/ktd. p Z11
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is a neighborhood grows older (and thus supposedly: declines in-
desirability and value), more and more minority individuals move in
thereby generating increased white flight until the .neighborhood can
no longer support itself.. The spiral of decline continues downward
until rock bottom is reaehed'and the neighborhood is dead.

As Bradford and others have pointed out this report has several
major defects, not the least of which is that Only neigh6orhoodS which
had in fact deelined to the point of abandonment were examined. No
economically sound communities were included in the report 3°

This however, is only the beginning of the difficulty, Not only can
the analysis: be faulted, but the report itself is problematic. First, the
report 'gives undue weight to the economics of the real estate market,
and pays little attention to the human dimensions of neighborhoods.
Second, by deScribing neighborhoods in a generic sense, the repoit
continues the tradition of viewing neighborhoods in unified terms. The
differences among neighborhoods and - more importantly the
differences among the residents of any given neighborhood speak to a
stereotyping and standardization- which can only, he harmful. The
academic: proclivity toward generalization feeds the attitudes of
lenders and .government officials who tend to think that neighbor-
hoods can be understood in general terms. Third, the labeling of
specific nei:ghborhoods by hundreds of planners, real estate people,
government officials, and lenders has often helped create or support
self-fulfilled prophecies. If a planner looks at a particular neighbor-
hood'and decides it is ."clearly declining," he then has reason to
justify putting resources elsewhere. This kind of insensitivity leads to
informal classification of neighborhoods where the existence of a
"cycle of decline" is taken as a given, a fact of life that all
neighborhoods must pass throtigh, In this sense, the report has fostered
an attitude about neighborhoods that is almost causative in its effects.

The Neighborhood Reinvestment Task Force of the National
Commission on Neighborhoods went to some length to refute the
traditional assumptions that underlie this- type of report.'" Instead of
reiterating its findings, this paper will now explore the relationship
between this view of neighborhoods and tie implicit or explicit
strategics of triage that have been applied to them.

Triage is a medical term used in .emergency conditions, Cases are
divided into three categories: those who will survive without immedi-

attention; those who will die with or without attegtion;-and those
cases in the middle who have a chance, The strategic assumption is
that with limited resources one should focus one's attentions on the
middle grOup where those resources will have the greatest impact,

NMIOnail N12101[10111(4 P., up. p. 71.
11 /bra. pp 70-76.
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One important ,r'esult or he 1975 HUD report was an increase in the
use of triage as a justification for public policy decisions in urban
affairs. The assumption is made that some neighborhoo4are basically
healthy and thus' -need minimal attention, some are doomed to death

' ("abandonment") and therefore are not -worth putting resenirces into
and those in the middle ( incipient:decline")are where the influx of
resources may do some good.This may males sense in'ecogomic or real
estate terms, but it,certainly ignores thelhuman beings who live lit each
of those neighborhoods. Do we write off people the way we write `off
buildings?

In fact, triage. strategies are quite common vis-avis neighborhoods.
The:significance of this proCess in terms of geographic discrimination
is obvious. Once a neighborhood is labeled, the self,fulfilling prophe-
cies of disinvestment take control. The ."declining"- neighborhood
receives fewer resources, a loWer level .of services, and less invest
ment, arid then decline does, in fact, occur. The people charged with
supporting peoFle in neighborhoods are often one of the.major factors-
in destroying them.

This also leads to the process, sometimes known as "gentrification."
In today'S real estate market, inner city, neighborhoods are seen as
valuable for some of their physical characteristics..Situated close to the
dov:;ntown business area such neighborhoods are attractive in terms of
reduced transportation costs and time. The poor quality of much
suburban housing. construction, together with a renewed interest in
preserving older buildings, has brought about an increase in the
desirability of older neighborhoods in some cities. No longer is -old
seen as bad. Finally, the skyrocketing costs- all housing has made .

many inner city neighborhoods very attractive in economic terms.
Thus, we have the phenomenon seen in many cities where middle and
upper income whites are buying up older inner city homes and
proceeding with extensive renovations and improvements prior to
moving in.

Many people see this rise in the value of inner city real estate as
being a very healthy sign. Municipal tax bases are raised as speculator-
fueled property values rise. Service delivery costs are reduced, as
buildings that may have once housed 10 to 15 lower-income individu-
als are now occupied by two middle-to-upper-income individuals. The
neighborhood looks cleaner and the new owners infuse money into
their new homes.

The human costs of this change, however, are tremendous. Lower
income individuals, who have the fewest financial and political
resources, are displaced from their homes and neighborhood, thereby
losing an affordable place to live and the support of the community of
which they were a part. These people are forced to search for other/
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housing that is usually more expensive' and may even be in other
jurisdictions.

Gentrification and displacement focus on neighborhoods as build-
ings fria partiCular geographic` place. The notion of neighborhoods as
having a vital human component is ignored, the result being that many

,- neighborhoods are saved'! through their own destruction. The
buildings are renovated, but , the people are discarded. This is
geographic dis-crimination atits.worst,-reflecting as it does that historic
American propensity to value property rights over individual rights.

If a neighborhood is seen only as a g graphic area, the theories of
Hoyt and Babcock, the cycles of dec , and the risk assessment
techniques of the early FHA all make se se. However, if a neighbor-
hood is seen as being composed of human.beings, such approaches are
insensitive at bpst and inhumane at worst. ' .-_,

' Furthermore, this is not only a matter of race. Minority neighbor-
hoods ara,being-.gentrified, but so, too, are middle and IoWer income,
ethnic neighborhoods. In this sense, gentrification, and displacement
are ivome and class related phenomena which focus on 'the individu-

- ars ability to pay. Displaced individuals are, being discriminated
against On the. basis of their income and the area in which they live.
Once real estate speculation takeS hold in a neighborhood, residents

_Ikhave little power to stem its tide. Soon their property axes will rise as
a result of the general increaseln market values. If t cy are "lucky-

11

and own their home, they will be forced to sell and move, getting what
profits they can. If they rent, they will simply be moved. In either case,
their neighborhood will cease to exist.

To this point in this paper we have explored. a number of for its of
geographic discrimination, focusing largely on the attitudes ofitIgnifu,
cant actors in ' the urban drama and, -the impersonal forces of the
economic market place which these attitudes feed. We will now make
a number of recommendations which can alleviate or prevent such
discrimination. These recommendations fall into three major catego-
ries: specific legislative and programniatic changes; an argument for
increased sensitivity and understanding of the dynamics of neighbor-
hood life on the part of those who impact on that life; and the need for
capacity building empowerment of neighborhoods_

A. The first category of recommendations are the same as those
made by the National Commission on Neighborhoods' Task
Force on Reinvestment.32 They include:
I_ The U.S. Congress should outlaw geographic discrimination

against neighborhoods.

Thitl, pp, 26-31.
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2. Financial institutions are to be prohibited from denying a loan
of discriminating in setting the terms. op:conditions-Of 'a loan on
the basis of the age or location of the property. Loans covered
by this legislation should include-multi-family rental unit loans,
small business loans, and other community development loans,'
as well as borne loans and home improvement loans.

Non-discriminatory underwriting and abpraisal standards that
..

Ould serve. as a, standard: to ,lenders would be required by
gulatory authorities_
Lenders found to haVe a poor lending performance in low and

moderate .income and/or minority communities would be
required to develop aggressive affirmative lenditig policies,
With Minimum standards set by law.

5. RegulatOry analysis of compliance would rest most heavily on
the examination of a given institution's lending pattern and
community complaints. ,

6. Strong Sanctions and penalties, including the use of fines,
ease and desist orders, and denial of regulatory privileges

Itould be levied on non-complying institutions.
is7. The char rs, of financial institutions should be reviewed

regularly an charter renewal should be based to, some extent
on compliance with this and other non-discriminatory laws and
regulations. .

Legislation should be enacted that would make the Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act permanent: Additional provisions for
HMDA would be required, including:

The HMDA regulations (Regulation C of the Federal
Reserve Board) should be changed to require lenders to report
data on a loan y-loan baSis.

10. HMDA re_ lotions 'should be changed to require all the loan
data presently ollected under, the California state regulations,
with the inclu:- on of default and-diSclosure data

11. The HM A regulations should be changed to include data
on deposit, for institutions which are depository institutions.

12. The HMDA regulations should be changed to provide for a
form of portfolio disclosure.

11 The HMDA should be amended, to, include mortgage
- bankers.

14. The HMDA should be amended to include the Government
National Mortgage Association (GNMA), the Federal National
Mortgage .Association (FNMA), the Federal Horne ' Loan
Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), all state, county, and
municipally created secondary mortgage entities as well as life
insurance companies and pension funds,
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15. The HMDA -regulations shou be changed to eqUire
central processing and tabulation of th MDA data

16. The Federal Reserve Board, pis the lead agency in comple-
menting 1--1MDA, should 4eVelop materials to=assist lenders in
'collecting and producing HMDA data.

17. The National Commision on Neighborhoods recommends
that the Community Reinvestment Act bec.strengthened and
closely monitored Changes in the CRA Reinvestment Act
must be strengthened and closely monitored. Changes in the
CRA regulations must be adopted to assure its impact. Lenders
must not only encouraged to increase lending levels in low

,,and moderate inc e neighborhoods, but must also be directed
by the regulatory authdrities, where necessary, to devise
policies and programs that will carry out the intent. Examiners_
must be trained to asses; the impact of each institution's

.adyertising,.and marketing strategy, their ability -.to counsel
=

applicants, and -Other rrieahanisms for reinvestment as outlined
in the reinvestment chapter.

18, commercial_ banks should'ibe required to invest a federally
mandated percentage of their assets, on a non-discriminatory
basiS, in horn mortgages, with emphasis on their role in
mortgage le ing for existing multi-family apartment buildings.

19. The Co ission recommends to the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board" nd to Congress that any further regulatory or
legislative privileges granted savings and loan associations
should be disallowed if a potential negative impact on credit
avail-a:11[y- in neighborhoods and on lenders' responsiveness toIN

local crkdit needs aan be shown. ,

20. The availability of insurance coverage is a major problem in
low and moderate income neighborhoods. Discriminatory

:practices must be stopped and the administration of FAIR Plan
coverage must be improved considerably.

21. The Fair Housing Act must be amended to specifically state
that insurance falls under the purview of the legislation, thereby
providing the Justice Department clear authority to investigate
and impose sanctions on the discriminatory practices of insur-
ance companies.

Legislation should be enacted that would require any state
that wishes to participate in the FAIR Plan to:
a. have passed state legislation prohibiting insurance redlining
b. develop procedures by - January- 1980 by re-evaluating
existing FAIR Plan policy holders within the state with the
objective of returning to the private market those policy
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holders who have been unfairly and arbitrar ily relegated to the
FAIR Man.

23. Legislation should be enacted. that would create a financial
_incentiveaLleast_15 percent of their CDBG-
funds to rehabilitate housing to exclusively benefit the existing
low and moderate income and minority residents of redlined
cortimunities- Cities would be reimbursed dollar-for-dollar up to

. an amount equal to 50 percent- their total CDBG allocation.
24. ,,Legislation should be enacted that would require that

,
Section. 3_I2 low-interest rebabtlitation loans be restricted in use
to benefit solely' low--. and moderate income and minority

' , resident& or neighborhoods experiencing gentrification; at feast
30 percent of these funds should be used for multi-family
rehabilitation (over 6 units) and Congress should appropriate
additional funds to assure increased uses for Multi-family rehab;
strict income restrictions shotild be imposed and monitoring
procedui :'.established,

-25. Legisl ion should be enacted that would require that 75
percent the HUD 235 program be used for rehabilitation .of 4

)-. existing housing for the benefit of existing low and moderate
income Old minority residents of disinvested communities, and

-Mlow and moderate income residents of neighborhoods eoeri-
encing gentrification. .

26. The Federal Housing Administration, must direct its priori-
ties so that they support the housing needs of low and moderate
income neighborhoods and don't contribute to the dual housing
market.

27. The Commission recommends that FHA's primary focus is
to assist the hOme ownership of low and moderate income
people. Therefore, FHA should be available throughout a given
metropolitan area.

28. Mandatory pre-purchase (including credit and expense coun-
seling) and default counseling should be provided to aid FHA
applicants and mortgagors.

29. ,Repair and sell programs foiD all acquired HUD prdperties
should be instituted.

30. All FHA mortgages will be tracked on a census tract basis so
that if a given community shows an extreme dependence upon
FHA lending, HUD would call. upon the Federal Reerve
.Board, the FederalDeposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, and the Comptroller of the Currency
to investigate the lack of conventional credit in a given
community_



31. The delinquency notice procedures shouldbe restructured
so that area offices-and approvec(HUD counseling agencies can
con-tact the delinquent mortgagor in the first Or second month
of default.

32.',,fHA should provide a home inspection and certification
prior to all closings and provide 'a one.year .home. wa'rranty'r-
program for all FHA insured loans,

33. HUD ,should develop a targeting -strategy of assignment,
counseling, and rehabilitation t:,or neighborl-roods experiencing
the greatest -concentration of defaults, foreclosures; and aban-

,

donments.
B A second set of recommendations involved the attitudes and

perceptions of those making decisions that affect the lives of
neighborhood residents. Generally, new ways of helping these

'individuals and organizations to better understand the dynamic
interaction of people in the neighborhood setting must be
explored. Such sensitizing should take many different forms.
Some possible directions are:
tialning and education programs` funded through such legislation
as the Intergovefnmental' Personnel Act. These programs would
be designed to have lenders, appraisers, assessors,, insurance
company representatives, government officials, and Others inter-
act with neighborhood residents' in a variety of settings and
neighborhoods.
the facilitation of problem-solving partnerships where residents,
public officials and private sector,--15asinesspeople could work
together as equal partners in community based problem_-solving
programs.
34. Educational programs and plahni-ng procedures shOuld be

instituted to bring neighborhood groups and the private sector
together to assess community needs and resources. Agreement
should be sought on the following: indicators 'of economic
distress; evaluation of resources; range of alternative strategies;
and on the role to be played in economic development and
reinvestment programs by various public and private agencies
and individuals.

35. The private sector should be urged to study and implement
economic strategies which have been successful in other
neighborhoods throughout the country. The economic empow-
erment and involvement of minority businesses -should be an
essential part,of Nils effort.

. 36. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare should
provide direct funding on a demonstration basis to neighbor-
hood organizations for the purpose of developing neighbor-
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,
hOod human services systins. These neighborflood systems,-
modeled after. the N @ighborhood Housing Services'_ (NHS)
projects, would serve to integrate human services activities on a

eAtel_Ahrough_improlled _partnenhips_b_e_t_ween local
residents, neighborhood organ lions, private service provid-t,
ers, and.governments at the fed al; state, and local levelif'hiii
demonstration effort, to be targeted on low income neighbbr-
hoods, could be organized ,and 'funded under Section.1110 and
1115 of the Social Security. Act which authorize the Secretary
of HEW to fund research projects and to waive certain
Statutory and administrative requieerhents for Social Security
Act programs such as Title XX. .

Following completion of this demonstration program, legisla-
tion should be adopted to provide a I percent set-aside of Title
XX funds for use in developing neighborhood human kerviee
systems. These funds would be allocated.' directly to neighb-or-
hood organizations at the discretion of the. Secretary of HEW,
who would be responsible for monitoring and evaluating the
neighborhood systems. No state or ,local match would be
required under this set-aside program. .. ,

t --
37. Training and technical assistance funds:- already authorized

by legislation such as Title XX, the Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act, and the community Mental Health Amehdments
should be redirected to prOmote .4knproved linkages- betWeen
professional service providers and neighborhood helping net-
works. The Title X7{. training program should tie broadened by
eliminating the restriction which allows training to be rn-Oviscled
oily.. for the_Ntaffs of state Title XX ageticigs .ayid.,Title XX
service providers. The. elimination of this restriction would
permit Title XX training funds to be used to assist neighbor-
hood organizations in developing new human partner-
ships in all'. communities. ,

National organizations such as the League of Cities, the
Conference of Mayors, the International City Managers Associ-
adon, the National Association of Counties and the National
Governors Conference should:
a, Officially recognize the critical importance oT:a neighbor,
hood based strategy to urban development;
b. Develop and implement effective information and training
programs fix their members in conjunction with -10(2a1 and
national organizatiohs that have had extensive experience in
acting as intermediary groups between government pi-ograms°
and neighborhoods. They should directly involve exporienc



neighbothood-bas d staff and leaders in the development and
implementation of such training programs.

In order to effectively utilize federal prOgrams to build
neighborhood-competent governments, Intergovernmental Per-
sonnel Act_ (I PA) staff should be responsible-for coordination,
monitoring and evaluation of all training and technical assis-
tAtve funding conducted under provisions of the Joint Funding
Simplification Act. Joint funding agreements have tremendous
potential for increasing the impact of training and technical
assistance funds and programs at the local level. A mechanism
must be established to coordinate such efforts. Further, a
clearinghouse which can inform relevant Federal funding
sources of the direction and status of other agencies and
programs must Ids° be developed. Such a mechanism would go
'a long way to insure- the more effective targeting and mutual
support for federally funded capacity building and technical
assistance effort.
f. Funding of the IPA program should he increased to $25
million in FY 70-80. Of this amount, at least $8 million should
be discretionary to be utilized t'or national demonstration
grants
h. IPA directives should be altered by the Chairman of the
Civil Service Commission or his designee ( Director of the
Bureau of Intergovernmental Personnel Programs) to empha-
size training proposals which directly relate to neighborhood
revitalization and the creative support of neighborhood-based
partnerships.
c. To require no matching amounts of total program cost .and
to permit funding of training and technical assistance programs
which involve citizens and public officials together.
d. Nonprofit organizations and especially community organ'-
nations should be eligible for assistance from IPA directed at
improving the general management systems of community
organizations. This change would permit community organiza-
tidris and like groups to build their internal systems so as, to
enable them to better play partnership roles with local govern-
ment.

C. The third set of recommendations is perhaps the most impor-
tant.- Neighborhood residents have learned that they cannot rely
simply on changes in legislation or rules or training programs and
neighborhood consciousness - raising. They know, instead, that the
most effective way to eliminate geographic discrimination is

through the empowerment of the neighborhoods and their
residents.
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Anpowerment means many rent things. On one level it may
mean increasing the effectiveness of mandated citizen participation in
federally funded programs. Citizen participation is usually little more
than a :iham, but could provide one means of making certain that the
interests of neighborhood residents are protected.

On a second level, empowerment means the building of the capacity
of neighborhood residents and their organizations to deal with a wide
range of problems. Capacity building may mean helping a neighbor-
hobd organization get the management and accounting skills necessary
for receipt of Federal or local grant- and contract moneys. It may
mean the development of the abilit to coordinate and organize a
human service delivery network. It mays mean providing the assistance
necessary to organize on behalf of the community. It may mean
developing the political muscle needed for dealing with the power
structure of the city. Or ir may mean gaining the research capacity
required tc:, make a case or back the stance of the neighborhood
residents in a fight with developers or local goVernment.

Such capacity building can be provided in many ways. The
important point is that it does not come naturally, but instead needs the
financial and organizational support of local government, the entire
range of funding sources, and all concerned citizens.

Finally, empowerment means just that: mrtking sure the neighbor-
hood residents have the power necessary to protect and promote their
interests,, however they may define them. The neighborhood must be
able to fight back when threatened. History shows us that the
successful neighborhoods are not those that have relied on the largess
and good will of government and the private sector. Rather, successful
neighborhoods are powerful in every sense of the word. Their
residents are .sufficient in dealing with the problems that face them.
They are capable of coping, with the word around them.

Such sufficiency is not merely the by-product of a government
program. Rather, sufficiency is the key to individual~ and groups being
able to control their own,destinics. Geographic discrimination in its
many forms saps and undermines that sufficiency. To fight such
discrimination a wide range of strategies and tactics must be employed.
Still, in the end, the important thing is the strength of the neighbor-
hood and its people. Geographic 'discrimination can be overcome only
by changing the programs and the laws, changing the attitudes and
perceptions of those who practice such discrimination, and by making
certain the people of the neighborhood have the power to control their
own lives.



COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you very mud).
Our next presenter is Dr. Helena Lopata. Since 1969 Helena Lopata

has been a Professor of Sociology at the Loyola University of Chicago
and for the past 7 years has been the Director of that University's
Center for'the Comparative. Study of Social Roles.

She has also served for more than a decade on the. National Council
on Family Relations. She has worked for the City of Chicago, on the
Mayor's Council on Senior Citizens, Senior Citizens and the Handi-
capped, and ,the Mayor's Council on Manpower and Economic
Development.

She holds undergraduate graduate and dL :toral degrees in sociolo-
gy and has.Authored many articles and hoes on social roles in the
ethnic experience in an urban setting. Dr. Lopata.

STATEMENT OF HELENA LOP AAA AAA
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, CHICA-

GO, ILLINOIS
thank you.
1 come from Poland, and we can't avoid hearing about it, and I was

doing a study of widows, women who had been widowed in the City
of Chicago, and I decided it might be very interesting to see the view
of the, wOrld tom the vantage point of somebody who didn't. know
English, who had spent :a considerable amount "of time in Chicago.

So I went to an old people's meeting anti got in contact with some
older cc idos,vs who are Polish. One, in particular, was very eager for
me to come and talk to her; so I did. As I walked into the room she
handed me- a letter written in English from the city saying that they
were going to evict her from her home because she hall, somebody
living in the basement. This was against-the law, and she had never
responded to any of their correspondence.

She had called the City Housing Office several times but each 'time
somebody answered in English, and of course she does not understand
English, and therefore could not answer, and they did not understand.
Polish. This is the reason she neglected to answer any of the letters
that she had been receiving.

The office agreed, in their conversations with me, that they will
.send a Polish-speaking person to this woman's home and try to work it
out. I hung up the phone and 1 said, "Well, idon't forget the
Government is trying to help maintain neighborhoods."

"The Government -- the Government took my husband and killed
him: the Government took my son and I don't know where his grave
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is, the Ciovi'riinient took me 10 labor, and the Government is now
taking my home.'

She talking about four different governments. She's tzilking attune
the Polish Government, her husband was in the army, She's talking
about the Russians who took her son, and t.he Germans \vho took her
to a labor camp, and the Americans who are taking her home away.

But this is exactly her attitude, and th-at of many other people who
feel that the Government, rather than protecting them, has the
function of taking from them.

It was 'a very interesting interview. She lives in an old Polish
neighborhood with Puerto Ricans, and she has a relationship gOing
with the kids. They play at 3,(X) p.m, every day the,same game. The
kids come' -by and Tmish drinking their Cokes and then throw them
over the fence into her yard; and I thought "Oh, that poor woman.

No, they have a relationship going, Those kids-and she know very
welt what they are doing. They are relating = they are the only
persons, except for the lady in the basement, that she responds to, or
interacts with. Those kids appear to know that they're helping her,
giving her something to do in life, and as strange as it seems, it's really
a positive relationship. That is the extent of the social isolation of ,sorite
the- urban ethnics.

Since I cannot read my paper here, and it is on record, I would-like
to focus on the consequences of the American way of life and policies
upon the European immigrants and their families.

I would like to reEd a quotation from the New York State Housing
Commissibn, 1920. It is economically unprofitable now it has been
e- onom tally mpossible for many years past to provide a'large part cif
the population of this state with decent homes according to American
standards of living.''

This was written by the New York State Housing Commission in
1920, and I think that the comment illustrates a major problem.
American society, although it did want workers at the. turn of the
century and before the quota system was imposed = wanted many
workers, but somehow it did not want to deal with the problems these
workers' brought with them and the resultant problems from their
settlement here.

.-mericans tbund themselves in a double hind situation in which the
society did not have the resources, did not often have the desire to
help solve the problems of the immigrants, hoping that they would
somehow just go away, although they obviously did not do so for a
long period of time.

The people who landed here at the turn into the 20th century came
with not only different cultures, but also without with
an urban industftil.syle of life, although they settled in cities, annuli
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stvrn, char studied inc generation of refugees from Poland,- points
out that the new post-World War 11 immigration did not have the
same kinds of problems, sort of like the Cuban immigration. They were
educated, they dispersed and they were able to move into the
mainstream of American society.

the people: who came here prior to NN. ki War I came from poor
areas of most of the countries; many cif them were even landless
peasants. They came for one of two.reasons: either because of extreme
poverty or because of prejudice and discrimination. The political and
religious migrant did not want to go back to their original country, as
for example true of the Russiab,,Jews - some of those who came to
America, like many Poles aridand many Italians, were really migrant
laborers rather than irrtmigrants. This distinction, made by Golid? in

Destinaiions will help us understand the circumstances of
life created in some ethnic communities, In other words, these people,
young men, came in order to earn wages, save them, and go back to
Poland, to Italy and so on.

There was a very strong tendency among most Poles not to plan on
staying in America. They did not initially bring their families; they did
not -settle: 1 hey lived in boarding houses and in lodging houses of
those people from the same country who came as families and
maintained these houses.

Migrant workers:who came here were.really not interested in using
the resources of the ,Society being built around them. Many of them did
not try to learn the language.

In the case of the Poles, many finally settled here permanently.
Almost as many Poles went back to Poland as came here and stayed,
but the ones who stayed qradually did build up a complex community.

An interesting comment was made this morning about the differ-
ences between the Italians and the Poles and Jews because the Italians
were definitely family- oriented and did not build as complex a social
system.-The Poles, who have a very strong internal status competition,
developed many lines of interplay between the family and the
community and Created t tremendously complex social structure.

In the meantime, the people who came here as migrant laborers took
whatever jobs they could- find, and-'. as you know, the kinds of _jobs
they too' were very ethnically related.

For example, the Italians did not take jobs in mines or steel mills
because they considered themselves physically incapable of withstand-
ink that kind of work. The Slays, the Poles took that kind of job. When
they came, they settled not only in a different ethnic community from
other groups but also in different occupations and industries. They
wanted to live near where they worked, and developed a mutual
interdependence between their living and their working.
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But the point is that they ; orked at whatever job they could get
within the ethnic milieu. They lad to have somebody translating to the
owner of the factory and the c ner of the coal mine. They originally
settled in heavily-male-domin ed communities until, over time, they
decided to bring their t or, like the ()reeks, went back, found a
wife, brought her over here and her two brothers and so on. And so
the ethnic communities started to develop.

This immigration influx was greeted by a strong and increasing
amount of negative feeling by native Americans until the quota system
was imposed on it; this prejudice and discrimination is so well
documented. I do not need to add My documentation on it.

As if you recall, there were a number of studies commissioned by
the American Government in 1911, to determine what was the
-mentality", the health, the economics, the crime of the immigrants. A
whole series of studies, reprinted in 1971, reinforced the picture of the
immigrant as problem ridden. This is a very interesting collection =
sometimes better, sometimes worse - of research on he different
aspects of life in American ethnic communities.

In the meantime, although the problems of settlem:nt included
overcrowding and very poor health = Daniels has a whole documenta-
tion of the health problems - the community started to arise out of this.

One of the interesting aspects of the ethnic community growth is
that most of the PoleS, most of the Italians, who came to America in
the height of immigration did not have a feeling of being Poles or
Italians because they came from small villages; they came from areas
which were locally oriented. However, since they tended to settle near
other people with the same or similar language, they gradually
developed an ethnic feeling. The ethnic community was a gradual
development; it was not at first based on a national culture, but on a
folk culture, a village subculture, and then gradually built into an
ethnic system.

The problems of the immigrants were simultaneously the sources of
the growth of the community in a very interesting way. For example,
let us look at Thrasher's study of 1,313 gangs in Chicago. Many of
these gangs were Polish, of the age and sex distribution of that
population.

These gangs were anti-social, criminal, and often violent, and yet the
members of these more than a thousand gangs of all nationalities in
Chicago became middle-aged non-criminal adults.

The criminality rate among Polish adults is relatively low. Interest-
ingly, what there is of it is a completely different criminality from that
of the Italians, it is very individualistic.

Anyway, the first and second generation immigrants went through
many problems of health, dietary deficiencies, poverty and so on. One
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c characteristics of ethnic communities is the fact that they have
rtes to another country. I think we very frequently forget that there is
such a 'thing- as a home country with which the ethnic group can
identify, more or less, depending on the period of historical time, as in
the ease of Poland or Israel. Thus, the influence on the community
comes not just from American society but front another nation
iiprhornas rind Znaniecki = I happen to be Znaniecki 's (Imaginer, and
this is one reason Eye got so much interest in Polonia = pointed out in
the case of the [Wish Peasant in Europe and America (they studied only
the peasant. by the way) that some of the policies of the American
society helped contribute to family problems. For example, American
society treated each person as an individual in a marriage and gave
women rights that they were completely unaccustomed to. Both
Breckenridge and Thomas and Znaniecki pointed out that the
American democratic policies helped contribute to the marriage
problems of Europeans. For example. the consciousness that she could
haxe her husband arrested anytime she wishes on charges of non-
support, cruelty-, disorderly conduct or adultery was for the woman an
entirely new experience. Thomas and Znaniecki concluded: "No
wonder that she's tempted to use her newly acquired power whenever
she quarrels with her husband, and her women friends and ocquaint-
aaces, moved by sex solidarity, frequently stimulate her to take legal
action."

A rather biased statement, but-in those years, reflective the non-
egalitarian culture.

In other words, even democratic policies of this so provided
tools parents could use against their children and husbands and wives
could use against each other in family conflict.

However, the immigrant generation for the most part did not have a
high criminality rate, nor a high divorce rate. This means that there
seas enough glue holding the communities tog,ether.and holding the
families together, in spite of all this very visible conflict, so that they
did' stay together and they did help each other work and live in this
very foreign culture and society.

The question, of course, is holy harmful an effect did the kind of
conflict and deprivation experienced because of immigration and the
circumstances of life in America produce on the flintily, on the person?
What are the lonil-range consequences and what are the long-range
pains? Many t,if America's ethnic people have gone through many
difficult years.

In summary. the problems faced by European ethnics in America
;tern from three sources: their background limitations: the unwill-
ingness and possibly the inability of the dominant society to help them
through the rolocasion, and their life constraints, including the
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consequences of living to urban, lower -class ethniSommunitie.s and
ghettos.

Their background limii,itions stem not only from their not being
socialized and educated in the dominant American culture, but also
from the low educational and rural composition of the immigrant
stream.

. More educated, urban__ d,and industrialized immigrants -r
problems of adjustment in this society.

Americans were overwhelmed by the immigrants.at the turn of the
century and did, not -help solve their problem, allowing victimization,
exploitation, housing and neighborhood deterioration, inferior school-
ing for both adults and children, and the spiraling of multiple
difficulties.

The price of 'this- neglect and the health and welfare damagigg
existrice in the centers of our cities is difficult to estimate. It was paid
in ,many ways throughout the course of the first generation's and
usually into the second generation's lives directly and in repercussions.
Many of the.ethnics, of the first and second generations, maybe longer,
simply do not take advantage of the existing resources of the
community because they had been socialized to be passive, :to he t.
fearful of organizational systems outside of themselves, and, therefore,
afraid to use even. those things which are available. In addition, the
class and dominant group barriers made many resources unavailable.

The widowhood study proved to me dramatically how the effects of
socializing Nvomen to regard themselves as unable to voluntarily
engage in society and unable to individualistically utilize societal
resources are isolating and life-constricting.

The :same problems are true of other immigrant and lower class
people. Most lower class people' were not taught to utilize the
resources of the society in an adequate way. The study of the widows,
particularly of tht ethnic widows in Chicago, convinced me that there
is a gap between the_ kind of society that we have created and the way
we have socialized all but upper and upper middle class peop_

Thus, the basic issue is a class issue. Fo the extent' that our new
immigrants are from the same classes, the lower classes of Puerto Rico
or Mexico, without the educational advantages of many of the Cubans
and refugees after World War II to that extent, we will be facing the
same problems. It is not just the prejudice and discrimination on the
part of American society against these groups, but also the inability of
the people who come in under circumstances similar to.those of the
-European masses to use the resources of the society which create, life
constraints.

It is this gap between the resources and the abilities of the
increased by a social system which cuts off those segments
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4:7". of the population which are not labeled as successful from the
resources, which does not provide connecting links between them and
the resources which needs to he filled.

Thank you.
CD [The complete paper folio
C\J

EURO-ETHNIC FAMILIES
La4 AND HOUSING IN URBAN AMERICA

By Helen Znaniecka Lopata*

It is economically unprofitable now, it has been economically
impossible for many years past, to provide a large part of the
population of this state with decent homes according to American
standards of living. (New York State Reconstructio' Commission,
1920. as quoted by Jackson, 1976 :l27).

The state in the above quotati m is Nev, ttYork i1 the year was
but many of the current p blems of European immigrants and

their families stem from the inability of American society to absorb.so
many new entrant in the years before and immediately after the heavy
migration. This paper examines some of the problems of those
immigrants who 'e still alive and of their children which arise from
the circumstances cir their settlement in this country. Many of the
consequences of these problem's are hidden in a variety of events,
attitudes, self-doubts, expectations, but many are evident in morbidity
and mortality statistics. Most circumstances or consequences are not
"the fault" of American society, since they-originated in the class
structure, poverty, educational inadequacy, cultural divergence from
American culture, ere., of the home countries. This society could do
nothing about these characteristics of the immigrants. It invited,
encouraged, facilitated the immigration of a variety of peoples who
were quite different from those already settled and already building a
rapidly, urbanizing and industrializing society. Its Statue of Liberty
proclaimed that il welcoMed such peoples. The only civil rights iqsues
concerning them were that America really did not want them as they
came, their "strange" ways, their lack of knowledge of American
culture, and unwillingness to shed their own cultures immediately.
America really did not have the resources to help them settle, nor
could it pi-event or ameliorate their painful problems in personal,
family, and community disorganization. It did not have the attudes
needed to welcome them as fellow human beings. These failures, or at

Fr. irc,,,r Cti Inkv, I yida mver,ity. hi, .10)
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least inadequacies of the sc eiety in its relations to the European
immigrants, were, of course, multiplied, without any ways of account-
ing for the final product, when it conies to people greed to come here
from Africa, or drawn here by the American need for cheap labor
from other continents. The problems of the European immigrants in
the years of the great. Waves of movement discussed here are simply
examples of problems faced by anyone who came to this country
without adequate knowledge or skills for living in the world it created,
who faced prejudice and discrimination, and who in spite of all the
disadvantages, built a life and a society which have yet to be matched
elsewhere, in the home country or in other new countries

Background
John Kennedy (1964) reminded us that we are A Nation of

Immigrants-and Pope John Paul II pointed out during, his last visit to
the United States that cities like Chicago drew their populations from
many different countries The largest waves of immigration took place
in the decades around the turn of the twentieth sentry and their
volume, as well as the cultural divergence of its populations as
comparril to those of the dominant Americans, threatened the society
suff . create strong, hostile rUct n and restrictive action.
Althou6.. eding unskilled workers in is newly developed or
expandec 'ottage industries, factories, steel ills, coal mines, transpor-
tation and construction sites, America was not psychologically
nor politically geared to assist them in finding decent housing and jobs,
of avoiding exploitation in all of its- forms, and in facing prejudice and
discrimination. As the number of immigrants increased, negative
attioldes gained momentum which were assisted in a report by the
Uni,y(1 States War Department stating that

-A,9 percent of the men of the draft army examined by the
depzirtmenr s agencies did not know enough English to read zi

newspaper or to write letters home (Thompson, 1920/1071:6:2).

Woofter (1942:691-692) documents the extent of these negative
attitudes of established Americans toward the new immigrants:

The danger of the foreigner to us and our institutions was urged in
the popular press as a reason for further and more drastic
restrictions (beyond the literacy test). The Nordic cult asserted
that the Northern European races formed a group which was
biologically superior to all others. It f011owed that all other races
were inferior and should be denied admission to this country since
no amount of Americanization could change [their germ plasma.
1-.31(1 heredity presented an insurmountable blither to their assimi-
lation.-
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The very.theOry of inbred raciardifferences and of t wi eriority of
Eastern and Southern EurOpeans supported the growing wish to
restrict immigration and tlie idea of country of origin. 1-orgetung that
they too were greeted by prejudice when first landing in the United
States, the Scottish and :German "old settlers'' wOrried about 'The

en/citify of t/ ving Immigrent (Nitillan, 1917: see also Cross, 1973:e

4). ever, problems of the immigrants and their families
stemmed from a number of other circumstances beyond prejudice,
discrimination, and the unwillingness or inability of American society
to provide adequate resources to the millions of people entering its
land by invitation, at Leir own initiative, or by force.

Immigration and Settlement
Most Europeans,. in all kinds of communities, had heard about-

America. its need for workers, and the availability of land and jobs by
the 1810's. Letters from earlier immigrants, advertisements or an-
nouncements in villages, active recruitment by agents of employers; or
steamship companies reached them, drawing.mainly young rural men
into migration chains (Lopata, 1976a: Thomas and Znaliiecki, 1918-
I92ft -ph(wnpson, 1974). The migrant chains varied by place of origin,
composition, manlier of entry, and location of first and final settlement.
Italians were 'assisted by the padroni 'system which matched them with
work - "requiring the hiring, of laborers in quantity to perform tasks of
short or limited duration" (Golab, 1977:508), but they avoided coal
mines or steel. mills because they considered themselves as not
physically strong enough for such work (Golab, 1977). Polend Slays
took such lobs beCause other occupations were already mcirlopolized
by different groups and because they were willing to undertake any
work which brought income. Their purpose for being, in America was
to save as much money as possible so that they could return to Poland
when it regained its political imiependence; they also planned to hay
land or 'more property (Lopata, 1954, I976a, 1976h: I977a; 1977h
forthcoming). Such people were actually migrant workers rather than
immigrants. They had a different orientation than did such people as
the Eastern European Jews, who came in family units to settle in
America, hoping for less prejudice and discrimination than they had

iexperrenced in countries of former settlement, planning never to
return. Nligrant workers moved around the United States ather,freely
whenever they heard of new work.opportunities or when cutbacks in
the fluctuating_ new industries deprived them of the job they previous-
ly held. They lived cheiply, usually in hoarding or lodging homes, :and
brought over only those family members who.could hold jobs and plan
similar life styles.

4
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The. pull of American opportunity and the push of poverty,
persecution, n_. ()reign op.ression operated as immigration factors
not only on national levels, but also locally in influencing who came
from where and where they went in America after being processed at
entry. ports, Golab (1977) details all the circumstances determining
Immigrant Desttnations. showing' how Philadelphia drew some types of
European immigrants, while others crowdid into Boston, New York,
Chicago, or smaller communities of the- North and the East or
MidWest. The main influences on the original location of a particular
individual or family were the presence of relatives or others known to
share the same culture and the availability of a job and of housing
within walking distance to that job (Golab, 1977; Thompson, 1974).
Most of thd immigrants came from rural areas and subsistanve level
Agriculture but settled in cities or industrial towns.

7S"The ethnic neigh .rhood boarding and lodging houses, basements,
shacks, and tent cps were very common arrangements in areas
where work opportunities had expanded faster than housing supplies"
((01ab, 1977: 165).: These hoarding and lodging houses were run by
rrktobers of the same ethnic group, often of the same extended family,
as Xere the lodgers, because the lodgers who were of any origin other
than British could not function in English - speaking neighborhoods,
These. houses provided acceptable income for the women who ran
them and sleeping and eating facilities for the men who had left their
own families behind in Europe or who had not as yet married and had
families. However, the women who ran these lodging facilities were
often o erworked and tired. Often the facilities were inadequate for
the nu .Fier of people they tried to accommodate (Breekinridae,
1921/l 71; Jackson 1976).

The : reas the immigrants lived and worked in were oLken slums,
near slu:s. or ghettos (Wirth, 1928). Zorbauah (1929:141) points out in
his description of the slum section of The Gold Coast and the Slum that

. . this does not mean that the immigrant necessarily seeks the
slum, or that he makes tt slum of the area in which he lives'. But in
the slum he finds quarters he can afford .and relatively little
opposition to his coining. Moreover, as the colony grows. the
immigrant finds in it a social world. In the colony he Fq-J!.i his
fellow-countrymen who understand his habits and standards and
share his life experience and viewpoints. In the colony he has
status, plays a role in a group.

The communities of immigrants tend to he highly overcrowded and
unsanitary for various reasons (Davis. 1921). "The classic explanation
for the concentration of the foreign-horn in the city is that immigrants
initially tend to locate in ethnic colonies near the center of the city"
(Community Rencwill Pro!Ji%un. 1963). -I-he pattern of central location



of migrant groups is the way, typical meric, rather than being
in,uable [Or the rest or the' world. In this country, new migram
groups tend to ;cult: within the tirSt zone ot the cit h linivess
the Central Business District: rinne rune IS essentially ii4rt area:of
retail trade, light manufacturing. and commercialized recreation" or
eke in the second "rani of transition-B:11st and Fava, h4: 1081.

[he unsanitary aspects or life in slums and Other mum ram
neighborhoods are due not only to overcrowding, but to inadequate
water, toilets, heat and electricity, a lack of maintenanee by landlords,
neglect by ci`ty services, and general deterioration (Jackson, 1076).
Ciitlin and Hollander (1070) document the many problems facing
:sidents in old areas of Chieago in this decade in then- L'ptown: Poor

cc in Chicago, and Jackson (1076) traces the"lustory of the failure
most attempts at decent low cost- housing in Manhattan. Reports of

the inadequacy of all sorts of facilities, ranging, front garbage, snow, or
abandoned home removal, medical care and c =rime prevention, to
schooling in poor neighborhoods, iire legend. Most cities do not invest
their money in housing the poor.

Immigrants contribute to their own health and family problems
through their lack of knowi,d*.: of urban facilities resources and diets
(Dagis, 1021/1971: Breckenridge, 1021/1071; Daniels. 1020/ f071).
Davis (1011/1071: 76) summarizes the situation or newcomers in his
Immigrant ,and the Community : "race prejudice, language
barriers, strange eustoms: and manner- have all had their share in this
unnatural shutting away of our foreign-born Americans in the dreary
districts or our cities ''. He found three types of tenement development:

I) The large old houses, Once occupied by the bettor-to-do element
of our cities,- which have been more or less remodeled to meet new
demands (rooms split, hallways constructed, central toilets and
washing facilities introduced on each floor): 2) the tenentents which
have been built especiallv for the immigrant: 3) the houses erected by
industry for their employees (77). (1921/1071)

Davis found infant and adult morbidity and mortality high in such
districts, net contrast, to middle class areas. Fallow, (19') also tound-
,.;triations in death rate, in different cities. For example, the foreign
born Irish of New York had double 'the death rate (and Boston, triple)
of the Irish hying. in Philadelphia.

The facts that housing was cheap in immigrant neighborhoods and
that workers could ilk to work rather than pay for transportation
did not necessarily_ t. that other living costs were proportionately
low. Lodgers had to pa \ a premium for being dependent on household
managers to buy and prepare meals, while the mothers of boarding
homes often saved only letlOvers for their (man children
ridgy p)-21/1071). La-sillies were timil.)ant of htldgeting: housewives
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did not know how to plan expenditures and went into debt by
on installment plans or purchasing spontarously and unwise
also Rainwater, Coleman and Flanders Working 1..fun's if ift%

The housewife is handicapped by the kinds Of places at which she
must buy, because of language, custom and time limitations, asp
well as the Bradt of articles available (Breckenadge,
1921/1971:117),

All purchases for the home had to he conducted in stores:in Vhich
the language of the immigrant was understood. Most corratiunitiPS did
little to teach the newcomer about diets, nutrition, and the composition
of foods in America. Many immigrants had been- accustomed ,t
growing their on food and prOpar.ing most goods .for their own
consumption; the modern urban scene confused them and restricteu
their resources. Their limited amount of formal schooling and kick of
training in the American way. of life restricted their karnirigabilities.
Most immigrants ,came at an age after_ coMpulSory educimonwits
legally required and most adults froa)(.Europe underuse ',adult

74education. vi,, many were una*tO.re'iltUit..)r write f.tiglish, major
disadvintage. in finding 'ing keeping job, housing, and_ good,
for fam,6 maintenanZe. Unaccustomed to..tite use of formal

major means of upward Mobility in the clasS-hound- so. is
their-origin, many immigrant 'parents saW little valueac-keeping t
childrenn school consistently throughout the yar or 'after the legal
age limit. Family need; came first, and children. were VePt home to
help in crisis situations or to 'V.argsextrra money ,(Wood, 1959:

Thompson,. 192.0/1071.). American societrwas really not interested in
the children of its imm-rarant groups, so that schools in their
neighborhoods were often inferior and little was dote-, to enforce
school attendance or child labor laws. .:Factory elasse." set up by
employers were often sporadic and of poor quality. '(Thompson,
1920/1971). Private ethnic schools often focused on the native
language and discipline; its teachers unable to prepare the students for
life in urban America. The end result is that most of the immigrants
and many of their children became the. "urban villagers" described by
Gans (1962). not really utilizing the.vast resources for life in American
cities (Lopata. 1979).

Building an Ethnic Community
Each new immigrant grotip must go thrdiigh the process of

"invasion" or "collnization- of an existin urban area, unless, of
course.vn is created entirely for it (Gist and Fava, 1964:

Thompson, 197.1). 'Colonization' refers to the'invasion of an area
from the outs 'spread' is char toerize- by short distance dispqsal"
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(Thompson, 1974:-381 New migrants to arf established area are not
..

usually greeted with cooperation and acceptance by established
residents, especially if they are "foreign" and-their presence threatens
property values, .social status, and the protective attitudes of parents
wishing their children to-be exposed to their own culture only, In fact,
first families of a new ethnic; or racial group moving into a territory are
usually met with hostility and even violence (Sennett, 1973). The same
response is repeated, sometimes with escalating strength, as relatives
and friends join the newcomers. Gradually, however, a new immigrant

,

group can inc se in size sufficiently to -taksiover", -in succession, .the
neighborhood, establishing its own instittXns, such as churches, '
schools, shops and personal services. Pointer residents moire out, in
panic or gradually as circumstances change- and their degree of ,

leaving -behind only those members who ca_ not afford. to move or
trdiscomfort in the presence and domination of e new group increases,'

who are stationary for 'other reasonse, The community, becomes
Stabilized as a Little !cal s./. Polonia or Germantown, as more and more

amilies or that ethnic group are formed or brought over to join the
single( men. Capital investment an buildings increases, a sense of
community identity develops, and institutional complexity makes life
within its boundaries possible (Breton, 1964; Lopata, 1969, 1976b;
Ciordon

4
1964). Poles who had entered America with a group identityPoles

limited to the village, the "okolica-- or area within, which their
personal reputation was known, Or the region of their folk culture,
found that feighbors not sharing such connections still spoke a similar
language and shared customs (Thomas and Znaniecki, .1918-1920, ..
Lopata, 1976b, 1976c; Wrobel, 1979; Znaniecki, l952): Of course, not
all their neighbors were of the same stational culture society,,but there-
were enough of them to create an ethnic community.

Although there is much disagreement ipong social scientists as to
he basic characteristics of an ethnic community, or an ethnic group,
-ic immigrant.sand their descendants developed in America ethnic

community organizations and sub-cultures each distinct from 'each
other, different from those ofkhe society, at large but also different
from-those of the national culture and folk,societies from which they
migrated (Lopata, 1976b,,,t 9r,76c; Znaniecki, 1952 -Gordon, 1964). By
-mbining. the characteristics of such communities developed by

several -authors, mainly Bretoit (1964), Et-zioni -(1958), Gordon (1964),
Krarar (197()) and Ware (1937), 1 have defined lin ethnic community
as consisting of: k .

..

1. A group of people. rather than, a. demographic collectivity, in
_i,_, (hal they share a%ulture arid 4c1D of:relations;

Sharing an ethnic culture distinc,tive from the dominant culture,
independently, developed and limited to this community only,

,,
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based )n... t national culture or parts of it of a society living
elsewhere, thus evolved as a marginal product combining two or
more cultures, as modified' by adaphition to a new envireinment
and changing over times;

3. ,Identifying with thi culture and with each other through
various forms of solidarity;

4. Living in a society dominated by a different national culture or
several different cultures;

5. Relatively concentrated in residentially distinctive communities,
although not necessarily in a single location or set of locations,
some members even scattered outside of community centers;

.-6. Containing a network of organizations and informal social
. relations-or varying degrees of institutional completeness so that

members can .. but do not necessarily need to,. limit their
significant and important interactions to its confines: (Lopata,

. 1976: 6)
As Daniels (1920/1971) clarifies the type of "slum" which Zorbaugh
(1929) describes is really not an ethnic community, in spite of ethnic
-colonies-. It resembles much of Wirth's (1958) Ghetto in its social
structure. A slum, according to Daniels (1920/1971: 161), "is not a
normal neighborhodd at all, least of all an immigrant neighbprhood! It
has no organized unity; rather, it is a human conglomeration of which
the outward shell may have a neighborhood lockk but in which real
neighborhood substance and organization are la ing.' I (Lopata, 1954,
1916a, 197.6b, 1976c) found in a study of Polonia, The Polish American
Co*mmunity, a complex network of social groups and families, held
together not only by sjrnilarities of cultural background, but also by
circumstances of current life and an active internal status competition.
within neighborhoo'd, urbdn, regional, and even national companionate
circles. The networks survived for years, in spite of indices of family
=and' personal disorganization which ThomaS and Znaniecki (1918-
1920) concentrated upon in their analysiX of The Palish Peasant in -
Europe and ..Inwrica. Immigrants to America and their American born
wren dints experienced a great deal of disorgiiiiization of their

cultural foundations, identities, interpersonal, and secondary relations
as.a result of the migration. settlement, Americanization processes, yet
the ethnic community and itsktiterpersonal relaticris .performed as zi
cushioning service, absorbing sonic of the shock Within its boundaries
people labeled as -foreigners". "F'olacks", "Wops ", -Frogs", "Flunk-
ies" by outsiders could establish their personal identities, actively seek
social status for themse4ves and their families,' and experience a
relatively normal round (if daily and long range activities throughout

,, .
the life course.
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Community Problems, Family and Personal Disor-
ganization

Observers of the American scene hoping for a rapid "melting pot"
effect on immigrants frequently lacked any understanding of the
processes involved in a person's changing the whole foundation of life
from one society and culture into another. Immigrants brought with
their baggage all their views of the world; definitions of themselves
and others, habits of doing and thinking which were totally different
from. those of dominant Americans. They were unable to reproduce
the social system to which they had belonged in the old country and,
thus, they had to build a type of community in America -unless they
were willing to adopt the dominant culture individually and rapidly.
Most immigrants did not need to go through a complete metamorpho-
sis and worked.out their adjustment to America individually.

Thomas and Znaniecki (1918-1920), who looked at The Polish
peasant in Europe and Anierica, were pessimistic as to the future of
people who had migrated here. They documented many instances of
personal and family disorganization and predicted increasing problems
for the community. Their main thesis was that people socialized into
small communities with strong social controls applied instantly, after
any deviation. from the norms, toward "hedonism" and personil
disorganization in the urban centers of America. One of the reasons fOr
family disorwanization. which they saw as inevitable, in addition to
anonymity, tind- the weakness of social control in cities, was
character of American laws (Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918-1920:
Breckenridge, 1921 1971). These laws gave public schools, juvenile
courts, and related institutions the right to control the behavior of
parents toi the point that children could be taken away from parents
who put them to work for pay or physically punished them. Several
social scientists studying the immigrants' situation in America noted
that the la+vs and policies of this society also interacted in husbands'
andwives' relationships (Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918-1920: Brecken-
ridiie, 1921/1971). In the countries from which most immigrants came

marriage gave the husband the right to determine where the
domicile should he, the right to "reasonably discipline- the wife
:end children. the right lo claim her services and to aprfopriate
her earnings and those of the children, the right to take any
personal property (except "paraphernalia" and "pin money") she
might have in full ownership, the,right to manage any land she
might he entitled to, and the right to enjoy the custody of the
children, renArdlcy, of fidelity or conduct- (Breckenridge,.
l').21/1071: 47-48).
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Bochanan (1963) claims that the rights to sharing adtrnicile and its
rnifintenance, sexual access, economic gains by the wife and in
genetricern affiliation of the children of the union to the male line are
universal to patriarchal societies, of which European and American
societies are descendants. In the cases of families which came from
European countries since the late .1800's, the norms of relations
between husband and wife, or between parent and child, into which
the men were socialized, were not the same as legally sanctioned in
America. The Immigrant's Protective League's record in Chicago 'as
well as documentation. in tither parts of America, indicates that many a
woman found the behavior of her husband, especially in relatioh to
physical punishtrient or financial support, sufficiently deviant to be
subject to criminal action in -United States courts. Thomas and
Znaniecki (1918-1920:1750-1751) summarized what they considered to

btik the negative consequences of the American civil rights law and the
relations between husbands and wives:

rTh

The consciousness that she-Can have her husband arrested any
time she wishes on charges of non-support, disorderly conduct or
adultery is for Site woman an entirely new experience. Though
under the old system she had in fact a part in the management of
common affairs almost equal to that of the man, yet in cases of
explicit disagreement the man had the formal right of coercing
her, whereas she could only work by suggestion and persuasi
or Appeal to the large family. Now not only can she refuse to
coerced, since the only actual instruments-of coercion which the
man has left after the disorganization of the large family - uge of
physical strength and withholding the means of subsistence - are
prohibited by law, but sltesan actual) coerce the man into doing
what she wants by usinany act orviolence, drunkenness or
economic negligence of his as pretext for a warrant. No wonder
that she is tempted to use her ne.w1Slacquired power whenever
she quarrels with her husband; and her women friends and
acquaintances, moved by sex solidarity, frequently stimulate her
to take legal action.

The American family system -created roblems in the., rela
between parent and child among the igrants, not only ft

Europe. but from other parts of the w amilistic systems granted
the father, and even the mother in his absence, the right ta control the
children's behavior acid to any economic goods they obtained through
their labor on the farrlily farm or while they lived in the family home.
Family, rather Allan individual economic welfare or status, was the
expected focustif concern of all family members. The American focus
on the inivegdence of young people after they obtained sufficient
schooling, especially when they procreated, goes against this norm of
obligation to the fainily's orientation, that is the family into which one
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is born. Although most American families bear the cost of housing,
feeding, doctoring or schooling of their young, immigrant families
tend to expect a return payment much earlier and in much mote
concrete terms than do modern American families.

The expectation by many immigrant- parents that their children
would contribute all effort to the family welfare, combined with the
custom of physical punishment for 'transgression, resulted in inter-
generational conflict as well as in the alienation of the youth. Young
girls, but especially young boys, left the overcrowded and; tension-
filled home to spend all school and work-free hours in the streets or
other peer group locations (see Adams, 1910; Whytes, 1943; Suttles,
1968i Thrasher, 1927). Ethnically homogenecrus or symbolically
identified gangs developed on'the streets in immigrant neighborhoods
in Boston, Chicago, and other centers. Involved in antisocial behavior,
including crime, the_ se_gangs also fought each other for territorial and
reputational rights. Thrasher (1927: 194) studied 1,313 such gang_s in
Chicago and found that

The majority of gangs in ChiCago are of Polish stock, but this may
be due to the fact that there are in the city 150,000 more persons
of Polish extraction than any other nationality except oche
Germans. (10) The.. gang in Chicago is largely, though not
entirely, a phenomenon of the immigrant community of the
poorer type. (191) A few of the members of these gangs are
foreign born, but most of them are children of parents, one or
both of whom are foreign-born immigrants. (191-192) Chicago has
the character of a vast cultural frontier - a common meeting place
for the divergent and antagonistic peoples of the earth. Tradition-
al animosities are often. carried over into gangs and color manylof
their conflicts in Chicago.

Suttles (1968) found 'Similar gangs contributing to The Social Order of
the Slut as late as 1968. The involvement of sons in gang activities
contributed to conflict with their parents, in a vicious- circle fashion.
ThOmas and Znanieeki (1918-1920) reported parents in the _Polish
American community using the American court system in an effort to
force their chilciAen into cooperation with the family. At the same
time, welfare and-legal agencies reported frequent cases of what were
called "child neglect- and "child abuse" by immigrant parents who
were either following the "old country" norms of socializatiorroof the
young or who, were totally frustrated by their inability to control their
children without community cooperation (Breckenridge, 1921/1971;
Daniels, 1920/1971; Thomas and Znaniecki (1918-1920).

The crimin.behavior of foreign-stock youth did not. escape the
attention of American society which used this fact as an added proof
that an immigration quota system was a wise decision. The crirninolo-
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-gist Taft, 6: 726-730) felt obligated to remind society that "the
foreign born as a wile are cornmitted to penal.institutions for felonies
in proportion far below their normal ratio." The main reason the*,
second generation youth of the new immigration groups had such high'.
rates of 3 vile. delinquency, according to Taft, was because-of the
presence IIRthin this group of so many males in the "criminally
significant ages bet een fifteen and twenty four. This was particular-,
ly true of Polish,AmIt cans in cities like Chicago

One of the groups of in;migrants who formed a tight ethnic
community without high rates of externally visible conflict' betweeh
spouses and generations was that of the Jews, although there was a
strong division within the community between those who came from
Germany and the largest segment which came from Russian-occupied
Poland and Russia. This particular group was able, with the assistance
of prejudice from the Outside, to transmit its values to the- second
generation and to concentrate, on the use of higher education for
occupational Anil financial success in the -adopted country. However,
even the more disorganized immigrant groups were able to experience
some social mobility, and even geographical movement out of the
central city areas to its outskirts and, in some cases, to the suburbs,- The
families which stayed in America rather than return to the home
country used their savings to buy homes after helping lanailies left

behind in Europe who had been devastated by World War I.
Hamtramck. an enclavf of Detroit, became a community of Polish
families in neat row .hguses, whose children moved out in a northern
or northeastern corridor. The Czechs-and Bohemians, who dominated
Berwyn outside of Chicago, moved further out, while their Polish
counterparts followed Milwaukee Avenue to the northeastern suburbs
(Wood, 1955: RadzialoWski, 1974). The East-Enders of Boston, who
formed a close Italian community prior to urban renewal, were
somewhat scatteited by that acticin, but still tended to- reform a
secondary and even tertiary residence (Gans, 1962). However, most of
the seconl generation Euro-ethnics suffered many consequences of
haying been horn to immigrant parents and having grown up in the
slum of at least One ethnic neighborhood. Many were not wobile,
having entered the occupational structure pretty much at the same
level cs were their fathers (Hutchinson, 4956; Durlean and Duncan,
1968). l'heir lies had been within these segregate mmunities in

most of the major cities and thus they were not equipped to s(kceed in

the,hroader society (Laberson, 1958, 1963).
Most studies of ethnic stratification in American society show the

newer immigrant izn nips at the lowest rungs of the social status
hicrailly (see Anderson, 1962: (: reeley, 1974 and numerous other
publications); Even g. eoeraphical mobility is not necessarily art-
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indicator social mobility since people have often been forced ourof
their neighborhoods by urban renewal (Rossi and :Dent ler, 1961;
Suit les. 1968). Gitlin and Hollander (1970:331) entitled.. one of their
sections of Uptown: Poor Whites in Chicago "Urban Renewal Means
Poor People Removal". Gans (1964) dramatized the problems of East-
End Italian-Americans in Boston when their communityvas broken
apart by that city's urban policies. Even if re-settlement is necessitated
by the group's prejudice against the newcomers moving into their
neighborhood, rather than by urban renewal policies, it 'is diffIeult for
an ethnic group to stay together in a secondary settlement. Older
people tend to stay in the original neighborhood since theit 'main
investment is in the home which offers insufficient r le value to
enable the purchase of another home elsewhere.. T gradually
become surrounded by members of next groups of a different- cultural
background than were their former neighbors which. contributes to
their social isolation (see Lopata, 1977).

The third, generation of European-based Americans tends to
disperse throughout the metropolitan regions, seldom concentrating in
any area so that they are hard to locate for research purposes (Greeley,:
1974). They appear not to have any special problems with their
housing and community relations different from those of people of
other backgrounds. Being classified as "white" and lacking distinctive
physical characteristics which would carry a prejudice-drawing
identity with them, they tend to blend in with the descendants of older
immigrant groups.

Euro-Ethnics In Chicago
The analysis of family life among the European ethnics in America

can he illustiited by a careful look at the population of Chicago, one of
the most ethnic cities of this country. Chicago expanded dramatically
after the turn into the twentieth century, both in its industrial base and
population. Immigrants were pulled here from other parts of America
and, even directly from Europe to fill the .jobs in the .steel mills,
slaughterhouses, coniiruction, transportation, and numerous other
industries (see Table I). As late as 1960, 65 percent of its population
was of foreign stock, that is of foreign birth or of native birth-to
foreign-born or mixed parentage. The median years of schobling, of
just over eighth grade as late as 1940, does not really reflect the
background of its population since so mu`ch of the, schooling wasp
obtained in foreign countries or inferior schools 'in the urban ghetto
(Wirth. 1928), The population aged over the years, but the 1970 figures 0

shoW a drop in the median age because so many of the whites moved
iit of the city as the proportion of blacks and Hispanic peoples

increased. The new migrants to the city are young, as had been,the



European immigrants before them, The Miite foreign-born are the
most apt to be in the eldest age group of 65 and over.

Chicago's Irish males were concentrated in construction, transporta-
tion communication, and utilities as late as 1970 ( Chicago's Irish
Population. 1976:27), The Italians and Poles were overrepresented in
the manufactur of durable and nondurable goods (40 percent and 47

percent respectively) (Chicago's Italian Population. 1976:28-31; .Chica-
go's Polish Population, .1976; 31-34). Earlier settlers such as.the Germans.
were more apt to be in wholesale and retail trade, finances, and the
professions ( Chicago's German Population, 1976: 28-33).

The foreign-stock Irish showed a much higher finishing rate of all

Tour groups in the city and suburbs and of the population as a whole, at
each level, grade school, high school, and college (See Table 2).
Suburbanites had more education than did the urbanites, but the
newest immigrant_ groups, that is the Poles and the Italians, still suffer
educational,di 'advantages. This is especially true of those members of
the two eth c groups who have remained in the city rather than
moving to he suburbs. The figures reflect nat(onal statistics, as
presented in Table 3. We seehere that the older ethnics, that is, those

aged 35 or _ re in 1969, who identified with any of the ethnic groups
listed in pecial census, are very 'apt to have not'gone beyond high
school; any of the Italians and Poles never it en finished grade
school. The newest migrants, those identified as Spanish speaking, are,
not surprisingly, the least educated. The Russians aged 25 to 34, most
of whom are of Jewish religious background, 'lave a phenomenal 16+
median years of completed schooling, It is interesting to note two
things about the PUles: one, that they obviously did not move in the
direction the Russians did as far as schooling is concerned; and two,
that they have "discovered" the value of higher education since the
young. Polish-Americans are now only second in achievement to the
Russians, while the older members of this ethnic group were among
the lowest achievers; -

Returning now to the Chicago area Euro-ethnics, in the four major
grows of Polish, German, Italian and Irish. we see that the Poles have
a very high owner occupanby rate in the city and both they and the
Italians are somewhat high -r than the other groups in the percentage ,
of ownerShip.of their residlnees in the suburbs(see Table 4). Table 5
shows the dollar value of the 'homes owned by these groups in 1970.

There does not appear to be .a great deal of difference among the

an homes to he in higher dollar brackets than are the urban
ro -, except for a few concentrations and the tendency of the

.suh1
homes: The last stated .fact, of course, is not surprising. On the other
hand, there is considerable difference in the amoungpf rent paid by the
different groups for their non-owner oecupied.dwellings (see Table'6).
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TABLE 1

The Composition of Chico o's Population. by Selected Chatacteristids in Selected Yen

1910 1920. 191 1940 1950. 1960 1910

Nativity and race characteristics

% White native horn (total) 62.2 66:0 67,6 71.9 7114 89.0

% White native born of native parents 27.9

% White native

Born of foreign or mixed parents 39,6 23.3

Foreign stock 65.0 35.4

% White foreigo born 35.7 29.8 25,3 1918. 14.5 121 0

°/0 Negro .0 4.1 6.9 8.2 13,6 # 22 2.7

% Other races 0.1 0.1 0.2 01 p.5 0. 1.7
.

Median age
.I

28.9 32.1 32 29.6

% 65 years and over . 4.0 5.8

64,1 70,0

19.0

Median schooling for population,,

25 years and over

Median income

9.8 Fern: 4,4

Male:

10,0 10.0 11.2

$6,738 $10,242

Sources: Unfortunately, the different sources do not organize the information compitably, .Louis Wirth and Eleanor It Bernert

(eds), Local Community Fact Book of ChicagrChicago: U,. of C. Press, 1949; Evelyn M, Kitagawa and Karl EiTaeuber (eds), Local

Community Fact BbokiiChicago ilifeltopolilan'Areal 1960, Chicago Community Inventory; U; of C Press, 1963, Northeastern Illinois

Metropolitan Area Planning Cornmispion 1960-61 Suburban Facthcok, Chicago, Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning

Commission revised with Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission Suburban Factbooki 1973, Chicago, 2nd Printing, August, 1973,
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TABLE 2
Eddlational Attainment of Polish, German, Italian, Irish,* and
Total Population Aged 25 and Over, Chicago and Suburbs, 1970

Lave!
Finished

Q.

c
m
E
*60

Chicago

c
m=

_
7
o

1.--
o
0.

Suburbs

C
mi

E,.
a,0 )

Grade all 77 83 70 90 82 85 89 79 93 91
Male 80 84 71- 90 82 88 91 79 93 91
Female 74 82 69 91 82 8,? 86 79 94 92
High School all 30 35 31 52 44 421 45 46 67 62
Male 35 37 30 49 45 48 46 47 71 62
Female 26 34 32 55 43 35 43. 45 65 61.

College all 5 6 3 8 8 8 8 6 19 14
Male 7 9 5 8 10 13 12 9 27 19
Female 4 2 9 6 3 5 2 19 10

Foreign-stock, including foreign-born and native-born of foreign -boon or
mixed parentage.

Source: City oaf Chicago Department of Development and !Nanning: Chicago's
Polish Population: Selected Statistics, November 1976 (German, Irish, and
Italian separate).

The Poles are especially apt to be liyinein very low apartments or
houSes, a pattern related to their unwillingness to nd money on
items which do not have permanent value. Thus, the end to spend
little on themselves, saving money either to help relatives back in
Poland or in anticipation of buying property here (Abel, 1929; Lopata,
1976b, 1976 c; Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918-1920; Obydinski, 1978;
Ozog, 1942), Their home ownership rate is thus high, not only in the
Chicago area, but throughout the United States (see, also Wood, 1955).

The Irish tend to have b4n the most recent movers to their present
residence both in the city and in the suburbs (see Table 7). Otherwise,
the ethnics in the city are long-time residents with almost a third of the
Germans and 25 percent of the Poles having lived in the same dwelling
since 1949 or even earlier. Because of the changing nature of Chicago's
population and housing patterns, we can assume that these people are
the remnants of their ethnic communities in" the old sections of the city,
This supposition is borne out by detailed maps of the distributions of
families of different ethnic origin in Chicago's Community Renewal
Program, An Atlds of Chicago's People. 'Jobs 'cud Homes, which,
unfortunately, cannot be reproduced here.
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TABLE 3

Hiphest Grade of School Completed by Persons 25 Years Old and Over; by Ethnic Origin

Percent distribution by years of school completed

Origin

otal, 25 yearS

old arid over

25 to 34 years old

English

German

Irish

Italian

4ssian

Spanish

Other

Net reported

35 years and over

English

German

Irish

ttalian

Polish

Russian

Spanish

Other

Not reported

Total

(thou.

sands) Total

6,284 1.00.0.

23,884 100.0

2,301 100.0

2,848 100.0

1.670 1010

902 100.0

503 100.0

209 100.0

1,239 100.0

11M25 100.0

2,5$5 100.0

Elementary High school College

0 to

7

year

Ito
8 3

years years

1 to

4 3

years years

44

years

or more

1318 13.4 17 6 33:9 10.3 1130

4.5 4.8. 17:4 43.5 14.7 1512 1

4:3 4,6 15.5 41) 16:8 17.6 1 6

4,1 14,8 47:4 14;6 17,5 1 _.6

2,6 3:7 18;8 45,1 15.9 13,9 .12,6

5,3 3.3 163 50.4 12,7 11.9 12,5

1,3 3.0 10;6 53.8 15.1 V.2 12:7

0.7 0:7, 3,7 24.7 17.7 52.5 16+

19:2 10:0-, 23,5 32.a 9.8 5:3, 11,7

3:6 4.4 17.5 43:3 15:6 15,6, ,12.6

6,2 r 7.2 20.3 43,6 10.9 11.8 12:4

Median

school

years

com-

pleted

12.2

82,400 100.0 16.5 15,9 17.6 31.1 9:1 9.8 12,0

9,698 100,0 11.9 13.7 17.8 31.7 11.1 13,6 12.2

9,977 100.0 10.6 22.0 16,1' 34.2 8.6 8.5 12.0

6,960 100.0 , 14.3 16,3 188 32.9 8.4 9.3 12 0

3,780 100.0 23.5 17.7 20,0 -27.6 5,2 5.9 101

2,266 100,0 18.5 19.0 19.2 30,9 5.2 7.2 10.9

1,375 100,0 10.8 12,1 11.9 35,1 1t7 18,4 12.4

21576 100.0 43,0 14.4 14.9 17,5 5.7 4,5 8.5

37,661 100.0 16.5 14.3 17.8 31.1 9.9 10,4 12.0

8,106 100,0 20.4 17.3' 17,6 30.0 7,4 7.4 11:1

Source: VS, Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; Population Characteristics; P-20, 221, April 30,1971, Chatacletistics of

the Population by Ethnic Origin, November 1969.



TABLE 4
Occupancy Status of Polish,* German, Italian, Irish, and Total
Households, Chicago and Suburbs, 1970

Chicago

c
co co

E rti To

o

-suburbs

Q. 0 I Q. t = it
Owner- DCC 62 49 55 35 35 85 79 84 79 72
Rent for cash 36 50 43 64 64 14 19 15 -20 27
No cash rent 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1- 1

Foreign-stook, including foreign -born and native-born of foreign-born or
mixed parentage. ( i

Sonfce: City of Chicago, Department Development and Planning: Chicogo`s
Polish Population Selected Stati4tir.1., November 1976 (German, Irian, and
It- Ian separate).

The final piece of evidence as to thq housing charactertstics of these
four ethnic groups in metropolitan Chicago concerns household size
(see Table 8). Between a third and a fifth- of the German, Irish, and-
Polish people in the city itself are living alone, being mainly widows,
with some widowers, of an elderly age. These are the people still .in
their old homes in the old neighborhoods now dominated by a
different group. A study of Polonia's or the Polish American
community widows who fell into a sample of current or former
beneficiaries of social security found many of these women quite
alienated from their new neighbors and dependent upon one child,
usuallya, daughter, for most of their support (Lomita, 1977), Their
children have dispersed into .the suburbs and elsewhere, but one
offspring tends to keep in contact. Their friends, who were mainly
neighbors, met outside of the home during the round of daily activities,
are dead or moved away: the church has changed; the- Id voluntary
associations in which Poles tend to be very active have changed
headquarters; and they are relatively isolated (see also Bild and
Havighurst, 1976). The other ethnics tend to live in two - person
households, with the spouse, and not too many have more than one
additional person at home, usually an unmarried offspring (Wrobel,
1979: Woiniusz 1977: Radzialowski, 1974: Lopata, forthcoming).
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TABLE 5.

Home Value of. Poligh,* German, Italian, Irish,' and Total House-
. holds,, Chicago and Suburbs, 1970

Home Value
in $

15,000 ,
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,9.99
25,000-34,999
35,000-49,999
50,000--,-

-C
cn=
o
rt_

17
26
27
26

4

C
al
E
.-
cti

CD

1 3

24
29
'30

3

Chicago

Tzi=
15 18
20 26
28 33
27 19

8 3

Tt
-5i
16
27
27
22

6

=
cn

-5
u=

14
17
19
27
15
8

13
20.

1

6
13
7

Suburbs

.
C
cz

t3 93,
7 9_

13 14
27 20
32 32
14 14

6 11

'3

13
19
20
26li

8

Foreignzstock, including foreign -born and native-born of foreign-born or
mixed parentage, -

Source City of Chicago. Department of Development and Planning: ChiqagO's
Polish Population; Selected Statistics, November 1976 (German, Irish, and
Italian- separate).

Many of the elderly ethnics and most Chicago ethnics are elderly
and rather restricted 'in their activities. A Chicago Need Assessment
Survey, sponsored by the Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens in 1973.
found many of the British, German, Italian, Polish, and Russian
Chicagoans, that is, people born in t_hbse countries now living in the
city to -never- engage in many activities outside of the home with-
other peoliY, such as going to Movies, plays, concerts, or meetings of
clubs, m. 1 ,,urch organizations, or playing cards (see Table 9). p2
These comments apply particularly ti the Italians and much less
those who were horn in Russizi. It is surprising-lb see such a wide
range of activities and. since most of the elderly had not achieved
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Grose Monthly%Rent for Polish,* German, Italian, Irish, and
Total Households Paying cash bent, Chicago and Suburbs, 1970

. Gross Rent
in

-1379
80-99

100-119
120-149
150-199
200'

Chicago Suburbs

c
co

E To .c11
E,_.

0 -.1--- .--.. I
28 14
20 15
17 24
17 26
11 14
.8 6

in

13.04i 13 9 16 4 8 8 7
20 . 14 16 1'0 8 11 3 9
20 `',20 20 15 12 8 11 12
24 22 28 1.8 24 '26'... 19 21 -'
19 23 t7 26 34 2 38 33
4, 8 7 1 17 22 ,17

Foreign-stock, including foreign-tforn,
mixed parentage.

Source: City of Chieno, Department of
Polish Popolatim Selected Statistics,
Itailan separate).

r
and native-born of foreign -born or

Devereprnerg and Mantling: Chicago's
November 1976 (German, Irish,and

much schooling, the differences cannot he attributed to that variable,

One reason why some .elderly ethnics of Chicago do,not engagein
more activirie.c, outside of the home is that they are afraid of being hurt
or victimized in their neighborhood (see Table 10). On the other hand,
three-quarters of those bewn.in Eastern Europe and 81 percent of other
foreign-horn Chicagoans-find their neighborhoods to be safe. It is thus

possible that the lifelong or recent withering of ersonal resources.
through death and mobility, health or financial constraints, accounts

for the infrequency with which Chicago ethnic4peopleutiliie the city's
,

resources for social contact.
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TABLE 7
Year Moved into Housing Unit, Polish, German, ItaliaU, Irish,
and Total. Populations, Chicago and Suburbs, 1970

c
cd

'tc;Yer moved 0 2-i ..(7, -,s1

1965-70 27 28 37
1960-64 17 17 20
1950759 23 27
1949,,or earlier

9r 'always .25 31 16

41 55 32° 34 28 45 52
=18 17 23 17 23 19 19
23 15 30 27 32 23 18

18 13 15 22 7' 13 =11

Foreign-stock, including foreign-born and native-born of oreign:born or
mixed parentage.

Source* City of Chicago, Department of. Development and Planning: Chicago's
Polish Population: Selected Statistics, November 1976 (German, Irish, and
Italian separate).

Summary
The problems faced by European ethnics in Aineri'ea stem from

three sources: their background limitations; the unwillingness and
possible inability, of the-dominant society to- help them through the
relocation; and their life constraints as well as consequences pf living
in urban lower-class ethnic communities and ghettos. Their back-
ground limitations stemmed not only from their not being socialized
and educated in the dominant American culture, but also from the low
educational and rural composition of the immigrant stream. More
educated, urbanized, and industrialized immigrants faced fewer prob-
lems of adjustment in this society. Americans were overwhelmed by
the immigrants at the turn of the century and did not help solve their
problems, allowing victimization, exploitation, housing and neighbor-
hood deterioration, inferior schooling for both adults and children, and
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.TABLE 8
Household Size and Overcrowding of.Polish, Germ
Irish, and T13411 Popdiation, Chicago and Suburbs,

No. of
perons
household

1

2

4
5
6

,

8

-3 o
a_ o_

21 17 29. 25 10 0 9. 17 12
36 38 34 28-'29 28 30 28 27'.
18 14 15' 14 16 21 16 17 15 18:
15 8 17 11 12 19 19 14 18%.

6 4 9 5 8 11 7 14 11 12
3 1 5 5 4 4 7 6 6

2 1 1 3 3 2 3 4 3

0 1.0-

9. or more 0 0

Households
more than
one person
per .room

1 2. 2 1 0 1 -4 2
.0 3 1 6 0 0 1 1

Foreign-steck, including foreign-born and
mixed parentage.

7

n of foreign-born or

Source: City of Chicago: Department of Deve ipment and Planning: Chicago's
Polish Population Selected Statistics, Nove ber 1976 (German, Irish, and
Italian separate).

the spiraling- of multiple di ficulties The price of this neglect and
health and welfare damaging existence in the centers:of our cities is

difficult to estimate. It was in'many ways throughout the life course of

the first generation, and usually/into the second; its repercussions arc
still reflected in a. lack-of ability .to take advantage of opportunities,.

lack of self confidence, and in a myriad of other constraints. The
question is. what can be done for new waves of immigrants to prevent
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Per entage of Rispondents ever" Engoging in Selected

'Chicago Needs Assessment urvey, 1973*

Plate of

birth

and rice.
I

U.S, bork.white

U.S. b6n1 black

British igles

(includes

Ireland),

erniany'

Italy

Ptiland

flus0
Total

N

Reads

Reads mugs-

news. tines

papers & books

16.9,, 5.2

1186 20.1 19.1

ii

Goal to Gnus lo

movie!), Aoes Playa

plays, church for cards

cone meet a with

cerla ings walk others

55.4 59.0 21,2 47.3

73,7 500 31:41 69.6:

ace 'and Place of girth,

27 22.2 3.7 74.1

34 17,6 17.6 61.8

32 59.4 37.5 84A

50 30.0 10.0 64,0

253 11i1 48.1

876

63.0

52,9-

71.9'

54.0

37,0

Works

'around

house

35.6

46.4

Work

on a

trobby

43.1

61.9

Watch

T.V.

3.1

ty

22.2.. 70,4 51,9 66.7 7.4.

147::' 58,8 '14.7 29.4. 5,9

15.6 71,9 , 9.4 '531 9,4

20,0r 60,0 .36.0 40.0 2.0,

00.0, 66,7 29,6 51,5 7,4-
,

Chicago Mayar's' lice for Senior Citiyass ClIicago Needs Asspsami Suivec, 1973, :unpublished,- Tabulallons 'proved by

Clarence L Fewer,



Chicago Needs Assessment Survey. Respondents Judgment of
Safety of Neighborhood of Residence; by Place of Birth*

Native Eastern Other 'Total
Safety_ ? born European foreign % N

4 U.S. . 'born .born/
Yes 64:8 . 74.6 80.7 68.1 673
No 17.2 12.8 5.5 15.0 149
Part of time 15.4 , 9.8 11.3 14.2 140
Don't know 2.7 2.8 2:6 2:7 27,

742 106 141 100.0 9139
75.0 -10.7 14.2

Chi Square 19.39254 with 6 degrees otireedom (p..01)

Chicago Mayor's Office for enior Citizens, Chicago Needs Assessment
Survey, 1973 unpublished. Tabulations prepared by Clarence L. Fewer.

some _f the damage to them and to insu e thq3- rights to life with
dignit

(
in the United States? '
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COM MISSIONER FREEMAN. Think ybit.
We will now turn to.,the responding panel - the responding and

reacting panel..,.
The fifst panelist t-is Peter Ujvagi, who served as a Commissioner on

the Naironal Neighborhood Commission until it cqncluded its work in
April of this year in that capacity, he, haired the-Commission Task-
Force fvn Governments, Citizen Involvement, and Neighborhood
Enlpo4erment and directed the work that led to the publishing of a
Commission book about the nation's community and neighborhood
organizations.

He also serves as an officer with the Birmingham Neighborhodd
Commission and the River East Economic Revitalizatioh Corporation
in Toledo, Ohio.

RESPONSE OF PETER UJVAGI
Thank, you Yew much. I'd like to make a couple of corn...Meets or

share a couple of thoughts and then proceed to my remarks or
reactions to the two panel papers.

The first one is 'that one of the first times that I've heard about this
vmsultation of the Civil Rights Commission, I - at the time I heard,
about it - had an opportunity to look -dyer some papers and some
materials on, how this consultation was going ti otake place.

And one of the comments that was made in those papers really_
struck me, and I think it is appropriate today, in terms of where we
start dealing with the issue of ethnicity and whether the ethnic
dimension is one that the Civil,,Rights Commission needs to look at in
terms of discrimination..

And that was, as Dr. Ktomkowski commented a bit earlier today, a
discussion of the fads that in recognition of the potential impact that
this consultation might have on the credibility and reputation,of the
Commission, planning had been conducted in what was called a high
level of sensitivity for this two-day event.

It is essential that this consultation be conducted in an academic
atmosphere and setting and involve participants' with impeccable
reputations for scholarship and character. This would elevate ihab'ove
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rater -group politics which orherwise could, cause chaotit plimning and
a less successful consultation.

'Well, after having read that, I was sort of struck with the invitation
to participate because I can asure you that, if you ask ara of my
college professors about my impeccable reputation for setolarship, I.
would be in deep, deep trouble?: t-lifl 1 wluld rather riot comment about
my impeccable ,reputation in terms y. own character.-

But I would say that that light be a gocd
(
start for the Civil Rights

Commission in terms of .a perception of hat we ethnics are J can
assure you that we are not necessarily unwashed, that we dOnjt always
cause revolutions, and that it doesn't always result in unmanageable ,
intergroup politics and conflict.

And I think that what moscof my comments today will be fdcused
on a the perception of whit ethnicity is the perception of who
ethnics pre, and the percepti3n of our role in society and in, the -
community; I think that that might be a eery-good place for us to all
start. . , -

The second thought that I had sitting here today Was that the first
time I particiRated iipit national ethnic meeting, convocation br setting,
or whatever you want to call it was in 197O in an old dormitory with-

.
pkeekng paint and n7 air :conNt4ioning in the middle ofisummer in
Washington,-D.C., wh6r1 a small group of us-sort of huddled together,
and whispered the woad "ethnicity- and started discussing in some
ways what all of thaLmeant.

A number of the people who are here
well It's very interesting to see thatb

today were at that session as

Today we find oyrselveS testifying Irt-frOo-ofthe Civil Rights
Commission on -Circle Campus. in Chica_go that was built on !the
remains of a very viable ethnic communitY;MAne tirne; so I suppose
we have arrived, but in sort of a mixed way, -I would say.

My task today is to respond to two papers that have been presented,
one by Dr. 1Naparstek and one by Dr. L6pata,

I would proceed to do that, and then I would like to make a couple
of comments in respc_mse to questions that were raised this morning,
and I hope to do that in a short sort of way.

Cdr. Naparstek's paper on geo4raphie discrimination, I think,
provides very accurate cataloguing of some of the issue.s facing urban
neighbo&ods today. They were very much the kings of issues th3l.t
the-Neighborhood Commission looked at and ones that are very real
find very active in terms o the concerns t_hat'neighbo-rhood people
have.-

The issues of redlining, housing redlining, ,and insurance reAllinifig,'
FHA appraisal practices, the mental health in neighborhoods, illegal
aliens and the sweep of neighborhoods where illegal aliens live, the
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dynamics of keighborhood change are all very much issues ttat are of
today, ansrnot necessarily just academic issueS, but things that all ofus
face in the-community.

A number of things struck me as I read that.sufvey of housing issues
and their context of neighborhoods and based, I guess,'in geographic
discriminaiion, based on race. ethnicity and neigh4orhoad.

I see Chose three things as very much interrelated: My own-
perception on ethnicity is that the danger comes n With ethnicity or
ethnocentricism, especially when it is. taken out of context of
community and out of context of neighborhood and out of context of a
physical setting and _where it becdmes just an idea that interrelates
among people_bist does not have any grounding in, day-to-day events,
day-to-day experiences' and the ray that we live our lives..

And so very much, as you hear repeated, today, and ,I hedrd the
questions this morning - why do we talk about ethnicity in, terms of
the context of the neighborhood? Because 'I think the issue of ethnic
discrimination, if there. is such an issue,lexists there, in the neighbor-
hooil, because some members of ethnic communities have chosen to
stay in ethnic neighborhoods, sometimes because they were forced to
stay there, but ether times: because they have made a choige and said,

We want to live in that sort of an environment."
And so, therefore, when the deterioration of housing and city

'services and all sorts of, other Ihings happen, that's where the
battleground is. It is in the context of neighborhoods, and so that's_
why I. think that the neighborhood perception of that is very, very
importrit!

Dr_ Naparstek talked' of a number of things: the concept'of risk in
terms of the 'perception of neighborhoods by bankers, insurancut
people, real estate agents, and how that resultS in self fulfilling
prophecies.' r think that'; a verylmportant thing to look at because in
many wYys there has been significant documentAtion Around h6w
redlining has started as a perception of what was going to happen to a
neighborhood in the futurd, and sure enough; whed the resources
were not "available for the continued ownership, for renovation of
homes, ultimately that neighborhood declined and deteriorated. It
didn't decline because redlining had already existed, ,but because of .1

what the concept of risk had been for.
One of the-things that really struck mein both papers, in a sense, is

how much research -results in policy and results in action and how
,.important it is, as was dicussed this morning, that research that takes
''place by the Civil Rights Commission or anyone else take irito

Consideration the perceptions of an ethnic community.
The example being very much - the FHA Manual that

Naparstek talked about, and the perception that was discussed in. h
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FHA Manual.. and one of the things that struck. me every much, on
Page 10 of -Dr. Naparstek's paper, he talkk aboot who the list of
important' people in the community were .that were recommended,.
that a real estate agent should. talk to them in terms of what their
perception cif that neighborhood is -.the policeman, -people in politics
in the` administration, et cetera.

It struck me because during our research with the Neighborhood
Commission, we found almost the identical instruction in 1977 and
1978 from houging and Urban development td their,contrActors to go
out into communities to deltrmine the effectivene4s of community
development subgrant ptograTris and of-citizen participation.

It is the-same folks that are being talked to in terms of perception.
Very seldom are the people in the neighborhood who become
recipients of whatever programs may be or the results 'of actions -
being talked to.

Very seldom do they hive an opportunity; if they're .not direct
participants in a projectin a program, to be able to have their say, and
P think that that is very. very, important.

The other point is around the whole human ecology model of
.invasion and the concept that that is the way that neighborhoods
change. If we accept that model, that is in direct congict, I think, to
that part of Dr. Naparstek's paper that talks about the initiaL
perceptions that realitirs, bankers, insurance people have and how is it
the fact that {he /ethnics min the .,192trs,...or immigrants- in . the 1920's,
inoVed into a neighborhood. Did that decline make the neighborhood
decline or today is it in the last 2 years'becatise minorities move into
a neighborhood who are also ethn e? I think that point has been made
repeatedly today.

Is that why a neighborhood declines, or is it becausd there were
predecisians made to that the lack of credit, the fact that large houses
are being broken up intcaenertieuts, tA they were- broken up into
tenement. Tinto srhaller units ihthe 1910's and 1920's for immigrants, as
they are being done again. for minority people moving into the city...

Which cones first is a very, very important issue, and if we accept
the invasion in philosophy or theory; then I think, that there are some
very significant add major problems that we continue to face_

Again, in termos_of Tony Downs, who was discussed, and thewhole
triage concept` it came out of resarch, became accepted, became a
policy and became jut action that has .resUlted in, the devastition of
innumerabfe ethnic neighborhoods, minority neighborhoo&.

The .importance of how . research is constructed at the very
beginning becomes 'critical in terms of the kinds of policy actions that
ultirnatefy become the end' products of all ef that.
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Also, I saw in Dr, Napa stek'. paper two particular areas that need
further research to support the assumptions that he made in the paper.
On Pate 17 he talks- about mental health .reaction and how various
ethnic: groups and people grom various cultures react differently in
tecrns'of how mental health serves are delivered to theni, their on
perception of life, and in hoiX, thCise service[ ought to be delivered.

I think there needs to be more research it1 that whole area to shok:
)hat acid 'hopefully to build the.kindor public pOlicy onthat, that [lien
we'll becOme More ;ensitive to multi-ethnic reality in our community..

Again, in terms of the issue of gentrification, many of us have seen
how in core, t;e11Nr city areas gentrificationis very much oicurr,ing
and a great deal of. displaiement'is tccaurring_I think there need~ to.be
much mor4rese'areir conducted Jo document- the, assumptidin thal :that
sort of gentrification-is also happening in iiro-ettinic white- ethnic,-
communities as well as in minority cominu-nifies.

Dr. Naparstek, from my reading of the ,paper, Concludes) %6 it
recommendations iry three general areas. He feels that recornmen-,"
dations fall ihto three categories.

One is there -are _specifitF lgislativ and programrnati ng__ that
have to- bemade..

Two is the'deed for increased sensitivity and tinders anding.--of the
dynamics of fieighborhood life on the part of those who mpact on that
life.

at
And -three !is the need for, capacity building em oiverment

neigtiborhoods..
My'perceptiorr-would be that the ;econd of those tvv. categories are

probably the most impo-rtanb a need for an increase insensitivity and
understanding of those who' are in policy- -and ision:making
pdsitions and of i.yihat the 'dynamics of neighborhood' an ethnic
community fn a millti-ethnic city are because their de isions ultimately
ivact on that community.

It's very; evident in his, paper, in the disctr, of the FHA
practices, in the discussions of 'Tony Downs an tithe triage dynamics,

. and in .nrany ways, as I .said at The .beginning./in even the" perceRtion
that some perhaps, on the staff ,of the Civil- Rights Commissiop,- had
abbut what type of us ethnics might to bLi up here and what type of ,us
ought not to he up here, in terms dlehat you're going to`get as-an end
product out of all of that. At

An increas-ed need for understanclin of that is very important: I
/ think that eomes.out of,research, We have a ,greardeal of research in

cif the historiCal dynamic of immigration into the United States.
el that there isn't suffiejent research into what the realities of

ethnic cornmunities are and what the ethnic culture in the United
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State. tt tlay, and we can on'y base policy decisions on that, s
the historical part of it is very, very important.

I said, I feel the most importimt concern is the need for greater
underStanding.

With th t ht in mind, I'd like to move to Dr. Lopata's
bresentanin and her discussion of the historical perspective of
immigrzttion into the United States, which provided uS with-a great
deal of insight into what has happened historically- with a number of
ethnic groups as they came into the United States and as they
struggled to become part of socieVy

have a great deal of concern, however, in the presentation, in the-
sense Bid, both in.terms of the idea of' the invasion concept of how a
community changes, and also that, as it is pointed out, by the third
gene.ration there is little sign of discrimination, there. is a great deal,
more mobility, there is a .great deal of ,educational opportunity, et

If that's the case, then I think our argument or the Civil Rights
Commission's argument ought to. he that what we need is time, that
ultimately we'll air melt down into sonic forl, or another and we'll be
able to function in Society, -and, therefore, the great distinction
between what h,ippens with White ethnics and what happens with
racial, ethnics, is the sensethat we can wash off our ethnicity by giving
u our-identity, giving up our culture, giving up the place where we
liYe But: those of us ethnics who come from a minority community
can't do that.

But I do not see that as a valid argument I think it is very important
to take a- look' at the issue of ethnicity in terms of those people who
ehoose, to continue to preserve their ethnic identity, what choose to
continue to live in their community, who choose to live a life style that
might he different from the overall culture of the community, and
what is the result of that choice, and therefore, arc their opportunities
restriGted in terms-of-their participation in the American society.

in conclusion with all of that one thing that' I would argue for is
that we are not talking her& about ethnicity in the sense of old world
ethnicity or nationalism.

But I very much believe in the concept of a new ethnicity that is
peculiarlv' American, that is very much a mix of where we came from,
but it 'is an identity that has been forged, as it 'were, in the crucible of
America and it is an identity that is an American ethnic identity..

I have a Hungarian cultural background, but I am an American, I
am a, Hungarian-American with a particular idea of what my identity is
in this country, and I think that that is a very important distinction
because once we make the break of saying there is a valid American-
ethnic identity, then we can proceed to talk about the question of what
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does that mean in of public policy, the kinds of decisions we
need to make in terms of pUblic policy, and the kinds of discrimination
that continue to exist for all ethnic Americans.

Thank you.
COMMI!4SIONER FREEMAN. Thank you.
Our next panelist is Dr. David Guttmann. Dr. Guttmann is an

Associate Professor and Director for the Center for the Study of Pre-
Retirement and Aging at Catholic University.

He is the prinapal investigator for four major studies on aging and
has written -extensively on aging and on education and social work.

He holds Bachelor's, Master's. and Doctoral degrees in social work
from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the University of Maryland,
and The Catholic University,

Dr. Guttmann.

RESPONSE OF DAVID GUTTMAN
I am delighted to be able to respond to my colleagues' excellent

papers. Both papers deal in a historical context and, through scholarly
use of references, with age-old prejudice and discrimination against the
newcomer, the immigrant, and the- ethnic residents of old neighbor-
hoods.

The presentations of my colleagues focus on housing and on
geographic discrimination, that is, on discriminatiOn at the neighbor-
hood level. They both address a major issue in this con;,,ultation. This
issue, however, is not the neighborhood per se, Rather, it is the social
environment, the community, which affects directly the mental health
of peOple, I would like to direct my comments to this matter as a social
scientist and as a researcher in aging. I am in full agreement with DF.
Naparstek's perception of a neighborhood, that of a cultural and.social
-microcosm composed first and foremost of human beings with various
needs. Chief among these needs are the need for dignity, for
community, and for security, as my colleagues have expressed these
needs so eloquently in their papers.

There is sufficient evidence in reseatch about mental health which
indicates that the community in which one lives can spell the
difference between coping with stress and institutionalization. The
connection between a sense of community and mental:health has been
found, for example, in our recent study titled "Informal and Formal
Support Systems and their Effect on the Lives of the Elderly in
Selected Ethnic Groups" in which we investigated the perception of
the elderly in eight ethnic groups from Eastern, Central and Southern
Europe regarding their situation in the community and use of support
systerni.
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We studied ehkrly people Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
.studied Jewish, 'Polish, and Italian elderly. We studied Greeks ind
Hungarians. As you can see, we had representatives of the smallest and
of the largest of ethnic groups of European origin. We had representa-
tives of many religions:. Jews. Catholics, Lutherans, Greek Orthodox,
and others. We had elderly people living in closely-knit e thine
neighborhoods, such as Little Italy in BaltiMore, and people dispersed
in the suburb's of Metropolitan Washington, D.C., and Baltimore,
MarYland.''We had people from all socio-economic backgrounds. We
believe that a study of ethnicity and support system use must
'encompass the variety and richness of the different experiences peOple
bring into any situation. Therefore, we also studied elderly who were
Old immigrants and new immigrants and those who were btirn and
raised here in America but identified themselves as ethnic:people. Our
most significant findings relate to these people's perceptions of their
community. We found that the majority lived in their own homes for
long periods. We found that two-thirds considered their communities,
safe and desii-able. We fOund that eldgrly people did not want
change their living arrangements. Less than 1.3 percent perceived a
communities as less than desirable for living there than other
communities. As Dr. Naparstek noted, the perception of racial change
as a precursor of decline is a myth. Like any myth, it is not supported
by facts. Attachment to the old familiar communities is an expression
of the need for sec'ilrity for older Americans of European ethnic
origin. This attachment to a place called home is even more signifieant
considering the fact that 90 percent were living in ethnically mixed
communities. For over hall of the respondents in our study it did not
Matter whether their neighborhood was ethnically homogeneous or
mixed. What mattered was the fact that they felt themselves part of a
social environment which enhanced their dignity. This feeling of our
older respondents about their living aTrangements was more strongly
expressed in assessing the treatment accorded 'to the elderly in the U.S.
at large than with the treatment given to the elderly by the
community.

While only 29 percent thought .that the elderly are treated well in
the U.S..atid 26 percent saw the treatment as bad, and while 33 percent
expressed a heed for better .care of the elderly by the society, 54
percent considered the treatment as well by the community. Only 5.8
percent thought that they needed better care. More significant were
our findings about the treatment of the elderly in their immediate
surroundings. Close to 54 percent saw this treatment as' better than that
given by society ear the community at large.

It is important, to recognize that the formal and informal care giving
-systems serve hest in an environment Iiirruhar to persons who need the
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service. People -need and use neighborhoods' for a. variety of 1
sustaining functions. For example. One out of five retired men, and two
out of five retired- women report that they haye no one to turn to for -"
help when they have Very basic problems; Deprived of the eery fabric
of our sociey, deprived of life-sustaining, social networks and interac;
non with Kllow neighbors and ethnic or non-ethni .)rganizations,
their aloneness gives rise to increasingly -aberrant socio-sOmatie
symptomatology_ Yet, those who livZ1. participate aetiv ely in the
social world Of the community repoi2t fewer by notonis, 'reflecting
mental health impairrrient. Social networks, sOrnetimes called helping
networks, refer to the various people each of us turns to-for copilig,
with daily problems of living.,Researsa indicates that the.se- social
bonds provide SO percent of the coping abilities 01 average persons.
corhpared to 20 perctit of the same provided by Various professionals
In combination.

Research thus ere__ v awareness of the ct rimu,nu y, of tht
neighborhood, not as a graphical place. not as a matter of bricks
ind mortar, but as a critical resource in .maintaining.marturin.
developing and enhancing positive mental health. 13pth' Professor
Lopata and Dr. Naparstek Call for increased S'ensitivity !arid under-
standing of the dynamic of neighborhood and for enipoyZerment of

neighborhoods and their residents to assume a more meaningful
role in the management of their lives, As a reseaecher of ethniCity.
consider central to both requests the acceptance of research- as a
Mechanism for discovering,-.subsaantiating, and asessing the needs and
the abilities of Euro-ethincs as Well.as otheiculturally,diverSe groups;
to live in dignity in this country: At the .present. research, especially as
related to the lk-ing-condrtions f millions of people in many ethnic
:groUps. is in its infancy. Until now, the blilk of the literature on ethnic
peOple, and ethnic aged in -particular, hag dealt entirely: with differ-.
ences between blacks and whites. Moreover; - seldom do we encountor-
anv attempts orany efforts to study more than a Eery groups. Yet, the
realization of prevailing cultural- diversity and marked differences in
perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors, of people from different cultural
backgrounds necessitates the need to study the basic questions 'about
the multitude of groups that make -up the essence of America' as a
culturally 'pluralistic society. General surveys of whites, or blacks, or
Asians, or Hispanics. can no longer be considered appropriate and -
relevant fix providing accurate and useful informatiOn in planning
policies and services for a heterogeneous body of consumers.

Briefly, f recommend the following areas for increased study:
I) Studying- the ways in which -ethnic communities can meet the

needs of the people.. LTnderstanding the present -conditions for
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relianc on various supports cannot be artificially separated from
people'._ past and present patterns of behavior:

2) Studying the Sways in which government can assist ethnic
communities in offering meaningful services to People; As tve..
know, the smaller ethnic communities lack the necessary funds for

_creating needed services in their communities.
Studying One meanings which each cultural group zimiches to

such terms,as needs;-,resources, and.u.se of services;
4) Studying the criteria by which the adequacy of services will be

easured; and,
-5) Studying the actual' participation and involvement (at all levels)

of people in neighborhoods in the decision-making process,
En-o-Americans, along with any other, group of Americans, are

entitled to the basic rights of independence and well-being. r,auslting
these rights to actions on behalf of all groups, from the smallest to the
largest, will tie a formidable tasIk for the Commission and for all those
upon whose decisions the welfare of Euro-Americans largely depends.

Thank you.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you Dr. Guttniann.
Our third and final.'pa-nelisk.is Dr. Richard Kolrn, a 'Professor of

lal Services at Catholic! University.
He is the organizer and first President of the-National Ethnic.....Studies

mbly
AHe holds a Doctorate in sociology,- has written extensively on the

role% of ethnicity in an urban. pluralistic society and has been a
consultant on ethnic groups to the White House, the National
Institutes of Mental Health, the Ford Foundation, the Urban Coalition
and the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs. Dr. Kolm,

RESPONSE OF RICHARD KOLM
DR:KOLAI. I am very happy to be here and to attempt to contribute

to the discussion.
Dr Naparstek has limited his paper to geographic disaimination.

defined as being determined on the basis of location. He gave a verY
useful survey .of the Varieties of these kinds of discriminations which
we may assume refer also to the Euro-ethnic communities, though he
has not sheCificallY mentioned them.

He further indicates past and present policies and practices of
governmental agencies, from local to Federal involved consciously or
unconsciously in these discriminatory practices.

He alsd pointed out some important aspects of problems of human
reFitions mvolVed in this area, such as the relationship between the
pcoles-sionakhelper and the natural community helpers which implies a
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need for cultural' relevaneerelevance in trainift, of professionals in social
services.

In his numerous reCommendat ons, Dr.'Naparstek uses*7the
term- "minorities- and thus apparently equalizes the Euro.-A
groups with racial minorities with regard' to their needl'or p
and assistance, which essentially the subject of this confer

With reference to the subject Of housing, it is certainly bridging
issue common to all ethnic groups. Nobody would deny that Ivitising is
a ery important issue to the general welfare of the population as it =

affects family and community life and. consequently the growth and
development of every member of society as well as of the society as a
wholei

erreric
Henn
ction

From the
issue is that
the ethnic
discussion
differentrati
the east and

For the n
is direct disc

point of view of the giro- Americans, tlfe most important
of the ethnic ri)eighbOrhood or, in more general wrims, cif
community. This has its direct plications for the

this subject, particularly with retonce to aspects
the non-white and the white population in general, and
uth Euro-Americans in particular.
- white population,; the main issue with regard to housing
riannatcon affeeting availability of decent housing for

them. For the' o-Americans, Ithe main issue is the disintegration of
their neighborhoods,,' with their networks of social relations and
institutions, and their distinct culture and life style's derived frdrn' the
Old World culture and modified by their American experience,

To understand the full meanin&of the ehn.c community, Nve have
to look back at tile history of,immigration to .America and also look
in American history in generak This, :to some Vklent, -has already
been thine by 'the previouS speakers; and 1 Chink I can omit, It here.

The main 'factor in the,,formation of 'closed Z,:ominutinies by the
Euro-Americans, in addition' to the availability of emproynient in tic

ban centers, was the fact of social discrimination against them.
_ he rejection and often hostile attitudes of _society towards these

millions of newcomers = mostly deep country subsistence farmers,
ignorant of the larieguage, customs, and manners of the nei land, and
seen by the hosts as being inferior and incapable of assimilation =
Irceci.these masses to:create their own social conditions necessary for

their pvehological security, their mental Health, or simply for their
sheer psychological and physical survival.

And they created these conditions by recreating the only way of life
they knew, which was that of the Old Country village, complete with
the church -and..the inn, the old style family and community "patterns
including the corollary traditions, customs, as well as superstitions, all
of which gave their lives meaning and purpose.
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The did not plan` it 1 They -carnc here, lured by the
Amman dream, filtered down to them through Western Europe over
the decades. They_ 'dreamed of ecr mic betterment and of freedom
from political and religious oppression.

They had no conscious intentions of continuing their cultural
Identity or of isolating themselves from the new sOciety. It was simply
and rilnrely a natural, self-defensive reaction to th non-supportive, at
best indifferent, and very often hostile social environment.

And even with tliecreatiniof their communities, their survival was
not easy. But survive they did, though not. withoutpay.ing a high price
in personal and family disorganization and cultural fossilization.

It so happerk that this tendency of immigrant groups to develop
their own settlements and -maintain their Social' and cultural patterns is
being recognized at present throughout the world the most effective
mode of adjustment fNrimmigrauts to their new society and culture. Il

is called, the group adjustment principle in immigratio and- it is

recognized and encouraged_ as the best mode of 'integration
immigrants by most receiving countries.

The moSt striking case is that of Australia, which, after World' War
11,( having .feceived for the first time in their history large numbers of
non-Aillo-11axon immigrants; -prevailVigly from East and South
Europe, abandoneir the originally adopted philosophy of individual
adjusiment.and officially adopted, by an act of Parliament, the grdup
tdjustmt principle I believe in 1958 or 1957.
'The United States Qeveroffivially changed its _traditional emphasis

on indiVidual adjustinent,,of immigrants, but recognized the group
.adjustment principle, tacitly, by allowing in 1919 the Jewish-American

community to ,take Care of 40,000 'Jewish refugees fleeing the Nazi
persecution.

The group principle was also tacitly recognized and applied to the
over 4CX),0(-X1Aelisplaced persons who were admitted to this country itn
the years of 1940 to 1953. This operation is called theistost successful
mass resettlement of immigrantsjn the history of mankind.

In returning, however, to the ethnic communities ofrthe,East and
South Europeans which developed mainly in the pre:- World War I
period, their initial closed community survival methods did not fit the
needs of later developments. The critical moment came when crier
World War II the ethnic veterans returning to the mmunities could
not accept the small houses built by their parents and'the narrow and
confining parochialig'm of the ethnic communities and began to move
out to the suburbs to establish their own families. The general'
increased prosperity in the country as well as the experience of E1-ye
cainaraderie of the trenches or of the defense work in factories
widened the aspirant 'the younger ethnic generation,
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Deprived of th most vial membership, same of the old, ethnic
communities began to SUCC mb *400 disintegration. The subsequent
infiltratiod, Ainder the pressOre of needs by the sdrroundiug non-while
ethnic groups, often led to panic, to sellout and abandonment of whole
nei- hborhoods. Ruthless exploitation of such situations by the real

,agents, hankers and insurance brokers did not allow-the time for
lidding other solutions. In some cases confrontations with the new

-neighbors led to conflicts caul negative reaction of .the society
toward ethnic communities and
backwardness.

Despite these problems, most h ethnic communities. survived
and are regaining their vitality.

Meanwhile, the soQietal attitude toward ethnic communities remain
ambivalent, though a great deal of improvement haS taken place in the

'reent decades in the wake of.the Black Revolution.

accusations of exclusivenesS and

At the same time, increased governmental intervention aiiiied at
equalization of life chances to those most deprived - economically,
socially and culturally - Were often seen by the Turo-American
communities as favoritism toward non-white or even as being
aimed at the destruction of the white ethnic communities, creating
among them feelings of frustration, kirtteruess, and alienation.
_., Thus, the Euro-Americans have found themstives at a etitical point
in their history. They are afraid thatty losing ttetr ethnic turf they
will lose theirdistinc-t identify and they know that they cannot afford
to maintain their identities through -their traditional _methods of
isolation from society.

The answer to this dilemma, may lie in the reorientation of ethnic
communities from maintenance of identities t rough residential con-

,

centration and exclusiveness, towards the sl .11ful use of dispersed
patterns, and towards the ability to live and interact with other groups
in an open neighborhood, community, and society.

On the other hand, efforts should also be made towards greater
------ Vacceptance 'St ethnic diversity by ,society, both vri its ii rural and

roma' forms, including ethnic; communities with their vi,sible, distinct
patterns*of expression find of interaction based on ethnic bonds.

4' Signs of growing accep
The recently published
Mental Health recognizes t
ly using the term -racial and
used term "racial- ethnic group

The report also strongly e

relevant services,- which is a n
tions for, the helping professions.

ace ,of ethnic divetsity are multiplying;
ort pf the .President's Commission on
-xistence of ethnic groups by consistent-

grouo,' instead of the commonlyI tic

phasizes the need for "culturally
concept with far - reaching, implica-

impels those pr,:ifessions to revise
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their hitherto universalistic approaches and to recognize the signifi-
cance of et hno-cultural differences among their clients.

Above all, the report,,,as quoted by,,Dr. Naparstek, emphasi the
community approaches ;AV the identification and use of the natural
networks'of support, mentiorred also by Dr. Guttmann a moment ago.
Finally, the report points out strongly the need for research to increase
our knowledge of informal and formal community support systems.

Such approach and emphasis seems to be tailored for ethnic'
communities which, due to their strong social and cultural bonds and
their extensive formal and informal support systems, could most
effectively demonstrate, with tilde help, the usefulness of these
approaches, aimed in the end at achieving self-sufficiency and self-
reliance. '

Dr. Lopata's report on the Euro-Arne'rican families in urban
America gives a wealth cif etaiFed, documented information on the
circumstances of the settlement of the European immigrants in this
country, the bac,kground conditions of immigration, and settlement
and, the deyelopN rit of hnic comenunities`and the problems (Hese
_communities experienced ant coped with in their history, And finally
on the problems hf farnil -s and individuals.

Dr. Lopata also - _refully describes the condiaions of Ameriehn
society at the time f influx of the masses =of EurOpean immigrants

ti around the turn of e century. Without blaming the society,, she points
out its many inadequacies and shortcomings at that time Itihich caused

)many hardships to and maladjustments of the newcomers.
I also agree, hbwever, with Mr,--11jvagi's remarks that at timiA,the

paper gives an impression of 7,1 rather pessimis4tic approach towards the
meaning of ethnic groups.

On my part, I would like to add here some comments on the ethnic
family and its significance in AEnerican society.

I :will quote 'again from the Pre a'_ ~nt's Commissiop on Mental
Health. In the section" on "Diver and Pluralism in American
Family Types," (Vol. III Appendix, p. the report states:

The richness of the American heritage and the diversity that
typifies American families have just gun to be recognized and 4
appreciated. No typical or ideal farted _exists.

The report stresses the contribution, of families to the maintenance of
personal mental health through "their ,toles as advocates, stabilizers,
and defenders of individuals confronted with societal forces which are,
at times, overwhelming" and refers to minority families which "have
nurtured and. maintained their members through centuries of societal
indifference, if not outright hostility toward their welfare"
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The report further that "Paradoxically, minority families
haxe received very little credit for the admirable job ,don&- in this
sphere."

The above'quotations are as releVant to the east and south Euro--
American families as they Ire to families from other ethnic or 'racial
groups.. Economic hardS'hap and_ deprivations, discrimination and
prej-udice were, in the past, 'and to sonic extent still are, common
ex periences ao them.

The worst deprivation to the east and south Euro-A erican families
is the 'Ong-standing, denial by the American society of the legitimacy
of their efforts- to socialize their children in their ethnic cultures. The
constant pressures by society towitrd assimilation and toward abandon -
ment of ethnic patterns, carried out through the educationalsystem,
mass media, and puhlit opinion, undermined the ethnic family and its
socialization processes and instilled in ethnic childretiofeelings or
inferiority and insecurity. Alienation of children from their families
and mtergenerational conflicts are frequently the results leading in
-some cases to personal and family disorganization. '

But despite these .deprivations and discriminations, most fast and
south Euro-American families coped as well as they could with these.
problems. By keeping their simple religious faith and traditio/K by
maintaining their relentless work-ethic and their unperturbed life
optimism, they raised their children as Arherican citizens willing to

prove their 1,:ommitinents,to/American idearsthrough.sacrifices on the
bilttlefield as well as tkiro--1_41-1:their co-ritribtptions i,n brain and brawn to
the development of the -motif powerful nation in the world._

But there are limits to "coping. Theoretically One can say that The
well-king of the fathily should be the central concern olallsoCial and
Cultural systems. But in_the young, pluralistic Arneri&an society,, the
family in general, and especially the ethnic family, is larOly left to its
own resources. The only support. ethnic .famil's can get is from their
ethnic groups.

According to the PreSident's Commission on Mental Health report;
mentioned above, there are about "50 million, . .Americanswho are

n grandchildren of immigrants from southern and 'eastern
Europe, out of an estimated 100 million Americans, white '- and
nonwhite (who) identify with an ethnic group," (Vol. 111, Appendix,
pp. -878 and 879.)*

pne of the main. charact5ristics of the eastern and southern Euro-
Americans is their strong emphasis on family and community life.
Generally regarded as basic compOnents of societal 'functioning,
fatally and community arc also extensively discussed in the Pre. 'dent's
Commission on Mental Health report as being .a "makio_ coping
strategy" for maintenance of individuaj mental health. The report also
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the neglect of inority families, especially in research, as a reason
etardation of the recognition of the skill and dedication with

whiLtt minority families can marshall limited resources to iniOntin
positive', mental health in the minority comtnunity": it further states
that "Some efforts are now being made to study Ways in which these
iidarmal networks caul be strengthened and how sonic of their coping
skill can he utilized by the majority 'cultitre as' well," (Vol. 111,

t Appendix, p. 572) .

These are important; pronouncements which may result in meaning-,,)

,ful action, Meanwhile, however, the historical neglect by society aliki
iljgative'societal attitudes and eVeil actions, telgether with chynges in
the urban scene are endangering ethnic conmninities and weakening
ethnic families, thtis adding to social disorganization in American
society,

Help is =urgently needed. It is still possible to revitalize eCni
_communities and to 'teintorce their potential, for self-reliance, Ways

must and can be found to reconcild the self determination of ethnic
ups with the need for their integration in the (yen American

_iciety. Any cons etive:actiop aimed at assisting the eastern andtt.u,

southern Euro-Americ7k in the development of their potential for full
p:irtip4-ition in American society and fur contribution to it should fr

ltip_robably include the fo Vowing general,corisiderations:
1. The increased a cep-mita by American society and re,Qogrution

olktheir:positive re _e in society.
2, Intensive data ~ itIpction on, these groupn , atid-e:,,peCially cm their

cCminiunities an 'familieS,;:thr-ough. detailed: .ceususdata and
through special

,

. Increased sensitk ,and`response to the cultural uniqueness of
these groups 'and "'development of culturally relevant social
policies and social services for them.

Consistent involvement of the groups concerned in all pkinning,
decision-making and programming of activities related to them,

The passing of an act securing equal protection of the laws under the
Constitution will be an important step in providing support and
assistance to these groups in their efforts to become equal partners in
the future deVelopment

4
of American society

Thank' you,
F N we 'hare had the present:itions

the panelists: the remaining portion of this period will befor questions
and comments from the 'Commissioners and Staff Director.
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DISCUSSION
-,CHAIRN itsc.; Dr. Naptirstek, SOU probably are familiar

with the fact la the Commission fairly recently issued an oversight
report relevant to the enforcement ofair housing legiislation.-

In that report kc: took the position that our natio* had made very
little progress in the direction of an effective implententation of fair'
housing laws.

e -d for two things. We called for two among a numbe-
recommendations - two I'd like to underline.

One was that we urge an :amendment of the Fair Hous riEt Law. sp is
to give the Secretary of Housing and Urban Developnient cease and
dcsistia4hority.

The second thing is that we urge that. the Department Housing
and Urban Devel4menf mount a far mare 'effective 'and. vigorous
enforcement program than has characterized the Department up to the
present time.

Do you feel that the .Euro-e.thifie,,comtmunity can support recom-
mendzitions of that nature and that a vigorous and effective enforce-
ment of 'the Fair' Housing lawS' woutd contribute to the kind of
.objectives that the E-uro= ethnic (immunity hafrin mina?

DR. -NAPARSTF.K. I cant _speak for all the various communities Out
there, but-of the people I work with in cities as diverse in ambiance a4
Newark, New, Jersey and Boston, Massachusetts, Los Angeles and
Chicago, yes, absolutely.

I think with that has to go real strengthening of tIe regulatory
functicms that relitte to {he 'heeds of people with the Fair
Housing law. Whe twohavc to go ether.

I think the issue around - the hiost critical issue there- if we can
strengthen those regulatory functions. I think it will take its out of the
bind of the urban suburban kind of tensions that curilintly exist in cities
like Hartford, New Haven. Boston. et cetera.

But the two really have to go together, and I think the-agenctes.thatr
need to be looked at very carefully in terms of the regulatory functions
are the,, Federal Home Loan Bank Board, in particular, the Federal
Reserve, the Federal FDIC,. Federal Deposit Insurance, tbrporation

ThOse are ttgencics!..that,. man}_',' many,....Ways',,. create the
preconditions that make it impossible to achieve fair housing, so I
think that has to be'looked at.
. Sirriultaneouslyt think we have to lopk,at the subsidy'., and incentive"
programs that ginatiate out HUD.= I think the ,Civil Rights i'
Commission is in a very good .position now because there's approxi-
mately' 60 pieces of legislation expiring at HUD this year, in 1981,
rather, in 1980, the next session of .Congress, and 1 think to take,:a close
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look- at- those pieces of expir .,

goals that you .establish would make
CHAIKMANFLEWMINO. As you kn6W, t niplete-ap,reeinent

with you on the regulatory agencies, and vve did make some very
.specific recommendations in that aeea, also..

Thank you very mach.
COMMISSIONER, FREEMAN

-y; CHAIRMAN Flows. I'd 'like to pc_)s question to all of the .

pahelists.
The reason h ive'segre ,tted housinu. itha obyi _.!..:-This:panel

is devoted toc-Vthructty irid houstrW-.. ;toll the problem 1 if sedegtited
- housingis. '4.is-zi lot of .y our p perind,commentsdescribe that it is

yery diflicuhio get a mrt of y)ousaoups in i.i .iven geoefaphic area.
partly fOr reasons of ethnicity. I -suspect mostly for reasons of eoonomic

.
class, in the sense that those who _mioht be there have 4lecome middle
class, lower middle class. et cetera,

A new immigtk int kyLive 1:OnluS in and LI thing, dotiblii !, tip
_ter i older housing st'ock, and so forth. People panic. lice; we

know .thestory..And we ro through this _type of.cycle. \A-`e are' seeing
this nn._-.-.,1n TevL:rse, is l note your- pzipers comment in terms of the
inner eityy'We may he on 'our third or fourth cycle in some of the
inner cities of,America,

And I LULSS my question is this We "listened to the pr.m61..fhis
mornitw; we listened to you :rod read the pipers. ;.ind we. say. wh;:ii,
we need is self.-determination. We need suffidencv. We need a chance
for people to live where they want to live, to have a- neighborhood,
to have an ethnic identity, et cctet'a. et cetera,

. Vice Chairman?

But gneof.the problems,.the reason we are where we are in public
school desepreition...,.-1-1,,sre. we move children" ± irotind bei.tuse we
couldn't move their parents around, is th it some groups did not have.
that choice of self-dctermination and sufficiency.

So I guess I'm -',.isking you. it ..you %lerca Fedtmil Judge, who has to
east that imolves descgilevation, obviousl.v: canscd by

hoipHnsl scLUOYilion. imd vOu have to strike the balance ,betWeen
pet, hetw'een nCighborhoods because historically, by govern-

-aunt for ,s by nor03overnment- forces., by cultural attitudes,
ptivdnilogi Ii \t. Ilalevcr IL Isoil the. were denied 111.1t free
choice to I Ve wherever they wintei..1 to live in the city, what would you
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There would. ,olt .striLk.11uit balance between ,ine. I determim
n and sullivieno of neighborhoods von. talk about UitA the l'iCt

millions of people fill not really Ft:Lye an eiteetive chOice in tluitH., .

rot ud beenuse they-'have:iA:ifect, been toldi"Wedon't want you lo..,, .. :

lire re in.this.neughhorhookt go ir.% somelludy.else's-neighborhood.-
., .

DK. NAPAKSTEK. l_etirme take a shot l,ti t - ,Irs a Bladed question.
VICE 'CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, It'S. i question a Federal Judge has to

decide every day in this United. States,
DR: NAPARSTEk. Absolutely, and I think implicit in it are ;What are

,the 7 imensions of the inclusion exclusion issues related to neighbor-iiil

1460. :eiripoWerment, the,assumption being °tat if you have a strong
nighbor-hoo'd. whether it.:K-yolisli or black, people are going to he
excluded. .

I've stru4led with that i_sue for the last 15 years in a variety Of
different ways, and my experience hAS-beeel 7:and I. think it s beginning
to be tacked up by the literature nOm. - that 'where.there are strong
neighborhoods and there is a sense of not only sufficiency, but equity
and sedurity, where people feel, they're getting a fair de-al and people
evaluate-that in-different ways; people feel that there is security- relat'ed "

to their social)-ieecls,. their educational needs and their physical needs
as well as 'stiff-icier:icy. Which I, Would define as access to those
neighborhoodinstitutiOnSthatare,k;uppOsed to be .serving them.

Those folks have"meaanisms, and structures to handle-'differences.
One of the things that's rotalIy been lacking, .1 think, because so nutily

of the networks and so mai*, r ardless of the jargon you use,
. .mediating instructors,' whatever, churches, synagogues, have beeif

destroyed and '%veakened, in these neighborhoods, is that we've,lo;,
mechanisms fir handling differences.'

Take Boston for r ?.carnple. I sit on Dr. Woods panel on dealing. 'ith
, _,-

desegregation up there and we found, for example. that Many. of the
parents of Roxbury did not want their children bused intO'S nth

'Boston. They do not want their children bued into South. Boston
.because for 15 years now through the compensatory education

. . ,
programs pirovided in the .'00's. , man rey -of those pants 'haVegotten

i ,

control of those' oCal neighborhood schools
Many. of thOse schools. quite frankIY, are mtiel-r;.Miteh 'beiter th

the se.hook-in Dorchester and South Boston.. and,,in fa,ct the lowestin 'Dorchester
...

reading scores in Boston several -y,ears ago were in Louise bay Hicks'
district.'

The mechanisMSfor handlingthAe differences have to be in strong
neighborhood,s,,and if they:re in strong neigl-iborhoods: then 1 t we-,./
have .a much better -chance of dealing . with those differei and
negotiating them out.
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So that's the wily kind of answer I can come to. When it gets to the
point of a Judge, as it,has in Boston, with Judge Garrity, it's often too
late. It's very, very difficult,

Father Groden tried harder than any one person I know in Boston,
with the support of Garrity and others, to deal with just that quAtion
you're raising;. and I think he's had some limited success within the
control that he has.

I think of Gary, Indiana,. for example. The white ethnic neighbor-
hood - there are 57 different nationality groups represented in a white
minority city that was eXperiencing the institutionalization of black
political initiatives.

The mechanisms for handling the differences in the Glen Park area
of Gary and the other area that had those various nationality groups
were weakened tremendously, tremendottgly. They couldn't handle
the difference, and that's when I made the commitment to get involved
in white, working class, ethnic; neighborhoods, and not say let the.
Tony IMperiales,let the Louise Day Hickses, let the Frank Rizzos
become the leadership in those communities. There's positive leader-
ship possible, like the Barbara MeCluskeys and many others through
the Steve Attibotto in Newark and many others throughout the
country.

So your question's--loided in that you're taking. it to the extreme of '

bringing it before the Judge. I think we've got to look at. the process
from the beginning. I do not believe it's too late, but I think we've got
to provide alternative leadership to soMe local demagogues that are

- exacerbating fears.
VICrCHAIRMAN HORN. Okay, I agree with you. Now, let's then go

back to the stage at which you can work in a city such as Gary,
Indiana_

Given the ethnic identity, weakened though it might be, it still exists
and

DR. NAPARSTEK. The ethnic identity is not weakened. There are
institutions that could have been utilized and have been since utilized
to handling differences and decreasing tensions and building on issues
related to equity, security and sufficiency in those neighborhoods,

VICE. CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, expand on that for me as to what
institutions were weakened and why in a city such as Gary, or any
other cities with which yod are familiar. I am also curious how you
work prior to the Judge's order in order to keep these things from
escalating into problems,

So what is a constructive way to approach the city in its varying
stages now and its varying relationships between ethnic identity and
the institutions and networks one can use to get to some of these
problems?

DR. N -tits rEK. Running the risk of 'oversimplification, I mean
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in ract, in Gary, we - when I was there, between '65 and '70, we paid
careful attention to the how public housing should be built in that
city, and I might_ add public housing was_ not built in Gary from 1953
to 1968 because the City did not allow it through local zoning ordi-
nances, et cetera, and codes, although we did achieve some degree of
race mix and income mix. The work of the Potomac Institute suggests
that.

To get to your question, specifically and very dramatically, when
highways go right through a neighborhood and result in the tearing
down 'of churches and synagogues, that's a very dramatic example.

When you build public housing as occurred in this city, the Robert
Taylor homes` 30 blocks of public housing, all right, over 15 to 20
stories high, with elevators outside that don't work in the winter,
separated from the rest of the .city by 7 what is it, the Dan Ryan
Expressway or whatever that expressway that runs off the Eisen-
hower Expressway =separated from the rest of the city by that, that's
.a new form of urban apartheid.

That's a mistake. Those kinds of public policies, the Highway
Transportation Act, the public housing of 1948, the urban renewal
programs of '54, have led to unintended consequences that get directly
at the issue you're talking about.

A second way I think we need to look at, in terms of avoiding these
kinds of conelusions, is to hake A process approach as well as a program

.approach.
We're not going to be able to legislate all things, but wrong

when you use community development and block grants in a way that
does not strengthen existing communities, and in fact in many ways
weakens it. Cleveland is a good example of $24 million that was
allocated to Cleveland a year ago, two years ago, Only 1.2 million was
used for housing rehab; 12 million was used for overhead in City
Government, and the rest was turned back to the Federal agencies,
and you wonder why you have tensions in that city. And you can find
that happening over and over again.

The Urban Development Action Grant Program, $400 million
program, when it's used fr downtown development in a city like St.
Louis or Detroit, Renaissance City - it wasn't used for Renaissance
City, but the appendages of it now - and you have urban ethnic week
in Detroit, neighborhoods contiguous to the downtown area receiving
absolutely nothing in terms of any kind of subsidy or incentive; you're
going to have those kinds of problems.

When in St. Louis a group of mothers in a public housing project,
Cochran Gardens, which is contiguous to the Pruitt Igo site - thank
God that's no longer there - want to get control of their public
housing project and want to go to. work and ask for Title 20 money
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and they can't get it out.of the state. to create a.day -care center, or a
group of Irish women in Cambridge want to do the same thing and are
confronted with legal: - administrative and physical obstacles- to the
/point of havingwinals. three feet off the ground because of some

achronistic state law, and .they.can't do it that becomes a problem
andtexacerbates, further tensions.,!-

So I think thOse are the kinds of issues; what we had in Gary in the
'60's and early 1970's was a; sense that the black community was
getting everything and the white community was getting nothing.

All right.That was the pereePtion in the white community, be it real
or-not. further reinforced by the media, all right?

It wasn't until we-got into the white community and the white,
working class, ethnic community you began talking about it and
developing the issues that were coalitional they were able to bring that
together.,

Same, thing happened between the North Ward in Newark and the
Central District. They' were coalitional issues. That's the process-
approach.

I argue very strongly for recommendations related to capacity
building on a neighborhood level so people can beginto put this kind
of thing together and come together on some of these issues.

DR. LOPATA. I would like to support what was said this morning
about education. I think we have an extremely inefficient, outdated.
nonhumanistic educational system.

There is no reason for the schools to be organized the way they are
now I think a lot of the problems of ethnics of many continents in
America are solvable to a great extent by a reconstitution of our
educational system.

We're certainly not doing very well with educAtion right now.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, as I und&rstood this morning's

comment, it went more to the private alitl Alternative, which could be
public school, than it did to the public school.

DR. LOPATA. No, I mean all kinds of schools.. Public schools do not
have to be organized the way they are.

VICE'. CHAIRMAN HORN. I have great worries about the private
school being simply a way to further segregation by economic class.

DR. LOPATA. No_ sorry. I take that back. Yes.
No. I'm talking about public schools. I think ChiCago's a perfect

example.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, let me ask you, If the other panelists

Agree with the comments that Professor Naparstek made, or would
you add anything to his response to my question as to h(: would you
rule if it does get to churt, and if you don't want It to get IO court,wliat
do you suggest in terms of utilizing existing structures within a
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particular neighborhood, so that it isn't segregation simply for those
that arrived on the boat ahead, of another boat, although too often it
has been segregation by those who arrived on-the boat three or four
centuries after others arrived on the boat, except the later arrivals
were not in chains?

6R. KOLM. I generally agree with Dr. Naparstek on the basic issues.
I do think that understanding; and cooperation cannot be legislated, or
forced.

I think that the working out of the differences has to be done by the
people in the neighborhoods where these differences exist; they also
have to find solutions to these problems of differences.

I also think that the preparation of the .communities or neighbor
hoods for the Meetings and discussions-of their problems is a very
important aspect which requires a great deal of skill and of understand-
ing of cultural differences by the community organizers or official
workers.

I think the biggest problem in the area of intergroup relations is that
We do not have enough skilled community organizers who have a
good understanding of cultural differences.

This is a neglected area in the training not only of community
workers, but asthe President's Commission on Mental Health report
-states, of all workers in the field of mental health.

The proper preparation of workers working with communities and
trying to help people to get together and to discuss their common
problems is the first condition' for:success in this work.

Then, obviously, the careful selection of people for community
work is also very important. They should have enthusiasm for
working with people, competence, sensitivity, and a capacity to relate
to their groups.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. The more I hear the more confused I become,

but confusion is healthy though, because one then strains to solve the
dilemma.

The statements made by this panel for the record are going to
require much, analysis.

The panel' has raised several questions which, in my mind, are an
attempt to define policy for the future.

Is it too late to revitalize the old communities? Is it desirable to do
so? Can we in any viable way preserve some of the old and adopt some
of the new, and if so, how can the old and the new best exist side by
side?

How do we balance the two? You see how I'm confused?
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.,:There are apparently many neighborhoods in various stages of
community cohesion; some have been described as weak, others as
_very strong.

There's one thing thatTl have selected from the discussions. and I've
pulled it out with respect to the theme that the strong, ethnic
community has the best mechanism to deal with the problem. Did I get
it right?

DR. NAPARSTEK. No, I didn't say That The strong ethnic communi:
ty does not necessarily have the best mechanism. There is agreater
likelihood that -there is a mechanism within the community to handle
differences between class as well as race.and ethnicity.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Then that would be a mechanism for purposes:
of dealing with the problem?

DR. NAPARSTEK. The problem-Solving.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Are we going to build new communities, and

if so', where? N.14 have built communities. and they've been a 'mess, as
you just described. Where do We go and build those communities if we
do not vitalize.those that already exist?

These are a lot of questions, a hodge-podge in reality, but I'm rying
to come down to the bottom line somewhere.

DR. NAPARSTEK Well I think we've!' gone through the process
since World War II of building communities. I mean that's what
suburban development's been all about.

But when we did our study in 1970 of redlining in Chicago in zip
code 60622 and we found what happened to that $33 million that
didn't go back in the community, went for, suburban development,
even though it was the working people's money from that neighbor-
hood or West Division Street. .

It went to Florida for developrrient; it went to Portugal,and it even
went to South Africa. That's wrong. That's structure disinvestment.

What we have and what we're dealing with now is our cities - our
rural areas are becoming suburbs, our suburbs are becoming slums, and
our cities are becoming wastelands - and we4ve got to begin stopping
that process.

In other areas r cities are becoming gentrified where only the
very, very rich can live there.

So it's not just one thing. It's many, many things.
What we do not have right now, and what I said at the beginning of

my remarks. is &whey that can deal with the issues of discrimination
as it imp_ acts.on individual groups as well as on neighborhoods as a
whole.

I've given many, many examples in my paper of geographic
discrimination, how certain neighborhoods are discriminated against in
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terms of credit, and how that can affect the total fabric ti that
roighborhood..

In_many of the urban industrial areas in the Northeast, the: Midwest
and cities like San Francisco and Los Angeles, and others, people who
live in those cities, the white people who remain, many of them. are - if-
you want to use the term, it's the first time I've ever used it - Euro-.
ethnic, fine. There are people who define themselves as Polish, Italian,
eastern European, et cetera.

In New York, you have over 'a million and a half Jews, tremendous
Jewish poverty there. There are mechanisms emerging in New York
City - the Poverty Council, the various religiolis institutions are
beginning to deal there's a lot df tension there

There's a lot that has.to be handled, because, it wasn't handled for/
the last 40 years.

I do not think we want to build new conirnurnties. I think we need to
look at ways in which existing communities can be rehabilitated for the
people who live there now_

CommissioNER Ruiz. And you prognosis from that point of view is
favOrable.

DR. NAPARSTEK. My prognosis is favorable if there are substantial
changes in the regulatory functions and this is one of the roles I see
of this Commission and one of the reasons I came to ChicagO today -
and there are substantial changes in the current legislation.

Some communities need targeting of Federal money. There's no
question about it. ,

When you talk about a Youngstown, Ohio, you can't talk about self-
help. Those communities have been disinvested in a structural way
through the private sector over a period of 15 years. There's nothing
that's going to help that community except targeting of Federal
money, and the same thing is true in communities like Gary and others
throughout the country.

It's going to be a bundle of strategies, but we have to get at the
issues that set one group off against another, and I think a lot of those
issues relate to geographic discrimination.

Comn.ussioNFR FREEMAN, I want to thank you. This has been very
helpful. I can tell you that from the questions, that we could probably
go on for another hour, but we do have another session and I want to
say thank you to-all of you, the presenters and the panelists,

CHAIRMAN FLENINIING. I want to join: Commissioner Freeman in
' expressing our deep appreciation for the contributions that have been
made.
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Third ession: Education and Ethnicity
CHAIRMAN FIENIMING We turn -now to the area of erlucation, and

I'm going to ask my Colleague, Commissioner Ruiz, to preside during
the consideration of the issues in that area

COmmissioNEK Rutz. Education and Ethnicity, the' pres nter,
Francis Femminella.. Professor of Sociology and Education, State
University of New York, Albany, New York since 1907.-

In 1976, he presented the keynote paper at the White, House
Conference on Ethnicity and :Education. He has served since 1975 on
the National Advisory Council on Ethnic Heritage Studies and was
appointed Chairman of the Council in 1977. He holds Bachelors*
degrees in philosophy and sociology, it ,Master's degree in psychiatric
social work, and a Doctoral degree in sociology aria anthropcilogy.

Welcome, sir.

STATEMENT OF FRA IS FEMMINELLA,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOL GY AND EDUCATION,
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, ALBANY

DR. FEMMINELLA. Thank you, sir. Thank you.
I'd like first of all to thank the Commissioners and the organizers of

this consultation for inviting me to participate and present this paper.
It represents the work of a humanistic social-science theoretician,
rather than a practitioner, but .it is iffy hope that some .practical
consequences will come out of it

The central problem facing the United States with respect t

education and ethnicity is that prejudice and discrimination against
European ethnics exists, and it is both overt avid covert.

The central focus of my paper'addresses.subtle covert, pervasive
prejudice -and injustice foisted upon European ethnics by selected
other 'European ethnics, as often as not without malice, visually
without awareness, and mention 'of its existence is generally met with
disbelief and denial.

fk
The paper is long, 'and so I would just Ike to .mention- what the

major headings are and, then move to the'seeommendations.
I begin in my piiper by discussing what sociologists of education

have referred to as, "meritocratic" versus "revisionist- arguments. 'rho
meritocratic argument essentially is that education outfits people
society and the most talented g,et the best jobs.

The revisionist argument very simply states that this is unfounded.
In fact, the structure of society is such that other&onds of (limas
determine who gets what.

The critical literature cif the past 15 years has said something
different. It has said that schools destroy teachers at pupils
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Neither the revisionists nor the meritocratists 'confronted d qly
the Coleman thesis that the extent to which anindividual_feels that he

- has some control over his -destiny appears to have a stronger
relationship to achievement than do all the school factors together, a
thesis tcf which the educational critics often refer.

What I have tried to do in this paper is to syncretize these three--,--
positions by utilizing the theoretical constructs of Erik Erikson and
particularly his notion of "ego identity- and specifically the stage that
comes before the development of ego identity, namely, the stage of

"'industry."
Children, for their part, are actively engaged in the process of

developing a sense of industry. They now learn to win recogition by
producing things. This is-what happens when kids are'in'school. Thi$ is
the age when they begin to see themselves as having worth because
they produce something worthwhile, and teahers tell them that this is
good, and so they come to know it.

But the danger to the psycho-social development of the child at this
stage lies in a sense of inadequacy and inferiority. The opposite of a
sense of industry is a ense of inferiority.11

A danger threat ns individual and society where the school child
begi s to feel that the color of his skin, the background of his parents,
the ashion of his clothes, rather than his wish and his will to learn will
deei his work as an apprentige, and thus eventually Jiis sense of
ide y." *

at is the way Erik Erikson spoke about this 30 years ago.
he traditional success of the curricula of our schools in teaching--

self-reliance and in u s ry is matched by a traditional failure of the
curricula of our Sch to teach children the dual dimensionality of
their heritage. .--

I think this durability of heritage is an important concept. It is
important for us to know that every American. and I mean every
American, has two heritages. By virtue of citizenship, hejs entitled tti
a domestic heritage, and by virtue of family biography every
American as- an alien heritage,including the native Americans who

Unitedwere not itited Statesians,- although! they are Americans.
I lThe lack of education for a global, perspective and the elimination of-

foreign languages from curricula ar':e" all linked in this problem.
I would like to mention briefly the subtitle of this work. which I

think is the key to where I am going. It is called "Education and
Ethnicity: Euro-ethnics in Anglo-ethnic Schools."

The schools in tree United States were thought of from the earliest
period. in Revolutionary times, to be, a viable source of nation

:building. and there are some interesting paradoxes involved in this.
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From the very beginning 'they were established for the sake of this
ethnicity, whethercit be for religion or for the establishment of the
preservation of theAvhite Anglo-Saxon culture. ,

-Now,, having been established for the purpose of maintaining the
cultufal heritage of_ the people, by the time of the Revolution the
major digiinguishing charactei-istic of the school was as:Gutek puts it
basically to consist of the reconstruction of imported English institu-
tions. '

Higher education in that period was imitative of the two major
English univer=sities, Oxford and Cambridge.

And so what we have then is a kind of an English school system
educating in the. early .days the Dutch,''the French, the Spanish, the
Portuguese, the Afros that were here, and later on all of the other

,
peopleS who came to the United States.

And so the dominance of one ethnic group over all. others brought
about a situation where, today, the purpose of the schools is to
eliminate ethnicity. '

Children in school- today, even in those cases where ethnicity is
taught, where there has been some reform, where multi-cultural
education, for example, goes on, are nevertheless taught by a method

'and a mode of -instruction that carries with it the Anglo-German
tFa,:lition that was developed in the country, and this tradition serves to
destroy some of the unconscious aspects of ethnic heritage of non-
Anglo children.

Now, I'm going to say more about that in a moment, but' for now I'd
like to mention that in the schools we do have overt prejudice; in the
paper I record some of that, particularly with respect to research that
I've conducted in New York State at the City University and the State
University.

There are no nationwide statistics easily available, and it is
fascinating why not. I think it is in part because Euro-ethnics believe in
that meritocratic myth.

They think that when they were prejudiced against - and we talked
about that earlier - when they were exploited, that this was a fair and
proper obstacle that newcomers could be expected to overcome as a
kind of "price of admission."

They believe that they were supposed to go through all that
exploitation; that was their dues, and so they paid their dues. And they
didn't look at themselves as being prejudiced a.gainst.. They do not
even see it sometimes, even though they are suffering it.

More importantly is the covert prejudice which goes not only to
Euro-ethnics, really, but to all Americans. The .fact is that we are
essentially, a monocultural society whose major characteristic is our
multi-ethnicity.
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ark about ourselves as having pluralism here, we, are
Levine rdentioned this morning about the Horace

Ka Ilan - or' really originally the Deweyan - notion of :cultural
pluralism, such as they had. lers.say, in Switzerland.

When I, as an Italian-American, go to Italy, they make it very clear
that I am an American. They make it very clear to me. And so it is
with each of us; as we go back to the lands of our fathers, we find out
very quickly We're Americans. But -we are americans who, because
this is a cultural democracy, are allowed to have a sense of our,own
ethnicity and our own heritage. At least that is what we think we
ought to have.

Individual and group valuFs and value-orientat.ions constitute a
comparative aspect of culturelbat can he found to he transmitted by
vcialization, and these have been extensively studied; but there's .

another dimension of culture found in individuals and transmitted by
socialization, but rarely studied, and that's the particular and distinc-
tive mode of "processing information" that is characteristic of each
group.

By "information processing," I'm talking now about the way people
learn, analyze. express, or, stated from a cognitive learning perspec-
tive. the way we order our world.

The manner or mode of acting out these learning behaviors is what
we mean by cognitive style. That is an impol-tan't notion for us.-

There are different cognitive styles for different people the
psychological literature shows that One of the questions thatWe have.:
is whether or not there are, in fact, group cognitive styles. People have
hesitated to get into that area but certainly the ethnological and
historical, and even tl--Celh-nguistic literature gives us some clues.

In my paper I deal with that apd I won't have time to go into it
deeply, except to say that if our schools are English in orientation, one
mightocompare English schools with non-English schools in- Europe,
and what I do in the paper is talk briefly about Italian schools and.

'describe differences.
For example, the Italian style is an aural/oral style. You can read a

boo k. if y.ou want to but it's more important, if you're in the Italian
school, that you just pass the exams by whatever method you want,
and "we'll offer you lectures 'to help you, if you care to use those
lectures."

The English school is quite, quite different. It stresses a reading style
and it is much more concerned with form and format

What that means is that when people come into this country. having
been raised under those other kinds of Styles, the acculturation process
that they go through is mediated by linguistic encoding which goes on
for at least two to three generations, so that the United States is being
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changed whether we like it or not; and all I am saying is; while I
not gainsitying the value of Anglo- German educationot. yognitive
styles, what I arn saying is that there are alternative styles:thar should
be inade available to all Americlins. We htiVe a right to that.

And in fact, they are being destroy_ed, and somebody ought to
defend why they are allowed to destroy those styles.

ribe.ohillengveto the school in the 1980's, with respect Co ethnicity
and education, will be- to effect the complete reversal of that stance
which the schools have taken historically, insisting upon Anglo norms
of education and behavior.,

And. I have a few pages of recommendations, which rmnot going
to -get toi'except to point outsth4t-whatwe;peed 11.3.dis to get into
research in these areas and then to stadtci*Velop:pr,4rams. With the
newly formed- Department of EthicatioM1Orrewould'tope that they
would be encouraged to develop an integrated .perspective on
ethnicity and intercultural education, in all aspects of education, not
Just in sq-called ethnic eddeatiort, but 'rather in all aspects of the

`'t urriculuri9' -sip that it is` not Just another add-on, but ratherthere is a
real reform and areal sensitiztng of the entire educational institution,
of which schooLis only one part.

So that eventually- children, as they "become", as they grow, are
able to make America over in their image, which is their, right as
Americans,

I would like to acknowledge the bibliographic assistance and help in
Clarifying ideas of Michelle Keegan, Peter Stoll and Linda Constan-
tine, and_the students in my educational sociology seminar.

Thank you,
[The complete paper follows]

EDUCATION AND ETHNICITY,
EURO,ETHRIPS :IN ANOW-ETHNIP

SCHOOLS
Frans X Femminella, Ph.D.`

In the mid 1920's W. I. Thomas introduced the principle that how
people define their situation is tar greater importance than the
actuality of the situation, "If men define situations as real, they are real
in their consequence." Robert Merton,.writing in the late 1940's, has

Pr.,fe,sor iS ii!Itrgv nd fl,Incdtwn, Stan: L nc cr Ity r a
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shown that we act on the basis of obr subjeCtive!unde. rstanding of the
meaning of the situation. We thereby unwittingliy"cr4C0,4 self-fulfilling
prophecy., Otir definition eysike03ehaiors and consequences which

-, makes the original faltecone'ePticjiti come true.
lst- over a decade ago,kqg'gnthal and Jacobson in their report of

eNpei-imerus.conductedirrthe Oak School, a public elementary school,
and::sUbseqUently Corwin and Schmidt in their study of children in
inner .citieS'schools, noted that children tend,to achieve at the level
expected of then] by:their teachers. Theevolution of this thought and
relevant research findings have generated what has been referred to as
the "meritoeratic and revisionist" arguments.

The rnerirocratic argument largely -emanated out of sociological
functionalism, particularly the work of Walcott ,ParsonS; Peter Blau
and Otis Dtidley Duncan followed up this work with empirical
research. A basic premise of this argument is that all the institutions in
society are structured in order to serve a partieular function. Derived
from the doctrine of organism developed specifically by Herbert
Spencer, this premise -further implied that the differentiation of the
organic structure of institutions occurs in order to serve the7needsc'pf,
those in an increasingly high organized society. In regards to th&

institutions of education:- this principle translates into, the notion that
the edUcational system function as a selection agency, allocating those
with -the highest intelligence tosocietal positions that are critically
centraj to _the workings ofa complete society. The sociologist Davidcentraj workings
Ooslin has 'captured the essence of the meritocratic thesis in stating
that "the school affords individuals from all racial, ethnic and class
backgrounds an opportunity to continue their education and eventual-. ly to get a job that is commensurate with their abilities and training_ .,

The revisionist argument," on the other hand, emphasizes the
deterrriinistic aspects Of .the social structure-rather than theelement of
individual man in explaining the structure of social instity,tio7is and
prediCting the behavior-created by -them. Emanating mainly from

,sociological conflict th6bry, this, argument is , predicated on the
assumption that "every society restrion the constraints on, some of its
members by others,- Taking this 8"rientation, many social scientists
such as Gintis and Bowles, Parenti, Katz. Tyack, and Kariet, have
examined the institution of education within American society. They
believe _that factors dultade the school are very important in influenc-
ing children's ,school 'performance, aspirations and motivations; that
social class is the most important variable in predicting how- far: a
person gets 0 schook,,Carnoy. a revisionist economist, formalizes this

view of the school as follows. : "The_ system is structured,



through its tests, rewards system, and required behavior patterns, to
allow Children of an urban bourgeoise to do well, and to filter out the
children'of the poor:who are not socialized to function in the highest
echelons of a capitalist economy and bourgeois culture: The school
System is therefore a mechanism to m#intain class structure irk,:-a
capitalist society."

The critical literature of the last. 15 ye7rs- Hentoff (1%6),Oreeite
and Ryan (1966), Kohl (1967-1969), Koza(1967) (1973), Illich (1970.
Farber (1969), Levy (1970), etc, - all point to the educational system as
a destroyer of both teachers and pupils. In such a system teachers
come to expect too tlittle frorn'pupils (middle-class teachers - lower-
class children', in "particular) with expect to motivation and compe-
tence, factors which,may in turn ffect teachers' sense of efficacy.;
There is frequent reference :in this lite :iture to the interplay of pupil arid/

cher attitudes towards themselves .and each other. Neither, the
.revisionists nor the meritocratists conkonted directly the Coleman
thesis that "the extent to which an individual feels that he has some
control over his destiny. . . appears to have a stronger. relationship to
achitvernent. than do all the school together,"' thesis the,
educational critics often refer to:5

Teacher perception of ,Studerii motivation and competence, as ego-
psychological constructs, musbe linked, just as student and teacher
attitudes are linked, tovider societal complexes. Both revisionists and
meritocratists, as well, as educational critics, see these "as important
issues even though elich 'attacks the 'problems from .different perspec
tives, One method of syncretizing these positions is to employ Erik h.
Erikson's construct of -ego identity" and his theory4of "ego-identity
formation." These notions brIdge the .psychological and. sociological

_..,roles,.of the,pelison by, linking of personlity and aspect- of
society in a way that ihcorporat6 the work of Charles H. Cooley and
goes beyond him by adding a dynarnJc cast to his notion of "Self
image,', of the' "Selves System.- Our explanation 'of the practical
consequences of discrimination in public and private institutions
and systems is rooted n this higher order of propo4iiions. t

From this point of view, thndividual teacher's ego identity that is
including and involving the teacher's ideologies and domain assump-
tions, his/her attitudes, skills; of self-worth, and vocational

.;-Convictions, come into contact with the child's , not directly - but
through the mediation of the social system, that is the educational

idtiOrr in which they function_ The interacting of teachers and
' Ocni,y. 19-14, p 21..1
' Gilemari: lone,

4,4, 41
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children, must not, however, he though Of as a o Tway' process.
_Children for their:parr..are actively engaged procesi -of

developing a-sense of industry They now learn wi win recognition EfY

producing tlung."The'dangef,tp. the psycho Social development df the
chiklat thikisi'tite-"liesin a sense of 'in4dequacy and inferiority. a

dangerAhreatetis individual and society Where the school child begins-

to- feet that, the +color or his skin, the background of his parents, the
fashipir'of 'his Clothes, rather than his wish and his will to learn will
decide :Ilk work as an apprentice. ,and thus his sense of itkfitity,- to
which 'see now turn ' Whir y years vo Erik Eriksbn was= thus

impressed with the. dangers waiting theminority group child. As the
child succeeds in learning, tp ilivolve himself with and besides others as
he develops a sense of the division -of';'Iabor::and2-of:_differeritia
opportunity that is what 'Erikson calls a sense of the te`&hniikgtcai
ethos of this culture; his successes expose him to what ErikserccallS The
shock Of' American --adol4cence, "namely the standardization of
individuality and the intolerance of differences.

The traditional success of the cur.ricula of our schools in teac ing
self-reliaiice and industry ismate'_hed bV, a tradition-al failure of the
curricula of our schools to teach children the dual dimensioualhy of
their heritage.' In addittOrYto other things,:this understanding requires

an international perspective that 'involve§ comprehension of our place
and our potential in the world. As James Banks puts it the current
school curriculum is not preparing most srpdenis to function success-
fully .wi hin a worlds community of the futUre students must be

.helped t11 develop the vision and commitment needed to make our
n- -re _humane,in their recent rerort_the President's ',Commis-

n miry F neign Language and International Studies stated' that the
prnhlem stends from our elementary schools to thenation 's leading

centers f- advanced rraiumgarid research on foreign'Ar4s. -Nothing
less is at issue than the nations wetirity.. . America's incompetence
in foreign languages is nothing,short of scandalous, and it is becoming

worse." The jack of educailon rot a global "'perspective and the
el minationi of ti-ireigrr languages from curricula 'are, linked in this
discussion-On ethnicity and education for good reason. As we shall see,
the interrelationship ollanguage and multicultural sensitivity are tie

._11-firkectenW to ego identity formation thrOugh the acquisition of a
sense of respect for 5.1ric's,own heritage and the development of a sense

f respect for others. itiowever-contradictory it may appear to be it is
ell known dictum that the study of

ot
foreign languages helps us to
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learn our own language and the study of foreign cultures also helps us
to learn our own culture.

The history of the relationship of education and ethnicity in the
United States also offers some interesting paradoxes, The earliest
educational institutions in the United States, as we know, were the
schools that were established by the various colonial groups, usually
for religious purposes. The advocacy of religion, and even in some
cases the advocacy of "White Anglo-Saxon culture," was often the
stated purpose and aim of the school. Higher education. too, was
established in the United States with and for these same purposes. The
first paradox that strikes us is found in the Common School movement
of the Colonial Period. The great political leaders of the time
including Jefferson and Franklin, already saw that the schools could
be a viable institution for nation-building. What is important here is a
recognition of the ethno-cultural aspects of the schools. As Gutek puts
it, "the American Colonial education experience, then.- basically
consisted of the reconstruction of imported English institutions in light
of the new world environment, Higher education in that period
was imitative of the two major English universities, Oxford and
Cambridge. By superimposing the German graduate school upon our
English-bawd liberal arts college, we created our modern, American
university system. Overall then, from the earliest Colonial times
through the Revolutionary period,the American schools were charac-
terized as being institutions for teaching literacy, religion, transmission
of the cultural heritage and particularly the "Americanizing," which is
to say, the teaching of the English language and the removal of all
foreignness, by which was meant "non-Englishness," from the inhabi-
tants of the colonies.

The schools, then, from their very beginning were established for
the sake of ethnicity. And herein lies the paradox: in the dominance of
one ethnic group over all others, the schools came to be tools for ale
elimination of ethnicity. In this respect the curricula of today's schools
is largely unchanged from those Colonial and Revolutionary times.
Children in school today, even in those cases where ethnicity is taught,
where the curriculum has been reformed and multicultural education
does exist, even in those schools, there is a method of teaching and a

. ,
mode of instruction that carries on the Anglo-German tradition that
was developed in higher education in this country, and, which as we
shall see, filters down into the elementary and secondary schools. This
tradition serves to destroy some of the unconscious aspects of the
ethnic heritage of non-Anglo children. What these unconscious ethnic
ideological themes are we will see in a moment.
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Ill.
Before moving into that, a few words should be said about some of

the prejudice that continues toward Euro-ethnics in the American
schools. On the one hand, there continues to be overt prejudice, such
as exclusion from participation, in certain aspects of our higher
educational institutions. Particularly, this discrimination is found in
college admissions', in the awarding of assistantships, in departmental
assignments at professional levels, and, most particuularly, at the
higher levels of educational administration. Studies done at both the
City University of New York and at the State University of New York
show this differential exclusion at the various levels. Although, for
example, Italian-Americans constitute something in the area of 23
percent of the state population, a survey completed in June of this year
at the State University of New York at Albany showed that while 10
to 12 percent of the faculty is Italian-American, only 2 percent of the
administration is Italian-American. Obviously, this does not happen by
accident. The so-called pool of talent is available and is underutilized.
The-same can be said for other Euro-ethnic groups, especially Catholic
groups, including eastern and southern European Catholics, dnd also
to some extent, the Irish.

Certain state legislators in New York have called for an extensive
study of this kind of discrimination in both private and public
institutions, but to date no systematic analysis has been done. The
reason for this and for the fact that nationwide statistics are alSo not
readily available requires some analysis. CoMplex dynamics account

. for these lacunae in our ethnic and desegregation literature, including,
paradoxically, belief on the part of Euro-ethnics in meritocratic myths
and the view that former overt prejudice was a fair and proper
obstacle that newcomers could be expected to overcome as a kind of
"price of admission,- The experience of the Jews elsewhere in the
world through so much of history prepared them to be on guard for,
and alerted them much earlier to, the real meaning of certain
behaviors, allo ing them to see the discrimination for what it was,

_Ives
Until recent most non-Jewish Euro-ethnics have been u willing

to see them. _Ives as being discriminated and prejudiced against.
Therefore, they have not only failed to support efforts at investigation
and public exposure, but indeed, have gone on record deriding such
undertakings. These so-called "melted" ethnics, a term which in this
case I believe to he an uncalled for and inappropriate invective,
dissociate thernse' -, from and repudiate those ethnic organizations
which attempt to :wing to light, and seek redress for, acts of
discrimination. There are some too. who, sensitive to the injustices
done to racial minorities, have joined their cause in freedom marches



and demonstrations; but through the mental processes of denial and
clistantiation they have been unable for various reasons to see the
exploitation and unfair impositions put upon themselves, their families,
and others of their ethnic and religious background.

More difficult to assess, but more important, is the covert prejudice
that goes on in our schools, and indeed other institutions as well While
the discrimination and prejudice against Afro-Americans, Native-
Americans, Hispanic-Americans, and Asian-Americans has been stud-
ied, little attention has been paid to the disefirnination and prejudice
against most Euro-Americans, ,Nevertheless, much of the- prejudice
that,exists in the schools, and which is detrimental to tie minorities,
affects also immigrants and the children and grndchildren of immi-
grants: and it matters little whether th'cy are Euro-ethnics, Asians.
Africans, South Americans or Native North Americans, The Anglo-,
Saxon superiority myth and the melting pot assimilationism, for
example, are as detrimental to non-Anglo-Saxon Euro-ethnics as they
are to the other minorities.

Another kind of covert prejudice exists which is more important
becatrse it is so pervasive and, at the same time, so subtle, and it effects
nearly all of the peoples of the United States, In a certain sense, all
Americans have been short changed - have been _robbed in some way
because _there has been denied to us something to which we have a
right. The fact that we are essentially a mono- cultural society whose
major characteristic is our \multi-ethnicity gives each of us, as members
of this cultural democracy,\ the right to aspects of the cultural heritages
of all our people, As the ethnic themes of those people are diminished,
and as they disappear, theyrarelost to all of us

Individual and group values and value-orientation~ constitute a
cornparatiVe-aspect of culture that can be found to be transmitted by
socialization, and these have been extensively studied by anthropolo-
gists, social psychologists, sociologists, and educators in the United
States, Another dimension of culture found in individuals and
transmitted by socialization, but rarely studied, is the particular and
distinctive mode of -processing information- that is characteristic of
each group.

The renewed interest in recent years in cognitive psychology,
particularly the study of --cognitive styles,- has a more extended
history. The Personal Construct theory of George Kelley in recent
times, the psychoanalytic perspectives of the ego-psychologists in
earlier times, and the culturological perspectives-of such anthropolo-
gists as WA-1.R, Rivers, Melville Herskovitz, Donald Campbell,

iind, others extend the interest in ethnic differences in
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(what might broadly be called) "informatidn processing," back to the
late 1940's and even to the turn of thecentury.-

The results of those earlier studies which show' that there were
cross-cultural differences in "information processing, have been
contlimed by' more recent research. One important aspect of the
earlier studies, for example, is that differences in perception and
inference habits were shown to possess both neurophysiological and
social structural involvements as well as cultural involvements.'
Because of its practical applicability to the training of teachers and
counselors in multi-ethniC it may be worthwhile to spend a
brief moment in clarifying what is meant ,he're..

"Information processing_ " as used here refers to any and all of the
behavior engaged in by individuals as they deal with experience
intellectually. That is_ includes learning, analyzing, expressing,' or,
stated from a cognitive learning perspective, ordering one's -world.
While it should be obvious that diffelent, sometimes even opposing,
propositions may be deduced from various theoretical perspectives,
most would accept the general notion we are using here.s

The notion of information processing is broadly conceived to
include a wide array of cognitive properties. The notion of "cognitive
styles," on the other hand, is only slightly more delimited. It refers to
the manner or mode of engaging these properties. Individuals differ in
the way they organize knowledge, in the way they transform it, in the
way they conceptualize, in the way they remember, and so on. The
literature on cognitive styles contains a wide variety of specific
functions described; an extensive body of research following distinct
theoretical lines; and it contains a story that spans many decades of
eminent psychologists peeking into, this elusive area. For those just
beginning to get into this field, Goldstein and Blackman's book entitled
,Cognitive Style can be be recommended as a useful beginning. For them
cognitive style haS-been defined as a "hypothetical construct that has

1_been developed to explain the process of mediation between stimuli
and responses. The term cognitive style refers to the characteristic ways
in which individuals conceptually -organize the environment." After
describing historically the many theorists and researchers that have
entered into this field, they stint up by stating that "common to all
theory and research on cognitive style is an emphasis on the structure
rather than the content of thought. . . Structure refers to how
cognition is organized; content refers to What knowledge is available. "9

abutek. 1910, page 21
Campbell. 11b-,.t. p, U 3
Berry. 1971, Pavvirn.
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To illustrate. very briefly what specifically we are referring to, let us
look at an example of one of the many cognitive styles that have been
identified. One of the earliest was the work done by Witkins in 1954,'°
on what is called field= independt and field-dependence. Everyone
has probably at some time or another come across one of those
figure/ground optical illusions that abound in introductory social
psychology textbooks. The one I am thinking of is the black and white
illustration that may be viewed either as a black vase against a white
background or -two white profiles facing each other against a black
background, In the first case-the- vase is the figure, in the second case,
what was the vase is now the background and the faces are (he figure.
Field- dndence and field-independence are two ways of perceiving
figures in Complex contexts. A field- independent, person perceives the
figure without readily being confused by the ground, a field-dependent
person is, as the label signifies, much more dependent upon the ground
highlighting the figure. Field-independent persons perceive analytical-
ly, easily extracting figures from irrelevant contexts. Field-dependent
persons have more difficulty since they attend to relationships between
the figure and the ground. Depending upon which researcher is being
studied, one may list anywhere from three to 19 or 20 categories of
cognitive styles.

A more important point to note about cognitive style, is that in the
research that has been done there has been a moverrient from a
concern with cognitive styles relating to ability to perform, with
standards established for comparison, through greater value placed
upon the-stylistic categories, to a third type of style that does not relate
to ability at all.

In a book entitled Human Ecology and Cognitive Style. John W.
Berry reports on cross cultural studies in this area. His work is of
particular interest to us for it brings cognitive functioning into
relationship with social functioning, something that was only hinted at
in earlier psychological studies. For Berry, differentiation, that is, an
ability to break up or analyze a problem as a step toward its solution, is
a useful process for analysis. Berry relates his work to earlier
theorists including Witkins mentioned earlier, and to the work of
Georgq A. Kelly, whose personal construct theory has been men-
tioned earlier as an important theory for this kind of research.' With
respect to social function, Berry leans on Witkins in relating it to three
cognitive styles. Introducing the notion of a sense of separate identity,
he notes that it can manifest itself in various ways: 1) a person with a
developed sense of identity functions with little need for 'guidance or
support from others, 2) such a person would be able to face up to

tihckurian. 107K pr L
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contradictory attitudes ttld judgments from others, ,and 3) he/she
would have a relakvely stable view of him or herself in different
social milieus. Here again the fieldifridependent and field dependent
cognitive styles are used as measures of separate identity. What Berry
leads 10 in all of this is thenotion.of social _complexity which he states'
has emerged to cover both aspects, that is, the psychological and
sociocultural domains of cli,J2Crenticfri(ltt. This he feels presents a
framework for developing 'a model for cross cultural research."
,Finally, in the conclusion to their book, Goldstein and Blackman
report on, child rearing correlates of cognitive style. The results from a
number of studies in this area are reported to be consistent. This, with
Berry's work, 4'eemS to reinforce the argument for introducing the idea
of -ethnic differences in cognitive styles. Research done at the State
University, conducted by Professor Bosco and his associates, has
attempted to apply cognitive style theory to individual 'instruction
through what is called "cognitive mapping." Cognitive mapping is
simply a process of testing and developing profiles on individual
students with respect to their learning styles. Preliminary results seem
to indicate that differential cognitive styles exist between Afro-
Americans, PuertO Ricans and nondifferentiated white groups. Three
principal cognitive styles were studied: I) the independent learning
style, 2) the dependent learning style and 3) the authoritarian learning
style. To describe these styles very briefly: when given the task 01
reading a literary selection and extracting the major themes, the
independent learners read the work and extract what they believe: is
the leit-motif. The dependent learners read and then seek out peers,
friends with whom they then discuss before they are able to feel
certain of their judgment. The students exhibiting the authoritarian
learning style. after reading are found to seek out the teacher or some
very bright student with whom they may or not be very friendly in
order to get affirmation of their opinion before they are confident that
they know the answer.

it is important to note that the best style, the style that we believe
everyone should use in learning, is determin'ed by our value system.
Viable and rational arguments. can be presented in favor of each of
these styles over each of the others. The tragedy in our soeiety is that
we do in fact prefer some. of,these styles over Others, and we impose
rewards and sanctions on them. Although different cognitive styles
probably existed between Eiropcan.ethnic groups, it:is only as a result
of integrated education that we are beginning to recognize these
differences and the specific values inherent in each of the different
styles. Finally. I might mention that at Albany,we are just beginning to
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collect data oh differences between tie Cognitive styles of Jewish-
Americans, Italian Anrericans and Polish Arnericims, but unfortunately
no results can be reported at this time.

V. eo .

From the psychological liter.ttitr enhat we have been reviewing we
have seen that individual differences in cognitive styles do exist, and
that there. is consistency in correlating selective styles with aspects of
child searing. hi spite of the lack of hard Psychological data on group
differences, some other kinds of data can be presented. From the
historians and ethnologists we discover differences in teaching styles,
and from the linguists we obtain some important material to Inform our
psycho- ethnology. We shall focus now on these kinds of data Since, as
we meniioned earlier, American educatiohal institutions were osen-
tially English, it becomes necessary to contrast, ho ever briefly, the
English with some other European educational s 'terns. For this
purpose, I'd like to describe briefl- the Italian educational system.

To begin, the Italian university system is essentially an aural/oral
System. The accent is on lectures, and the language of the academe is a
distinct language. In contrast, the English system stresses the visual,
that is, reading, and the language of the academe is not so different
From th6 spoken English. These linguistic differences will be addressed
in a moment.

Secondly, the emphasis in the Italian University is typically oh
11, competency. The lectures are offered but there is essentially no

requirement to attend those lectures. One can enroll in the univeristy
and go, attend or not 'attend as one pleases. When one feels competent
to -take the examinations, one may do so. In th English university, on
the other hand, much more weight is attache to form and method.
Upon entrance into Oxford or Cambridge, or 'most any of the other
universities in England, one is assigned to tutors, usually senior
professors who advise and supervise the student's. learning. Meeting
twice a week, the students are given extensive reading lists and they
discuss these, readings with their tutors when they meet with them.
Lectures are available, but there tho. extensive reading is prescribed
both in preparation for the lecture and as follow up after the lecture.

Thirdly, the central ideal of the Italian University was to educate in
,order to produce an independent and autonomous gentleman who
would be prepared to enter into commerce, and in early times, that
meant world trade. The traditional education in the English university,

'on the other hand, was foi the formation of gentlemen who would be
participants in the Court. Contrasting practical methods for achieving
these different aims is interesting. In England, following the platonic
ideal of establishing ii kind of holy place away from the family: o as to
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educate the hest in the best possible '- the individual is
removed from society and brought into the dormitory. There one
learns discipline and proper a9udes and manners, and there one is

relieved of both the cares andstractions of the world.13:_ln .Italian
universities, on the other hand, there. is not concern for the students'

v lives outside of their participation ,in lectures and in examination.
Typically they live with their families or relatives or in private
lodging, living in the real world, confronting_daily. the realities of their
parents' society, absorhing parental attitudes and values with respect
to business management, financial investments, business-government
relationships, internai mal commerce, etc, Maturation takes place at
home, dormitories are rely provided: self-discipline was expected to
evolve out of the student's dialectical involvement with his work,
rather than from the imposition of external controls.

A fourth -difference is found'in the localism of Italian universities.
Each region and every mayor city had its own university. Students

were expected to live at home, and grow up with their ow% people. In

than provincial. Being. cosmopolitan, they drew t_ _eir students from-
contrast, the English norm was for universities to e- national rather

:-. those families that Were able to use the national public schools.
The fifth-difference was.alltided to earlier and involves differences

in the, language of the university, These differences involve other
Euro-ethnic Americans as well as Italians and English, so it may profit
-us to spend a moment considering them.

VI.
Aside from being obviously different languages, there is a startling

linguistic variance that influences learning. Language in Italy may by'

classified as having four levels - if not actuary four different
languages. First, there is,the spoken dialect in the various regions of
Italy. These are really different languages: Siciliww. Calabrese, Burese,
Napolitano, Romanese, Tuscanese, and so forth, Above that there is a
kind of a polished diale.ct, understandable and spoken by the more
educated people within the regions. Beyond that there is the academic
language,. the high flown language of the truly educated gentlemen.
This often is the language spoken by politicians in public addresses and
it is, too, the language found in some of the media, but typically not in
local newspapers. Finally, at the fourth level, there is a so-called
literary language, the true Italian language which is simply not spoken
language. The linguistic tradition in Italy is that the literary language
was a contrived language hayed upon a high form of Tuscatz4re. This
took place from, the 13th and 14th centuries beginning, with the
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writings of Dante Alighieri and of Petrarca and Boccaccio. Linguistic
unification in Italy is a post-World War It phenomenon. Academicians
throughout the Italian university history'(and for that matter English
university history) until the 18th and 19th centuries all learned Latin.
Academicians all spoke polished dialects in their homes and in their
villages, but in formal- environments and in their lectures at the
university they spoke academic language. They read and wrote the
literary language. The very best people spoke polished dialects and, of
course, only the very'best people went to the universities. Teachers
attended not the university, but the /lag/sten-0. where some academic
language was used but where the usual language for communication
was the polished dialect. Teachers had to develop some but not a high
level of, facility in literary Italian; and this was clearly not the spoken
language. Children starting Out and attending the lower classes at
school were taught in the dialect both the language they used at
home and the teacher's polished dialect, reflecting again the aural/oral
tradition. As they. move to the, higher grades they 'more and more
spoke the polished dialect. This was particularly important for those
who went to the Lice°. who even began rudimentary work in literary

ian, in preparation for university work.
In England there was a different development. The language of the

Court, when it moved to London, became the official language of
England. Reflecting this early linguistic unification: the univerlities
(Oxford and Cambridge)` utilized that language. The literary language
was essentially this language the language of the people which was
standardized in the Court (the "King's English"), largely southern in
style with some northern influences. Here we see the major difference,
the Italian literary language has become 'a model for Italian spoken
language: English spoken language, in contrast, is the literary
anguagel In boih England and Italy, as I mentioned. Latin.was studied
by all, but over the past six- to eight-hundred years the differences and
linguistic variances of which I spoke, existed.

For people who -are educated for so long in the traditiop of
separation of spoken and literary language, where schooling was
aural/oral oriented, where expression of intellectuality- was easily
found in symbolism other than literary, viz. art, dance, m
sdulptiire, architecture, etc., for such people to move suddenly into a
tradition where the spoken language is the literary language, and the
school langulge is that,spoken language, is so different from what they

accustOmed to that it re) -iced and demanded a shift, such 'that
heir styles of learning, the original styles cif learning inherited from

their forebears over many centuries, were lo.
Language acquisition for the academic elite in Italy was aparently

facilitated, by this linguistic phenomena. As (1=hildren they, learned to
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speak a dialect, and in the better homes learned to speak a polished
version of the dialect as a second language, not a second language built
upon the first, but they were indeed bilingual. In fact, since they were
being prepared for higher education as very young children, they
began to study the language of the Church; Latin_ They began to study
the Italian academic language in the Lice° -so that by the time they
were at the university learning literary Italian, they had acquired at
least four and possibly five different languAges. As I said earlier,' this
was in preparation for their future roles as business and commercial
people in international trade.

The situation was quite different in England. It is true that the
children of the best families were instructed in Latin, but usually this
was something that Pi 5ok place in -prep- school after the child was
already well formed, If.we can accept the statement of Pensfield and
Roberts that .netfrophysiological changes take place in brain mecha-
nisms that make the acquisition of new languages progressively more
difficult after the age of nine, then' it stands to reason that this later
introduction to a foreign langauge must have some detrimental
effects.

Following the British system in the United States, we usually refrain
from introducing foreign lariguage teaching to children until well into
the secondary schools; and there the data is that foreign language is
diminishing and postponed Until college years. What this means is that
by the time children are at age seven, the first langauge encoding is
already such that Any new language being studied is being learned
through the mediation of the first language encoding. That being the
case we have-children learning culture through language usage that
represents their primary eneodirig:This is-a different situation from the
one in which Children learn multiple languages in their early years.
Multiple coding takes place which enables future language learning to
be engaged in directly with at least differential and probably
diminished mediation.

With respect to an immigrant, an interesting corollary of all this
takes place, The immigrants have a foreign language (encoding)
through which they learn their native culture. On entrance in the
United States, they enter a society of a different culture. Immediately,
therefore,- they begin to learn both a new language and a new culture,
and they find themselves surrounded by it. Thus, for immigrants, an
acculturation begins to take place. In each individual a new language is
added to thelformer; 'a new culture begins to replace more or less, but
never all, of a former culture. Socialization of the immigrant's children
also takes place. It must be remembered that this process of
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socialization refers to tile children's internalizing the culture as it is
interpreted by the parent.

In the case of second-generation persons, we have children -who,
while they may have been brin in the United States,' learn about
Arnericari" culture from parents who are interpreting the cultur'e
through the ,pei> peetives` of 'a different culture and a different
language. _Those second-generation persons grow up and have chil-
drenand they in tltn, interpret the culture to their children through
the special linguistic and cultural encoding pasIvci on to them, so that
over time American. curare as a whole continues to evolve and
change, reflecting the:presence of the remnants' of languages and
culturesiloleach new wave of immigrants. This linguistic and cultural
persistence may be' thought of as another argument,for the so-called
"emerging- culture" theory of ethnicity,!' Two other -important',
corollaries may be drawn' from this, First, in this age of international-
ism, the recent report of the President's Commission, which was
mentioned earlier, indicted the nation's schools for their failure, on all

,levels, in teaching foreign languages .Although we are probably right
in thinking that other people need to learn English, it .must "be;
recognized:that when they do, it puts us at a disadvantage if we do not
know their, language. This is true in business, diplikmacy, commerce,
science, the arts, etc'. Our tradition of putting foreign lapguages in the
secondary school ignores the contributions to be made by people of
very many different -cultures, so many of whom have multilingual
raditions.
The second corollary is that the schools have for the most part failed

to see the implications of all of this They have assumed that anyone
born in this country could or should adopt the Anglo-Saxon cognitive
styles of our schools. Thus, we have a very subtle form of prejudice
operating in favor of Anglo-American groups and against other Euro-
American groups (to say nothing of what that does to Americans of
Asian, African, South American and Native North American ances-
try). For second and sometimes even third generation persons this
discriminatory practice is quite detrimental not only to the individuals
but, from yet another perspective, to the nation. For by the time a
person succeeds academically in our society, he has adapted to Anglo-
German styles. But in adapting to those styles he has loSt the cognitive
styles of his alien heritage. Subtle, covert. prejudice and discrimination
operates here which hurts individuals and their education,:. and, at the
same time-and more importantly, hurts the intellectual capability of the
United States. Just as we lose, the foreign languages and beome
diminished in our foreign relation&Capability, foreign trade capability,

iidkcy 4nd TFOW, 1971. pp. 7' ft
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and diplomatic pability. because of that, so we becomedirninished in
the cognitive sty es that we ought to have.

I would like to point out as emphatically as I can, that nothing that I
am saying is meant to gainsay the value of the' Anglo-German
educational or cognitive styles. What I am saying i4 that there are
alternative styles which should be made 'available to all American's And
which all curriculum developers and counselors and all teachers must
be aware of Visual, auditory' and kinectic styles are all needed in
creating materials in'ounseling and in teaching. In any good teaching,
program, books, filmstrips; cassette recordings, etc. May all be used,
determined by the combination of, teacher's style, student's style, and
nature of the material being taught. If a child does well and is found in
the early grades to be favoring one or another pf these learning aids,
then a decision inu4t be made as to.whether and how the child can be
assisted to engage, 'in other kinds of cognitive approaches. If we believe
that everyone has a right to an education, then we have to adapt the
education to who is learning and for what purpose.

Basic educatiOn in the three R's is commonly accepted as essential.
It must be pointed out that essentially it is an assumption based on who
is educated and why we are educating. In the age of mass education it
may be required that different conceptions of education be developed,
The history of university education is a history of education for the
elite and in this respect, Sothhern European and Anglo-German
universities are not different.

The work of Basil Bernstein is particuarly relevant' at this point.
Bernstein raises, questions about how social structure bec mes part of
one's experience, what the main process is for achieving t `s, and what
this implies for education. He proposes that forms of spo e language,
in the process of being learned "elicit, reinforce, and generaize distinct
types of relafionships with the environment and thus create particular
dimensions of significance."'5 Speech defines what is affectively,
cognitively and socially meaningful .for us(,- thereby enabling us tog,
attach meaning to our experience.' As a result, cognitive as well as
social skills may be gained or denied to us by virtue of certai
linguistic forms, affecting both academic and vocational success. ",
and these forms of language are culturally, not indivivally deter-
mined." Bernstein emphasiies the deterministic aspects of socio-
cultural forces usrbri the development of language skills which in turn

' 'conditiOns how we learn. The restricted and elaborated communica-
tion codes and styles of verbal behavior that Bernstein describes in
lower class families are typically found also in immigrant families
where the language of the host society is spoken poorly. Language

.Fernmiriella, 1979, Part
Bernstein in Halsey et al., 1%1, pp,
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differentials' for the children and grandchildren of immigrants' must
therefore be taken into account in curriculum development again in
order to avoid a covert form of discrimination against such children.

At the same time, in the conclusion to the study done by Hollos five
years ago,.it is-suggested that possibly different social environments
may be producing "high" level performance in different cognitive
areas, which has, of course, been the major implication of the present
paper. In turn, this :raises the question Hof what cognitive behaviors
one values and whether it is tili.viysCorr'ect to adjust the perforManee
of other cultural [ethnic] groups to any single standard.-"

viii!.
This -paper has been addressing how and what we have be doing

to destroy alternative cognitive styles in' the schools. not argue
either for or against -the primacy of Anglo70erman cognitive style in
schools, but the argument here has been against the destruction of
alternative styles. These alternative styles, handed down through
generations and brought to the ignited States by the immigrants to
America, represent ages of contributions to philosophy, mathematics,
science, literature, poetry, art, dance, music, sculpture', architeCture, to
moral development and ethnics, and to the well-being of people for
many: many centuries. It is not necessary to defend the choice in
selecting one style ever all others; it is necessary .to defend the
elimination of all other styles.

The challenge to the schools in the 1980's with respect to ethnicity"
and education will be to effect the complete reversal of that stance
which the schools have taken historically, insisting upon Anglo norms
of education, of betiavior, of methods of learning, and of method of
expressing for all Americans.

In order to meet this challenge the schools will have tciously
enter into programs that inspire and generate higher levels of ethnic
sensitivity. More extensive implementation, for example, of the
recommendations of the Ethnic Heritage Center for Teacher Educa-
tion of the American Association of Colleges f6r Teacher Education
would be a meaningful beginning. There are yet many states- where:
imptementaion of these recommendatiOns has not begun.

The more geberal response froM a civil rights perspective is the
elimination of disc'rimination against Euro-ethnics. The impact of the
affirmative action programs for minority peoples has awakened Euro-
ethnics to their own condition since they, and not the established
persons in our society, are the Ones that are being asked to bear the

a

i p 304.
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burden for the injustices perpetrated upon the Minority pe'oples in this
..6 ,.country over the past ttire hundred and fifty years.

A More pleliiiiive and academic _recommendation, might be made.

following' the usual,observe think ,7 act model, A) With respect to
observe, research of the following tyPes_should be &Icouraged: 1)
Programsfor research into various culfiifes_and ethnic grofips in the
Unitd States shbuld be 'continued and the materials shpuld be made
available for ethnic studies cours-s in the schools and in the colleges as

trainingwell., Such research requires f: eign language aining which should
be made available. 2) Researc in psychological, sociological and
ethnological aspects of cognition Ilitzuld be encouraged and the 4-

materials utilized in determining new programs' and methods of
teaching, 3) Research into techniques of interpersonal communi-
cation interaction based upon t ', ridings obtained above should be

c.,.'s
supported and encouraged. Rese into survival techniques utilized

-.

by immigrants to this country should be described in order to provide
counselors and teachers of new immigrants the kind of knowledge
they need to help i : rants cope. B) With respect to thinking,mA

conferences, seminars, a d.-writings should be encouraged within the
ademic and educational community;. to develop theoretical explana%,

'ons aid enhance our understandings of the materials btained
through- the research. C) With respect to action,, numerous prOgrams
can be recomtnended. Ovoall, the most inclusive recommendation
should be macleWith respect to .reforming the -curriculum's° that all
aspcts of the curriculum reflect an ethnic sensitivity. Thug, the
teaching of ethnicity and teaching of ethnic studies should not be the
final goal of the reform, 'but rather the goal should be to hay all

subjects which are taught done so with ethnic awareness. Thus
example, not. only should there be course materials presented on
various` ethnic groups in the social studies curriculum, but rather even
in the art curriculum, in the history program, and even perhaps in the
physical gducation aspect. of curriculum, ethnic sensitivity can be
incorporated. In a word, we are dealing with holistic human beings
who must be treated in a. manner that reflects this holism. Additional
curricular reforms should be made in specific ways by supporting the
inclusion of ethnically concerped persons in all major programs
supported by the Pederal Government as, for example, in the
Vocational Education Program, in the International Education, Pro-
gram, and so on and so forth.

The Federal Government's role in ethnicity and education has taken
essentially two major forms: 1) the Bilingual-Bicultural Act and 2) the
Ethnic HeritageStudies Act, Title IX. Both of these programs require
revitalization and renewed conceptualization. With respect to the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Act which rtes most directly to what we
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are dealing with here, major reforms should be made. The result of the
Title IX program is fiat some ten to twelve million dollars worth of
projects have been funded over the past five years. Most of the money ei
was4pent in_t he development_of curricular materials-on every major

.ethnic group and most other ethnic groups in the United States. A
major shift should be made from funding the development of
curricular materials to funding dissemination of these materials and the
training of teachers in the use of these materials. The dissemination
should be made for the purposes of making more widely known the
current state of knowledge and skills and the sharing of ideas about
ethnicity in all of its aspects. This dissemination can be done through
various materials including the contractual development of clearing
houses, the establishment of a journal which would include review of
materials that are available, reviews of various books on ethnicity and,
finally, a newsletter whose purpose would be the rapid and facile
dissemination of events which have a specific ethnic import. 4

An important part of government support of ethnicity and education
could come through support of ethnic centers around the country
whose purpose would be relate to all of the ethnic organizations in
order to conduct a continuing dialogue into the problems of ethnics in
all of its ramifications. Out of this a more profound understanding of
the relationship of ethnicity and education can be engendered. The
integration of ethnicity as an aspect of community life in general
should not by overlooked. In this respect Anderson's important study
of the Title IX piogram should not be overlooked, neither should the
ideas developed at the important conference on dissemination orga-
nized by the Ethnic Heritage Studies Clearinghouse at Boulder,
Colorado in 1978.

All of this brings us back to the initial points we made at the
beginning of this paper. If indeed we see in the ethnic heritages of the
students a tradition to be valued and a style of learning and of
expressing which will be of importance for the making of the United
States, then we will see in students the positive contributions and we
will expect them from our students. In this way students themselves
will feel that they have "something to bring to the classroom and to the
United States.

Teachers' own self-respect and respect for heritage will be trans-
lated into a personal sense of self-worth so that coming into contact
with the child will in itself positively enhance the child's world and the
world the child will make. For it should be recognized that, in the final
analysis, the spirit of cultural democracy can be concretized and
realized only when young Americans can make America in their own
image.
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COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Thank you very much. I will first call on Dr.
James A. Banks to comment upon your presentation.

James Banks is a Professor of Education at the University{ of
Washington and a specialist in ethnic studies and social studies.

He has authored 10 books on multi-ethnic education and more than
70 articles, contributions to books and book reviews through -profes-
sional publications.

He holds Master's and Doctoral degrees in elementary educ-ation
and social studies and has served as a consultant to school districts,
professional organizations and universities throughout the United
States, Great Britain, and Canada.

RESPONSE OF JAMES A. BANKS`
I would like to speak on the educational implications of the

expanding identifications of ethnic youths. In his comprehensive and
complex paper' (complex because he is dealing with a complex topic),
Professor Femrninella focuses on a range of topics and issues related to
education, ethnicity, and the school . experiences of Americans of
Southern, Eastern and Central European origin. Femminella states
that the schools are Anglo-ethnic and that the cultures of other
American ethnic groups of European origin are largely ignored by the
schools. Consequently, ethnic youths of European origin, as well as
* I am deeply grateful to Cherry A. Ranks for her helpful and thoughtful comments on an earlier
draft of this paper. It benefited considerably from her insights.

Francis X. Eemminella, "Education and Ethnicity: Euro-Ethnics in Anglo-Ethnic Schm-As." paper
Iresented to the US% Commission on Civil Rights at'll'Consultation entitled t "Civil Rights Issues of
Euro-Ethnic Americans in the United States: Opportunities and ChaliMges," University of Illinois.
Circle Campus, Chicago, December 3, 1979.
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ethnic minorities such as blacks,- Mexican Americans, and American
Indians, often find the school culture alien ar d self-defeating. Fermi-
nella's analysis of the character 'Of Americ schools is essentially
accurate. As a result of their Anglo-centric d mono- ethnic charac-
ter, the stools have not recognized a d supported the ethnic
identifications of most ethnic students helped then-I- to develoP.
reflective and clarified n ticanal and global identifications.

Ethnic, National and Global Identifications
In this paper, I am defining identification as "a social-psy-chological

process involving the assimilation and internalization of the values,
standards, expectations, or social roles of another person or per-
sons. . into one's behavior andself-conception."' When an-individual
develops an identification with a particular group, he or she "internal-
izes the interests, standards, and -role expectations of the group.`"
Identification is an evolving/dynamic, complex arid ongoing process
and not a static or uni-dimensional conceptualization: All individuals
belong to many different groups and consequently develop multiple
group identifications. Students have a sexual identification, a family
identification, a racial identification, as well as identifications with
many other formal and informal groups.

A major assumption of this paper is that all students come to school with
ethnic identifications, whether they are conscious or uncorscious. Many
Anglo-American students are consciously aware of their national
identifications as Americans but are not consciously aware of the fact
that they have internalized the values,'standards, norms, and behaviors
of the Anglo-American ethnic group. Students who are Afro-Ameri-

-. cans, Jewish-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and Italian- Americans
are usually consciously aware of both ethnic and national
identifications. However, many students from all ethnic groups come
to school with confused, unexamined and nonrefiective- ethnic and
national identifications and with almost no global identification or
consciousness.

Identity is a global concept that relates. to all that we are. Our
societal quest for a single, narrow definition of "American" has
prevented many Americans from getting in touch with that dimension
of their identity that relates to ethnicity. Ethnic identification for many
Americans is a very important part of their' personal ientity. The

- individual who has a confused, nonreflectiVe or negative ethnic
identification lacks one of the essential ingredients for a healthy and
positive personal identity.

George A. Thcodorion old Achilles G: Th
flarritA ,iful Noble Books, 1944, pp 04,195

p. 195.
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The school should help students to develop three kinds of highly
interrelated identifications that are of special concern to multi-ethnic
educators: and an ethnic,_.a national, and a global identificatiOh.
school should help students to develop ethnic, national, and global-
identifications that are clarified, 'refleciive and positive. Individuals who
have clarified and reflective ethnic, national, and global-identifications
understand how these identifications developed, are able to thought-.
fully and objectively examine their ethnic group, nation, and world,
and underStand both the personal and public implications of these
identifications.

Individuals who have positive ethnic, national and global identifica-
.

tiong evaluate their ethnic, national, and global communities highly
and are proud of these identifications. They have bOth the desire and
competencies needed to take actions that will support and reinforce
the values and norms of their ethnic, national, and global communities,
Consequently, the school shodld not only be concerned about helping
students to develop reflective ethnic, national, and global identifica-
tions, it should also help them to acquire the cross-cultural competen-
cies (which consist of knowledge, skills, attitudes and abilities) needed
to function effectively within 'their ethnic, national, and world
communities.

Ethnic Identification
The school within, a pluralistic democratic nation should help ethnic

students to develop clarified, reflective, and positive ethnic identifica
tions. This does not mean that the school should encourage or force
ethnic minority students who have identifications With the Anglo-
American ethnic group or who have identifications with several ethnic
groups-to give up these identifications. However, it does mean that the.
school will help all students to develop an understanding of their
ethnic grout identifications, to objectively examine their ethnic
groups, to better understand the relationships between their ethnic
groups and other ethnic groups, and to learn the personal and public
implications of their ethnic group identifications and attachments.

A positive and clarified ethnic identification is of primary impor-
tance to students beginning in their first years of life. However, rather
than help studerits to develop positive and reflective ethnic identifica-
tions, historically the school and other social institutions have taught
non-Anglo-ethnic groups to be ashamed of their ethnic affiliations and
characteristics. Social and public institutions have forced many
individuals who are Polish-Americans, Italian-Americans, and Jewish-
Americans to experience self-alienation, desocialization, and to reject
family heritages and cultures. Many members of these ethnic ,groups
have. denied important aspects of their ethnic cultures and changed
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.-their mnii- es in order to attain' full Participation within the school and
other American institutions, However, we should not deny the fact
that many ethttic individuals consciously denied their-family heritaggs
in order to attain social, economic, and educational mobility. How-

, :ever, -within a pluralistic demOcratic society, individuals should not
have to give up all of their meaningful ethnic traits and attachments in
'order to attain structural- inclusion-into society,

The National Council for the Social Studies Task Force on Ethnic,
Studies Curriculum Guidelines writes cogently about the importance
of ethnic identifications for individuals in our society and. about the
cost and pain of assimilation:

For indiViduals, ethnic ups can proVide'a foundation for self-
definition. Ethnic gi- embership can provide a- sense of
belong g, or shared traditions, of interdependence of fate-'espe-
cially r members of groups which have all too Ofteh been barred
from retry into the larger society.. When society views ethnic
differences with respect, individuals can define themselves ethni-
cally without conflict or shame.

The psychic cost of assimilation was and is high for many
Americans.- It too often demanded and demands self-denial, self-
hatred, and rejection of family ties. Social dem4nds for conformi
ty which have such exaggerated effects are neither democratic
nor humane. Such practices deny dignity by refusing to accept
individuals as persons in themselves and by limiting the realization
of human potential. Such demands run counter to the democratic
values of freedom of association and equality of opportunity.. .

For society as a whole, ethnic groups can serve as sources of
innovation. By respecting differences, society is provided a wider
base of ideas, values, and behavior. Societr increases its potential
power for creative change,'

National Identification
The school should also each student to acquire a clarified,

refle-ctive, and pbsitive national or American identification and related
cross-cultural competencies. Each American student should develop a
commitment to American democratic ideals, such as human dignity,
justice, and equality. The school should also help students to acquire
the attitudes, beliefs and skills which they need to become effective
participants in the nation's republic. Thus, the development of social
participation skills and activities should be major goals of the school
curriculum within a democratic pluralkistic nation such as the United
States.' Students should be provided opportunities for social participa-

fame* A. Banks, Carlos E. -Cortes, Geneva Gay. Ricardo L. Garcia. and Anna S. achoa.
Curriculum Guidelines for 44fultigihnic Educatiom Washington, D.C,, -nal Council for the Social
studies, 1976, 6. i 1.

James A. Ranks with Ambrose A. Clegg, Jr., Teaching tegies for the Social
Inquiry, Valuing and DurisinlinWaking, Second Edition. Reading, Mass.:

Addison Wesley, 077. See especially Chapter 14, "Decision Making and Social Action i7

Strategies.-
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tion activities whereby- they can take action on issues and problems
that are consistent with American, democratic values. Citizenship
eduCation and social participation activities are integral parts of a
sound school curriculum :

,

The American national identification and related citizenship.compeL
tencies are important- for all American citizens, regardless of their

'ethnic group membership and ethnic affiliations. The national Acrieri-
can- identification should be acknowledged and promoted in all
educational programs related to ethnicity and education. However, we
should not equate an American identification and the American
Culture with an -Anglo-American culture and an . Anglo-American
identification.-;.Individuals can have a wide- -range of cultural and
linguistic traits and characteristics and still be reflective and effective
American citizens,

IndividualS can have ethnic allegiances and characteristics and yet,
.

endorse overarching-and shared American values and ideals as long as
their ethnic values and behaviors do not violate or contradict
American demo9ratic values and ideals. Educational programs' should
recogniZe and reflect the multiple identifications that students are
developing. In fact, and swill discuss this in more detail later, I believe
that students can develop a reflective and positive national identifica-
tion only after they have attained reflective, clarified and p itive
ethnic identifications. This is as true for Anglo- American students s it

- is for Jewish-American, Black-American or Italian-American students.
Often Anglo-Americans do not view themselves_ as an ethnic group.
However, sociologically they have many of the same traits and
characteristics of other- American ethnicrgroups, such asa sense of
peoplehood, unique behavioral values and norms, and unique ways of
perceiving the world." ,

Anglo - American students who believe that their ethnic group is
superior to other ethnic groups, and who have highly ethnocentric and
racist attitudes, do not have clarified, reflective and positive ethnic
identifications. Their ethnic identifications are based on the negative
characteristics of other ethnic groups and have not been reflectively and
objectively examined! Many 'Anglo-American and other ethnic indi-
viduals tiave ethnic identifications that are nonreflective and unclari-
fied It is not possible for, students with unreflective and totally
subjective ethnic identifications to develop positive and reflective
national American identifications because ethnic ethnocentrism is
inconsistent with American Creed values such as human dignity,
freedom,;equality, and justice.

"Milton M. Gordon, Assirni/atiim in American Life: The Role of Race, R
and National Origins, New York: Oxford University Press, 1964.
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is important for ethnic group individuals w,ho have historically
been victims of discrimination -to'develop-positive andreflective ethnic
identifications before they will be able to develop clarified national

Idsntifications. It is difficult for Polish-AmOrican, Jewish-American or
Mexican-American students to support the rights of other ethnic
groups or the ideals of the national state when they are ashamed of
their ethnicity or feel that their ethni-J, group is denied basici civil rights
and opportunities 4

Many educators assume that in order to be loyal American citizens,
students must acquire the Anglo -Saxon Protestant culture and an
,Anglo-American identiffCation. These educators assume. that-Ameri-
can rneanyhe same as Anglo-American. This, popular but inaccurate
notion of American ctilture ,and identity is perpetuated by the popular
mediaand by. many school texbooks. -

This is a widespread misinterpretation of American hfe and society.
While Anglo-Saxon Protestants- have profoundly influenced our
society and culture (and in many ways very constructively - such as
their influence d' rs. our political ideals and ideologies), other ethnic
groups, such as Jewish-Am ricans, Black-Americans and Mexican-
Americans, have deeply affe ed. American literature, music,'. arts, and
values.' ..

While the school should help students to clarify and examine their
national identifications, we need new and more accurate conceptuali-
zations of the nature of American society and culture.

Global Identifications
It is essential that we help s dents to develop clarified, reflective

and poitive ethnic and nation identifications. However, because we
live in a global society in %Of h the solution of the world's problems
requires the cooperation of all the nations of the world, it is also
important for -students- to develop global identifications and the
knowledge, attitudes, skills and abilities needed 40 become effective
and influential citizens in the world community. The President's
Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies writes
cogently about the need to help students to develop global interests
and perspectives and the lack of gldbal education in American schools:

A nation's welfare depends in large measure on the intelleCtual
and psychological strengths that are derived from the perceptive
visions of the world beyond its own boundaries. On a planet
shrunken by the technology of instant communications, there is
little safety behind a Maginot Line of scientific and scholarly
isolationism. In our schools and colleges as well as our public

For a further diseussion of point James A, Banks, 'Shaping the Future
of NItiltteultural bitirnal (11 Nrt.rrt Education, .Volume 48, (Summer,
1979), pp. 237-252.
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,
media of communications, and in the everyday dialogue within
our,communities, the situation cries out for a better comprehen-
sion. of our place and our potential in a world that though it still
expects much frorrl'.erica, no longer takes American suprema-
cy for grinted. Nor, the Commission kielieves, do this country's
children and youths, and it isfor them, and their understanding of
their own society, that an international, perspective is inilispens-
abolw,;e..$ uch a perspective is lacking most educational programs
n

The Need for a Delicate Elalan of, Identifications
In a paper presented avihe 1979 -annual meeting of the National

Council for the Social Studies, Professor Nagayo Htirniria of the
University of Toyko points out that ethnic and national identifiCations
may prevent the development of effective glObal commitments and the
cooperation among nations that is needed to solve the world's global
problems. He writes of this paradox:

The starting point of our quest for a-global perspective should
Be the realization that the world today is a world of paradox. On
the one hand, we live in the age ofAincreasing interdependence
among nations and growing awareness of cur common destinyas
occupants of the only one earth. ".. . But at the same time
nationalism is as strong as ever, and within a nation we often
witness a movement of tribalism, an assertion of ethnicity, a
communitarian experiment, and according to some critics and
scholars, adominous tendency toward narcissism. Apparently the
force for integrationand the force for fragmentation-are working
simultaneously in our world.°

Professor. Homma points out that nationalism and national identifi-
cations and attachments 'n most nations of the world are strong and
tenacious. Strong natio

\
alism that is nonreflective will prevent

students from developing reflective and positive global identifications,.
'Nonreflective and unexamined ethnic identifications attachments may
prevent the development of a cohesive nation and a unified national
-ideology. While we should help ethnic youths to develop reflective
and positive ethnic identifications, students must also be helped to
clarify and strengthen their identifications as American citizens
,which means that they will develop and internalize American Creed
values such as justice, human dignity, and equality.

There needs to be a delicate balance between ethnic, national, and
global .1dentifications and liltachments However, in the east educators
have often tried to develop strong national identifications by repress

Throuvh Wivilmn; A Critique o/ C.S. Capability. A Report to the Presi-
dent fr,,rn -the President's 1Commission on Foreign Language and International
Studies, WaNhington, C LIS. Government Printing Office, November, 1979, p, 2.

Nagayo Ilowma. -The Quest Fora Olobal Perspeetive A Japanese View,- a paper
presented as a keynote address at the 59th Annual Meeting of the National Council for
the Social Studies. November 2) 1979, Portland, Oregon, p. I.
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jrig ethnicity and making ,ethnic Americans, including many Euro-
ethnic Americans, ashamed of their ethniC roots and families. Schools
taught ethnic youths "shame," as William Greenbaum has so comp*-
sionately viritten.10 This is an unhealthy and dysfunctional approach to
building national solidarity and reflective nationalism and to shaping a
nation in which all of citizens endorse its overarching values, such
as democracy-and human dignity,- and yet maintain a sense of ethnicr
pride and identification.,

1 hypothesize that ethnic, national and global identifications are
developmental in nature and that an individual -cdn attain a healthy and .

reflective national identification only wk.": he Or she has 'acquiieel. a
healthy and reflective ethnic identification; and that individuals can
develop a refleciive and posiiiie global identification only after they have a
realistic, reflective and positive national identification. (See Figure 1)

Individuals can develop a commitment to, _and an, identification
with, a nation state and the national culture oply when they believe
that they are a meaningful and important part of that nation and that it
acknowledges, reflects, an values their culture and them as individu-
als. A nation that alienate nd does not meaningfully and structurally
include an ethnic group o the national culture' runs the risk of
creating alienation within at ethnic group and of fostering separatism
and- separatist rnovements and ideologies. Students will find it very
difficult, if not impossible, to develop reflective global identifications
within a nation state that perpetuates a , nonreflective and blind
nationalism.

The Ex\nding Identification Of Ethnic Youths: A Typology
We should first help ethnic students to develop healthy and positive

ethnic identifications,, they can then begin to develop reflective
national and global identifications. I have developed a typology of the
stages of ethnicity which describes the developmental nature of ethnic,
national and global identifications and clarifications." (See figure 2)
This typology assumes that. individuals can be classified according to
their ethnic identifications and development. Ihe typology is a
Weberian-type ideal-type conceptualization. An ideal-type conceptual-
iZation is "composed Of a configuration of characteristic elements of a

"William Greenbaum, "America in Search of a New Ideal: An Essay on the Rise
of Pluralism:: Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 44 (August, 1974), p. 431.

"4 presented an earlier form of this typology in several previous publications, includ-
ing: James A. Banks, The Implications of Multicultural Education for Teacher
Education,- in Frank Ft. Klassen and Donna M. Gollnick, eds., Pluralism. and the
American Tehrher, Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, 1977, pp. I-30; and James A. Banks, Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies,
Second Edition. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1979, pp. 61=-61. See also the thesis by
Ford that developed an instrument to assess these stages of ethnicity: Margaret M.
Ford. The Development of an Instrument for Assssing Levels of Ethnicity in Public
School Teachers. Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Universitzot Houston, 1979.
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Figure
The Relationship Between Personal identity and Ethnic,
National, and Global IdentificatiOns

PERSONAL IDENTITY

Global
identification

National
Identifiation

Personal identity is the "I" that results from the life-long binding
together of the many threads of-)a person's life. These threads
.include experience, culture, heredity, as well as identifications
with significant others and many different groups, such as one's
ethnic group, nation, and global community.
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class of phenomena used in social analysis. The eternents
based on observations or concrete instances of the phe
study, but the resultant construct is not designed to corn
to any single empirical observation.""

stracted are
ena tuider

end exactly

Stage 1 Ethnic Psychological Capthiity

111 The individual accepts the negative ideologies, beliefs, values, and
norms about his or her ethnic group that are i titutionalizedWitliin
the larger iety during this stage. Consm_= i _ the incitvidnal
exemplifies haic self-rejectio and low self-estee e more that an
ethnic group is discriminated gainst in society, the m likely are ate
members to experience sore form of ethnic psychological captivity: ,
Many Americans, as well as many minorities such as Blacks: and
Chicanos, experience some orris of ethnic psychological Captivity;

Stage thnic Encapsulation
This stage is characterized by ethnic encapsulation and ethnic

exclusiveness, including voluntary' separatism. The individual partici.
pates primarily within his or her own ethnic group and believes that
his or her ethnic group is superior to that of other groups. An
increased number of individuals within an ethnic group can be
expected to experienc-e some foi-m of ethnic encapsulation when- the
group has recently experienced an ethnicTevitalization movement and

Theodorson and Thcodorson, op. cit. p. 193.
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a quest for ethnic pride after having experienced institutionalized
discrimination and political oppression historically. Individuals within
this stage are likely.to be perceived as bigots and racists. The number
of individuals in this stage within an ethnic group are likely to decrease
as the group experiences economic and social mobility and structural
inclusion into society.

Stage 3 Ethnic Identity Clarification
The individual within this stage is able to clarify his or her attitudes

and ethnic identity and to reduce intrapsychic conflict. He or she is
able to develop clarified positive attitudes toward his or her own
ethnic group. The individual learns to accept self, thus developing the
characteristics (skills, attitudes, and abilities) needed to accept and
respond positively to outside racial and ethnic groups. Self-acceptance
is a requisite to accepting and responding positively to others. The
more economic and social mobility and structural inclusion that an
ethnic group experiences within a society, the more individuals within
the group will move from Stage 2 to Stage 3.

Stage 4 Eli-ethnicity
Individuals within this stage have a healthy sense of ethnic identity

and the psychological characteristics and skills' needed to participate
successfully in his or her own ethnic culture, as well as in another
ethnic culture, The individual is thoroughly bicultural and is able to
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Figure 2

The Expanding Identifications of Ethnic Youths: A Typology
This figure illustrates the author's hypothesis that students must
have clarified and positive ethnic identifications (Stage 3) be-
fore they can attain reflective and positive national and global
identifications (Stages 5 and 6). For a more detailed diScussion
of these stages see James A. Banks, The Implications of Multi-
cultural Education for Teacher Education," in Frank H. Klassen
and Donna M. Gollnick, eds., Pluralism and the American
Teacher. Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education, 1977, pp. 1-30.

STAGE 3
ETHNIC IDENTITY
CLARIFICATION

STAGE 2

ETHNIC
ENCAPSULATION

STAGE 1

ETHNIC
PSYCHOLOGICAL
CAPTIVITY.

The individual
internalizes the
negative societal
beliefs about his
or her ethhic group.

The individual
is ethnoceptric
and practices
ethnic separatism.

The individual
,accepts self and
has clarified
attitudes toward
Nis or her own
ethnic group.
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STAGE 6

GLOBALISM AND
GLOBAL
COMPETENCY

STAGE 5

MULTI ETHNICITY
AND REFLECTIVE
NATIONALISM

STAGE 4

BIETHNICITY

The individual
has the attitudes,
skills and commit-
ment needed to
participate ooth
within his or her
own ethnic group
and within another
ethqic culture.

The individual
has reflective
ethnic and national
identifications and
the skills, attitudes
and commitment
needed to
function within a
range of ethnic
and cultural group_ s
within his or her
nation.

The individual has
reflective and positive
ethnic, national and
global identifications
and the knowledge,
skills and
commitment needed
to function witnin
cultures throughout hi
or her nation and worli

COPYRIGHT 1979 by James A. Banks. All rights reserved.
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engage in cultural-switching behavior. The individual knows which
behavior is appropriate for which particular cultural setting. He or she
is bidialectal and/or bilingual.

Stage 5 Multi-ethnicity and Reflective Nationalism
The Stage 5 individual has clarified, reflective, and positive

personal, ethnic, and national identifications, positive attitudes toward
other ethnic and racial groups, and is self-actualized. The individual is
able to function, at least beyond superficial levels, within several
ethnic cultures within the United States and to understand, appreciate,
and share the values, symbols, and institutions of several American
ethnic cultures.

The individual has.. a reflectiver and realistic American national
identification and realistically views the United States as the multi-
ethnic society that it is. The Stage 5 individual has cross-cultural
competencies within his or her own nation and commitment to the
national ideas, creeds, and values of the nation state.

Stage 6 Globalism and Global Competency
The individual within Stage 6 has clarified, ,reflective, and positive

ethnic, national, and global identifications and the knowledge, skills,
attitudes, and abilities needed to function within ethnic cultures within
his or her own nation as well as within cultures outside of his or her
nation in other parts of the world. The Stage 6 individual has the ideal
delicate balance of ethnic, national, and global identifications. This
individual has internalized the universalistic ethnical values and
principles of humankind and has the skills, competencies, and commit,.
ment needed to take action within the world to actualize his or her
values and commitments.

Summary
During their socialization, students develop multiple group identifi-

cations. The school should help ethnic students develop three kinds of
identifications that are of special concern to multiethnic educators: an
ethnic, a national, and a global identification. To successfully help
students to help ethnic, national, and global identifications that are
clarified, reflective, and positive, the school must first recognize the
importance of each of these identifications to students and to the
nation state and acknowledge their developmental character. It is very
difficult for students to develop clarified and positive national
identifications and commitments until they have acquired positive and
clarified ethnic identifications. Students will be able to develop
clarified, reflective, and positive global identifications only after they
have acquired thoughtful and clarified national identifications.
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Most of the nation's schools are not giving students the kinds of
experiences they need to deVelop- clarified, reflective, and positive
ethnic, national, and global identifications. Most of the nation's schools
are Anglocentric, in their cultures and orientations." American culture
is frequently conceptualized as Anglo - American culture in the nation's
schools. Students are often encouraged or forced to develop a
commitment to Anglo-Saxon values and culture and identifications
with Anglo-American culture and 'institutions. This Anglocentric

-approach to education- forces students who belong to non-Anglo-.
Saxon ethnic groups to deny their ethnic identifications and cultures
and to experience self-alienation and itihatne. The Anglocentric
approach to education also prevents students from developing reflec-
tive global awareness, skills, and identities.

Th'e total school environment in the nation's schools should be
reformed to reflect the developmental nature of students' multiple
identifications and attachments. Multi-ethnic education should be
viewed as a process of curricular reform that will result in substantial
school reform and in more pluralistic and humanistic education.

' ' i f,tm:i=i X. 1- umMinel la, op.. cit.

* * *

CONIMISIStONER RUIZ. Our, next reactor is Georgia Theophillis
Noble:

Georgia Noble is a Professor of Education at Simmons College in
Boston, where she specializes in contemporary problems of American
Education, including sexism, racism, and the development of adequate
educational response to multi-ethnicity.

She is a recipient of a Master's degree in education from Harvard
University. She served on the Citizens' District Advisory Board, the
group which has prompted community involvement in Boston school

?desegregation.
Miss Noble.

RESPONSE OF GEORGIA THEOPH1LLIS NOBLE
Thank you, Commissioner.
First I would like to say that Mr. Femminella's paper was very

interesting, and I found that the analogy to the Italian schools could be
very easily transferred to the Greek experience.

But I did feel that it would be important to try A() bring a sharper
locus on some of the things that make people such as myself, of Greek
descent, a little different. Many common chords were struck by the
paper. I say tharas someone who has experienced what you are talking
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about in that, though I was raised in a small town in upstate New
York, my parents felt very strongly about my learning Greek. We
were the only Greek family in the town. It was rumored that we
cooked with olive oil.

We had to drive, mind you, 30 miles to get it. I remember vividly
the scene when my third grade teacher confronted my mother in the
meat market one day and said, "Mrs. Theophillis, PM so glad to see
you. You never come to our PTA meetings, Your daughter's having
all kinds of problems in school. There's just so much I can do about it,
and, after all, you are in America now, and you are about to become
American citizens. So you must stop speaking Greek to your
daughter,'

Almost everyone in the meatmarket by this time was all ears. I

wished the earth would open tip and swallow me. My mother raised
herself to her full five-two, looked at Mrs. Grinder and said, in her
broken English = which I cannot imitate because I have spent
thousands of my father's dollars to come forth with pearl-shaped
tones .She looked at her and said, "Mrs, Grinder, the President of
the university comes in our store and asks me about Greece. The
professors tell Inc about their travels to Greece and ask me questions
about the Greek food and all kinds of other things. The students tell
me their parents spend thousands and thousands of dollars for them to
learn Greek; and I walk and I see the big buildings with Greek letters
on them" - she was referring to fraternity houses.

My mother looked at Mrs. Grinder and said and by this time she's
standing up to her full height - "Mrs. Grinder, you teach my daughter
Pnglish,"and then pointing to herself, "I will teach her Greek.-

And that was the end of that.
it was that kind of spirit that prevailed in my family. It meant that

every time I stepped across the threshold of our home not an English
word was spoken; that was`understood.

In the store, by the way, it was a little ice cream and candy store - of
course, what else did Greeks do in the, hinterlands? My father, my
uncle, and mother in the store would discuss certain things that were
happening all around us. It became sort of a laboratory of cultural
differences. It really was fascinating as I think back upon it.

By the time I was 12. in spite of all these discw;sions, because we
were the only Greek family in this small upstate New York community
with a university and beautifully kept houses and with manicured
lawns, still, I would have given anything to have changed my name,
Theophillis, and never have to speak a word of Greek.

My wise, so-called uneducated, father - he had only gone as far as
the third grade = made sure that we welly to Europe that summer. We
did not go Jost to Greece; I emphasize went to Europe, We went to
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Paris to the International Exposition and to the Louvre. We took the
Orient Express. We went to Greee saw the people who looked like
me, and met relatives in villages ne#parta.

As we were going back to France on this boat through the
Mediterranean, my father, my uneducated father, kept telling me about
the fact that Marseilles had once been a Greek colony. He told me all
kinds of thing* about tte Greek colonies in Sicily and I thought, how
could my poor uneducated father make up these stories, It was because
he traveled on all those ships and heard all those stories, I concluded,

-and dismissed them. After all, I had not read about any of that in the
books that I had in school. That trip to Europe proved to be a major
point in my life. Of course, when I came back to Hamilton, New York,
none of the teachers were interested in my trip. Never once did they
refer to my Greek ethnicity, although students would call me
"greaseball" and make other derogatory remarks about my pa
was said we were rich because we worked 7 days a week and the
summer spent in the old country was ample proof.

On the other hand, I can remember going in to a counseling session
to help me decide where I might apply for college entrance; the vice-
principal looked at me and said, "I think maybe Antioch would be a
good place because you could work your way through."

I got very angry inside because the money had been saved for my
education. Every week a small amount had been put in the bank since I
was 6 years old.

There were other kinds of inferences that were made by my
Icounselor just because he had seen me washing dishes in the store.

') I had to reach out and prove myself, I learned to play the games of
the public school, and I played them well, I assure you. By my senior
year in high school, I was president of the class, and that represented
something very special to me.
__-- 'But it had been a strategy that had been worked out very-- Carefully
to get there, and this is the kind of thing that some of us have to do.

When did my own ethnic commitments begin? In my senior year at
Syracuse University, when World War II was still - grim reality I

decided, I want 4 o go back to Greece. I went back and taught
English as a s and language at Anatolia College in Thessaloniki. I
experi hat Mr. Fernminella mentioned a moment ago. When
you get there, you are seen as the American, and here in America you
arc the Greek, .

But, you know, through the agony and ecstasy of it alljemerge
something very beautiful when. you begin to realize that you have
something very, very special, and this is what I xvant.to speak about. In
the public schools we are shortchanging our students. I am tired- of
hearing the issue being centered around so-called problems of ethnicity.
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Actually, these ethnicities are beautiful, beautifully colored mosaics
if you will, of our cultures here in the United States that we have not
been willing to really see and value as such.

May I share for a moment with you something which gives all of us
of Greek descent a great deal of pride, and it also explains something
about where we are coming from, so to speak, and the kind of thing we
would want to see emphasized within the schools.

It was announced on October 18th of this year that the Nobel prize
for literature had been awarded to the Greek poet Odysseus Elytis.

In a citation, the Swedish Academy of Letters stressed the character
of Elytis' poetry_, which in Greece has made him known as the Poet of
the Aegean.

The citation speaks of, quote, "Poetry which against the background
of Greek tradition depicts with sensuous strength an intellectual
clearsightedness modern man's struggle for freedom and creativeness."
,=J-When- Elytis, in an interview, was asked what constitutes a Greek,

or what is it to be a Greek, he talked about the fact that the light in,
eece affects what happens to people's thinking.
He spoke of frozen truth, and that was the truth that is found in

books, but he spoke of a living truth, which is the interaction of human
beings in a particular historical sense: The last point he made was that
it is not only a sense of feeling, but that each human being has to
reconstruct Greek history in a way.

And I think this is, something which I feel very strongly about in
terms of our young people having an opportunity to be creative.
Frankly, the only way I emerged as a human caring person at
Hamilton High School was through the extra-curricular activities,
such as the orchestra, drama group, and the choral group.

This is where it was possible for me to meet other students on a
different basis, This is whqse I could excel and feel that I was part of a
group. This is where I also had a chalice to feel quietly proud,
because reference had to be made of the ancient Greek plays, of ItaliafiS
opera, of French poetry.

These were the things that meant the most to me. My Roumanian
violin teacher - God rest his soul - was the only teacher in the entire
school that understood what was happening to me.

And as I would go in to my lessons, he would say, "I don't
understand it. One day you can play so well, and other times so
terribly. Come, We will read poetry.-

These are the kinds of exfieriences I am terribly concerned about
seeing disappear. They have begun to disappear from the American
point of view in regard to curriculum. The arts are considered to be
the first to go in school budgets.
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seems to me that if we had made it popible for our young people
to developing their creative talents in small groups, we would be
bui ding new bridges of understanding.

n Boston, the young people have leadership qualities within the
schc :js which have not been properly understood.

Administrations have felt that they have known what was best for
the individual school without involving_ student input. We are
beginning-to see glimpses of change.

The arts are not frills. Actually there are other ways of thinking.
Some scientists recognize this symbolic language of the arts. Some
scientists at MIT, whom I have talked to, and are excellent string
quartet players, talk not only of refreshment of soul, but speak to the
fact that they do not see a dichotomy. However, in our public schools
administrations appear to insist that the arts over here are not really
necessary to an education. They dismiss those who think otherwisf as
a handful of dreamers.

So I would Make a plea that, in order to become that global citizen
that Mr. BanI4 is talking about, you are oing to have to try to
understand my eulture, you are going to haNi. to ,understand something
about what moves me.

You have got to understand why a certain painting, a certain poem,
a certain musical composition, means so much to me.

That is an important part of my Greek being. A poet in Greece is
considered above any politician, above any industrialist. To be a poet
is the highest reward that you can have, and that seems strange to us as
Americans.

Also, in terms of modern Greek writing, in the United States we
have just begun to get translations. I am hoping to .go to Greece next
year on my sabbatical and do two things. One, to work on a transl
of a novel dealing with the life of an Athenian woman written L') one
of our best Greek writers, and the other is to look at the impact of
American television on the lives of some of these young women in
Greece, because I have many questions about what we are destroying
and changing within our global village.

I am concerned about the fact that in Boston and other cities, we
have public television which is not being used properly, which is not
being put to use. We are getting many canned programs from England,
but as far as really helping in the desegregation effort, most of the
public stations are staying away from the challenge_

I know I have made certain proposals within Boston, and they have
been dismissed. We have news coverage, and that has been it. Our role
is to go no further.

What deeply troubles me is that when you look at the life of a child,
say, in the City of Bos.ton, you find that on Saturdays that child in the
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ethnic neighborhood cannot go to the branch library, because the
library is closed, The very time when the libraries should be open so
that children can have access to books, those librarieS are closed. The
libraries in the suburbs are open on Saturdays.

I asked a city librarian about it, and she said, "Well, you know, we
like to work nine to five, and there are budget cuts.-

I said, "But isn't there something else that could be done? Couldn't
you close on a Monday or a Tuesday?" The subject was changed
immediately.

I would like to see a crossing of professional lines, I would like to
bring librarians, and educators together, in with some of the human
services people and representatives from the various groups to speak
to the needs of our children.

I wonder what would happen in Boston if we could put Mel King,
one of our outstanding black leaders and some of the people from the
South End, and from the other neighborhoods, on a boat in the harbor,
for at least two days, to have a cynce to get to know one another as
human beings,

I think that going the other route of simply looking at statistics and
not getting to fz.,'litH,v is not getting us as far as we could go.

I have tak, zr nontraditional approach, know, in my
response to the rt _ .1, ,f this consultation.

Let me in my el, king remarks share something that Ciardi, the
Italian poet from die north end of Boston, wrote in speaking to
American businessmen a few years ago.

This is what Ciardi wrote:

There , no poetry for the practical man. There is poetry only
for the .inkind of the man who spends a certain amount of his
time turnip ;'the mechanical wheel. But let him spend too much of
his life ai the mechanics of practicality, and either he must become
somethin4 ,ess than a man, or his very'rneChanical efficiency will
become impaired by the frustrations stored up in his irrational
human personality.

An ulcer, gentleman, is an unkissed imagination taking his
revenge for having been jilted. It is an unwritten poem, a
neglected music, an unpainted water color, an undanced dance. It
is a declaration from the mankind of the man that a clear spring of
joy has not been tapped and that it must break through muddily
on its own.

This is the'kind of thing that l very strongly about, as you may
have gathered,

cannot close without also bringing to your attention that the
concept of library for the Greek is uppermost in his scale of values.
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This morning Mr. Levine talked about the right of ethnics to'be able
to speak to a special issue; in foreign policy the Greek Americans who
have been lobbying on the Cypriote issue have been accused of being
un-American by some people.

And I submit to you that that ,is a very unfair remark to make to
these tine people. Although there are only three million Greeks in this
United States, the small number has not prevented us from being able
to have four representatives in Congress, two Senators, and with great
pride we point to the fact that one Congressman is a Rhodes- scholar;
so is one Senator,

So our contribution to this co try is of no small measure. In closing
I will read a page from Hik Kazantzakis' book Report to Grace.

I remember a certain Cretan captain, a shepherd who reeked
of dung and billy-goats. He had just returned from the wars where
he tad fought like a lion_

I happened to be in the sheep fold one afternoon when he
received a citation inscribed on parchment in large red and black
letters from, quote, the Cretan Brotherhood of Athens,

It congratulated him on his acts of bravery and declared him a
here. -What is this paper," he asked the messenger with irritation,
-Did my sheep get into somebody's wheat field again? Do I have
to pay damages? "-

The messenger unrolled the citation joyfully and read it aloud,
-Put it into ordinary language so I can understand. What does it
mean?" "It' means you're a ero. Your nation sends you this
citation so you can frame it foryour children."

. The captain extended his huge paw. "Give it here." Seizing th
pa4chment he ripped it in shreds and threw it into the fire beneath
a caldron of boiling milk. "Go tell them I didp't fight to receive a
piece of paper. I fought to make history,"

COMMISSIONER Ruiz, It is unusual to have a poet, a musician a
dancer and a softball player all at once wrapped up in one person.

Thank you.
Our next commentator on the prior presentations and reactions of

your two colleagues is Dr. Thomas Vitullo-Martin, who is a consultant
on public policy, specializing in education and urban development.

He is also an associate with the Brookin4s Istitute, a principal
investigator with the Ford Foundation, and a visiting Professor of
Political Science at the University of Pennsylvania.

He holds Master's and Doctoral degrees from the University of
Chicago and has written numerous articles and reports on major issues
impacting both public and private schools.

Dr, Vitullo-Martin.
4
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RESPONSE OF R THOMAS VITULLO-MARTIN.
would like to speak on he impact of public and private schools on

thnic Americans and their communities. In his presentation, Dr.
Femminella has convincingly argued that the approach American
schools have chosen to. take in educating children is hostile to the
immigrant cultures. He has shown that "foreign" children suffer
because American schools actively work to weaken or break their
connection to family and ethnic culture, a connection tat has already
shaped their way of thinking before they enter school. He also argues
that by committing ourselves to only one mode of education,
Americans give up many others that may be far more suitable and
productive. Succinctly put, we are narrow-minded.

My comments supplement Dr. Femminella's, He has emphasized the
educational reasons for supporting policies that nurture existing
cultural differences in the American population. I will discuss tho
social reasons for supporting ese policies: to guarantee equal
opportunity, and to encourage c full emergence of ethnic 'groups -
which have suffered disadvantages similar, but not identical, to thOse
suffered by groups ,normally designated "minority," and to integrate
and stabilize

rnth n
an communities.11

Dr.. Feella has focused on the impact of public schools on
ethnic students. I will discuss the impact of schools on their
communities, especially private schools' impact on ethnic communi-
ties. This topic is a difficult one for USCCR because private schools
have generally been portrayed as segregative. But I will show (1) that
available data do not support that conclusion, and (2) that the
interpretation of e ig data is not as simple as it appears. The data
suggests that urba private schools, particularly in the inner city, can
have broadly integ Live effects. o

1. Guarantee Equal Opportunity
The United States Commission on Civil Rights has consistently and

with great success fully focused attention on evidence of the
educational disadvantages suffered by minority students. Fundamen-
tally the Commission has taken the position that if minority students
consistently exhibit levels Of educational attainment lower than the
median of the country's students, the system of education is failing its
responsibilities. The Commission's position makes sense. We do not
want an educational system that simply reinforces preexisting status
differences among racial groups in our society.

If data existed that showed ethnic groups suffering the same kind of
disadvantage in the schools - either ethnic group_ s taken together or
individually - the Commission would be equally concerned. But data
on ethnics comparable to what has been collected for racial and

Conkultant ,ind Visiting Professor- of Education, Univcrgity of 1-'cnnsylvania
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officially identified minority groups does not exist. The Bureau of the
Census Ad the National Center for EduCation Statistics have grappled
with cliff-wait questions in attempting to identify and collect informa-
tion about ethnic groups. They have made some progress -in their
attempts to devise questions that permit a reasonable classification of
white groups into ethnic categories. Overall, however, this data on
ethnics is based on inconsistent definitions of who is an ethnic, and is
therefore difficult to interpret simply. ''---

The data that does exist suggests that there are serious, systemic
problems in the education of children of ethnic families. The data
requires investigation by the Commission in ,t.he light of its commit-
ment to the principle that no child shall be denied equal educational
opportunity because of race, religion, sex, or national origin. The best
data available comes from the National Center for Education Statis-
tics, in the new Department of Education.

In 1976 NOES, conducted a Survey of Income and Education,
which collected income, education, and language characteristics of the
American population The survey is the most sophisticated ever
conducted of language minorities, identifying individuals both by the
language they spoke and by the language normally spoken in their
home. It permits us to compare the educational attainments of
members of several non-English-speaking groups with both racial
minorities and the national averages.

The survey found, first, that those persons enrolled in grades 5-12
who usually speak a language other than English, were more than
three tirnes as likely to be two or-more grades below grade level than
those with English-language backgrounds., It found that( "9 percent of
those persons with English language backgrounds wer two or more
grades below levels expected of their age group, 15 percent for
persons with language-minority backgrounds who usually spoke
English, and, 32 percent for persons who usually spoke their native
languages." This data suggests that significant numbers of (ethnic)
students are not being promoted to the next grade level automatically.
The survey also found that ethnic students tend toTall behind in school
and are far more likely to drop out. "While 10 percent of persons (age
14 to 25) with English-language backgrounds were high school
dropouts, 40 percent of those' in this age group who usually speak a
non - English language were high school' dropouts." Of this group,

,.. Hispanics appear to be the rill disadvantaged; their dropout rate is 45
percent, compared to 30 per a for those who speak other non-
English languages. (However, these differences may be produced by
the admixture of higher-income families and of high-achieving families

f 1)1,,,,IsmitVe of 1.angu,ige,Millof11,.
\ 11IfiNtic, /1t.ahlfn. -rN /1-4 11),T,alilleril 11c.ili

1-,111,-.01,111 And N00,11f1 i CHILI- rtif 17 ( l^179 h pr I-I,
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speaking' oriental languages in theother"gtOup.) In any case, ethnics
who speak languages other than Spanish suffer substantial disadvan-
tages similar to those suffered by the His?anie group. We would
expect students from a non-Englisb-speaking culture to have difficulty
in An-Ili-lean schools until they learn the language well, and nay be
inclined to dismiss the problem without further investigation. This

ould be a mistake. Even a preliminary, examination of the data finds
us problems.

Among Americans who "usually" speak in the non-Spanish Europe-
an languages, a high proportion are native ericans. Fifty-five percent f-
of the French-speakers, for example, are Americ born. When we
compare the educational attainments of this group, find extraordi-
nary problems. Of this native-born group of French - _akers, only 8.5
percent, aged 19 and older, have graduated from college, compared to 69.8
percent of the English-language population of the same age group. The
record is better, but only slightly, 'for typse whose language back-
ground is French, but who-us'ually sti.eak English: 40,percent of this
group aged 19 or older,, have graduated from bightichool. 0t1ter t,. ., .,.
statistics confirm the proliem: 47 percenbof those who are native born %.

and speak French as their usual language_ have feiver than five yea17s of
school, whereas thi's is.the, case for only ',25 'percent orthe American
population. .5

Although persons with French language, background account" br:
only 1 percent of Arftericans aged 19 or older, they account for almost.
4 percent of adults with less than five yearsA,9fsch cling. In the. .j...3_,, .1

English-language population. 36.1 percent of thosfr years old ,,or.older have had at least one year of college. Among the native-born
Americans who usually speak French, only 5 percent of the men and 1

.percent of the women have one year of college. Among those with,
French language backgrounds who normally speak English, only 20-
percent of the age group have any college experience, slightly more
than half the average for English-language persons.

These statistics strongly suggest significant structural problemi with
the educational opportunity given this ethnic group. The analysis has
not been performed for other non-English language groups as of this
date, but the general ,statistics given pr tously suggest that we will
find similar problems in many of these ift s.2 ,

A second data source also suggests that ethnics suffer a disadvantage
in schoolsoi4arable to the serious disadvantages suffered b.y blacks.
Beginning in 1972, the National Center for Education Statistics
monitored the education- expertnces after high school oFasample of
' See INuuthy W.legotre-e7- um,11 r 'chief for Educanun Stausnes, Ihe,latest analYsec Ihn
ulu:uun it aumument, marl ughch-spealung per,ams -aken from Survey of Inenle and
Fidue,mun
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students. NOES presented data .from the National Longitudinal stuidy
of the High School Class of 1972 in its Condition of Education, 1977
(Table 4.15, page 200). The national high school sample not broken
down by ethnic group. I would argue, however, that white ethnic
groups generally fall into the low and middle SES categories and make
up a significant proportion of the law SES category. There is no
reason to believe that white ethnics could substantially out perform
other nonethnic members of that status, That data shows that for each
of the three post-high school years, for each socioeconomic status, and
for all low-ability and linddle-ability students, black high school
graduates had a higher propensity to attend postsecsNdary schools
than did whites (See iTable I.), Since the data is dealing only with high F.
school graduates, and because blacks Dave a higher rate of ents not
graduating from high schOol. the black statistics are.i-_, ted by self
selection. Nevertheless, 'the data does point to some 'problem_ areas.
The high ability group is particularly interesting : high-lability blacks in
the .class of 1972 are half-again as likely t9 attend college' as high" -
ability whites in the lower and middle SES' groups, Only for the high

eSES group is the no significant difference between black and white
college attendance. Approximately the same differ'ences are found at
the middle SES groups, with the exception that high SES whites of
mi`d¢le level ability are far less - likely tp attend college than are high
SES blacks of similar ability. Low and middle SES whites are least
likely of all to attend college. In all cases but one, the trend is for
students to leave college after initially attending, so that first -year-
after- graduation' college attendance rates are higher thin third-year-
afterirad6ation rates, The only exception is high ability blacks, whose
college attendance increases significantly by the third ,year-and is then
higher thAn it was even in the year immediately following graduation.

The dat does not comment on what proportioxf of each group
finishes hit school. But for those who do, the path is ifinch easier for
blacks than it is for either lower or middle SES whites, whatever the
ability of the ,,stUdents. This results partly, from a deliberate policy to
encourage black scholarship. But the data suggests that lowe-r and
middle SES whites may require similar support. The" published data
doe} not permit us to identify the profioltion of lower and middle SES

fr,

students who may be considered ethnics. HoWiever, we can
tentatively .assume that ethnics_ are more likely to he found in -the
lower-SES grou0s than in the middle, and that kmics are unlikely to
igtitperform the median achi'evement of either Icfwer or middle .ES.
groups.

The existing dat'a is not conclive, but pcitnts to the possibility that
ethnics experience serious,educational disadvantages not dissimilar to
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TABLE

Participation Rates in Postsecondary Educatiorefor the High
School Classof 1972, by Race, Ability Level, and Socio-
ecomornic Status: Fail 1972, Fall 1973, and Fall 1974

Ability level and socio- Fall 1972
economic status.,(SE§) White Black

Lout- ability level

Fall 1973
White Black'

Fall 1974
White Black'

,Low SES '19.8 34.0 10.9 23.9 8.7 22.5
Middle SES 29,0 42:9' 20.1 35.5 14,1 29.0
High SES 46 61.2 36.8 51.2 31.4 49.4

Middle-ability level
Low SES 33.1 55.9 25:e:. 41.7 19.8 42.8
Middle SES 53.3 61.0 43.0 54.3, 31.8 55.8
High SES 76.4 y 86.5 65.3 75.6. 56.8 83.1

High-ability level
Low SES 66.a 68.6 5.6.7 62:0 47.2 71.4
Middle SES. 77A. 74.2 68.3 82.1 56.3 89.2
High SES 92,6 91.3 86.2 72.1 81.2 78.9

ExcludAs those students who could not be classified by race, ability level,
or socioeconomic status.
Note that the sample sizes for blacks categorized in the high ability of high

socioeconomic status cells are relatively small and subject to greater sampling
errpr.
Source: *National Center for Education Statistics, National Longi 'dinal Study
of the High School Class of 1972, preliminary data.

those of blacks and other minorities, The question deserves a
thorough examination.

more

2 Private Schools Support Ethnic Communities-
Dr. Femminella discussed the indifference, even hostility, that the

,mode of education in most public schools visits upon ethnic students.
He calls for an acceptance of schools informed by the cultures of the
many American immigrant groups. On the whole, the schools most
supportive of-ethnic groups have been 'private (most often parochial)
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schools. The German communities of the central United States haVe
been encouraged to keep their special ethnic identity by their church
schools Lutheran ,Mennonite, and Amish - which continue to use
German as the primary or secondary language of instruction. The
same could be said for French, Russian, Hispanic, and Polish
communities.

For many communities, private schools serve as bridges between the
old culture and the new American one. The difficulty in establishing
this link in public schools - even when school leaders wish to - stems
from the pattern of recruitment and selection of school teachers by the
large public system. As political scientiSt Robert Dahl has shown,
public school systems distribute teaching and administrative positions
(as local governments do most other local government jobs that carry
both job security and status) in rough proportion to the political
strength of the ethnic groups in the community.' Dahl found that for
several generations in the community he studied, the most _recent
immigrant groups to the community could get only the lowest-status
jobs, custodial positions. These workers' children, however, obtained
teaching positions, and their grandchildren moved up the supervisory
ladder. Only in the third generation after entry into the work force of a
school system were members of an ethnic group likely to move to the
top. The implications for ethnic groups in public schools are quite
serious. While the flow of immigrants is greatest, the system is unlikely
to be able to recruit f nd hire teachers closelylbconnected to that
immigrant culture.

Private schools are frequently supported by lower-income ethnic
grOups because they can offer an ethnic hospitality not offered in the
public schools. Private schools can circumvent the problem of finding
ethnic teachers by ',relaxing the standards of state accreditation.
(Because of the income necessary to support the schooling accredita-
tion requires, state standards in effect eliminate first-generation
immigrants from eligibility.) Private schools can thus hire teachers
who are 4hemselves immigrants or who strongly identify with the
immigrants' culture - teachers who speak the group's language, share
its religion and, religious celebrations, live in the neighborhood, are
related to the group's members, and know its traditions and literature.

In the case of the Catholic schools, these teachers were often highly
educated members of religious orders from the mother country. In the
19th and early 20th centuries, Irish Catholics staffed their schools with
teachers from Irish convents. A little'later Italian, Polish, 'and other
European national groups establishing parishes and schools in America

Robert Dahl.. Win
especially pg. 114

tiew Haven. : Yale, University Prdss,_ I t I1 Book 2. parrp;
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*
drew on teaching orders in their homelands. The tradition is carried on

today by the newer immigrant. Several Mexican-American parishes in

the Southwest have begun to drip.V teachers from Mexican convents to
staff their schools; and Filipino parishes in the Far West and Hawaii
have brought teaching sisters from convents in the Philippines.

AS a general rule, private schools. serving ethnic corhmupities are
affiliated with a community church: They are normally not; indepen-

dent schools ror several reasons. Many immigrants to the U.S. fled
religious persecution. They came to join members of their own faith
practicing their religion freely. The parish schools were a natural

extension of this concern. Other large groups came 7 and continue to

come 7 to escape povsrly'. Not infrequently, the church of their-
homeland was politically involved in protecting the privileged and
did not command the strong affections of the lower Classes. Neverthe-

less, even the ethnic groups 'tended to.cluSter in areas in America
where relati s lived, where their language was spoken or generally

underst- ;and where national foods were available.
Ty these immigrants are suspicious of Federal, State, and

=
local government agencies, which. exercise greater authority over
immigrants - who are often a-liens, poorer and in need of more social
services - than over the average American citizen. Immigrant groups
also frequently' view themselves as political minorities with limited
representation and access in government. Initially, rather than seek
government aid, immigrant groups try to help themselves through
business, fraternal, and religious societies. In ethnic communities
with some variations from group to-group - churches have been one of

the principal organizing forces, attending to the social. needs of the

group, .turning ethnic religious feasts into days of celebration_ of the
national group's traditions, pride, and achievements in America.

Even national groups that were not active chlirch members in the
old country appear to turn to churches in America. A dramatic and

recent example is the experience of the Russian Jews who have
concentrated in the Bay Ridge and Coney Island sections of New
York City. Even though they appear to have lost the traditions of the
Jewish faith - after years of Soviet persecution -they have sent their
children to the Orthodox Yeshivas and Reform day schools iii large
numbers, rather than to the public schools, Their reasons for doing so
are avowedly not religious but cultural; the schools, in response, have
begun to instruct children in Russian, as well as English and Hebrew.

It takes little imaginatiotl to suggest the many ways national groups
might find it in their interek to sponsor their own schools. In fact, the
ability to sponsor schools.-to serve the needs of ethnic communities
-(typically organized about a religious congregation) may be a sign of
the emergence of the group as a social and political force in its area It
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is unfortunate that the relationship between the success of immigrant
Communities and neighborhood schools which reinforce their ethnic
identity has not been -thoroughly studied by educators or social
scientists. We cannot state with certainty the role these schools play in
the group's emergence from its immigrant minority status. The
literature does suggest' that students are sensitive to the attitudes of
teachers toward them, and do not perform at their full potential in
schools hostile to their ethnic or cultural characteristics as minorities,
or which regard ethnic minorities as having inferior educational;
potential. Many of these studies have dealt with black students, but the
applicable theoretic principles are the same in the case of other
minority students.

Private schools are most capable of accomodating themselves to the
characteristics of ethnic minorities, and the presence and influence of
these schools has been least studied. If further study finds that ethnic
children reach higher rates of academic achievement in schools which
reflect their ethnic background (especially in staffing patterns, lan-
guage, religious attitudes, national celebrations, heros and models,
history and literature), then the Commission should direct particular
attention to private schools, which are the most capable of accommo-
dating themselves to the ethnic group's characteristics. The Cdrnmis-
sion may find that private schools,-iii particular, play an important role
in the group's emergence, a role more rare in public schools because
their greater degrees of centralization of policy and labor organization
make their adaption to ethnic group idiosyncracies more difficult. We
cannot say for certain that private schools, or ethnically aligned.
schools whether private or public, do in fact especially aid the
achievement of ethnic students and the emergence of the ethnic
minority. to the level of statusequality. But many observers of ethnic
groups and ethnic neighborhoods find evidence that they do. The
outcome is particularly important to the concerns of the USCCR, and
the questions should be given careful study.

3. Impact on the Stability and Integration of Urban Neigh-)'
borhoods.

Ethnic schools have other social impacts which sholuld be recog-
nized and encouraged. To the extent that ethnic schools support the
language, traditions, celebrations, and other social relationships of the
families in the ethnic _community, they strengthen the family and
-ricOtirage its development as a social force in the community. It is
unlikely that a school could develop'a strong, reinforcing connection
to the ethnic communitmpinless the ethnic group had representatives in
control of the school. Thus an ethnic school can help forge the ethnic
community into a political group, One capable of bringing its own
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social institutions under its, control_ The parish school is more likely
than public schools, to encouragA the social development of the ethnic
community, because it is More likely to be the exclusive project of that
-community than: the public. The role is not impossible for public
schools, however, ann some communities - especially smaller and
more autonomous communities - the public schools do as well.

In general, however, public itchOols have tended to treat ethnic
characteristics of their students in the way The Bureau of Indian Affairs
used to treat the cultures of the native- American tribes; they have
switched philosophies from acceptance to outright hostility, to partial
acceptance and back again. Ethnic parishIschools - with no exceptions
that I am aware of - have never taken a position of open hostility to
the ethnic culture of the group they served. The degree of accommo-
dation td the ethnic culture is more often a consequence of the degree
to which the leadership of the schools shares the ethnic culture. Not
only have parish schools: been more consistent in. their attempt to
accommodate and reflect the ethnic group's tradition,s, but the ethnic
schools can go further than public schools in accepting a significant

aspect of ethnic cultures that public schools, by law, must ignore or
secularize: the religious beliefs of many ethnic groups which. are
integral to their culture.

Grant for a moment the possibility that ethnic private schools may
stengthen the ethnic group. Is that ciesirable given the American ideal

of the integration of our communities. Do ethnic community schools
not encourage segregated enclaves?

Are Private Schools Segregative?
effectIf ethnic community schools are segregative, that effect should be

most clearly visible in the racial composition of private ethnic schools.
However. private schools enroll too many blacks, other minorities,
and childien from laV-income families to be deliberately segregating
on any large scale. The Bureau of the Census 1976 Survey of Income
and Education found that 10 percent of the 48 million elementary and
secondary students in the United States attend private schools, an
that these schools enrolled a surprising proportion of lower-i
and minority students. Counting 'only cash income for families (an_ not
in -kind income, such as subsidized rent provided by social welfare
agencies or housing agencies in some states), the survey found (I) that
6 percent of all students from families with incomes below l,000 per
year were enrolled cin private schools; (2) that in the Northeast and
North Central states. 9 percent of that group were in private .schcioLs;

ie
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and (3) that nationally, 12 percent of elementary students from families
with incomes below $7,500 were in private schools.'

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) found that in
1975,7.4 percent of black and .6.6 percent of white elementary school
students in the West were enrolled in private schools.' Private schools
are serTing proportionately mbre- blacks than whites in the West. NCES
found that the enrollment of blacks in private schools has more than
doubled between 1970 and 1975 in that region. More than half the
western States have higher proportions of minority students in private
than in public schools. Far example. NeW Mexico's private schools are
57 percent minority; itsvpublic schools 48 percent minority, according`
to a 1970 survey by HEW's Office ofiCivil Rights.'

In 1975, 21 percent of all school-aged childre in the United S
were Spanish-surnamed or racial minorities. Of the, about 13 percent
were black: If private schools were, on the whole, deliberately
segregating, they would enroll much lower percentages of minorities.
How have they done? `I he two private systems enrolling the greatest
number of non-European minorities are the Catholic, which enrolls
about 75 percent of all private school students and 90 percent of all .

blacks in private hools, and the Lutheran (Missouri Synod), which
enrolls about 4 percent of all private school stud/lents and about 5
percent of all blacks in private schools.

The Catholic system was 18 percent minority in 1976, and the
minority percentage was growing. It was particularly high in some
Catholic dioceses: in 1974 the Montgomery, Alabama District Schools
were 63 percent black (and 59 percent non-Catholic); Birmingham
diocese, 43 percent black; District of Columbia elementary sch601s, 77
percent minority. In 1978 abort half the elementary students of the
New York City Catholic system ewere. Spanish-speaking. In the
Lutheran schools, 10 percent of the elementary and 18 percent of the
secondary students wre black, a greater percentage at the secondary
level than in public schools. Black student enrollments in both
Catholic and Lutheran schools were substantially higher than black
membership in either church. Only about 1.5 percent of Catholics and
one percent of Lutherans are black. The high percentage of minorities
enrolled in private schools is riot consistent with the belief that the

U S. Bureau of Census, Survey of Meanie and Education. its reported in the rangressinal Record-

National Center Eir Education Statistics; the Comiltam of Education. I97Z Fat. J. Part I
IWashington, DC." Lk S. Government Printing Office; i97t11, p. 192, Table 4:05,

U S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Office of Civil Rights, Directory of p.m,d 5,6947thi IV .Sc brads 111 Selected planets: Enrollment and Staff by Racial/Ethnic Groups
hingtop DC.. Ii S. Government Printing Office_ Fall, 1970E. and Diane B. Gertler, Linda A.

k' Barker. National Ceram- for Eshicalion Statistics, Statistics of ,Vanpublie Pr:len-lei-nary and Secondary
sehovk 197171(Di-tEW Ptihitc:tutitt Nt). 1)E.174,114ZIBE

Semite. March 20. I97tL pp. 54155-60. Table I B.
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schools are,elitest or deliberately racially segregating.'
This is not to argue that there are no segregating private schools.

According to the best available data, 18,000 of the 20,500 identifiable
private schools have nondiscriminatory admissions policies. Only one
organization of private schools M the United States is avowedly
segregationist: the Southern Independent School Association, which
Claims onky 375 member schools in nine Deep South states. any of
the remaining 2,125 schools, about which we have little information;
are unaffiliated schools - some nominally Christian, some segregation-
ist, some integrationist, some minority schools - most of them quite
small; Althoegh they represent perhaps 15 percent of all private
-schools, they enroll no more than 5 percent of the total private school
population, or 225,000 of the 4.8 million students in private schools.
The other 4.575 million children attend nondiscriminatory private
schools."

Private schools have received an underserved reputation as segrega-
tion academies because of public authorities' attempts in the late 1950's
and early 1960's to avoid the impact of the Brown decision.- Many of ;,,,

today's segregated academies were not originally private schools, but
subterfuges created by state and local authorities to skirt Brown. in fact
private schoOls in the)South led the resistance to segregation. Wwas a
private school, Berea College, that resisted the black codes, already
applied to public schools of the South, until the Supreme
ordered its segregation in the 1908 Berea College case.

After the 1954 Brown decision, private schools were the first to
desegregate voluntarily in the South.iNew Orleans' Catholic system
desegregated voluntarily two years before the public system acceded
to a court order to end its dual sy:stem. St. Louis Catholic Schools'
decision to desegregate broke the resistance of its public school board
to desegregation. In Mobile and Birmingham, Alabama, in Lafayette,
Louisiana, and in several other southern cities, private schools -

voluntarily integrated before the public schools integrated (voluntarily
or under court. orders). Several systems reported a temporary loss of
students as a result of their actions. Again the argument is not that
private schools are good and' public ,spools are bad, but that the
stereotypes are incorrect. Private schools have been integrative forces.

Perhaps the most difficult charge faced' by private schools is that
they segregate espite _ their integrationist commitments. Parents
seeking to avoid blic school integration can flee to private schools,
whatever the sc oohs intentions. Private schools are guilty, charge

Racial _erei t ,lach of thest-.private %ysteins were made availble by their respective departments

of education for the you's cued
Robert Lamporn, executive director, Council for American Private.- Education

(Unpublished memo, 1974
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some critics, of holding a large supply of white students when the
public schools need those students to integrate their classes.

The argument and the problems with it.
drawn from Brooklyn's Coney I and section. In 1974 the

c_ 9 be illustrated with an
example
Federal District Court. heard .a suit see ing a rewedy to school
segregation in the area ( Ha_ rt vs. Community Sehooloord ). Slightly
less than half (12,000 of 29,150) school-aged students in the area went*
to parochial schools. Were these Catholic and .Hebrew schools to be
closed, a special master argued, perhaps. facetiously, the integration
problem in the public school would be solved. On strictly racial
grounds, he would be correct. The Catholic schools at the time were
predominantly white, with perhaps a 15 percent black enrollment. The
Hebrew schools were only About I percent black. However, an
estimated 45% of the Catholic students were either Spanish-speaking
or black; and ari -unkrioWn percentage of the remaining white
proportion were children of recent immigrants. The Hebrew schools
enrolled a high percentage of students whose mother tongue was
Yiddish, Russian, or another language. Even thougB these two systems
were predominantly white, only the most formalistic integrationists
would have argued that their racial integration would have helped
solve tl3e problems of racial integration of blacks.

f the court had ordered the Catholic and Hebrew stools closed to
accomplish the integration of the .public schools (presuming, for the

. moment, that it had the power), would it have been successful in
fostering integration? Take the Hebrew schools. Orthodox Jews,
yeshivas are not simply a slightly more desirable type of public school
they prepare youngsters for entrance into, the Orthodox community.
The court order would hay& meant the end of Hebrew schools in the
Coney Island area, but it would not have affected Hebrew'schoolS in
Westchester or Satilkfounties, or in New Jersey. Immigrants faced
with the choice of moving to a community where the schobls are
permitted or one where they are prohibited would be most 'likely to
choose the former - outside the city. .-There has already been
movement from Brooklyn to new communities beyond the.city limits,
and any move to close the Hebrew schools would almost .certainly
have accelerated the migration. In the end; the effect_ of the action ,on
the Brooklyn area would have been to drive out large' numbers of
White families and to deprive the area of one- of its attraction, to
immigOting white families. The change would have accelerated racial
egregation by f estroying one of the institutions which. helps die

Hebrew community cohere.
The Orthodox Jewish communities of Brooklyn and Queens are.

highly organized, even insular groups. But they reside in what, is - by
the standards of American cities - an ethnically racially, and
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economically integrated area. The elimination of their schools would
foster the segregation of that area.

Of course, no court is riously speaking of closing these schools,
but the example does force us to consider the obverse of the argument:
private s ools appear to anchor in urban neighborhoods white

famjlies 0 would otherwise -leave the city for suburban communi-
ties. Closing urban private schools damages the racial integration of
cities. Catholic, Lutheran, Episcopal, and other private schools in
inner-city and central-city areas -. those schools which have the
greatest integrative impact on the cities - are most in jeopardy of
closing as a result of the costs that their own efforts to serve lower-
income and minority students imposes on them. The Hebrew schools
have few blacks or Flispagies, because they admit only Jews and theSe
Minorities are not Jewish. But the parish schools of the majorOurches
do, especially in the-inner-city=areas, admit-students whose families are
not members of the parish, which support the schools. (The yeshivas
encounter a similar problem with Russian Jews, whose families are not
members of the synagogues that support the schools.) Generally, the
larger the- proportion of blacks in Catholic or Lutheran schools, the
fewer the parishioners to support the school. The most integrated
schools are the most likely to close.

4. Federal Taxation Policy Promotes School Segregation
Existing public, policy, in particular taxation policy, exacerbates the

difficulties of the central-city and integrated private schools. I have
dealt with the impact of taxation policy on the choice of schools, on
private schools and on the integration of cities in greater detail in an
article which I am including as an appendix to my testimony. Because
of the complexity of the issues involved, I will only summarize my
reasoning and conclusions in my direct testimony, and refer you to my
article for a fuller exposition of the problem.

Church schools, in general, obtain their income from parish
contributions (or contributions from the central church offices) and
from tuition, The fewer the parishioners - a typical condition for
inner-city Catholic schools - the more the school must rely on tuition
and central support. For all churches, the fund of central aid available
is quite limited, the rule having been that church schools were
supported by those in the parishes who used them. The higher the
tuitions, the more likely white families - who are more mobile because
their incomes are higher on average, and because they do not
experience racial segregatioh in suburban housing are able to move
to suburban areas, where free and more segregated public schools offer
education which often is more luxurious in what it provides its pupils
than the central-city school the family is leaving, Close the central-city
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private schools and that stock of white parents leaves for the suburbs;
they do not stay in the.citii. Suburban public schools have stripped the
Cities of their white middle' class. ('Both religious and independent
private schools in central cities have helped keep middle-class parents
in neighborhoods .where minorities live, or at least within the bounds
of the same political jurisdiction.

The critics of private schools fear th use schools offer families a
racially selective alternative, and t t if families have such an
alternative, they will prefer it. This ew is shortsighted, as, well as
unduly pessimistic. It is shortsighted b cause it regards only one kind
of competition -facing integrating public schools:microcompetition --
the competition from private schools in the same neighbhorhood.

But our population is highly mobile. For the past 25 years American
families have averaged'one move every 5 years, with ethnics the least
likely to leave their old neighborhoods. Researchers have four
for many families the decision to relocate invOlves two stages: the
realization that a different size home with different amentities is
needed; 'and (2) a choice ,of new home in a new location. Very
important in the selection of the new home is the school serving it, In
moving, families choose public schools. Anti public schools in different
areas are in competition with one anothei. macrocornpetition.
competition takes place in one neighborhood, usually lir educational
issues: religious instruction, pedagogical approach, class size and
amenitites,, academic achievement record, and tuition costs. The
competition tends to encourage a variety of offerings in the neighbor-
hood and improvement% where the schools meet head on. The schools
compete to outperform each other. Private schools rarely compete on
racial policies, although in large urban areas like Manhattan, some
private schools may attempt to develop a more heterogeneous student
mix than others. In general, private schools - lik:public schools
drew from relatively compacted neighborhoods and their population
characteristics reflect the area. In their socio- economic composition,
private schools rarely differ sharply from nearby public schools. Those
differences which do develop are most. likely differences in the socio-
economic composition of the religious group which is the private
school's principal and predisposed client.

Macrocomposition takes place between schools (both public and
private) in one neighborhood and another. To choose, parents must
move. Parents choose public' schools, paying a kind of tuition in the
form of a premium on the purchase of a new house due to the
attractive value of the high-quality school district, as well as in the
form of local taxes devoted to educational expenses, which also affect
(and depress) thd value of the house, In general, the better the
reputation of the public school, the more expensive the property. The
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corripetition has the effect of separating metropolitan area residents by
income class.

Ironically, the movement of the wealthy from city residences which
integrate the \cities and -provide tax base for public schools which
enroll most minorities is fostered by Federal and State taxation policy.
Existing tasaition policy permits the drluction of the interest costs of
purchasing a home from i_ndividual tax liabilit and permits the
deduction of taxes twhich .support public educe on. The wealthiest
suburban communities which lie just outside rban centers in the
United States are little more than highly selective school districts,
where high income is a necessary condition for the attendance of most
students.

Local taxes are, rgalistically, a form of tuition for economically ancr*
racially exclusive schools - schools far more exclusive than even the
members of the National Association of Independent Schodls, the
most prestigious private schools in the country. Fifteen percent of
NAIS student& were on scholarship in 1978 and 7 percent were
minorities. But in the wealthiest counties outside New Orlean New_

-York, Washiigton, Chicago, San Francisco, Philadelphia, and other
major cities,:',about 1 percent of public school enrollments are
minorities, an these students tend to be concentrated in one of two
communities within the counties.

The taxes that support exclusive suburban public se _ols, takes
which are a kind of tuition to those schools, are deductible from
taxable income. For the .family in. the 50 percent tax bracket, the
deduction of $4,000 in local taxes is worth $2,000 in income tax
savings. The real cost of raising $4,000 for the schools in a community
of such families is only $2,000 per family. In the city, where most
people forego income tax deductions (choosing the standard deduction
''hen filing their returns); it costs almost $4,000 to raise $4,000 per
pupil through local taxes. There is no subsidy from the Federal or
State. tax system. In city private schools, a $4,000 tuition is not
deductible ferom taxable income. The family would have to earn $8,000
in order to pay the $4,000 tuition.

Consider the option open to an urban family: a modestly integrated
private school that keep_ s the family in the neighbhorhood, but costs
almos($3000 per pupil per year for the 14 years of private education.

:Let uti say the family haS two children, costing it $6,000 per yeaqin
private school costs. The family would have to devote almost $12,000
of its'earningS per year to the education of these children - a lifetime
commitment of $168,000, Alternatively, the family could move to a
suburban district and get free public education of equivalent or better
quality that is paid for through the tax system. School taxes do not
increase according to the number of children one haS enrolled: the
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total cost of educating two children in this system for 14 years (at an
annual tax levy of $3,000) would be Only $42,400, or one quarter of the:
cost of the private system. The suburban system is far less expensive,
and most likely existing tax policy virtually reqaires the move to the
suburban school to be far less integrated both racially and economical-.
ly than the urban private saiool. The existing tax systems, in their
treat-tient of education expenses,_ bear a great portion of the rdspon6i-
bility `for the segregation of drban schools. The system reinforces,
rather, than opposes, the pressures to segregate-(by differentialing
according to income) inherent in the econqmic system..

The role of the local schools, especially' the private school, is
particularly important to the ethnic community. It helps keep families
and attracts new families to the community..For an ethnic community
to cohere, it must be attractive to the second generation and to
succeeding generations as they raise- their children. But as ethnic
communities grow wealthier and more established, it becomes difficult
for the younger families to remain in them, Housing must be renewed
to compete with new suburban homes. The recent escalatiorrof new
home costs have increased the attractiveness of community renewal to
these families. But the community must also have strong schools that
reflect the traditi2ns of its residents.. Private schools are not the sole
providers of eduAion in these neighborhoods, but their presence is at
least as important as that of the public schools. Socially and racially
diverse American cities need private schools.

DISCUSSION
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Thank you very much. I think it would be

well that we lead off our commissioner questions or comments by first
calling upon Stephen ,Horn, because' he is a - this is a panel on
education and ethnicity - our Vice President. He is President of the
California State University of Long Beach, and he has dedicated his
professional career to education, the subject of education.

Do you have any reactions?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well. I suspect I would,be better off talking

as a first generation American than as an educator, but let me ask one
question n particular of, really, all of you, but perhaps Mr. Banks
might be most apprc t, e to,start it off.

We hear a lot of z '1 from this panel and nationally about the quest
for ethni identity and how, there has been ,disadvantages in the way
the public school systems are set up because they have destroyed
ethnicity.
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get

We've heard examples where teachers tell students "Do not speak
the language of your parents. " .A lot of us went through a number cif

experie es like that which we can all cites and I.am sure they go on..niK

As we ook -at anotherRhenpmena that is going on, where we are

talking ab ut bilingual and and multicultural education,and often both
.

--entwined, n©t disentwined, can one have ethnic identity Without
mastering the Particular language of one's aptestors and whether one

somehowsOehOw master the 'basic language we are speaking. krt this

country without perhaps giving up some of he langulage, of the
ancestors, depending upon the year in which one enters the school
systern? ,

a ' .

And I think of testimony - I was mentiOning , tO one of my colleagues

at Inneh today - the testimony that We heard during otir 1972 New
-YOrk hearings. There was a young Puerto Rican student4at Min
College, ands aid everybody should be-learning only Spanish in t
Puerto Rican community in NeW York and down with, EngliTh, et

cetera.
My reaction to her was "Well, just where do, you expect to get a job

in this -Tiociety? Are,'you going to be an attendant always in a Puerto
Rican hotel or What are you going to do? Where are your job

o tanities?-
And I wonder often, A I listen to this dialogue, whether Ave are not

talking about ethnicity joys for parents 'and limiting opportunities for
Children, I am sure the question we would want to answer is how do

we do both. '

I think of the black English situation,,,where we now have a-court

case in Michigan on black English; and what that means - it is one

flung to deal with a gin statepf affairs, to try anc move people along

to some standard method of cultural interchange! Ad it's another thing
to perpetuate the disadvantage any group has from faking advantage
of whatever society has to offer.

So I 'wonder if you could help inc struggle with the problem of how

is bilingual education best conducted, what is. relvionship to
multicultural education, and whether dr not multicultural education

6
can be spread thioughout the school system without necessarily

. having'an- emphasis on the second language, although I would-he the
first to say that Americans are immensely %Area in thi%area, that we

.

ought to be learning foreign languages at th- ntary school level
where it is fun and not delayed unl high schoo and college, where

comes a chOre.
But I am curious with your reflections on this ma ter. ..116

,-, . ;:
DR. - HANKS. Yes, and a complex question, I will iTylo respond as I

inierpre!t it and then perhaps you can raise it again if I dtj.not respond .

adequately. , .
i



It seems to the that one question you raise is what is the relationship
between ethnicity in a tdodernized society and the linguistic character-
istics of students. One of our problems has been that --we've been
looking at ethnicity as a unidimensional conceptualization..

Ethnicity in a modernized society is a very complex concept with a
,lot of indices which include, depending upon the group, ideology,
ways of knowing, values, cognitivestylT, and so forth:

I think for some ethnic groups, such .t. Puerto Rican Americans and
Mexican Americans, the linguistic; factors are enormousfy important. I
think that in sotne instances, anguage is intimately tied to ethnic
identity:

However, for other ethnic groups_ as black Americans,=I think
one can be very black ideologically and not ever- speak Black English;
so I. think it depends on the ethnic group you are talking about when
you 'raise the question of how language relates to'ethnic ideRtity.

I think. we have to look at ethnicity 'Within a .modernized society,
and it has to be a very fluid concept, in that we can't equate ethnicity.
of a hundred years ago with ethnicity today.

It seems to me that some of the most meaningful kinds of ethnic_
identifications and behaviors among blacks, for example' are their
commitment to black liberation, the commitment to end discrimina
tion, and they may speak very standard English.

Secondly - I feel very strongly that all children should be able to
function efficaciously within our shared society, within the main:
stream universalistic culture whatever word you would like to use.
However, I think we should recognize that students can do that and-
yet be bilingual. I think, however, that we've often assumed that to
speak Spanish is un-American. I think we need to look at new
conceptualizations of what it means to be. American, that one can
indeed speak several languages and be an effective American citizen.

But I think it is essential that the student is able to -speak standard
Anglo-English, if you will, but I do not think that means we haveto
necessarily stamp out Black English or necessarily stamp out Spanish.

We follow the English system which puts-language teaching -up into
the secondary or even into the post-secondary level when, if you take
some of the neurophysiological evidence, even the older material like
Pensfield and Roberts, but even some of the newer, where they are
talking about neurological connectives becoming more rigid with age,
so that, for example, beyond age nine it is very difficult to learn a
second language. It is not impossible, by any means; it is just more
difficult, because the initial encoding is such that you are building a
language on top of a prior language.

If, on the other hand, you begin learning a second language before
the age of six, then you learn those languages side by side. The
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encoding is simply wider, -ancl you can bo cc from, one Tanguage to
another. .

'Now, in -Italy, we have - as I describe in -tree, paper at least four
languages: the basic didlect- of every regici , which is really, a different
language; and then the polished dialect, e language of the edlicated

' people in that area; then there is the acid mic language, which derives
from the literary language which is a Tontrived language, which is
kind of interesting.

In England its just reverse.,, Li guisric. unification in England
was -a process that _to k place on the language Of people
standardized in the court, when it mo ed to L'ondon; and out f which
derived the literary language:

Now that difference, I think, is nfortunate for us. We went the
wrong way and are suffering with o r bilingual program as a cesult. If
we take the view that we are- goin o be multilingualin this country,

, and that every child shall learn to speak English - no question about
that that has to be done - but that every child shall be taught, EngliA
by communicating with him wher he is at so that there will be many
;.languages utilized in the schools.

If we take that apprOach,1 think We can do:'a better job. But if we
are going to have, multilanguages taught in the school, then there is an
economic -problem which can be in some way modified by virtue, of
the fact that since those languages are available,- itiey will be available
forTother children-as well so that for those children forwhom English
is tbe. first language, there in the very early grades, they will be -
introduced to foreign languages, and that is one way of doing it

So that is _my view on the language issue, but to just answer the
-identity question, which Was`the first thing you brought up, I do not
think that you have to master the foreign language in order to have a
senseof identity.

I think the confusion there is this what is the identity that you are
_talking about? As Americans, our identity .is as Americans, okay, as
-United Statesians." Put tt,that way, More-grOperly.

When I asked the question What does that entail, what is, involved in
"United Statesians.- there is always some alien heritage, all .right, -and
one has to be aware of that and the more one has a sense_ of that the
more fully formed one 1

And to have the language,- naturally, is better, but it is not else
now for having a sense of identity.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Mr. Louis Nunez, would you like to corn-,,
meat?

STAFF DIRECTOR NuNiEz- I have one question, Professor. As I
understand your argument, you indicated that there is a need for
special services to understand the needs of ethnic Americans in our
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mublic shclaol sySterhs, whi
inorities; traditionaltraditional mino
But alp, you make the'

private schools,"private se

is a very similar argument that most
es, make also.
gument that there might be a need for
Is which cherish then eds or under

more closely - or am I mixt g up your argument with
DR. FEMMINELLA. Th was Mr.- Vitiillo's argument. I did not

mention that. ' .

-STAFF DIRECToR NUN z.'Well, we will stick to the public schools.
In other words, your ar ument on the public schools is that in the
same way that pther mi -ties, such, as blacks and. Hispanics, have to G.

have speCial services he. Schools, Euro -ethnics also have to have
those social services.

DR. FEMMINELLA Well I 'will be very clear about where I stand
on that because I didn' say'lthat.

I am going to say t o things. One I think black studies, for example,'
and black history is a- disaster that we can't -live without, becau
history was taught s badly. Okayt

Literature is taug so poorly in the schools that we have got to
have black literatu e, because they did not -inclusle it in American
literatUre. They left it out They left out a lot of other ethnic literature,
so we-have got to o something about that, too.

They left all the black stuff out of the history, and they left out a lot
of ethni stuff ou of the history. So, unfortunately, we have got to
have that;put in t o.

But what I- am /saying is when you start adding on you know, now
we have history/ and then we have black history., and then we will
have Italian-American history and Polish-Americati history, and you
know ,. and, on anici on_ and on, and that is ridiculouS.

What you have to have is American history taught truthfully. That
is what You have; and you have to have that ethnic sensitivity - and
this is. what I was.arguing for - intruding into every aspect of the
curriculum. .

You have to do it in third-year art class. You have to do it in the
physical education program. Why not? They do it, but they don't
know that they are doing it in an Anglo-American way; and what they
have got to do is have.' the teachers and the schools develop a
consciousness of what it is they are really doing and then adjust it and
make it right. Make it American.

That is all I am asking for.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Commissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Relative to that question and the

comment you made that the ethnic child has the right to make
America into his own image: How do -we 'resolve thdf problem of
opening up our neigl-Mhorhoods and yet maintaining ethnic identity?
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Does not ethnic identity require an enclave to preserve itself, with at
least some numbers of people.

If a group is to preserve itself, I think it needs a central fodus with
institutions that are available within some proximity to where the
people live. The schools, too, help the child d-to achieve a sense of
identity and pride where there are some models within his peer group.'
and within the teaching profession.

Do you understand where I am going?
DR. TEmrvitriELLA, Yes. I want to come back to this topic. I totally,

disagree with that, and I'll explain why.
I think, first of 'all, thitt this is really why we need so much research.

There are very few people doing research. I mean Banks talked about
ethnic identity. and other people talked about'ethnic identity, and I

want to talk about eihnic-ego identity. That is a very special kind of a
concept. .

. .

I am using Ehk Erikson's notions and I m couching this in a
theoretical. framework where you can get som thing going.

If you take that perspective that ever person has a self,
persontlity, and that part of that self is one's social' heritage, and that
that is very profoundly internalized within an individual - we say in
the unconscious if you want to have the nsychoanalytic perspect" -e, or

it is one of the major constructs of the individual, to take a ki: of a
Kelleyan perspective. I don't care how you put, it. The point it is
there, and there is no way you oaz get rid of it. It is almost, as Louis S.

B. Leaky once said to me, "it's genetically Jiheritable.-
I said "I can't buy that but its damOlose. Okay?"
The poinh am making is that if thai heritage is there, then the ethnic

communities will go on irrespective of whether they have a locale.
Ethnic communities arenot necessarily special communities.

We have to make a distinction. There, is a difference between an
immigrant collectivity and an immigrant community, and an ethnic

- collectivity and an ethnic community and an ethnic' organization.
We had better get clear on whit were talking about when we u

these terms.
And when we talk about ethnic groups or ethnic communities, the

don't necessarily require a special enclave.
If they have one, or if there is one existing some-place, at's fine.

live in Albany, New York, and our problem is that. can get ver
good Italian cheese.

But thank God there is an ethnic enclave in New York City not t o
,far away, and we can go there for it, you see; so we are very happy o
have ethnic neighborhoods even though we do not happen to have o e
close to where I live.
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Now we i changing all that' but in the meantime there.is a sense of
,== commonality among Italian-Americans throughout p enure nation.

Well, Italians are very poor group to use for ai xample of is.
There is no such thing as ah Italian the SiCilian-AMerieans, of
I a-m- lt p rt - we have a sense of commonality or the Neopolitans,
-have a sense of commonality .

You see. that is what I mean. There are these groups - .
Com NER SALTZMAN. I am not sure that .'histrary really

confirms what y aying. I think historical experience'show that
ethnicity may be s

DR. FEMMINELLA. Well the Real - I mean, ydu know, if you
just look at.us sitting today now that is got to be the proof that
e thnicity is no .

COI4MISSIONEk SAL' ZMAN Because you go to New York for
your cheek?

DR. FEMM,INELLA. Well, VOU know, that "is who the Americans
are us. There.are enough Americans declaring etlinic affiliation today

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. now.
COMMISSIONER Rif.m. Well; as an, ethnic, this is interesting to

,me.. ,-,

.. A ,
I h ve ra5t Ocen living in a enclave-since I was abut- 4 yeaik of age,

and s ce then I have, still continued to learn- and speak better and
e more ensros'sed in my etl?Rie background where I aiir

completclrgilingual.
I just wanted to difT4r with what was oming.otut here fror;i° p'ersonal

experience, because we had persona riences,,andt I wanted to '.
.

contribute a third one.
DR. BANKS. I want to comment -On that tiso.
In fact, ethricity,-Av n dispersed_.geographically, runy be augment-

ed.- Living in 1e su urbi3, d th'at my ethnic affiliatiorts, in some
ways, are augmented.'., .,

They'may take qv:, for_ they do not nee sgrily go away o
falde"' ti

--tf. ,So mes-We rhisin et new forms of ethnic ity as disappearance.
NOHL,E: Yes,;.an the other thin& I would like to point ;out is

that wholeere is whole host'of networks of ethnic radio progr s. These
ra proilms are really newspapers and. magaznies. TheY ke p you
informed of all kinthof things_

.

,At this point, , it is .possible, for . examp umvent the
established broadcasting system of the United
bring the tapes - fly them over from A ens - and-

They simply
are listening to

Wu!, 'news as if you were in Greece.
=
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You know where ;to go to get at job; yoti know who has been
:

married, and who has'gone on a trip. i 1 .

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. You are all suggesting hat assimilation
does not take.place in America

DR. NOBLE. That's right.
.., ,

COMMISSIONER nALTZMAN. and .1 can understand when you are
one person in the community, a sense of resistance of pride wells up
and you affirm- yourself, but as'similtio6 has taken place.

In some Midwestern cities in parti&ilar, the homogenization in those
`communities is such that though there may be memories of some ,

1ethnic loyalties after the second or third generation, there is noshing
. that they really know or do that distinguishes or differentiates their life
from their neighbors.,

COMMISSIONER Rutz. I'll turn the podium back to our Chairman
and ask him to make comments from here on out because he- will be
under control.

Chairman Flemming. .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. There is one question I would like to
address to the members of the panel. .

As I listened to the presentation of the paper and I've listened to the
comments, I have noted the objectives or conclusions that were set
forth in your pallet'. I've noted the objectives that were identified by.
Professor Banks, and it seems to me that there is general agreement on
the part of the participants in the discussion on those objectives.

Now (starting from there, many communities in this nation over a
period of the last few years have desegregated their school systems. In
my judgme a good many additional communities will desegregate
their school sy.E.t.ens in the years that lie ahead. are going 1 _ e
some struggl4helore that 'happens and additional court eases, and so
on, but I fe that we can assume that by and large we arLogoing to be
dealing with desegregated school systems..

ets

Do you feel that these desegregated school systems can be
roistered in such a manner as to contribute to the achievement of

the objectives that were set forth in your paper and that` members of
tie panel have also idenjified?

DR. FEmMINEt.LA. I'd like to answer that and also just make a
remark on Cornmilsioner Saltzman's last remark-. ,

See, tihe question is that assimilation in American. society does not
necessarily mean homogenization.

As people acculturate in American society, America changes, and so
sometimes it .is very. difficult to know whethecin fact America is -
whether in fact the individual is different or not - the society itself ha'S
been changed.
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The retisgiii why I tie them together is cause the desegregated
°al cait'best be administered utilizing that notion for the betterment
Dpeopie in the school, all the students in the school, pupils,in the
ol, and also of the society at large.
on't see any problem in that at all In fact, I see one as enlincing

other.
R. BANK4..YeS. I think the whole desegregation movement opens

up enormous possibilities for using the tremendous diversity wfthin the
classroom.

However, and I' didn't get to that part in my Earlier presentation
because I thought I was going to run over my 5 minutes whatever I
had, is -that we need io take a hard look at what happens after the
physical mixing, to look at the hidden curriculum, the attitudes and
expectations of the school staff, the learning styli favored by the

.scilool, the total school culture; it tends to be-Anglo-centric in values
and.expectations.

I have done kist of my work.On th sch9o1 curriculum. We need to
look at the forralized curriculum and so koirth. I think desegregation
opens up enoemous.possibilites, but we have to work real hilt!, both in
terms of research and development, to create those strategies which
will facilitate the development of the Finds of identiticsi talked allow.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Right along that line, I do not know
heth1r your attention is called to a study that -- dealing with
alaniazoo, Michigan or not, a study that was ordered bM. the Court

and was conpcted by, Wilbur Cillien former SetretarY the faculty
of the University of Michigan, and I think it was Dr. Greene

/Michigan State Unviersity; and they have identified, in my judgement,
in a very effective way the issues that you have just identified.

DR. NOBLE. I wanted to add that as fa_ r as we are concerned at the
vinstitution Ode rteach, multiethnicity and the study of it is in the

new curriculum for the preparaticth of any future teachers.
We feel very strongly about it, and it came out of my 2--year project

in Charlestown where I had a chance to get tb know these young
people on a very unusuaPlevel in the branch library I Ad gotten the
cooperation of the BcAton Public Library and the John P. Kennedy
Multi-Service Centel-.

The Charlestown students that were coming in to the Study Colter
at night, knew they could 'come in and talk or they could get tutored.
It was a relaxed kind of atmosphere-

:And Out of this: in two years, I got to know these Charlestown
'students very well. If anything, the kinds of questions they asked of my
future teachers, anthe exposure to different- cultures on a one-to-one
level, brought new perspectives. The kinds of discussion we would
have back in my ciassrooiv about assimilation influenced their thinking -I
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about their teaching these young iople. My future teachers had to
role play a classniam composed these Students.

We found that their public school experience was really quite
Hockey *as the ode thing that seemed to be able to turn them on; and.'
as a result, we constructed all kinds -of strategies.

Why can't you teach math using the hockey_ rink?? You have got
some students who are interested hockey;: well,, if they are top
hockey players they are going to:gO to Cinada. They are .going to
have to learn-how to ipeak:Some French, so you scan teaching them
French, starting witb.the hockey terms.

There at all kinds of strategies, but I think there is a richness that
ca be brought out by reaching and examining another cultare; It-
teaches you as a.human being to find out more about who you are._
When you find out about another culture.

,

DR- VI-MUG-MARTIN. I am not at all convinced there- are .no
important conflicts between integration and ethnic-centered schools.

Much depends on the spetific integration pOlicy., I studied an
integration dicision 'in 'Teaneck, New Jersgy, in which the one black
neighbhorhood school was closed. 'Its students were bused around the
whole community, so families would have children in three and four
different schools. There was noteffective way the black community
could mobilize itself as a group to encourage the system to -do very
much of anything for blacks, pEu-ticularly in that town-at that time*

The specific integration plan can very much inhitift the ability of an
ethnic community to express itself in the system.

I do not think there is an intrinsic opposition. A pri \ate school in
Italy in New York City, for example, is a third Spanish-speaking

bl :k, a third Chinese, and ;third Italian - speaking whites.
I 's quite possible for integrated schools to& serve quite mixed ethnic

communities.' That is possible. But, the specific integration plan can do
substantial damage to the practicability of the system to respond well
to ethnic nilnorities.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING." The challenge is to figure out ways and
means of utilizing a desegregated system or an integrated system in

such a .manner that it will achieve the kind- objectives that the
-members of the panel seem \to have agreed upo

It seems to me that this is the direction in wh' our nation definitely
is headed. ,,/

DR. VITULLO-MARTIN. Yes, Othink if one is sensitive to the
problem and intends to solve it, and that it is possible to solve it, a
number of possible integration plans will not, necessarily be compat-
ible.

CHAIRMAN FEEMMING. Mr. White, did you have a -
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ASSISTANT STAFF DIRECTOR. WHITE.' Yes, this is just related to the
question that was just asked, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to ask the panelists whether you perceive- any,
differential need for the, preservation of ethriiiiiy with respect to
elementary school students as compared to secondary school students?.

DR. BANKS. Well I don't know, but that gives me-an opPortuilit
to make the starient that I think, in talking abbut ethnicity, that we
certainly havefo keep options open.

Some Jewish kids may not have a need to maintain Jewishness, so in
a democratic society, we ought to keep options open.

It seems to me that secondary students may hay. e worked out
identity clarification more than elementary schools, but I think it is
very difficult to speak to your questions without more data and
research

.DR. NOM+. I would say it would be very important to he able to
make sure that at a very early age a child, in terms of the whole ego
identity, is able to have positive' reinforcement. If I don't feel
comfortable about who I am, am I going to have to wait until I am

Aor 14 to find out wht am?_
By thpt time, all ki s of strange things could have happened.
CHAIRMAN FLEMmiNG..Anrother questions? v

DR: FEMMINELLA. _You know, I am not really sure I understand
the question. I think that if we are doing education right, then we are
doing different things at lifferent le Is. I think that if we have a sense
of respect for ourselves, for our-fa lies and r&- white ethnic groups,
and so on generated in us in those elerrientary grades, then when we
come to the secondary school =NIA become more conscious of
differences, we can addres thernause then the time will be there
to address those differences. There will be mutual respect, you see,
because we will have a sense of respe.ct for-ourselves.

So I think yes and no. Yes, there are diffeit things we do. I'think it
is part of education, but no. I think the intensity is thesame all the way
through.

-6
VICE Cu %IWO %"` HORN. I think that is a very important point as is

the whole argument in your paper your argument about the ego
/--' development and this whole idea of self-respect.

I listened to different ethnic groups note all of the ethnic problems
they ran into in elementary school."I suspect I am perceived 4san
Anglo-German WASP.

I can assure you that Anglo-German WASPS run into ethnic
problems from other groups in elementary school. Children run into
problems from other children and children can say very cruel things
about otherchildren, as we 411 know.



So I think your point is well taken. If one can learn a certain respect
for diversity and difference early on this will help receptivity to all
sorts of things later one

CHAIRMAN FLEMtviING. May I express to all the members of the.
Panel our deep appreciation for prdkenting and, developing your
papers, corging hero, and participating in this dialogue. It has been
very, very helpful. `Thank you very, very much_ .

F."

`Fourth Session:.Social Serviaes and Ethniopy

COMMISSIONER )'LEMMING. Compissioner Saltzman will preside,
this morg while we consider the-area of social Sciences.

COkiMISSIONI. R I 111vyW TCanyou. Dr, Flemming. '
Our first presenter will be Dr. Marvin L. Rosenberg. Dr. Rosenberg

is a Professor of Policy Planning and Research in the School of
Applied Social Sciences at Case Western Reserve University.

He has designed several integrated social service delivery projects.
He has authored a book on the subject, entitl -Systems Service'
People: A Breakthrough in Service Delivery."

He is currently researching how new facets of the British social
service system may be applied. to the American system and has
published related articles in both BrittA and American journals

Dr. Rosenberg, we're delighted to have you

STATEME OF MARVIN L. ,FIOSENBERG,
ASSOCIATE P OFESSOR OF SOCIAL PLANNING,

SCHOOL OF APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCES,
-CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Thank you very much, Mr. Saltzman.
As the United States enters the 1980's, policy makers are going to be

confronted with a burgeoning demand for social services from all
segments of American society.

Statist cal indicators are all about us. The rate pf divorced families
exceeds the divorce rate at the turn of the century by some 700
percent; four out of ten children born NI the last decade will have to
cope with growing up in a single parent household.

The number, of American faniilies headed by women has increased
from five and a half million to eight and a half million, of-one in every
seven families.

In human terms, this means that millions of single parts will need
counseling and supportiyesocial programs; millions of.children frOm

broken homes will need child development programs, therapy and
residential treatment.
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A 5-year increase in life expectancy, since 1'950, will result in an
-elderly populatiOn of about 25 million,' about '11 percent by next year

In many cities, the elderly already constitute between 15 and 16
percent of their total.tommimity population.

Persons dyer 75 years of age are most likely to need social services,
and they constitute the fastest growing segment of this population.

Thus, there will be millions of older people in ireefl of services to
cope with the loss of spouses and friends, help them find new goals
after retirement, provide them with new opportunities to preserve
their mental health,.

For those elderly too frail and impaired to be mobile, there will be a
need for 1one-term care services such as homemakers, "heals On
wheels, friendly visitors, and transportation and unfortunately, more
institutions will be needed for those too incapacitated to be taken care
of at home.

In addition, millions of menially ill patients have been de-institution-
alized, only -to be cast into thecommunity's back wards, such as flop
houses and broken-down tenements. These people, in addition to the
severely mentally retarded and their families, as well as the home-
bound physically disabled, are largely dependent populations needing
multiple social' services.

Now what_ these statistics in fact mean for social services,
particularly for. Americans of European heritage, is the central thesis
of what I am going to try to say today. 1

As a culttire,lhe society, despite the rash of books emphasizing the
family in demise, the "me" society, and the "culture of narcisism,- the
indicationk are that the large majority of American families do assume
great responsibility for their dependent td incapacitated family
members. That is a myth that does not seem, to want to go away,
People do take care of their elderly people in, much larger numbers
than we believe.

A re cent study of the elderly in Cleveland, conducted by the U. S.
Government Accounting Office, noted that 80 percent of all social
services are provided by members of the older person's family.

Among early immigrant groups, such as European ethnics, the ethos
of self-help and self-reliance on the family,- -is especially strong.

These findings, however, must be tempered by the fact by these
other statistics about the American family today.

In ':addition. the birthrate is plunging downward, leaving fewer
adult children to care for their aging parents or dependent relatives_

With the increase in life expectancy, mArly elderly, who are
themselves retired, will have an older parent to care for as well so
you'll have two parent hougeholds, one with a younger older and an
older older.
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And infla causin dried women who have traditionally
rforrned car taking s ireirthe family to enter the job market; thus

the fact that e the primary caregivers at- present does Hit
mean that they can maintain that caregiving forever.

Nor should families be expected to shoulder the entire burden.-
For members' of family, who *are mentally ..ilj; retarded, frail,

impaired; or physically handicapped the costs, the physicar.demands,
the emotional strains, often lead to breafkdown bfthe entir6 family unit:.

Social agencies, both public and voluntarY,-musl 'Provide supple=
mental and supportive services in times of adversity.

The reasing need within the American populace requires reexa-
mination of policy that relates. affects the fa Aily, religious, and
cultural institutionS, as well as theimportance of local neighborhoods.

Consideration must be given 'Co issues that bear direct1300on the
relationship between ethnicity ant service delivery; but this kihd of an
examination' requires a little bit of underStanding of some` recent
history. /

Ai m sure the Commissioners are familiar with it I m just
going to Summarite it very rapidly. f

Before the late 1960's the services I described, which I call -personal
social services, were largely neglected by Federal Government. They
were the excluSive province of voluntary agencies, sometimes" State
and local.

The emphasis 10 years ago was on income maintenance and
fostering powcr for the poor and dearfhg with these kinds of issues,
and .there was a fight that raged over whether services were more
important or jobs were more important.

We realize that that's a false. dichotomy. You need both.
It's recognized that a group can he disadvantaged without necessari

ly suffering poverty or racial discrimination_ The elderly:the hondi-
capped, the blind, the mentally retarded, along with other disadvan-
taged, groups. are victims of stereotyping and discriminatigfn and in
need of government help.

Incapacitated and dependent groups areNfOurid in every racial,
ethnic, .socio-economic group in American Society. -

Certainly poverty and racial discrimination compound, the suffering
of those already handicapped groupsi

The growing recognition, by Vvernment, heat social services
cannot be for the pOOr alone, has led to a s of legislative acts
appropriating Federal funds to different categories of clients. '

The most kominent being. Title 20,- of the Social Security Act, the
Older Americans Act, Community Mental Health Act; and really,. for
the first time in history, the American Fedetral Government is playing
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a central role in the financing of social services, not just income
maintenance.

What took place in the Depression is nos.v taking place in relation to
personal social services.

'Appropriations have risen frOm about TO million in 1971 to over
five billion in 1973; ,they 'may be closer to eight billion now, for
personal social service alone. This is exclusive of income maintenance,
It has nothing, to do with income maintenance.

However, accbmmpanying this e4,pansion, we have created hun-
dreds of. State, Federal, and local a- ncies. The present system is a
fragmented, chaotic, multiplicity of :

t
ublic and voluntary- agencies

that are 61.1n inaccessible, unresponsive, and insensitive to people who
most need help.

And,perhaps the most penetrating criticism was made by Elliott
Refaidson in 1973. I'm not -going to read you the whole quote about
tl* proliferation of agencies stepping over each other. I'll read you the
bottom line_of his-,comment - and Secretary Califano made a similar
comment- before he left'offiee. 'The chances are less than one in five
that a client referred from one service to another will ever get there.
The present maze encourage& fragmentation."

The ernergence of, Title 20 in the mid '70's, while adding to the
dollars, also added to the fragmentation.

It's important to differentiate now among different typeS of social
welfare policies,

For example, a universal- policy, which mails a Social Security
s. check or pays a medical claim'', is much less impersonal than a program

trying to help a discharged mental patient support a family or an
elderly person at home. 1,-

The essence of a personal social service hinges on the, trusting
relationship between the local community and the agency, between
the helper and the client; otherwise, it does not work.

4 ' ,
Impersonal bureaucracies that are stigmatized because they are

,
associated with public welfare, that have elaborate intake procedures
and means tests, cannot be effective in delivering personal social
services.

... _ ,

And this _ may be particularly true for European Ameritans,
although I think it's true for every group in American society.

Among early immigrant groups, an antis.velfare, self-reliant tradition
is strong. Newer European refugees-, fleeing tyranny from totalitarian
regimes, tend to view government bureaucracies with defiance and
distrust.

Reaching out and serving these client groups requires intimate
knowledge of their life styles and values.



There is ta growing body of research which documents the
importance of ethnicity in neighborhoods as a key factor in the
willingness of people to use social services, particularly among
working-class ethnic groups, and I'll just highlight a few of these
research findings, so I can move on,

Fandetti, in a study in Baltimore, found that 82 percent of a random
sample of ethnic residents "indicated their feeling that their relatives
could not be comfortable" - and these are elderly people - "could not
be comfortable inThomes for the aged staffed by individuals . from
different ethnic backgrounds. A key factor was language. The sample
included people from different groups, such as Greeks, Italians, Poles,
Germans."

The conclusion was that "ethnic staffing of old age homes
was, , .important for 'old timers' with limited language ability,"

When asked where long-term care services for the elderly should be
delivered in the community, the respondents stated their highest
preference to be the Catholic Church or local ethnic organization.

Another study by Fandetti and Gelfand stressed the importance of
family, friends, and local networks in relation to mental health.

The distant or impersonal mental health center is not an acceptable
place to seek help among working-class Americans. It's probably not
the most acceptable place to seek help among a lot of Americans, but if
you have to go there, you go there, But European-Americans will
simply not go there.

Mental health specialists frequently, are not perceived as appropriate
agents for meeting problems that are beyond the expertise of family
and local community. They'd rather go in their own' family and talk to
each other, before they go to a mental health specialist.

My own research with the Jewish community of Cleveland
indicates similar patterns. Among elderly Jews in Cleveland, there's
enormous resistance to using_ personal services not provided under
Jewish auspices.

Now it should be noted that, in general, when people have serious
personal problems or family problems, they don't want to cope with a
crisis. They shy away from organized services of any kind.

There is a lot of stigma attached to getting help, which means that if
you're going to get help during a time of crisis a poor marriage, a
depression, a possible suicide, alcoholism - you must go to a place that
you regard as friendly, as yours, and conducive to delivering services
under auspices that are not bureaucratic.

I'd like to enter one caveat to this discussion, and that relates to
social class. The research evidence is not all in on this, and it may be
that we're talking more, in some of this importance of social agencies
and ethnicity, about people who are of lower income or of working
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and middle class, because from what we do know, there is evidence
that affluent people, regardless of ethnic origin, prefer to pay for
services in the marketplace, rather than seek help from sodal agencies.

r They go to private counselors, to psychiatrists, homemakers; other
proprietary service.

This suggests the plausibility of a policy in which low income
people would receive vouchers,. sti they would have the same freedom
of choice as their more affluent counterparts and be able to buy
services perhaps in the marketplace.

It's imp_ortant when I discuss this Government insensitivity to
different ethnic groups, not to make global generalizatiOns. It's not
true every place in the country, and it's not true among every director.

Let me say some things about pluralism and civil rights. The issue of
whether sectarian agencies should receive government funds is also
riddl d with ambiguity. Let me give you a couple of illustrations that
bring this home,

A congregate meals program provided in a Jewish community
center, serves kosher food because they know that's the way they Will
be able to get people there under Title 7. But they also serve non-
Jewish clients willing to eat a kosher meal.

However, a mental health agency will not award a contract to a
sectarian agency or to an ethnic agency, because it will not serve a
catchment area.

This is very disturbing and sometimes it's disastrous. Often, the only
link for a mental patient is his ethnic group and his identification with
his religious group.

Let me point to a few legal dilemmas, and I'd like to point to two
cases that make the legal argument. I say they're hypothetical; they're
not hypothetical. They're in the Courts somewhere, and I don't have
the exact citations, so I call them hypothetical. -

One is the 'case of nuns in California who want to serve a group of
Mexican-American unwed mothers. They're told they can't serve
them. They have to serve the entire catchment area, or they can't
serve them.

They say,
and

only want to serve this one group. That's ho'we
know best," and they were told no.

Let me give you another illustration_ A Jewish nursing home
voluntarily admitted two black residents several years ago. The
condition of admission was that the home was Jewish-oriented; the
food was kosher_ The two black residents want to sue the home for not
serving them food that is more in keeping with their ethnic tradition.

Since that would involve pork products, complying with the request
of the two residents would be extremely offensive to the other
residents of the institution.
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The question is: Does the home have a right to remain kosher'' It's
dilemma.

These illustriltiOns hightlight the central policy point I'm bringing
out If we are in an essentially:pluralistic society, can public policy
disregard this fact? That is, can 'we have a culturally and religiously
diverse society and still maintain public policy which fails to recognize
and support such diversity?

'Now, by the way, I have very great respect and interest in broad
public social services, and I think %,%,' e need a system of public social
services in this country. that serve everybody, but I think they must be
delivered in a way that make it possible for ethnic and religious groups
to be particularly sensitive to their constituencies, add I point out later
in the paper that this is done in Great Britain.

They have a very well-developed social service system that's
humane and caring, a base line of all 'kinds of social- services; btu' they
contract to all ki of sectarian and voluntary agencies and make it
possible' for those otuntary and sectarian agencies to be subsidized
and to serve their own constituents.

So lej me conclude with three points.
I don't cite the British system because. I think we can adopt it for the

United States, but because the British have somecOncepts I, think we
can borrow. One, the single door concept.

Every'neighborboodshould have at least one visible office, staffed
-by friendly, sensitive profesSionals, who give information, advice,
advocacy. The staff, if necessary, should be trained in the ethnic
neighborhood, religious, or cultural traditions of the neighborhood
and where it's located. It should provide access for services to people
with any problem, anywhere.

Two, .social care services should get a much higher priority than
they presently get. We need therapy, but we need social care as well:
those services that help people to Maintain themselves over time.- If
they're physically ill, if they're incapacitated, if they're retarded, and
they're not going to improve, I think we need a much greater emphasis
on that, and i'would call that to your attention.

The most crying need we have in this area of ethnicity is a whole
new relationship between Government and private agencies.

Right now, I tell you, it is ,.antagonistic. I sit on Boards and
committee after committee. There is, a strain between public agencies
and voluntary agencies and sectarian agencies, and it's very, very
serious and works a hardship for creating the kind of public policy that
is sensitive to the kind of people who need social services.

Thank, you.
[The complete paper follows.]
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ETHNICITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES:
SOME POLICY PERSPECTIVES

By Marvin L. Rosenberg, D.S.W.*

C:1 -As the United States enters the 1980s, policy makers will confront a
burgeoning demand for social services from all segments of American
society.. The statistical indicators .are all around us. The number of
divorced familCes today exceeds the divorce rate at the turn of the
century by 7(X) percent,' Four out of ten children born in the last
decade will have to cope with growing up in a single patent
household.1 A recently released _Department of Labor, report states
that during the past decade, the number of American families headed
bytwomen has increased from 5.6 million to 8.5 million or one of-every
seven fa_milies.3 In human terms, this means that millions of single
parents will need counseling and supportive social programs. Millions
of children from broken homes will need child development progrlims,
therapy, and residential treatment. The fact that 5.5 million wives have
entered the labor force in the past ten years adds child day care to the
growing needs of the changing American family.4

A 5-year increase in life expectaucy since 1950 will result in an
elderly population of about 25 million (about 11%) by 1980.5 In many
cities, the elderly alreadyi7constitute between 15 and 16 percent of the
total community.', PerSons over 75 years of age, who are most likely to

_need social services, constitute the fastest growing segment of' the
population.' Thus, there will be' millions of older 'People i'n need of
Services to cope with the loss of spouses and friends, help them find
new goals afiet retirement, and-provide them with new opportunities
to preserve their mental health, For those elderly too frail and
impaired to be mobile, there will be a need for long term care services,
such as, homemakers, meals on wheels, friendly visitors; and transpor-
tation. More institutions will be needed for thos oo incapacitated to '
remain at home.

In additioji, millions of mentally ill patients have been deinstitutfon-- alined, only to be cast into the community's back wards, such as flop
houses and broken down tenements. These people, in addition to the
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severely imentally retarded and their families, as well as the home'-
bound physically disabled', are largely dependent eopulatio s needing
multiple social services.

What these statistics signify for social serves, particularly with
regard to ethnic Euro-Americans, is the central issue y presenta-
tion today.

As a society, our first line of support has, and will tinue to be. the
family. Despite the rash of books and articles about the "me" society
and the "culture of narcissism,- the research evidence indicates that
the large majority of American families do assume great responsibility
for 'Weir dependent -eh- incapacitated family members, A recent study
of the elderly in Clevelan5l, conducted by the U.S. General Accoun-
tinng Office, noted that SO% of all social services are provided by
members of the older persOn's family." Among early. immigrant
groups, such as European ethnics, the ethos of self-help and total
reliance on .the family is especially strong. These findiligs, however,
must be tempered by the statistics mentioned earlier, which indicate
the stress on the American family today. In addition, the birth rate is
plungtng,doWnward, leaving fewer adult children to care for their
aging rittrents or dependent relatives in the future. With the increase in
life expectancy, many elderly, who are themselves retired will have an
older parent to care for as well, .and inflation is causing married
women, who have traditionally pit-formed caretaking, roles .fn the
family, to enter the job market. Trius the fact that families are the
primary caregivers at present does not mean that they can maintains
Mat role under adverse condjtions. Nor n'uld families be expected
to shoulder the entire btirden of caring for one of their members who is
mentally ill, retard N, frail, impaired, or physically handicappeO. The
costs, the physical demands, and the emotional strain often lead to
breakdown of the entire family. Social. age.ncies, both public and
voluntarye must provide supplemental and supportiVe services to such
families in times of adversity.

The increasing needs within the Amerrcan populace require a re-
examination of public policies affecting the family and religious and
cultural institutions, as well as the-importance.of the local neighbor-
_ood. Consideration must be given to issues that bear directly I% the

relationship between ethnicity and service delivery. Such a re!exarni-
nation, however, necessitates a clear understanding of past develop- -

ments invsocial policy.

* OF ot
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Legislative Background
Before the late 1960's, the services I have described, which I will

call social services, were largely neglected by federal
governmentThey were the exclusive province of voluntary agencies
and sometimes state anq local government. The Federal emphasis, ten
years ago, was on income maintenance and fostering a power base for
the poor. At theat time, an ideological debate pitted economic
protisions such as income, jobs, and housing against personal social
services such as counseling_ , day calk, and residential treatment, It is
now recognized that this is a false dichotomy. While money and jobs
may well take priority over personal social services, inadequate
services lead to a deteriorating society.

It has also been recognized that a i,roue can be disadvantaged
without necessarily suffering poverty or racial discrimination., The
elderly, thr -handicapped, the blind and mentally retarded, along with
other disadvantaged_ groups, are victims of stereotyping and discrimi-
nation and are in need of government. gelp. Incapacitated and
dependent people are found in every'raciall ethnic, and socioeconom-
ic group in American society. Certainly, poverty and discrimination
cginpound their suffering.

The growing recognition government that social services cannot
be for the poOr alone has led .to a series Of legislative acts appropriating
federal funds for services to different categories c..-1f clients. The most
prominent of these is Title XX of the-Social Security Act, the Older
Americans Act. and the Community Mental/ Health Centers ActvFor
the first time in American history, the federal government was given a
central role in the financing of social services.- Federal appropriations
lb; personal social services rose from 746 million in 1971 to almost five
billion in 1973.9

Fragmentation and Lack of Coordination
This rapid expansion in public spendingreated hundreds of new
deral, state_ local agencies. Each act had its own administrative

rules and regulations requiring separate state agencies. The result is
that each categorical program had different eligibility criteria, differ-
ent policy objectives, and different conceptions of service boundaries.

The present system is a fragmented, chaotic, multiplicity of public
bureaucracies and voluntary agencies that are often inaccessible,
unresponsive, and insensitive to the people who most-need help.

Perhaps the most penetrating criticism of the problem was made by
Elliott Richardson. in 19/3, when he was Secretay of HEM, He stated

PAO tfrt .Veedv: sir Social and Ponne l Iitstn tile XX. Naponal
Conference on Soclal Welff re. Columho (Mo. 197n, p 22.
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Sin '1961, the number of HEW programs has tripled and now
exceeds 300. Fifty four of these progams overlap each other;
thirty six ovprlap programs of other departments. This almost
random proliferation has fostered the development of a ridiculous
labyrinth of bureaucracies, regulations, and guidelines. . . The
average state now has between 80, and 100 separate service
administrations and the average middle-sized city between 400
and 500 human service providers, each of which is more typically
organized in relakm to a federal program than in relation to a set
of human probleini The chances are less than one in five
that a client referred from one service to anottrer will ever get
there; the present maze encourages fra.gmentation.i°

The emergence of Title XX in the mid-seventies, while adding to the
dollars, also added to the pictu're of fragmentation.

-Compounding the problem is a new governmental emphasis on
scientific management and fiscal accountability_ While both piinciples
are necessary, their -applicationis-often-mindless -,`and- has led to
excessive data reporting requirements and inwsions elf client confiden-
tiality. Social programs within the bureaucrItic maze are carried out
with a uniformity that fails to consider how to effectively reach
diverse populations who need help.

s import&it to differentiate the various types of social welfare
policies. Some are clearly universal and therefore need not be sensitive
to ethnic differences or neighborhood. Others, which are r a more
personal nature, require trust and con.siamer participation. F& exam-
ple, a universal program which mails a social security check or'pays a
Medicare claim is far more impersonal than a program to help a
discharged mental patient or support a family trying to maintain an
elderly person at home. The essence of personal social services hinges
on the trusting relationship between the local comunity and the
agency, And between the helper and the client.

Thq Consequences/ of Impersonalit
Impersonal bureaucracies that are stiftiafized cause of association

With public welfare, that have elaborate intake procedures and means
tests, cannot be effective in delivering personal social services. This is
particularly true for Americans of Euro-ethnic background. Among
earlier immigra groups, an. anti-welfare, self-reliant tradition is
strong. Newer Eu can refugees, fleeing tyranny from totalitarian
regimes, tend to vir overnmeatal bureaucracies with defiance and
distrust. Reaching out and §t rving these client groups requires intimate
knowledge of their life styles and value systems.

Cleveland Plain La
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There is growing ,concern that exceSso. e standardization and
uniformity will alienate ethnic groups from public and voluntary
organizations. A casual stroll through the Little banes, the older
Jewish neighborNods, Hungarian neighborhoods: and other nationali-
ty enclaves, immediately reveals local social patterns that are different
from these found in the suburbs of other inner city areas. There is also
a growing body of research which documents the importance of
ethnicity and neighborhood as key factors in the willingness of people
to use social services, particularly amohg working class ethnic
populations. (I use Greely's term "ethificity- to mean, "peoplehood, a
sense of commonality or community derived from networks of family
relations that have over the generations, been the carriers of common
experiencce.1"

By analyzing sect dary data, Oteely has uncovered fascinating
evidence that many present traits ,of second and third generation
immigrant - families-in -- the - United -States- resemble -ethnic-cultural traits-.

found in their ancestral countries of origin. '2
Giordano has 'dentified several studies which point to ethnic

differences, in sp cifie areas. Value orientations, definition of family
response to physical and mental illness,_utilizatioln rates of

mental healt facilities, and the incidence of mental disorders vary
significantl among different Euro-ethnic populations."

-Both researchers reject assimilation or melting pot conceptions as a
way of understanding ethnic groups.

Let me briefly highlight selected research findings that offer some
perspective on this issue of cultural diversity. 'In an impressive study of
attitudes of afro- ethnic families toward the elderly, Fandetti found
that 82 percent of a random sample of Baltimom's ethnic residents
-indicated their feelings that their relatives could not be comfortable in
homes for the aged staffed by individuals from different ethnic
backgrounds. A key factor was language. The sample included people
from different ethnic groups, including Greeks, Italians, roles, and
Germans.- The conclusion was that "ethnic staffing of old age homes
was important for 'old timers' " with limited language ability- When
asked where long-te.rm care services for the elderly should be
delivered in the community, the respondents stated their lighest
preference to be the CatholicnChurch or local ethnic organizations,"

"Report of the,tipecial Population Suhpanei m Mental Health of Arnerit;ans k if Euro in rahme
p AT" itiuhrnitted to the President's Committee on Nliimal Health, 1975)

Gretily. 6,, Like f.v.71.Ncw York. F 4 bolt a, 1971)
Mseph (-norclailo anti Graco rho Ethno-cultural Factor rn Mental Hea4111.- Itmute

on Pluralism and (imam Identity.. ,Arnerican JewKh Committee, Ney4. York, 1977
1-7 .rtld Fandern ,,nil iNmald Cwiland -Care of the Aged Aititucics of White Ethnic Fannhes,--

Pre Ge.9w9lotzrst th
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, Another study, by Fandetti and (lel and. stresses the importance of
family, friends, and local networks in relation to mental health-
services, The distant or impersonal mental health center is not seen as
an acceptable place to seek help among working class Americans of
European heritage, Mental health specialists frequently are not.. -

perceived as appropriate agents for meeting problems tht are beyond
the expertise of the family and the local community."

My own research with the Jewish community of Cleveland
indicates similar patterns. Among elderly Jews, there is enormous
-resistance to using personal social services not provided under-Jewish
auspices. It Should be noted, that in general, when people are having
serious personal or family problems, or need help to cope with a crisis,
they tend to shy away frL-n organized services of any kind. There is
stilt considerable stigma attached to the notion of seeking help,
whether for alcoholism, a pool- marriage, depres_ i on,or a disturbed

__Wchild.hen publiC policy completely standardi2e the way it which
services must he delivered, the _barriers t9 utilization are further
intensified. There- is ample evidencce that people are more likely to
seek and use help if it is available in a local neighborhood and is
delivere' sin et auspices that are ,regarded as friendly And notv=-(\if
bureaucra: . In addition, of such agencies must be trained so they
are attuned to the' variations in values, life style, and help-seeking
patterns of the i=OttlituetiCies they serve. Fix scirrie neighborhoods,
this may mean knows acme of Italian, Russian or Yiddish. In one area
It ma ly mean .sensitivrtyto religious difference~ in another, it may be an

,- - --,im_

awareness or differenceS between rural and urban life styles.
An important caveat to my previous discussion pertains to the

inaportance of social class. Most of the research and eApi.2rience I have
cited is based on sanyles of lower income, working class populations,
where these culturan-Afferent characteristics seem to persist into
third and fourth generations. Some new .research dealing with middle
class Italians, not yet- ptiblished by -Fandetti, suggest` that ethnic
identification largely dissipates when income, occupation, and educa-
tional status appreciably increase, 'g'his finding must he regarded
cautiously since Columbia, Marylaugnikty be very atypical of other
American cities.. More 'research is needed to verify such conclusions.
In.any case, it does not alter our concern ?since the hulk of reople who
use social agencies, public- or voluntary, are Poor or lower middle!
class-. There is considerabre evidence that affluent people, regardless of

. ethni`c origin, prefer to pay for,erviees in the market place rather than '
ifeek help from social agencies. They, go to private counselors,
psychiatrists, homemakers, and other proprietary services. Indeed, thk

MO a Id Fa 19i ,md 1).mald roward S).riiptim., and 2S In The FlhinC
FOrnik and NCilthilillnni,- 'nor INT vVellhi I 197S)



suggests the plausibility of a policy in which lo income people would
receive vouchers, so they would have the same freedom of choice as
their more affluent counterparts.

In discussing the apparent governmental insensitivity to different
ethnic groups and to the concepts of neighborhood and family, it is
important not to make global generalizations. The fact is that sonic
policies and programs, are niore sensitiv than others, and in some
areas of the country,. aficials are wiser and' more sensitive than
in other places. It is the lack of a clear-cut public policy, based on solid
research, that allows so much confusion and contradictornsoliey to
prewil. Let me illustrate some of the differences in philosophy and
contradictory policies that plague social agenties and confuse clients.
Title VII, of tlie Older)Arnericans Act, provides funds for cOngregate
meals for older eople. Under this legislation, a means test is explicitly
prohibited, l-kiwever, this Same'service is also provided (under Title
XX 'and does require a means test. In areas r higrc
individual eligibility can be waived and the principle, of group
eligibility can be applied. There are many agcnciesang, small churches
that have purchase-of-service contracts through Title XX and through
Title VII, and they must2somehow reconcile these.Fontradictory
eligibility requirements. This confusion is only the tip of the iceberg.
Each state interprets the federal regulations in its own way_ . Sometimes.
this works in favor of Furo-ethnit2.s; sometimes certain of their benefits
are lost. . ,

These "bur aueratic hurdles add one mbre obstaMe to making
ices easq accessible and responsive-to-the people w4.need them.

Vurtlrermor ata reporting and proposal writing `procedures arc so
complex and ambiguous, that small voluntary agrencie5 or neighbor-
hood churches,are-diseouraged from applying for government funding
and therefore are unable lc liver vital services. -

- Pluar4alism; Civil Rights, and Government Funding
The issue of whether sectarian agencies should receive government

funds is also riddled with ambiguity and contradictory civil rights
interpretations..Under some legislation, such as the Oder Americans
Act,. c ontracts for e;rvices are often awarded precisely because an

. ,,, ---

aency is sectarian or neighborhood based and under the auspices of ,-
an ethnic organization. There is a recognition that this approach "to_
service delivOy,wouldfacilitate reaching the largest number of people
in need, since, snch art organizatiorwould be trusted and accepted by
prospective consumers. Obviously, agencies receiving such funds
Must comply with civil rights law and cannot `discriminate against
other consumers who seek the services. Thus, !C congregate meals
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program in a Jewish community center would _t -}:oshe odu
would also serve any non-Jewish client willing N.fo e It a, kosher meal.

A mental health boards Swaiding contracts it agencies serving,
discharged mental patients, provides. a Contradictory illustration. In a,
numbe'r of cities, such funding bodies have refused, grant applications.
from Catholic, Jewish, or ethnic agencies, because ,they would 'not-
serve an entire catchment area. From a mental health rehabilitation

Jstandpoint, this is disturbing. Often, the only remaining link to reality
for a mental patient is identification with his ethnic or religious group.
Programming in ethnic and sectarian agencies stresses a sense of
community, of ethnic tradition, and common cultural heritage. Why
should such agencies be refused mental health funding? Throughout .-

the country, funding policies -are ambiguous and the interpretation cjf
civil rights laws and regulations varies from pllice to place. Because of
this ambiguity. many _of theiSsues are_ now_ heing_broUght_ before _the
courts. in effect, public .social'polic-y is being decided by judges whose
opinions are substitutes fc.irflie legislative process:

Legal Dlierrima.§-,
.To sharpen this dilemma, I would like to pose two partially

hypothetical situations to the Commission. One involves an order; ot
nuns who want to provide special social services to unmarried mothers
of Mexican-American heritage. The nuns do not want to serve other
populations beiause the effectiveness of their program requires a very
special approach. Gove'rnment ,funds are being refused because of this
selectivity. Tht., local public agency wants the nuns to serve everyone
In area.-who seek\services, despite the fact that there are 'other
agencies available to serve other young unmarried Mothers. My
question is," d What is legally., right and morally right in such a
situation?" A second situation involves a Jewish nursing home that
voluntarily admitted two Black residents several years ago, The
condition of administration'at that time was that the home was Jewish,
the programming was Jewish-oriented, and the food was kosher. Now
some years later, the two black residents want to suethe home for not,.
serving them food, that is more in keeping ,with -their :own ethnic
traditions. Since this would .irvolve pork products, complying with
the-request-of the two residents would'be extremely offensive to the
other residents of this institution. Does the home have a right
remain kosher?

These Illustrations highlight the central social policYdilemma for
the nation: if we are an essentially pluralistic soCiety,:earNMblic policy
disregard that fact; that is, can we have a culturally and religiously
diverse society and still maintain public policy which fails to recognize
and support such diversity?
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The Broader Issue
,

of ,Pu Social, Services A'
Let me:vry to place the malt*: into a ibroader perspective of social

service for all Americans. Clearly, One of the dilernmas, that is faced
9--

T both federally and locally, is how scarce social service resources
should be apportioned= To assert that a sectarian or ethnic group
should he persnitted to.use government, luals.to exclusively servi-e:a__
their Own members when at the sl Me time .there are not services for
others in the cominurrity may seem unjust. The voluntary and sectarian
sectors cannot.be expanded at the :crierise of a good public system of
social serviees'fOr all But neither can insensitive public bureaucracies
be expected to serve client groups with very special ways of seeking
'and using services.

rr a recent paper on the _ family, Irving Levine 'called for -:kin

approach to public policy that he labeled. "A Social ConservatiVe
approach.''' Essentially, it kV as a recognition, that the planning and
delivery of social services required a partnership between the public
and voluntary sectors and betWeen family. neighborhood, and profes-
sionals.

Perhaps some of the most valuable lessons for the Uniled States in'
applying this social conservative approach are to be found in Great
Britain. Britain, has a long tradition of caring for people in trouble, and/
in recent years has de.:yeloped, a ,very comprehensive persOnal social
service system that has a strong but considerable Itititudefor voluil-
tary sectarian, neighborhood based, and self help organi7ations.,,_

.: .. : rd

The British Personal Service Syetem
In 1970, Parliarnent passed a fa! reaching act which unified

previously fraginented social piograms,arid made them more respon-
sive tol=people who needed help. First, they.separated social services
from health, housing, and public welfare. Then, they integrated all the
existing social service programs to children, families, the handicapped,
the mentally ill, and:the aged. Local governments have the actual
responsibility for the administration and delivery':of the social services'
Each city and rural government is required' to create a single social
service department which brings together the heretofore, sT arater:,
agencies serving different client groups. The department an integrat
part: of:city government along with education, housing, and transpor-
tation. The front-line staff, in the reorganized department, are socia*
workers operating Out 9f neighborhood offices throughout the city.
Their job is to provide direct advice and counseling, but also to be
thoroughly knowledgeable about Other resources throughout the

"4 ',mg I 0% inc. th,Hormc t ho through Intuit-nal .Sopptui Group Prc:cmcd the

PhilAdelphr3 (_.,ntuft2110: AiTicricm, 1-3MIN., 107A :
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community he social wcirker sslii, 1s 'a ketier 'alist, is the key link to
other iiii,encics such its C1111)1( housing, schools, courts, hospitals.
and social security. This worker is the bridge between the laiiiily, ,t

_

community, and the institution. Wiwrever possible, the oo41.-is.'lo-ktep
people. out of institutions. by prOvidim, them with coinmunifv-btised

ices. It' a hospital instininow becomes .ncessarv, the social
yvorker helps the Qlient with ::che trtinsitior.-and'Works with the fainik'.
The new system mak0 this possible. Social workers in the hospitals,
nursing horns, sheltered ',Nol:Shops, anti children's institutions arc all
employees of, the same municipal social service department. Anyone

edino, help, Ilan-latter whit their problem, age. or income can call or-
, t to their loetd arcti social service :office. .The -Pritisir call this
principle -.the single doi.

- To got a nrst-hand look at the tictual- rkings of the British sysitem,..
chose to study the social service department ol" the city of

Iiirtnanahani ha.;;'-nitere--s-tingSimilarities to-some
can 1.:it laNe 'min- stria! center, located in the West Midlands.-

Britain .+44 has a population of over one million and inahv'Of
.the siime problems as our, urbah centers. The central city: is.... e,':commercial and houses'inainlv the poor and ethnic ininoonostrom the

est Trtd es and Asia. Nhtro affluent residents live in priVtitelv owned
tonics iii the sairrOnirdirbi,

i he ,SOcral:Serviee.deptirtment has responsibility fora wide network
grimunitv-hased -so-vices, and institutions. he, city is divided into

nice° areas. with a social service ciffice in each area. Every office
.houses.:two toihree iearns of social workers made up often to twlve

ontils assistants. Eiich -team is responsible for ,covering ti

"patch." Attached -to etielt'area'ofrvisis-a.home
help department, kt.herc elderly andel disiibled people otiii-r.equest
homerntikers. home delivered meals, and a wide i%-inge::.40therserviees
which help them mtiintain independent v'oiontary
organitations and associations are bilked: to the-'.area offices:: The
essential principle in the British system is that -people living, in various
neighborhoods can go 0.) this "%ingle.door-lincl heconifeeied-io'rany
other service or resOuree tha(rnay'be required. Backiirg'up The front;
line nl.t glibilettood offices tir luindrekis of Si. rvizcs tied ftteihnes
aduliriisterid Tor tintinced by the department. Eliot bnclutes dtiv
iitiNtfrics

0-t)

Children, luncheon clubs for the elderly, halfway houses
Or the' nit_ illy Ili and hostels tor'vaii,rants. Some are public,. some
volunft others sectarian.

tcfditicin to the well-c!rg,anized, public systerti cif social services,
which is" iiCcessible Iii ;IN, there tire nume-sous volonttiry, Attrian, and
neiilhborho()il ciri4amiations which receive considerable support from
the local tiuthority: catholic and .Jewish old age homes, sectarian



'adoption agencies, and citizen's advisory bureaus all receive grants.
from the local social service department-with a minimum of bureau- .

cratic paper work. It is an accepted fact of life in Britain that
neighborhood and sectarian organizations are trusted by their constitu-

.ents and should therefore be subsidized to deliver services. .

I do not cite.the British sysiem as the model that should be adopted
for the United States. I point it out because it vividly demonstrates that
a 'service system-cart be essentially public and remain very sensitive to
cultural, ethnic, religious; and neighborhood differences;

Finally, in concluding this report, I would like to highlight a number
of policyrecornmendations that would lead- to more effective services-
not only to Americans of Euro-ethnic heritage, but for all Americans.

I. Single door concept." Every neighborhood should have at least
one highly visible office staffed, by friendly, sensitive professionals
who are able to give informatibn,: advice, advocacy, and follow -up

service!;. The staff should be 'trained in the ethnic, neighborhood,
religious, or cultural traditions of the area in which it is located.

This office could provide central access to anyone with any
problems. Sometimes, it should be directly managed either by a nubile
agency; or by a church, community center, or sectarian institution.,

2. Social care services should get .a much higher priority irt. our
planning and budget allocations.-Therapy and treatment are essential,
but they Ire only a small part of the kinds of services many people
need to maintain themselves. There must be greater emphasis gn
homemakers, meals on wheels, transportation, chore services, in short,
the life support services that effect the daily survival of the mentally
in, handicapped, frail, elderly, and physically disabled.'.'

3... Public and voluntary agencies must seek new avenues for
integrating their professional services with those provided by members
of the faMily. The hospice movement is an example of how this can be
achieved. Respite programs, for th6se who care for handicapped, frail;
or disabled family members, can he expanded greatly. Given what we
know about informal networks and the role of family, more attention
must be paid to educating professionals with this outlook."

Finally. I repeat the central policy dilemma I posed earlier - if the
United States is in fact a culturally, religiously, and ethnically diverse
society - can nubile policy be promulgated which fails to support and
nurture such diversity?

Alfred K.thri, "S r- tee Denser", .tt the Neighhorhood I el Eeperience Theory and -1

ReV W'. %larch l'i7h
R,,hert Morris, "C..trtitg hir Camp, Ahout People,- Socha Wf-k. Sept 1977
ti S1 1,,rullev, 1.atni1v and the State. COT11(fIffiltifffIV PF SOCIal P(.311CV (London & N
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COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you, Dr. Rosenberg.
David E. Beige!, our first reactor, is the Director of neighborhood

and Family Services Project for the. University of Southern Califor-
nia's Washington Public Affairs Center. . .

He has held a variety of ocganizing, planning, and administrative
positions in mental health and human services agencies.

He has written extensively on mental health and neighborhood
support systems and is currently an instructor and Doctoral student at
the University of Maryland School for Social Work and Community
-Planning, and he lives in Baltimore.

RESPONSE OF DAVID E. BIEGEL
Thank you, Mr. Saltzman.
I appreciate the opportunity of participating in this consultation. Dr.

Rosenberg reviews the major problems that exist in social service
delivery today and correctly points out the growing need for social
services in this country. I agree =with Dr. Rosenberg that among the
major issues are fragmentation' of services, lack of coordination of
services, and services being delivered in an impersonal and culturally
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sensitive-manner: I would add, however, that lack of accessibility of
services is acritiCal issue, also.

My own view of policy initiatives needed to improve social service
delivery, especially the delivery of services to uro-ethnic Americans,
differs in approach from Dr. Rosenberg; however. Dr. Rosenberg
discusses the iniportance of the family in ethnic communities and the
need for integrating social services with the services being provided by
The family.

I.believe our focus should be upon strengthening the entire range of
.social and community support systems in ethnic communities and then
linking these support systems with professional services. Such support
systems would include, but not be limited to, the family.

I believe that such an approach is consonant with the thinking of
both the recent President's Commission on Mental Health and the
Natfonal Commission on Neighborhoods. It builds upon the strengths.,
resources, and positive .neighborhood identification of residents in
urban ethnic communities.

I'd like to discuss the following three issues today. First, what are
community support systems and why are they important?

Second/ what are essential principles of a renewed social service
delivery system, and third, what policy initiatives are needed to
strengthen our social service delivery system?

Our social service system has failed to understand the concept of
community and has ignoteti neighborhoods and their support systems.
I believe the answer to these issues is not, as many would have us
believe, a program approach involving another new program or
another new service. Rather, these issues can best be addressed
through, a process that utilizes the naturally occuring strengths and
resources in ethnic communities.

The elements of community support systems are varied. They
include: the woman in her 60's on the block that neighbors turn to for
help or support when their welfare checks are late; the bartender the
customers talk to about marital problems; the widowed persons group
the Church sponsors to provide Mutual support and socializaii'on;- the
neighbor who takes in the 14-year-old girl whj has been thrown out of
her house by her family;ithe clergyman that parishioners talk to about
family problems; the community organizati n that helps residents
develop the needed community-based hot line the ethnic organization
that help the middle-age parents with the trains caused by value
conflicts with their children; and the co-wo ker who helps with the
problems of caring for aged parents.

In a, pluralistic society such as ours, people seek help, solve
problems, and meet needs in various ways. Thus, family, friends,
neighbors, co-workers, clergy, neighborhood organizations, and mutu-



al aid groups can all provide meaningful assistance in times of need.
These. are all grotips that I would include under the rubric of
community support systems.

There has been much research -concerning the importance of these
support systems. Community support systems can serve a preventive
function by contributing to an individual's sense of well-being and of
competent functioning. They can assist in reducing the negative
consequences of life stress.

They can be especially important, for example, with the chronically ,
mentally ill who need assistance in recovering from the isolation of
institutional life. Unfortunately, Federal initiatives aimed at helping
former mental patients, have been geared solely to the provision of
professional services. NIMH has a program called the Community.
Support Program that attempts to provide a wide ranie of support
services to former mental patients, but this program excludes the non=
professional elements of community support systems that I mentioned
above.

Community support `systems are natural, in that person-to-person
earegiving efforts develop without professional support or assistance.

Most o i ganizational forms of community support systems, such as
mutual d groups and neighborhood organizations, similarly develop
without professional intervention.

Support systems are also natural in the sense of being ongoing and
not fdrinally organizes Some particular forms of support systems
develop in response to a specific societal problem.

For example, the problem of divorce leads to support groups for the ,

divorced. Or groups sometime get organized in response to the lack
of profelbril services to address a particular problem: -$

Thus community support systems serve all of us in some degree and
in different ways. More specifically, however, community support
systems serve many population groups that are unable or unwilling to
seek professional help or for whom professional services' ar currently
lacking. Included here would be ethnic and racial minorities, women
and the aged.
\Community support systems offer help in a culturally acceptable

manner, without stigma or loss of pride, and I feel this is extremely
important in ethnic comrivnities. Tbe individual seeking help does not
need to identify themselves as having a problem, being weak, sick, - a
client or a patient - as they would in seeking profesSional help.
Community support systems are thus an important component of the
strengths and resources often found in neighborhoods.

For the past four years, the University of Southern California has
been Working on a project that is examining mental health resources
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and needs in two urban ethnic neighborhoods, Baltimore and lwau-
_.

kee.
Our rrch there has shown that there are a large number

professional and lay helpers; by lay, I mean family, friends, neighbors,
clergy, et cetera, offering services in these communities. Many of these
.helpeg not only live in the neighborhoods they serve, but have done
so for years. .They express generally positive feelings about these
neighborhoods, despite.. the existence of many community issues and
peeblems that we uncovered.

Our data also- show that lay helpers expressed a strong sense of
community pride and in turn they are highly regarded and trusted by
community- residents. Additionally, we found that resi ents prefer to
take care of theit own problems, often without seeki professional
assistance, but they do so with the support and as stance of lay
helpers. One of the most important findings in our study was that.
professional agencies, social service agencies, mental health agenqies,
health agencies, are generally unaware of the operation of these
networks and support systems, and in fact professional services often
tend to be ...parachuted" into communities, ignoring the Support
systems that exist and not linking their services with those support
systems

In sum, -I would say that the positive involvement of lay helpers in
the neighborhoods, the inclination of community residents towards
selflielp, the lafge number and availability of helpers, the trust afforded
these helpers, and the selective preferences for the services of lay help
emphisize the importance of these support systems.

-I might add that nothing I'm really saying here, in any way, implies
that professional services aren't needed. Rather, quite the opposite is
true.

Both professional and community support -systems are important,
but'to be most effective, they need to be linked with each other. This
brings us to the second issue I'd like to discuss, which is what are the
essential principles of a renewed social service delivery system.

I believe that a renewed social service delivery system, that utilizes
the resources of.commitlity support systems, should be based on the
following six principles

First, the focus should be upon the promotion of health, not the
treatment of illness or pathology.

Second, services should be designed to account for age, sex, class,
ethnic, and racial differences.

Third, neighborhoods are a positive_ resource that can and should be
used as a basis for service delivery. Professional services should be
designed to complement, augment, and stregthcn neighborhood based
suppdrt systems.
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Fourth, the community, and not agencies, needs to take primary
responsibility ,for,Oeir own social services. A sense Of Competency,
self-esteem,- and power is extremely important to the health of a
community and is a critical factor in efforts- at prevention and
rehabilitation.

Fifth, a neighborhood capacity building process, not a program
model, is needed in order to self-define strengths, problems, resources,
and services to ensure the community Will seek and receive help
within a relevant value framework. In that way, people overcome the
stigma of problems, seek help earlier, increase utilization of services,
and strengthen their helping system.

A partnership -among service providers gOvernment officials, and
neighborhood residaiets is needed as a precondition to an integrated
service system._ To ensure full community partnership, however,
empowerment of consumers is essential.

I believe if our social service policies were based on these principles,
service delivery systems would be able, to serve more individuals in ,a
more cost effective manner that would strengthen the nation's
communities as well as help individuals in heed.

In the research that we've been doing for the last four years, we've
collected a lot Of information and data that show how support systems
are effective, and I have a number of vignettes that indicate these
points.

There really isn't time here to go into all of them, so I'd just like to
list briefly a number of ways in which we found' that a community
support systems aproach can be effective.

The first is that it can reach populations in need of assistance viiho
would neCeicseek professional help. The second is that it's built upon
the strengths of communities_ The third, it builds upon the unique
ability of community residents to know what will work in their
particular community. Professionals oftentimes have a hard time
getting a handle on a neighborhood in terms of its needs, strengths, and
resources. CommUnity residents who have lived there for a long while,
who are familiar with the problems of people in the community, often
',hive a much better sense of what programs will work and what won't
work, Fourth, creating linkages between support systems and profes-
sional services can also help reduce fragmentation of services and thus
provide help in a more effective way. Fifth, community support'
systems, by creating linkages between community support systems and
social service professionals, can help reinforce`the work of lay helpers
and demystify the role of professionals. In our work we had a
conference, bringing together clergy, human service 'professionals, and
neighborhood residents: about a hundred persons attended_ After, the
conference was over a number of lay helpers, from a Catholic church
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in the area,remarked tc their pastor that they really felt energized
-about participating in the conference. When the pastor asked why,
they said that they found out that .professionals.tlidn't have MI the.;
answers either.

This might seeM self-evident :to us, but oftentimes professionals like
to give people the impression that they do have all the answers, thus

kma ing4ay helpers feel somewhat inadequate. Once they get a chance
to interact with professionals and :see that they done _have all the
answers either, they're a lot more willing to go out and help people;

The third major issue I'd like to focus on today is what. policy
initiatives are needed to enhance community support slisiems and to
link them_ with the social service delivery systeni. I want to
concehtrate op one specifio.-; rectliftrhendWpr that we made in our
work' to both the PresideniVCOrri Misgiori'4 Mental Health and the
National Commission on Neighbarhoods; that-is, we'd like to see the
creation of a federally administered Self -Help Development Fund that
would be designed to strengthen community support systems and to
'lr.nable linkages between these systems and the social service help and
Mental health service systems.

The area of focus of the Fund would thus be human' services. There
are a 'number of precedents for such a Fund, .including the Inter
AmeriCan Foundation. the Co-Op Bank Self-Help Fund for EZionomic
'Development,. and HUD's NeighbOrhood .Self-Help Development
Fund, which Focuses on neighborhood revitalization.

The fund. as we see it, would be administered by a board consisting
of consumers and professional representatives and have three pfrincipal
components. The first comxonent would be capacity building of
neighborhood-based support systeins. Small' seed grants .could be
provided to neighborhood organizations for training and technical
assistance in strengthening their support systems and linking them with
the professional sector.

The second compcinent of the Fund would involve regulatory
oversight. There area currently many. obstacles - administrative,
physical, and legal-- which inhibit and hinder community support
systems. These are many of the same obstacles that also tend to lead to
fragmentation! lack of accountability, and lack of accessibility of
services. The Fund would be charged with recommending statutory
and administrative changes on Federal, State, and local levels to
enhance community support systems.

The third component of the Fund would be working through 4tates
and local communities to develop-standards for assessing the impact 'of
human service programs on community support systems. The goal
would be to prevent programs from weakening or undermining local
support systems in neighborhoods.
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Four 'years ago when I was working: for Associated Catholic
Charities, Inc., in Baltimore,. and we started a program of providing
$upports to elderly persons. The prOgi!iiii was funded through the
State of Marylig ii,helP mainta' elderly persons in their homes. The
program had; very good g_ I. to 'prevent the premature and
unnecessaty institittionalization o older people, by providing chore

ices, light house-keeping services, et cetera, to help maintain older
rsons in their horns
We did a very good needs assessment and we found out what part of

the city was most in need of our services, and we contacted
organizations and made sure we didn't dhplicate other professional
services. One area we really didn't know about or think about was
the hundreds and hundreds- of community residents in this particular
community, that we were working in that were already providing
those supports to elderly people in their neighborhoods.

What we've basically found, was that rather than seeing a large
increase in the number of people being served as a `_result of our- ''
program, our professional services in many ways underrninediand

, _

replaced some of the services that individuals were .viroviding oh a
voluntary basis. This is why I think that it's important-la look at the
impact that ,professional programs have on the support systems that .

already exist in communities, so we make sure that we're really
strengthening-and not weakening what's already there.

'CoKigussiorsEK SALTir;IAN. Thank' you
Out second reactor will be Dr. William C. McReady.
William McReady has worked with the National Opinion Research

Center at the University of Chicago since 1971 and has been the-
Director of that organization and Center for the Study of American
Pluralism for -the last two years.

He has written many _articles, reports, and -books on the ethnic
experience in the United States, is the editor ofv:, the quarterly journal
Ethnicity and holds a Doctorate in Sociologi &aril the University of

. . .

Illinois.
..Dr. McCready

RESPONSE OF WILLIAM MCCREADY
Thank you_
I'd like to focus my remarks on four issues- which emerge from

Professor ftosenberg's paper.
The first are various' obstacle.5 for social policy 4in a pluralistic

society.
The second is the role of litigation in the formation of social policy.
The third is a sort of a hidden agenda item, having to do with

religious .preference, which becomes involve in a_ lot of the discus-



mons about social policy and Euro-ethnics; and finally, some mbdels ,

for policy formulation, which will expand on the comments that .;°
Professor Rosenberg made.

One of the main reasons why I think these issues are important-
th people in the policy making forums of our society frequently have
co, .o ceptions or stereotypes of the society, which simply do not fit the

' fa I

The data is rather persuasive that we continue to be a. pluralistic,
people; yet policies are either made for a few neglected many, or for
the gener4lized many, none of whom actually exist..

WM%:thii_continueS to happen will be the focus for the remainder o
my comtnenis.

First of all One serious obstacle to pluralistic social policy" making is
. .-

rather the inherent clash between the ideology of pluralism and the
technique of responding to social problems using what I call the
deviant case approach.

Take, for example, ,Prcifessor Rosenberg!s hypothetical situation of
the social service agendyserving kosher`food;.'.

The deviant case approach would prohibit such an agency from
receiving publiP funds since it could not serve everyone who came in
the door, meaning those who would not care to eat kosher. The policy
would be detertnined by the deviant case, in other words.

,
On the other hand, ways could be found to keep the agency open

while still respecting its heritage, but it would, mean that some special
arrangements and funds would have to be allocated to deal with
special requests; perhaps an occasional meal could be brought in from
outside so they would not pass through the agency's food process at
all.

Whatever the splutkii, the prerequisite to formulating it is that
se in

,-- T . ,.
charge of the :funding and policy making have lobe cognizant

of what they are giving up in order to facilitate things for the deviant
;case.. ,.r

It seen' all too common today that policy makers see only the'
infringem t of rights, and that they seldom put into their thinking
elements : group heritage or community cqfiesiveness as being of
comparable importance, especially when both factors can be accom-
modated within one policy, if a little imagination is used.-

It's usually erroneous to allow the policy discussions to be cast in
terms which oppose individual rights and respect for the heritage of
the group.

A 'related obstacle to effective policy making in a pluralistic society
stems' from the,increased use of litigation' as an instrument of policy

, . ..,, , .formulatiPn. -,
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Litigation- usually results when a question of rights emerges in a
conflict situation,Tind the settlement of the litigation often, Thas policy
implications, ,he.2ause- it' establishes the future pararnqters: -in the
disc Ustorr. ., q_.

.- koweVer, the problem bcciirs, because while litigation can be a-
-. useful way to resolve questions Of rights and obligatkins, it is not
t necessarily a useful way to approach questions of trust and respect.-

Many policy questions involving Euro-ethnic.. heritage are best
discussed in terms of respect and trust, rather than as a con%ct of

,. -rights. The prevalence of litigation as an avenue for settling conflicts
frequently makes it t 'e easy way out.

The convcrsationa mode of pluralism.is- c&ripr-Ornise d negotia-:
tiOn9 and to the extent that issues heeartie cast in terms,of. nequivodtl
rights. pluralism tends to suffer.

:-

....A corolfttry to -We above statement is the' resentments which can--,
%brew within a people, when they perceive that their heritage is not
being respected, or that it is being-abandoned for the ke of what
should be in fact, a policy exception.

For example, most people do not mind when some exception to a
lorig-standing ',rule is made based on individual need. But they do
resent it when the exception ,then ,substitutes for policy, and the
customary rule is replaced with another Which has not withstood the
test of time but has a its sole value the ineorporatiOn of the most
recent exception.

This Method of policy making, by the addition- of exceptions, is
deleterious it; social' trust, because it fosters no sense of a return to
normal -after) exception has been made.

Instead, policy seems to Warier all over at the beck and call of
whatever voice of litigation can be heard most clearly and compelling-
ly:

. _

The third issue barired in the topic is the prOblern connected with the
fact-that Euro-ethnic is somethin. of a code word for factors related toe,

religious preference. ,. . .

Ethnic 'has, in some policy-making forms, taken on specific religious
.

connotations, most notably as-a substitute for Catholic.
It, in effect; becomes a polite way. of talking about religion, whether

it be Catholic, Protestant or JeWC, at those levels of society where
social policy is discussed and where religion-is an uncomfortable . topic.

There are still enough stereotypes, for example, abdut Catholics
which come to light in policy ebates,- such as the recent tuition ,tax
credit debates iii Congress, to give the impression that anti-Catholic
sentiment is still alive and well within our society: '''.

Privately., one-still comes across comments from professionals a.nd,
scholars about the inability _ Catholics to do objective research on
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'social issues, or the inadvisability of funding research on Catholic
issues, such as parochial schools or religious behavior.

These stereotypes are also layered on the term ethnic and the
prejudicial cycle is complete; and all of this persists in the face of solid
evidence that Catholics are no longer a predominantly working-Class
group. They're not generally social or political conservatives, and
they're not the only people in the society opposed to abortion on
demand.

Yet the stereotypes continue. At the National Opinion Research
Center. we've looked at a lot of data on these things, and these finding_ s
support the contention that the stereotypes are out there.

We can only speculate as to how and why that particular strain of
anti-religious bias continues in the country. But the fact that it does
raise its head once in a while does not seem Out of the question.

Finally, with regard to services. I'd like to expand on Professor
Rosenberg's notion of the sing_ le-door model, of the delivery of social
services, and modify it for a society which may be a bit more
pluralistic than Great Britain.

The idea of having a single point of contact for many social services
is very efficient. But, if that point cannot be receptive to a great
variety of pluralistic styles, then they will be unable to use it.

Perhaps an improvement would be to have social services adopt
something of the family medicine model. In this instance, we would
have generalists available within various communities who would

.have` access to the single door. These would be people trained in
services in general, rather than specialists, and their tasks would be to
sort out the requests coming from within their community and direct
them to the appropriate service agency using the resources provided
by the single door concept.

It may even be posSible to use some of the more natural helping
networks in the community in this way, thereby reducing the load on
the full-time professional and increasing.' the quality of the contact
between the potential clients and the service agencies.

In effect, the above-mentioned generalists become service brokers
or middle persons in today's language, and would, in effect, manage
the service deliverers themselves.

They would become advocates for their people in the community
and should be able to broker services in such a way as to avoid the
conflicts which can lead to litigation, while respecting the heritages of
the people they help.

This conception of the general practitioner dovetails with the single,
door theory of agency organization to create a service delivery system
which is both-efficient and amenable to pluralistic differences.'
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However, before any of these things become a reality, a basic

change must take place in the way in which Government, including
the Civil Rights Commission, perceives the situation of Euro-ethnics in

the country.
Ethnicity is less a lobby group than an identity. It's less a self-

conscious collectivity than an internalized heritage.
It's less a social movement than an individual need for espect.
People need to know that their society respects their story, the place

from which they came, the people they know, and the valued 'aspects
of their culture.

Social policies which continue to ignore the variegated stories in our
country will fail to gather the support they require to succeed, and
perhaps more seriously, will disenchant and alienate people needlessly.

Social services do not need to be tailored to every possible ethnic
background, but they do need to be structured so that as few people as
possible are kept from using them.

As our population grows older, and as older Americans become
more numerous and in greater need of services, we may be embarking
on the most ironic tragedy of all.

As immigrants, we tried to keep them out. As the "DP's- of the
1940's and 1950's, we tried to ignore them, and they had to make it on

their own.
Now, as they grow old and die, we design service programs which

either exclude them or simply offend them. This is more than a
violation of their civil rights; it's a violation of their most elemental
respect and dignity, and it need not' happen.

Thank you.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
Joseph Giordano is the Director of the American Jewish Commit-

tee's Louis Kaplan Center on Group Identity and Mental Health.
In 1977, he was appointed to the President's Commission on Mental

Health, and this year was elected Vice Chairman of the Coalition for
the White House Conference on Families

He is a university lecturer and writer on the subject of community
mental health and holds a Master's degree from Columbia Univei-city,
where he is pursuing a Doctoral degree on social policy and the
family.

Mr. Giordano.

RESPONSE OF JOSEPH GIORDANO
Thank you.
I appreciated, yesterday, many of the comments that I listened to

from the Commissioners. Some I agreed with; many I disagreed with.
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I think particularly, I appreciated Commissioner Ruiz' comments,
particularly where he related to his own Mexican-American back-
ground, and I could identify very much with that; because what I felt
in his comments was that although we were talking from different
perspectives, different kinds of experiences, different value systems,
there was a connecting on the feeling of one's own identity and one's
own experience..

And I think as we engage in the process to better understand the
nature of ethnicity, in particular the significance of it to Americans,of
European 'background,'we are not only koirig to be talking about the
abstract theories of ethnicity and ethnic groups and the demographics
and the numbers, but the very human experiences in behavior of
European Americans. ,We're going to be talking about values, and
these'values are deeply felt.

They may evolve Out of a highly assimilated' process and a way of
adapting to living in today's society, or have roots that may be
modified over time but reach back thousands of years as part of a
religious, ethnic or cultural group.

The thing Iry talked about yesterday, that sense of peoplehopd
that's transmitted to the family over generations, is almost = a lot of it
is unconscious behavior, and I think the difficulty in grasping some of
this yesterday is that it's difficult to' grasp_ , because a lot of it is not
terribly conscious.

We see the festivals; we see the food as we talked about yesterday_;

but they're only surface manifestations of what lies much deeper.
Let' me give you one little example. We take something like urban

renewal. We know that the purpose of that is to create new housingin
a community, and yet we are totally unaware oftentimes of when the
`bulldozer goes in it not only destroys the physical buildings there and
replaces them, but destroys a very sensitive social fabric of that
community = the hallways, the corner candy store, the block, the
stoop where people congregate.

Those social aspects of the community almost lie in the unconscious
glueing of the communalism of a neighborhood; so when we destroy
them, what we found and this is documented in a lot of research
that people who experience urban renewal go through a mourning'
period. They are actually depressed, and there's a sense of mourning
for a deep loss, but they are not oftentimes aware of what is happening
to them.

So we're talking about some very deep kinds of feelings that are not
oftentimes easily articulated or visible.

I think we are all part of this process of values, and we must be
aware that our own values and preferences will have strong influences
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On how we perceive the question ander consideration today, yesterday
and today.

In the field of mental health, understanding of ethnicity is particular -
ly important, because in mental health we're ,basically talking about
how -a person feels. about him or ,herself, their self-esteem, their
relationship to other people, their identity, their ability to pursue their
goals with the least amount of emotional pain, their attitudes; their
values and their perceptions of society at large.

With that kind of brief introduction, let me state the following up
front, and then try toAlevelop some documentation around that

What I think genet ally, mental health care in this country has been
culturally incompatible with' ethnic, racial, and _nority. groups, and
particularly white ethnic groups. Although ov r recent years there's
been some changes, particularly in relationship o minority groups, we
still have a very long way to go,

And I think the,commission can be awfully helpful in stimulating
that change by just beginningltdreview, I think, what is already on the
books. There are many laws and regulations related to mental health
care in this country that are not being enforced, and we need to hold ,

the systems, particularly the Federal Government, accountable to
implement those pdrticular laws and regulations, and I will list two or
three of them a little later.

Why has there been an avoidance by white ethnic groups to the
mental health system?

Well, I think in general that white ethnics have a tremendous
feeling of self-reliance = take care of their own, take care of their own
problems,

There's a basic untrust of professions and government; there's a
sense of protection of privacy. The stigma, of course, of mental illness
and mental health services cuts across all groups, and basically, what
has been the approach of 'many white ethnic groups has been the use of
their own cultural system, and we heard a lot about support syterns.

People turn to their own particular systems first = the family, the
extended family, the, neighborhocid, the sanctioned helpers in that
particular community; and those institutions close to them.

If we look at .the mental health system and compare that with
European-American values, we see that there's a great deal of conflict
around this incompatability.

If you take the bdste values of mental health and you just take two,
they really represent American core values, the white Anglo-Saxon
Protestant value systems,

If you take one value, around individualism, you are an individual;
this comes through in treatment, You can.make it on your own. We've
got to plan for the future. It's that kind of value that's communicated.
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And if you look at many European-American griSups, that is not
their priority - maybe second or third. Maybe 'their first priority '
usually is family and group, that they're more concerned about the
present than the futurtrust help me solve my problem now.

So there's a difference in how the deliverers of service communicate
their values and the European-Americans who feel it in their gut,
which is different.

The mental health system is operating out of large bureaucracies,
powerful expertise, impersonal, rational kind of thinking You compare
that with European-American groups, and you see there's an emphasis
on family, irrationality, a lot of face-to-face kind° of communications,
the emphasis on neighborhood.

The mental health system, if we Jook at the Community Health Act,
defines community along a catchment area, which is geographical
boundaries.

Ethnic groups define themselves going beyond neighborhood
boundaries: They say they live in an Italian community, which extends
outside of a catchment area.

The mental health system is professionally led. Much of the help
that goes on in these communities is self-help and mutual help -
differences.

There's a different language. The, professional language versus the
language of 'the people. An emphasis in mental health has been on
racism. In European communities they've often been seen as the racist,
which adds to feelings of being left out.

And lastly, in the mental health system, there's an emphasis on
pathology. We've heard a lot about support systems. There's an
emphasis on the problem; how do we solve the problem. You are ill.

Where in European-American value systems, there's a great empha-
sis on what little help do I need in order to solve my own problem on
health. ,

So we find there is a great deal of eultural incoinpatibility between
the two systems. The result is that we fined there's a lack of access,
equal access for European-Americans to the use of the mental health
system. And eve ri in cases where the access is there,. they come into
the agencies so they get the services; they don't stay there too long.

And of course there's an unacceptability of the way the service ,is'
provided to them. So you find, for example, in a number of studies,
that people come in for one or two sessions and then drop out, so they
just.don't connect with it.

And this was one of the major items on the President's Commission
on Mental Health, that basically mental health services in this country
have not adequately related to ethnic minority groups or racial groups
in this country.
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And this is a very serious problem, Let's have no doubts about that.
The President's Commiss j on talked 15 years agb about 10 pet-Cent of

the population in need of ental health services. They recently issued
a statement of 15 percent and it's very much closer to 20 percent.

So to me there's arise right across in all groups. The White House
Conference on Families is particularly highli&Ating that families are i.n
trouble, and this very much hits white ethnic communities. The rapid
social change, the change from traditional values to new life style
values, the changing role of women, - tremendous impact on the
family.

Inflation, unemployment, the breakdown of families and neighbor-
hoods, and the support systems that are weakening, in soiree cases,
have created a great deal of problems. The statistics are skyrocketing,
as-you well know.

The problem today is that there's a greater need; there's a greater
awareness by white ethnic groups. "Dear Abby" has worked in many
cases to break down some of the stigma attached to use of services.

And this comes at a time when we have limited services and limited
resources. So that if we look to the 1980's, we're going to find there's
going to be a great deal more intergroup tensions because many
groups are aware their needs are greater; their awareness is greater, to
use the services, but they're going to find less services and they're
going to find less resources, and they're going to be in competition
with groups that already laid a beachhead there. And so we may be in
for some very difficult problems in communities, particularly around
mental health services.

There's significant research that indicates that because of this
cultural incompatibility, we find that many white ethnic groups, when
they come in for services, individuals and families are misdiagnosed
and get inappropriate kinds of treatment. To giva- you a very quick
example: In a community in Brooklyn, a Polish-immigrant woman is
brought into the Emergency Room, and she's met by a Filipino doctor.

I mean, the communication is a little difficult to understand in an
area where you're talking about feelings and attitudes, very difficult to
communicate,

Or -Jewish therapists working with an Irish family, or delivering
services in a community of discharge patients of establishing and
beginning to get a big backlash from the community, because it just
does not la in with their own. perception of how services should be
delivered.

We find a great deal of variation among how services are used. In a
study we did in New York City of 'five ethnic and racial groups, we
find a great deal of varitition on perception of services and the
utilizatio'n of those services by the groups.
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There's a high correlatitm borween mental illness and immigration
and the seRling of refugees. We do ai had Job in understanding, the
cultural context of these groups 'and, helping them to settle in a new
country and reducing the stress of being newcomers.

I indicated, the intergroup tension is an, issue which is beginning
show, not only inthe communities between groups, but in the large

institutions,. The way careers have been entering in some Institu-
tions, the doctors are foreign, the nurses are black, the aide is Hispanic,
and there arc .white supervisors

And so you havc group tensions even within these largt state and
municipal hospitals related to ethnic and minority differences.

In the policy- and delivery of services, well, we can talk about
universal services. We find that people use it differently. So while we

e something like community mental health, which is to serve
the total community, we know that the total community is not served,
because people perceive tt differently.

Let me just highlight two things on thL nmnity Mental Health
Act, which I think is Already in the legislation, which I don't think has
been adequately dealt with.

And this relates to more than just mental health. It's the Health
Revenue Sharing Act and applies to community mental health centers,
neighborhood health critters, and migrant health centers, and requires
that in the case or a center serving a population including a substantial
portion of individuals of limited English-speaking .ability, the center
must develop a plan and make arrangements responsive to the needs of
such populations, for providing services to the extent related to
language and the cultural context most appropriate to such individuals,
and to identify a person on staff who is fluent in both that language and
English and whose responsibilities include providing guidance to such
individuals and to appropriate staff members,. with respect to cultural
sensitivities and bridging linguistic and cultural differetxs.

Now that's on the books, and I don't -think that's being appli
particularly in white ethnic communities.

Now the intent of the community mental health services has been to
serve the total community, and it has not. And I emphasize that, and I
think. the great contribution of the Commission can be to See that those
laws are implemented.

And I think. it would go a long way, because it would stimulate,
within the system, that kind of emphasis on serving the community
from a pluralistic perspectile and would build upon much of the work
that many peopIe.have done in this country, and I think you can make
a vast contribution.

In closing, let me sum up what I think is much of what we have said
today, and many of the things we have said today, and some of the
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things yesterday, and something we have been :operating out /of ur

own shop, which has been developed by Irving Levine, called social
conservation, which is a kind. of perspective, theoreticaLmodel, I

think, that harnesses rge dynamism of contemporary group identity.
And let me just list those four points, and then l.will end.
One, that individuals are strengthened if they can relate positively to

their group identity.
Awareness of and respect for one's ethnic group customs, traditions,

and family history contribute to one's sense of self and provide psychic
energy for managing life.

Two, that the natural and informal systems of family, neighborhood,
work, and eT -tic group should be an important base for providing
human services to individuals m need.

Three, programs should he tine tuned to offer choice of preferred
forms of help for different groups of people in different ethnic, social,
economic circumstances, ,and different living arrangements.

And finally, the expertise, of prof ssionais and technicians should be
meshed with the experience and comma sense of the' people: a
partnership that respects both the t aming and everyday existence is

the best arrangement for providing h 1p for those in need.
COMMISSIONER SALCZMAN. Thank 'ou, Mr. Giordano.

DISCUSS! N
MR. NUNFZ. I have several questions for Dr. Rosenberg. Current

social policy concerning the delivery of human services does not focuS
on the question of pluralistic society.

Would you advocate that we're talking about Federal policy and
State policy and local policy would you advocate a turning away
from the delivery of human services to the public institutions and
turning them over to the Euro-ethnic institutions in,our society?,

ROSENIBuRu. You pose the question to me in a very hard way,
and I must answer the question, the way you posed it. No, because my
basic stand is that we need a strong public system and that public
system has tá contract with ethnic and sectarian and neighborhood
groups to -do a good deal of the business for them, but under the
auspices °fa sound public system.

I would not erode the creation of a- solid, strong, public system.
think that would be defeating.

MR. NUNEZ. Well, you also indicated all the -problems that the
current public system has - bureaucracy, it's impersonal - and you
pointed Out all of the values of the community structure that develop

The way you describe the publid system, I see little benefit of it for
any group in our society, aside from the Euro- ethnics I can't conceive
of a group that would want that kind asocial service delivery.
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D. ROSENHEKO, Well, the question is It we had to continue.
with the same public system as it's organized today, and turn it over to
ethnic groups, what we would have is a new system of gaps and
overlaps?

What we. have now are huge gaps and overlaps, and you'd create
new systems of gaps and overlaps.

We don't have to have the present system have now, even with
the existing money that's being spent. I mean we haven't really
identified thd source of the kind of uniformity and standardization in
social service 1Nstslation that's coming in. What's the source of this
uniformity?

It's not the legislation itself Where the standardization takes place
is in the rules and administrative regulations promulgated by people
who take the legislation after the bill is passed.

They write a bunch of boiler plate rules on how that law is going to
be administered, and it leaves for so little variation and so little variety,
and that is simply not necessary.

K. NUNEZ. Mr. Giordano, you indicated the dilemma that a
public agency faces in having a staff that is not identified with the
clientele group, and that is a problem that exists in the delivery of
social services for any disadvantaged group in our society Puerto
Ricans, Mexican-Americans, blacks, American Indians,

But it's also a very difficult problem to deal with in the context of
the way you "pose it. We heard testimony yesterday that in Gary,
Indiana there are 59 identifiable Euro-ethnic groups, and I'm sympa-
thetic to the idea of having social service. professionals of similar
backgrounds to the clients.

But in a society_such as ours, this is a very difficult thing to do, and
how would you deal with it, given the problems that do exist. For
example, having foreign doctors dealing with people who already are
difficult to communicate with; a problem that exists in every large

-American city today. )
GioRDANt.), Well, I think there are two. 1 thirck the foreign

doctor is a separate problem related to the particular nature of who
they are, but I think both can be answered in a Way,

I think the question is not that the community has to be matched
exactly, because there's no guarantee that they will be any better. I
mean there's enough research that indicates where the same ethnic
groip helper is serving his 'or her group in the community, you can
have some similar kinds of problems

I think what we're suggesting he is that it becomes a perspective
in the delivery of services, the 'recognition that you have a pluralistic
community out there, whether there are 3 or 59 groups; you'need an
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approach to deal with them, and a lot of that has to do with training of
your staff. ,

If you have a sensitivity to those differences, then you will, when

you run into a p_`roblem, you will seek our that kind of help, get that
kind of training that will allow you to give the best kind of service to
that particular community.

So we're really, in many ways, saying that that ought to be a given,
that:the recognition that there are differences, that these differences
ate important, that people have to be trained in order to recognize the
differences = and it's not very difficult.

Iry and I reach a course at Fordham University to Social Workers. --
We have many Puerto Rican black students Who are hungry to

understandihow to deal with an Italian family.
I mean they're not going- to all serve Puerto Rican and black

families. They're going to deal with a lot of whites, and there's
differences among 'whites, which they will have to struggle with, as
well as many of the Irish and Polish and Italian students have to deal
with understanding the diversity in Hispanic communities, because in
New York City you just don't have Puerto Ricans now you have

Colombians, lots of people from South-Arnerica.
And so the understanding of cultural context is frightfully impor-

tant. So I think that it's really training, and it's an approach that
recognizes, policywise, that there are differences and that we must
respond to them.

COMMISSIONER SALE-z.mAN. rs. Freeman?

NICOMISSIONER FREEMAN. Mr. : rdano, I would like to pursue the
.0b4,411.0

question that Mr. Nunez made, because in the example which you
gave;' it came through as a negative when you said that the white
ethnic is treated by the Philippine, the Jewish therapist, Is treated by
somebody else. - 't

And I think it would be = you're not saying, are you, that he white
ethnic would have to be treated by a white ethnic?

MR. GioRDANo. Not at all.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Then if you're also saying that there has

to be training, that the .training and the orientation would also be a
two-way street, that the white ethnic or the black or whover goes in,
ought to recognize that the person who is treating them or providing
something, for them also hatvthe same kind of warmth and desires.,,that
they have?

MR. GloPtEtANo. Much of the research indicates that 'there are
dferent perceptions on both sides. The helper and the helpee have
different perceptions of what that help was and a lot of it comes right
through your 'own cultural value system on both sides of thd street.
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I don't think it's incumbent My feeling, if I understand your
question - I think the responsibility is on the person who's providing
the service to make thoSe kinds of links, to have that kind , of ,

background; to be Sensitive to those differences,
That helps the person in giving treatment and helps that person

who's receiving it to understand those differences_
It's not incumbent upon them to be prepared to come in. They're

coming in for help. They're coming in with their problemand usually
a person Coming in with their problem is very diffuse, in their own
sense of who they are.. and they almost need to be put back together,
and being put back Jogether is also being out back in youi'Cultural

,

context,

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Maybe that is not their burden, but
would it not also be incumbent uponsuchOrgantzatioris as yours to at
least help the 'helpee to understand the value of diversity,' and' that
these people also are somebody?

MR_ GIORDANO. Oh, I have rig doubt. I think there's nothing that
Works like success, I mean, with all the resistance in white ethnic
communities towards mental' health services. when they go in it
works for them. Twenty years ago there was much resistance, as I'm
talking about today in the white ethnic communities as there was in
black and Hispanic communities.

Then the black and Hispanic communities and other minorities said,
"Hey, brother, your services are not connecting with us.- And they
said, "Look, you know, to come to the hospital for help.is not our way
of doing, it Maybe it's better to deliver it in the, church; maybe it's
better to deliver, it in a,storefront.".Andnow we find, in 'many studies,
within minority and racial communities, that there's a great access to
services, because they feel they're more culturally compatible,

What we're saying is that same approach can be applied to many
other communities who are not receiving help at this point for that
kind of incompatibility,

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Yes, I .know the organization of black
psychologists came into being, because they felt that the mental health
providers themselves were too racist. that they were distorting the
whole picture.

I have a question for - just one question for Dr. Rosenberg.
You suggested a voucher -system for-social services, and I want to

know if you would give some examples of how such a system could be
implemented. -

DR_ ROSENBERG. Well, I wasn't prepared to develop a full-scale
program for it,, but.

COMMISSIONER FREE, N Well, if you just have ome example.
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DR. ROSENBER :Well, lees say assuming that a 'P'erkon is :entit re
to a social service, and yoti need some eligibility mechanism fOr`t,Kat 'to

take place, rather than dictating to the person where they have to go
for that service = they don't have to go to ,the Welfare Department.or
they don't have to go to the mental, health agency -.the voucher is as if
it Were cash.

.,.

. I Mean middle class people are buying their services in the
marketplace. Why Can't lower income people have this substitu
money lo buy their service in marketplace as *ell?

And it is a viable possibihty, . ,

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Is it similar to the food stamp prograit?'
DR. ROSENBERG. rthink it has write 'parallels to the food stamp

program, yes-
ElAtit maximizes choice. -
COMMISSIONER S..itTNIAN. Dr. Flemming'.
CHAiRNIAN FLEN1miNG.:.I'Ye been very much interested in the

references on the part of a number of the members of the panel to the
whole area of age discrimination.

As some of you know,this agency, by direction of the Congress, did
make an in-depth study of the question of whether or not persons were
being denied access to services, supported in all or in part by the
Federal Government, by reason of age, with particular emphasis on
older persons

We found that it was a widespread practice,
Now, as I gather from the discussion this morning, there is a feeling

on the part of at least some members of the panel that in addition to
older persons in the ethnic communities being iscrirninated against in
the delivery of services on the basis of age, on- op of that, there is aiso
a tendency to exclude older persons beca se.r-in effect, they are
members of ethnic groups.

As you know, there-is now on the books an Age Discrimination Act.
It was Passed in 1975, it became operative on July 1 of this year

Prior to that time there- were hearing's throughout the country ontune, _ _ _ country
proposed regulations to be issued by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, and an opportunity was also given to people
to file written comments in addition to participating in the hearing.

I'm wondering whether or not some persons appeared at those
hearings and presented the situation from the standpoint of the ethnic
groups, and if so, I personally would appreciate having that testimony.

'identified, so that we could have access to it and could make it a part
of the record of this consultation, because I assume that if there was
such testimony, it dealt very specifically with some. proposed regula-
tions that in your judgment would tend to operate in such a way as ,to
discriminate further against members of ethnic groups.
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In addition to that, there was issued a few. months,,ago proposed
regulations to implement the -1978 amendments of the Older Ameri-
cans Act, which of course, as you knoW, is the .basis for the delivery_of
services to older persons. That's another response on the: part of
Copgress to discrimination on the basis of age.

Hearings were held on those proposed regulations. They have
yet been-issued; the closing date is past for comment on them.

Hvre again; I'm wondering if persons concerned about the tendency
td discriminate againsr Merribers ethnic grouri, in the delivery of the
services under the OlderAmericans Act, appear to comment on those
'proposed regulations and to make specific recommendations for
changes in the regtflation.

Once again, if yoti know of such testimony or the filing of such
'comments, I would' appreciate it if you would call it to our attention,
so that we 'Would have the opportunity of examining it, and in that .way
finding Out sp&ifically what you feel can and should be done in terms
yf the regulations under both the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 and
the Older Americans Act.

DR: ROSENBERG., do not know of testimony in relation to
discrimination, but if you'd permit me a _minute response On the issue-of
discrimination in relation to services to elderly people,' I Would
appreciate it.

I think the issue of discrimination is less the issue in relation to
services to elderly people. The Government Accounting Office. of
Cleveland indicated that some 70 percent of elderly people do not
know of their entitlements under all sorts of programs, including the
Older Americans Act. :

It meets Mr. Biegel's notions that in neighbOrhoods where people
got lots of information and were friendly places an had support
gfoups that told them of their entitlements, the likeli ood that they
would take advantage of these entitlements are much, much greater.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Might I just say on that, that is
tion; the failure to conduct an outreach program and bring to- -the
attention- of older persons these services, the most notable area, being
the area of mental health - that is clearly discrimination against the
older person.

DR. ROSENBERG. Okay..
CHAIRMAN FLE,rimvurve,', But again, do you know whether or not any

representatives of the ethnic organizations or ethnic groups did go in
and comment on the regulations proposed under the Age Discrimina-
tion Act and the regulations proposed under the Older Americans Act,
because particularly those proposed under the Older Americans Act,
deal very direct! ly with these- issues that haVe been discussed here on
the delivery of services. '
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And I'm just wondering hether HEW had the benefit of tlle. points
view that hive been e pressed here before they made up their

n the Age Dis5 nation act regulations:and now before they
make up their minds on the Older Americans Act regulations.

You do not know
DR. ROSEN IIERG'. .I-Arri nOt aware of such testimony.
CHARIMAN 'LEMMING. Vu any other membors of the panel know it

any persons in the audience or that may be on the panel, who had been
on the panel or may be on the panel in the future, know of any such
situation? I would appreciate it being called to our attention.

That is all. )

COMMISSIONER SALTZNIAN, Dr, Horn.
VICE. CHAIRMAN H ©R . I think. my ,colleagues have adequatelyly

C MISSIONER SALTZ 'N. Mr, Kui-z?
covered the subject: In !merest j,,_Osf,,., time,_I:ll waive.

Cl_ NIMISSIONER Ruiz. With relation to the -cash voucher system that
you 7 ntioned, would it not really cost more for an individual to get
services in the open market if he says, "I have cash here," than
services presently available to such a person under the cost system
which keeps medical doctors under Social Security from'oVerCharg:'
ing, and they have formulaS, et cetera? Wouldn't there be, a danger of
the freedom of choice; "I have cash `I'll go to Dr. X. -Dr.' X says,

-."Finel: Ill treat, this person like the rest of my patients.-
OR. ROSENBERG. think some - and I don't want to say anything to

hurt the medical profession = but I think there is a difference between

4,people in ,the*tocial servic professions and the medical professions.
The experience today is that if people go and pqrchjise services

from mental health or soeial service personnel, the unit costs are
considerably cheaper thin the, mourning of the gigantic agencies with
large reporting forms and accountability procedures.

... I think actually there would be a Cost benefit.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. It is controversial then.
DR. ROSENBERG. I think it needs to be researched. I mean I don't ,

think I could just assert that so simply. 0

COMMISSIONER Rutig, Now with respect to any other member of the
panel on the'following: This question relates to institutionaliation and
self-help without institutionalization and government policy of when
to assist, let us say, a needy aged person with government funds.

Let us say_ , the need for a psychiatrist or a psychologist.
Assume an ,aged, mentally ill person, who is not incapacitateit

phys'ically and can 'take care of himself with the aid of supplemental
income and psychiatric or psychological treatment from Social
Security, Assume also, that his children are affluent but would nOt and
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will not_give him any support because they want to get rid of the old
man and hays him institutionalized.

It was staled that support systems may be _preventive_ in nature, to
assist mentally ill persons from being institutionalized.

Would there be Social Security supplemental income available to
such a person whose mental illneSsis not incapacitating, but does need
treatment by let us say, a psychiatrist or a psychologist so that such a
person might be able to make it on his own without being institutional-
ized?

MR. GioRDArgo. Well, I certainly would think so. I think that
there are many services --certainly.not enough - that relate to the kind
of person you indicated, who does not have those support systems and
needs the intervention and the help of outside agencies.,And there are
many services for the aged that I know of, and I'm speaking out of my
own experience in New York City, that reach out into the community
with the sole purpose of providing those necessary services which not
only involve the high technology of psychologists or psychiatrists, but
also the very practical needs that people have in fay_ -to-day living, to
give them than those necessary supports.

I think we know a heck of a lot more about that than we do about
the support systems that are in the community and how to utilize them
and to protect them, which is actually in many ways prevention, to see
that that particular person doesn't get into that situation.

I think we need a lot more emphasis, a lot more study, a lot more
underStanding, and a lot of humility on the part of the professional
establishment and government on understanding how people do cope
on a day-to-day basis.

We know a lot. In any community you go to, where there are social
services, you're dealing mostly with about 20 percent of that
community. I'm speaking particularly of mental health services.

COMMISSIONER. Ruiz. Let me interrupt you.
The main 'point, the bottom situation: Is family backup a

ingredient?
ON. GIORDANO. It's most important.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. And if you don

still, get the services?
Ma. GIORDANO. Yes.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Okay.
MR, SALTZMAN. I'm going to

running a little late.
I want to thank you all for your splendid participation this morning.
Dr. Flemming.
CHAIRMAN FLEmmiNo. I also want to express our deep appreciation

these presentations. They raised very relevant issues, it seems to

necessary

have family backup, do you

have to interrupt because we are
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me, and issues hat definitely should be kept in mind by the public
. sector.

Fifth _SessionL_EthnirWomen

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING:'' We turn' now to consideration of ethnic
women, and I'm requesting my colleague, Commissioner Freeman, to
preside during the presentations that will be made under this heading.

Commissioner Freeman.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I would like to invite the panelists and

the presenter to come forward now.
The topic for this session is ethnic women. The paper which is under

consideration is, "Euro-Ethnic Women: Some Observations," by Dr.
Kathleen McCourt, who is an Assistant Professor of Sociology at
Loyola University.

Prior to that she was a Senior Study Director at the University of
Chicago National Opinion Research Center.

She has written a book entitled Working Class Women and Grass
Roots Polities, and, last year she presented a paper at the National
Institute of Education Conference on the educational and occupational

needs of white ethnic women.
She holds,a doctorate in sociology from the University of Chicago.

Dr. McCourt.

STATEMENT, OR DR. KATHLEEN McCOURT,
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY,

T
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

hank you.
I think in one way that's -obvious the relevance of Euro-ethnic

women to this Commission and this Conference is especially evident,
because ethnic women share in the discrimination and oppression of all

Women in this country:
Beyond that, most are members of urban working-class families, and

consequently they also share in the particular problems of that class,
caught between the officially designated poor, who are eligible for
special services, and the comfortable middle class, who are able to
provide adequately for themselves.

My focus is on women of the working class, because this is the social

class first of all which most people who are identified as ethnic or
identify themselves as ethnic are located. But also I think this is the
group of major concern to us.

There are, of course, middle-class individuals who view themselves
as members of an ethnic group and may take great pride in that group's
achievements and culture, but we are not, I think, primarily concerned
with the situation of the more economically advantaged groups.
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Working-class women have never shared in the economic And
political decision- making in this country. They number about 40
million;_- they live in families with incomes above poverty but well

-bs-or
white-collar jobs. These women seldom made it through college.
Many startedt dropped out after a semester or two to earn some
money,- help support the family, or to get married. Generally, they
have lived in the large cities of the East and the Midwest, but more
and more they are moving now to the suburbs.

The, women today are the daughters and granddaughters of
immigrant women, who struggled and saved for the survival of their
families and a better life for the next generation. They are the next
generation, the generation that was frequently able to_buy their own
homes and have visions of their children graduating from college.
They are good citizens, who obey the law and pay their taxes; good
wives, who stick by their husbands; good mothers, who raise their
children to be obedient and patriotic; good workers, who accept low
wages and don't make trouble. In short, they are the kind of
Americans who can be ignored.

I think it's essential, when we discuss ethnic women, to keep-in mind
that members of this group, like those of other groups, are not
inhabitants of self-sufficient community. They live within the wider
society. Their Marital relationships are influenced by the media. The
qOality of their community life is affected by national unemployntent
rates. Their work experience is influenced by the presence of unions,
minimum wage laws, and health and safety standards.

But just as it is impossible to understand people's daily lives without
understanding what is happening in the wider society, so it is
impossible to fully comprehend the impact of national policies and
programs without seeing what results at the level of community and
family.

For women .especially, the way in which they handle various
segments of their lives - work, education, child care, friendships
must be adapted to the realities of what the community does or does
not offer.

It has been frequently pointed out in the literature of social science
that working-class women are a traditional people. They adhere to
traditional values,- beliefs, and behaviors. They still go to church,
although statistics show that's decreasing. The value family life. They
like living in the neighborhoods where they grew up. When Lee
Rainwater and his fellow sociologists wrote The Working Man's
Wife" 20 years ago, they expressed the belief at that time that they had
examined the most conservative members of our society. There is both
historical and literary evidence of working-class women's strong
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defense of their cultural traditions. Immigrant women and their
families made valiant efforts to preserve the ethnic culture in the face
of attempts by employers, teachers, and social workers to "Americhn-
ize" the immigrants. As well as being. traditional keepers of the ethnic
culture, immigrant women did whatever they had to do to keep the
family together, despite the pressures of an expandingand often brutal
industrial system.

Now I don't wish to unduly romanticize the traditions that ethnic
_women irihskted. Many of those traditions, after all were designed to
keep womeni in their place, and that was a- very subordinate .place;
indeed. A couple of examples follow: In 19th century Ireland, women
walked behind men, ate their meals only after the men had finished,
and were expected to help men with.work in the fields, but got no help
in return for their work, which was also strenuous. Among Irish
women of this period, there were not surprisingly, high rates of poor
nutrition, early aging, and early death. During the same period in
Eastern European Jewish homes, the birth of a son was cause for
celebration; sons were pampered, while daughters were taught to early
assume care of the hotisehold and care of younger children. In Italy,
too, a girl's childhood ended early.- Italian women married young,
frequently in their early to midteens. They were expected to bear
many children, and they were unable to divorce their husbands.

History shows that many Euro-ethnic women improved their lot by
corning to the United States where it was Often-more difficult for The
ethnic group to sustain a definition of women as inferior. The absence
of many of the institutional structures that supported that definition
combined with the practice of women working outside the home, and
these together more nearly equalized the position of women.

So the ethnic traditions were a mix of positive and negative desirable
and undesirable for the immigrant women, producing, in all probabili-
ty, the kind of ambivalent feelings that ethnic women today experience
when they assess the changed roles that may or may not be available to
them. For the most part, ethnic women and ethnic families today have
become Americanized. The rhythm of American factories, shops and
schools has become the life rhythm -of Euro ethnic women and their
families.

Yet ethnic women do not always feel themselves to be in step with
middle-class values and behavior. It has been frequently pointed out,
for example, that many ethnic, working-class women have not
identified with the ideology of the women's movement, because they
perceive that movement to be In attack on values they cherish: The
nuclear family, child-bearing, monogamy, the role of housewife, male
authority and clearly defined sex roles. Despite this negative- reaction
to the women's movement, working-class women are struggling with
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precisely these issues in their lawn_ lives. Confusion and uncertainty
characterize many working-class families today. Routine family
problems are exacerbated by the breaking down of traditional role

.9 t0
get a job tomorrow," one Italian-American woman said to me, It .

would break up my marriage_ My husband will not have his wife
financially independent of him." Both men-and women are changing in
their own behaviors and how they relate to each other, and the
changes expectedly have painfulaspects.

As Sennett and Cobb have discussed in The Hidden Injuries of class,
the only thing many working-cla.s' s men have left to feel pride is
their ability to provide adequately for their families. When this begins
to erode through unemployment, the impact of inflation, or their wives
taking jobs, as more and more women are compelled to do, men may
feel stripped of a certain amount of their dignity.

Yet, on the other side of the marriage, working-class women are
following national demographic trends, living longer, having fewer
children. Like middle-class women, they must face the question of
what to do with their lives for the 30 years or so after their children
are gone. It is certainly not the case that having a paying(job is a new
experience for working-class women. On the contrary, most immi-
grant women had to take jobs to assure the family survival, despite the
traditional prohibition against the practice. Today, a_clear majority of
married women of working-class families work for pay. Clearly, it is
not the experience of work itself that is at issue, but for-some families
at least the issue is the way in which a woman's life is to be defined.

Despite the currently fashionable emphasis of the "me decade" on
r self-personal fulfillment, and individual goal attainment, ethnic women

are still strongly tied to a tradition that encouraged them to submerge
their egos and find life satisfaction either in a husband's achievement,
or more frequently, since most husbands did not have the kind of jobs
that brought reflected glory, in having a nice home, healthy and well-
behaved children, and a good family reputation.

In the realm of schooling, for example, ethnic parents frequently
assumed that a child's education and individual advancement would
pull him or her away from the family. This was threateninc ',nth
psychologically and financially. For daughters, education Tic ,*3,

posed this threat, but was additionally seen as simply' irrele
Women, after all, were to be wives and mothers, and in many cultures
they assumed these adult roles at a young age. There was little space in
their lives for self-fulfillment and self-advancement, although ere
was characteristically self-sacrifice.

Just to relate a little bit to the discussion ear4ier of social services in
the ethnic community, Ns was mentioned, the family has cared a good
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dealfor its own elderly_ , its own sick, its own retarded, but the burden
of this cake hat fallen largely on omen. The 'historical changes the
family hargone throngh have add d to the expectation that Women
-must pro Vide emotionally as we physically for other family

mber_s-. Eli Zaretsky, in his stud of he family, points out that'with
development and expansio industrial capitWism, the family; lost

its produative,furiction and the realm of work became separated from
the realm of personal life. As people found less meaning in their work,
,the.- family became the place in) which the search for personal
happiness, loVefand fulfillment took place. So -while the industrial
revo_ largely freed women from some traditional patriarchdl
constraints, the expansion of perionallife which accompanied the rise
of industry created a new basis for their oppression. To them fell the
-responsibility for maintaining a priVate refuge from an impersonal
society.

To the extent that the outside world becodes more difficult to deal
,with, more pressures are placed on the family toProvide,.comfort and
support for its members. All family members feel this, of course, but
women especially are expected to meet the needs of others, and there-,
are relatively few resources with which to-share this burden. Service
agencies, as was pointed out, are less available to the workingcclass
than to the poor, and professional helpers like dbctors, lawyers, and
therapists are used less by the working class, than the middle class.

One of the things I do want to mention is that I haVe found in my.
studies of women and community groups that many don't become
involved until someone reaches out and invites them to become
involved.

The same thing has been found in reentry programs for ethnic
women returing to school. I think this raises for uslhe reality that for
equal opportdnity to truly exist - and I'm glad that this was pointed out
earlier - we need programs that are - a lesson we've learned '-
affirmative in terms of their action, not just programs that exist if
people are able to find them.

Ethnic women are not used to thinking of themselves first, and this
isn't likely to change, and I don't think such a change would be
particularly desirable in any case, because to family has',played an
important rofe fdr working-class people. Bill Kornblum in his study of
south Chicago families talks about the fact that the personal attach-
ments that parents developed in the community were what they Were
able to pass on to their children, and this was what assured them that
their children would have something.

I want to rnove quickly to make a couple of points a:nit the
community 'before my tithe is up. I recently read something' that
pointed out that the cities that Coinedians just mention to get a laugh,
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like Gary, or Buffalo, or Pittsburgh,:are working-class ,cities, and
ariparently the joke is that these are cities that are totally lacking in
cosmopolitan culture.-

rresidents,these_cnmrrm ti eshave_becit rerne
importance, If one visits, many of the working-class neighborhoods of
the old cities, one finds families that have lived there for several
generations. It's not a cosmopolitan life. Parents, children, brothers,
and sisters may all live nearby; daily life, social events, shopping,
perhapS work, are carrie-on in the neighborhood.

So for women especially, to lose this neighborhood can be a source
of real trauma. Working-class communities have been ldst to their
residents in a number,:-of ways: urban renewal, highway construction
programs, the current, quote, "gentrification" of the inner city, the
threats of racial and ethnic change; and also;, in more benign waysi.
through. upward mobility and success when familiesmove out

The community is especially impOrtant to women because they have
traditionally chosen their friends from the parish, from the block. As a
result, their social networks in the community are often well-
developed. They are made up of family, friends, neighbors who feel
affection for one another and who can be called upon in times of crisis.
And this is frequently the substitute for the formal service agencies.

So, under these circumstances, the loss of community, the break-
down of networks, can be quite traumatizing, and there is a good deal
of social scierrce research that substantiates the psychological 'and
somatic reactions that women have to the loss of their community.

Working-class women- have more problems and get less help with
those problems than either working-class men or middle-class women.
When the network breaks down, the women are often left in a state of
severe isolation, and I will just reinforce what was said earlier, that this
is especially the case with .elderly women. So the importance of the
community td the ethnic working-class women who inhabit it helps to
explain, I think,why we have seen not only historically, but in recent
years, women stepping out of traditional roles to take whatever steps
they may see as necessary for the survival of their community.

Lot me just end by calling to mind something that I just recently
read. It illustrated the old truth, "Powerlessness corrupts." When
people feel powerless over any length of time, they begin to accept
-aspects of the world and of themselves that, they know to be contrary
to their own best interests.

The neigborhood or community action movement, which I have
discussed at more length in the paper, but I don't want to go into it
here, can be an important antidote to this powerlessness.

As members of active community groups, women and men have had
the experience of feeling that they have a voice in decision-making, an
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.extierience that many of them did not have before. _One of the major
tasks now of course, confronting organizers and political leaders is the

CC) yoking of this activist tradition with a vision that transcends a.

-0 1 narrowly defined self-interest., whether it's ethnic or otherWise, and
7C10---h-epoTzi-f-lhe wider politicl collectivity.

CI I just want to end this paper by saying what I, really believe cannot
j be emphasized enough in this ConteXt: And that. is that the problems of

Euro-ethnic women are the problems of all women. They are
exacerbated by the conditions of clam, and they are shaped by a
particular historical tradition. But Euto-ethnic women are far more
like other minority women than they are different. The passage. of an
equal rights amendment, the elimination of discrimination and harass-
ment at the workpla , a government and community commitment to
quality day care the young and the elderly, would help ease the
b rdens ofethnic women, as they would all women.

And finally, the problemS of individuals will not ,be resolved until
e wider community in which they live becomes a place that offers

security and enhances the quality of daily life. And thisI think, will
not happen until there is some reordering of national priorities. The
working class community would' have a better chance of remaining
viable if banks and insurance companies _were not able to take finances
from the residents and refuse to re-invest them in the community. The
working-class community would have a better future if corporations..
could not simply close up shop and move a factory or plant to a locale
offering lower taxes.

Okay. I will end it there, but I do want to end on the emphasis that
the problems of ethnic women are the pioblems that are shared by
men of their class and by women of otlier groups as well.

[The complete paper follows.]

EURO-ETHNIC .WOMEN: SOME QBSERVA
TIONS

By Kathleen MeCourt

By now it is presumably clear to those gathered at this consolation
what is meant by Euro- ethnics. Which European origins, for which
generations, constitutes the basis of something of concern to the
commission on Civil Rights and is probably less clear. My task here is
to discuss the condition of Euro-ethnic women. In one obvious 'way,
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the relevance of this group to the Commission is more evident. These
are women; as such they share in the discriinination and oppression of
all women in this country. Beyond that, most of those whom we refer
to, as - e t hiriel=are -menibers of-urb&ni-working7e-lass--fami
share in'-the par-ticular problems of a class caught between the officially
dpsignated poor, who are eligible for special services, and the
comfortable middle class, who are able to provide quite adequately'for
themselves. 'In Addition, women of some ethnic-groups are victims_ of.
further discrimination because of their religion or their . ethnic
background.

It is difficult to generalize about Euro-ethnic women., Irisit Italian
and German-American women have histories, traditions, and cultural
values that differ from each other. Even more strikingly, groups such
as these who were the earlier immigrants had experiences in this
country in many ways unlike those of the later immigrants from
eastern and-southern European countries such as Gitece, Poland, and
Russia. Additionally, while some class, sex or ethnic based problems
persist over time the condition of third generation American women
is quite different from the condition of first generation Americans.
How,. then, to approach these many aspects in one paper?

I will discuSS' same of the situations that 'I think are or have been

have empirical data to' back me up,' sometimes my literary
major concerns or sources of tension in ethnic women lives. I will
sometimes
or impressionistic data. Wherever possible I will draw on hist rical
experience and paint out the differenceS`between ethnic groups.

My focus is on women of the working.class. This is the social
class in which most people who identify themselves or are identified
by others as ethnic are located. Also, this is the group of real concern
to us. While some middle or upper-middle class individuals may view
themselves as members of an ethnic group and may take pride in that
group's culture and achievements, we are not I think, primarily
concerned with the situation of the more economically advantaged
groups.

Working-class women - "the subordinate partners in subordinate
families", to use Robert Lane's terminology - have never shared in the
economic and political decision-making in this countr3L-And the recent
movements of middle-class women, blacks, and other minorities have
little touched working-class women. They remain, 40 minorities or so,
living in families with incomes above poverty but well below
affluence, married to men with blue-collar jobs or low level white-
collar jobs. These women never made it through college; some began
but dropped out after a semester or two to earn some money or to get
married. Generally, they live in the large cities of the 171st and the
Midwest, but more and more they are moving to the sul-m- They are
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the 'datighters and granddaughters of immigrant women who strug-
gled and saved for thesurvival of their families' and a better life for the
next generation: They are the next generation, the generation that was

_ahle___to_13.heir_ -own homes. and have_visions of_their _children
.- graduating from college. They are good citizens, who obey. the law

and pay 'their taxes; good wives, who stick by their husbands; good
Mothers, w o raise their children to be obedient and patriotic; good
workers, who 'accept low Wages ancIdonl maketroUble. In short, they;.
are the kind of Americans who can be ignored.

They have been ignored and invisible in the-past; they have been in
the words of Nancy Siefer, absent from the majority." Recently,
though, wehave begun to hear and read a little:more about them. A
few academics have focused attention on working-class women
(Rubin; Sidel; Siefert McCourt). Sorne segments of the women's
movement have attempted to involve them by appealing to concerns
they share with middle classwomen - concerns like pay, child
care facilities, and good health services. The media have begun to
portray warking-class women, not only Edith Bunker and Laverne

iiand Shirley, but so etimes even sensitive and well developed
characters like Norma ae in the recent film of that title.

Primarily though working-clasS women_ are less invisible today
because they are demanding attention. In cities throughout the
northeast and midwest, when community residents organize and
struggle for a voice, w men are in the forefront. In the fights for better
housing and schools, i the organized citizen resistance to highway
construction, neighborh od demolition, and racial blockbusting, work-
ing-class women are le ers.

In the workplace, o, there is more organizing of those in "female"
occupations. Somet mes women are organized into traditional union
locals;- frequently now clerical ,workers are joining the new working
women's organizations like 9 to 5 in Boston or Women Employed in
Chicago. Still, the community seems to be where the ethnic women
are becoming most visible - and it is in the community that many of
the women's important struggles are being played out

It is essential to keep in mind that ethnic women, like any other
group, are not inhabitants of a self-sufficient community. They live
within the wider society; their marital relationships are influenced by
the media; the quality of their community life is affected by national
unemployment rates; their work experience is influenced by the
presence of unions, minimum wage laws and health and safety
standards; the kind and quality of the education they receive is shaped
by national policy, academic trends, and the allocation of State and
Federal resources:
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But just as it is mpossible tolunderstand people's daily lives without
understanding what is happening in the wider society, so it is

imposSible to fully comprehend the impact of nation_ al policies and
3_ rograrnsAvithouLsr_eing what_tes4.ilts_at_the_leveLo.fxommtmity_ nd_____
family. For women, especially, the ways in which they handle various
segments of their lives - work, education, child cam, friendships 7
must, Iv adapted y the realities of what, the community does or does
not offer.

I would like to appro ch this discussion of Euro-ethnic women
using three themes that hel me-conceptualize what I see as sources of
strain or tension ii the lives of working-class women today. These are
as follows: First, the general theme of -tradition versus change," and
the only slightly more specific thegies of "the individual and the
family- and the community and its loss."

Tradition and Change
Workingclass women, it has been frequently pointed out in the

, .

literature of social science, are a traditional people. They adhere to
traditional beliefs, values, and behaViors; they still go to church
(although in decreasing numbers); they value family life; they like
living in the neighborhoods where they grew up. When Rainwater. and
his fellow sociologists wrote The Workingman's Wife twenty years
ago, they expressed the belief that they "had examined the most
conservative members of our society.- They wrote, "Within these
women are imbedded the deep and enduring values of our culture."
(p.vii)"

Working-class women historically have been strong defenders of
their cultural trAditions. You may recall the Jewish immigrant woman
in the film liest4 Street, who countered the wishes of her husband by
resisting assimilation, keeping alive as best she could the old language
and religious rituals. Ethnic women often were more reluctant than
men to assimilate, perhaps because they tended to stay closer to home,
perhaps because they had prime, responsibility for the socializing of
children and so had to more consciously deal with the values which
were to be transmitted.

(More recent studies, by the way, have suggested that ethnic or
working-class women are more likely than their husbands to accept
middle- class attitudes and standards of behavior, the contemporary
equivalent of assimilation.)

In any case, immigrant women and their families made valiant
efforts to preserve the ethnic culture in the fac of attempts by
employers, teachers, and social workers to "America ize" the immi-
grants. The historian Herb Gutmari' tells us how the pressures of the
factory system, the time clock, the dawn-to-dar ork day and a
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rational syst m of, production threatened to :destroy the ethnic
subcultures which had a different rhythm. For example, a Polish
wedding in,a. Pennsylvania Mining or mill town would

five days,
last, as in the

old country.. between three anizt Practices such as thfs were
an annoyance to many employers arid, eventually, the immigrantshad
to giv,e way. While JeWs in Eastern Europe held a 'festival' Of
celehratiorl the eighth day after the birth of a sonrin America such
events were not allowed to interfere with the work week. In the fade
of massive, attempts to break down indigenous culture, it is of little
wonder that stubborn and loyal immigrant women frequently dui in
their heels, clung to their own' values, and did their best to transmit
these' to the next rieration.

As well as being keepers of the ethnic traditions, immigrant women
did whatever they had to-do to keep the- family together despite the
pressures of an expanding and 9fte'h brval iriclustrial system. In 1899:
Charles Zeublin wrote in The HUH House yaps and Papers: "It must of
course be recogn. "ed that it is almost impossible to maintain the old

hours, and cm yment of women. The astonishing fact is , the,
1 of the family

!Only life in the- vironmen factory system. . . with its longt of the

preservation of s much of the tradition in the face oftion
-modern social disintegration." Zeublin wrote specifically of the Jewish
immigrant family, but what he says applied to other ethnic groups as
well. And family preservation was large1Y the result of incredible
efforts, on the part of women.

I do not wish to unduly romanticize the traditions that ethnic
omen inherited. Many of those traditions after all were designed to

keep women in their place, a very subordinate place indeed. In
nineteenth century Ireland, for example, women walked behind males,
ate their meals only after the men had finished, and were expected to
help men with work in the fields but got no help in return for their
heavy domestic chores. Among Irish worrien of this period there were
not surprisingly, high rates of poor nutrition, early aging, and early
death. (Kennedy) )

During the same period, in Eastern European Jewish homes, the
birth of a son -tvas cause for celebration since "a male child would not
only ultimately assume.all the religious re5P°nsibiliries of Judaism. . .

he might° even bring renown to his farnilY as a scholar." (Baum,
Human and Michel) So sons, were pampered while daughters early
assumed housework and the care of Younger children,

In Italy, too, a girl's childhood ended early- From the age of 7 girls
were apprenticed. in learning household skills, developing the qualities
of womanhood under constant supervision" (Fernminella and Quad-
agna) Italian women married Young, frequently in their early to mid-



teens, were expected to bear any children, aird were unable to
divorce their husbands:

History shows that'Ma Eu -ethnic women improved their lot by
coming to the United St tes, where it *las more difficult for the ethnic
group to sustain a 'Cultural definition of women as inferior. The
absence of Many of the institutional structures that supported that
definition combined_ with the practice of women in the United States
Wbrking outside,the home to more nearly equalize the position of the
ethnic woman;

So the ethnic traditions. were a mixture of positive and n'egative,
desirable and undesirable, for immigrant women, producing, in all
probability, ambivalent feelings similar to what ethnic women today
feel, when they assess the changed roles that may or may not be
available to them.

I do not think that most working-class women today attach a great
deal of importance to maintaining the traditions of their particular
ethnic group. The ethnic traits of language, ritual, custom, and food
are nice and interesting - indeed, ethnic crafts and ethnic restaurants
are quite in vogue in- the mainstream society - but they are seldom
central to the lives of third or fourth generation Americans. (Religion
is the one area where traditional values continue to be very important
for many ethnic women.) For the most part, the rhythm elf American
factories, sfiops, and schools- has- become the life rhythm of Euro-
ethnic women and their families.

Yet ethnic women do not always feel themselves to be in step with
the middle class values and behaviors. It has been pointed out that
many ethnic working-class women do not identify with the ideology
of the women's movement because they perceive that movement as an
attack-. on what they cherish: the nuclear family, child-bearing,
monogamy, the role of housewife, male authority, and clearly defined
sex roles. Despite their resistance, working-class women are struggling
with precisely these issues.

Confusion and uncertainty characterize many working-class families
today. Routine family problems are exacerbated by the breaking down
of traditional role expectations and new role options, for women
especially but for men as well. As indicated earlier, some studies
suggest that working-class women are more likely to develop middle-
class values and attitudes than are their husbands. They share in
aspects of middle-class female culture through women's magazines,
and they are further expos5d to that culture in their office jobs. This
exposure to middle class values, to some of the ideas of the women's
movement, and to the possibilities of expanded role options appears to
be putting increasing pressure on blue-collar husbands, who fear they
may not "measure up" to their wives. now expectations. Sometimq
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the men at mpt throu or i imidation to keen'thinrgs the way ..

they have been, -If I we ci*get a job tomorrow; '' says one Italian
American woman, who is married to a blue-collar worker, "it would

--breakiip-m-y-marriafyliusbant have his wife gancially
independent of him." Both men and wen are changing in their_gyyn
behaviors and how they relate to elich other and the changes,'
expectedly, often have a painful asp_ ecir As Sennett and': Cobb have

tdiscussed in The Hidden Injuries- of 'class the only thing many.
working-class men have left to feel pride in is their ability to provide
adequately for their families. When this begins to erode through
unemployment, the impact of -inflation, or their wives taking, jobs-- as
more and more working-class women are coinpelled, to do - they feel
stripped of a certain amount of their dignity apd manhood.

Yet, on the other side of the marriage, working-class- women are
following national demographic trends, living longer and having fewer
children. Like middle-class women, they must face the question of
what to do with their lives for the 30 years or so after, their children
are gone. Most women faced with this prob ern of what to dq with
their lives do not ."'go crazy" like the leading haracter in the film A
Woman Under the Influence. (Although many do; . neighborhood
Mental health centers, I am told, cannot begirt tolteep up with the

,' number of people - largely women - coming to them for counseling.)
But there are increasing inci ences of alcoholism,- depression, and
conflict in working-class, famil s. These prdblems, of course, are due

t
not only to the pressures exerted when familiar worlds break down;
they are also heightened and in some cases created by an economic
system whose inflation and unemployment hit hardert at working-class
families.

Having a paying job is not a new experience for working-class
women. On the contrary, most immigrant women had to. ,take jobs to
assure the family's' survival despite the traditional prohibition against
the practice. Today a clear majority of married women in working-
lass families work for pay. So, clearly, it is not the experiende of work

Itself that is at issue but, for some families at least, the issue is thp way r

in which a woman's life is to be defined.
Nineteenth century- -immigrant women found jobs that did n

remove them from the family whenever they could. They took in
boarders or did piece work or laundry at home. Many women even
denied that what they were doing was really a job; they would= not
report themselves to census takers as wage earners. (Yans-McLaugh-
lin) This was done at least in part to protect the family's definitipns of ,
the male as provider and worker and the female as the house and
family keeper. This practice of defining situations in a way that builds wI
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up and reinforces a certain view of the family even at the expense of
the individual = is at the heart of the concern I wish to, address next.

The Family and the individual
The media blare forth, the messages of the "me decade" with

television models justifying the purchase of products that "cost a lot"
because "I'm worth it,- and the current cultural heroines are
individuals who have achieved executive status by single-mindedly
pursuing their dreams and ambitions. While this emphasis on self,
personal fulfillment, and individual goal attainment is all around them,
the ethnic women are still strongly tied to a tradition that encouraged
them to submerge their egos and find life's satisfactions in a husband's
achievements or - more frequently, since most husbands did not have
the kind of jobs that brought reflected glory - in having a nice home,
healthy and well behaved children,And a good family reputation.

In the realm of schooling, for example, in many ethnic groups
education for self-advancement was seen to be far less valuable and
commendable than working for the well-being of the entire family
unit. Italian families took their children out of school as soon as
possible that they might contribute to the family's earnings. Parents
correctly assumed that a child's individual advancement would pull
him or her away from the family and this was threatening both
psyhologicallSr and financially.

For daughters, education not only posed the threat of pulling them
away from the family but was, additionally, seen as simply irreleVant.
Women, after all, were to be wives and mothers and in many cultures
they assumed those adult roles at a young age, frequently in their mid-
teens. Michael Novak tells of his grandmother, who was mother to
seven at the age of .22. There was little space in such lives for self-
fulfillment and self-advancement; there was, characteristically, self-
sacrifice. Indeed, the cultural and religious model for women in both
the Catholic and Jewish traditions was one of self-sacrifice.

Cultural experiences varied of course. Among Jews, even of the
immigrant generation, education and individual advancement were
more than tolerated; they were strongly encouraged. But while this
was typically the case with male children, it was less frequently the
case with female children. Indeed, it was not uncommon for young
Jewish women to go to work in order that their brothers might be able
to continue school.

Among Irish women there is some sign of independence and
attempts at personal advancement if one views the emigration figures.
Many unmarried Irish young women came by themselves to the new
country to find a life better than that promised in Ireland. Single
women appear to have emigrated,at least as frequently as men; census
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data show that in some years omen were more than 50 percent of the
immigrants. (Gronernan) Women chose to leave Ireland because
prospects for marriage were slim, since only one son in a family would
inherit The small plot of land and be able to support a wife and
children. Even with marriage, little more than a subsistent existence
was likely. The alternative for the unmarried female in Ireland was to
remain on the land of parents and brother as an unpaid servant. Given
the sex ratio of Irish emigration and the very strong tendency for
imrtiigrants to be endogamous, women leaving the old country were in
no way assuring themselves of future arriage partners. The women
appeared to be emigrating for other r including the chance for
independence and the opportunity to improve their personal standard
of living. But many of these women did nothing for themselves
with the money they earned: they scrimped and saved that they might
send enough back home so that a younger sibling, a parent, or cousin
could come over. One observer of the times noted how important this
was for the young women, an "imperative duty which they do not and
cannot think of disobeying, . . One by one, she has brought them all
across the ocean, to become members of a new community."
(Maguriel Between 1848 and 1900, the money sent home by settlers in
America paid for at least three-fourths of all Irish emigration.

There is a long and strong tradition in ethnic families of women's
denying their own pleasures in order to make tife better for husbands,
children, or parents. One author looks back at her Slavic community
and says: ". . . the strong took care of the weak. The retarded, the
mad, the deformed, the illegitimate. . , none of them were sent away.
Families cared for their own, accepting these burdens as fatalistically
as rain and thunder. The drunken, the desperate, the stupid - these,
too, tit into the community. _" (Prosen) In the ethnic community, the
family cared for its own elderly, sick, and slow. And the burden of
care fell largely on women. - -4

The historical changes the family has gone through added to the
expectations that women provide emotionally as well as physically for
other family members. As Eli Zaretsky pointf out, with the develop-
ment and expansion of industrial capitalism, the family lost its
productive function. The realm of work. became separated from the
realm of personal life. As'people found less meaning in their work, the
family became "the primary institution in which the search for
personal happiness, love, and fulfillment takes place." So, Zaretsky
says, as the industrial revolution largely freed women from traditional
partiarchal constraints, the expansion of personal life, which accompa-
nied the rise of industry, created a new basis for their oppression. To
them fell the responsibility for maintaining a private refuge from an
impersonal society. '
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The family, the home, Continues today to be the refuge fc _ r those
who cope daily in the wider society. It has become, in the words or-
Christopher Lasch, "a haven in a heartless world." To the' extent' that
the world outside becomes more difficult to-deal with', more pressures
are placed on the family to provide comfort and support for its

members. All members of a family feel some of this pressure, -but
women especially' are expected to meet the needs of others=husbands,
children, -and aging parents. And there- are few resources with which
to share the burden.

_Service agencies are available less frequently -to the working ,class
than to the poor. And professional "helpers," like doctors, theraSists
and lawyers, are used less by the working class than by the middle
class.

Having played such central family roles them -elves and having seen
and lived. with the sacrifices of mothers and grandmothers, today's
ethnic women are not particularly comfortable with the idea that a top
priority for them should he personal fulfillment, self-actualization, or
their own advancement or pleasure. Nor, I might add, are their
husbands and families always pleased with the possibilities of such a
scenario.

The commitment to self-sacrifice is deep and has not disappeared
over the generations. Mary Gordon's recent novel, Final Payments,
depicts a contemporary situation where a Catholic woman- sacrifices
her years of young adulthood to devote herself to the care of her
invalid father. She wanted, of course, to do other things with those
years; but she,writed, too, to do as she did. Her behavior fit with 'her
sense of moral obligation, her culturally ,,and religiously formed
definitions of love, respect, and gratitude. She did, simply, what one

A few years back a film called .4 Woman Under the Influence gave

insight into this dilemma hetweenselland family for_one ethnic woman,
Mabel Longhetti, the Italian American leading character is dedicated
to her husband and children and has over the years grow more and
more "crazy." Desiring only to be whatever -her family needs -2 "Tell
me what you want,'' she says desperately to her husband, Nick; "I'll:be
whatever you want" she is never able to figure out who She is or
what she needs herself. There is no room in her life for herself. She is
married to a man who loves her but is incapable of giving her the
support and acceptance she needs. Yet, he might have been able to
giye her more if she had had more insight into her own needs and been"-
able to communicate these to her hush,and.

Many ethnic women today are in thuch with what they want. They
may want to go hack to school to complete a high school degree or get
started on a college program; many want to take advantage of some of
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the more challenging jobs that are becoming available to women. And
many are eager to get involved in all sorts of activities in their
commuities. Many, women, of course, already do some or even all of
these things. But personal needs and desires are frequently in
opposition to family demands or wishes. This tension is found, in the
woman who wants to get a paying job but will not go against her
husband's wishes that she stay at home; it is found in the woman who
returns to school but is filled with guilt at the time away from her
family that her studies demand; it is found in the woman who is the

.victim of physical abuse but will not seek help for fear of besmirching
the family's reputation; and it is found in the young woman who wants
to explore all sorts of new avenues of life but feels she must "marry
and settle down" in order to make her parents happy.

The absence of persontil life was made concrete for immigrant
women by the minimal amounts of privacy their circumstances
allowed. A 1911 American Journal of Sociology article on Chicago's
housing conditions notes the case of a West Side family of two adults
and three children, living in four rooms, who had taken in seven
boarders_ Records indicate this was not an unusually crowded
situation.

Those women today who do act td find their space, either physical
or psychic, find frequently that the move is accompanied by doubts,
feelings of guilt, and the pressures that accompany the playing of many
roles. A woman, active in her community and respected for her work
and energy, told me: "I'm-always home in time to have dinner on the
table when my husband gets home from work. I've never missed in 24
years of -marriage." The strains produced by such demands are real,
the result of mixed values, old and new, the result of patterns of social
organization in family and work that burden more than they free
people.

One of the things I found in my studies of women in community
organizations was that many did not join until someone invited them
to. When they began finally to believe that not only was it all right for
them to get involved in this new activity, but they were needed, then
they joined. Re-entry programs for ethnic women returning to school
have found something similar: potential students must often be located
and invited, assured that it is all right for them to -take classes and
indeed that they are wanted.

Ethnic women are not used to thinking of themselves first or only
This is not likely to change. And I do not think such a change would
be particularly desirable. For those in the working class, families have
offered something more than individuals are able to secure on their
own. Bill Kornblum speaks of South Chicago parents' realization that
even if their children do a little better, they will continue-to need the
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urity ref the local mmunity and its network of primary relations.
The steel workers and their wives that Kornblum talked with believe
that what children, attain in life will largely depend on the personal
attachments their families have established over the generations.
Holding the family together, then, remaining "decent and respecta-
ble," and adhering to the community's shared values becomes not a
clinging to tradition for its own sake but the way the family of the next
generation will survive.

Not even the impact of the "me decade" will change this. The
emphasis on the family as the important social unit is not jUst a survival
mechanism; it is a continuing emphasis on the only institution that
seems able to meet some basic needs. Yet submerged somewhere in
that collectivity are many ethnic women struggling to etnefge as the
individuals they would like:to be.

The ethnic woman and her family, I think, are caught somewheie in
the middle of social change. We are living in a time when more and
more of people's needs are being met outside of the primary group_s of
family, friends, and neighbors,. One analyst puts it: "With few
exceptions (people) must go to market and only to market, not only for
food, clothing, and shelter but also for recreation, amusement,
security, for the care of the young, the old, the sick, the handicapped."
(Braverman, p. 276)

Yet what happens to those families that are largely priced out of the
market? The members continue to turn each other for as much as
possible = not only because of tradition, not only because of pride, but
also because alternatives are few.

Still, ethnic families have not been completely on their own; the im-
mediate community sometimes offers help today as it did in earlier
times. The :tatemem, "I can turn to my neighbors," carries a great deal
of _emote meaning and importance in the ethnic community.. And this
leads me to a third theme l would like to address: the importance of
the ethnic community to its inhabitants, especially women.

The Community: Its Importance and Its Loss
Something I read recently pointed out that the "joke cities'"

comedians, the cities that get a laugh4iust by being mentioned, cities
like Gary, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, are all working-class cities. The joke is,
apparently, that everyone knows that such cities are lacking in any
kind of cosmopolitan culture. (Robinson)

Yet to their residents, working-class communities have been of
extreme importance. They have been more than just a place to live.

Today, these neighborhoods are, by and large, not ethnically
homogeneous. Indeed.historians tell us they were seldom homogeneous
in the [3ast. Now descendants of Irish, Italian, Lithuanian, Polish and
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an settlers share neighborhood,: with each other and with more
recently arrived Greeks, ItioreanS, and Russians. Indeed, statistics
show that a sizeable number of white urban dwellers share neighbor-
hoods with black families as well (Greeley)-

Despite their lack of ethnic homogeneity, if one visits the working-
class neighborhoods of America's old cities, one finds families that
have lived there for two or three generations, often in the same house,
Frequently, parents, married children, or brothers and sisters and their
families live nearby. It is not a cosmopolitan life. Daily life, social
events, shopping, and frequently work are carried on in the confines of
the neighborhood.

Despite strong ties to the neighborhood though, there is often some
conflict in residents' feelings about their community, There is, on the
one hand, the warmth,- familiarity, and sense or belonging that is
comforting, Simultaneously, though, there is often a sense of isolation,
or stagnation, and of narrowness that oppresses. Working-class people
wish tor success, upward mobility, and the fulfillment of the American
dream for themselves and their children, but at the same time they may
long for old, familiar neighborhood. "To stay down here, where he
grew up," said one woman of her husband, "would he 'a sign of
failure." Vet when this woman and her family moved up and out, they
moved to a community inhabited by dozens of other families who had
made the same move from the old neighborhO6d. A community both
new and familiar had been created,

Sennett and Cobb tali; of the need they found iii their working-class
respondents to feel that they are people worthy of respect. Often this
was seen as attainable only with movement to ahigher social class,
which would entail leaving behind the extended 'family and the old
neighborhood. Respect and success were seen to carry a high price
tag.

However, the conirftunity is not always lost to its residents through
such favorable events as upward mobility and good fortune. Over the
last few decades it has frequently been lost in less benign ways. In the
late 1950's'and early 1960's urban renewal was,the culprit. Neighbor-
hoods, sometimes quite comfortable for their ethnic residents, were
designated "Mums" by government agencies and destroyed in order
that new housing might be built. The housing almost invariably turned
out to be too expensive for the displaced working-class residents
(Gans; Settles). Later in the 1960's, highway construction programs
destroyed ethnic communities in Boston, New York, Baltimore, and
Chicago in order that middle-class commuters might complete their
runs in shorter time. Today it is the "gentrification" of the inner city
that is displaCing the working class. With remodeling and an infusion
of funds, the old houses in the old neighborhoods provide homes both
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more substantial re attractive than anything being built in the
suburbs. Finally, in addition -) all these physical changes that threaten
the working-class nei rhoods, there is racial and ethnic change,
typically felt as the great- t threat to the community.

The neighborhood has been especially important to women. Like
children and the elderly, women, especially mothers of young
chilaq-en. have little physical mobility and consequently are bound to
the community. One author painted an appealing pictUre of female
culture in the Italian immigrant community of years ago:

Grandmothers sitting on front stoops, gossiping, knitting,
praying, and scolding and minding grandchildren along with
general neighborhood business were a common feature of Little
Italy's landscape. If they did not share their daughters' homes,
many-lived nearby. (Yans-McLaughlin, p. 51)

Although the presence of extended family is much less common today
than it was in the past, still, in many cases, relatives do live nearby and
help fill some of those functions that for others are filled in the
marketplace.

Even if family does not live, nearby, women of the working class
will choose their friends from the parish and the block more frequently
than anywhere else. As a result, in stable, ethnic neighborhoods, social
networks are often well developed, They are made up of friends,
family. and neighbors who tVel affection for one another and who can
be counted on for help and support in times of crisis.

Under such circumstances, the loss of community_ and the con-
comitant breakdown of social networks can be a traumatizing
experience, one which produces extreme loneliness and leaves the
women with literally nowhere to turn with their problems. Parish
priests do not for most women play an adequatp_ counseling role;
professional help is not available to families on woriing-class salaries
and, as indicated earlier, would in any case be viewed as a shameful
need. Husbands have often not been able to serve as primary
confidants for working -class women (KorOarovsky); this role ha.4
more often been filled by a mother, sister, other female relative or
close friend who lives nearby.

Working-class women have been found to have more problems and
to get less help with those problems than working-class men or middle-
class women (W3rren). What help they do get comes from :relatives or
neighbors. When the network breaks down, through geographic
mobility, whether desired by the family or not, the women are often
left in a state of severe isolation.

Some take serious measures to combat this. I talked with a woman
who said that for a year after she moved, she got on the bus every
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morning and went back to her ther's house in the old neighbor-
hood.

The reaction to the loss of home and community can be profound,
producing somatic symptoms that are akin to those that accompany
the grieving process when a loved one dies (Fried). The isolation such
a move produces can have further negative consequences. With the
loss of their close network of friends and family, some-women begin to
place additional demands and expectations on their husbands_ The
marital relationship is then expected to meet all the needs that were
formerly. met by a range of relationships. One researcher found this
produced such a strain on marriages that a higher than expected
percentage of marital separations occurred Avithin a year after the
move from city to suburb (Tallman).

Movement from the old neighborhood can be particularly hard on
elderly women. Whether it is they or their children who are doing the
moving "disruption of the close proximity between aging parents and
their married children presents the threat of isolation, loneliness, and
insecurity, conditions which familistic neighborhood organizations
developed to prevent." (Kornblum)

The importance of the community to the ethnic, working-class
women who inhabit it helps to explain why women who see that
community to he.,in jeopardy have stepped out of traditional roles in
the past and taken whatever steps were necessary for communal
survival. In 1902, for example, a mass demonstration against meat
prices on the Lower East Side of New York was led by Jewish
women. "The nation's financiai metropolis saw angry immigrant
women engage in seemingly archaic traditional protest," says historian
Gutman. "Outsiders could not understand its internal logic and order.
These women did not loot. . they punished_ Custom and tradition
that reached far baCk in historical time gave a coherence to their

6rage." Tenants associations were formed and rent strikes were carried
out by Irish, Italian, and Jewish women (Seller).. In 1910,143uffalo's
Italian women, supporting their striking husbands, led pofrotest delega-
tions to the offices of the mayor and the chief of police. "The women's
goal was bread, not power. . The pOlitical goal of the strike, a closed
shop, did not concern them their children did." (Yans-McLaughlin, p.
250) More recently, the role of women in the Chicago stockyards
strike of 1921 and the housing riots after World War II has been
examined (Hirsch and Pacyga). Women were prominent in both
actions. In the 1921 strike, they battled the police in the streets of their
neighborhood and were blamed as the instigators of the violence. On
Chicago's South and West Sides after World War II, white ethnic
women played a major role in attacking the black families who were
the first to integrate the public housing projects. Housing officials who
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believed they would circumvent resistance by moving the black
families in during, the day when the men were at work were taken by
surprise by the women's behavior.

There is, then, evidence that ethnic women have on numerous
occasions been political activists. Their activities, like men's, have
taken on ItitTerent political directions, sometimes espousing progres-
sive --causes, sometimes reactionary; sometimes it has been purposeful
ant organized; sometimes it has been a spontaneous reaction based on
fear, anger, or powerless rage.

Examples of ethnic women's activism in the community are not easy
to come by. Two Chicago historians suggest that the reason history
has recorded so little of ethnic women's community activism is

precisely because those actions were taken in defense of neighbor-
hoods and families. They were communal rather than individualistic
actions; consequently, specific participants in those actions were not
especially visible (Hirsch and Pacyga),

So there is historical precedent for the community action of ethnic
women in recent years. In Chicago, pliew York, Boston, Baltimore and
other cities of the east and midwesit, community groups (not always,.
but frequently from ethnic neighborhoods) have been active on a
number of fronts. They have been instrumental in getting utility
companies to act more fairly when setting rates or terminating service;
they have been participants in the movements that have kept urban
renewal projects from destroying neighborhoods of solid housing,
have exposed some of the more flagrant abuses by insurance compa-
nies, and have reversed the process of urban disinvestment by lending
institutions. Congresswoman Barbara Mikulski hIlltereferred to these
citizen action groups as -one of the bright hopes of this country." And,
in most of these efforts women are central and fcial actors
(McCourt). As Tillie Tarentino of the National Congress of Neighbor-
hood Women says, "women are the fighters, the ones who really care
about the community." (Brightman)

One analyst has recently called attention once again to an old truth,
"powerlessness coriupts.". "When people feel powerless over any
length, of time they begin to accept aspects -of the world and of
themselves that they know to be contrary to their own best interests."
(Lerner) The neighborhood or community action movement can be an
important antidote to powerlessness. As members of active community
groups, some citizens have the experience of being a voice in decision-
making, an experience many had feared was lost in a system many
had feared was no longer democratic.

Now one of the Major tasks confronting organizers and political
and community leaders is the yoking of the activist politics of
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grassroots people with a vision that transcends a narrowly defined self
interest and looks to the good of the wider political collectivity.

Conclusion
I must end this paper by saying what I believe cannot be emphasized

enough. The problerns or Euro-ethnic women are the problems of all
women, exacerbated by the conditions of class and shaped by a
particular historical tradition. Euro-ethnic women are far More like the
women of other minority groups than they are different. The passage
of an Equal Rights Amendment, the elimination of discrimination and
harassment at the workplace, a government and community commit-
ment to quality day care for the young and the elderly would help ease
the burdens of ethnic women as they would help all women.

But the problems of individuals will not be resolved until the wider
community in which they live becomes a place that offers security and
enhances the quality of daily life. And this will not happen until there
is some reordering of national priorities. The working -class communi-
ty would have a better chance of remaining viable if banks and
insurance companies could not take finances from the residents and
refuse r r nvest them in the community. The working-claSs commu-
nity v. a more auspicious futul-e if i.orporations could not
simply eh.. _ Li shop and move a factory or p ant to a locale offering
lower taxe nd cheaper labor.

We noted that ethnic women have played a role in shaping their'
communities and in maintaining the strength and integrity of their
families. But women's lives are not led in isolation. More so than in the
middle class the fate of the ethnic working-class woman is bound up
with the fate of her neighbors in the community, her co-workers at the
work, Lice, and the other members of her family. Both the history of
women ;'lid the history of the working class show that there is little
indiv:C1,.:A advancement; progress is made when many members of the
collectivity act together to reach shared goals.
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COMMISSIONER FREEMEN. Thank you very much.

Suzielis, a Research Associate at the Center for the Study for
Ws-i.witt now have the reponding panel. The firsta rst panelist is Galina

PreRetirement and Aging at Catholic University
In 1978, she served on the President's Commission on Mental

Health, working with a panel for the uropean American subpopu
tion.

She has articipated in numerous panels and forums on women's
rights. spe, ializing in issues of furo-ethnic WoMen, and has Written
many articl s on Euro-ethnic populations and the elderly.

RESPONSE OF GALINA SUZIEDELIS
I thank the Commissioners for the opPortunitY to sound off.
I wish to respond to two concepts contained in Dr. McCourt s

. paper.
First. I agree with her that the problems and concerns of ethnic

women unfortunately reflect those Of all women in general. These,
problems can be surnrnarized by the following anecdote, if I may (be
permitted a little bit of levity: It has been Said that from cradle to age
2(5. a woman needs good parents; from age 20 to 40, she needs good
looks; from age 40 to 60, she needs a good personality; but from age 60
on. what a woman needs is good Money.

In matters of exploitation in the working place, the ethnicwoman
stands Only a notch above the black woman. fzvidence shows that the
sweatshops of yesterday, even if dealing with space age products. are
still very much with us.
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Immigrants. w and still are, a good source of cheap labor, and
fromtheir ranks the immigrant ethnic woman is the cheapest of them
all.

To be a female even in today's society is still often amixed blessing
at best; but research shows that to allow oneself to become an aged
female immigrant is: not only risky; but downright a mistake. It is a
kind of precariousness of existence compounded three times, a case of
triple jeopardy. I am referring here to some of the findings regarding
women 60 years of age and older from a study we did at Catholic
University on eight ethnic groups in the Washington-Baltimore areal'

and Formal Support Systems and Their Effect on the Liv9
of the Elderly in Selected Ethnic Groups," ACA Grant No 90-A-100,
January, 1979.)

They involved the Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, Greeks, I al-
ians, Jews,, Poles, and Hungarians.

In spite of inner-group supports and close life-long connections,
because of longevity,there were more widowed women, more women
than men with incomes below $900 a month, and consequently more
women than men stating that they "cannot make it."

There were more women than men with low education, more
women living alone, more women unable to assist others not because
of lack of desire or generosity, but rather for lack of funds, know-how.
and transportation; and, last but not least, we found that more women
than men had a low degree of life satisfaction, and that their self-image-

LN,Tas largely shaped by their achievements in the area of the family and
child-bearing ability. This was sharply and pointedly illustrated by one
ethnic woman, who answered the question in regard to her greatest
achievement this way: "I gueSs I have none, since I have no children:7
And this came from a woman who had had 2 years of college
education,

My second response is to the term "ethnic" itself - both the word
and the concept.

I strenuously oppose the equation that has been steadily employed
throughout this consultation in general - and in many individual
presentations in particular, namely, the equation between "ethnic" and
"working class." Perhaps this is the reason we are experiencing some
confusion.

Let us remember again that a culturally bonded group become
"ethnic" only when it is , -,ide its: original native country. Therefore,
just as, the members of each country are dispersed along all socio-
_economic levels at home and still share the same ethnos, so are they
represented in the same way in the host country, while still united by
the same el hints, even if separated by dissimilar economic and
educational resources.



By now, however, "ethnic" has become a derogatory , terrh,
indicating not so much a separate cultural derivation, but more Oftgn
than not a low-brow mentality, crudeness, ignorance, bigotry,'. and
outright stupidity, This, to me, is the grossest distortion of what we are
talking about here,

Ethnicity is not where we go slumming. It is not just exotica,.qld
World charm. It is not a quaint, old cobblestone street where
occasionally go to partake of some unusual dish, or to ear adrnge;
but moving song by a costumed balladier.

Ethnicity is an extra dimension of being, And only th;it. t is a
whole hierarchy of shared meanings, symbols, and values, a hierarchy
that exists in reality even after we leave that cobblestone street.

So far, once a persdn steps up the economic ladder, he or she 'ceases
to be referred to as -ethnic,.7.- public opinion presumably being that that
person automatically and readily discards all the culture'-sOei.fic,-
orientations. This is a false presumption. A case-in point mighpe the
new immigrants, the so- called refugees, the(DP's (I am one myself)
who arrived hit after World War II as44 result or a& p0 I

absorption of illisir native landsty a certain foreign power, which I

remain unnamed here. Mostly. highly Mucated, but no 'longer a...,
continue their original. careers 'zclue- to language difficulties,

.

newcomers worked years at menial jobs,..and all of qtern -provid d -
their children with higher education; and these same children uow. are
in importaht, responsible,- and creative positions in the larger society,
vitally involved and contributing citizcnof Ipis country,,while at the
same time continuing to transmit all of Ma' -'4,t14Sential meaning_ S'ortheir

ticular cultural group to their own offspring.
When I was working on my Master's degree in sociolog.y_quite some

time ago, I surveyed my own Lithuanian group through a -'nationwide
questionnaire, I found that those who measured high on both pattern
maintenance (identification with ethnic group patterns) and adaptation
(identification with the last) indices were neither fence straddlers nor
fence builders, They were the people who could march in Sekrna one
day, and the next day teach the beauties and complexities of the
Lithuanian language to the smallest members of their cultural group.

Why then, you might ask, do they need to belong to a particular
group, if they are doing so well? I am convinced that it is because there
is an inherent value in such bandings, and the value lies in the function
of uch groups. In a very important ay, they do.-act as an extended
family for its members, and they do pe form that very important task
of socializing t12 it yotwg for the larger scciety. '`

I woulti__Iikrto goon l,y mentioning som of the some acutely felt
needs of these ethnic groups, mainly: those that are particular to the
elderly women of Euro-cultural background..
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Specifically, since the do outlive their mates, and as they approach
the final cycle of their lives- themselves, they-experience an urgent
need to spend such time-in the kind of surroundings that are culturally
close an_ d meaningful to them.

I am speaking -here particularly of ethnic. group nursing -homes. In
our study a large percentage of men and women stated that they
would certainly prefer to have an ethnic staff if they had w enter a
nursing home.

43

As I have learned from personal experience, it is a strange and
interesting fact ti no matter how, many langua es one acquires, one
does eventually revert to the jjeginnings, that is, -e's originial mother 11/4
tongue. 'My mother could speak Russian,,Lit_ uanian, Englist, and
some French When she contracted cancer and enter the hospital the

- the nurses. Then, aftei she became terminally-illf s e started talking to

enter
time, she was quite alert and conversed quite, bly in English with

them in Lithuanian and was very perturbed .wheti they didn't
understand her Thus the Englishi language ability left.her. .

When she began to approach the comatose stage but was still .

conscious, she forgot to speak in Lithuanian and reverted back to-her
own niotlfer tongue, which was Russian. That is how she died with her
last Words spoken in Russian. ,

Therefore I maintain that especially the newcomers, perhaps, when
they approtch old ageand/or*becoMe quite old, do not retain the
English language, which after all was only an adopted one. When this
happens, they,Peally do need the 'warmth. the close connection, and
the security of their own ethnic nursing home or at least-ethnic staff
who could relate to the needs of these people!

There is also a very great. need for research that would substantiate
what we are stating here: either new research or a replication of
already existing studies in all the major comMunities containing large
eulrally diverse groupings. To acomplish yrk,.1 urge the Commis-
mon t utilize ethnic researchers who are nor only well prepared
professionally to carry out such research in a most reliable, scientific
manner, but enjoy intimate access to their own cultural group as well.-
This lat..ker qualification is important in order to elicit the greatest
cooperation from -that groiT, as well as (6 ensure the correct
interpretation of some of the meanings thht might be misconstrued, or
Undervalued, by!researchers outside of the group. -

I .would like to end my remarks by mentioning a Tew researchable
questions, such as looking into the -desirKI life versus the actual life"

.,

of older Euro-ctilturally oriented women and perhaps into the impact
of raised aspirations of women on4he ethnic group itself.

Thank. Ou.
CoPvIMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank You. '.
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Our second panelist is Dr. Laura Scanlon, a. member of the faculty
of the New York City Community College, who is also the Director of
Project Sister School, a neighborhood bJsed college prograffi for
ethrkwomen.

She is President of the Board of Directors of the National Congress
of Neighborhood Women, a member of the Continuing Committee of
International Women's -Year, a member of .the New York City
Cornthission on the Status of Women, and holds a Doctoral degree in
curriculum development and women's status.

Dr, Scanlon..

RESPONSE OF LAURA POLLA SCANLON
Thank you l'ra honored to bes able to speak to the Commission.
I would like to address myself to Dr.. McCourt's paper first by

saying that I found it iich and evocative. and well written, and to us
English teachers, that means a lot.

I would litre to focus on one aspect of being an ethnic woman that I
feel has been touched on, but perhaps not enough, and that is the
dramatic changes that Euro-ethnic women must be grAng through at
this point in time, as are all the rest of the women in thjs country..

I think the changes are more dramatic for ethnic women because of
their intense identification with the family, a role which is being
changed evert as we utter the words. There's a new dimension to it.
We don't know what the future will be for us as women.

If I could be personal, a couple of years ago Izwent back to Italy,
which is where my mother and father came from and I am the
youngest of many children. My mother is now 82-years-old, and I am
the only one to return to the homeland.

When I got to that town in the mountains and saw the well that my
mother drew water from and watched the other people still tending
the sheep on those hillsides, I realized why I have a lot of truble
adjusting to 20th century American society, as an ethnic woman. It is
not natural for a human- being, I think, to undergo that degree of
culture shock.
I All' right. I am also an ethnic woman who went thrbugh other kinds

of culture shock, one of them being going to college. Now in my
ethnic heritage. going to college for a girl was- a bit of an embarrass-
ment. My mother, even though she thought it was a good idea, said
things like, "You do it so that yola will be able to giv4e- your children a
fine education. You will be able to raise your children in the right way.
You will teach them good things."

Later on, I found, myself. in the position that I am now in, working
with ethnic women wIlo.are returning to work and to school. These
are predominately .Italian - American women like myself who have



been away from school for many, many years, many of them having to
leave high school when their'parents needed them in the work 'force,
many of them going to work right after high school and then getting
married and having their own children, and now confronting the same
kinds of changes in role expectation and economic demands that all the
rest of the women in 20th. century are confronting.

The program that I am directing is Fixated in the community. It is a
neighborhood-based college program, which attempts to serve women
with a curriculum which t5 qhnically sensitive to them, which is
sensitive to them as women; which is sensitive to their strong
commitment to the family; and attempts to make an impact on the
neighborhood in which it functions.

When I started working with these wornen and we discussed why
the women went to college, the reasons ranged from "I want to be able
to help my children with their homework" to "I want to be smart
enough to talk to my husband," and "I want to be smart enough to talk
to my children,"

No one said, "I want to go because I think it will be a wonderful
thing for me," Dr, McCourt touched on just this point: That we do
need to find ways 'for ethnic women to not feel guilty. about doing
things for their own growth. If we are going to see women, ethnic
women, progress and become part of the mainstream, they must have
access to education, and one way to do this is to increase the kind of
small college iciea, whether in the community or in the institution,
happen to prefer the concept of community-based programs for ethn
women. I find that it reduces the alienation and the culture shock that
they feel in going into the larger - as Dr, Femminella said yesterday
Anglo-oriented colleges.

There are other areas that need to be attended to, but I wanted to
emphasize particularly higher education for ethnic women because,
while education for ethnics was mentioned, not enough was mentioned
about specific needs of women. Unfortunately, they are not included
enough in either ethnic studies or women studies. What we have found
is that:exploration into the immigration and labors of one's own family
history helps to a great extent in building the kind of ego identification

'that was discussed yesterday, and ought to be introduced into the
mainstream of the educational system. We've done it in our college --.

program at the college level for our returning women.
Tilly Olson, an author who wrote after her five children were

grown and she could find time to stop working in the factory, speaks
eloquently about the silence of the working-class ethnic woman, who
just doesn't have time because of the pressures of her life to produce
art. We don't ,yet know what might become of those women. Maybe
one thing we might consider are sabbaticals for workers, so that they
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would have time to create works of art and literature and music that
are at this point excluded from their purview. ,

In groing to college, I opposed not only my mother, but my guidance
counselor, who thought I should be a receptionist because I had a nice
smile. Today counselors are still apt to steer young women towards
traditionally held female jobs, may of them in4o the pink-collar
ghettos, many of them info low-echelon, secretarial, low-skill, dead-
end jobs, many of them into, if they are professions, professions whi
we all know are shrinking, and where there will probably not be jobs.
A lot of other needs of ethnic women need to be looked at'in terms of
how financial aid guidelines, especially with regards to day care and
higher education, 'are drawn .by the Federal Goveinment. These are
two very specific areas that need to be looked at because they do
exclude workifg-class women and working-family women. In addi-
tion, the-Commission 'might check out the degree to which- the CETA
funding guidelines are being adhered to in our urban cities, and
whether or not in fact they are serving women to the degree that they
are intended to by legislation.

FinallY, I think thatjf we could build an ideal society, it would be
again a society where we 'could all feel like we did tit in; and I'm
reminded - I'm going to make this quick - reminded of Tilly Olson's
story, "I Stand Here Ironing,- where she is talking about her daughter,
and hoW sad she feels for her daughter, who is not blonde-haired, bluelt,
eyed, tall-and thin, but is small and dark and a little foreign-looking.
Hopefully we are moving, toward a diversity in the culture, that enjoys
the darkness, the exotic, the foreign as well as the tall, the thin and the
blonde.

Thank you.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you_
Our final panelist is Ms. Jan Peterson, the founder and National

Project Director for the National Congress of Neighborhood Women.
She is now working as a psychbtherapist and is developing

community programs for preschool children and senior citizens.
She has previously worked in the White House Office of Pub

Liaison and in policy and planning.-at the Federal agency, ACTION.
Ms. Peterson.

RESPONSE OF JAN PETERSON
What I want to address my remarks today to is the role of women in

community. As said when I started the National Congress of
Neighborhood men some years back,I really did it with my mother
in mind, a second generation Scandinavian woman from' Minnesota.
When the women's movement hit this country and we began to hear
about the fact that somehow women were now moving away from the
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family and raising children, I heard my mother one day say, "Gee, if I
had it to do all over, I guess I shoUldn't have done what I did." And I
looked at her and I thought, if that's what the women's movement ill.
this country is about or at least the way the media were presenting the
women's movement in this country, it's beginning to make women like
my mother feel they're needed to be something else.

Here's a movement in one ,sense that was denouncing the everyday
labors of the working-class ethnic women. Indeed, thework that they
were doing in their families was often invisib Even though we have
a Mother's Day once a year, a lot of what wo en do within the home
has not been exactly visible.

The ,fact is over the last number of years women have been
itemizing spending time, doing consciousness-raising, itemizing the
skills they get out of running a house and then beginning to figure out

_how to transfer those skills from their home into the job market
I think what we are seeing is that for most working-clast ethnic

women, the major parts of their life are their family and their
community.

Yet those roles have. not been represented by the media, if you think
about this and look at the media today. Even though we're now
beginning to get some new images of ethnic women in 'the media, I
don't ever. see - I have not seen on the media - working-clags ethnic
women that are involved in their communities. That whole image of
what women do in the community is not there, so that a lot of .what
women, are doing every day, doesn't

was
fundamentally important.

wTherefore, as Kathleen McCourt as saying, women are now
searching for equal opportunity within the society.

They're going to look for power some place, shape or form for the
working-class ethnic woman. One of the places that women are
beginning to search for power is within their communities.

We know that women are now playing major roles in keeping their
communities alive, in providing the social services within their
community and for raising the money for schools, political clubs, "and
most of the social services. Yhe money is raised by women's fund-
raising efforts vin those communities because they don't have
Government subsidies, and women have Owing major roles in
doing all of this.

Yet there is very little support for such unpaid volunteer community
services now that women are beginning to look for support for
themselves. Also, they're hearing the women's movement again say,
well, don't be a jolunteer, because being a volunteer means you're
geing ripped of because one has not talked about the fact that
obviously There's tremendous satisfaction that one can get in taking on
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leadership within one's community and developing programs and
raising money if We begin to see that that's what we're-doing.

And we have just nished a very interesting research piece that I
wanted to mention today to the Commission. In many of the
neighborhood.movements and the ethnic movements and the women's
movement, w' begin to see that women are playing these major roles
in the community, but we're not beginning to understand what's
happening to the won* that are doing that.

And we've just finished a research paper that was done by Wendy
Sherman and Barbara Spence showing that even though women had
played major roles in the communities, the more Federal dollars had
gone into a community and the1 longer the Federal dollars had flowed
into the community, the more women lost power. And we itemize out
that what's happening is that they lose power in very definable ways.
Bef Ore=the = FederLirdollars women may -have --chaired- _-

organizations, mediated a task force, done a certain kind of organizing;
and don-re a while bunch of empowering activities, As the Federal
dollars flowed in over time, women begaiftO do those activities less.
And why I sand__[ wanted to concentrate on this role of women in
neighborhoods - if we're saying that we want to begin to validate new
roles for 'women whiCh is saying that it's all right to stay within the .
home and in the community - we have to talk about how do you
support women being able to choose that, which means that we have
to begin to understand thit even if those women are choosing that and
they're being undermined there, we have to figure Out what we're
going to do about that.

The fact is that where Federal dollars are flowing the women's roles
area being undermined. By the way, this shouldn't be too astounding,
because of our aid in State Department 'monies that flowed abroad to
developing countries, We had to deyelop the Percy Amendment
because we found out that as we put our money abroad, we didn't see
the ecora;imic roles that women were playing'in other societies because
of our rnale biases and_that we totally were eroding the roles that
women were playing there.

We learned that from abroad; it's obviously true for our devehring
neighborhoods in this country.

Rut we also found that out that when we analyzed asked women
within organizations, communities: and we're talkitt about male
and female organizations that are involved in improving heir
communities.

What. their priorities are versus the, priorities of the organization
were different. Women's needs are not being addressed in our
neighborhoods.



And again, it's partly due to what Kathleen and Laura talked about:-
Women don't put their own selves First. Not only don't they put their
own selves first, but they hardly put themselves forth at all. This can
be seen in many women's organizations. I've sat in on many meetings -
that's what I do all the time is organizing with women who are leaders
in communities - and they talk about playgrounds and they talk about
senior citizens and they talk about themselves, because they almost
culturally have been conditioned not to look at themselves, It takes
tremendous push and effort to get the women to say, "Hey, wliat I
really like to do... ." _ el:

But if you talk long enough, there are several things that come 'up-
almost all the time. One is twomen are saying they just need basicitinformation - basic information. They feel totally cut off f getting
Just clear information about what other omen are doing. ey don't
know what's available for them to do. They'reoutof the mainstream
flow of information. Women are less mobile. They're tied. When we
talk about being tied to your family and community, it means you
don't get around; you don't get into the flow of information:

Education comes up second. They want a chance to learn, That
doesn't mean that-they have to have degrees, but they want a chance
to learn. They want a chance to learn in a way that doesn't have to be
totally threatening to them, which is why we developed the college
motto that we did. Should they have to leave their homes and
communities in order to go to college? We want a chance to learn in

own environment and to be able to be part of that
And three is that they obviously are looking at the issues of violenee

a ainst women in neighborhoods, which comes up over and over and
o e . We need to deal with the hidden issues that we can't talk abOut
for all the reasons that Kathleen made out in her paper..

So one of the - and the third point is that if women begin programs
in communities, that they-do it differently'than if men begin programs,
that they, always have a social service component, and if we're
understanding, and I think one of the things - the -things that_ we're
beginning to understand and talk about - most of the people in this
room have talked about it in their papers and been saying it - is that
the Government no longer knows how to operate programs that worlc-.

So all_of a sudden, since there's no money, they're saying, okay, you
out there in the neighborhoods, can participate. It's about time that the
people in the communities run their own things - of course, but we a
don't have any money. ,

Why is it that women have been doing social service in the
c mmunities all along, and they'have had tremendous networks, but

we've never built on those networks that the women have? Take for
instance the day cpre programs, .1 big failure. We came up with a



model, and we said this is now going to be the day care program for
the country, and we've put it in the neighbolthood. We said here-it is,
and you can't get jobs in it even if you're the most wonderful day care
provider in the community, because you don't have an MFW and you
don't have an early childhood education diploma, and besides; we're
not.going to allow you the educational opportunities so you can get it
so you can work in it, and even though you developed it and organized

Fit and got the money and wrote the funds and did all this, you can't be
in it when it comes. So a lot of people in the day care. programs were
educated but lacking in the sensitivity and personal concern that
would have evolved had women within their own corninunities
beLme involved.

I'm suggesting that the women's movement must begin to be more
sensitive to class and ethnicity. We've got to begin to loOk athow we
empower women where they're at, which means to begin to allow
them to design their own programs in their own community, especially
middle age women on up in ethnic communities.

I'm supporting Kathleen McCourt's outlook on working class
women in- ethnic neighborhoods. We must look at those w(men and
how we can provide support. Jobs aren't available for most middle-
aged and older women, besides the fact that they're tifd to their family
community and are not mobile, because the family comes first. Most
jobs are just not available to them, which is why a lot twomen work
in the sweatshops with non-unionized salaries, so they can go home
and see how their kids are at noon and stuff like thht. --

One of the ways we can move is to give women the power to build
their own institutions and their communities, which they're beginning
to do. Also we can begin education services so that the women can
begin to get the necessary training and educational support so they can
build on the skills they already have. But first we have to recognize
that the wealth of the skills the women have out- in those communities
have been keeping them alive and going, and we need to let them
know tFat we know what they're doing, so that there's some kind of
national sanction and view so that they can begin some self-apprecia-
tion,

So that's Just one thing, 4/
.1 think that we need to look fora Federal impact. We need to have a

Federal impact statement on all. Federal dollars that flow through
comm1 ties and we have to begin to look at What rolewbmen do play
in the s ffing of those organizations, on the board of those organiza-
tions, and how is the program designed in terms of how it will have an
impact on women, because I don't think anybody thinks about how
they design their programs in relationship to women.'
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I think that we need to change the guidelines in terms of CETA, day
care, educntion, scholarships. Right now, if you're married, and Our

.h.......4husband works, you cannot get to ecome a CETA worker; you
cannot get the college scholarship. d you can't get your child in the
day care center unless you lie and y your Ntisband is gone. And the
fact is that the guidelines that we no have work against women being

= ale to find their own power and to get jobs-and to be able to get the
sevices that they need.

I would say that my mother, now a volunteer in a nursing home,
would be the most rn,arvelous organizer you ever saw if we began to
have a world that began to perceive her skills and many of the skills of
women in those neighborhoods, and that was really what I mainly
-wanted to address ri4self to, but I think there's a new women's
movement beginning, that will work towards helping women integrate
their work for the community and their-home life:

Thank you

DISCUSSION

COMIMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank yoi.
This has been a very provocative- pageL
Untortunately..during these last two days. ,we have not had an op-

portunity to have enough isiteraction because of time limitations.
I'd like to just comment on the statement that was maae.coneerning

the media. The Civil Rights CotimissiOn has -.released or did two
studies on ,window dressing on the set, and especially highlighting
the sterentypin, of minorities and women in tel&vision. We did an
update. frN we pointed out the lackthat one of the major problems
is the Jack Of minorities and wornon in decision-making positions. In
other words, the show is produced, ;hut if there are no women who
have an opportunity to determine what is produced, then that is itself
a faCtor.

would Just like to make one requi... st concerning those guidelines
in need of chance. Tfie guidelines are published in-the Federal Register,

know' with the respect to CET.A,and day care centers. Would
"the members of the organizations that are represented \here today,

make specific recommendations for the ch anging of the cuidtlinesand
submit faties of such -comments for the Commission.

And just make a cuick comment =
Ms. PrrrnsoN. 1 think one is that we're talking about

changing either the income requirements and broadening the amount
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of. income that a person can have or beginning to look at women is
unemploy41 people if.they don't Have their own income.

I Mean it certainly was, true - by the way, we just had a big visit of a
group from China, women from China, and they said that the number
on factor for eliminating battering and -rape within the home in China
w women having their own economic base, and I think that comes
up the tinie.

So somehow, we have to _look at women differently if they
they're all working, but not being paid for the work they do.

'VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me say, number one, I think you're a
most impressive panel. I think the points you have made are. long
overdue, and I have been distill-bed for years that the women's
movements seem yo be primarily an upper-class movement and an
upper- middle- class -i movement but some of the let4s that I have
received When the Commission had endorsed the ERA, came from
working women, who correctly said, "What are you doing for us
when we're down here in the ranks lifting things in fadtories and
everything else?".So I'm delighted with what all of you are doing in
your respective roles.

What I'd like the Staff Director to do to round out this testimony it
to secure from the Office of Education the actual guidelines that exist
with reference to the various Federal financial aid programs, - gran
loan, work-study that relate to part-time students, working women,
etcetera. I think that is a tremendously important point if We are going
to provide access to educational opportunities at the community
college level and the senior college level.

Number two, on your point, Miss Scanlon, on working-class
sabbaticals,- is a very interesting idea, which has been utilized in
Germany.- France and Scandinavia, primarily for workers undergoing
retraining for new jobs before they appear, but when people know
what the jobs they are now in are being phased out.

It came up with the Common Market, et cetera.
A number of us have advocated that idea. I think 1970 was when I

first advocated it. A number of us met on it. We hoped to pay those
entitlements out of the Unemployment Trust Fund; then the nation hits
a junior grade depression in the early 1970's that scotched that idea,
but I think the concept of an entitlement for a citizen to a certain
amount of education and training in certain ways, anytime in their
lifetime, a one-time entitlement, whether you have four years or
whatever, and you can cash it in anytime, is an idea that is definitely
,worth pursuing and king overdue.

My only query to all of you, based on your experience in working
with working women,, would be what have you found to be their
educational patterns after the community college lvel? Is there any
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study you haVe done or any tracking, or personal experience and
insight,..whtch you could share with the Commission as to how many
working women have gone on from. community college into senior
institutionsyof higher educatiOn? .

Ms. . SCANLON. May I reSpOnd?.
Vice CHAlamAN HORN. Sure.
rva. SCALON. From ou liege program that the National

Congress of Neighborhood W men has been running now for 4 years,
about 200 students by this p_ nt or by January will have graduated.
Approximately half of them, would say, go into 4 year institutions,
and those. that don't tend to go into jobs in the community. Many of
them in social Service work. Lots of them, also, are older women who
do not wish to work but who then go into other kinds of community
involvement and community activities and volunteer work.

Ms. PETERSON. The purpose of our program was red toward
helping women become more effective in- their neigh ood activi-
ties more than it was geared tOward work, so they ha e now built
their own institutions and are working.

That was not our original plan, but they're doing it.
Ms. ScAnitmrsi. And many of them do create their own institutions

in the sense of writing grants and developing projects and working in
them.

.
.

I do want to just add one more thing, though, and that is that one of
the things that our students do experience is peer support since our
college model is based upon this It's totally peer counseling, peer
tutoring, peer everything. The women form study groups and work
together. They support each other, because they're very intimidated
by the idea of formal education. So. this gets them through.

Some of the student's going into the 4-year schools with that base of
support feel that they can, handle it, but they are not happy in those
institutions, I might say. .1

CHAik!;tAN FLEMMING. May I join with my colleagues, Commis-
sioner Freeman and Commissioner Ijorn in expressing to you ofir
gratitude for the kind of presentation that has been made here.

And I agree- with Commissioner Horn that you have identified the
issues that definitely need; to be identified and certainly issues that will
be given very careful consideration by the Commission.

Thank you, very, very much.

Sixth Session: Emilio -ment and Ethnicity

CLIAIRmAN HORN. Mr. Daniel E Leachis presently the Vice
Chair of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. He has
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appeared as a witness before this Commission on a nuiaber of
occasions. Prior to joining-the EEOC, he was General Counsel to the
Majority Party in the United States Senate. He has been a trial
attorney with the Department of Justice, Professor of Law and in
private practice.

Welcome. pin.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL E. LEACH,
VICE CHAIRMAN, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT,

WASHINGTON, C.C.
MR. LEACH. Thanks, Vice Chairman Horn.
les a pleasure again to appear before the United States Commission

on Civil Rights.
I am here to discuss the questibn of ethnicity and- employmAt, and

of course EEOC must address this issue in the context of Title VII Of
the Civil Rights Act enacted back in 1964, amended in 1972' and again
in 1978, a statute that is designed to end job discrimination based upon
race, arlor, sex, religion, national origin, and to bring those previously
excluded from the work place hopefully into the mairstreard of the
economy, and seeking to administer this law, I think it is Most
impOrtAnt that the Government do so, that EEOC does. so, both with
the reality and the perception that it 'is being- done with an even-
handed and fair approach to all victims of discrimination.

I have some observitions to make on the issues that this Commission
is presently addressing; and I would say arthe outset that by and large,
these issues, as they affect the various bases of discrimination that
emerge under Title VII, transcend the Act in a way that makes them
general principles, so to speak, in terms of their impact on the various
protected groups who fall within our mandate.

It would appeal: that in the first place, employers have constructed
some specific barriers to the hiring of minorities - and as I use it, that
tern* should apply to all ethnic divisions affected by discrimination.
The ,barriers apply mainly in areas of testing And other screening
devices and in the area of recruitment.as well.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has found a
decided increase in recent years in total paper and pencil test usage and
a marked increase in doubtful testing practices, which based on our
-xperience tend to have discriminatory effects.

The! same is true of arbitrary height requirements _r weight
requirements which may affect specific ethnic groups to one extent 'or
another,

In many cases, employers have been relying almost exclusively-on
these tests as the basis for mAking the decision to hir,--to-transfer or to
promote.
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Candidates frequently experience disproportionately high rates of
rejection by failing to :attain score levels or whatever has been
established as minimum standards for qualititation.

ThiS may be a valid and acceptable practiee,.but too often we've
foulidsthat employers have been using tests that have not been shown
to be predictors of jo6per.forrnance.-

This is a critical issue under Title VII of the Civil Rights.Act. Even
now, paper and pencil tests, height requirements, degree reqUirements
and a host of other filters are used. Some are used legitimately; others
are used as the devices that continue to serve to filter or screen out
certain "types" of people for jobs or fcir promotions.

Recruitment barriers are just as serious, For new hire- employers or
incumbent employees 'are likely to contact only their friends and
associates. the buddy-buddy practice that so often serves td' eliminate,
many "types" of candidates of whatever the ethnic background
happen to be.

This still occurs and,it may well depend on where the hiring net is
thrown, be it toward the local high school or college, or in the
direction of a particular suburb or a particular part of the city.

And the discriminatory effect continues on downstream. It doesn't
op withitnitial

should be noted that job discrimination on account of ethnic
stereotypes often operates in three diftensions: discrimination in
hiring; and even if hired, discrimination in the form of segregated or
unequal initial job assignments;,and after assignment, discrimination in
job progression, in the advancement and promotional opportunities
that relegate minority workers too often to less desirable and lower*.
paid positions.

Of course, there are pockets of progress. Some ethnic minorities are
gaining increased .skills through education and training. And some
employers or industries are endeavoring to respond to the mandate of
Title VII.

But by and large government must continue to press gainst these
barriers, strike thern`doikri and prod and push and pull and times
order industry to undertake remedial and affirmative Action.

That is my perception of EEOC's work; it is what I have
perienced in 3 1/2 years with the CommIssion.
Part of the answer, I suppose, rests with measures that serve

identify the I, -criers, measures such as our uniform guidelines on
employee -sc ,:on. These are the standards'set by Government, all
agencies in this business, to inform employers as to their legal
responsihilitie.s in seeking to uge individuals and their fitness for
hiring or promotion.
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It has been the use testss or othef,clevices or standards that are not
properly, job related or justified that has so adversely affected the'

kg) promotion and transfer prospects of all categories Of minorities.

he 'courts have beep generous in finding unlawful discrimination
c these tests have not been validated, where they don't evince a '

high degree of job relatedness. Further, the employer giving or acting
upon the results of the particular test must be able to demonstrate that

=.. spitable alternative seleetion procedures are unavai)able. While a
violation of the uniform selection ,guiclbnes may se,rve to identify
unlawful, job discrimination, these- gVelines- do contain a provision
that offers encouragement to _employers who have sbught`to respond
voluntarily.

- , ,,

Embraced within the guidelines is the so-called bottorri-lifte clause
that says that even where an employer can't validate' asselection
proceciop, government tvill not take action if in a general -sense, It

. appears that notwithstanding the infraction, those Who hoe been left
opt or kept down in that employee's work force are being brought in
and moved up. In other words there may be a technical violation of
'the law, but employers endeavoring to correct- the effects of jar-
discrimination ought to be encouraged. That's the message of the
'bottom line.-

Beyond empliiyee selection procedures . there .- are other re'ent
developments'that your Commission, the Civil Rights Commission,:
ought to be looking at. The Weber, Kaisser;'SteelwOrkers case, I think,
is relevant to this dialogueNfoliere, you will recall, the Supreme-Cou'et

placed its stamp of approval on voluntary affirmative:action programs
as a way of bringing blacks into the'iconomic mainstream; but that
decision probably applies to Hispanics arid to any others who as a -,
group or class can demonstrate a patteni of -discrimination against
them.

To briefly review those facts and that holding, let me say that until
1974, the Kaiser Aluminum Company hired, as craft workers, for its
Gramercy: i_ouisiana plant, only persons who alrtdy had prior craft
experience. As a result, there were, in that particular environment,
very few hlac-ks,in craft jobs, in part, at least, as the Supreme Court.

''Opinion specifically noted, because bla-ks had long been excluded

the nation it could be another group t a_ been barred. In 1974', Kaiser
frorn construction craft unions in tha .- a Perhaps in other parts of

and the Steelworkers enter into a collective bargaining agreement
which changed the practice throughout the country With respect to

craft jobs. It

. t..j ather than hiring from the outside; Kais established a training
program to train its production- workero fill craft positions? The
agreement provided for separate seniority Ii. - one black, one white -
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with the, provision that at least 50 percent of the ti w trainees would be
black until the black percentage of craft workers approxfinated the
percentage of blacks in the SMSA work force- As a result of the
agreenient, some blacks selected for training had less plant seniority
than some of the whites whose bids were rejected.

Brian Weber was one of those -whites. He brought suits; the rest is
history. While Title VII 'protects whites as well as blacks, the Court-
riiled. that the plan at stake did not violate -the Act because it was an
affirmative action plan voluntarily adopted by private parties to
eliminate `- and I underscore these words -,traditional patterns of-
segregation in employment. While this "case should bring 'to a halt
those cries of so called r verse discrimination uttered in the face of
'such a long-standing and ontinuing national blight, that's the way the
Stiprerne,Ceurt saw it:

But on this score, I thfrik the yerdict is still out The primary
concern of. Congress in prohibiting job "discriminaticin was the lowly'discrimination
plight-of those in our 'economy who had been riveted to unskilled and
semi =skilled positions - 'whether it was because ofrace, color, religiqn,
sex or national origin. The statute was to op.en up job opportUnities,
to bring people into the economic mainstream.

What does Weber mean in the context of a response to-be fashioned
by employerst I think it means that employers, without .fear' of
retribution, can train minorities, all minorities, all categories of people
for greater participation ill the work force. This could mean- the
inclusion of minorities in oceupations*from which they have historical-
ly been excluded, and perha9s some white-collar jobs, in management,
particularly in the upper echelons of management and in upper
economic sales jobs.

Government, I think, must do everything it can to encourage
employers to take advantage of the Weber ruling, and I look forward
to the-views of this:Commission-on-this issue as it deals-in-the-context
of this particular dialogue. .

Still another potential weapon that the Government has in its hands
is our authority to identify and eliminate patterns and practices of job
discrimination- We know from the statistical data that while the old
slogan may no longer be visible; ''Anglo-Males Only Need Apply," it
still is operating to the detriment of others, many others. -Government
must better use its power to identify these barriers, which I spoke of
earlier, and strike them down.

At EEOC, we are seeking to construct a systemic enforcement
program that will help to marshal our resources in a fair and logical
manner_ aim, for example, at the very worst practices in our
economy and in our society, in order to achieve the greatest results.
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-I think we must encourage those wh seek to cdrnply andibegin to
scrutinize more carefully those wh appear not to.-Ilut these' are only
the seeds that may lead emplciyer in he 1980*s to restructure their
work places to meet the demands of the aw and national policy..

More immediate is the present, a d t is is no simple tas?There are
many questioRs. There appear few, f an answers. There is traditional
resistance. There is political resist_ nc There is the economy. }Ve
appear treaded for a period. of eco omic decline. In the pitist,

unemployment has been borne r iortionately on the backs of
-minorities. Those that entered the wor force last are the first to go.

Balance and equity must be struck a d to that end, there are many
obstacles. I look forward to any reco mendations that this Commis-
sion might a a result of this di ogue, and particularly on the
question of layoffs, work sharing, wha evdr else might be required to
mitigate this apparent period of econo is downturn.

Thank ysiu very much. .
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which is an organization 14

of Polish-American attorneys. He served in
the administration of President Ford for two years as 'Administrator of
the State Department's Bureau of SeCurity and Counsular Affairs.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD F. WALENTYNOWICZ,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, POLISH AMERICAN

4- CONGRESS,WASHINGTON, D.C..
R. WALErVI-INOINICZ Fine. I'd like to summarize that materi&I,

and I'd also like to give you some observationsyve'macle while sitting
listening to what was going on liere yesterday and todaY:

It's my first appearance before the Commission, and I want to
especially thant Mr. White and other members ofthe Commission, in
particular the Chairman, Mr. Flemming, for their efforts to Make my
appearance it-reality.

The first tlfought that I'd like to express to the a dience and the
Commission is the belief that the most important thi Commission
can do to help solve a lot of these problem areas, whether it's houSing,
women's social needs and so forth, is to seriously address this problem
of employment and ethnicity. To the extent that we get the groups that
we're talking about here today, guro-ethnics, and more specifically
AmerCcans of South European or-East European origin - involved in
the decision-making _process,' the better the results will be in the areas
we have been discussing. .This especially includes employment, not
only employment in blue-collar work, which we have'been traditional-
ly identified with, but also employment in all job categories.

This is why I differ with Mr. Leach. I think Title VII addresses itself.
to all job categories, not only to lower income job categories,

To`the extent we get people from the grounds affected and involved
in the., nursing industry, and to the extent that we get Judges of East
European and South Uuropean background involved in such issues as
busint, the better the results will be. That's the question that was asked
by you, sir, Mr. Horn, yesterday: - How do you get the community to
accept, cooperate, and respond? Well, I think decisions can ntrt only be
made a lot more acceptable, but you'll find a lot. better solutioni to
many'olthe difficult and sometimes almost insoluble problems facing
us today,-if yon stop disregarding the grounds we are discussing today_ .

We will do better if we receive inputs from these groups, what I
call, the new classes of left-outs.

And with those preliminary comments, let me paraphrase my
statement here.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, speaking for the
Polish-American Congress and reflectiwg what I believe are the
sentiments of many Americans of Euro-ethnic origins, i wish to
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express our sincere appreciation for this opportunity to present our.
concerns and views with respect to the subject matter of this hearing.

,,As we pivviously indicated, civil rights have long been dear to the
hearts and minds of people of Polish and other Euro-eftnc back-
ground and tradition, and if anything, are more so with those who are
or who will become United States citizens.
. We claim no special privilege to speak out on human rights,
including civil rights, but we believe that a full and fair examination of
our history, both here in America and where our roots originated, will
confirm that we ORO know of the suffeiing as well as the Other
devastating effects that discrimination; defamation, and denial of other
civil and human rights cause . :,

What is somewhat unique is that much of thisdiscriminatrou that we
suffered, and still do suffer, has mended within the context Orone
race, while this Commission's attention, and including .thf Equal

, if not entirely, on discrimination between
Employment Opportunity omission's attention, has at least up to
now been focused primaril
races, sexes, and people of iffm

tt

ering color.
This preoccupation, however, is not 'unique to this Commission, for

it pervades, much of the Federal bureaucracy as well as the judiCial,
executive afid legislative branches of government; generally. ,.tWhat is most unfortunate is that such pre cupation creates mixed
feelings of cyniwsur; neglect, resentment, and ienation, resulting rokri *
a belief that our government is paying lip service to a declared licy

pi

of prohibiti41,vithout favor and priority discriminatio based on race,
color, creed, sex, a d Ailational origin, but our Government is only

_oacting to verco e and remedy discrimination based on race, color
and sex. This feeling is further compounded by the manner in which
the concept of affirmative action has evolved and the fashion in which
data is being collected and analy-zed. This feeling is furthei exacer-
bated by the difficult conornic circumstances America is presently
facing, and the failure of many of our institutions to allow for other
significant Arnerickui values acid groups in our effort to fight
dikrimination hnd til) effeCts thereof.

Thus, we welcome heartily the recent enactment to the Civil Rights
Act of 1957 of Section 104-(g), known legislatively as Senate 721,
which in substance directs- this C'ommission to study policies and
practices regarding discrimination and affirmative action and how
they affect Americans of EaSt Puropean and South European origin.
We wish to thank Senator Jesse Helms and Congresspersons Barbara 6

Mikulski and Donald Edwards for their help in having this I gislation
passed. We similarly welcome this consultation.,and we ho that this
is. just the beginning of a nationwide efformo ensure that ur nation's
commitment to civil and htiman rights is fairly and evenlydapplied and

....
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not distorted 13y claims of priority dm! lack of resources- To repot,
we hope this consultation doesn't fillth -your interest; instead We hope
this is just. the beginning,

It is not the responsibility .of this paper to cove the broad spectruin
of civil ana human rights to which all Americans re entitled to but I
make general observation's so that my comments on eniployment.and
ethnicity may be better understood. Employment and e -6.eicity can be
approached from a number of directions' But.given the brief amount of
time. able for me,because of the nature of this consultation t think'
its to start fropi the viewpoint of data collection and the use such
data is u

For mixed reasons, not all sensible and acceptable, the Federal
ovenment presently s--911ects data regarding employmekt policies

altd- practices in 'Mel categories: black, Hispasne, _native -timeric*;
Asian American and white, other than _Hispanic,sategorits7which are
repeated for bosh sexes.

The best examples are tke-EE9C porting forms, and - may
digress fora Moment = the importaiiCie of these forms is 'that they
reflect govertument standards for data,:eollection and analysis.- The
Federal Government says this is what N.ve.. are going tb o, and- 4
everybody naturally follows. Not that one has to follqw; perhaps' oie
can independently create other cltegories, bue2one follows because not
to do so would cost more money, cause a variety of other psgblems
including the possible denial of Federal funds, or what have you So k
what developed is a Mentality that only five categories count in
Amen a, To p6t in another wa the only categories that we -4-in

' deciding Who z
w

ets jobs -11d eviho rct gst jobs,.rowho gets Federal
molt = d who' doesn't get Federal monies, who gets educational
opportu' 'ties and who doesn'eset teducationalopportlinities are just
those categories:

..Ah at problernis.further COnfonn'ded and compounded by the rise
he noritics." I've never_f round - I.ie been searching'. the

g time 1- where the word "minority'. is early
ve-

ali
so n. searching the regulations for a clew tiefinition ol' the

ui " ority,- and I can't find' it So the word -minority.' is used
a code wo d. It's used to mask different things, gdepending on hovv a

, peisori wants to use it and what groups he w nts to please. ' ..-
Nevertheless in practice and reality, the re the five/categAe

that count. OVIF Th. e yeari, in thE eff its to fight discrimfnation .an
promote affirmatiVe action, th .e has o curred a belief that persons in
the first four categories have, ee e victim s of, discrimination and
deserve the benefits of affirrnat a a on, regardless, of personal
circumstances, and that everyone i the last category hither was guilty

d*rimination or had to suffer he consequences of providing the
t \
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f affirmative ncton for the persons in the first four categories
- and guess in which of those categories we ethnics are?

As . we pointeff out tfi, the briefs We filed in the United States
_Supreme Court in the Bakke and Weber cases, such restricted data
collection, and the use and the beliefs, and practices resulting
therefrom are fundanientally unfair and violate the civil rights of a
good many Americans, including a good number of Euro-ethnics,

"especially those in the last category.
I make the last, qualification so that you don't misunderstand my

remarks in light of your Use of the term Euro-ethnicssi Would consider
such term equally applicable to people from Spain. People from Spain,
of course, are included in a separate /iategory _called Hispanic.

Sifiai limited data collection is harmful in a numbel of respects. Ifor
exampqe, a person in any of the-four favored categories claiming job
discrimination can readily fortify his case =by data indicating disparity
between the number of persons of his category actually employed in
the -job by the employer and the number available for employment.
That is the SMSA statistic that Mr. Leach refgred- to. However, a
Polish-American, Italian-American, or Slavic-American doesn't 'have =

this data available to him. In other words, if he wants to prove a case
of discrimination, he doesn't have a ready body of data supplied by the
g vemment without expense to him to fortify, his case of discrimina-
tion. Yet the people in the first four categories have that. Soit's much
More difficult for a person in this type of situation to prove his case of
discrimination, and that's without addressing the impact of Affirmative
Action. I rn just talking about a typical case of discrimination.

How absurd some of -this preoccupation can get is the recent
enactment by Congress of. the Small Business Admi ration Section-8

, minority program. There, blacks, Hispanics are de itely established
as beneficiaries of the. Section 8 ,progliatp: Then apparently for
constitutional and political reasons there is a clause that'says in'effect,
"Well, if you can prove that you're a member of a different group that
is socially, culturally, or economically disadvantaged, you can also get
the benefit of Section 8 programs.- But how can a small businessman,
such as an Italian,Ukrainian or what have you, spehd none he doesn't
have to-collect the data to provide it? So it's a Catch-22. It's an
abstirdity, an illusion. It say_ s oters can have the benefits of the
program' so as to ameliorate for pqlitical reasons the fact that really
only two groups have been giveli the enefits of the program. It
creates the illusion for the person who is non-black or non-Hispanic
that he can ha:,e benefits immediately, if he can prove the need and
then ironically and cruelly theC6overnment doesn't, make the data
available. for him to prove it. It says, "You go,out there and find it
yoursell" How can the small businessman who's looking for a 6(71eIr 70
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thousand dollar loan spend ala equal amount of money to prove that
he's biing discriminated and needs' the befielits under a Section g
prograng It becomes even_ more 'absurd when dhe et:insiders 'that the
government concentrates its data collection on the two groups that
automatically qualify for Section ki benefits.

Anothere2tamples of gross unfairness involves AffirmatiKe Action.
:There has developed over the years a belief that nurnericial disparity

alone requires Affirmative Action to l&ic each of the favored gr=oups
into almost every. job category; particularly those jobs reflecting
-upward mobility. One prinie exantle is the appointment of Federal
judges, where a tremendous effort. is being made to-appoint
blacks,'Hispanics, and lEomen. Yet no effort is being mad. to appoint
Polish- Americans and ther like ethnic-. Americans, even though a
cursory examination- of the judicial lists will reveal a dearth of
individuals from'these groups.

There was a youtigiady or .perhaps professor that talked earlier
a ut litigation. Well part a the'reason that litigation doesn'a achieve
satisfactory results many times is because the judges that are deciding

I the dases,don't reflect the values or don't have any appreciation or feel -
for what's going on ont there in the community. And that's why I
compliment the black community and Hispanic Community and
women for attempting to. get more judges, especially Federal judges. I
ake no umbrage at that effort, but while vie're making that .eff

say. we should make an equal effoh li see about the other groups. As
we have repeatedly stated, we take no offense, and we generally
support members of the favored groups trying to improve themselves,
provided we are also treated .fairly and given the same consideration.

Essentially, oin- problem is in the area of employment. We are not
being treated fairly; nor are we being given the same considerations. A
mind set that has lieen created, that only-those in the favored category
should- benefit. from Affirmative Action and cannot be guilty of
discrimination, however that term from time to timi may be defined.'
while thizAe in the last category must suffer the consequences of this
type offAffirrnative Action, regardless of whether they discriminated
or were the; victims of discrimination themselves. And this, from a
Euro-ethnic point okview and my point of view violates an equally
important Principle/of American justice, namely - If there is altarm
done, then the people who have caused the harm should the ones
that should provide the remedy. Why should people,avho rave fought'

-like the devil for the civil rights of other americans, black, Hispanic
thers - amYstill do- fight for such rights be 'asked now to adept

pr sent concepts of AffirmativeAction, that in effect says, "Well, you
cirtt have_ this job simply because the government doesn't care
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Hough to count ou or doesn t even care enough ti7 take a look at
'What your = ons of etoployment are'

Perhaps what is most amazkig is that these categories were
established without any concern as to the status of groups such as,.,
Polish-Americans in American society. As" a result, job opportunities
and the upward mobility Of such ircuips has, been seriously and
adversely affelcted.

Accprtruigjy., am4 as ,a first step, we recommend that the Govern-
ent .direcv that additional separate categories be created for gp-oups.

luck as Polish - Americans, Julian-Americans and so forth. Much of the 4r
authority for such action is already avail_ able such as Circular No 846
issued by the Office of Management and Badger on May 12,19;7, even
though such circular is being disregarded in practice. I know about
that circular. For it was issued after a long consultation with mid-level
Government employees at OMB after I left government service. But
to get the rest of the buieacracy to respond to it = my God, it's like
pulling teeth. /

The Census Bireau has advised us that the Government has ,,
developed `the computer capability of handling several hundred
different categories so that the persistent claim that it would be
unwieldy to crel4e and handle more than the five categaries that are
currently fashionable can be dismissed as pure obstructionism and just
another form of discrimination

Let me again digress for a moment. If we did create additional
categories-and if they information showed that groups such as Polish:
Americans and Italian-Americans are not doing so bad but instead are
doing pretty good, don't you think that that perception would help
secure the kind of pansensUs we need to help those groups that are not
doing too good?

This alienation and unfairness is part of the tension. When I heard
people talk about tensions and inter ,group conflict earlier, I felt that's
part of it..

Polish-Americans and otherlike ethnics condemn as hypocrisy 'and
insult Government policies and roclamations that encourage them to
take pride in _their roots and p eseve their separate identity when it
comes to culture - or, as some ther person put it here, the three F's -
you know, food, festivals and famous heroes. And yet, at the same
time, when it comes to employment, educational opportunities, and
Federal funds, we are lumped into a category originally labeled as
"other.- I take offense to that. I'm not an "other." Or a "none of the
above." Do you want to be called a "none ofthe above?"

And then finally, because of the insultint nature of those labels - and
say this 'without any offense, because the Census Bureau considers

the Hispanic community, 95 percent while - we were then lumped into
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the category, labeled "White, other than ispanic." Is this really an
improvement or, just another insult? I Mean, how do I get my-identity
by reference td someone else's idiratty? ti

We also wonder about the eqpariimity of Government policies that
permit Hispanics to identify themselves as ,Puerto gleam, Mexican,
American% cuban-American%: and so forth, but deny me the same

ght. I can't be identified in Governpent statistics as a Polish-
American, and othy..r Ei.irti-ethnics san't lie; identified as an Itklian-
American and so forth. -I v7.4ote't6 the EEOC months ago- about this.
Got no reply. Offered to sit down with them. Got no reply. That's part.
of what we mean when we talk about tensions:

At this time, when jobs are being increasingly distributed at all
leVels on the baSis of numbers; and the belief that y.eqUalit dresult is.
Mine important than equality of opportunity becomes more wide;
spread, it is important that, each group that makes up this brilliant
mosaic called America be separately identified and counted so that it
does not end up being. left out or locked out or the victim of new,

albeit perhaps unintended, patter-As of discrimination.
dynamics of employinenk and ethipcity are quite complex, and

gaper is not intended to be a total review of this area but simply
effort to illustrate different perceptions and create new attitudes anti

better initiatives and solutions in this difficult problem area
I know .I come on hard, becattse that's the wary I've been taught as a.

trail latyer but I intend you no offense. I hope all of you
understand that. want to work- we want to work together, e just-
don't warittotie4left

==
out Hear me. Is

=

Contrary tb What has been said previously in some places, no group
.

needs tq be a tang g-eilLgroup or bear the brunt of Affirmative Action.
Instead we need new initiatives, such as the one we suggested in our
brief in the, Weber case. We don't want to only complain. We like to,
suggest constructive results r programs. We don't say we know .it
but we like to offer help.

We set it forth Affirmative Action based'erri a point system in the
Weber case. We said, look, Affirmative Action, as it is presently+eing
conceived and executed, shuts some :people out. It's a new form 'of
exclusion. Instead of doing that, when a person really has a case of
discrimination - and there are many - and I think Iry said it clearly
that -the -blacks -have -a- unique situation here let's give cham aril
anyone else that qulifies, extra help like we did veterans, pointa
system. We identify the people, identify the groups and so forth, and
We give them some help in that way.'

This idea should be explored, not only to correct glaring deficien-
cies in present-Affirmative Action practices, but also to respond to
such issues, as to how 'long should Affirmative Action continue,
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whethefrirrnative Action should continue to be available to recent°
immigrants, refugees, and other arrivals r- something that perhaps you
Vice Chairman Horn, would be i terested in as part, of irrunigition
law reform and_the-inipact orp ent Affirmative Actionpoljcies on
such values as initiative,4hard wOr , competition.

I think a point system would not arm initiative, hard work, and
competition as the present system does. I think you would still

_ tiallr maintain these oLther fundamental American values.
For a fuller appreciation of our concerns, I would dike to submit for

the CommisSion's consideration, as Exhibit 1, copies ortestirnony and
;presentations we made_ regarding [he. 1980 census, the so-called
Sugarman proposals, 6efore_the Civil Service Commission; the EEOC,
anB-comments on Congressional, employment, SR 431, as well as our
briefs from Bakke and Weber, t

EXHIBIT A

STATEMENT OF LEONARD. F. WALENTYNOWICZ,
EXECUTIVE- DIRECTOR, POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS

REGARDING THE .1SSO CENSUS
Ir.- Chairman and members of this Committee: On behalf of the

Polish American Congress and its President, Mr. Aloysius A.
Mazewski, who is unable to be here today because of other pressing

-commitments in Rome, Italey, Lwish to extend Our sincere appreciation
for this opportunity to express our concerns and views with respect to
the subject matter of this hearing.

Americans of, Polis,h heritage view the coming 1980 CeMus with
mixed feelings. We support enthusiastically the contitutional:require-
)Anent that there be a Census periodically for the reasons cited in the
findings, and purposes set forth in the. Census Act of 1977. These
include such purposes as the need for accurate information to plah and
analyze policies and"'to allocate funds so as to promote the general
welfare. What troubles us, however, is present, plans and practices
relating to what kind of information is going to be collected, how it is
to be collected and wtiat use it is going to be put to,

We .don't believe anyone will tieriously question the utility of an
accurate data and analytical base in makivg informed decisions. The
Census Bureau itself issued a 66 page Sumaary detailing the rationale

_behind- the data it will seek in the 1980 Census and the statutory
authority supporting it Thie.importance of such data and analytical

base' is increased by the impact of our present inflation and declining
economic expansidir Such data has become even more important= as
the American society switches emphasis frdin assimilation to
ism. If ,pluralism is,to work, then it is extremely important that all of
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the groups that make up America be identified and counted and not
just some and especially in an America that has to tighten its belt..
Essential to a successful operation of a pluralistic society, is the belief
that eacheach-group is Lid), treated, which bean% 'among other things,:
equslity of opportunity in such -areas as jobs, education, housing,. '-

federal funds, etc. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on your
point of view, this concept of .equality has evolved to a point where
equldity- of result has become more important than equality of

..opportunity. For example, the U.S. Office of-Personnel .Management'
todly talks of "underrepresentation-, meaning in essence that a certain
number of jobs at all levels of g vernment activity should belong to a

4 certain group simply because the numbers of that grOup. The U.S.
Supreme Court -in the c'elebr ted Weber -case has approved similar
rationale in private industry.

We could go on to 'detail. other examples, but the point- is clear,. ,
numbers are 'very important in deterrriining group and individual
success and position in a pluralistic society, so that it is important to be
identifted and counfed..

These observations bring us to a consideration of what specifically
troubles us in the 1980 Census. Neatly put, we believe the proposed

. Census makes only a half-hearted attempt to identify and count us and, \
unless remedial steps are taken, the census will end up being a source
of new patterns of discrimination and unfairness.

For-example, we wonder -about the wisdom and fairness of including
a question relting `to race,. and national origin or descent for such
groups as Spanish/Hispanic. Japanese, Chinese-, Filipino, Korean,
Vietnamese Guarnanian, Samoan, Eskimo and Aleut, on every Census
form. but limiting identificgtion of Polish Americans and other like
groups to only thelong Census form whiCh will be.serii to only 21% of
America's'households.

We have been advised by the Census Bureau that such groups as
Samoans, Eskinios, Aleut, Filipino, Korean, and -Vietnamese are
estimated to be so small in number and so dispersed that an accurate
count can _only occur if the question is asked on all -forms. We
understand and support suchrationale if the premises are accurate, but
we cannot understand nor' do we accept the decision to count such
large groups as 'Spanish/Hispanics and Blacks on 100%. basis while
failing to count in the same manner significant groups such as Polish-
Americans, Italian-Americans, Irish-American% etc. We have never
been identified and accuratelm counted_ So, how can the Ceilsus
Bureau conclude that a sample, count is:sufficient'?

We also wonder about the_ wisdom and fairness of the form-of the
questions on the long'form by which a person can identify himSelf as a
Polish-American, Italian-American, Arab-American.. Irish-American
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and so forth. We all realize That the Census is a form of burden on one's
time. In addition, and without being pornpou, it s clear that many
people will have difficulty in understanding_ and responding to the

.. questions: Thus, we can see the utility in oceatirfg categpries in
facilitating a response such as has been done in question. four and seven
of the short form,.i.e,, Black or Negro, -.Puerto Rican, Chicano,- etc.
Yet;-no such categories have been createapn'the form for groups such
as Polish -Americans, ItalianAinericans,, Gteek-Anpericans Irish-

,Americans, etc. T'o the contrary, a person has. to -write in how he -
identifies himself, instead of checking a box. A similar fOrm of question
dealing with Spanish/Hispanic. usid in a dress rehearsal in Virginia
proved t onfuAing and was altered. We don't know what confusion will
result from the presbnt forma-411e question dealing with-ancestry, but
the potential is: there. Anothee aspect of ourpioncerns in this area is
that a person can and should be identified two or three times in

;different ways. For example, a person dots not only identify-himself as
black or white under- questionfour, but can further identify hiniself as
to his national origin on question 14.. The way the questions -.are '
pPesented,now makis it Aclear whether an Ame6can of Mexican
origin should identify himself as white under operioticin four, as Mexican
and Hispanic under question seven, and again as Mexican and Hispanic
`under 'question 14. Similarly, it is not clear whether an American of
Korean origin should identify himself as Korean twice, once under
qilesuon 4 and another time under' question 14. I

Present government practices make categories mutually exclusive. It'
is important to-determine what kind and hoW data is collected in the
first instance so that it later is not misinterpreted. or manipulated.. =

We hope that our -remarks are not misconstrued, for we, take no
-offense to and support gawps such as Blacks, HiSpanics, women
Asian-Americans and other groups who have acquired acceptance. by
the bureaucracy as separately identifiable groups to actively compete
for u,ward mobility and their place in American society, provided we
are treated fairly and giV,en the same-- consideration. We recognize that
America is black and white, male and female, and Hispanic,and Non-
Hispanic.

Our concerns here must be considered in light ofwhat has occurred
to groups such as ours for the past 20 years, When the civil fiats
movement first began in the 1990!s, it rightfully concerned itself"with
the'redress of the ritlits

4
of the groups thatwere totally or mostly left

out at that time, such as blacks. Unfortunately our practices and
preoccupation with the problems or groups which were originally- .

totally or mostly left out, has created new patterns of discrimination
and the reality of totally or mostly leaving out groups such as Polish:
Americans, Italian-Americans, etc. A vivid example of this is the



record of the Civil. Rights Commission, upon which we testifieq
previously. Fortunately, members of Congress such as Senator Jesse
Helms and Congresspersons Barbara Mikulski and Donald EdWards
Were sensitive to our pleas and were instrumental in passing S.721
which now directs ,such Cornmis*iort, to study discrimination, and
.affirmative action, including Federal poliCies and practices, as they
affect Americans of Eat European and South-European origins.

We remember the tremendous effort that was made to include the
ancestry question in. census forms but' we also feel and
experience the intransigency that e _ists even now to the justice of such
groups as Polish-Americans, italiq -Americans, etc., to be recognized
in their own right and not as par if an amorphous group called, "none
of the above," "other," or "White other than Hispanic.-

While we appreciate the efforts that have been made up to now to
rectify this problem area in the census, much more must bedone. The
people who take the colitus must be selected carefully so that they
re tit a sensitivity to what is involved, an ability and talent to'

pond.appropriate background to secure confidence, and above all
fairn ess and without any preconceived notion that the census is to
benefit only certain groups.

Next, the public must be educated 'as to ;how the forms are to be...
completed, the need for and desirability to identify oneself, and that
one is not a disloyal American if he or she does identify his on her
national origin.

The bureaucracy and especially the Census Bureau must be made
awart} that there is no impediment, philosophically practically,
constitutionally, statutorily, judicially, by executive' order or other,
wise, which prevents them from creating new. categories for groups, .
such as Polish-Americans, Italian-AmericanS, Irish-Americans, etc.,
and that such groups and categories must be considered whenever
decisions are made.

We have been advised by the Census Bureau that they have
developed the computer capability of handling4everal hundred
different categories so that we can dismiss,as pure obstructionism and
discrimination the persistent claim that it would be unwieldy to create
and handle more than the five categories that are currently fashiona-
ble:

We have also been advised by the Office of Management and
Budget that all government agencies can create additional categories
for data collection.and analysis. We suggest to this Committee that you
question the further direction of OMB that all such additional
categories be subsumed under the existing five categories.

We are also concerned that the data eventually collected will make
no legal distinction between those who are here legally and those who
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are here without legal sanction. We understand the argument that
local authorities should be reimbursed for providing services to
individuals that the Federal government has perniitted to remain in
our country without legal sanction. We wonder whether the best,
solution is to create a permanent subsidy for this condition to remain.
Turning to a different aspect of this concern, we protest vigorously
bureaucratic and judicial decisionS, espeCially quotas, timetables and
goals, ,that are . based on data that includes or fails to distinguish

'between thiose who are here legally and those who are here withOut
legal sanction, and data that fails to distinguish between those who
have suffered discrimination and those who have not.

There are other observations we can make, which we will defer in
order to respond to any questions and permit others to be heard. We
don't pretend to know all the answers, but we do know when we are
being treated unevenly and unfairly.

We are tired of having our legitimate needs, views, and values,
neglected or treated with indifference by our government. We are
tired of always being included in the target group that suffers the
adverse consequences of many of the preferences being created and
given today by our government. Simply put, if we are to share in the
burdens, we want to share in the benefits.

Even so, and since we are all Americans, we have hope and we want
to work with you, the Census Bureau and the bureaucracy to improve
the situation so that America lives up to its promise of true equality
instead of resorting to psuedo-equality based primarily on political
fashionability. Thank you for your time

STATEMENT OF LEONARD F. WALENTYNOWICZ,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS,

TO THE U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
DECEMBER 5, 1977

The _ Polish American Congress welcomes this opportunity to
comment on the plan proposed by Commissioner Jule M. Sugarman.

It is the first effort, to our knowledge, that attempts to deal
comprehensively with all the programs that have been created over
the years giving certain groups either preferences or special emphasis
in filling government jobs. In its own fashion it attempts to correlate
and coordinate all these programs so that those affected, as well as the
Commission, can acquire and determine some sense of purpose,
direction, and control of government efforts, practices, and policies in
this area. We compliment you and the Commission since this proposal-
and these hearings permit all of us to focus on just what is occurring in
government hiring practices.
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Nevertheless. we have grave misgivings and reservations about your
plan. These stem initially from the lack of clarity in the language used.
These misgivings and reservations are further increased by the plan's
failure to refer to important elements of the overall problem of
providing jobs for everyone who is entitled td compete, on a fair basis,
and in accordance with law.

We recognize that it is not your responsibility to provide jobs for
everyone who wants one, but it is your responsibility to see to it, that
j-veryone who wants a federal government job covered by Civil
Service is treated fairly and in the manner provided by law.

This then lends us to the crux 9f this problem as we now see it. What
practices should our government engage in its employee selection
process given the following:

I. Ours is a country based on free enterprise and individual
initiative.

That our economy is not expanding as rapidly as our population
base or more narrowly the number of those wtk.want jobs increase
more rapidly than the number of jobs available.

3. We have evidence of historic and present discrimination.
4. Traditionally our basic national policy is to achieve recognition

by competition and merit.
5_ We are a pluralistic nation, composed of many different groups

identified on a variety of bases, including race, color, creed, sex and
national origin and that mix is consia,ntly changing as a result of
different patterns of immigration.

6. As a result of our belief in\human rights our legal system places
a great premium and priority on individual rights:

Many of these factors and a more detailed consideration of them are
set forth in the Statement of the American Jewish Committee
submitted to you with reference to this proposal, the essence of which
we agree with.and support.

Measured against this background, this proposal 7s roost inadequate
for at least the following reasons.

First, the plan fails to distinguish sufficiently between those groups
that the law definitely gives preferences to, such as veterans and
disabled veterans, and those groups that are and should be the
beneficiaries of "affirmative action" or' "special emphasis" programs.
For example, the plan is unclear as to how the veterans preference
would be "observed," as in the case of the proposed use of "established
registers" as an alternate selection method. Which track in that 2-track
system would the veteran be placed in and what would occur if a
veteran is not a member of a group such as black, Hispanic or woman,
which- have been identified already as being subject to "adverse
mpact?"
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Second, the language of the proposal is in many ways vague and
deceptive. For example, it is stated that in each authorized selection
_Method there may be no discrimination or reverse discrimination
because of race, sex, national origins, religion, age, marital status, or
handicapped condition. Yet there is no definition of '"reverse discrimi-
nation," nor is there any meehiinism created to eolleth and analyze
data in each of the prohibited areas of discrimination. The impression
is created that therec, is concern for all, but in practice there is a
preoccupation with only certain groups, namely women, blacks,
Ilispanics, American- Indians and Asian-Americans, America is made
up of many more groups than just these. The President himself
recognized this in his Executive nienio dated July 27, 1977, which
requested all departments and agencies to collect data' on his

iPresidential Appointments : in more than 16 different categories
including Irish, German/Austrian, Italian, Polish, French, Russian,
Scandinavian, Middle Eastern and other Eastern European ofigins as.

Well the ones which preoccupy this agency and government efforts
gen y

Y state there is "considerable presumptive evidence of an
historical and perhaps current pattern of adverse impacts" yet you fail
to detail what you mean. A. reasOnatile observer looking for fairness,
would consider whether any "special emphasis" program favoring
only certain select groups would have a disproportional impact on
other groups not so favored. An illustratio,n may be helpful. While
whites may he considered as a homogeneous group for racial
distinctions, they are not when viewed from an ethnic perspective.
Viewed in this fashion Blacks, Orientals or Asian-Americans, Native-
Americans, whites and other such categories contain many subgroups.
Presently, these subgroups are not important from a LOCI viewpoint
(though this may change shortly as a result of immigration patterns)
but they are very vital to the various subgroups that are included In the
"white" category.

Many of ate subgroups have and still are suffering discrimination
and include such groups,' as Polish-Americans, Italian-Americans,
Arab-Americans and so forth. We believe this disOmination includes
a lack of recognition in many of the 140 occupational categories which
you have requested detailed analyses, particularly in the area of
professional and other higher grade positions. Yet noWhere have you
shown a ,concern for this "adverse impact" or even indicated a desire
to collect data and analyze it in this regard.

Additionally, you fail to specifically define what you mean by
"affirmative action" or "special emphasis" creating the perception that
you will be giving preferences to groups which have not been
authorized by law.
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Third, you have failed to justify the proposed criterion of 95% and
80% to trigger the use of special selection methods and schedule -A.-
Veterans preferences are clearly set forth by law and their use is not
triggered by any -adV'erse impact." The ab4vo.criterion has apparently
been established to imp_ lement more rapidly "affirmative action"
policies. In the absence of any Congressional directive setting forth
preferences for any other group beyond veterans, the only justification
for such criterion is to eliminate discrimination alld the effects th6reof.
To our knowledge there is no data and analytical base that establishes

ese figures as the actual discrimination that has occurrred and that
these criteria are what is needed to overcome the effects thereof.
General comparisons of the proportion of jobs any one group holds or
obtains as new hire with that group's proportion of the general
population is some evidence that discrimination may exist but falls far
short of proving actual discrimination or justifying the exclusion fromv,
the selection process of any person or group which was not
responsible for that discrimination. In an independent society such as
we have, there may 6e a number of reasons other than discrimination
that may account for some if not all, of the disparity that may exist
between the proportion of jobs any one group holds and that group's
proportion of the-general population. Further, your plan does not
allow for regibnal differ5nces. 1%

Different groups may suffet discrimipation in different areas of taut-
country. For example, and this is an oversimplificatioq, white ethnics
may iaynot suffer discrimination n., the Southwest because few live there.
Hispanies.because many do live in this area are signifie tly affected.
The situation would be diffetent in" the Miliwest.and East. In any
eventariy deParturAfrom.the system of competition and selection on
merit as authorized by Congress should be'clearly justified by other
laWfial considerations and reliable data and analyses. In addition, these
criteria and the way you plan to use them smack of a de facto quota
scheme, since they are exclusionary in nature.

Fourth, your plan is preoccupie d., with only certain seleettroups and
makes no provision to include o _-11er diseriininated grOups or sub-
groups that may exist. To 'say that this plan is available to all
discriminated groups and subgroups is nothing but a cruel hoax ,when
no effort is made to collect and analyze a comprehensive data base. It
would seeril to any sincere, non-partisan observer that a full survey of
all the groups covered by prohibited discrimination would be made
and maintained bfore any substantial departure from selection by
merit, as suggested here, would be considered. Such a survey is quite
possle and is not precluded by any Congressional or Presidential
directive and if anything is'authorized in the same fashion as those than
were -done for the groups now being favored by the COmmission,

..w,
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Contrary to the belief bisome- neither Congress, the President, nor the
U.S. Supreme Court has1.iterrigtd any special status or protection for
the _groups the Commiss_ -n is preotcupial by In addition, such a
survey would also tend 't reassure those groups not receiving any
"special emphasis of the fairness ny program or action. A prime
example of the present deficiencY n your plan in this respect is tric
inclusion of Hispanics, a group nsidered by the U.S.Bureau of
Census as over 95% white, without even considering whether any
other subgroup of the "White" race should also be a beneficiary of

\ -y6ur plan or showing th4t no other subgroup is entitled to such
consideration, Failure todothis creates new patterns of discrimination
or at leas) the perception thereof.

Fifth, your plan fails to specify what criteria you plan to use when
exercising the 'special- selectiOn method or Schedule A. Specifically, it
fails to indicate how you will determine the "proportion of ensuing
vacancies': which will be filled when ,adverse impact is found; when
the evidence of adverse impact, in an occupational category would
"disappear "; what are "normal minimum qualifications" and what
would prompt the CommissiOn. to ride when these. requirements
would be "questionable."

The above coniments highlight our major concerns but there are
others. Your plan fails to allOW for morecrecent arrivals to the United
States in the groups, favored by you. Many of these persons may not,
have suffered di,rimination and yet may end up as beneficiaries of.
your plan. If thisweqe all that was involved then perhaps the generous
nature of our .country would prevail- when the practical effect of '

your present_ plan wouldMVersaly affect many individuals who have
never practiced discranination but in fact may have vigorously fought
itl, then fundamental fairness and justice is .,again violated eve tough" -i.

.x
some may say it is for at.higher" cause.

-.We conclude by.suggesting that the plan should be reised in light
of these hearings. We understand that there g much dissatisfaction
over the degree of-progress In our fight to eliminate dischmination and
the effects thereof. Many yould want instant and complete rectifica-
tion. To do this v--e_gikoUrr present circumstances, would require at
least the tempfffary abandonment or relaxation of competition on
merit, a politicarglecision that _should be made by cbrigress and the
President in accordance''With our Constitution, and nbt by administra-
tive fiat_ __- , ,-

Our belief in this respect is reinforced when we see a concerted
effort to adopt an "Equal Rights' Amendment and we hear our
President speak "why not the best.:' Neither expression contains any
commitment or approval of a system whereby groups are given jobs in
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our society as a reflection of their numerical strength. In fact,` tijese
expressions implicitly-negate sudh an arrangement. .

Thus we would hop_ e that every effort to rectify discrimination and

the efrects thereof,be made without relaxing or abandoning competi-
,

tion by therit even temporarily_ If, however, a decision is made to relax

of abandon this principle bureaucratically, then, everyone who- has
been discriminated in a prohibited manner should benefit there m

and not just certain, select groups;
Finally, ye- hope that. you understand our comments. We are not

againsranyone_vr do we wish to create resentment. Nevertheless,
when the system of selection is being radically changed, and when
persons and groups wh have attempted to work within that sytem
are being adversely affected even though they themselves have been'
and are subject to prohibited discrimination arid have fought agaiist
such discrimination, we must 1;iy necessity speak out- We do not see the
necessity of creating a fiction that "all white males" are the 'cause of
our discrimination problems and that "all such rrhite males" should'
bear the brunt of affirmative action and special emphasis programs that
in effect denyhem the right to compete for government jobs, in order
that we may speed up 'the recognition of certain groups. We Would
also like to see that such programs, properly conceived, include the
whole broad spectrum-of women available and,desitous of recognition

.and not just -women of certain racial, ethnic, andipolitic.al beliefs. We
'hope to continue this dialogue with you and all concerned, for this is a
common problem which should he approached with the belief that
first of all, we are Americans

Finally,- we hope that this is just the beginning of a new-found
interest by the Commission in Euro-ethnics and the Commission ,
efforts to chart a course to achieve true equality.

We recognize and believe that-America is black and white, male and
female,Hispanic and non-Hispanic, but we alsoyeciDgnize and we also
believe that we will never achieve true equality unless we recognize
that ikmerica is also more than black and white, male and female,
Hispanic and non-Hispanic, and part of that "more" is us.

At this: tithe, when the President and other leaders are asking all

Americaris to share fairly the burden of the increasing difficulties
America is facing, it is more imporarit than ever that we achive
better ways of sharing fairly the benefits of America.

We offer our continued cooperation t this end and I'll be pleased to
answer any questions you have.

[The-eomplete paper follows.]
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EMPLOYMENT ETHNICITYETHNIPITY
By Leo6ard F. Wairotynowicz 11/4.

Mr. Chgairman and members of the. Commission: Speaking for the
Polish American Congress and reflecting what I believe to be the
sentiments of many Americans of Euro-ethnic origins, I wish kJ
'express/ our sincere appreciation for this opportunity to present
concerns and views with respect to the subject matter of this hearing.

As we previously indicated, civil rights have long been dear to the
hearts and minds of people of Polish and other Euro-ethnic back-
ground and tradition;and if anything,- are more so with those who are
or have become United, States citizens.

We -claim no special privilege to speak out orr human rights,
inchiding civil rights, but we bflieve:that a full and fair examination of
our history both here in Arrwrica and where our roots originated, will
confirm that we also Inoa:of the suffering: as well as the other
devastating effects that discrimination, defamation, and denial of other
civil and human rights causes. What is somewhat unique is that much
of this discrimination has occurred wi in the context of one race,
-while this Commission's attention, at lea._ up to now, has been focused
primarily, if not entirely, on discrimination between races, sexes, and°
pectiple of differi9g

it pervades much of this Federal bureaucracy da*,vell as the judiciary,(

...,
This preoccupation, however, is not uniqu \to this Commission, for .

executive, and legislative branches of goveirment. What is most
unfortunate is that such preoccupation creates mixed feelings of
cynicism neglect, resentment, and alienation, resulting from a belief
that r ,Government is paying lip service to a declared policy of
pm icing discrimination* based ion rice, .color, creed, sex and

,

nat onal origin,- but ,it is only acting to, overcome an remedy
discrimination based on race, color and sex. , r --------

The feeling is corn unded lay/the manner in which the concept ofwhich
affirmative-action has volved; and thefashion in which data is being
eollcdt and -analyzed. This feeling is further exacerbated by ther ailure rp4ny of our institutions to allow for aTher significant

icul economic circumstances America is presently facing and the

eric values and groups in our effort to fight discrimination and
,_ thereof

Executive PArectar of the Polish Elmer ean Cougrecii, Waithing oiL 13 C.
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'MMus we welcomed heartily the recent enactment to the givil Rights
Act of 1959 of Section 104(0) [S.7211, which in substance directs this
Commission totstudy policies and practices regurdirl discrimination
and affinnatice action- and how they affect Americans of East
European and South European origin.

We sirnilatly welcome this consultation and hope this is just the
beginning of a nationwide.etTort to ensure that our commitment to
civil and human rights is fairly and evenly appli'ed and is not distori ted

-b-y-claims of priority and lack'of resources. ..,
It is not the responsibility of this paper to rzoyer the broad spectrum

of civil and human rights to which all Americans are entitled to, but .1
make these general observations so that my comments on'employment
and ethnicity may be better understood.

Lmloyment and ethnicity can be approached from a number of
directions but given the brief amount of time available for me because
of the nature of this-consultation, [ think it best to start from the
viewpoint of data collection and the use such data i4,put to.

For mixed reasons,'not all sensible and acceptable, the Federal
G vernment presently collects data regarding %rnployment policies
a d practices in five eatagories: black, Hispanic, Native American,

, Asian American and White other than 1-lisplic, which catagories are
repeated for both sexes. The best examples are the EEOCreporting
forms,

Over the years as efforts to fight discrimination and promote
affirmative action. developed, there has occurred a belief that persons
in the first four categories have bekp the victims of discrimination and
deserve the benefits of affimiativg action, regardless of personal
circumstances, and that:everyone in the -last category either was guilty
of discrimination or hald to suffer the consequence of providing the
benefits,of affirmative action to the pdrsois.in the rusk flour categ6ries.

As we pointed, out in the brias weliled with -ke United States
Supreme Court in the Bakke and Weber cases, such restricted data
collection and use and the beliefs and practices resultin& therefrom-are
fundamentally unfair and violate the civil rights of a good many

`Americans, including a good number of Euro-ethnics, especially those
in the last categOry, .

Such limited data collection is harmful in a number of respects. For
example, a person in any of the four favored categories claiming job
discrimination, can readily fortify his case by data indicating disparity
between the number of persons of his category actually employed and
the number available for employment. A Polish-Arneijcan, Italian-
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American, or Slavic- American doesn't have this data available to him.
Another example involves, affirmative action. There has developed
over. the years, a belief that numerical. disparity alone requires
"affirmative action" to "lock" each of the favored groups into almost
every job category, particularly those jobs reflecting upward mobility.

One prime example is the appointment of Federal judges, where
tremendous effort has or is being made to appoint blacks, Hispanics,
and women: but no effort is being made to appoint Polish-Americans
and other like ethnic Americans, even though a cursory examination of
the judicial lists will reflect a dearth of individuals from these groups.

As we have repeatedly stated, we take no offense and we generally
support members of the favored groups striving to improve them-
selves, provided we also are treated fairly and given the same
consideration. 'Essentially that is our problem in the area of employ-
ment tve are not being treate, fairly, nor are we giveth,the same
considerations.

A mind set has been created that only those in the 'favored
categories should benefit from affirmative action and cannot be quilty
cif' discrimination, however- that term from time to- time may be
defined, >while those in the last category must suffer' the-consaluences
of this4pe of affirmative action t-egardless of whether they discrimi-
nated or were the victims bf discrimination themselves.

Perhaps what is most amazing is that these categories vere
established without any concern as to the status of groups such as
Polish-Americans.in American socrky. As a result, job opportunities
and the upward of such groupg hats been seriously and
adversely affected.. IAccording and as a first step, we Ocommend thatrihe government
'direct-that additional separate categories be created for groups such as
Polish-American, Italian-American and so forth. Much of the authori-,
ty is already there, in circular No A-46 issued by the Office of
Management and Budget on May , 12,- 1977, even though it is -

disregarded in practice. The Census Bureau has advised us that the
government has developed the computer capability of handling
several hundred different, categories so that the persistent claim that it
would be unwieldy to create and handle more than five - categories that
are currently fashionable can be dismissed as pury obstructionism and
discrimination.

PoliSh-Americans and other'like ethnics condemn as hypocrisy the
insulting government policies and proclamations that encourage them
to take pride in their roots and preserve their separate identity when it
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cc mes to culture. And yet at the same time when it comes to-
employment, educatiOnal opportunities and federal funds, they are
lumped into categories such as "other ", "none of the above" or "white
other than Hispanic". We also wonder about the equanimity of
government policies that permit Hispanics to identify themselves also
as Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, Cuban Americans etc., but
deny the same right to us.

At this time when jobs are beingiincreasingly distributed at all levels
on the basii of numbers in the belief that equi lity of result is more
important than equality of opportunity, it is ortant that each group ;._,.?
that makes up this brilliant mosaic called America be separately
identified and counted, so that iodoes not end Lip_being "left out," or
"locked out," ontho,victina of new, albeit perhaps unintended, patterns
of discrimination.

The dynamics of employment and ethnicit-y are quite complex, and
this paper is not intended to be a total review of this area, but simply
an effort'to illustrate different perceptions, and create new attitudes,
and better initiatives and solutions in this difficult problem arch.

Contrary to what hai been said pi'eviously in some places no-grOup
needs to he a tai-get group or bear the brunt of -affirm ative action."
Instead we tel new _initiatives such as the one we suggested in our
brief in the Weber case (affirmative 4iction based on a point system),
should be explor,ed not Qnly to correct glaring deficiencies in present
affirmative action practices but also to. respond to such issues as how
long should affirmative action' continue, whether affirmative_ action_
should continue to be available to 'recent _immigrants, refugees,. and
Other arrivals, and the'iMP'a ie i,et Of present affirmatv action policies of

,

stich Nalues as initiative, hard work, competition; etc.
.,:Fora fuller-appreciation of our concerns, I would like to submit for i.

he ,Commission's consideration copies of testimony and, presentations
made regarding the 1980 Census, befgre the CiVil Service

. Commission, and the .EEOC, as well as our briefs in Bakke and
Weber.

.

Finally, we hope that this is just the beginning of a new found
interest by the Commission in Euro-ethnics, _in thc.Commission efforts
to chart a course to achieVe true equality,,Ve recognize and believe
that America is black and white, male aTai female ; Hispanic and Non-

, ,
Affispanic, but we also believe we will never. achieve true equality

.,
unless we recognize that America is more than black and white niale.:- ,:--
an&fem.ile arid Hispanic and Non-Hispanic. Part of that more is us. At
this time when the President and other leaders are asking al(_
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.Americans to -share fairly the burden of the inswasin& difficulties
America is facing, it is more important than ever that we achieve
better ways of sharing fairly the benefits of America.

We offer our 'confirmed cooperation to this end, and would be ,.

pleased to answer any questions you have

P
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fioilirl Advocat .focietv. c111!11lax% and the
nal Medical -an(1 1)ental .tssociafiou ,inposed

iians and dentists, are to advance the Nvelfare of
r, establish proper relationships -with the

ild promote the dignified and-honorable prop:-

eir respective professions.

e
!-L.the lee it of Polish Ameri ul their

own h stary irrikinerica is inextricably involx ((1 in the
f1 11t against diserimination. we feel we have a vital
interest in the issues presented b- this vase and believe
the Court- should have the benefit of our concerns
that the Court's final decision univ reflect a fall range
of views.

So much has been -vitten on the sit -t matter in-
A-01A-ed herein that it \-onld help little to repeal and
recite authority and NIIIIMPilt previously made except
wliers alisellitelv necessary. Piirthermoie. much of this
has heen done already In- both the inajori,ty and dissent-

opinions of the Supreme Court of California in
this cause.'

Since this is a eonstitrrtrnllal rlrtestloil win di \\Ill he
decided liv this ('niirt regardless of what has been said
before and hy %Idiom; we ;IA this ('ain't to intew-,el
sctutinize from a 1)1.0;141 perspective Nvliat is happen-

in the States recpect to "special ad-
pr,,21;ifil4 iirnf'eti svhools :Ind other

affirmative netion nrozrams. :kre these programs in
reality and patie living. rill to the lil rj( =h of onr

-Constitution. the lang.nage of our laws. and the lofty
statements of out leulers, or have tliey become or will

Ref- ritirtTA. of rtflUornio v. (
-

1S
_

Ca1.2d 34, 132 Cal, iiptr. 68( 55:3 1).2(1 112.



fine vehicles hy hie Pine dis dva ind
discriminated riinps and individuals !-etiy benefits
and special privileges while (inter di:qul..Itiltaged ;qui
discriminated groups mid individuals are still flenied
the proniise of America

It is in this li lit that NVe I I 1,11' lit iet'.

ARGUMENT

in considering the constitlitionnli n1i:1 of
affi rmatiN-e action programs norticWatly "`~l eeisil 1d=

missions': programs one should he careful to avoid
`lwing swept up-in a title of itzliteonsiress deAgned to
reutify a particularly serious wrong. Tt hos hen said
that a sense of guilt aud rigliteousiu,s eau he a power-
ful and legitimate litinuni impulse. Whethor it can he
translated into \Vise pOlI. iS another matter. tvvinnion
experience has taught us that good intentions are IPA
sufficient justification to support actions that in-
fringe on the rights of others. a long
of discrimination whether confirmed hr prior com1
decisions er not, tliongli solli-ient to prevent present
and future di:,criniiiiafory treatment of a lie hind.
does not neeessaril- establish a hasis rm. the 1?)

of actions or iT program Iviiich invades thN....riglits
others. Tlins in matters involving di:;eriniimition. in-

ding efforts to overcome lhe effeek thereof. it is
ential and due proce:-..s roii,es that 111uSe wlio pro_

pose a program v.hih t rook parlicular
;11(1 gloops rercreuti:dl othcl:s juJify their
actions by an adequate data and anal. tic al base. Over

Eipml of II1r I HI I :1 l r. i! f Tics rj
!UN qa i F) in ;r irtni!wr of p vitypo,y
.11./11/y1i/hi v. Flul irb!, 379 Itil (M;-1) pi). 191-192, 191i.
eatnlog,ues them.
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the eii the ('ow k ii i\ required such a 1 i in the
stI uggle to eliminate discrimination. 0\ ert and other-
Avise.L.,,agaitist black pc,ople and other racial and ethnic
groups particularly under he 1 4i Ii Nniewhilont
the 1S4 Constitution and there appears no sound ICJ-
on here to (10 othenr-ise.'

S+11111 fl base selves 111;1 nv I it her use philioses be-
.

ynna ICI Mal 1,(,Iiri4 for it NIso provide,
the basis for securing federal assist.,ince and can
promote puhlie accoplaure and a ppi.01-nt errol.ts to
erNdicate discrimination and We effrq.ts +hereof .qup-
A-ided such data indic:Ites Cult tluisc efforts are fair .and
equitable. ()n the other hand, if such (rata or the lack
thereof indicates an 111OV(il d 1111).4):1111 1'Y 1 PV(';11111!2:

11111.1ffer 01100 to solvilirr t 110 problems of (Ill W110 linve
been discriminated against or 'I 110 fl'111 1 ;11111

favor only to the problems 'of mum' dise11111i1 ite:1
2,! 0l11) 1111t (1111itti 1.1Z L111'.'1';>, Zre'll- 1 OS(111 111e1 It :'1111 (.11.4-

tittiSf:1(411)11 iett1t EffOrtS: oil such an uneren
al)Prnaell, even though \yell motivated. serve only to
Ilelay our gortl to achieve full integration ns, 1api(11.%-
as possible.

What w-riA the approach of the s.r.liool authorities here..
rind what hi C' if onv was (1( II Ii y them "
it is conceded that Davis has no history of prior dis-

Ffly PN:19I1)1.0: ())1g v. 112 s4, Gr,:: I 19

11-0 lis fifir11,(1- (1
rorri.(1 to in Siiprimiii ('our( beloV.

' .111Co4.an v. lirn-.;;'1-0141. (19(11)". 12-0, 47.16; T.11,

299, 81 S.C1, 1101.

and of 1?or..:(11 and 1:1-Intir 1)ola in -PH;( rill .1,
.qictaiicc PrGurmos, A 1:(1.1, of Ow 175S. oil Civil
IZi,zlits, Feb. 107:),
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eri111111:01(111. 11111:-1, t111' :1441;11 ;1(1111i:-.41111s

not desiroINI to civer(-onio flu erfvris I srof.ifir (Ph
tionable punctives at this school hilt simply to (0, (;rcome
1int the authorities there holiek cd lii hio s.

111:' (-n111111010

tii rgue that ali..elit i historN or prior di....oriiiiipatioo_
lb nairtutiti-e artiop pro9ypip
iir,tifted. ()tilers say that it is inirem-onahle 10 ohli
a stnte agcncy frnm neting' oil its own to 1i e'

balance in its professional sehools, (um:It-imp: this !.::11
to a rational if not 'co11lpellin:2- state interest. 'Isliere ;ire
other comment; 01'S \vim go on lo siv!gr"-4 that it
foolish to reitiiir- a fliu1iir of indi%-idnal .;iscs. of (1i:

tion heforc permitting ;inthorities to act to
overcome patternS f general aud s-steniatic discrimi-
nation.

1Vhile anthori need not nor should not \N-at fn
eorreet fzerieral ; 1 d s-Ftematic patterns of (1i =(''rillli112.1-

tuiii til('I ;1(1- ill 111 t111111 rary f ashion or ereato
new patterns -pe.--: of discrimination e% if- tiirir
netion.is t!dcen to reetif- effeets Hf po_st discrimination
or with heitirin motives. The advaiitae in Nvaitim,,- until
pa rticular acts of discriniiiintion (went. is 1 1E, t it enables
tin, remedy to bp rnFdlionell 111 10 rtiln.opri;nely 10
harm involved \vitItoin 1tlIl11li ilie crealiie:
potential ha liii t i offers may he innocently
affeeted.

'Tyro it i, clear that the 1`,e.y,ent, of the Skte ni (';ii
colmil I.:Inuit to 1imi70 (-(1111!)11'11"n'ziV(' Nili.v y of the

and extent or (1i.-.(.1,popriiioo of.i.orrpry pi if, H-

fcs,imial selimds so that a constitlitiminlly
remetlt- emild he fashioned,- Clilifornia perhaps more

G r of Erlvcirli,nt P. Swoon, .102 -16 (1)71)_
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Him many I Hier- state represents the great ninsin
that nilkes up .inerien. f Is ;111(1 ()Hwy
deSirrible characteristics nttrated mid still attract ea/
kinds of people: rannees, actors, retired person,:.
yo11112,!-:ftTs, adveuttireTs, gettlers.
Texiati ,Anierieous.

Orientals and on and on. Yet til()11011 rat(11 I)V 1110
111:11111afe a _12 17.S.,.('. if)Pd and 2000d ' and a national

rcintgorced h- zit least two trreidelits explicitly
prohibiting discrimination in nPlqynient and educa-

11 based ((ii race. -color. seN..lielr7.2:ion and national
mip,' the itittliorith--; ill the (if California clio,,e

to cast their attention onl- on select groups rind lash-
ed a remedy no, on.- constitutionally iniperinissahle

hut patentl%- unfair. There is no rew,oned explairition
NVIIV 131a(1 -4, t'hicanof-; and -1.siofic:4 ii 1\'t' 1100n tin' Will/
henefl.ciaries of the special admission program and
others sinal.irly clis:.tdvantat.,ed. and diserinlinlite(.1 Intve

'42 § 1 1.1.Q1. rivlit. lt'r the law.
"AIL porsOns xvittlin jurisdi,dinn i2# Ole I-nile!1 Stole-

Nhall IntT the same riLrht in every State and Teritiro- ii)
and eninrre rvits to Nile, N. partioq, evideni,., and
in the f1111 and Nand hent.fit of aq and
the ,,oeitrit;..- or 1,,,,,00s ;Lod popprt,- bin
(iti/r11, ;Ind 411;111 lw 11).10(t tit 11:11-

111th'", livenses, and exartions or VVtI'y 1111(1 ti) 1112

other."
1 r.S.CT § 2(1()011, Prohihilion pNil',47011

(Ipond of 1:011rfits of. and iii ,ritninatien tank). Veilall:.-
a"k (.' pl-IIVT;Li1..,4 oil groan(' a

!'+ +) I1(TS(211 Ill 010 'MAL :in 111v tfriiplid
nli)r, or natinnai iZal, i.:;z:doiled parli,iimi.ino ill.

th 110111'1.4S (I, fir '4!111ier PV't iir tlj t rjirli11 ;0'1(111

under any proglrean or IIIVIty receiving Fedriall
asistance.

See e.g., Ex.eent ive'arder
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been excluded? It is now clear why the. People of Cali-
fornia amended their Constitution on NON-ember
1976, to specifically include race, religion, tind ethnic
hentage as additional factors which, cannot ba used to
deny a person admission to their State University.

'The record isnot clear, however, why the administra-1
tion designed a program which benefited only select
groups instead of addressing the problem as a whole.
Perhaps it is due in part to the moinentuni of the civil
rights movement which has been. characterized by
Black problems and participation and in which Blacks
have played a significant leadership role from the start.
Because of the unsavory role slavery has played in the
history of our country, it \vas only natural for all of
its to have our attention centered by, the problemp,which
flowed from this most fundamental form of discrimina-
tion.

Nevertheless, this Court, Congress, the Exemitiye
and our national leaders have `repeatedly stated in one
form or another that our national policy, with regard
to discrimination in general, forbids,more than racial
discrimination. Color, religion, sex and national origin

Even though the record fails to specifically show that tlin T :ii-
ersity authorities comprehensively surveyed the racial, color. Nes-

nal, religious and ethnic composition of the State of California and
compared, those resulta with a similar survey of the medical pro-
fession, what is in the record, particularly the statement of the
Admissions Committee Chairman, shows that the authorities were
concerned only with the problems of Blacks, Mexican Americans.
Indians and Orientals. While it is true that a full survey could
result in a finding that there are no other disadvantaed or dis-
criminated groups, common experience such as the clefaination
practiced a,gainst Americans of Polish descent and oritzin cause
one to be skerltical unless such a finding is firmly established by
evidence,
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are equally paramount mid today we have qu e prop-
erly added age and the handicapped.

Yet in practice, the attention of most policy and de-
cision Makers has been almost totally focused on the
problems of race resulting m a de facto priority to the
extent that we 'are approving programs and actions
designed to overcome effects of racial discriminations
even though they create new patterns of other types
of discrimination equally prohibited, as was done. here.

We know of no policy, set by this Court, the Con-
gress or the Executive which states that racial or any
other type of discrimination deserves a higher priority
than other prohibited types. = There .may come a time
when such a decision- may be made but it can be con-
stitutionally justified only when a data and analytical
blise is created, fully exploring the status of all groups
and individuals covered by our anti-discrimination
policies something which has not been done either by
the State of California or our national government.
This base should also reflect the difference in impact
between those efforts which simply prohibit or forbid
discrimination and those efforts like the instiut pro-
gram which attempt to overconic effects of past dis-
crimination. We are at a time when we realize our
resources are pot unlimited, mid that our economy
has bounds and limits to its growth7 Accordingly, the
competition for jobs and education is becoming more
acute. It is one thing_ to say that such competition is to
be conducted on merit or without regard to race, color,
sex, religion and national origin. It is quitenother
thing to say that our Constitution permits that com-
petition to be conducted in a manner whereby some are
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given special benefits and privileges because of their
race, color, sex; religion and-national oriin. If there
is a good reason to do this shoula,,it not be extended
to an similarly circumstanced, and:lit' the same time?
In any event, such a decision should not be made sim-
ply because a group is more vocal, better organized,
potentially possesied of More-political leverage or by
t emotion of the moment. It should b6 made by' the
full political process exploring in detail all that is in-
volved so that public confidence can be secured and
divisiveness avoided.

Nevertheless, most state and national practices and
even muct of the previous Court litigation pay atten-
tion primarily, if not in some instances exclusively, to
racial discrimination overlooking, not only our ,otii-er-
problem areas but arso the impact of our egorts to
eliminate racial discrimination and the effects thereof"
on trirse other problem areas.

Some progress in expanding the scope of our atten-
tion has been made, particularly with respect to those
people now generally classified as Ilispanics.'° Yet very
little data, if any, has been collected indicating what
problems, if any, we face with respect to religious and
national origin discrimination other than Hispanics.
Whether this is so because of limited resources " or

" Counting the Forgotten, TJ.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
April 1974.

"DiscAiSsion held with John A. Buggs, Staff Director U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights, February 18, 1977. He indicated to this
writer that the time may be ripe for the creation of a data base
inuie,,ting the present state of those other forms of discrizninaiidit-
In tne preamble to Counting the Forgotten, the Commission states: ,

"The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporary, inde-
pendent, bipartisan agency established by Congress in 1957 to:
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preoccupation with plc fo of discrinthiation,
fact is it should not continue if we are to put in praet
what we preach and state in our Constitution, laws,
national and state .policies.

Some have argued that there is no additional drita
base because there are no additional problems. We askbase
this Court whether there is a substantial difference
between a Black being called a "nigger" and a Polish,
American being called a "Poll ek", whether telling a
Black or Mexican American he cannot qualify is sub-
stantially more degrading than telling ayolislt Ameri-
can the same thing; Whether the lack of recognition of
Blacks and Latins in Senior levels of corporate man-
agement is more serious than the lack of recognition of
Polish and Italian Americans.' If not, Men we suggest

.

Investigate complaints alleging denial of the.right to vote by
reason of race, color, religion, sex or national origin, or by
reason of fraudulent practices;
Study and collect information concerning legal developments
constituting a denial of equal- prote.-tion of the laws tinder
the Constitution because of race, color, religion, sex, or -na-
tional origin, or in the administration of justice;
Appraise Federal laws and policies with respect to the denial
of equal protection of the laws because of rare, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national origin, or in the administration of
justice ;
Serve as a national clearinghouse for information concerning
denials of equal protection of the laws because of Yace, color,
religion, sex, or national origin; and
Submit reports, findings, and recomendations to the President
and the Congress."

Given this mandate by Congress. an impartial observer may wonde
why the Commission has not acted morc forcefully to carry
its full mandate instead of restricting its efforts to certain areas.

Minority Report, the Representation of Poles, talians, Latins
and Blacks in the Executive Suites of Chicago's Largest Corpora-
tions, (1973) prepared by the Institute of Urban Life for the Na
tional Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs, Washington, D.C. 20017.,
See Appendix "A".
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that there is substantial evidence to ju of the collec-
tion of comprehensive data and the creation of a total
analytical base dealing with the problems of discrimi-
nation based on national origin within a racial group
as well as across racial lines. Polish Americans are not
the only ethnic group thaedeserve consideration. there
are many otheis within all racial categories including
Malian AmeNiians, Arab Ainei icaus, Jewish Americans
just -to namea few.

The failure to collect such data and to approach the
prohibited forms of discrimination on.an even and fair
basis brings us to the ,iery crux of why' the instant
program is constitutionally unsound.

Whenever a special admissions program of the type
here is created, there follows, by necessity, a division
and the creation 6f a "group" who does not receive
The special benefits. Who is and should'be in this "dis-
favored" group? To meet due process and equal pro-
tection requirements this group should not include in-
dividuals and groups disadvantaged by other forms of
prohibited discrimination in the absence of a clear con-
stitutional mandate that one form of prohibited dis-
crimination is more important than the others.

Though the record does not show precisely how the
authorities here came to their decision, it is clear how-
ever that in practice any White would be ineligible for
the special program even though he or she may have
suffered invidious discrimination because of his or her
national origin..It is also clear,that in' ractice the pro-
gram was not designed to benefit all who suffered from
prohibited discrimination, but only if you were Black,
Chicano or Asian.
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The definition o :Cliicago-:is..not i. hilt if
,

ilt..is.. rought.,. ecluiy cleiit to lIispan_ hv t le
Census Buteau, it. is ,irriportar t to note that 9 of
the.-popillation of paiiisli origin "- is classified as w1-
'-- the Whitera e by such Bureau. If this:'grolfOs
considered White,- giving them Preferential t.;:eattnent
and denying. such treatment to oilier Whites similarly
disadvantaged is arbitrary and capricious without -re-
0--ard tO.'fi. rOOii007:.--diSeriniination.

L'.---,' -. ..

What. .i1-41-lened liege isfarso What:- happens all too
.

often in our -national programs. Preoccupation [h' tile- ..

authorities] with certain dorms and types of discrimi-
nation, has resulted in indifference to other types Of .'

discriMination ,equally bad and prohibited with the: ne-
suit that the groups and persons so suffering and for-
-gotten have in effect been told to suffer more for the
sake of improving the lot of those receiving attention.

The greatest irony of this result is that many Whites:
who have championed the cause' clif civil rights- have
ended up,., being in this "forgotten and disfavored"
group. Vs'lif are "Whites"--who AICVet practice& dis:
erimination, but fought for,anddiainpioned equality,
and who themselves. .suffered disTeriniiiiiitiOn' obliged
to continue to stiffer sinirily because other Whites Ptac-'
ieea raCial-disithimina.tionlif Whites are to suffer for-

the "greater. good' ' . then for bow long and -for whose ,

benefit?-
,

The "specialecial adriissior. '.progran here is:also objec-
liable on the grounds of Vagueness. Though it sets-a

definite quota it does not:readily .define Who, qualifies
for it or hoW-long the prOgram...will laSt.. Tile prime

. 13 Counting Forgotten, sup_A,,p, 43.
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..fiation of the program is the numerical inhalance
seen the !limber of persons of au one ethnic. at

facial_ group and the number of professionals from that
group,.'- There is no firm indication that all of that dis-
parity is duo to discrimination. Some of the, disparity
may be due to cultural tendencies ax in the case where
more Blacks tend to become professional basketball
and football players than professional hockey and ten -_
iris players or in the case where more Hispanics tend
to become professional baseball players than basketball
players.' Further, no attention has been paid to, immi-
gration patterns particularly uuiisiial -situations - such...
as the Vietnamese refugee program and the proposed
amnesty of illegal aliens pfeSiptly in the United States.
In this .contekt, what justification can he given to those
White. disadvantaged, groups and individuals living
here for one, two and three generations .for the fact
they have to meet higher standards simply because
they are White while Chicanos, Blacks, Asians who
have recently arrived, in some in, tancesthot legal are
to be given a preference.

We 'do not suggest that a "special admissions" pro-
,

gram is never constitutionaLly feasible or that less sig-
nificance be attached- to the prohifqns of Blacks, Chi-

' canos and Asians, We do say that'for a program
to be constitutionally permissable it (1) cannot be
arbitrary as it is here in, giving preference to one kind
of White ethnic group (Hispanic) without. showing
why other White ethnic groups similarly situated have
not even been considered, (2); cannot-be concerned with
race alone but must also.,provTide relief for other groups
who have suffered prohibited discrimination, sitelr,as
color; 'sex; religion and national of of all types, (8)
must demonstrate tha ,those included in the "un-
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favored" group will not be discrimind PrOliih-
ited Manner by the program itself :and (4) establish a
-sufficient data base indivating,Moi-e p -hrsuch
a program iaineeded, how ton to last, and who is
to benefit therefrom.

A fe* final comments. It has been argued by some
that this case is not "ripe" for determination; " that
among other things there is not enough-evidence in the
record to show the kind of discriinination being prac-,
ticed against Blacks, Chicanos and Asians For the
reasons previously stated, we believe this case is par-
ticularly "ripe". It is, important that this Court de-
clare its concern for all types of prohibited dis-
criminatien and that they must be allowed for in any,
special admissions program. The record here makes
this case an especially appropriate vehicle for this
Court to do so.

The opinions of the Court below have addressed to
some extent, the concerns expressed herein. We note
that the dissenting opinion agrees in its Footnote. No.
10 that if the effect of the instant pk,gram may in fact
be ut,ilied as a means of discriminating against a sub,,
class,7 of the majority (disfamred) group, then the
program conld not be considered benign and presump:
lively constitutional. It goes further -13'y staling that
there is no such Oahu that the program had in fact
such a differential imp,ict. This brief is devoted to
making such a claim, and we agree with the dissent
that once the claim is established the present program

14 See the many briefs of various Amiei including the Brief a
the National Urban Learkue, et al. ai the; petition for certiorari and
Price M. Cobbs;M.D., et al. on the.appeal
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lent to invidious, ram
slani iVely unconstitutional

ote alsO that ..the disseilt in its coneludin
laims that-the use of rdTial,claSsifiCations: `e°

is a matter of policy for the school Authorities andrnot
of-constitutional dimension even theligh the.:eornmin

.

.e divided over.,..the desirability Of racial classi-
s. disagree wali the claiM and suggest that

w.lion racial classifications-. ec About allowing
mperly for their impact tither disadvantaged and

lolinated groups, the Courts to decide
their constitutionality. rly 1%-lien their utility
is in doubt.

sh to reaffirm our des-ire to work with all those
(4nreyned so that feasible solutions r:Nisonahlv protect-

,

nr- the interests of all can be found. It has 1-Leein-
that "our soety; cannot be completely colof, blipd.
the short term if we are to have a color blind ,Soci

the long term." 1' We suggest that the metaphor is
imperfect. Good eyesight sees beyond black and white;
it sees a world made up of 'different sexes, races, rel -
0-ions., colors and ethnic 'backgrounds. Perfec..,

,_gees' a world integrated' on all these grounds and not
y some.

ssorticii ed Geri: -Con oc ors of c. Alfshicler, 400
17.2d 9, 16 (1973).
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CONCLUSION

The Aiici7- Yadmissions program as presently` nun-
lated the authorities of the State of. California
should he declared illegal as constitutionally unsound
with appropriate advice as to the feasibility and direc-
tion of any future such effdrts.

Respectfully submitted,

LEONARD F. WALENTyNowrcz
Suite 714
Walbridge Building
Buffalo, New York 142()2
(301) 229-8091

Attorney for Amici
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APPENDIX "A"

MINORITY REPORT

THE REPRESENTATION OF POLES, ITALIANS LATINS AND

BLACKS IN THE EXECUTIVE SUITES OF CHICAGO'S LARGEST

CORPORATIONS

By Russell Marta,, Ph.D.

This report was prepared by THE INSTITUTE OF URBAN`

LIFE, S20 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611,
for THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR URBAN ETHNIC AFFAIRS,

4408 Eighth Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20017.

For information about single copies of this report, which
are availbli without charge, or about the cost of quantity
orders, please write to one of the above.

© Institute of Urban Life.
The question "How many are there?" has become one

of the most provocative' and unsettling. questions being
raised on all levels of American society. It reflects the
national preoccupation with evaluating the'success or fail-
ure of various ethnic groups in gaining their share in the
American system for distributing income and power. Thus.
in just a matter of a few years questions regarding a per
son's race or ethnic background, once felt to have no public
relevance and even considered illegitimate, now not only
are being asked but even require answers by law. Com-
panies with government contracts are now required to file
reports indicating their utilization rate of Blacks, Latins,

'American Indians, Eskimos, and women. In January, 1973,
the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Federal Contract
Compliance, issued new guidelines to cover discrimination

Mr. Baru is professor of social science at Mundelein College of
Chicago. He had the assistance of Helen A. Smith of life Graduate
Program in Urban Studies at Loyola University,
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against -persons because of religion or ethnic_ origin. The
guidelines said.:

Me_nbers, of various religious and ethnic groiips,,mayfly but not exclusively of fistertl, Middle, and
Southern European Eincestry- such as JeWs, Catholics,
Italians, Greeks, and Slavic groups continue to be ex-
cluded from executive middle management, and 'other
job levels because of discrimination based upon their
religion, and/or national origin. These guidelines are
intended to remedy such unfair ,treatment.'

What the guidelines in effect recognize is that, despite
the powerful American rhetoric which emphasizes indi-
vidual achievement, power and affluence in reality still flow
along group lines, and that an individual's religious or
ethnic affiliation may in fact still be an obstacle to his
adirancement.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the extent-
to which-members of the Polish, Italian, Latin, ana Black
communities have penetrated the Centers of power and
influences in Chicago-based corporations. This was done by
determining how many Poles, Italians, Latins, and Blacks
either serve on the board of directors or occupy the high-
est executive positions in Chicago's largest corporations.

In focusing on Poles, Italians, Latins, and BlaCks, this .

study selected at this point in time is historically signifi-
cant. The 1960's saw the rise of group consciousness among
Blacks and Latins, and their relentless pursuit of parity
with other groups in the U.S. This process, released the
latent, consciousness of other. groups, such as Poles and
Italians, who are becoming increasingly aware that like
Blacks and Latins, they may not be sharing (pally in the
affluence of American society.

I-60-50.1 of Chapter 60, Title 41, Code of Federal Regulations.
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Thus, `although this _study -origina e the requ cf
leaders of the-Polish Arnet;ican Col4ftai-s"'Illinois Division,
and "t..lie- Joint Ciic Committee of Itayan-Americans in
Chicago, they were more than willing tor:Z ee the study ex-
painded to include Blacks and Latins. In:the Chicago metro-.
politan. arca, where nearly'34 per cent cif the sevon million
population is either Polish, Italian, Latl.n, or Black, such
a peVeption of mutual concerns could .have a positive in-
'fluence-On. We future of . relations -and., thu-S on the

.

.--y shape 'andrtone of life i the City andsuburbs.

The corporations revie in this _study were hien 1
by combining the Chicago oilry News and Chicago Teihune

'''of the Chicago areas largest ,corporations in 1972.
Among , _the thousands of corporations based in the Chicago
area, 106 were identified_ as the largest industyikil firms,
retailers, utilities, transportation companies, banks, and
savii-igs and loan institutions. More than half of other (66
per cent) 'ere included in Fortune magazine's 1172 list of
the largest 500 industrial corporations or Fortune's lists
of the largest nonindustrial firms in the U.S. These 11)6

-corporations, therefore, comprise the top layers of the eco-
nomic and financial power structure of Chicagoqv:al of
the nation'. It was the top management of these corporate
giants and their boards of directors who were scrutinized
in order to determine the representation of Poles, Italians
Latins, and Blacks.

Information about directors and officers 'was taken di-
. rectly from the 1972 annual report of each corporation.
The nnmber of. directors of 106 corporationszlotaled
1341; the - number of offieers,,1355. For the purposes of this.
study, honorary board members were not included, nor
were. officers of less than, vice-presidential rank such as
assistant vice-presidents, assistant secretaries, or assistant
treasurers. Where a firm was controlled by a holding
company,. only the directors , nd officers of the holding
company were counted. An officr who also Was-a member
of the board of directors of 'the'. same firni was, counted
twice, once as director, again as officer.
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TABLE 1

llpe entation of select ethnic groups in the Chicago
metropolitan area population and on the boards of di-
rectors and among the offices of the 106 largest Chi-
cago area 'corporations.

% Area
Population

Directors

No. % !

Q

No. %

Poles 6.9
. 4 0.3 10 0.7

Italians 4.8 26 1.9 '''. 39 2.9

Latins 4.4- 1 0.1 2 0.1

Blacks 17.6 5 0.4 1 0..
All Other 66.3 : 1305 97.3 1303 96.2,

Total 100.0 1341 .100.0 1355 100.0

Notes:

The "area population" refers to the Chicago metropoli-
tan area: the six counties of Cook, Kane, Will, Du,Page,-
Lake, and McHenry, whose population in 1970 was
6,979,000.

The percentages of, area population was prepared by
Michael E. Schiltz, Director of Loyola University's Gradu-
ate Program in Urban Studies. For Poles, Italians, and
Latins, the estimates include first, second, and third gen-
erations, based on U.S. Bureau. of Census data

The Black population is based on 1970 data from the
U.S. Census Bureau.
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TABLE II

umber of col iTiorntions,' cif the 10G examined, -which had
no directors or officers who were Poles,: Italiana,
°Latins, -or Blacks.'

No. of Corporations
without director

No. of Corporations
without officer

Pole§ 102 97

Italians 34 75
F

Latins 105 104

Blacks 101 105

55 of the 106 corporations had no Poles, Italians, Lat-
ins, or Blacks either as directors or as officers.

Findings and Conclusions
Thirty-six, orless than three per cent, of the 1341 direc-

tors were Polish,' Italian, Latin; or Black. Fifty-two, or
less than -four per cent, of the 1355 officers were Polish,
Italian, Latin, or Black. These four groups make up ap-
proximately 34 per cent of the metropolitan area's popula-
tion. When translated into individual percentages, the end-
ings indicate that 0.3 per cerit of all directors were Polish,
1.9 per cent Italian,' 0.1 per cent Latin, and 0.4 per cent
Black. Out of all officers, 0.7 per cent were Polish, 2.9 per
cent Italian, 0.1 per cent Latin, and 0.1 per cent Black. (See
Table I.)

2 In referring to Poles, Italians, Latins, or Blacks.
means Americans who are of Polish, Italian, Latin
speaking background), or Black' ancestry.

' One person of Italian background serres on nine different
hoards. If he were' to be counted only once, the percentage' of di-
rectors whti are Italian would ho reduced from 1.9 percent to 1.3
percent.

le author
(Spanish
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How do _: one make _~ ,jitil merit ail t,ut uch information'
How can it be a ed to evaluate the extent to which Poles,

,..) Italians, Latins, Blacks have eitered the executive
smites of (hiengo 's in: orporations? Are Poles, Ital-
ians, Latins and Blacks it ably represented there'

TO answer Bitch que-questions the excrutive suite data was
compared to the population of each bf the four groups in
:the. Chicago metropolitan area. This -col,nparison provides
a rough but fair guide for determining \Nether each group
has achieved partly or whether it is underrepresented.'

If one compares I- I) the percentages of officers
and directors whose b ,.kgrounds are Polish, Italian, Latin,
or Black to the percentage distribution of these four
groups in the population, it becomes clear that all four
groups were grossly underrepresented on the boards of
directors and in the executive positions of Chicago's major

porations. Thus, although 'Pales make up 6.9 per cent Of
the metropolitan. population, only 0.3 per cent of the di-
rectors are Polish. Italians make up 4.8 per cent of the
population, but only 1.9 per cent of the 'directors are Ital-
ian. Blacks comPtise'17,6 per, cent of the population yet
only 0.4 per cent of the directors are Black. Latins are 4.4

" per cent of the population yet. only (1.1 per cent of the
directors are Latin. The same general pattern holds if one
compares the percentages of offic,ors .who are Polish, Ital-
ian, Latin, or Black' to the percentage distribution of these
four groups -in the .population.

As a, matter 4f fact, Poles. Latins, and Blacks, were vir-
tually aksent from the upper echelons of Chicatro's la4est
corporations. 102 out 'of the 11)6 corporations had no direc-
tors who were Polish; 97 had no officers who were Polish.
only our' corporation had a- Black officer and only two had
Latin offifers, While the Italians were more numerous in

4 What 1(1 serve as an equitable norm., aucl bow to apply t.,
k. rottrsr. (von to dismission. One ran antieipate inereasinv
public disensmion of the matter as more groups pursue group 2.ains
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the utive suite than the other three zroups_
tions o t of 706 Still had no directors who wore Italian and
75 had no officers'who were Italian. Finally, 55 out of the
106 corporations had no Poles, Italians, Latins, or Blacks,
either as directors or as officers. (See Table IL)

Other significant patterns emerge from the data. Poles
and Italians do better in their representation in executive
positions than they do as board members. T opposite
is true of Blacks, whose m reinsource of sentation
conies from appointinents to hoards of directs

an from holding top executive positions. No Poles' were
located among the public utilities and banks reviewed in
this study, either as directors or as' officers. As for Italians.
16 were associated wit banks or savings and loan insti-
tutions. However, ther were no Italians in the executive

ites of the utilities.' On the other hand, three out of the
five 'corporations with Black directors were public utilities.
The number of Latins was not large enough to yield any
significant pattern.

Hopefully, this study of four ethnic groups in the cor-
porate structure of metropolitan Chicago will be extended
to include their representation in major civic groups such
as public boards and commissions, influential private
agencies and associations, foundations, and social clubs.
.Similar studies of other ethnic groups such as Czechs,
Greeks, LithpanianS, etc. should be conducted in the Chi-
cago area. Given the lack of adequate research on Ameri-

can ethnic groups, similar surveys should be undertaken
in other large cities.

As such studies accumulate, the result may be a national
profile for each of America's ethnic groups showing pre-
cisely the extent to which each of them share in the power

'An Italian, hoxrever, does serve as an officer the
sidiaries of one of the utilities.
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and.affinenceof the Tlation. In the process the nation
learn to what extent the Attiriean corporation is a " t-
public institution .bound to the same criteria of selection
that today affect government service freedom from bias,
and the requirement at the to represent and re-
fleet all parts of the American copulation." °

A Note on letho
Trying to determine ethnic origin is a- hazardous enter-

prise. In order to make this study as ccurate'as possible,
knowledgeable leaders from the -Polish,'Italian, 'and Latin
communities were .asked to identify ethnic names by study-
ing the lists of directors and officers in each anntial report,
In cases of doubtful ethnic, origin the individual's office was
contacted directly. Each corporation having no apparent
representation- from any of the four ethnic communities
was informally contacted to double cheek the preliminary

,findings. In regard to Blacks, all available studies were
utilized' and persons.faUtiliar with. the' Black' community
were consulted. Also helpful were several lawyers and busi-
ness leaders who were generally knowledgeable about many
of the corporations studied. If there are any errors in the
'final tally for each group, the margin of error would not
be ,sufficiently great to invalidate the findings of this study.

, A.:manual describing the method. used is being
prepared by the author and will be distributed through the
National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs in Washington
and the Institute of Urban Life in hicago.

r. Nathan Glaier -id Daniel P. Moynihan, Beyond the Melting
Pot, 1963, 208.
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:abbot Laborator

Admiral

Allied Mil

Allied Van Lines

American Bakeries

American Hospital Supply.

American National

Amsted Industries

Baxter Laboratories

Beatrice Foods

Ben Federal

Bell & Howell

Borg-Warner

Brunswick

Bunker Ra.mo

Carson Pirie Scott

CECO

CENCO

Central National Bank

CFS Continental

Chemetron

Citizens BankPArk Ridge

Chicago Bridge and Iron

Chicago-Milwaukee

Chicago and North



Chicago, ROA Island and
Pacific

Combined Insurance

Commonwealth Edison

Consolidated Foods

Cmitinental Illinois

Corporation: r

CNA Financial

De Soto

Donnelley (R. R & 'Sons

Drovers .National Bank'

Exchange National Bank

First Chicago

First Federal
FMC

General American
Transportation

Goldblatt Brothers

Gould

Harris Banlieorp

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Heller (Walter E.)
Iuterna.tional

Hilton-Hotels

Home Federal

'Household Finance
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Illinois Bell.Telephone

'Illinois ContralIndustri
.

Illinois Tool Works

Interlake

Inland

International Harvester

.International Minerals
& Chemical

Jewel

Kempereo

Kraftee
Lakeview Trust

LaSalle National Bank,

Libby, Neill and Libby

Marcor

Mar- -ont
Mar Maii.

MarShall Field

Masonite

McDonald's

McGraw-Edison

Morton-Norwich Pr due

Motorola

Nalco Chemical-

National Bon aid Bank

Nation al Cat
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Tonal Tea

Northern Illinois Gas

Northern Indiana Public
Service

No t
Northwest Industries

Northwest National
Bank

Outboard -Marine

People 's Gas

Pioneer Trust

Pullman

Quaker Oats.

St. Paul Federal

Santa Fe Industries
Searle (G. D.)

Soars Bank & Trust

Sears, Ro'buck

Signode

Spector Industries

SquIre D

Standard (Indiana)

Sunbeam

Swift

Talman Federal

Trans Union
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UAL

U.S gypsum
UNICOAr; :

Universal Oil Products

Walgreen..

Ward Foods.

Washington \k Q#&

Wieboldt Stores

Wrigley (William

Zeriith Radio



Comments of Leonard F. alentynniicz,

Executive Director of the Polish American Congress,

$ith Respect to S Res. '431

r

While Res, 431 is a' welcome iative and effort to help promote
°I\

equal:opportunity and recognition in the area of Congressional employment,

it is significantly deficient in several respects. We m4ke this observation

4

in light of our experience with similar programs and procedures enacted in

the fields of .private and other public empro ent, such as 'Title; VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Presidential Executive Order 111246, and the regu



lations 4n d polidesand practices. of thO' civil SOvice,comrnission the Eipal

Emplo t Qpportpity Commission and the CivilRights Commission, Such

experience 'indicates that these agencies 'and many others responsible for

fair employment policies practice a much different gospel than the one that

is given to the American public for belief, and Iv e-have detailed our concerns

and conclusions in support therof in comments and testimony given before

(1) the Civil, Service Commhsiotwith respect to the so.-all'ed HStigarman"

proposals, (2) the'EEDG,with respect to their ptoposecl guidOines designed

to protect emplpyers from claims of 'reverse. discrimination" and (a) the

Senate Subcommittee on the _Constitution with iie8pect to the proposed

iiir)



eten.sion of' the Civil Rights CommisiQn.

t

Copies of such comments and testimony are enclosed herewith,

the context o this bill our .concerns 64entia1ly deal with the

parochi41 preoccupation by the Executive branch of government and many



a

inentets oUCongress:and thir 'staff,with only 'urtain'forms of piohibited

discrimination, namely, race, sex and color, and only certain designated

groups, namely, black_ Hispanics, native ern nn and Asian Americans,

and women without even bothering to find, out whether any other groups that

form part of this mosaic called America need similar attention or maybe

unfairly affected by the attention and in Tally cases preferences given the #.4

favored groups. Ike want to avoid in the field of congressional employment

the uneven and discriminatory Oplic Oion of similar type procedures now

found in the field of private aid other public etnplo e,nti



To put it pother' way we want to by sure that the Board, Office,

Director and other employees of the bureaucracy created by this resolutioil

underttanci$1allolutOly that Congress des4'es that discrimination "bas

Pri.religipn and national origin other than Hispanic get's the: same

priority and attention ap the preseiitly favored types and that such bureau,-

racy does not use as a convenient excuse the present insensitivitT of he

already existing government 'agencies,

In addition it has become overwhelmingly clear to us that the

(

government's failure to collect data on any group& other than on the deli

nated minorities and women is fundamentally unfair and discriminatory,

3

As we stated in our additional comment s to the Senate Subcommittee the



resent practice of 1q.niping together ,as,.a,holiogenOus unit yang why is

F

1.

.member designatd c.otnion,.sens

4



point so .presumei.that 'anyo.necio that rit unit the .soda degre

of upward mopity.or equalopportuiiity,:: This assertion would..be. immediately

prOed suspect and evell conclusively refuted datalere collected oti such

roups:as Polish. Ameri cans,, Art Amerkans, Italian Americans, etc'"'

as such data is collected and analyzed for the designated minorities. T,he

failm to collect data also creates unfair attiOdes among thos'e power itr

eluding judges for it gives thenei a convenient excuse to assert ti at those

groups who are not being,cbunted either:have na problem or kayo standing

to assert their rights, ,A vivid example of this' was a recent d i iun of judge



'DI Charles R. Richey of the U. Si District Court for the Distric of Columbia In

the case of Bachman Pettschuk, C.A. 76-0079 wherein he excluded

Polish p*ans ard othor,whitcOhilicsfroni the benefits of a!!stipulation

regarding the hiring practices at the Federal Trade Conimission ev:e6'the4h..

he included all membr's of designated :minorities notwithstanding that the

action was maintained only byMlacks as .:a c14sis. Another example is the
. :

firniative action program in the case of Bakke v. California, now awaiting ,

i

decision by the U.S. Supreme Coot,:

Li
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2

Accordingly, we ask that the Resolutibil be amended by,"41'Ittig

the following eitti Section 20,2(brafter. the.0onclisipn the.reot:

The Office shall gather and maintain information on

categories of eniploms aiid individuals beyond those

presetitly designated as minorities. There shall be as

1.
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many categories as the Office rece0s, otnpla:inti

reflefing the pecqic.t discrimination.

and the f following Tan in Title III; Part D:

(di All forms of prohibited diFirnirlatioh shall be

.given the same priority and attention .es tially. in

formtil4tion and.iiivlementation of any affirmative

actioh plan, Whenever data ,.and numbers are used

e_.thq.to .establisb discrim to'n or to remedy the
-4



effects thereof = socita's..titnetables.d.nd goals, con

parable data and analyses must be cre4ecrtor all other

fotni of prbhibited dkrmination including all of t10')

categories created pursuant to Se'ction,?02(b.r.here
a ,

Ln the event numerical rerqdies ...are to be used, they

must be accompanied by a Statement reflecting the

impact such remedies. w. ave upon Ole' groups w49,

are not included gg the beneficiaries of any such remedy.
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staff thereof to wank out othef acceptable language ,JI the proposed language

is unsuitable.



DIIDISCUSSION

VICE ,CHAIRMAN FIORift My first. question would be The statement
has been made thati_ he Polish-American Congress did send the
appropriate letter to EEOC. Is there a reason why that has not been
responded to? -.

MR.= LkActi. I have no kaNvledge of the letter. I didn't receive a
copy of it I can't answer that

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. It was directed to the Chairman?
. Mn. LEACH. I'll be glad to make an inquiry.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN.- Okay, if that could be furnished to Mr.
Leach, perhaps if a copy would come back both to you and to the
Commission, we would like that as part of the record at this point, as
Exhibit B.



To
Hon, Eleanor Holms Norton, Chair
Attn:.

Execiutive Secretima
Equal Employment t riunity Commission

Comments of Leonard F. Walentynowicz,
,Executive Director, Polish Arnericin Congress,-
on Proposed Guidelines Relating to Remedial

and/or Affirmative Acton, et al.

We wish to compliment you on the initiative you have displayed in
atte g to utilize one of the tools Congress gave you to'help do the
Commission's job. Faced with uncertainties and vicissitudes and
buffetfd by competing factors and groups, am certain that private
and governmental employers would welcome guidance from you that
would not only indicate the practices they should, adopt in implement-
ing farix Congressional and executive policy in this area but would
also provide them with a measure of protection from exaggerated and
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unfounded claims of discrimination once they adopt such practices.
Never-the-less, the proposed guidelines°, and the commentary issued
therewith are illustrative of one of the major reasons why more
progress has not been achieved in eliminating prohibited discrimina-
tion based on race, color, sex, creed, and national origin without any
priority to any one type over any other. The guidelines as well as the
Commission's policies, practices, and comments establish priorities and
preferences, which in effect create new patterns of discrimination and
attack fundamental American values of individual rights and initiative.
Essentially this has come about because of the Commission's preoccu-
pation with only certain forms of discrimination and an impatience to
remedy these kinds of discrimination without fully considering what
impact this preoccupation and the proposed remedies have on other
forms of.prohibited discrimination and other constitutional rights and
values including merit selection and equal protection of the law.

In addition, the Commission preaches the gospel of equality for all
but engages in a practice of either outright or de facto preferences for
certain groups on the grounds that such is necessary to rectify the
effects of past discrimination. Perhaps such a practice can be justified
constitutionally but such a decision should be made by Congress, and
the President and only after a comprehensive survey is made of all the
discrimination suffered by the groups that make up America and not
Just a certain select portion thereof.

As a result of these factors much resentment has been created,
thereby slowing progress in eliminating prohibited discrimination.
Further this resentment against the unfair and uneven application of
our laws and exe (Rive orders regarding prohibited discrimination and
affirmative actin programs is all too often indiscriminately and
irresponsibly labeled as 'another form of racism, thus again reducing
the teamwork necessary to overcome this major problem in American
society.

Having made these observations it would be appropriate to indicate
how they relate to the specific proposals under consideration here.

First of all, the language in paragraphs I, II and III of the proposed
guidelines, if literally read, expresses a gospel of equal concern for the
five prohibited areas of discrimination reflected in Executive Order
11246 and Title VII, -namely, race, color, creed, sex, and national
origin. Unfortunately, however, the Commission's practices result in
the collection of data of only certain groups namely, blacks, Hispanics,
Native American, and Asian Americans, ' and whites or others,
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duplicated for males and females. There is no statutory or executive
mandate limiting the collection of data only to these groups. The
memo from the Office of Management and Budget merely requests
that uniform data be collected to facilitate budget purposes, and we
have been expressly advised that more categories than those used by
the Commission can be used if it is necessary to accomplish legislative
and executive mandates. Interestingly enough, data is collected on
Hispanics, a group which is considered over 95% white by the U. S.
Bureau of Census without any justification why data is got being
collected on any othe vg b-group of the white race, even though it is
common knowledge t t there are a large substantial number of such
sub-groups including Polish Americans, Italian Americans, Arab
Americans, Jewish.Americans, etc., and that many of such groups are
discriminated against in a variety of ways similar to the ones being
counted, including such discrimination as defamation and lack of
upward mobility.

Accordingly, if an employer wanted to make an analysis as
suggested in paragraphs I, II and III of the guidelines, he could not do
so, because the data would not be there. This would particularly be s
in certain highly ethnic areas such as Chicago, Detroit,- New Yor
Cleveland, or with nationwide employers. Thus the Commission b
these guidelines preaches one gospel but practices another. Significant-
ly, President Carter by memorandum dated 7-27-78, requested all
departments and agencies to collect data on the racial, sex, and ethnic
makeup of his executive appointments and ancillary help along 16
different grodps, thus recognizing the need for more categories.

Secondly, the Commissiob suggests in paragraph IV of the guide-
lines the use of certain ratios, goals, timetables or other numerical
remedies. To the extent that their use is restricted to actual discrimina-
tion to be remedied, such use cannot only be justified and sustained as
a proper remedy, but algb emphasized as being consistent with the
public statements of the President. Nevertheless, the language used in
the 'guidelines contemplates their use in a much broader sense and
purpose and to_ the extent thdt, are so to be used, they constitute a de
facto quota system and are objectionable not only on constitutional
and statutory grounds butare in contradiction of the public statements
of the President. In this context, it is suggested that numerical disparity
alone is not conclusive evidence of actual discrimination but is simply
one possible indicator thereof. Further, the use of numerical remedies
as proposed here has the effect of emphasizing group rights over
individual rights and initiative, thereby adversely affecting competi-
tion by merit.

Another deficiency is the failure of the Commission to articulate
what the goals and timetables shduld represent. Do they mean more
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participation in the job force at a sacrifice in merit? How long are they
to be used'? Until there is absolute numerical parity between the
number of the group employed and the number of the group in the
relevant work force? If so, how do we allow for nondiscrimination
factors such as cultural preferences, incentive, -hard work, initiative
and natural competition? In any event, if numerical remedies are
to he used, regardless how 'disguised, then In the interest of fairness
and equality they should be used for all disadvantaged and discrim-
inated groups and not only for some

Third, in paragraph VII of the guidelines and in the commentary
issued to explain and interpret the g .idelines, the Commission indicates
a preference for certain fOrms of di:-:-:rimina-tion. This is a violation of
the, mandates given it by statute and executive order. As indicated
previously,, these mandates require the Commission to overcome
prohibited discrimination on an equal and fair basis without any
priority or preference for any one type of discrimination. To do
otherwise, without allowing for the impact on those kinds of
prohibited discrimination not receiving 'attention is to create new
patterns of discrimination. To put it another way, the non-favored
ethnic group and individual not only has to compete on the merits but
they also have to overcome the de facto preferences given other
groups and individuals for discrimination that in many instances the
non-kvored group and individual was not responsible for.

'The Chair's statement that the Commission must protect employers
from charges of "reverse discrimination" is simply another manifesta-
tion of this uneven and unfair application by, the CoMmission of its
mandates. The groups favored by the Chair do not have a special right
of protection or preference. Employers should: be given guidance and I
encouraged to make self-analysis-and formulate plans to avoid "reverse
discrimination" as well as the discrimination sought to be protected by
the Chair. In fact, such employers should be giVen guidance,
encouragement and data to make self-analysis and forinulate plans to
avoid all the forms of prohibited discrimination and' to correct past
injustices to all groups and not just some.

In conclusion, we suggest that these guidelines be redrawn in light
of these comments and their effect delayed until the Commission
creates a sufficient data base to carry out its mandate fairly and equally
as originally intended and required by legislative and executive
mandate. We offer our continued cooperation to this end.

Dated: February 28, 1978, Washington, D.C.
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Do my colleagues have any questions of Mr. Leach?
Go ahead. Commissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Obviously, Mr. Leach, the perception

of some is that the needs of the ethnic community have been ignored
by EEOC. This has fostered bitterness, or at least some sense of
hostility toward other communities because of the seeming absence of
equal effort by EEOC against ethnic discrimination on a par with
efforts to overcome racial discrimination. Has the EEOC undertaken
in the past, or does it plan to address the employment needs and
discrimination practices against Euro-Americans?

MR. LEACH. Mr. Saltzman, let me answer that a couple of different
ways.

One it may be charged that EEOC has not done enough on behalf
of any protected group under Title VII, and depending on which
community of interest you're talking with, you're going to receive that
charge, and I agree with it. I agree with it, for a lot of different reasons
but basically it is because the government has never done enough.
Secondly, I think it has to be understood clearly - may,I just say that
this witness, I think, made a very strong, articulate statement, one that
in many respects I agree with and I think he makes a very good case.
But at the same time I want to point out that there are certain things
that it has n.o control over.

One, EEOC is a law - enforcement agency. Individuals who are
discriminated against in the context of the work place come to EEOC
and file charges of discrimination alleging that they've been unlawfully
not hired, that they've been unlawfully discharged, that they have
been unlawfully not promoted a host of other infractions. We have to
investigate those individual complaints. We don't go out and seek
them. They come in our doors.

We have 50 or more offices around the country. We receive about
7,000 charges of discrimination or inquiries every month, 30,000 a
year. We have to investigate, make decisions on, and then if the
employer refuses voluntarily to conciliate the case, we then go to
court and we start the process over again. We have to sue the
employer, and we have to get a court to agree de novo that the
evidence supports the 'claims of discrimination.

Let me tell you the statistics on who files charges in America with
EEOC. Fifty percent of our charges are filed on the basis of black race
discrimination. Thirty-five percent of our charges are filed on the basis
of discrimination because of sex. Thae.s approximately 85 percent in
all. Eleven percent more are filed oh the basis of national origin,
Hispanic. That leaves about four per6ent. Three of that four percent
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file on the basis of religious discrimination. That leaves one percent of
our charges that are tiled from the ethnic Americans, which the
witness speaks of. To a large extent, this dictates the expenditure of
our resources. We have no control. The decision's made for us by
those who appear affected. As I say, we're a law-enforcement agency.

On the other hand, we do try to reserve some of our resources to
bring systemic pattern and practice types of cases. As I said in my
statement, in doing this and in performing this mission, we must in
reality and in the sense of perception give the impression and make it
stick in reality thaty,we do this fairly, and with equity, and even-
handedly in behalf of all citizens who are protected by Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act.

We are going to have a review. It's undergoing now with respect to
a task force effort of the EEO one through six reporting data, which
gives us information on the array of employees that exist in the work
free. Every employer having 90 or more employees must file these
reports by law, suAct to criminal and civil penalty.

Those reports were first issued I believe in approximately 1966, and
its long past due in terms of a judgment, a critical judgment, as to
whether or not the information that we're receiving is adequate to
support the enforcement of the law.

That's why we've appointed this task force: that's why within the
next few months we'll be holding hearings, and I invite this witness to
appear: -at those hearings. I invite all others, and perhaps- this
Commission as well to give us some help to decide how we better can
identify discrimination and better use and marshal our resources to
meet it in behalf of everyone who's protected by the law.

CoAiNtIssioNER SALTZMAN. Are you suggesting that it is feasible to
include, as was requested by the witness, Euro-Americans?

MR: LEACH. Differently than it is now being included? It may be. I
don't know. I haven't really focused on it I'M waiting for the task
force report and their recommendations.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. One final question.
In such voluntary Affirmative Action programs as undertaken by

the Kaiser Company, do those programs benefit in any way others
than merely members of the black community? Are there benefits to
the ethnic community, especially those on the lower economic level?

MR. LEActi. The Kaiser case was, as you know, a black case, a
race case. It's quite conceivable that = and even in looking at our
voluntary guidelines on Affirmative Action that we published in
4anuary of this year, they could apply to any under-represented ethnic
group in the relevant labor market that surrounds an employer's place
of business.
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What we tell employers is this. We say take a look at your work
e. Take a look at your relevant labor market and your pool of

qualified employees in that market and make a judgment. Is there a
significant under-representation of any ethnic category protected by
Title VII in this work place of yours; and if there is, can it be justified?

That brings up the tests, the selection device, the height require-
ment, whatever that employer has in the way of a college degree
requirement or whatever. Is it job related? Is it justified by a business
necessity? If it isn't, then that under-representation cannot be lawfully
explained and the statistical inference arises that probably discrimina-
tion against that group, whatever it is, has occurred, justifying
affirmative or remedial action.

We seek to order those employers to go out and undertake special
recruit nent efforts, affirmative action, goals and-timetables, whatever

takes to correct that imbalance. When it's corrected, perhaps
scrirnination no longer will be seen in that work place. But until it is,

it just may exist.
MR. WAI.EscryNowicz. I'd like to comment on a couple points

that r Lc made that are very, very important from our
-perspective, f ime permits If you want me to comment now I'd be
happy

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. wen, if-, iu would like to respond now, I
hope that you will.

MR. WALEN-ryNowicz. I'd like to do so now in fairness to Mr.
Leach.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Right,
MR. WALENTYNowIcz. With respect to the point that the number

of was only one percent my feeling based on my
experience with the Government, in the State Department, my
presence in Washington for 5 years, and my activity in Polish-
American and East European affairs is that the prime reason for such
a small number of complaints is the public perception that the
Government doesn't seriously entertain them.

You may come here and say a lot of nice things about the way our
laws in theory work, but these people are not dumb; they're looking at
the practice, and they're looking at reality.

You may talk about a balanced work force, but when you tell the
employer that when he makes his survey of his work force to find out
its make up and needs, and then your statistical form, lumps everybody
left in this last category, well, you know what the obvious answer is.

And that's one of the reasons people don't file a complaint, because
they know they're not included in the reporting form. In addition,
they're told by the Government agencies, such as the State Depart-
ment, that they're not officially recognized.
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When I used the essence of the argument you just made a moment
ago with the Office of Management in the State Department, that is,
the nee determine the relevant work force nationwide, for foreign(I
service o lteers, I was told that we don't count.

They said the only ones that count are those listed on the form.
They further stated that the Civil Service Commission directed that
the first four groups designated are to be the only beneficiaries of
affirmative :Action. When I asked them and the Civil SerVice Cornrnis-
`sion for the authority for such direction, they couldn't find it.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, that's the point I wanted to pursue,
anc let me puruse it while Mr. Leach is here. I would be curious
personally, Mr. Leach, whether you would favor additional categories
on the EEO -6 form.

MR. LEACH. Educational institutions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes.
I mean do you get involved? Are there comparable forms in

industry where you ask for the data?
MR. LEACH. Well, I want to see the specifics. As I said, Vice

Chairman Horn, we have a task force. Three program offices in
Washington in our headquarters are joined together now looking at
these issues. They're examining it, When we do make recommenda-
tions, we have to have hearing_s on it. It's a little premature to say in
what fashiont

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. When is that supposed to report, that task
force'

EACH. Within the next 2 months, and then we go to hearings

VIC AIRMAN HORN_ And do we know yet the way The question
will be d by that task force?

Is it ended as to the number of groups?
MR. ACH. It's going to be open-ended as to what changes will

be made in our forms.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. kir.% open-ended.
MR. LEACH. It's going to be open-ended in terms of the context of

all these surveys, all of these reports, all of the information that is
gathered by EEOC.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. So then any ethnic group -=
MR.. LEACH. Theoretically, that's right
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Any ethnic group would have a right to

testify, to state their case, and presumably it then gets down to the
feasibility in terms of the mechanics. From your testimony, I
understood that you had checked with various agencies, and there is
no problem on the mechanics.



'Mk. WALENTyNOWICZ. Originally I was told there was I was
advised by the State Department that mechanically we couldn't have
more categories - but then when we pressed our case with the Census
Bureau, the Census Bureau created for tabulation of its new 1980
Census forms something like 600 different categories, and the Office of
Management and Budget, as I stated before, permits the inclusion of
any number of other categories.

The capacity and authority for more categories is there. The present.
five categories evolved basicall}, as a bureaucratic decision. These five
categories are not the result of a Congressional decision or even a
Presidential decision except to _the extent that the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget reflects the will of the President.

For a while there was a decision that we were trythave only five
categories, but because of pressure and fairness, as well as existing law,
Office of Management and Budget concluded that more categories
could be created, except that if more categories ore created, they are to
be subsumed under the existing five categories.

I question the wisdom as well as the legality of that last proviso, but
at least Office of Management and Budget determined ghat we can
have more categories. I see no mechanical difficulties in having 10 or
600 More categories if that's necessary.

MR. LEACH. These aren't our forms. Let me make it clear. What
he's talking about are not the EEO-one through six series of survey
information, and as to what his experience at the State Department is, I
can't talk about thai.

EEOC never had jurisdiction over the Federal= Government until
January of this year. We're just now promulgating our policies, our
practices, our procedures on discrimination law in the Federal sector.
So what the State Department has done in the past, I also have no
knowledge of.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me ask along line: Has EEOC had
any input to the Census in the '70's with !Deference to the 1980 Census
categories? Were you consulted on the diversity of those categories?

MR. LEACH. I testified at a meeting of the President's Commission
on Employment and Unemployment Statistics. They in turn were
going to make some recommendations with respect to the 1980 Census
that would be helpful to us. So I guess in that context, they did get
some information from us as to what our specific needs were. As to the
details 'of that testimony, I'd have to refresh my memory. It was`well
ovetear ago.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, take .it off the top of your head. Do
you recall if EEOC .advocated then broadening the categories from
the four protected =
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MR. LEACH. Yes, yes, we needed broader, more specific informa-
tion. We needed broader and more clearly defined categories.

We needed more information with respect to incomes, There has
been a host of specific recommendations.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I think, to round out this portion of the
questioning, I would like your statement, if you wouldn't mind, to file
it with the Com6ission, and we'll put it in the record at this point, as
Exhibit C,

EXHIBIT C

REMARKS OF DANIEL E. LEACH
VICE CHAIRMAN, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COM-

MISSION
BEFORE THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL

RIGHTS
IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
December 4, 1979

ETHNICITY AND EMPLOYMENT
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was created to

enforce Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Title
VII was enacted to end job discrimination on account of race, sex,
color, religion, and national origin. It is designed as well to bring those
previously excluded from or kept down in the workplace into the
economic mainstream.

At the -outset, let me say that this law st be administered fairly.
The enforcement agency preeminently.responsible - EEOC - must be
perceived as being even-handed in its approach to employment
discrimination. The observations I make transcend the various bases of
discrimination .under the Act. The minorities involved reflect the full
spectrum of protected groups whose ethnicity has adversely affected
them in the workplace. They all suffer employment discrimination.

It would appear, first of all, that employers have constructed
specific barriers to the hiring of minorities, They lie mainly in area of
testing, and other screening devices, and in the area of recruitment.
My Commission has found a decided increase in total paper and pencil
test usage and a marked increase in doubtful testing practices which,
based on our experience, tend to have discriminatory effects. The same
is true of arbitrary height requirements or weight requirements. In
'many cases, employers have been relying almost exclusiiely on these
tests as the basis for making the decision to hire, transfer, or promote.
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Minority candidates frequently experience disproportionately high
rates of rejection by failing to attain score levels or whatever has been
established as minimum standards for qualification. This may be a valid
and acceptable practice but too often we have found that employers
have been using tests that have not been shown to be predictors of job
performance. That is a critical issue under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act. Even now, paper and pencil tests, height requirements, degree
requirements and a host of other filters are used. Some legitimately.
Others, as the devices that serve to filter or screen out certain types of
people for jobs or promotions.

Recruitment barriers are just as serious. For new hires, employers or
incumbent employees are likely to contact only their friends and
associates - the buddy-buddy practice that so often served to eliminate
minority candidates. And still does. It may well depend on where the
hiring net is thrown - be it toward the local high school or college or
in the direction of the suburbs. And the discriminatory effect continues
on down stream; it does not stop at initial hiring.

It should be noted that job discrimination against minorities often
operates in three dimensions: discrimination in hiring and even if

red, discrimination in the form of segregated or unequal initial job
assignments and after assignor t, discrimination in job progression -
in the advancement and pro otional opportunities that relegate
minority workers to less desirable, lower-paid jobs.

Of course, there are pockets of progress. Some minorities are
gaining increased skills, thrOugh education and training. Some employ-
ers or industries are endeavoring to respond to the mandate of the law.
But by and large, government must continue to press against the ,

barriers, strike them down and prod, push, pull and order industry to
undertake remedial and affirmative action. That is my perception of
EEOC's,work - it is what I have experienced in my three and one-half
years with the Commission.

Part of the answer has rested with measures that serve to identify
the barriers - measures such as Uniform Guidelines on Employee
Selection. These are the standards set by government to inform
employers as to their legal responsibilities in seeking to gauge
individuals and their fitness for hiring and promotion.

It has been the use of tests or other devices or standards that are not
properly job related or justified that has so adversely affected the
hiring, promotion, and transfer prospects of minorities. The Courts
have been generous in finding unlawful discrimination where these
tests have not been validated, where they do not evince a high degree
of job relatedness. Further, the empltyer giving or acting upon the
results of the particular test must be able to demonstrate that suitable
alternative selection procedures are navailable. While a violation of
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the Uniform Selection Guidelines may serve to identify unlawful job
discrimination, these guidelines do contain a provision that offers
encouragement to employers who have sought to respond. Embraced
within the Guidelines is the so-called "bottom-line" cbluse. It says that
even where an employer cannot validate a selection procedure,
government will not take.actionif, in a general sense, it appears that
notwithstanding the infraction, those who have been left out or kept
down in that employer's work force are being brought in and' moved
up. In other words, there may be a technical violation of the law, but
employers endeavoring to correct the effects of job discrimination
ought t e encouraged. That is the message of the "bottom line."

Beyond employee selection procedures there are other recent
:developments that this Commission - the Civil Rights Commission -
perhaps ought to be looking at. The Weber, Kaiser Steelworkers case I
think is relevant to this dialogue. There, you will recall, the Supreme
Court placed itk stamp of approval on voltary affirmative action'
programs as aAva of bringing blacks into the economic mainstream. It
could well apply erg ly to Hispanics and other protected groups if an
appropriate fact pattern\exists. To briefly review the facts 4nd holdings
of this case; -until 1974 Kaiser hired as craft workers for its Gramercy
Louisiana plant only persons who already had prior craft experience.
As a result there were very few blacks in craft jobs; in part at least - as
the Supreme Court opinion specifically noted because blacks had
long been excluded from construction craft unions in that area. In
1974, Kaiser and the Steelworkers entered into a collective bargaining
agreement which changed the practice throughout the country with
respect to craft jobs. Rather than hiring from the outside, Kaiser
established a training program to train its 'production workers to fill
craft positions.

The agreement provided for separate seniority lists, one black and
one white, with the proviso that at least 5O% pf the new trainees
would be black until the black percentage of craft workers approxi-
mated the percentage of blacks in the SMSA work force. As a result of
the agreement, some blacks selected for training had less plant
seniority than some of the whites whose bids were rejected. Brian
Weber was one of those whites. He brought suit and the rest is history.
While Title VII protects whites as well as blacks, the Court ruled that
the plan at stake did not violate the Act because it was an affirmative
action plan voluntarily adopted by private parties to eliminate
traditional patterns of racial segregation in employment. This case
should bring to a halt those cries of "reverse" discrimination uttered in
the fact of such a long standing and continuing national blight. That is
the way our Supreme Court saw it But the verdict is still Out



[he primary concern of Congress in prohibiting job discrimination
was the lowly plight of those in our economy who had been riveted to
unskilled and semi-skilled positions. The statute was to open up job
opportunities; to bring people into the economic mainstream who had
previously been barr&L

What does Weber mean, then, in the context of a response to be
fashioned by employers? Firstvf all, it means that employers; without
fear of retribution, can train minorities = along with untrained whites -
for greater participation in the work force. This could mean the
inclusion of minorities in occupations from which they have historical-
ly been excluded - perhaps white collar jobs, in management, and in
upper economic sales jobs. Government Must do'everything it can to
encourage employers to take advantage of the Weber ruling, and I-
look forward to the views of this Commission tm that issue.

Still another potential weapon in government's hands is the EEOC's
authority to identify and eliminate patterns and practices of job
discrimination. We know from our statistical data that while the old
slogan may no longer be visible - "anglo males only- - it still is

operating to the detriment of others. Government must better use its
power to identify the barriers and strike them down, At EEOC we are
seeking to construct a systemic -nforce ent program that will
marshall resources in a fair and logic anner - taking aim, for
example, at the very worst practices in order to achieve the greatest
results. For this purpose we are just beginning to use this research base
of ours as a law enforcement tool to make more critical and
rational judgments about where resource allocations might make their .
most effective impact - whether it is an inastry, an employer, an
issue, geographically or however else job discrimination arises.

While the Commission brings numerous actions against employers
who perpetuate policies and practices which result in low utilization of
available minorities, we have not done enough. Neither have the oilier
elements of the Federal Government who are in this business.

What this all says is that while Congress has given- us some tools to
fight employment discrimination and to attack it inctitutionally we are
just recently learning how to mount a more effective effort. Govern-
ment is indeed trying to do better. President Carter's Civil Rights
Reorganization Plan says that. Also saying it are those strategies
fashioned to encourage voluntary compliance with Title VII; whether
it is the "bottom- line" of the Testing Guidelines or Voluntary
Affirrtiative Action as exhibited by the Weber ruling or targeting
employers on a worst-first priority basis, we must encourage those
who seek to comply and scrutinize carefully those who appear not to.
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But these are only the seeds that may lead gmployers in the 1980's to
restructure their workplaces to meet the demands of the law and
national policy. What about the present?

This is no easy or simple task. To so y questions there appear
few, if any, answers.

There is the traditional resistance, There is the political resistance,
There is the economy, We appear headed for a period of economic
decline, In the past unemployment has been borne disproportionately
on the backs of minorities - those who entered the workforce last are
the first to go. There are so many obstacles. I look forward to any
recommendations that this Commission might offer as to layoffs, work
sharing and whatever else may be required to mitigate this period of
economic down turn.

Thank you.

Commissioner Saltzman, did you have any further questions?
Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Yes, Let's go back 10 years. The data

Collection effort by blacks and Hispanids didn't' always exist. The
blacks and the Spanish a decade ago were relatively in the same
position and using arguments that the Polish-Americans are today,
Blacks and Hispanics felt locked out of the employment market
because they weren't properly identified. Now, I do not know exactly
what this ethnic group was doing 10 years ago, but apparently 10 years
ago they were happier than they are today. I don't know. But what
was available at that time to the blacks with relation-to census,and to
the Hispanics with ,relation to census was, I surmise available to
ethnics as well.

The ethnic community that we are involved with at the present time
is probably susceptible to identification, because the big problem at this
time is how in the heck are you going to ideritify yourself?

As I see the picture here, ethnics are not really opposed to
affirmative action; they just want to be included in the affirmative
action. In' the affirmative action ladder, because you speak about the
ladder - they too want to have upward mobility, as I notice here on
the statist to executive suites.

It's not ,:ase of injustice. Its a case of the Government lags. I

welcome what is occurring here today because as I see it, from an
ethnic point of view, unfortunately, there has been a lag, and it isn't
reverse discrimination, because the laws are there.

So I think this hearing is very important for purposes of getting on
the ball.
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Chairman Flemming?
CHAIRMAN. FLEMING. I appreciate very much the dialogue that has

. just taken place, for this reason. The Vice Chair of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission has made it clear that there is a
study under way dealing with this basic' issue, that there Is going to be
a public hearing as a result of that study.

This in turn will give the various groups who,sbare.this concern the
opportunity to make representations based on the attudy anc based on
their own study.

...

I think it is very, very important for Governmeut to make sure that
,

these opportunities are provided, not just iii the employment area but
.

also in, othersome of these her areas that we've had under:consideration:
esIf you were here, you may have noted, I addressed some

relative to public hearings on certain other regujations, because those
did provide an opportunity to raise these issues And' get them before
the pedple who have to make decisions, and Ithink it is very, very
mportant to ntiliie those channels when they ri, up. I think this
talogue has bean very", very iiiiponant. .. ,. $

From the standpoint of the Weber case; I think s one thing that
sometimes we overlook. The first thing that agreerient did
between' the management. and the steelworkers s to open up

...

opportunities for all current employees &that' particular company. In
other words, the company had been going to-the outside to employ
craft workers and was disOminating against all of their own
employees. And this U*0* opened up art opportunity for all of
them, so that the result w.as that not only did 'black members of the
community have opportunities that they hadn't had before, but mem-
bers of the white community also had opportunities that they hadn't .

had before. I think that's an aspect of the Weber .situation that's
interesting. .

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Nunez?
STAFF DIRECTOR Louis 'Nunez. No questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. All right.
Mr. White?
ASSISTANT STAFF DIRECTOR WHITE. Just one question, Commis-

sioner Leach. Mr. Walentynowica indicated in hii testimony that he
would advocate a connection with Affirmative Action point system.
Would you care to comment on that?

MR, LEACH. A poi system? I Missed that. I
MR. WALENTYNOW Z. It'sjp the brief we filed in the Weber case.
-uggtsted a point syste instead of the kind of quotas, time tables,

and goals we have now, which not-only are exclusionary in practice
but also raise serious_ questions and problems with other values we
hold highly. If the person can show discrimination, ,then give him a

,..
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rernedy.:through a point system. That way you don't exclude
everybody else and seriously imP4ir the rights of innocent mdivickals
and groups.

Give him a preference 3 as the prese t system is designed to dp - but
unlike the present system, don't exclude everybody else, and thus
deprive innocent groups and individuals of their chance to compete.

MR LEACH. The law of Title VII .is involved, and I mustsay that
is - insofar as I knoW, it has not been presented, in the context eif that

lutionary process. It's an interesting consideration, but of course
e try to administerthe Civil R' is Act, and -
MR. LEACH, I beg your/pa . Title VII does expressly mention

Affirmative Action in Section 706.
MR. WALENTYNOW1CZ. But iv in terms of the way it's been

conceived -
MR. LEACH. Remedially, as a remedy, yes, it doe The Courts

May order Affirm' ative Actiowand
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me ask you Mr. Leach, assuming the

point system concept regardless of the categories- for which points
night be given, how might an idea like that get into the bloodstream of
the EEOC? I [bean, are there occasions when the regulationsApen, up
for comment and it is appropriate to get a new idea into Govern\mdrit?

Ma. 'LEACH. Oh, certainly. Every time we issue guidelines on any
subject, particularly on the issue of Affirmative Action, as in the

...guidelines issued earlier this year = we have a public hearing or at least
we seek public comment. In the course of those comments, I recall no
one proposing that this kind, of System be adapted. I would have to
look at, or my Commission would have to look at other consequences
of such a point system. Would it produce -polarization? Would it
provide devices? I frankly don't know the answer to this it's certain it
could be proposed, and I 4n-ppose considered, but I just haven't
thought much about that.

VaCE CHAIRMAN HORN.I would like the Staff Director the
point system proposal to the EEOC to see what, if any, Consi .ation
has been given to it.

Before you. lew:t, Mr. Leach, one thought. You mentioned these
categoiies of *bemplaints, and then you did eventually mention the ,
systemic approach .of gEoc. `I. thought from our previous
discussions with you 'and Chair Norton that Most of the complaint
investigation. resources ciff the EEOC were now going into the
systemic approach, class actions, if you would, rather than ittib
processing indiviclyal complaints, Could you tell me what proportion _

of those th
Ma. Lt ACH..Welt Vice Chairman Horn, conceptually, that is our

goal and always has been but we don't control the spigot. We= have no
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discretion. We have to investigate individual cases. We can't turn
people away.. We. can't let them slip through thg cracks: The statute
won't let' us. Therefore,thAy control - the individual.cliarging partie's
largely dictate the use of our resources.

We have a backlog. We're trying to get at our backlog. It is
diminishing for the first time in history:

As we reduce our backlog and are able to prospectively process
charges as they walk in the door on a current basis, we'll be able to
devote more and more of our resources to systemic Commission-
initiated actions and lawsuits.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN, While we're in fiscal 1980 now, could you
gibe the Commission a rough idea in terms of compliance activities
what proportion is being. spent on processing and resolving the
individual complaint versus pursuing the systemic complaint ap-
proach?

MR. LEACH. It would- be a bad guess.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Over half?
MR.- LEACH. Yes, well over half, and I would say
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. On the individual.
MR, LEACH. Our backlog now, based on current projected

resources that are coming in over the next two fiscal years, will be
eliminated within the fiscal year 1981, probably by the end of that
fiscal year. At that nine -we should have a fully operating, most
effective, systemic enforcement ,P'rogram. But until that backlog is
eliminated; that will be -

VIcE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, I can understand that. Do you have
an estimate, after fiscal 1981, as to what proportion of resources will be
needed cb keep up with the individual complaints versus the systemic
approach?

MR. LEACH. Well over half of our resources by that Cite will be
devoted to systemic work.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, very good. We thank yOu both.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Will the, four panelists to continue

session on employment and ethnicity come forward?
Professor Frieda Rozen is an instructor in the Departm6nt of Labor

Studies at PennsylVAnia State University.
she has concentrated primarily on the role of the blue and white-

collar women rkers and -union itivolvement in the;.labor market,
including minority rural young workers, publishing various articles on,
women and work.

She ,earned her Master's degree in social work at'the s_ity of
California at Berkeley, and is now 'pursuing her Doctorate at
Pennsylvania State.
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Welcome. You will have about 20 Minutes to give us a briefing of
the paper which you submitted on employment and ethnicity. That
paper will be entered as a part of the record. 6x

STATEMENT OF FRIEDA SHOENBERG ROSEN,
INSTRUCTOR OF LABOR STUDIES, DEPARTMENT OF LA-

BOR STUDIES,
PENNSYLVANIA STATE, UNIVERSITY,
UNIVERSITY PARK, PENNSYLVANIA

Thank you. I've been asked to address myself to the question of
ethnics-and employment, to evaluate the effects in the employment
area of ethnicity and now the effect on ethnics of affirmative action
programs for other groups, for women and racial minorities, and
what's happening to ethnics because of the changes there.

Now, in the light of the rather overt confrontation on those issues
this morning, I have a sense that whatever it was I was trying to say
was pussy-footing, really, and somewhat evasive. I was going round
and round, but they came right out and said it in so many wor'ds to
each other.

Ildwever, on the other hand, I do have a feeling that maybe walking
around the edges of the issues and looking at them is also impOrtant,
even though I think it's very good to start off with the kind of direct
confrontation-that we had this morning.

All of us have a sense thait employment opportunitie the United
tates- are really structured, and that whatever we ma .say about a

simple peanut farmer who got to be President of the United States, we
realize that for most people employment opportunities are laid out and
limited.

We don't say it in those kinds of words. We also have a distinct
sense that there's an ethnic link to. these kinds of limits that are set on
what people can really do out there in the world of employment.

And again, you could hear it from the group here - this isn't very
explicit. .Everyone has a feeling that ethnicity has a pretty close
connection with what people can achieve in the way of employment,
but no one- really likes to say it, and, you know, this morning wheh
Miss Galina Suziedelis jumped on that issue, I think. she clarified few-

1threst of us the conflict that all of us have about that. 1

But we know Americans tend to know that there is this link and it's
built into our stereotypes. All of us know what to expect in some of the
older American films about who's going to have what kinds of jobs.
We've. built stereotypes around the link between occupation and
ethnicity or race.

Now, in a way that didn't bother us too much for a long, long time,
because we like to think that we were all on kind of a escalator. We
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like to think that, yeah, people of my ethnicity or people of ray race
aren't very far'along in terms of jobs and occupationi now, but look at
what happened to the people who used to have these kinds of jobs two
generations age, and we're well on the way.

Today that doesn't satisfy us any more In the first place, I think
we've begun to realiA that we don't, all move up the ladder quite as
smoothly as we used to think w& did. We realize that there are
conflicts involved in that move up the ladder, and Iiipink the other
thing is we just don't like the idea of being in a particular place on a
ladder because of our race or ethnicity.

We like to think that that whole American dream about individual
achievement and opportunity is a little more true thari it seems to be.

Well, to' the extent that we're wanting to question- this whole
busines, we need to find out if it's 'true that there is this link, and I

rik the more ydu listen these last 2 days, the more you realize that
we really don't know how close the link is between ethnicity and
employment opportunity.

We can tell fairly clearly from the numbers out there what is oing

on with women. We can tell fairly clearly what's going on with b cks.
We can tell what the link is between race and employment opportuni-

ty.
But the situation with figures for ethnicity is much more difficult,

4tand I think that's a point that was implied this morningt ' s a popit that
has to be made more clearly. The census only tells us about people of
various European and Asian and some Latin stock; in terms of the
foreign generation and the children of foreigners and that is it. You are
never identified kilter on in thi census in terms of your national
background in any Way.

The other problem in the -census is that the census. never identifies
people in terms of religion, and this means tha when you take some of
the. East European groups and you're mixl ig the Jews withe
Orthodox or the Catholics, or whoever is the bulk of the population in

that particular country, you re getting a very ,mixe -NI of figure,
because the occupational mobility seems to have been cite different
for Jews from what it has been for the others.

, .

You're getting the same kind of problem even with the Wish where
the situation for Protestants and Catholics seems to be very different,
but you can't quite sort it out from the census.

So we can't really use the census to get a fix on what happens to
people in the third or fourth generation due to their ethnicity. We
don't know if it is a problem. Is there discrimination in the United
States against people who are of Italian derivation or of Polish
derivation?
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We've got a pretty clear hunch, but we can't pin it down from the
census. We have other figures. Dr. McCreedy works with an
organization; he and Andrew Greeley and some of their colleagues
have -put together a good many statistics, but theirs are limited.
They're trying to point out, ,I think, what the problems are in the
census and how great it would be to have better statistics. But I don't

-think they feel satisfied With what they found. So we're in a bad way
as far as really knowing.

The impression we have fir looking at the statistics, to the extent
that we trust them you know, ter that long destructive job I've done
on the ztatistics, I feel fooli saying to you, -well, this is what the
statistics say.

To the extent that the statistics do reflect something that really is
going on out there, it seems that most of the Euro-ethnic groups aren't
doing that badly, in _terms of median income.

They're above the white median you know, the white family
income, median family income for the United States. There are
variations among them. They're not very far above.

I think the thing that must gall is that where you do sort out the
ics on religion,- you find that the Jews are further above over and

over again, and so this is what Makes the being above, the median of
the other groups, but not that far above, a problem.

Now, as to occupational distribution, again, these groups aren't
doing that badly. They're different among themselves.

The figures I used from the census were mostly-for the children of
immigrants., that second generation American from each of these
countries, and there the occupational distribution, in most cases, is
more attractive than that for the white American in general, but you
could compare them too.

You -find that people of Italian, Polish, Czech, and Russian
extraction tend to show up a lot more in the skilled occupations. They
also show up more in factory jobs.

You find that, in the Greeley, figures, the Jews and in the census
figures, the Gyeks, you find them showing up disproportionately in
theArofessions, in managerial occupations and so on.

But, as 1 said, it's hard,to tell 4at any of this really means. It's hard
to tell what happens in the third and fourth generation. It's hard to tell
what would happen when you really sort_it out byreligion and so on.

The thing that struck me the most as I looked at this, and that I'm
going to come back to very strongly in a few paragraphs is the fact
that you find that Most of the "Euro-ethnics" are settled in the
Northeastern States and in the North Central States.
ligriou find that 41 percent, if you can judge by the first and second

generation, and I'm sure that's a sound way to judge - 41 percent of all
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the ethnics of European extraction in this country live in the
Northeastern States, and when you include the ones in the North
Catral States, you've got something like 66 percent of all ethnics of
European derivation.

Now, that's kind of an interesting thing to play around with.
I went from looking for these statistics to examining the kinds of

explmations, the ones that I've been brought up with As a late

gra ate student, I'm familiar with the research of the 1950's and the
1960's and back to the days when I was in college before that

And I tried to examine some of the explanations tor why, you find
the particular occupational distributions you do among ethnics, to see
if they made sense to me in the light of what I thought I was seeing' out

there now.
And the older explanations, the ones that people are still writing

about, that were especially popular in the 1960's and in the early
1970's, tend to go with social-psychological interpretations.

You compare two groups, you compare a group of East European
Jews and a group of Sauthern Italians, and you -find that. the East
European Jews have achievement values and the Southern Italians
tend not to have as strong achievement values, and this explains to you
why the Jews have ended up with higher incomes and professional and
managerial jobs and so on.

Another way to look at that is to say that maybe they didn't get
where ,they did, but the thing sort of went together and not necessarily
in a casual sort of way.

Now, there's another kind of explanation that's also been floating
around for a while, that I think you're seeing more of and more
response to in some of the academic literature now, that I found very
interesting.

And this i an explanation that tries to look not only at what
happened to people in terms of occupations, why did they end up on
the kind of occupational ladder that they seem to be on now, but also
what has influenced their sense of ethnicity?

This isn't the purpose of looking at this, but it comes along with it.
Well: this kind of explanation, I think; pubs the emphasis on the

history, when people came in, what happened where they went, what
happened to them afterwards at the 'places that they went to.

And, I think, if you look at Amer* ethnic groups in those terms, if
Iyou look at who came in at a time when t e cclothing industry was

opening up in New York City, and you settled 1r, cities like New York.
and Philadelphia, and had the kind of opportunity structure that there
was, or who came into the United States at a time when, you were
moving further into the country towards the steel industry that was
developing, or the mining industry that was developing, and moved
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into the-kinds of cities that we have in Pennsylvaniaitoday, the smaller
cities, the cities where there has been a kind of industrial stability of
sorts.

There were jobi, but not a terribly wide kind of opportunity
structure.

I think you find that a much more interesting and meaningful-way of
loOking at what has happened to particgar ethnic groups in The United
States.

It makes more sense to me to understand where Italians are, if the
census statistics reflect it in any way,. where Polish people ate; if you
look at it in terms of their links to some of these kinds of communities
and some of these kinds of industries.

And the important insight that comes outthat is that a lot of these
people are tied today into*ose areas of our,00untry that are on the

_verge of having v-e6, seriousproblems, that two- thirds of the people. in
this country of "Euro-Ethnic" derivation are living in the Northeast
and in the North-Central States where you've got the steel industry in
serious trouble.

The textile industry went long agO. Shoes went long ago. The
clothing industry is leaving (hose areas. Those are all going into the
Sun Belt; they're all going abroad, and you're finding less and less
investment in the kind of occupations that our European ethnic groups
have been involved in. .

Those kinds of occupations may not have moved more than small
minorities of them way, way up the status ladder,' but those are,the ;
occupations that gave them some kind of stability in the past, and those
occupations are getting up and Walking oiut on them.

And I think that a lot of the implications of where we are lay may
grow out of that kind of analysis, rather than looking at a -specific
group and testing it on its achievement values or something like that.

The essence of what I want to say is that I think we need better data
on ethnics. I think we ought to follow them beyond the second
generation, if we're at all interested in the effect of ethnicity. I think
we need to start sorting out the effect of religion on ethnicity in census
data. -

I think we need to look at different kinds of American communities
to see if the kind of community people lived in was as important in
what happens to them as`their own particular ethnicity. .

I think we need to worry;about the problems of he kinds of
communities that ethnics are living in more than we need to worry
about the particular ethnics. I think maybe if the community the lived
in got to be better, their whole situation might get to be better and I
think we need to evaluate the kind of affirmative action programs
we're doing, trainino rl'ograms.we're doing, and so on .61-,i if e're

. /
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training everyone women, racial minorities and ethnics when they

Pr% get into these programs if we're training for occupations that are
leaving the parts of the United States that they live in..

[The complete paper follows.]

EMPLOYMENT: AND ETHNICITY
By Frieda Shoenberg Rozen7.

The rigidity of the occupational structure is not visible until

someone dues the unexpected, and jars us into recognizing how firmly
we arc tied to the expected. Americans have always talked about
everyone's chance to get to the top, but when abright. young person
from an ethnic neighborhood drops out of high school, or goes to the
Vo-Tiedh -school, no one is surprised. When the son of the smalltown
bank president goes to work in the factory right after high school
graduation just like his Slavic friends:people wonder, and the whole
town buzzes if The doctor's laughter goes to7 the Vo-Tech school to
study cosmetology or secretarial skills or carpentry. Why would
youngsters from those kinds of familiei do that?

In many American 'communities,+these occupational expectations
and opportunities are more closely linked to ethnicity than to many
other variables, but the link is part of Avinvisible structure that well
know, take for granted, and do ncti examine.

How close and how limiting is this link? And what happens when
governmental and social pressures break the link for some groups,
widening the horizons of possibility, but leave the other groups just
where tly were, dependent on the usual fOrces and events? These are
the questions we are trying to answer today. They are very important
questions, and cannot be answered with reliable data,

Popular culture has always incorporated an acceptance of this link
between ethnicity, race, and occupations, for an important part of
ethnic stereotyping has to do With jobs. Cartoons and the theater
remind us of the pervasiveness of ertain assumptions for the first 60
years of the cintury: the maid was diways black, or, on the west coast,
Scandinaviait the tailor was always Jewish, the cop was always Irish,
the fruit vendor always Italian, and the millworker always PoliSh. Bit
parts were available to those who fit the stereotype, even if the big
parts were not. Occupational stereotyping was not totally negative.
The immigrant coming into the country. found it advantageous to walk
into an employment situation that was available because people from
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his home village or his country had established a reputation in that
kind of work. if landsmen or paisanos or compadres introduced the
newly arrived immig t to the -foreman, and he accepted their
assurances of the ne man's reliability or accepted the proffered bribe,
the promise of immig ation wiis on the way to fulfillment. Maybe the
immigrant's son also would be introduced to the same foreman_when .

his time came; but to the extent that these processes were examined, it
was assumed that the differentiation Would disappear after Americani-
zation, that the son could go into any kind of work, that the sons of
immigrants would find that they had used separate but equal routes
into the land of opportunity.

Now it seems that the differentiation does -not disappear and the
significariee of that differentiation is variously interpreted even by
members of this audience, members of ethnic groups, people with
professional interests in the concerns of ethnic groups:

Michael Novak, speaking in Philadelphia in 1976, alluded to a
'commonsense notion that persons of different groups tend to do

better at different jobs ", (speaking at conference an Affirmative Action:
Ethnic Perspectives, spOnsored by the Nationalities Service Center and
the Community College of Philadelphia, October 29, 1976; printed
proceedings). He pOinted out the historical factors that have led some
nationalities to cluster in this industry, others in that and suggested
that cultural,- preferenceS' might- operate. He warned that statistics
proving variation in occu'pational distribution do not necessarily prove
discrimination or a need for eirograms like affirmative action aimed at
that variaticn. But included in Novak's own statement was the concept
that causes many among us to view these matters in a different light:
the idea of stratification. There has been, in Novak's own wordS,
"tremendous ethnic stratification in American Society." The ocifupa-

_ ns in which different groups cluster are not, simply different from -
each other, they are on different rungs of the ladder. Some are, in the
judgement of the total society, better; and some'are worse. Some draw
greater rewards and One draw lesser rewards. And some are far less
secure than others. The "statistical group patterns" linked to ethnicity
are also systematically linked to class and opportunity.- When variation
sugges locked doors, it must be questioned. ,

No one ever doubted that there was stratification, that it was a
ladder on which some people were on the lqwer rungs. But one of the
reasons that for so long Americans acepted the obvious link between
ethnicity and occupation, and the equally obvious correlation with
stratification, was that people were also aware of a process now called
ethnic succession. Even those who did not think that, within a ,

generation, all immigrants would have access to equijil places in the
society, did believe that all ethnic groups were moving up, that some
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groups VoeTEFar-tier up the scale because they had arrived several
generations earlier. The best way to. explain the profess of ethnic
Succession, especially to the typical Ainerican male, is to- review the
history of professional boxing.- Members of each group can point to a
time when there were no prominent boxers of their ethnicity; then to a
time when every little boy in the neighborhood wanted to emulate the
current champion, who was of the same nationality or race; and then, if
that period was in the I920's, 1930's, or 1940's, a time when fewer Ind
fewer children- in the particular ethnic neighbofhoods looked to the
boxing ,ding as the ticket out. Boxing, because it is dangerous and
difficult, gives way to more attractive routes, less dangerous sports,
sports linked to the educational system. increased numbers of skilled
jobs) or eventually, entree to the busigtess or professional world and
thousands of boys no longer dream lof the ring. Boxing almost

-- perfectly indicates- the-time .at_ which the group.is.on the threshold
ambitious, but with limited choices, and it vividly illustrates the
workings of occupational shifts.

Ethnic succession indicates the move by one whole ethnic group
after another from unskilled labor into skilled occupations, then into
office, sales or other white-collar work, and later into professions like
teaching. In many American cities, it is possible to point to the first
Irish, Jewish, or Italian schoolteacher, and a decade 6-c two later, to
see that a majority of the teachers in that system are Irish, Jewish, or
Italians and then the time, not many decades.later, when the next racial
or nationality group is teaching in the schools.

In the past, ethnic stratification was perceived in conjunction with
ethnic succession, so it was assumed no group was on a particular rung
of the ladder permanently. This expectation implied, of course,.that
the next rung was available because the group that used to be there
had also moved up a rung. If ethnic succession was working, then -

nobody needed to complain, because everyone's time would eventual-
ly come. There were unspoken assumptions in the system that all
groups would start in the same place and move in the same order; that
by the time Italiaiis arrived on the higher rung, the pzevious group,
maybe Irish, would have moved up a rung, so they would always be
ahead of the Italians, but the Italians were higher than they had _ en,
and that was good enough. I think those were the unspo en
assumptions hen I was growing up.

Today, the flaws in the system are showing. Groups did not all start
from the same starting line, so some groups have a very long way to
climb. The idea that at the end of the 20th century individuals of
Polish or Italian descent should still be held back because their
immigrant ancestors were peasants rather than city people is unaccept-
able. And Americans are less willing than before to tolerate permanent
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catchup games: Even if people are moving up the income and status
ladder, if they are permanently in a stratified relationship with other
groups, and always- behind other groups, that is no longer right. And
some of the unspoken rules'of the game do not work, if they ever did.
When members of a group moved from ditch digging into good
factory jobs, ey moved as quickly as they could, and few members of
the group r d the group's hold on digging ditches, so those jobs
were availa a to the next group down the line, But when a group has
been teachi school, and some of its members start moving up, the
group isn't ady to give up schoolteaching, and the tensions,build up,
as has been obvious in the last decade. Various ethnic groups are in
competitive contention for the same occupations, even though one is
coming from below, and the other is lingering from above.

So American society is, examining the rocesses of the occupational
structure, and reexamining the assump ns that were the bases for so
long for unquestioniiilg faith in the "un hand 'of the market."

It is at thiS point that questions start getting asked and affirmative
action programs become part of public policy. Current policies are in
existence because the point has been made that employment barriers
have been causally linked to race and sex and ethnicity, that they
wouldn't change in the normal course of events and with the passage
of a little timet. However, in the case of race and sex, it is possible to
test these contentions. The census, other Government agencies,
numerous sources of data within universities, and survey agencies have
amassed statistics which can be studied on these 'questions, and it is
possible to evaluate the charge that actual discrimination, rather than
pure chance or temporary history, explains occupational patterns for
women' and racial- minorities, Therefore programs have been instituted
to overcome the discrimination against women and some racial
minorities.

With these programs t in place, it is becoming more important to
test the charge that groups other than women anfi racial minorities
have also suffered sySternatic discrimination. What are the effects of
ethnicity on employment? If it is true that people are where they are
because of their groups, then we should know that, and decide what to
do about' it. If it is not true, Mtn we are free to go on to the solution of
other problems. The rest of this paper is. concerned with examining
available data, reporting Some explanations f the partial findings, and
suggesting problem areas in relation to ethnicity and employment.

Employment data on ethnic groups is in a different condition from
that regarding women and racial minorities. It is far less adequate, and
subject to misinterpretation. The Bureau of the Census is where most
numbers are collected, and it should be the best source for the data we
need, but it is not adequate in these areas. The census usually identified
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the fOreign-born, but through long periods in the 19 h 1 century, their
children were not identified from other native-.born. 'The proess of
assimilation was not expected to take more than a generation. After the
restrictive immigration laws half a century ago, immigrants were -

:

expected to degrease in number and in influence, so for a period in the
20th century; the descendants of immigrants were identified as

' children of the foreign-born, but not in terms of their country of
origin. Some of these census decisions and omissions were based on
the belief that immigrants would be so completely integrated into the
society that-queries about their origins would be offensive intrusions
or interpreted as attempts to set them apart, It is becoming apparent
that ethnic origins do not disappear after the first generation or even
the second, and that they may affect employment opportunities' in
ways that cannot be accurately gauged with currently available
statistics.

(
,

TodAy, the foreign-born and the next generation, the children of the
foreign-born, are identified by country of origin, and their schooling,
occupation, income and other data arc tabulated. in relation to tiles
categories. If respondents do not have a foreign-born parent, they are
not questioned about foreign origins at all. The only question that
identifies later generations in relation to ethnic origins asks what
language other than English was spoken in the person's home when he
or she was a child. This question has only limited usefulness in
identifying third or fourth-generation ethnics, since the employment

a opportunities of many third generation individuals may be affected -by
their ethnicity without a foreign language being spoken in the home.
In fact, the common American pattern is to retain many of the older
marks of ethnicity long after the mother tongue has become inaccessi-
ble. Furthermore, the census makes no use of this information about
foreign language other- than to tabulate it: no cross tabulations as to
occupations, education; income, and s on are available in the printed
volumes. The raw census data may be vailable, but scholars have not
made use of it, as they can of the published data. (For the Spanish-
speaking, no matter what their generation, this situation is being
corrected, but not for other ethnic groups.)

So, as, to the most likely source-of data, thereis only information for
the foreign-born generation and the children of that generation, but
not for the succeeding generations. For theise two generations, quite a
it of information is available, but because later generations are not

'identified, the data on the lingering effects of ethnicity is limited.
These are not the only serious shortcomings of the census data for

evaluating the effects of ethnicity on employment. I do-not know the
legal history of the census, but I assume that for reasons growing out
of the separation of church and state, or because of our fear that
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religious discrimination could develop, the census does not ask
`religious identification. This seriously ,limits the value of census data.
When certain ethnic groups, for instance the: Irish, have been
differentiated by religion In other surveys, there have been significant
differences -between Catholics and Protestants in education, occupa-
tion, iFicorne, and other variables. The two religious.groups seem to be
separate subgroups within the Irish nationality group. (See Andrew
Greely,iboth Ethnicity in the United States. New York: John Wiley and
-Sons, 1974, and The American Catholic. New York: Basic .Books, :Inc.,
1977.) Catholic-Protestant differences may also be important in
relation to other European nationality groups. Available data also
suggests that Jewish-Catholic or Jewish-Russian Orthodox distinctions
are necessary with the data concerning_ Othe Polish, Russian, Lithuani
an, Latvian, and other east. European groups, if that Oata is to make
sense. The occupational distribution of Jews is very different from that
of the other groups from each country. Greeley's studies indicate, that
trends are seriously muffled when the two religious groups are not
differen'tiated, Some studies have even suggested important income
variations among Protestant sub'groups in the United States. (Galen
Gockel, "Income and Religious Affiliation: A Regression Analysis,"
American Journal of Sociology, 74:632, p. 49).

There are othe.r sources of Government data, but they are hardly
more enlightening on later generations or religious differences, The
Federal Government has included a question on ethnic origins, rather
than the narrower question concerning a foreign language-spoken in
the home, on sOme Current Population Survey series reports limited, to
a few European groups. In the March 1972 survey, about half of the
204.8 million people covered,identified themselves with one of these
origins. There are then, a lot more people with identifiable ethnic
connections than the two - generation census count of "foreign- stock"
indicates, and the census would be a source of important information if
102 million, instead of the 33.6 million in the two generations currently
identified, could be studied. However, the-Census Population Survey
ligurgs have very limited value becaitse they do not differentiate
between generations at--;a11. Summary Information about an immigrant
group that is mostly third, fourth, and fifth generation is treated in the
same way as information about a group that is mostly first and second
generation.

There is some other data on ethnics in addition to census and Census
Population Survey data. For-this, we can thank Andrew Greeley who
has contributed a great deal to the understanding of ethnic differences
as they relate to achievement both by drawing attention lo the paucity
of research and the poor quality of data (see especially, Ethnicity in the
United States, p. 35-40), and by drawing attention) to and reanalyzing
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available survey datahat was collected for other purposes by major
university research organizations.- Ah .abbrevi'atecl attempt to examine
the -"facts" -abour-&uropean ethnics and employment will begin with
census data and will comgare that with some of Oreefey'4 findings,
which differentiate religious subgroups within nationality .groups-:'
Greeley!s data is based on a smaller_ pcipulation, and it gets even
smaller seeming by he time he sorts all the categories and subsets.
Between his data and t-he census, definitive answers are not possible,
but important questions are suggested.

On. what basis cloftwedeteriinine that groups have or have not
suffered. from -discrimination? Evet more directly, how do we assess
their occupational aceomplishments? The ivco4ne people,can earn and
the kinds of jobs they hold-are measures. The commonly accepted
values °cans society accept the cc*isus occupational categories as a
loose sort of ranking: skilled jobs better tthan unskilled, professional
and technical a. higher attainment than others. Of course, income and
occupation are.closely related to questions that have been examined in
earlier sessions: to education and 14 residence, as those two are related
to each other as well as to employment. So this examination of
ethnicity and employment will only touch,on questions that are often
areeedent to the ones dealt with here. Since work" closely with
union members, I am p_ articuharly sensitive terthe dangers of jurisdie-_
tional intrusion, and I will tread carefully, especially since I will have
arrived at some of thes'econclusions before I have had a chance to
hear the cillilf!frnents on education and housing and ethnicity. The
figures quoted will be from the 1970 census, which is, in late 1979, as
outdated as a census gets before it becomeshistory,,but since rte chief
interest !here is in trends andceomparisons, it will suffice.

A 'quick measure of income is the median income. A selected
comparison Of the median incomes for families of several European
nationalities are listed below. I have arbitrarily selected only certain of
the national groups liNesi in the cenius, Seventeen European nationali-
ty groups are identified, but I have chosen only those most frequently :
mentioned in discussions of ethnicity, the Irish, Polish, RussiarL and
'Lilian, as well as a coil e included to suggest comparisons for later'
studies. Czechoslov are included- because they are a Slovak
group without the laf'ge- number of Jews that are included in the

figures for 134iSsiari and POlish immigrants. Likewise; I have included
Greeks because' they are an identifiable Mediteranean group which
might usefully he contrasted to the. Italians, The figures I have chosen
are for only second - generation natives' of foreign or mixed parentage.
These were selected becaQ the third generation is not listed, as noted
earlier, and hecause studying the immigrant generation votild lead
aay'frorn a rc--icus7on effects of ethnicity to the effects of irnftligration.
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In 1969 medidn income for all U.S. families was $9,3'27, but for all
white families, it was $9,763. For the native families of foreign or
mixedparentage from the following countries, it was Ireland $11,776,
Poland $12,275, Czechoslovakians $11,094, Greece $12,847,- U.S.S.R.
$14,281, Italy $11,857.

The group with the lowest median, Czechoslovakians, is $1,300
above the median for white Americansand the other nationality
groups are even higher. Does this mean that not only are ethnics not
the victims pf discrimination, but that they are the most fortunate
beneficiaries of the American system? That conclussion cihnot be
drawn from the figures above because they are for the whole nation,
and importaniregional differences must be considered.

There are wide differences among median incomes for white
families in 'different , regions of the country: Total White' $9,763,-
Northeast White $10,529, NOrthcentral White $10,234, South White.,
$8,733, West White $10,464. Why is this relevant to Euro-ethnics? In
large part, they are concentrated in those regions with higher median
incomes, and least likely to reside in the South, which has the lowest
median income:
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Although these figures only deal with the two generations,lhey also
reflect the settleme,nt of oldei generations of thi same groups, partly
because we know from history that immigrants in earlier periods.
settled these areas, and because we also knOw that the usual pattern
is fo new immigr ants to gravitate to areas settled by their earlier
compatriot_ It should also be noted that the number tif Euro-ethnics in'.
the South. is even lower than appears ((Dm the table, becanse the ,
figures for foreign derivation in the South include many from the
Hispanic countries of this hemisphere. More than 28 percent of the
residents of the Northeast ire first or second generation Americans of
foreign extraction, as comParea totmly,6.6 percent in the South.

A more important. way to evaluate the distributional disparities by
region is to, note that around.41 permit of, the total number of foreign-

,born and natives of foreign or mixed parentage reside in, the Northeast,
although that area is the residence of only 24 Percebt of the total
population. The two generations of "foreign- stock;" are distributidby
region as followa:
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advitntager of concentration in se areas. jIowever, future pibspects
''''', are less posigye, and that will be discussed below.

The partipular ethnic groups we are examining, other than Czechos-
lovaks, arelmore highly urbanized than white American families as, a
whole, and urban incomes are bigher than xural. Also the median age
of the groups differs and this influenals income, since it correlates
with education differently-in various groups.

Greeley had a much smaller sample, of course, than the census
(with.sorne of his, groups nii-mberini just" over one hundred, and
others, several hundred) but he did differentiate by religion and by
age. He found, as those familiar with the data know, that. Jews had
higher incomes than other Russiart, Polish. or German,people, buf hip
most interesting priding was that among Catholic ethnics over 4.0 Y ars

'Of age, onl the high earn.above the national medi n (Greeley fold
4Irish Cath es more successful than the median, add Irish Protestants
les& success cc se religious differences are not listed, the census
figures on the Iris a almost as distorted as those on-Russigns) but
among th'ose under 40, all but the Spanish speaking earn more than the
natienal.median, the Slays highest above the median ($1,022), Italians
mkt ($896), and Poles-lowest, but still higher than the median ($370).
(Greeley, Ethnicity in the Unita, States. p. 73). 'This suggests that
census figures for.-1Re U.S.S.R. and Poland are largely but not totally
deceiving thcough the inclusion of the higher earnings of Jews, ,
although figut-es quoted by Lopata suggeited that a very large
proportion of the 1902-1924 immigration from Poland was Jewish.
(Helena Znani oriatd-, -P blems of Estimation and Parameters,-
Polish Review, XX _b. 4 (1 7 p. -102-103).

The occupatio tri blition is Jilso computed from the census,
comparing the native m. es of foreign or mixed parentage from the

`selected European co ntr to white American males. The occupa-,
tional categories areeth aid census classifications. The figures are
united to-nali for reasons of time and-space, and because there seem

to be cultural erences among these ethnic groups as to female labor
force participation' rate and some occupational variation among the
females that would distract from a quick overview.

Not only is eachlof the ethnic groups different from the distribution
for the U.S. white male, but there It a large variation among groups.
The Russian and Greek groups- are more heavily concentrated- in

.-
professional and technical occupations than the national average. The
Russian figures probably reflect the Jewish-Orthodox urch mix.
The Irish rate is betweed the Greek-Russian and the U.S white male,
while the Italia; group is just lower than the rate for th U.S. e
male. Fi2r managers add administrators, the group from Czechoslova-
kia is. the only one below the national average, but the Italian group is
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.above it by ess than the others.[The itti- ssian group stands terms
'1of the size r.the nercentage in sales work, the Greek grim has fewer

in sales thin the F.' 4butVightly more than the others. Czech.. ,,, --t ,
stoup erails. The* OS are especially high in clerical work, d this

11 .. Az

may reflect. am er explanations, government employrne .- ThesPolish Czech, 'kg alian groups are all more likely to be
workers than the American write male average;, while the o
groups are less likely than the national average to be "opera
excluding transportation," Meaning in many cases, a semiskilled o
unskilled factory worker; while the other groups reported were
well below the average. The Irish, Greek, and Italians are dispropor-
tionately in service occdpations, and khe Russians (or Russians,.,
including Jews) disproportionately not in service occupations.

These figures-seem to conf -mi. some of the popular conceptions of
Italians. A tat orftalians are skilled craftsmen in the building trades,
and Italikn, Polig'h and CzechOslovakian men are likelyoo be in the
skilled jobs in factories-and in othehtrades, and often in the seltiskilled
o unskilled f-otory jobs. The high, Russian, and Greek workers are
often in the whfite collar occupations, in a different mix for can, but all

,...heading for tha desks.
Greeley's findinfis suggest an even greater concentrption than that

reflected- Irt7censuk figures of -Polish, Italian, and Slavic men in the
craft? are in faet(5ries, gspecially among the "SlaNvic", a category
whitli jnaudes Kt:Asians but not Russian Jews. _, , - , ../

'NonCtePr4h&IStatiStiCS ;quoteld, neither, the CenSus Bureau's nor
Greelily A ntrol for the size of cities in which the groups live. Iii
Greeltrs'i'am1er81 pcent of East E1.iropean Jews live in mttropoli-.

tan areas of slim r two million, while only 44 percent of Italians, 30
percent of Pt ih; and 28 percent of Slavics do: A case could be made
for ,the difT ntiac effect on occupational distribution of size of city.
'Greeley doC: itok contrcil for generation in the secondary data he is
analyzing. -e= 80 percent of the Iriih in his sample are in this
country three generations or more while only 31 percent and 30
pgrcent of the Polish and Slavic responqents are native children of
native parents, generation probably relates to important differences in
occupational distribution, no matter how'imperfectly the American
dream operates, --..

The 1970 census listed each of the nationality groups, including all
the European group or each of several selected Standard Metropoli-.Af....

tan Statistical Areas; a a cursory examination of the -occupational,
?_ distribution for a particular gro 'n two different cities, as compared

with native white Americans, a s compared with the,
nationality groups in this discussion, s ggests that analysis of aggregate
U.S. figures may not be telling us the 'most himortant things we want
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to know_ really Want 'to know if European-eth is Americans are
finding themselves locked into narrow oppdrtun

I =

ctures. Do they
have decent jobs and decent incomes, but a sense that they are nOt

.

going anywhere in termsiof status? The aggregate census figures and
Greeley's seem to suggest that But what has. locked certain groups in
and not others? Why have the Jews moved up the job prestige and y
income ladder, even though they are subjected to certain- lards of
discrimination? Why does it seem as if Wien and polish groups stay a
step behind the others in education,1 although their income is
sometimes higher? If there is something causal in a group's culture,
something carried o.verofrovYgeneration to generation, then that group
should have siltilar experiences wherever it settles in the United
States: If, an the contrary, granting their hereditary values, groups find
tnAt Their inviroment is also causal, then they should have different
experiences when they settle in various cities or areas under dissimilar
circumstances And these different experiences when they settle: in

,'various cities or areas under dissimilar cactinstances. And these
differences should lead: us to an understandingof the group's aggregate
experience if many of their settlements were of a particular kind.

The next .section summarizes influential social science explmations
for the-seeming disparities in occupationil motility among ethnic-
religioasaroups A good deal of attention has been directed to social-

? psychological explinations. Rosen ()J C. Rosen, "Race, Ethnicity and
the Achievement Syndrome," American Sociological Review 24 (Febru-
ary 1959): 47-60) suggested that the socioeconomic achievement
differences he found between Jewish boys and. Southern Italian boys
correlated with differences in achievement-related values and achieve-
ment motivation. Lenski (G. Lenski,- The Religious Factor, New York:.
Anchor, Doubleday) also looked to differences in 1.44rk-related values.
This is to say that some. ethnic groups, but' not others, plate a high
value on individual achievement. The groups most likely to achieve
are those for whom >vork has high intrinsic and extrinsic value: people
who like to work and who like to be rewarded for their work. The
"values" described in these studies are 'psychological constructs
developed to fit combinations of responses found from se s of
questions' exploring attitudes. Vecoli (Rudolph Vecoli, "The align
Americans" Center Magazine, July August 1974, p.31) de vibes
values discernible in people's lies.` He points to the importance the
family and the home for Italian-Americans, both which could de',

emphasize the importance of occupational achievement in terms of
status, although not of achievement in terms of income. In a more
recent discussion, Schooler restates similar ideas in terms of culture
rather than in terms of psychological syndromes (Carmi Schooler,
"Serfdom's Legacy: An Ethnic Continuum," American Journal
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So'cio/ogy" May 1976), He argues that Southern ftalians were
peasants in Ita, acquired cultural traits in those roles waieh made. it

,,possible for theni to accept subordination, and in the Uritted States,
stepped into jobs in which a willingness to accept subordination wad.`
also an. asset, or even a necessity.

Recently, other sociologists have proposed that it is necessary to
look at what happened to groups when they arrived and in the periods
that followed, instead of studying peir social-psychological character,
istics out of context. Assimilationists believe that the differences with':
which groups come will dilute and become less important, and
pluralists believe that the differences will continue in importance.
Yancey et al (William L. Yancey, Eugene P. Erikson, ancPRichard N.
Juliani, -Emergent Ethnicity - a Review and Reformulation,- Ameri-
can Sociolosical Review, Vol. 41, June 1976, pp. 391-403.) suggest,
instead, thargroups find themselves where they do in the United States

. .

partly because of the baggage they brought, and largely because of the
situations they found when they arrived and with. which`they had to
deal in ensuing periods, Tits kapproach suggests that a group's ethnic

4
characteristics or consciousness may be formed, reinforced, revived,
or dissipatdd by the kinds of experiejes it 'has. Ifs eepnornic and
occupational e/periences av the most important of all in influencing
the tot11,Alvironment, and creating or denying future economic and
occupational opportiinities. Many Jews had urban skills when they
came, but also they came at a time of rapidly expanding opportunities
in the clothing industry which, in the late It'll century and early 20th,
was located in the biggest cities offering good prospects for upward
mobility. So- Jews brought urban skills and _hadi,Lopportunities to
improve them. The §lays and the Poles came when the mines and thy
steelm,ills were seeking workers, and they settlecrih- area that
provided stability but few-routes for education and mobility.1All these
'groups, inpludingi the Italians, !settled in corndnities to which they
:formed strong ties, Such ties made them reluctant to leave in ;sgich of
greater oppoi;tunities elsewhere, or even to abandon the area Srring a
period of economic decline. The educational, and economic achieve=
ment of Ureek, if the data in the census is correct, may be due not
only to the culture or values they brought, but also to the smaller
settlements they formed in many communities, .compared to Italians,
Poles, and others;' Relative marginality prevented the formation of
large. secure enclaves, and may Have led to the" recognition of
opportunities for entrepreneurship and an emphasis on pushing the
children up and out. Other groups, living in larger ethnic communities,
were able to settle, even though poorly, and maintainfies to an '

industry that offered the promise of future employment without
upward mobility. The single Vietnamese and other Oriental families
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moving into our towns today may be recreating the patterns of the
groups whose experience.was related to marginality.

If the occupational distribution of the various Euro-ethnic groups is
to be examined in terms of the structure that each group came into,
and in terms of the changes in the structure over the years that the
group has'been settled in the _United States, there is a grater need to
study societal trends than, to speculate about or measure nationality-
group psyches. The value placed on individual achievement and
eduiction, or, conversely, the vale placed "on family loyalty and
stability, cannot be .dismissed. BLit in soma- settings, achievement
drives, if they are to orerate, call for superhuman efforts, and.in other
settings, they are rewarded and reinforced.

What opportunities areapthere for the Italian, Polish, Slavic, and
... other groups to keep moving up in thd way that-the Irish and the Jews

did, and what are the opportunities for all the Euro-Ethnics to break
through the final barriers in industry and finance, if they wis nd

c.--what effect will the affirmative action programs for women and racial
minorities have on thes portunities?

- When Euro-ethnic groups are compared in two cities (or, more
accurately, in two Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas) (SMSAs)
in two different parts of the country, the rankings between the groups
rnay'shift: a group that has a lowermeclian incomeinthe East may have
one of tile higher median incomes in the West. Or a -group with an
especially low percentage of professional and technical Workers in one
part of the country may have an especially high percentage in another
area. Even educational rankings shift for some of the groups, although
they shift little for others. (Some groups have a mush higher

' educational level in west coast SMSAs than in the East, but they still
rank below most of the other ethnic groups.)

It is obvions that groups found different opportunities In each
region, and that despite ethnic succession, they got locked into
occupational roles in certain cities. In some eases, superficial analysis
suggests that the group which is the largest ethnic group in one city
maybe of law status there, while the same nationality group,- when it is

'a smaller group in another city (large, but smaller than some others) is.
of relatively high status. Of course, when particular ethnics are
disperied or are a very small group, they seldom differ from the other
segments of the society. In the past assimilationists would. have
concluded that ethnic groups should disperse, but neither ethnic nor
racial groups will acce't that answer today. However, analysis of the
mobility processes related to dispersal can lead to an understanding of
mobility processes that could operate in large, cohesive, ethnic
communities-Despite limitations in census data on ethnics, a serious
sturdy rath er than a glance at the etimparatiie occupational distribu-
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tions in different metropolitan areas should be conducted on recent'
data Lieberson developed some of the most interest in theoretical
frameworks in the literature using 1950-census data in the early 1960:s
(Stanley Lieberson, Ethnic Patterns in American Cities, NY:'Free Press
of Glencoe, 1963), and it is time to examine the implications.

Study of the variation for a group from one area to another should.
be very fruitful for increasing our understanding, but the reality of the
near future lies-in the Northeast. and North Central States, where the
Euro-Ethnics are-most concentrated. As mentioned earlier, 28 percent
of .the population in the Northeast a made up of first, or second
g&leration immigrants, two thirds of first and second generation are in
the Northeast and North Central States, and we know that most of the .

older ethnic settlements are also in these areas. -
One of the most important phenomena of recent decades has been

the shift of industry away from the. Northeast. A few decades ago,
there was the shift of the textile industry from NeW England to the
South, and in more recent decades, the shift of other industries, not
only of the 'plants, but of the headquarters' and other operations to the

. part of the country we call the Sun Belt. 'In the last few months, and
:especially, this week, the newspapers have been filled with stories of
steel-companies that are closing plants, threatening to close therr\n, o
cutting back in employment. The-automobile industry is currently in
the midst of some of the most serious layoffs in its history, at the same
time that most of the Major companies have relatively new plants in
other areas or are producingaparsabroad. As plants of an earlier- era
become obsolescent,-instead of renovating, reconverting, or recondi-'-
tioning them, firms take the Opportunity to move to: currently more
attractive areas, within the country or abroad. This means a Shift of
jobs away from the major ethnic settlements of the Northeastern cities,
in particular. Clothing, shoes, autos, steel, the electrical induitry, all-
are industries which -drew immigrants to Pittsbiirgh, Detroit, New
York, and. New England. When theseindustries go south or go abroad,
it is wo-kers of Polish, Slavic, Portuguese, and Italian descent, as well
as bl' who ate left behind

a Pennsylvanian, I think in terms of regional problems: anal
suggest that:these regionalproblems are some of the most important
that must be considered in a discussion of the problems,and prospects
of the European ethnics. These .regiorial problems relate to several
specific topics which most clearly address the civil rights_ issues of
ethnics in relation to employment. Affirmative action or reveirse
discrimination. training programs, productivity questions, and execu-
tive suite exclusion'tnust be examined in this context.

I am sure that my remarks will elicit disagreement among you. With
the statistical evidence as inadequate as it is,'no one is sure about the
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staieof ethnic groupsg_rours in 1970, and there is even less evidence of what
are the results. of gbvernment 'programs encouraging the hiring of
wo -en and racial minorities, But educated gues'ses are possible. If'
p le of .Poligh, Slavic, and Italian extraction are disproportionately
emp_oyed in the skilled trades an in factories or other production
jobs, if thelrish and Italians are disproportionately in clerical jobs,'
which probably includes governmen employment, then it is their jobs
for which. women and 'racial minorities are competing both thrbugh
affirmative action programs and in training programs. There are union'
and employer apprenticips, jobs with good mobility potential and
the highest ratesof Ray Milable in particular areas that are going to
women andracial minority members in many tommunities, jobs that-
might have been filled by young men of the ethnic groups that we are
discussing. In certain communities, it is obvious that revised seniority
practices, combined with affirmative action lining, followed by
recession-induced layoffs, caused. bumping of ethnic white 'workers
and the layoff of some of ther."But these are not the greatest threat to
'the-continued improvement of the status of ethnic minorities in These
communities. It is, ,instead, the shift of jobs, of plants, of whole
industries away; from the groups under diseiission. So ethnic Amer-
cans are facing a critical period in terms of jobs, but it is because they
are settled, in the areas from which the job_ s are .going, rather than
because women and racial minorities are not waiting for ethnic
stccepion* to proceed at its normal pace: The stereotyped image of,the
ethnic fighting affirmative -action, is of the hardhat or the skilled
craftsman in.the building trades. Italian, Polish, and Slavic workers are
in the skilled tradesin high numbers but again, even where affirmative .

action programs and training programs. are instituted with some
sincerity it is not the women and the blacks that are the big problem;
It is the serious unemployment in the building industry and the high

-interest rates- that will cause even More unemployment in that
unfortunate industry before thing get better,

Agreeing with this 'assessment of the situation will not leaye you in a
sanguine mood. Affirmative action may not be the culprit.) But
whatever theories of social analysis or race relations we espouse it is
clear that when grOups' are in competition for limited goods, the
-situation is more conducive to conflict between these groups than when:,
groups are not in competition but are striving for shared goals.- If the
country is fact tag a period not only of 'a threatening recession,
exacerbated by our fuel problems, but, also a period of longjange

- regional and international readjustments, a period in which jobs are
moving to low wage areas of the country and low wage countries,
tensions will increase. Women and blacks will be perceived as the
villains when really, they are only reaching for a' piece of the pie in the
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American tradition, but the pie will have gotten smaller. which isn't in
the American tradition. Of course, sale of the jobs that wOmen get due
to affirmative action will go to ethnic women, so-not all gains of women
are losses of ethnic groups.

If training programs are not to discriminate against ethnics or waste
their time or that women and racial minorities, they will `have to be
focused on the kinds of employment that will be available in the
industrial-area.s-of the North,--rather than traming_for_occupations_that __
will 'disappear to Texas or. Alabama or Taiwan or Hong Kong.
Training programs in 'shrinking industries offer few openings, so they
lead to exclusion, and they are dead end, so they lead to frustrations.

These problems are overwhelming if we think of ethnic groups in
terms of occupational distribution of 1970, with disproportionate
numbers in the categories of crafts and operative. However, the future
is promising if Greeley's findings 'on education are correct. They
indicate that increasing numbers of Italian, Polish, and otlp Catholic
youth from ethnic ,groups are going to 'College (Greeley, 1974, p. 78)
and one of the advantages. of ethnig,Aeing'concentrated in those areas
of the country where they live at present is that 'there is a great
concentration of edueational opportunities in the Northeast. The
occupations that the Labor Department projectiohs for the eighties

(People and Jobs: A Chartbook. ,of Labor Force, Employment and
Occupational Projections. Department of Labcir, Bureau of Labor

' Statistics Regional Report 25, Dec. 1976) forecast are the sort for
which many college students, especiall those who are first-generation
college educated, would prepare. The t -hnical jgbs in health care, the
engineering jobs, and the professional j fobs in ulancial institutions are

gthe ones that the sons and dauhters of craft workers will be ready for.
The connection between productivity and ethnic groups also

relates to the regional shifts of the economy. The areas of the country
where ethnics settled were historically highly productive. The labor
force was skilled, the necessary educational facilities existed, and there
was a tradition of hard work and of.familiarity with the.de_mands,of an
industrial society`. employers move, they do not always find the
same kind of work force in the new areas. Wages may be lower, but
with decreased productivity the gain is illusory. But a real threat to
productivity in relation to ethnics lies. in the danger that management
will fail to maintain its investment in those areas whete ethnics are
employed. If,If corporate decision makers let'their facilities deteriorate
and plah to abandon their factories in the North and build new more
modern plants elsewhere later, productivity in the areas where ethnics
are working will decrease. Productivity will decrease not because
ethnic workers are hostile about having to work with women and
blacks, but because productivity is dependent not only on the qualities
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of the worker but also on what he or she has to work with in the way
of materials and equipment as well. The fearful cycle of decreased
productivity reinforcing the desire to move will have started.

What about executive-suite exclusion? What does that mean, and
does it affect members of Euro-ethnic groups? Lee Iacocca's frequent
appearances on television, urging us to buy his cars, serve also as a
reminder of how infrequently Italians, Poles, Jews, Slays, or Greeks,
any east or south Europeans, are found at the highest administrative
levels of Amer-reap induitry or finance, though many of them may be
moving, as they ate,,,into respectable income and job brackets, and
although the educational attainments of many of them are higher than
those of nonethnic Americans. Why don't we find them at the top
decision making levels? A recent newspaper story ( "White Protestant
Sues Club on L.I. over Minority New York Times. Nov.
14,1979, p. B2, col. I) suggests some of the reasons. "A white, Anglo-
Saxon Protestant insurance executive who says he 'fit in like
wallpaper' at exclusive Long Island country clubs for twenty years"
sued his own club after they cancelled his membership, a cancellation,
he says, that was inspired by his urging the club to admit minorities.
He argued that people who were died access to country clubs were
denied the opportunity for the business deals, and other transactions
carried out on the golf course..At the same time that I was reading this
story, a young Anglo-Saxon Protestant man I know was hired because,
the firm told him, he belonged to the most exclusive club in the city
and moved in the kind of social circles the company wants to deal
with. He has the requigite prOfessional skills, as well, but they did not
seem to be the most decisive consideration.

In a more academic statement of this point, Kanter (Rosebeth Moss
Kanter, Men and Women of the Corporation. N.Y.: Basic Books, 1977,
chapter 3) suggests, "Conformity pressures and the development of
exclusive management circles closed to 'ciutsiders' stem from the
degree of-uncertainty surrounding managerial positions." If people at
the higher reaches of management will have to deal with the
unexpected, then top-level management wants to know that they will
do it in the same way as current top level management, and promoting
people with the same social experience, same social characteristics and
background is a way of making sure of that. It does nett mean that they
will do it best, but they will do it like the people presently on top.
People who are "different- might be hard to relate to under pressure,
and they are not totally predictable. Kanter suggests that people who
don't fit in are found in increasing numbers away from the top, and
they are found in staff positions where they serve as technical experts.
A few ethnics are showing up at the top within the last few years, and
they seem to have come up the "technical" route. One assumes that in
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the near future they will seem more familiar to the Anglo-Saxon.
Protestants at the top. One also assumes that as top management feels
the pressure to open the doors to women and racial, minorities, white
ethnics will look less different than they have The problem of
executive-suite exclusion will be addressed by all the measures we take
to make this a more democratic society. Better educftional opportuni-
ties, fewer restrictions on housing, and some court cases challenging
the right of the country clubs to discriminate, (while members are
eligible for tax breaks and the clubs are eligible to development
assistance from government) : all of these will lead to a decrease in
executive-suite exclusion..

Where should we go,,in the future to deal with the employment-
related effects of ethnicity? First, we need the data to answer a lot of-
questions, and secondly, we need to deal with the grave problems
facing society because many of these problems will especially impact
on the areas- where about two-thirds of the Enro-Ethnic Americans
reside. ,r

I. We need better data +n ethnics. We need to identify people by
ethnicity beyond the sew-lid generation, and we need to agree on an
appropriate measure so we can trace lingering effects of ethnicity, as
well as the effects of immigration.

2. We need to find ways which would allow us to sort out the
confounding effects of religion of ethnicity, so that we can do relevant
analysis.

3. We need to do comparative studies of American communities to
find under what circumstances a particular ethnic group is at the
bottom of the job ladder, and under what circumstances the same
group can have a respected role occupationally in another community.

4. We need to do comparative studies to find whether ethnic
groups can have an occupational distribution that is considered
"good ", or "high Status" without becoming residentially or culturally
dispersed, or without being a miniscule group in the community.

5. We need to study those communities where particular ethnic
groups have suffered occupational stagnation to determine whether
there are communities with problems so pervasive that they need to be
revived at the community-wide level, rather than in terms of one or
two or three nationality groups. ,

6. We need to evaluate the t ng yrograms which we are,
emphasizing in affirmative action 'can , and study whether these are
the ones that will lead to a secure future in those communities, or
whether they need to be supplemented with training programs geared
to all those who will be obsol_ ent, as well as the groups which had
been previously excluded.
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7, We need to study - now before a more serious crisis is upon us -
the problems a the older industrial areas of the North. These are not
just the problems of the two-thirds of- the ethnics or of the blacks in the
inner city. They are the problems of the whole American economy. If
we let those areas decay, we let the promise of America decay. We
will have neither. civil rights nor civil liberties nor democracy if we fail
to meet the challenge of better and more fulfilling jobs for all
Americans, men, women, and those who originally came from Africa,
from Asia, from Europe, and now from Latin America,

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN Good. Thank you very much. We appreci-
ate having your paper and your summary of it.

Our next panelist will be Russell Barta, Prbfessor of Social Services
at Mundelein College in Chica -,o and a former member of the Human ..
Relations Co-mrnision for Eva _stun, Illinois.

Professoy -Plana has writte and lectured on the ,ethnicity and the
extent of discrimination against black, brown, white ethnics in the
executive suite: he received his Doc ate in sociology from Notre
Dame.

Professor Barta, you have about. I
conclusions

mites to summarize your

RESPONSE OF RUSSELL BARTA,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL SERVICES,

Qri MUNDELEIN. COLLEGE, CHICAGO
DR. BARTA. Thank you. I certainly agree with Professor Rozen on

the condition of the data now available, and I think all of this -was
reinforced by that fascinating testimony we had just before the
luncheon break.

_

Therefore, I think my remarks may be more tentative than they will
I .

be definitive.
Since Professor Rozen's paper did, i n s veral pages, deal with

executive -suite exclusion, I think I'd like to be in my remarks with my
own study of the largest 106 corporations in the Chicago area, almost
half of which-made the Fortime 500 in 1972.

What I sought to determine was the relative presence or absence of
Poles, Italians, Hispanics, and blacks in the executive suites of those
corporations. As far as I know, it was the first such systematic study
and, no credit to-me, it was requested by the ethnics in the City of
Chicago.

I think that kind of a study was only anticipated by studies done by
various Jewish agencies to document the exclusions of Jews from
executi.ve positions in banks, insurance companies and other large-
scale corporations.
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Using my study as a prototype, a similar study was conducted in
Detroit, Mich. and essentially came up with the same results.

Poles, Italians, Hispanics, and blackS were grossly under= represented
in the executive suites of the largest corporations and grossly
underrepresented relative to their size in the population, and relative
to their presence on either the board of directors or executive
positidns.

No one was Surprised by these findings, least of all the Poles,
Italians, Hispanics, And blacks. This Was no new information, especial-
ly for the Poles and Italians. fl;

They wanted these studies done in order to legitimate, to document
what they already knew. Apparently they had complained for some
time about such exclusion, but they could find no one to listen to them;
or no one to take their own findings seriously.

I think this underscores the need to develop research on other ethnic
groups in America, not only their presence or absence in the corporate
structure of American society, but their representation on foundations;
major civic groups, such as public boards and commissions; influential
private agencies and social clubs,

Could not the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights encourage such
studies, because as they accumulate, the result would.be a nationak,
profile for each of America groups white ethnics, black vthnics, thus
serving as a moving indicdtor of how far they 'ye come and how far
they have yet to go.

And the efnfihasis should be not only on the negative, but on the
positive, as well. L think our society has a problem with morale if .we're
constantly reminded about how we have failed and rarely about how

RI
we have succeeded.

The yalians and the Poles in ehicago agreed with' our suggestion
that both blacks and Spanish be included in the Arvelf. Neither group
perceived themselves as in conflict with or in competition with blacks
and Spanish.. And their perception of white and 'black ethnics sharing
common problems was also shared by the blacks in Chicago.

The Chicago Defender, in giving full coverage to the study,
headlined their-half-page story in this fashion: "Blacks Haven't Made it
Yet, but Neither Have the Poles or Italians." As a colleague of mine
remarked, that kind of a headline alone justified the study.

And at a time when we tend, to stress the negative aspects of
intergroup relations, it might behoove us to seek more deeply the
positive views on Which to build bridges of cultural cooperation and
understanding.

Professor Dozen concludes the section on executive-suite exclusion
with these words: -Ethnics are showing up at the top within the last
few years, and they seem to have come up the technical route. One
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assumes that Within the near future they will seem more familiar to the
Anglo-Saxon Protestants at the top. One also, assumes that as
management feels the pressure to open the doors to women and racial
minorities, white ethnics will .look less different than they have. The
problem of executive-suite exclusion will be addressed by all the
measures we take to make this a more democratic society; better
educational opportunities, better restrictions on housing = or fewer
restrictions,- some court challenges of country clubs and so on.-

Those concluding sentences raise? number of questions_ First of all.
isn't coming up the technical route and not the line route a syrfiptom of
the very problem we're talking about?'

li seems to me it is common knowledge Olat the way you make it in
corporations is going up the line route. For example in Boston, a
number of years ag6, if you were Irish, Catholiti Irish. the only route
_you_ had-through the corporation was the-technical route, and-this w.
perceived as limiting one's ability for mobility to get to the top.

Number two, why should top,managernent feel the pressure to open
the doors to women and racial minorities and not feel the same kind of
pressure to open the ch.?ors not. -to whites, but to Italians; Poles, Czecihs,
Serbs?

Thirdly, when Professor Rozen suggests to white ethnics, as I think
she does, that they be patient. get a little more education, wait for the
social clubs to open their doors, 1 wonder, why shoUld whity ethnics
be receptive to such cgunsel and other minorities not

How 'are we going to respond to the white ethnics who, in
increasing ,numbers, point to their exclusion from executive suites not
only of private corporations; but the executive suites, of foundations,
public commissions, c'e'rtain sectors of Government?.

How should the U.S. Comrnissiorr or) Civil sights respond? Are
white ethnics tang discriminated againt. as they claim and khere'hy
excluded from these various exotiutive suites?

l'n not sure that I really know. If I use' EEOC nouns they
definitely are.,

Nathan Glazer and Moynihan had the sane problem when they
were dealirig with discrimination against-Italians in New York. They
weren't quite suet. They thought that they were.

Andrew Greeley, in an update on Professor Rozen's data says, in
commenting on the underrepresentation Of Slavic men at,the level of
managers, if black underrepresentation among managers and sales
personnels to be explained as a form of discrimination, it is at leash
arguable that disCrirnination can also be invoked to explain the Slavic -,
Catholic underrepresentation,
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I jide with ndrew Greeley, because I'm trying to counter
endency of al ays using the past of white ethnics against them, Its it

were, to explain away their present position.
At the same time in the case of other minorities, we use their past

histi help thin, to justify our actions for them.
There is a tendency, often, when white ethnics complain about

problems,, to Turn their attention to Their past and say, well,'Iook, you
, 4,

have an Italian fatnerand he didn't push you out into thi.mamstream -
whereas for other minorities, we look to the =,pr sent structure, ttre
present practices=of the system to account for their lisat tItth'.

Social science data can't solve all of these issues. It depends on how
we use them, and how we use them depends on our perspective and
our vatues. ti,

'Discrimination, as EEOC keeps reminding employers, can be a very
subtle process, often occurring despite the best intentions of the
employer. We have no studies of the objective consequences iiif this
selection process, not for whites, but for Poles, Italians and other
ethnics.

What are the 4Ierhents that enter into the filtering process, elements
that are nonability factors, that have nothing too,do with competence.
/ Certainly, re have noting comparable to the studies by Robert
atm and Others at the Institute of Social Research on how the

selection process of executives discriminates aminst Jews- I refer yoil
to their book, The Chosen few: I suspect that many emPloyers,
conditioned as they are to think ifi terms of white and black, would
have no idea whethei or not they, are discriminating against white
ethnics, and neither would EEOC. They don't have the data.

However, as EEOC has taught us, it is the Consequences of
employment practices, not the intent, which determine- whether
discrimination exists..

Professor Rozen, in her paper, seems to be convinced - and here I
think, incidentally, she knows more about bhie-collar workers than I
do - that white' ethnics, at least in the trades and in skilled occupations,
have not much to fear from affirmative action programs for other
minority groups, that a greater threat comes frorrr the long-term
economic decline of the geographic areas in which they seem to be
concentrated, to live and work.

I share her concern for the impact .of economic decline in these
industries in which white skilled ethnics may find themselves.

As to the impact of affirinzinve action programs, I'm not that sure
who is or who will monitor the impact of affirmative action-programs
on nonprotected workers.

Will the United States Civil Rights Commission? Will EEOC?



..L-,
I do share Professor Ten's concern for the future of group

relations in this country if the national pie from which all groups get ---

their slices shrinks insize. .

What worries me, though, is not the conflict that may result as much
as the kind of conflict. There has always been and always will be
conflict among pimps acat make up American society, and it seems to
me this is only a reflection of the dynamkm of the social processes in
our society, that they're not frozen, that ithere is movement taking
place.

The genius of the society, why it has survived and perhaps others
not, why it has survived up until now the crucible of pluralism, is that
we've .been able to accommodate and negotiate one another's needs,
not through social engineering,

0
but through political sensitivity and

know-how. ..

But our success has also been due to the fact that the various groups
have accepted the same rules of the "game and consider them basically
fair - the major exception, of course, being the black.

Let me summarize this, then, by saying that what I'm concerned
about is the groWing perception-(not just among white ethnics) that
somehow the rules of the game .have changed. What are the rules
exactly? .,

This bothers me because it seems to me it may be one of the sources
of the-corrosion of the sensk4of confidence and legitimacy that we
have in our government institutions. It is reflected by recent polls.
-I would then only conclude 'by saying that the rise of ethnic

consciousness is not just a U.S. phenomenon; it's worldwide, I think
the reason That ill's worldwide has something to do with the fact that
our societies are modern societies,

fIt also has somethin4 to do with the fact oYernment increasingly is
becoming a major arb ter Of economic 11-being, and as long as that i
remains and modelnizing processes go on, ethnicity as the basis for
economifights is something that is gong to stay with us for a long
time

I think that's the teality. The question is whether we'll catch up With
it.

Thanlpi .
VICE HAIRMAN HORN . Thank you ery much.

41'

RESPONSE OF LYDIO F. TOMA RECTOR,
CENTER FOR MIGRATION STUDIES OF NEW YORK, INC.
FATHER T0MASI '$hoptcL like to congratulate both the U.S.

Commission on Civil Rigfiikfor courageously attacking the formidable
task of the civil rights of "Euro-ethnic Americans" and Ms. Rozen for
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equally courageously answering that call in her interesting persenta-
' tion.

The commissioned topic of analvis was erftployment a ethnii:i-
ty, the focus being on patterns and practices of ethnic eim ent,
including 1) executive -suite exclusions, 2) training and career develop-
ment,ment, 3) quotas and 4j the impact of Title VII and related laws and
coutkelecrees on ethnic classes, -

These specific 'points were not part of the main thrust' of Ms.
Rozen's paper, which dealt mostly with the search for a possible link

4 t
between ethnicity and occupation. , --

As Ms.. Rozen notes, data on the socioeconomic mobilfty of the
"Euro-ethnic Americans" are remarkably scarce, Howevpr, the
various sociopsychological and cultural explanations of this phenome-
non have been replaced in the past quarter century by a politico-
economic approach. That is, there has been a discernible shift frdm the
Modification-,of individual attitudes- to the concept- of social change.

That ethnic stratification was o ce perceived (and many times
developed) in- conjunction with gth is succession may have often been l
the case, but that ethnic successio now fails tai materialize because of
the industrial Ihift from t e N' rtheast, where -ethnic-e-thnic Ameri-
cans' al-e mostly concentr to , to the Sunbelt can of wholly explain
the relationship o14 employment to ethnicity. A ording to the
literature _of ethnib revival, one would coticlude th t the whole of
ethnic Am./. erica was contained in the urban north, in communities like
youth Boston, Kensington, Gage Park and Hamtramck. "That
profite", observed Arthur Mann,' "left out, millions of families who

-lived in pleasant small towns, comfortable suburbs, and stable
neighborhoods on the outer rims of big cities."' Also,unemployment,
together with inflation and energy shoreap, are ha(dly the exclusive
problems of ':Euro-ethnic Arneritans.- "Minority" groups are 'not
exclusively found among the poor. Many Euro-ethnic Americans'
would bay.r some difficulty with Ms. Rozen's faith that -within the
near future- they wilt seem more fan-Jiar to the Anglo-Sakin.
Protestant al the to (p, 32), ' a

In dealing with employment and ethnicity in the case of Euro-ethnic
Americans, our stratification analysis, in my opinion, must eltend the
concept of poverty "beyond the narrow limits of income to the
qualities of political and personal relations-3 within the history of
' Arthur Mann. The One and the Many: the Anterlean 4i/entity. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1979. p 43

For instani;e, the National Federation 1 American Ethnic-Groups at the Convention of April 27-
'29. 1979. adopted a r EM)1UEIOr h -requesting that other ethnics he listed under the categories entitled to
affirmative action- Ethnic .Veiesietree Vol I, Oetoher, 1079)

S M Miller and Pamela Pithy. The Future of Inequality. New Fork.- Basic Books, 1970, p
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ambivalence of American immigration policy.' Contrary to the Kerner
Report (1968), our nation is not moving toward two societies, separate
and unequal, b`ut we hai>e had two, and more than, two separate and
unequal socieities from the beginning 'which is how it will probably
remain for a long time.

While statistical data alone cannot be deemed indicative of diScrimi-
nlitory practices, a strong case can be develope'd when it is supported
by independent evidence'of, discrimination against individuals. Thus,
for instance, Dr. John Nielsen (1 Washington Square, New York City),
a Yale graduate, could not find employment until he changed his

' Slovene name Sesek into Nielsen. Professor Joseph Velikonja of the
University of Washington could not obtain the endorsement of the
local newspaper to be elected last year to the Board of Education,
because he is a Slovene frnmigrant. Many qthers like them continue litt
go through the same experience of the theoretician cultural
pluralism, HoraceMelyer Kallen, who was let go by Princeton after
learning that he was a Jew. Even in the home of his favorite Harvard
professor, Kallen felt that Mrs. William James thought "that somehow
a Jew. . -. Jews were outsiders, they did not belonz."5

This year "Attorney John Lucido, represented by Catholic League
for Religious and Civil Rights Counsel Robert Destro, won the first
skirmish in a landmark employment discrimination lawsuit based on

. religious and ethnic pilejndice. ,Lucido charges his former employer,
the prestigious Wall Street law firm, Cravath, SWaine and Moore, with
denying him a partnership in the fent because he is a Catholic of
Italian descent" .8 Only 15 out of 912 partners in the 20 ,largest New
York City law firm's are Italian Americans according to the plaintiffs
brief in the pending law suit.

The 1975 New York Conference on Italian American Agenda stated
at "tie bio- medical situation at City College suggests that the Italian

Ametican is being denied access to the benefit of others who are less
qualified."'

The New plfork State Italian American Legislators Caucus reported
last year that more-than 25 percent of the students at City University
of New. York are Italian Americans, while the Italian American
faculty comprises about 4.5 percent of the entire CLJNY faculty: of

Charles 44 Keely. US. ImmajZFUilbff POLICY. 4 Policy .4nalysts . New York: The Population Council,
1979 P s,29 The major point of the forty-one volume report of the Dillingham Commission on
immigration %vas that the new immigrants from Southern and 'Eastern Europe threatened both
American nociety and the American stock. More recently, Michael Kane's.- book, Mmormet in
Textbooks (1970) shows that Amencn textbooks continue to -present a principally white, Protestant,
Ailglo-Saxon view of America-

Arthur Mann. One and the any.- Refh,rtions on the American Identity. Chicago, TheUrnyersity
Of Chicago Press, 1979 P 119

The Novak Report on the New Ethnicity, 7 I Oct -Noy 1979
The Italian =Intent-on .4genda. New York. The National Italian American ivlewv. 1975. p. 24
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the approximately 7,400 positioi CLJNY's professional ranks,
approximately 380 are- tilled by Italian Americans. Of these positions
about 200 are at th lowest level or assistant professor category." The.
Italian American Legislators Caucus claims that faculty discrimination
has been registered'in the areas of appointments, promotions,tenure,
and major committees. It is convinced that a pattern of discrimination
exists. "The use of 'Waivers' by various college presidents within

. CLAY is a vehicle used to pass over for prOmotion Italian American
fapuity members, who have all the requisite background and qualifica-

-clefts, foe those with less background and qualifications. This proce-
dure of issuing 'WaiVers,' has led to a practice in -many cases of

:cronyism' being practiced to the detriment of Italian American faculty
members and to the advantage of those in power 'Approximately
40 Italian American Iroups have banded together in Chicago to take
collective' action in this and similar areas of concern."" However, a
1974 article in the prestigious journal, Science, asserted that Catholic
antiintelleetualisin accounts for a lack of Catholic scientists.

The above cases seem to indicate that "Ethnic affirmation is more
than wearing an Afro hair style, attending,an Italian opera, or taking a
course in Jewish cooking. It permeates our social system in general,
and our political system specifiCally, thereby affecting the opportunity
structure for all Americans whether or not they 'choose to identify

The'se "Euro-ethnic Americans have
at divides them and -other minority'

not .bias.':" -The . 1972', Equal
Employment Opportunity Ac in'cluded educational institutions that

exempt under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which
applieS to employers generallyand;is.,not based on a contractual
relationship with the .federal, go'Verriment. The issue under Title VII
was the effect of the employene.nt practices on opportunities for the
hiring and promotion of minorities, not the employer's state of mind.

Italian-Americans and most of the "Euro-ethnic Americans" were.
never part of, the majority in educational institutions, but they are
nevertheless classified with the privileged majority. They may face
benign discrimination, but the entire thrust of the civil-rights:enforce-
ment program in regard to employers' policies is not the intent but the

with a particular ethnic group.
always felt that ,the real issue
groups is power' and pos

effect of the hiring and employment procedure.

/I. tort nJ m u urr :InvFociin /)t9-runiniifi'im.dr Rci991-bv Sc9ii 9 John I)
hatrrnali, 1141149 :Arrier9:49 Cm9:91s.-.4.1)-dny, NY Nel v.' p 2

' Ihr,lrm. p 441
rvcI Ilarharo, "I1.1)1992 Arfirr9,9919),IfirmaIl..0 'AcI109, And (he I mr nc3r-C. in /rub
I,ton n,yrd, 111141 A19 urnn, 1974

/h9/.9n, p
p.4'
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"Th$ alarm expressed by some academicians that ethhic, racial, or
sex considerations iii the recruitment and employment of faculty
members is irrelevant, and even dangerous if standards are to be
maintained, is based on assumptions that past and .present prOcedures
have resulted in excellence and that subjective considerations (real-
bias) have never played.- a significant role in d'etermining faculty
choices,""

The Council Against Poverty reminded us that many 'Euro-ethnic
Americans" are not part of the privileged majority-or(fiact, they are
well represeriteit among "the hidden poor.:" Not only the elderly
among the Italians, Irish, and those from eastern European -countries
face serious problems. The,..needs of these ethnic fibor are outlined in
community-studies,15 but they are not met by city, State and Federal

-agerkies.
Even outside this neglected segment of Euro-ethnic Americans,

.other challenges have to be met in dealing with employment', and
ethnicity, For instance, "through diligence, resourcefulness, and
painful struggle", Jews' "have achieved a rrominent economic,
cultural, and educational position; their-professional representation is
equal to that of_the .topmost American religious, ethniC, or _racial
group. Nonetheless, the old stereotypes and negative prejudgments,
persist, especially in the social club and to a cbTL.siderable-ektent in t :e
'executive stritt - selection and advariCenierit in major American
business and industrial corporations.""

Elsewhere, I had the opportunity to observe that in our national
experience, economic Pains are'not.autonitically translated IMO-gains
in other important realms of life, that would break down the wall of
social and psychological exclusion." Being included in society, which
means being accorded respect and accepted in social and political
relations with'otheis, has been increasingly an important part of the

e of inequality,
on this level, that we must remind. ourselves that the ultimate

;aim .of Social ,pd-licy is to eliminate,.various' forms of institutionalized

midern..r =

fl=te' Udder! Ann.- rne..Veeds o =any Ethtue Gronpv vide Paere A
City: New York Ctirnrnunify Conned ONtreater New York. 1977.
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_inequalities and not. ethnicity. -Eufo-ethnic A e
equally accepted as Americans:

The religious variable seems to have a great deal of weight for
"Eurci.Ethnie Americans" in not being "included" in Ame
society_

AZ-cording to a three-part series on anti-Catholicisn'i in. America
recently published in the Boston Globe, A'sgrowing. number of
Catholics, many of whom are the children and grandchilaren of
irnmigrants, feel that /what is lacking is respect "respect for their
14,1-nts, their beliefs and what. they feel are legitimate ambitions (`(ir
their institutions = respect, that is from other AinericanS."19 Among

V the areas where. the. effects of prejudice and discrimination are visible
are the follolkirig:- =.

a) Under- reptesentatioia of Catholics in the faculty and-administraA.
tion of American colleges and universities;

b) Under.representation of:Catholics in the eorpor4t oadroom
While Catholics as a gr.oup are better educated and have higher'

average farnilyineomes than tnembers'of any other Christian, denomi-
unation (the :Irish Catholics are the group with the highest family
income among gentile, white, ethnic groups in this country, the Italian
Catholics are tV second, followed by, German, POlish and Slavic.
Catholics) accAing to Andrew Greeley, a so6ologist of the National
Opinion Research Center, they lag,;behind other groups at the same .

educational and income levels in what he calls -occupational pres-,
tige:- That is, while Catholics make as'inuch or more money than
other Americans on the-average, they are less likely to be found in thii
boardrooms of the largest corporations.or on the faculties of colleges
and universities, For example, formei Massachusetts Banking Commis-
sioner Carol Greenwald's,study Showed that Catholics" in' 1976 held
only 28 percent of the senior management posts in banks'in MaSsachu-
setts, although they were more than half the state's population, The
Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights, which has grown
from 16,00Q to 26.000 members in: the -last year, has collected other
figures, detailing the absence of Catholic ethnic groups in the larg
ChicagO businesses, New York law firms and American universities
(only. 10% of university teachers several years ago were Catholic,
compared with a general ,population that was 24 Catholic). "I am
not prepared. . to contend that the-research explicitly establishes that
the underrepresentation is the result of discrimination", Andrew
Gteely said in his recent book, An Ugly Little Secret: Anti-CatIrtoliciim
in .-Irnerican Life. But he said the problem of underrepresentation has

ins" must pc

James t. Franklin, "Anti,Cathilicp,m in America. Does the Old FIN., Still Smolder.'" Mich)
Fehrtiary 4. I,r9 pp kind 14. Fehrttary 1979. pp .1 and tr. I. 1974 4 page 25

Thston G104, rehrtiary 4, 1,179. page 1
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been almost contpletely. ignored and such "inattention. evidence
of bigotry".

EconOmic success is not sufficient to eXtingutsh "the old tire" of
prejudiee and -discrimination of "Eigo-Ethnic Americans." Nor is their
relatively recent political success.. Catholics are .the Jargesit single ,

religious grogli in the present 96th Congress with .116 or 435' seats in
the House and 13 of JCX) seats in the Senate: The Congressional
Quarterly , hoWever, published an analysis of abortion votes, using an
asterisk to identify Catholic members of Ctingress = sbmething the,
Catholic critics saidwould have been unthinkable in the case ofJewish
leg_islators and aid to

I regard prejudice against (tk6 Catholic!) Church'-' wrote historian.
Arthur Schlesinger, Sr. of Harvard University as the deepest bias in

:the history of the Artterican people." Much earlier on August 24r 1855.,
Lincoln wrote to Joshua Speed: "As a nation, we began by declaring
that all men ase created equal-!, We nctw practically:read it . .'all

.men are ercat,ed equal, except Negroes'ond foreigners and Catholics."
Good statistics on the problem are lacking. Continued inattention to

the possibility of anti - Catholic prejudiee and discrimination is itself
harmful, 'whilett remains otie.ofthe major obstacles for -Euro-Ethnic,
Americans" to an equal reditilbuticin of the power resources among,
and availability of the.se resources for all the groups of American

"Notwithstanding the certitudes of ethnic, ideqlones wrote in his
recent book The (hie and the Many: Reflections on-the AMerican identity.
Arthur MannProfeSsor of History at the University of Chicago,
"America is not `merely. collection of ethnic groups. . . It is easy
enough to cite the occtision.shen that inclusiveness collapsed under
one form of bigotry or another .From the Alien and Sedition Acts of
the 1790's through the Know-Nothing eruptions of the 1850's, through
the triumph of Anglo-Saxonist proscriptions in the 1920's, through the: --

internment ofJapanese A meriCans in the 1940s, there is an ugly legacy
of hatred, violence, and dangerdus and foolish thinking. But the
prescriptive part of the national creed; in eVezy_instance thus far,
provided a resilient and therefore self-Correcting .tilechanistri."20 This
consulttition hopefully will help to..regain this ~case -of wholeness, pride

_and d-confide-bee by calling attention not only to the of employrnent
discrimination of :1Eurtit!Kthilic Americans,'; but also by pOiriting out
the causes and the remedieS, not just by being taught to be nice to
each r other..., Litigation', and legislation, however, will be greatly
h=andicapped without attitudinal or motivational support within the

:individual and his cornmunity.,2' To pioduee the desired change in
.,r, . pp I 77- 17h
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attitude'- which will assure the elimination of ,discrimination in the
broadest possible fashion in all aspects of employment, more studieS in
the politicoeconbrnic area are needed to answer such questions as the
following:

"What has happened to the progress made some yearS ago in
eliminating discriminatory practices in the 'executive suite'? What
guidelines are needed for success in this' area?. Where do we stand
today in the matter of 'social discrimination', which is tied up closely
with the "executive suite"? And finally, what is needed to strengthen
the bisis for its'obliterations?"r

RESPONSE OF ETA BIGLER, LABOR ATTORNEY;
BUREAU OF LABOR SCIENCES, NEW YORK, NY

Thank you It's a pleasure to be here.
The past 2 days have certainly optned up a whole new o ld to me,

and I owe a great deal of thanks to all of you.
I would just like to add that I am the child of a mixed marriage, so

that you understand my perspective totally, that on one side I am first-
generation American and on the other side I am second-generation
American. I have been able to observe in my. own family, by watching
what happens to the children on each sicW, the effects of immigration
and ethnicity.

In additions I'm also a labor educator, and it's from this vantage
point that some of the concerns I will express today have developed.

Thestudents I teach are all trade union members, and they fall into
two groups. They are 'either overwhelmingly Euro-ethnic Americans
or black and Hispanic, both men and women.

In reading Professor `leozen's 'paper, it seems to me that she makes
three basic points. One is that ethnic groups are stratified into certain

:Occupations and in relationship to each other.
The question is whether this is discrimination,the unseen hand of

fate, or natural selection. I will try to address myself to this shortly.
second, she states that most ethnics live in the Northeast where jobs

are declining. ,We, everyone in this room, must address this very
important question of a shot age ...of employment opportunities, a
shrinking of the pie, so to speak.

!balm. page IMO. The American Jewish Committee executive-suite program _which has changed
markedly the position of the Jews m the United States, should be used as a mOdfd for Euro-Ethnic
Americans. See Edwin Klestil-ler, Jr., the Case of the Miming Executives How Religious Bias Wastes
Management Talent : and What is Being Done About It-, American Jewish Committee, January
1971 Also, some guide to information on employment and ethnicity should he developed On the
model of .4 Guide to Infialnation on Equal Education Opportunity. Robert Vivolo, ERIC Clearing
House on Urban Education, Teachers College. Columbia Univers4, I V.M.
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And of course, what we've heard all afternoon, that there is a
precious 'need for more data so that we can in fact analyze what is
happening on the American employment scene.

While I agree with all of these pointsr and I think they're very
important, I would like to add some of my own concerns.

I.don't believe that we can discuss Euro-ethnic employment w hout
dealing- with another question, the question, of class.

Immigrants come to this country, and they join the working class.
They work with their hands. They work in ladtories. They dig. ditches.
They're operators. They work in steel mills.

This has ramifications for where they live, the kind of education the
children receive, and'what occupations they and their children go into.

It seems to me that our society spends a great deal of time trying to
pretend that we are a classless society, that we have no classes; that
there are no class distinctiOns.

I believe very strongly that there are thesedistinctions, and that we
must analyze the experience of Euro- ethnic Americans in these terms.

Professor Rozen, in her paper, at the very beginning of the paper,
talks about the son of a small'town bank president who, goes to work in
the factory right after high school, just like his. Slavic friends, and
people wonder and the whole town buzzes.

I think this is a class question. If you were talking about, to change it
for a Moment, a Jewish doctor's daughter or son or a Slavic dentist's
daughter or son, we'd have some of the same reactions. Thus, class is a
very, very important factor that has to.be considered throughoUt this
analysis.

In addition, we have to understand what it's like for a worker in our
society. The position of a worker at the work place is a passive one.
You take orders. You don't give them. You don't challenge. You must
be passive at all time.

Euro - ethnic Americans in the working class - they often don't make
enough money; but even if they do suffer from the stigma of working
with their hands. Our society say_ s that working with our hands is not
honorable.

Someone today talked about menial jobs. There are no jobs that are
menial as far as I am concerned. It's only the image that people have in
their heads, and that must be addressed and changed.

The position of the working class in our society leads to confusion
for the children of European immigrants and for the immigrants
themselves, since in Europe, being a crafts person, working with your
hands, producing something that you could hold was honorable, was
something that gave you status within the community.

You corne to the United States, and all of a sudden you are no
longer performing an honorable job.
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While I agree with those who spoke yesterday, that it's important
that Greek-Americ=ans, Jewish-Americans, Italian-Americans know(

_about the poets of -their group, the philoswhers of their group, the
writers of their group, the Nobel scientists of their group, we also'have
to infuse into our educational system information concerning who built
this country, who with their hands an their sweat built it and
continue to build it and provide, large parts of the GNP.

When I was in school, I spent a great deal of time learning about
Carnegie and how he helped to build this country.- I spent a lot of time
learning about Rockefeller. Yes; they taught us about the robber
barons, but aside from teaching me who built the Erie Canal, no one
ever mentioned - American workers. Significantly, they never men-
tioned the fight of immigrant in this country to build institutions to
protect themselves, instit which were illegal when they started
the fight unions.

These institutions,- dive mirrored the economic and the ethnic
representation in the employment situation, and for a complete picture
we have to look at them-as well.

But just to step back, in the development of unions in this country,
Euro-ethnic Americans were at the fore-front of the fight. People like
Sacco and Vanzetti gave their lives; yet these are names that most
school children have never heard.

I ask some of you in here if you know the names Clara Lemich,
Eugene Deb_ bs. Bill Heywood, people who were instrumental in
building the United States and the American labor movement. Yet,
children who movement,into the labor moveent, people who go into jobs,
who will someday belong to unions, have never heard of these leaders.

At the same time, our schools teach that to be successful means to be
middle class. Well, I object strenuously to that. We teach what we call
middle class values, th& Anglo American system,4..s I heard it referred
to yesterday. What this does to children of Euro-ethnic Americans is
to make them feel that their parents are somehow a failure.

My father is a dress cutter. For the entire time I have been alive, he
has worked two jobs to support his family. He believes that he is a
failure because American middle-class values tell him that to be a
success he should wear a white shirt and a tie and a jacket to work, and
he doesn't. So in his eyes, lye's a failure, and he has tried desperately to
push both my sister and me so that we would not be failures.

This of course affects the children and the way they perceive their
parents as well as their Own sense of ethnic identification,

I mentioned- earlier that unions often mirror the ethnic groups that
helped to form them. I think immediately of the dress industry which
was predominantly Jewish-,vat the turn of the century, and the
International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, and the Amalgamated
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Clothing Workers Union. You think of transit workers in New York,
and I don't think anyone can forget Michael Quill's brogue when he -

was involved in collective bargaining.
Now some of these unions did not have an impact in terms of who

came.` into the system or who was employed. For example, in the
needle trades there have always been Italians, and now the needle
trades are becoming overwhelmingly Hispanic and black. I teach a
special group of trade union students from the needle trades and my ,
clls.s is predominantly black and Hispanic.

There are other occupations, however, specifically the construction
trades, where unions have been intimately involved in who gets into
the system, and who is allowed to work. For example, you have
George Meaney's Irish Plumbers Union in the Bronx; you have other
ethnic groups in control of who gets hired in specific trades:

Many of you may not know that in the construction trades, the way
you get sent on job site is through agiiring hall. If the union doesn't
send you.out, you don't work. At one time many unions, particularly
craft unions had restrictive requirements in terrris of membership. You
could not join if your father didn't belong or if your uncle didn't
belong. The purpose of these rules was protective to keep jobs for
their families in a hostile world.

Obviously, this kept out wornen;it also kept out other ethnic groups
besides the one that was_ in control, and it kept out black_ s and
Hispanics.

I think there's no question that there has been a history
discrimination in employment against ethnics.

Recently I was .involved, before I)Ieft private practice, in a suit
which involved 10,000 women in a 67ajor manufacturing operation in
New Jersey. When we began to meet the class of 10,000 women, it
became clear to me that there were only two ethnic groups that were
employed.

I met only Slavic women or Irish women. Investigation revealed
that the male work force was Slavic and Irish and that the supervisors
themsehies were Slavic and Irish. What happened at this plant was a
selection process that involved picking your own group to be
employed.

And what has been the result of that suit, and what will eventually
be a coiart-ordered affirmative action plan, is that now there must be
objective selection criteria so that all ethnic groups-and sexes will have
a chance to work in that particular facility in all jobs.

No longer are promotions based solely on what the supervisor
thinks about you Now there will be written evaluations with written
criteria. Therefore, even though our suit was aimed specifically at



women, the ramifications in terms of ending all kinds of discrimination
are clear.

would, just like to mention the unemployment problem. k think we
should begin to look at new ways of dealing with the shrinking
employment pie. I am very concerned that we don't pit one group
against anothlr, rather that we-force the pie to be made bigger or that
we find a way to share the pie. One group in pursuit of its rights should
not be seen as attacking the other group or taking food out'of the
other's mouth.

Some of the things that I think we should think about are shared
work. `We should think about a shorter work week. We should think
about different layoff prOcedures in terms of seniority. You know,
traditionally, layoffs occur on a first in, the last out/the last in, the first
out baSis.

We should ,look to examine the possibilities of changing that; this
means we must include unions and worker organizations in any
discussion about employment and ending discrimination in employ-
ment.

We also have to recognize that discrimination is not a one-
dimensional problem. I think that was the thriist oftwhat I was trying
to say when I talked about the different ethnic groups in control of
different occupations.

In addition, I would just like to make a few suggestions to the
Commission of areas to be evaluated.

We heard lot of discussion this morning about the EEOC and
discrimination. As you all know; in discrimination law, we have a
theory. private attorneys general. Individuals must prosecute their
own suits, unlike discrimination on the basis of union activity. In those
cases the National Labor Relations Board prosecutes for the individual
without cost.

We should re-evaluatethe EEOC, and I suggest that the EEOC be
patterned after the National Labor Relations Board.

Another area of concern is the effect of spending in'a community for
construction, or-other Federal programs in which jobs are created. We
should think in terms of requiring employment on a community basis.
We should evaluate, the impact of those jobs on that community.

Finally, the last area I'd like to mention concerns what we have
been talking about the last two days, contracting out services to
'various ethnic grOupS, to insure social services reach that particular
group.

That brings specific prOblems in terms of equal employment
opportunity for everyone else. I have been confronted with one group
saying, "I only want to hire Catholics, another, I only want to hire
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Jews," but yet they are using public moneys to dispense a nonsectarian
service. We should examine this area very, very carefully.

Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Very good.

must say, Ms. Bigler, you are somebody after my own heart. I have
made a lot of your arguments for 10 years, and I_ am glad to hear
somebody offer them as a witness, because it has been sheer frustration
since no one in the- civil rights bureaucracy in, Washington seems
willing to face up to the problems you are talking about, which are
those of economic class, among others.

- You did mention that you wanted different layoff procedures and
seniority, last in first out, and I'm just curious. _What would those be?

Ms. BIGIJER. Well I was thinking of the possibility of senior
employees aifeeing to be the first ones tb be laid off_instead of the
junior employees. These senior employees would in essence be on
sabbatical. They would have a specific time off; to pursue their
interests at full salary or at three-quarter salary. We c)on't always have
to take the newest worker into the system and then put him or her
back out on the street.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay. I'll yield now to my colleagues.

DISCUSSION
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I've been very much interested in the

emphasis on the lack of data. Of course, that developed this morning.
In fact, it's run all the way through the consultation.

I've also been interested in references to what, in effect, have been
some case history in the executive-suite study in' Chicago, and you
refer to one somewhere in Detroit.

While people are working on getting us in a position where .ve have
better data, should there be more emphasis on case studies, singling out
situations in particular areas, with particlilar types of employers and so
on to see if we can get evidence in that particular way?

Bight along with that question, I'm also asking the question as to
whether or not there has been as much emphasis as there should be on
studying the impadt of the practices of labor union on this paiticglar
issue.

I'm very much interested, and Commissioner Horn was in the
comments that have been made along this Inc, and I'm just wondering
how much attention has been paid in terms of research in this area to
that particular aspect of the problem, and if it would warrant more
attention than it has received up to the present time.

I guess really what I'm thinking about are case histories on the
management side and case histories on the labor side, and whether or
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not that in turn would produce some evidence that would be. helpful. I
just toss that out.

VICE-CHAIRMAN HORN. Who would like to be. responsive?
MR. WALENTYNOWICZ. When I had discussions with counsel for

the Steelworkers Union in the Weber case, I raised precisely that point.
In answer to your question, Mr. Chairman, when I was preparing

our brief on the Weber case, I had discussions with counsel for the
Steelworkers Union, on precisely that point. I was..trying to find out
why the Union negotiated the kind of affirmative action plan they-did.
I wanted to know, what data they had available, and used because the
plan in the Weber case benefited more than blacks.

While blacks, in fact, have been the chief beneficiaries, the plan
benefits women and the other - what I called earlier this morning -
favored four categories, and I asked, well, what about other groups?

I asked how can anyone make a- decision that these are the only
groups that should be receiving this kind of treatment and attention_ by
the union and private industry, if one doesn't have the data that
reflects the status of, other groups. His answer was and I'll conclude
with this that the Government doesn't require us to do it; therefore, we
don't do it.

VICE CHAIRMAN HoRr4. Any other response?
DR. `BARTA. As to the suggestion about case studies, I would

endorse that very strongly, because otherwise we're left with gross-
national figures, and under those gross-national figures, there can be all
kinds of things which are hidden.

For example, the income figures hide the lack of status, prestige. We
may argue about how important they may be, but nevertheless it hides
those.

Besides, what goes on in Chicago may not be what goes on in Los
Angeles and what goes on in Los Angeles may not be the same thing
aS in Miami and so on. The problems are, to some extent, national, but
they're also local, and if groups are to get involved in them, they've
got to get down to their local areas.

So I would strongly endorse the .encouragement of more and more
c_ase studies.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Miss Bigler?
Ms. BIGLER. I must preface this by the statement that I consider

myself to be a labor union attorney, that I have represented labor
unions and will in all likelihood do so again.

On the labor side, I think it's very.important that we have studies in
this area, but I also think t's very important that the people who do
these studies don't come in with a middle-class and an antiunion bias,
The analyst must understand why the unions were structured way
they were, why they felt it necessary to protect their jo. and to
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MR
protect their communities. The studies must not lead to union busting,
or labeling the people in thoSe unions as racist.

Ms. RozEiv. I'd like to add something to that, too hat is related to
what Miss Bigler mod, and that is when you start to ask those questions
at a time when the economy is tightening up, 1 hen you get exactly the
kind of effect she's talking about, when we start asking a lot of
questions about union discrimination, which certainly all of us knowquestions
has been there all, through the years.

But when we start asking those queitions specifically at a time when
there is a cutback in the building industry, then it certainly looks like
we're part of union busting, and so we have to address ourselves to
economic questions at the same time that we're addressing ourselves to
questions of patterns of discrimination.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In other words, you would not preclude
asking them and this Commission's en asking them, great and
strenuous urging; this Commission s asking -them in the early
1970's, about 10 or 15 years after it should have asked them.

But you're saying solve bot problems at 'the same time.
Ms. ROZEN. Yes, right. 4
MR. TOMAS'. Looking from past experience in collecting data I

would say ,that ,litigation and legislation are not enough unless we
develop some programs, some educationattand motivational programs
to prepare the individual and the groups to accept the legislation.

VICE,CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay. Any other questions?
Commissioner Saltzman?
ifIr. Nunez?

0

STAFF DIRECTOR NUNEZ. P ofessor Rosen, I was very ini essed by
r

your paper because it was based on hard contrary to the popular
wisdom, it would appear that there is a considerable amount of data

Ithat can be analyzed as to the status of Euro-ethnics in our society, and
I had a thought, in hearing some of your comments on the limitations
of the data, that you indicated very clearly that a lot of this data is
computed by looking'at-the first and second generations.

Rut would not the assumption be that if you went farther, third,
fourth, fifth generation, perhaps the statistic+Avould be better, rather.'
that worse

Ms. ROZEN. You mean the people would be better off or the
statistics would be more meaningful?

STAFF DIRECTOR NUNEZ. WC11, obviously the statistics would
probably be more meaningful, but perhaps their income would be
higher and their occupational status would given the fact that the
longer you remain here, hat at would be an assumption.
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MS. RozEN. That's an as inption that you and I are making. We
don't kpow, and I think a lot f groups are saying to us, and they may
6e right, there is a lingering effect:

You and I and, perhaps, they have been assuming that by the second )
generation, the blight is off, or whatever.

But perhaps sortie people are trying to say to -us maybe it doesn't
happen that fast, and unless we know, we can't argue..And I think that
was the point you were making this morning. I totally agreed that
either Poles and-Itallans are just doing fine and we ought to drop",the

1question, or Jhey're having problems and we ought to check it tout.
But we don't know. And everybody can get up and say whatever

they want, because we can't really argue.
MR. WALENTYNOWICZ. And then there's a great degree of tension

ibecause of that uncertainty.
Ms. ROZEN. Yes.
STAFF DIRECTOR NUNEZ. Mr. Walertynowicz, Professor Rozen,

we are talking about priorities., There-are prioriti6s in public policy in
our nation RS .well as any other society; and when you look at these'
statistics, and you look at similar statistics for black and Hispanics
which range from 60 to 65 percent of national norms, and these
statistics wotidd suggest th4at the groups that are identified, are above
the national norms, the question of priority and concern does arise:

Ms. ROZEN. Okay,aild that's, I guess, where my priorities are. I'd
like to get the numbers because think you'll be proven right, but I
don't want to take a position on that because I don't know.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. It is obvious that, when you talk about
a national norm, there are people above-and below the national norm,
and the problem what everybody has been suggesting here for two
days - is that we do not know which groups lumped under "white
other" might consistently and predominantly be below that national
norm.

As I understand your testimony, it is not a question of using the data
to deny others clearly below the nanal norm an opportunity; but
rather it is a desire to help clear the aid and, - as you said, - perhaps
provide greater understanding if you found that your ethnic group was
above the national norm; then maybe the people above the norm
would be willing to help others who were clearly below it.

MR. WALENTYNOWICZ. Exactly, and that way we get more
progress toward what our ultimate goals are. That's the whole point of
it, though I also want to point out, thahen we think in terms of
affirmative action, we tend to average everything out and overlook the
possibility of great disparities in particular categories.

Thus to use the present data, without more, don't deny the accuracy
of it since I just don't know - is basically unfair.
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to take these figures,without being certain that they are reliable,
and fully reflect the relative atitta of all the groups that make up--
America, and then immediately' conclude that such data gives us a
sense;of priority or permits us to draW priorities, is grossly unjust, and
is another form of discrmination. I suggest that the effort -to collect the
additional data we're talking about would take so little in extra
resourses and so little extra time if we set our minds down to do it, that
theissue of priority that you referred to, Mr. Nunez, could become
either obviotis or irrelevant. If we do need tg determine priorities, then
we would have an accurate and full datkbase that would support a
system of priorities which everyone would be in a position to readily
accept.

STAFF. DIRECTOR NciNEz. Justone441 comment, Mr. Walentynow-
Icz.

As aiv individual who spent a good 10 years helping- to include the
Hispanic component in the census, it is a very difficult, process to
change the way we bureaucrats deal with issues mice we set our minds
to it.

The change in agencies' thinking, like the Bureau of Census, is not
that easy.

Ma -, WALENTYNOWICZ. Don't I know it.
STAFF DIRECToR NUNEZ. ltook 10 years of testimony and studies

to get where they're at so that I think it's a difficult process. It's not
just a conceptual process. 'It's the ingrained desire to stay with what

haVe in any kind of organizational mechanism.
MR. WALENTYNoW1CZ_ 1 -cognize the difficulties. But they must

be overcome to secure true eqdality and justice.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. As a witness said yesterday. I will use the

term Euio-ethnie for the first time in my life. I've read it before this-
and that is if yju want to solve the problem, more Euro-ethnics have
to get ;nto the census and the civil rights bureaucracies of the Federal
Government.

Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rutz. The Government doesn't require us to do it,

io we don't do it was the response given to Attorney Waleritynowicz in
the identification of categories in the Weber case. IA

14w, this is the point which was made earlier. If the Government
doesn't require us to do it, who will require the Government to do, it in
this democracy?

Isn't the power with us? Isn't the power with the ethnics?
Now the major impact upon me by, this panel is a feeling that our

work and social environment is changing very rap_ idly, so fast that we
cannot collect data on it.
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Yet it's taking place before our very eyes. We're Probing into taking
a. positiOn but fast, insisting on census for information a little hicof
pessimism, but I think yon can move the unmovable if you -ge

"':organized; otherwise, you're going to be a species chat "disappeared, tike
certain species of animals disappeared from Earth because they could
not adjust with the chanking environment.

We obiorveit tins afteNoon that,one final arbiter is Government,
whether it be the Supreme Court or such agencies as the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.

Ethnics have apparently not adjusted with the changing environ-
ment as they sho,uld.

Attorney Wilentynowicz seemed to agree. that ,-rather than to just
° fight, he's been a warrior tht's gone through' the:.tou.to..!c°c ii see -

COMMISSIONER Rutz. I have an empathy for a'W4er that does, and
if you can't beat them, you've got to join them by making Government
adjust to your needs.

Change the rules of Government to include ethnics in upward
ley ladders .

ur ethnics may be 10 years late, but I think we should adjust; I
d> n t think we Should.miss the boat again.

This strategy that has been used and-of help to blacks and Hispanics
during the last 10 years, should be adopted. There is more going for
everybo uniting forces fot an evenhanded justice for all segments
of ourbody.politic,

And this is what has been evolving in these hearings, and it's making
me feel real good.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you.
May I express to each member of the papel our gratitude and

appreciation for the contributions that you have made.

Seventh Session: Communicit ohs, ;Mee and E h-
nicity

We now turn to the area of communications media,lancl-I'm going to
ask Commisssioner Ruiz to preside while these presentations are'rriade,
and -I'm going o say now so that no one will misunderstand, as we
move along, that I know that we've got to adjourn at 5:30 p.m., and I
'want to make s e that those who are coming on near the end of this
consultation h e the opportunity of presenting their views,

So, Corpnf._sioner Ruiz, it's going to be important .wto keep this
particular p el on schedule, just as it will be important to keep the
next panel on schedule.
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COMMISSIONER RutZT Mr. Richard. Gambino'.4 a;`'.Pro ussor of
Edneatiom and Philosophy and a founder and Director ofthe I.tahan
Siudiei Program at Queens College...

He has served as adviser Oihra studies t$, the New York State
.erttr eq,t of Education, the lev, York City Board of Education, and

,numerous collegesnd.universities.
A prolific water :rind frequent speaker on the impact of public

policies and krOeptions on ethnic Americans, he was "host and
coproducer of 10 NBC programs on the contemporary problem of

4 Italian Americans.
He holds Bachelor, Masters.and Doctoral degrees in Philosophy.
Mr. Richard Gambino.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD GAMBINO,
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY,

QUEENS' COLLEGE, NEW YORK
Thank -you very much.
Mindful of the need to keep the schedille, I will summarize the firit,

major portion of my paper, and then read only the last two pages (Sr SO.-

In the first part of my paperatalk about the majoraccomplishrnentS
that have been made since the 1950'§' in the area of civil rights for
certain racial Minorities and,for women.,

And without underestimating what- still needs to be done in that
areai few would deny that a great deal of progress has been made.

I also wrote about the great progress that has been made in
combating anti-Semitism in the United States, using the historical
perspective of the past to the turn of the century, and I said this is in
my opinion, largely because of the very 'laudable efforts'of Jewish
organizations.

'However; these were not the only biases which were dotninmit,40C.
Ameiicant' society not very long ago. There were other biases, other
than racial; namely, they were ethnic ones, and I think that these biases
are still very strong "in the -United States . for_ a number. , of reasons,
which I will speak of in a moment, and that perhaps the groups hit
hardest by the ethnic biases are eastern and southern European'
background groups.

Why Are these biases still around? Since the 1950's the biases against
racial minorities and worm& Aave been under frontal assaults on all .
fronts, from the mass media and governmental power to the rnarahall,.,
ing of schools, universities and textbooks etc.

AmAcan JeA 'took the initiative on their own -years agO, and
testablished antidefamation leagues and have been in my opinion, very
successful in that ndeavor.
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However, th nativist biases against southern and eastern
Europeans have ver been frontally assaulted in our society, on any
level. The school ave not done it Government has not done it mass
media have not done it; no one has dOne it.

I went on to write about and summarize what nativism was in the
United States because I think it's important to realize tht it was not just
a backwater movement.

-It. included, at the turn of the century, up throiigh the -1-930's, the
best and the brightest-in the United Stales. and I give examples of
outrageous statements from WoodroW, Wilson, -U.S. Grant, etc., and I
could multiply these staternents.::

I also wrote it was not liiiiited.to'the top strata of society, but it was
,retlected right down to the Veryhottom and introduced all kinds of
popular stereotypes into the American folklore.

I think the result of nativism from-the 1840's to the 1930's was to
establish in the American mind something that is instantly recogniz-
able to most Americans when they hear it but which they are only. -semiconscious of until they hear it: : ,

And that is a hierarchy or racial and ethnic groups in the United
States. One is ,considered most American'', according to this
hierarchy, and one might say '"most human- and "least human".

As I see the hierarchy, it's as follows. At the very top, of course, are
Anglo-Saxon Protestants. They- have - in-popular mythology, which:,
we all, imbibe with our milk in this country - a proprietary hold on our
country as it is presented, on its .traditions and its rounding, on its
major accomplishments, etc. -...

..,

-Next in the hierarchy are other Northern European Protestant
groups, then. Western European Catholics, then southern and,eastern
Eurbeleans and Jews, Latin Americans, Asians, American Indians, And
blacks, ---....'!, .

.,.. That's thehierarchy as I see it.'It's not rigid, of course, but I think in
general terms, a case can be made out that it jzloes exist in virtually all
levels and all compartments of American society.

Then I go on to discuss ex mples, contemporary examples in the
various media, arid I took the 'edia in a Very wide sensem'in. include
textbooks, and what the publishing media calls trade books, nonfiction,
newspapers, movies, television, and magazines.

Starting with textbooks, they are among the earliest influences upon
AmeriCans. As children in schools, we are captive to them for years,
during a most formative time of life.

Last, -surntnerf--1- researched how widely used texthooks treat
American ethnic groupi.',All of them were printed in:1979;an4 nieSin,
,American grade school . The results were IhonotonOtisly uniform.
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Southern and eastern European groups were either neglected or
negatively -stereotyped.

I choose these examples not to ,Make my point -- theeXamples ate
chosen at random. I could, just as easily. have chosen any of the books I
looked of ci.

For example,- a 1979 fifth grade text called Understanding the tlnited
States, published by McGraw-Hill, proclaims on its front page that it is
concerned with!the"themes of cultural pluralism, equality and social
justice.'

But the basic , message of the text is laid down early in its pages. I
quot,e again .front the book: "The dominant or mailk cultural group in
the United States is British American. The minor culture groups,are
called subcultures. Among them are Italian Arnericans;. iapanes
Americans, Navaho and Cuban Amedcans."

e book does not explain how British Americans, some 15' to 30

-p ent of the U,b...population, are We :Major or dominant group. Is it
because English is our lingua franda ? Because our governmental!
system is heavily British in derivation? There is immeasurably more to
culture than thesetwo components. t.

In all other areas, other ethnic groups have contributed enormously,
in Many instances more than British Americans. Yet, in the text's 303
pages of A erican history, these other ,groupslare reduced to one
chapter eac for the Amish and Spanish speaking, and three chapters
on Native Am ricans:

A 'blanket species, labelled- "immigrant groups,- is,given six pages
that's pages, not chapters - ees of which are headed "problems of
Immigrauts.-

Another:1979 text on the U ed States, designed for third graders,.
uses typical American families and individuals as illustrations for
conveying the, flavor of American life_ The surnames of the families' in
the book are - and I include all of:them 7Mitchell, Dunlop, Maynard,
Wilson, Everson, Cooley, Wachtel,.Elliott, Virgil, Ortega, Bohan,

::Cheng, Sloan and Sheehan.
In the text or photos, some of these are id ntified as black," Oriental
Hispanic.
The book gives the impressidn that ther = is no one in the United

tates from Eastern or SouthLn Europe. ..

Bitotry_clrough neglect and condescenSion marks anothef 1979
textbook. a history-geography, book.meant for grades four through six.

Of the book's six chapters on urope, three are on the 'United
Kingdom. and southern, Europeans aie either ignored or
barely mentioned:

For example, in the 42'7-page book, Italy is given 11 lines - not
chapters or pages, but lines. These inform the students that Italy is
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divided into north and south; that the north is industrial, the south
agricultural, and that "from here many people depart for other
countries."

Examples, from today's textbooks, on all levels of education, can be
multiplied endlessly.

An examination of them shows the veracity of a conclusion by
Professor Mildted Dickerrnan, chairperson of the Department of
Anthropol y at Sonoma State College, CA.

In a 1973 f school curricula, she found that "American
schools are racist by design. Their racism is part of a larger
philosophy, an ethnocentric dedication to the remodeling of citizens to
conform to a single homogeneous acceptable model" made up of
-Anglo-Saxon and North European groups.'"

Negative stereotypes of southern and eastern European groups is a
staple also of popular books for adults or trade books. Members of
these ethnic groups serve as conventional, short-hand ways to evoke
such qualities as criminality, stolidity, stupidity, vengeance, anti-
intellectualism, clannishness, working-class primitivism, racism, over-
sexuality, corruption, right wing neofascism, and social and cultural
backwardness.

Here are two examples from a bounty and I choose two because
they are very popular books, both made into movies, one for television
and one for distribution in theaters.

Two examples: The character "Falconetti" in Irwin Shaw's Rich
Poor Man is dragged into the story at a convenient point - he has

nothing to do with the story - from nowhere to move the plot along
by committing murder and homosexual rape of a black man.

Similarly. Kurt Vonnegut, in Slaughterhouse Five, conveniently uses
an Italian American as a deus ex machine of irrational vengeance to kill
- that is murder = his WASP protagonist, whose name, incidentally, is
Billy Pilgrim.

Newspapecs usually drink from the same bigoted well jn dealing
with southern and eastern Europeans. In addition to the standard use
of stereotypes. newspeople have a conventional code all their own.

For example, the words "boss" and "machine" never refer to
Protestant individuals or groups.

Richard Nixon was called many things, but not a "boss." Franklin
D. Roosevelt occupied the White House for almost 4 terms and held
the Democratic Party in his hip pocket. Yet even his most vehement
enemies never used the,word "machine" to describe his power, unique
as it is in American history.

These are code words for a Catholic and, on some occasions, Jewish
politicians.
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Television and films are the major kingdom of ethnic stereotyping.
Poles, in their characters, usually represent walking Polish jokes. To
drive home the point, stand up comics and sit-corns actually tell real
Polish jokes.

Greeks, when they are portrayed on television, are walking symbols
of clannishness and emotionalism. Italians are buffoons, criminals, or
both.

A whole new generation of Americans is learning the latest

evolution of the "dumb" stereotype from -Fonzie," "Laverne and
Shirley," "Angie." and "Roseanne Roseannadanna." And a plethora of
mafia dramas have branded an ethnic group with a mark of Cain that
none of us will ever live to see erased.

Ethnic caricatures are sometimes funny and sometimes dramatic, but
I quote Quintilian, who wrote 2,000 years ago, "That laughter costs
too much which is purchased by the sacrifice of decency."

In the last couple of decades, the television industry and movie
industry have begun to implement that moral with regard to certain
racial minorities. They have yet to show that they are even sensitive
about it with regard to eastern and southern European minorities.

Anyone committed to the proposition that such treatment of
southern and eastern European groups does not reflect, perpetuate,
and aggravate social injustice against these groups must also be
committed to the position that racist 'and sexist treatment in the
communications media did no harm to blacks' arid women's civil
rights. Corrective courses of action suggest themselves: Organized
inquiry into the treatment of ethnics by the various media; employ-
ment of ethnics and ethnic consultants by the media; and all

appropriate corrective measures pushed through moral persuasion,
legal coercion, and governmental pressure.

To deny the conclusion is to affirm that the old nativist injustices are
not wrong or important, Unfortunately, the present state of affairs in
the communications industries does mostly just that.

Thank you.
[The complete paper follows.]-
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THE COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA AND
SOUTHERN AND

EASTERN EUROPEAN ETHNIC GROUPS

By Richard Gambino *

In the 1950's, 1960's and 1970's injustices based on race and :gender
were attacked in massive frontal assaults in'the United States. Without
underestimating what still needs to be done to overcome race and sex
biases, few would deny that great progreSs has been made in these
areas in the last decades. Great strides have also been made in
opposing- anti-Semitism since the turn of the century, mainly by
antidefarnation efforts of Jewish organizations, Yet, these were not'the
only unjust prejudices prevalent in Am6rican life. Old biases against
other groups = ethnic ones as distinct from racial ones = run through
American history, and exist today. They reached their most overt
expression during the heyday of the anti-foreign nativist movement,
roughly from 1850 to the 1930's. Fact is, because these biases have nor
been frontally attacked, they remain, firmly embedded in our minds
and society, albeit often despite our being unconscious. of them just
as millions of Americans were unconscious about race and sex
prejudice 25 years ago. Perhaps chief among the still vital and mostly
unchallenged nativist bigotries are those against people of southern
and eastern European background. These include Poles, Italians,
Greeks, and Slays, people Michael Novak has labelled, in satirical
protest, "P.I.G.S." Of course, they also include many others, e.g.,
Slovaks, Ukranians and Hungarians,

in essence, nativism was against all people who weren't of northern
European, Protestant background, preferably British. It began as a
major current in America in reaction to the great immigration from
Ireland that began in the 1840's, For the Irish were the first non-
Protestant group to migrate to our.shbres in large numbers. (Exclud-
ing, of course, Africans, who were "kept in line" first by slavery, then
by Jim Crow repression.) Nativism organized itself in 1843 into the
American, or "Know-Nothing," Party. Its planks were the drastic
restriction of non-ProteStant immigration, a 25 year residency
requirement for voting, and limiting all political offices to the
Arnerican-born. By 1850, the Party was credited with delivering 25
percent of the vote for Millard Fillmore, whose only other claim to
fame is the false legend that he was the first President to introduce the

Pn#re%,,nr or Education :Ind PhiMisophy and bireetor of Italian American Studitni Queens College,
New yiiirk New Yiark
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bathtub to the' White House. The nativists split briefly over the Civil
War, but after that distraction, they turned,their attention to the large
numbers of "undesirables" who were immigrating - Poles,
Jews, Hungarians and others. (Remember that -honky" is
bastardized version of ahunky,- a nativist term of less than end
for Hungarians.) The political pressure was -led by the "best" people;
e.g. Henry Cabot Lodge, whose 31 years in the U.S. Senate (1893-'34)
resulted in a rich output of bigoted anti-immigrant speeches and
articles; U.S. Grant, who in 1875 reflected on the Civil War with the
thought: "If we are to have another cgatest in the near future of our
national existence, I predict the'dividing line yin not be Mason- and
Dixon's, but between 'Protestant' patriotism and intelligence-on
one side, and "Catholic' superstition, ambition, and ignorance on
the other; U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, who in 1919-21
forcibly rounded up immigrants and deported them to Europe
Without burdening them with a trialf.or even a hearing .or specific
charges; Woodrow Wilson, who wrote that the turn-of-the-century
immigrants were "men of the lowest class from the south of Italy and
men of the meaner sort out of Hungary and Poland, men out- Of the
ranks with neither skill nor energy nor any initiative of quick
intelligence." Vice President Calvin Coolidge, a man of celebrated few
words, who managed a 1921 burst of loquacity in Good Housekeeping
Magazine, writing that "biological laws show us that Nordics
deteriorate when mixed with other races" (i.e., ethnic gioups); Herbert
Hoover, who before pronouncing the economy "basically sound" after
October 29, 1929, noted that "immigrants now live in the United States
on sufference. .and will be tolerated only if they behave.- Hoover's
generosity was topped by James J. Davis, Secretary of Labor under
Presidents Harding and Coolidge. Mr_ Davis commented that earlier
Protestant immigrants to America were the "beaver type" that built up
America, whereas the newer immigrants and "rat-men" trying to tear it
down.

However, nativist expression wasn't limited to such a lofty plane. By

the time immigration from southern and:eastern Europe was all but -cut
off by the "Emergency" Quotas Act in 1924, nativism had found
widespread, grassroots, American-as-apple-Pie expession among ordi-
nary citizens. In fact, the popular expressions had graduated to the
status-of American lore, much more resplendent in malice even than
nativist American law. The American vocabulary had been enriched
by such words as -"wick, "' "dago," "wop," "guinea," "pollack,"
"hunky," "kike," "yid," and " "greaser.--All of American-culture, from
the melting-pot public schools to the employment office, from
universities to the vaudeville stage, sang of a human. hierarchy, in

which southern and eastern Europeans were not the lowest to be sure,
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but not fully "American" (read "human") either, A glance at that
hierarchy reveals two things. First, most Americans immediately,
recognize it, althOugh they usually admit they had only a semicon-
scious awareness of it before it was maEt explicit. And second, the-
hierarchy conforms exactly with the traditional prejudices in Britain
about the rest of the world's peoples. It is a British import dating from
before the American War of Independence and surviving itand
America's history to this day. From top to bottom, here are the strata,
from most to least "American-hurnan:" .

Anglo-Saxon Protestants
Other Protestant British
Western European Catholics
Southern and Eastern Eurbpeans and Jews
Latin Americans
Asians
American Indians
Blacks

Ancient history? Overstatement? An oversensitive ethnic riding his
particular hobbyhorse? Consider, for example, the current scene in the
communications media - print and electronic. Starting with the
former, textbooks are among the earlist influences upon Americans. As
children in schools, we are captive to them for years, during a most
formative time of life. Last summer, I researched how widely usedjschool texts treat Amer'can ethnic groups. The results were monoto-
nously uniform. South rn and eastern European groups were either
neglected or negatively stereotyped.

For example, a 1979 fifth grade text, Understanding the United States
(McGraw- Hill), proclaims on its front page that it is concerned "with
the themes of cultural pluralism, equality, and social justice." But the
basic message of the text is laid down early in its pages. (The italils are
the book's): "The dominant, or major culture group in the' United,
States is British American. The minor culture groups are, called
subcultures. Among them are Italian Americans, Japanese Americans,
Navaho and Cuban Americans.- The book does not explain how
British Americans, some 15 to 30 percent of the U.S. population are
the major "dominant" group. Is it because English is our lingua franca?
Because our governmental system is heavily 'British in derivation?
There is immeasurably more to culture than these two components. In
all other areas, other ethnic groups have contributed enormously, in
many instances more than British Americans. Yet, in the text's 303
pages of American history, these other groups are reduced to one
chapter each for the Amish and Spanish speaking, and three chapters
on Native Americans. A blanket species, labelled "immigrant groups,"
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is given six pages, three of which are headed "Problems of Immi-
grants.-

Another 1979 text on the United States, dksigned for third graders,
uses "typical" American families and individuals as illustrations for for
conveying the flavor of American life. Their surnames are Mitchell,
Dunlop, Maynard, Wilson, Everson, Cooley, Wachtel, Elliott, Virgil,
Ortega, Dohan, Cheng, Sloan, and Sheehan. In the text or photos,
some of these are identified as black, Oriental, or Hispanic. The book
gives the impression that theie is no one in the United States from
eastern'or southern Europe.

Bigotry through neglect and condescension marks another 1979
textbook, a history-geography bOok meant for grades four through six.
Of the book's six chapters on Europe, three are on the United
Kingdom. Eastern and southern 'Europeans are either ignored or
barely mentioned. For example, in the 427-page book, Italy is` given 1 1
lines. These inform the student that Italy is divided into North' and
South, `that the North is'industrial, the South agricultural, and that
"from here many people depart for other countries."

Examples from today's textbooks, on all levels of education, can be
multiplied endlessly. Anexamination of them shows the veracity of a
conclusion by Professor Mildred Dickerman, chairperson of the
Department of Anthropology at S oma State College, CA. In a 1973
study 'of school curricula, she found that "American schools are racist
by design. Their racism is part of a larger philosophy, an ethnocentric
dedication to the remodeling of citizens to conform to a single
homogeneous acceptable model" - made up of "Anglo-Saxon and
north European groups."

Negative stereotypes of southern and eastern European groups is a
staple also of popular books for adults ("trade books"). Members of
these ethnic groups serve as conventional, short-hand ways to evoke
such _qualities as criminality, stolidity, stupidity, vengeance, anti-
intellectualism, clannishness, working-class primitivism, racism, over-
sexuality, tcorruption, right wing neofascism, and social and cultural
backwardness. Two examples from a bounty: "Falconetti" in Irwin
Shaw's Rich Man. Poor Morlis dragged into the story from nowhere'to
move the plot along by commiting murder and ho,mosexual rape of a
black man. Similarly, Kurt Vonnegut, in Sloughter-NThzuse Five, conve-
niently uses an Italian American as a deus ex manchina or irrational
vengeance to' ill off (murder) his WASP protagonist.

NeWspapers usually drink from the same bigoted well in dealing
with southern and eastern Europeans. In addition to the standard use
of stereotypes, newspeople have a conventional code all their own.
For example, "boss" and "machine" never refer to Protestant
individuals or groups. Richard Nixon was called Many things, but not
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c"boss." Franklin D. ROosevelt occupied the White House for almosta
four terms and held The Democratic Party in his hip pocket. Yet even
his most vehement enemies never used the word "machine" to
describe his power, unique as it is in American history.

Even when neWspeople attempt favorable coverage of southern and
eastern European groups, their treatment is steeped in condescension.
There is more to cover than people munching pizza, kielbasi and
souvlaki. But you seldom know it from the American press. Even their
selective use of words "ethnics" betrays the nativist bias. We may say
to the Fourth Estate, "Yes-, Virginia, even WASPs are an ethnic
group."

The supreme instrument of the updated nativist bigotries, however,
is composed of the electronic media = television and movies. Supreme"
because, I am convinced for reasons I argued at lengtIvelsewhere.' that
these media have an unmatched, great influence on the mi s and
behavior of Americans. Television and films are the major kin om of
negative ethnic -stereotyping of Southern and Eastern European
groups. Poles usually represent "Polish jokes." To drive home the
point, stand up comics and sit -toms still tell actual Polish jokes: Greeks
are walking symbols of clannishness and emotionalism. Italians are
bUffoons, criminals, or both: A whole new generation of Americans is
learning the lateft evolution of the "dumb,- stereotype from "Fonzi,"
"Laverne and Shirley," -Angie," and "Roseanne Roeannaclanna."
And a plethora of Mafia dramas have branded an ethnic group with a
mark of Cain that none of us will live to see erased.

Yes, ethnic caricatures are often funny or dramatic. Elut with regard
to racial groups, television and movies have at last heeded, in the two
decades, the truth that Quintilian penned almost two thousand years
ago: "That laughter costs too lunch which is purchased by the
sacrifice of decency." But the media have yet to begin to apply the
moral to southern and eastern European ethnic groups.'

Anyone committed to the propostiori that such treatment of
southern and eastern European groups does not reflect, perpetuate,
and aggravate social injustice against these group4 must also be
com=mitted to the position that racist and sexist treatment in the
communications rnedia did no harm to blacks' and women's civil
rights. Corrective courses of action suggest themselves: organized

-inquiry into the treatment of ethnics by the various media; employ-
ment of ethnics and ethnic consultants bwr the media; and all
appropriate corrective measures piished through moral persuasion,
legal coercion, and governmental pressure. To deny the conclusion is
to affirm that the old nativist injustices are not wrong, or important.

rvievi%lon:One.Eyecl Sweeror !chard irnhint) av-June 1078:
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Unfortunately, the present state of affairs in the communications
industries mostly does just that.

COMNiCssioNER RUIZ, I notice that Miss Nosehese was having a lot
of fun listening to the stereotypes conjured by the media, so I'm going

to ask her to speak next.
Miss Noschese is the Executive Director of the National Congress

of NeighbOrhood Women; a:. independent television and video
producer and director. She is pci serially working on two films about

ethnic women.
Her' written work includes the article: "Ethnic Women and the

Media," published in the fall of 1978-issue of this Commission's Civil
Rights Digest.

She also holds a Master of Arts degree in communications. She is

the chairperson of the Ethnic Caucus for the Continuing Cc __ ittee

for the International' Women's Year:,
Sheilka member of the Advisory Committee for WNET.
MissCchristinc Nos.chese.

RESPONSE OF CHRISTINE NOCHESE
Yes, I was enjoying Mr. Gambino's statements on ethnic stereo-

types, and a lot of that stuff is what I'd like to elaborate on, because I
feel that my own personal experience, what looking at the media has

meant to me in terms of being an ethnic, working-class woman myself,
has really had a lot of detrimental effects on myself andother people I

'know of similar class and ethnic background.
I know the Commission has done a lot of work on the media and on

race and minority groups in the media.
One of the things that I think that we should not overlook is the

internalization of what these media images do to the individual.
One, constantly = and in the.case of ethnics, we see no images like
-selves. We see all the values we hold dear, our fathily, our religion,

community and our work life, made fun of, put down, seen as
pa__ plogical, seen as criminal.

1 mean one of the interesting things to me is that the ethnic
community is supposed to deal with - be very profamily. Yet when we
look at television, when we look at the movies, all we see is the
WASP, upper middle-class ethnics as having healthy families, right
from "The Hardy Boys" to "Father Knows Best" to,the series on the

family on major. television,
When we look at public television, allwe see is upper middle-class

conflicts, stories, and mostly British dramas at this time
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law c look at what the flaai and the media have done tip the
ethnic family.: We even can say that the family - and it

has been our oven ethnics that have done this to the family = is seen as
pathological. It is never seen as healthy

The ethnic family is always leading to neurotic,
oppressive of their ehildren, eloseminded and reactionary.

Flie women are hardly scam in any positive role-models at all, even
in that media. The women areulually seen as passive, inarticulate, and
never saying anything about, the moral integrity of what their sons-in-
action do.

In the "Godfather.' I don't think very ,many of us who have had
ethnic mothers would think that our mothers would sit there and send
their. children off to kill people. I don't think that in the Irish family
the strong. mother is always there with JaMes Cagney. I think that that
kind of image of women and of mothers has been so detrimental to
making the ethnic woman feel.strong about herself.

I feel, also, that our religion is always made fun of. It's either seen as
a coverup for crime ; it's seen as something to joke about. It's seen as
something that's never positive.

The media has played our issues, as always, the negative parts of the
issues. If it's community issues, it's reactionary statements that are
community, not positive, statements about ethnic's concern for commu-
nity.

I think that in terms of our elas_s and our work, the working-class
person is seen as Stupid, reactionary, .closeminded, pathologically
criminal, and never openminded, never progressive, never radical, and
never for social change.

I also feel that the - that somehow this has all influenced a sense of.
who we are, that this kind of constant barrage of not seeing ourselves
anywhere, looking at the media and just seeing no reflection, lOoking
at commercials and seeing no positiYe reflection I think what's
happened to "Euro-ethnics" is very similar to what's happened to
blacks in the media, and I don't. think that could be really underesti-
mated.

think that we grow up thinking that the only way to make it is to
he a WASP, to be blonde, to be till!, to be thin, as Laura said, to talk =

not to tiilk a certain way, not to have certain dialogues: not to use our
hands. not to he emotional, and not to be expressive, and I don't think
this only affects womerl, it affects men.

.1 think the position of ethnic men IS seen to brutalize women; they're:
seen as gangsters, they're seen as Oppressive of worrq. They're never
seen in any positive fancily context. They're never Seen as making a
living to support their families in a healthy way, but they're 'seen as
brutal and violent towards their women.
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And I think that men are seen as not having any power in the
family, They're Edith Bunkers; they're listerfing to the man; they're
doing all this kind of stuff. They're not powerful, and this goes against
even our own stereotypes.

It's just constantly happening over and over again.
I think we have to make some recommendations,-and I think that

because Hollywood and commercial television is set up to reinforce
these kind of violent dramatic actions, we can't depend on them for
our answers.

I think that's what we have to do, and our ethnic directors have sold
us down the river, as far as I'm concerned. They haven't had the
power to make films that have been positive towards our families,
except for John Silver in Ilestei Steel, I must say.

I think that what we have to do is take another approach_ We have
to look at the public media and look at curriculum for schools, because
we have no other Choice.

We can't do it in te.rms of the commercial media. We have to start
looking at granting (films that are dramatic in terms of progressive
issues, and films = we have to just have Government policies that are
going to de'velop commercial films; and Government_ policy' that is
going to proauk d things that counteract the Hollywood industry,
because I ircr;ri't setlythat we can do anything abOut any of that stuff.

I feel that we have to have media and publications that have a
realisitic view of "Euro- ethnics ", their historical contributions, and
feel that another thing that, public television does - and I am on the
Advisory Board of NET - there is no screen time We have absolutely
no screen time The blacks want programminX1e Latins ,want
programming, and we,don't have enough, time to show all of these
ethnic groups to the media.

Well, I suggest another approach. Maybe if we took the approach of
what people were saying for the last 2 days and start relooking at our
history and relooking at how many there are of us in this population.
we could just be in all the media. We could be in the music, the
cultural, and the arts programs. We could be in the dramatic programs,
We could be in the theater programs. We could be in the documenta-
ries, all of us together. We don't have to be in these specializedslots
where there's not going to be any room, and there'll be an ethnic error
every night.

I think that that is one t Ting that we have-' tip look at in terms of
public television, and I also think that we have to look in terms of
more cable- stuff amore - I also think that.one of the things that's
really missing is what happens to the ethnic person in terms of making
their own products and developing their own art forms, and that's
been brought up by Georgia.,andit was also brought up by Dr. Scalon.
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' And we have to look using a very holistic approach, because unless
start encouraging-this type of production' from ethnics themselves,

we're not going to get the Material we want in a positive way.
And there should be grants and people in positions of power in the

National Academy of Arts, in the National Academy of the Romani-,
tites, and in the State councils.

Because unless we do this and unless ' Euro-ethnics" are represent
ed in those divisions, it's just not going happen; and I think clot of
the material will be biased.

And basically, I think' that one of the things that we did do was we
presented a whole panel on - at-that paint it was called White Ethnic
Women for theiNatiorial Institute of Education, and practically every
person who did research, whether it was in education, whether it was
in community planning or neighborhood policy, recommended that
they needed. -media materials on ethnics, and they were talking. about
film, and they were talking about video.

This, however, hasn't been published yet, so I ddri't know when it's
comingout. guess they're not interested in publishing it even though

'- there is research work that can be used by the CoMmission from abdut
10 women.

CONIMISS1ONE9 Rulz,,i appreciated the enthusiasm of your delivery.
Our next panelist, Thaddeus Kowalski, is chief of Chicago's Office

of the Pubic Defender where he has worked since 1964, And he is a
member of the Illinois Commission on Human Relations.

He was National Chairman ofjhe Polish-American Congress Anti-
Defamation: committee, and was president of that organization's
Illinois division,

He had discussed defamation problems frequently on radio anti .
television, and has filed a test case against a major network, alleging
ethnic defamation.

I hope you make reference to that ceetti in your delivery.
Go ahead.

RESPONSE OF THADDEUS L. KOWALSKI
I intend to confine my paper to the area that I' am particularly

interested in and knowledgeable, that is defamation .tin television.
Southern and Eastern Europeans have been shown in an unfavorable
image, i.e., stereotyped negatively by the television media,in movies,
but primarily by television. Television is extremely important becau'se
it enters everyone's tome. Unannounced, it is there: Historically, I
think beginning in 1968, Vice President, Agnew, while campaigning,
used term, "PcilaA," on television, which is a slanderous term. His
statement was picked up by the newspapers, and Bob Hope began
using the term "Polack" on television, It just sort of became acceptable



from that point on, historically. We have come to know that as' '.'the
dumb Polish jokes" from that point on. So from 1968 on, over ten

years now, Eastern and Southern EurOpeans, especially Polish-Ameri-
cans, have been ridiculed on TV in a most defamatory way. Certainly,
the years from 1972 to 1975 were the worst. Each network liadthese
jokes. They poitrayed - Polish - Americans in 'a negative image. The -J.
names of the comedians in situation comedies are numerous, some of
thjm. are- in the Family," Bob Hope. Redd Foxx, Carol Bumf tt,
Monty Python, Dick Caiitt, "Don Rickles Show," Steve Allen, and
numerous others. Professtir Gambino describes the nativist philosophy
in his excellent paper. The nativist philosophy is tlie motivating force
behind these jokes, and expresses the prejudices of the nativists on
prime-time TV.

In 1972, I became So-disgusted with the ethnic genocide being, thrust
upon the _Polish - American community in the name of humor, I reacted
by beitoming the national chairman of the Anti-Defamation Committee
of the Polish-American Congress. I was not in the PolishAmerican
organized community =prior to these jokes being aired on TV. As a
lawyer, I saw the hypocrisy that was being perpetrated by our three
networks, ABC, CBS, and NBC. As'the national chairman, I wrote an
anti-defamation guide; it had four printings between the years of 1971
and 1975, and was distributed througliout the United States to Polish-
Americans. The sense of degradat7n felt by the Polish-Ainerican
community at that time and now are very deep and are very divisive.
There is a basic difference at laughing at someone and with someone.
The Polish joke and the Italian jokes are jokes against ethnic groups. I

don't laugh with them. They are degrading and humiliating. They
result in ethnic genocide. These jokes on TV enter everyone's home,
and that is a basic difference between them and a social joke that is
confined to a small social group,

What effect have these jokes had on the Polish-Americans especially
younger children? Psychological trauma, a feeling of ,inferiority,
second class citizenship.' Their classmates- also see the Polish-Arneri-,cans or the Italian-Americans as inferior as a result of these jokes, I
took a survey of the sophomores at Glenbrook West High School, in
Glenview, a suburb of Chicago and of a high school in Miami, Fldrida.
In a series of questions, and with written responses, I asked these
students what effect television had in creating a strong negative image
of their Polish-American classmates? The result was the TV was the,
priinary instrument in forming their negative opinion.

I am a lawyer and not a sociologist, and I am angry. Why should
this ethnic genocide of Polish-Americans and Italian-Americans, and
the Mafia stereotype, continue to be perpetrated upon us, and why
should we be made,' as a result, second-class citizens? Are the three
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networks the primary perpetrators of this ethnic genocide? Yes; there
is no. question of it. They are aware of what they' have done and are

...: doing.. The networks are unwilling to change. I personally- have
spoken to the representatives of every network from 1972 on I have
talked to producers,., directors, vice presidents tif programming, and
legal counsel, in Chicago as well as in New YOrk and Los Angeles.

... 'Very little 'sensitivity was shown by the networks. In fact alter a,2-
particularly'bad_pcogram in .1'972 on ,an -ABC, TV network against.
Polish-Americans, I tlew to New York, and I spoke to a vice president
of ABC TV. After we discussed the program at length, I had a
promise from him, that ABC' TV would never do it again. A month
later .Steve Allen hosting the Dick &vett Show had 15 minutes of the
most degrading and humiliating Polish jokes. I filed suit shortly
thereafter against ABC Television requesting "-reply time", under the
FCC regulations. We did not ge; our reply time for technical reasons,'
but we did go as far as the U.S. Supreme Cart. But the suit
conclusively showed the FCC as unwilling to assist in any way the
Polish American community. I requested the FCC to use their moral
influence; which ithoUght wbuld be important, because as aliwyer, I
could see the problems of censorship under our freedom, of speech.,
There is no legal way that the jokes can be stopped, but the moral
influence of the FCC against these jokes would be great.

The U.S. Civil Rights Commission may consider the area of
negative stereotyping in the media as a small issue compared to all the
ther aiieas of interest. But in TV stereotyping, the Commission can

act immediately. It can commission a study to research the type, the
extent, and the character of ethnic defamation .on television, and the
impact on the ethnic community and espeL4ally the psychological

.damage that these ten--years_ of negative stereotyping has hAd on
children. Children are,especially prone to deeP psychological trauma,
negative self-image from the jokes. As a result of this study, the
Commission can recommend actions to the President and Congress4. 1
was particularly distressed when the 1977 Commission report on
stereotyping in the media totally omitted the ethnic stereotyping of
Polish-Americans or Italian-Americans Who have been for more than
10 years the primary targets ofstereotyping by the networks.

I hope the Commission will undertake this study and make the
proper, legally feasible recommendations, <-

DISCUSSION
FLEM Well, I would like to comment. I don't

think I have a yestion, particularly, because I followed these
presentations with geeat interest and have been very much impressed
by them, and don't have any doubt at all in'my mind but that you
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have ptit your ting serious and important issue, becatise
increasingly .am tirtprctised with what the media, pahieularly the
television Media, ca in terms of what it can do to people, to
persons who ar'members of certain groups

I think the basic paper that has been prepared `for us, and I think, the
comments on-the part of the two panelists:Will.be I',5ery helpful to.,us,'itt'
dialing with this particular: issue and, I think, it is one that cannot,be -
I just wantexpress appreciation:.

COMmIsSIONER Auer. Vice Chairman Horn?
VIcE CHAIRMAN HoRN. You mentioned, Mr. Kowalski, that your

filing was, I assume dismissed for technical reasons?
MR. Itaw rtit±I, it was dismissed on technical reasons because the

FCC and then the Appellate Court here in Chicago found that there
was certain preconditions- in order to get reply time, and that they
found that the ethnic community was not in essence, stereotyped,
under their legal reasoning, wewerenot-- stereotyped,

Technically;-undgr th5,- FCC regulations, we were4iot stereotyped.
Yo4i-and I would loo upon 'the stereotyping in another way, but under
the legalese it reotying; therefore, we were not entitled to
reply time

I wanted reply time because I realize that !he/freedom of speech and !,
the Constitution was overwhelming. I certainly did not use fcensorship

N

for that reason:
Vici-7CHAIRNIyiq'HORN: That's been one. of the arguments we have

had with the FCC, and. as you suggest in your o.,n comments, it is

obviously a very sensitive area that can be counterproductive to any
group in society, if Government does intrude on program control and
the degree to which it intrudes.

The argument has been over the degree to which the Federal
Government should interfere with programming decisions that are --
made by networks in a free society, if we do not want go down the
road toward a propaganda ministry, and having everything else being
eontrolledbut of Washington.

How do you and the people in the Polish American Anti-Defama-
tion League deal with that question of the degree to which Govern-.
ment intrusion should come in the cornrsprions media through the
Government's: power to-regulate the air waves?

MR. KowALsKt. Well, I think we're very sensitive to that issue
becauise of the fact that we do realize that you cannot - we cannot,
have censorship in America. At the same time, we have this problem,
which I think we all consider an issue - negative stereotyping.

So how do we react'with it? I thi-nk perhaps the ways I mentioned
before - is the Moral climate. If we can change, increase the sensitivity'
of Americans to this issue - just as the sensitivity of the Americans of
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the problems of the black, the Hispanic and the Asian community has
change,d over these many yeaPs - has it note so, too, we hope that the
moral influen6-e of many Governmental agencies, as well as others,
will change the atmosphere, so this will not occur anymore, because
censorship is not the answer, of course.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN, Some have suggested that the election of a
Polish Pope did more good to solve the problem than almost anything --
else.

Do you have any perception about that?
MR. KOWALSKI. _My perception is, I think, that's the only positive

thing I've seen on television, the positive image, as Christine spoke of
You never see any positive image of any'sort.

Do you remember the time when you saw an Italian-American or
Polish-American in a positive image lately,. the last 10 years on
television? I don't remember one. I watch some television, not too
much. It just isn't there.

13ut now it also brought up another issue. The Pope visiting the
black community, visiting the Hispanic community, and other commu-
nities, he showed the tremendous pluralism and diversity of Ameri-
cans: especially among Catholics, and'this brings an issue of which we
are all addressing ourselves to at this moment.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. If you could file with the Commission, if it
would not be inconvenient, the actual briefin which, you did raise this
issue, I think it would be appreciated. We would like to include it as
part of the consulation.

MR. KOWALSKI. I certainly will do that. May I just mention just
one thing.

The television code, don't know if you have seen that code, it has
beautiful' pronouncernOts in there, but they're all useless, because in
them they say very clearly there should be no ethnic defamation and
all th In fact, the code, back in 1972 and 1973 was-even stronger. I
co d show you how it began to be watered down year after year.

ave all these. It's totally useless. We cannot look to the television
networks to do this.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In your comments you referred to a possible
leadership role on the part of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion.

MR. KOWALSKI_ Well not of the FCC - of this Commission.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Well, I thought, though, in your comments

that you also associated the Federal Communications Commission
with the possibility of a leadership role.

I would like to make that as a suggestion. In our eport, we bore
down very heavily on the fact that the Federal Communications
Commission has at various times found ways and means of exercising
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leadership without imposing any regulatory ,decision on the networks,
and we, of course, had to follow or walk a rather narrow line here,
also, as between our concern about the stereotyping on the part of the
networks, for examp e, -an
likewise very 'much concerned about protection of rights under the
First Amendment': but the FCC, from time to time, has held hearings,
for example, for the purpose of getting certain situations on top of the
table without having in mind any possibility of following up with
issuance of an order, but for the purpose of getting the information '8
top of the table, and, I think, the children's

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I think you do face that delicate line with
the FCC since it has regulatory power, which we do not have.

It is. one thing for us to moralize on issues; it is quite another thing
for an agency that controls whether or not you get a license to
moralize with all the implications that might be drawn in the industry
that "Unless we do what they say or imply, be it one commissioner or
the whole Comrnis.iion, then there goes'our licence."

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I appreciate that, and of course I'm
reflecting a little bias that I have in the direction of people in public
office or government agencies from time to time exercising leadership
on particular issues, even though they may not be in a position where
they can issue regulations, and I appreciate -

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. If "leadership" is a euphemism for
"censorship," then I'm against it.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMijNG. Well, so am I, but if it's that; but on the
other hand, I think it's possible to exercise that leadership without
getting over into the realm of censorship.

Too often, I think public officials will back away from that kind of
an Opportunity. /3

DR. GAMBINO. I would like to suggest that freedom of speech and
freedom of inquiry are also rights enjoyed by this Commission.

You are perfectly free to inquire into the practices of textbook
publishers and the television and movie industries. You are perfectly
free to issue results of those inquiries. You are perfectly free to make
moral judgments and political judgments, if you will, on those
inquiries.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn and I are not discuss-
ing what this Commission could do at all. Our dialogue related to the
Federal Cornmuications.

You summed up very effectively what we can do.
DR. GAMBINO. I understand, but the same red herring will be

raised if you do it, that you are bridging the First Amendment rights.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But we're Governmentally approved

gadflies, so we have the sanction of Congress to do the things we do.
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DR. GAMBINO. I'm suggesting that you increase your sting.
COMMISSIONER .Ruiz. Well, the situation is not unique. We do it all

the time.
A Mexic descriptive -of-Mexican-A.merican

eliminated from the TV screen as a negative stereotype. I think they
%Cere advertising a Meiican food product some years ago.

Everybody thought it was real funny; excepting the Mexican
Americans; .so what they did was boycotted the product, boycotted
and organized, and this -Prito Bandit() disappeared from the market,
and later on, apparently it was effective, because they attemped to
introduce other matters of that type, and there was already an
organization exisiting which was effective.

Mr. White?
ASSISTANT STAFF.DIRECTOR WHITE. Mr. Kowalski, I have another

question that I wanted to ask you.
First, when you talked with the agency officials, as a lawyer, did it

occur to you to get that promise in writing?
MR. KOWALSKI. Yes, it did occur to me. The vice president would

put nothing in writing. He would put nothing in writing, and as a
result, it was just more a statement from him to me and my associates
that he wouldn't do that, and unfortunately, of course, it happened.

We have to look upon what are the basic premises of what the
networks work for.

If they work - if their basic thrust is that of profit, then it's profit
motivation, whichever - which motivates them, and if they get the
best in this ethnic stereotyping, they'll continue that. They will
continue to do that.

ASSISTANT STAFF DIRECTOR WHITE. The question I did want to ask
you is whether in your talks with the networks officials, ABC, CBS,
NBC, whether you discussed the employment patterns with them.

MR. KOWALSKI. Oh, yes, we certainly did, and the answers we got
were, very similar to the answers that the blacks and the Hispanics and
the ,Asians received just before us; namely, you don't have any
qualified people. I know that was told to the blacks and Hispanics,
because I've spoken to their members.

And the same thing was raised again. You'd think by then that
networks would learn a new line, but they didn't,

When we came in there, they told us the same thing all over again,
and that's still their official pronouncement to this day, that we have
no qualified people.

All of a sudden, in Chicago, they found qualified people. They
found qualified blacks when they had to. They found qualified.
Hispanics and Asians all of a sudden, out of the woodwork, as if
miraculously, they appeared,
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It ,was their own ineptitude and insensitivity which was their
handicap and remains still.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I'll have to interrupt at this time because our
time is passing.

For our eighth panel, on intergovernmental relations and ethnicity,
I'll return the chair back to the Chairman.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Just before the panel breaks up, I'd just like
to kind of - the dialogue I was having with Mr. Gambino on the role
of this Conthission, because,-Vii I indicated to you I felt that you very
.accurately summarized the role of this Commission, and the role that
the Commission has played down through the years.

I happened to be serving in the Cabinet in 1956 when the Cabinet,
along with President Eisenhower, was considering making a recom-
mendation to the Congress for a creation of a Commission on Civil
Rights.

The late Pre§ident was very much interested in seeing such a
Commission come into existence.

Some of my colleagues said to him, "You could do this by Executive
Order. You don't need to ask for legislation.-

His reply was, "I think the time has come to bring into existence a
body that could get the facts on top of the table.' He said, they're
going to be able to do that, there will be times,when they'll need the
right to subpoena witness and put them under oath, and the only way
we can confer that right is by going to the Congress."

But he kept reiterating the time has come to get the facts on top of
the table, and then on the basis of getting them on top of the table,
arrive at findings and recommendations which are made to the
President and to Congress.

So 1 just want to say to you that, we share your summary. It is the role
of the Commission and has been in the 22-odd years that the
Commission has been functioning.

Thank you all very, very much, all three of you, for your
cont ributions.

Eight Session: ,Intergovernmental Relations
and Ethnicity

CHAIRMAN Ft EmmING. I now - our fast subject matter of discus-
sion, particular subject matter area, deals with intergovernmental
relations and I've asked Commissioner Saltzman to preside during that
discussion.

Commissioner Saltzman.
COMMISSIONER SAL- EmA Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. Myron B. Kuropas will be our presenter. He is presently
principal of the Rosette Middle School in-Dekalb, IL.

During the last year of the Ford Administration, he served as special /
i turf -to -thv-President-4-chnicAffai=m4lis-eifons4fwe--rvaulredi-,

in a series of ethnic 'White House conferences, the creation of
Presidential and, neltiagencr policy-review- boards and increased
mphasis'on-edilirepi'ibrities in' several Federal agencies.

,

For th'r'ee years prior to that appointment, he .was the Chicago
regional director` for ACTION, the Federal umbrella agency Tor
numerous volunteer efforts. .. i.

He holds. B.A. and M.A.degrees in Psychology and a Ph.D. in
Education:

Dr. Kuropas, its nice to have you

STATEMENT OF MYRON' B. KUROPAS,
SUPREME VICE-PRESIDENT,

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Thank you very much, Rabbi.
The purpose of my remark$this afternoon will be one to identify

those factors which have haft an influence and continue to intluence
government policies and programs related to ethnic and immigrant
groups in America during the past 100 years; two,. to describe briefly a
relatively- successful intergovernmental communication model which
improved Federal relationships with American ethnic groups during
the 1970's; and three, to define those issues which I believe will be of
significance to Euro-ethnic Americans during -the 1980's, focusing on
the significance of the 1980 census in helping to determine what the
governmental responses will be to these various issues.

For the first 200 years of American history, three conceptual models
or ideologies, namely; Anglo-conformity, the melting pot, and cultural
pluralism, have competed with each other in American thinking to
explain the way a nation, which started out largely white, Anglo-
Saxon, and of the-Protestant faith, has absorbed 42 million immigrants
and their descendants.

One might say that on the whole, and by what seems to be long
established custom; public policy has tended to define ethnic diversity
as a "problem," that is, an impediment to the maintenance of a
cohesive social order.

The focus of much of Government policy has been on what Joshua
A: Fishman has termed the "disappearance phenomenon,- that is,'the
process by which ethnic groups have become assimilated into
American edre society and the rapidity with which various govern-
mental intervention programs have helped these groups in becoming
culturally indistinguishable.
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To a great degree, of course, Governm policy has been a
reflection of American public opinion. .

When in-the late 1800's, the so-called new irnmigia ts, that is those
tin-thermand

demonstrated res ce to the melting pot proc s the Government
addressed the prOblem at its source.

The Federal establishment simply passed 'a series of exclusionary
inamigration- laws which began with the Chidese.EAclusion Act of
1882 and culminated with the Johnson-Reed Act of 1924.

When Certain-ethnic groups already living in America continued to
preserve their heritage, their language, and their values, public opinion
demanded an affirmatiOn of loyalty to the United States.-

"There is no room in this country for hyphenated American
declared former President Theodore Roosevelt in 1915_

"Arnerica for Americans," echoed a-host of citizens who supported
instant amalgamation.

And as the drum- beats of the Americanization movement became
More strident, there were certai x-cesses and certain attacks upon the
foreign element.

Some of the more nefarious results of this melting pot mind-set were
the persecutions of German-Americans during World War I, the
various abominations of the' Ku Klux Klan during the 1920's, the
investigations of foreigners by the House Un-American Activities
Committee of. Congressman Dies in the 1930's, and of course, the
internment of Japanese-Americans during the1940's.

Two generations of young ethnic Americans, meanwhile,. were
educated in American public schools where they were made to feel
less than American if they spoke a foreign language or ate foreign
foods, or sang foreign-language songs, or responded to ethnic values
and customs.

There was a public policy shift during the 1960's when the so-called
ethnic problem was redefined for the visible minorities.

There was an argument that stated that some ethnic groups could
not disappear because they were '!culturally" deprived and ''suffered"
from certain racial characteristics which-resulted in economic discrim-

. s

ination.
The Federal establishment began to devise new strategies which

would enable the melting pot to function more effectively for these
particular groups.

At the root of the problem, the policy makers decided, was racism
and poverty, and what was needed, they concluded. Was an all-out,
two-pronged Government effort that would eliminate both in the-
shortest period of time.
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There was a new era of Government involvement with ethnicity,
with the great society programs of the 1960's. Ethnic assimilation was
now to be accomplished thro greater economic and educational
opporturritim-through improv housing, and through more efficient
social delivery systems.

When in the late 1960's,-. the expectations and promiseg the
Federal establishment proved to be unrealistic, frustrated blacks took

the streets to accentuate their rig s

Studyink the.causes of the civil dishiso which rocked the United
States during this period of time, the Kerner Commission concluded
that America was rapidly' apprOaching two separate societies, one
white and one black.

The solution, the)Commission suggested, was to be found in art
expansion of higher education opportunities for minorities, the
elimination of de facto segregation, the increase of funds for low-
interest loans in the inner city, and the expansion of minority job
opportunities in the private and public sectors through, the elimination
orracial discrimination.

The Commission cited the Coleman Report, which, it reasoned,
called for an intensification of efforts to bring about truly integrated
and, therefore, superior education for inner-city children.

Bringing minorities into the mainstream was the .general thrust of
both the Kerner and Coleman reports, and both were in the best
melting pot tradition: the eliminaiion of an ethnic problem through
assimilation. During the 1970's, busing and affirmative action became
the major means for achieving this end.

But there was a second ethnic phenomenon which occurred during
the 1960's which, although precipitated by rising black awareness,
evolved along significantlydifferent ideological lines.

This ethnic stream came to be identified as the new pluralism, and it
was anti-melting pot in both spirit and orientation. And in contrast to
the assimilationists, the new pluralists viewed ethnicity as a resource,
rather than a problem.

A turning point for ethnic Americans and the single most significant
accomplishment of the hew pluralists during .this early phase of their
activity was the passage of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act of 1971.

For the first time in our history, the Federal establishment was
willing to fund edUcational programs which perpetuated and devel-
oped America's rich ethno-cultural legacy.

Welcomed as a cool rain after a very long and a very hot dry spell,
this Act was perceiped by many Euro-ethnics as an event which
signaled the derni_seof the melting pot as an American societal idea.

They believed that cultural pluralism would soon beCome the
standard by which all public policy would be evaluated.
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o confident were some pluralists of their perception that they
pre cted the 1970's would go down in American history as the decade
of ethnic. They.:were exuberant over the success of the other
minorities, and some of them began -to dream of fnew and natural

[
coalitions of ethnics and minorities which would lead America into a

.

new era of brotherhood and understanding.
,.- The 1970's, of course, never lived up to Pluralist expectations. For-

some people they are now viewed as an era of, reversal. Some ethnics
believe it was they and not the Anglo-Saxon power structure that had
to pay tire price for America's paSt policies ocracial discrimination:

Euro-ethnimhave watched their lovingly preserved neighborhoods
destroyqd by very 01-Conceived an poorlY managed Government
housing prograns. They have wa d their'children bused to scboois .

gibpreme Cou rulings notwithstanding, many Euro-ethnics still
. in communities t t really didn't want them.

,-- ,,
believe affirmative action prrogramg are a form of reverse discrimina-
tion which penalizes those who are least able to absorb the socio-
economic loss.

After 20 years of attempting to sensitize the Federal establishment to
5,

the values of the pluralistic model, the pleas of Euro-ethnics to the
Goviernment are either politely ignored or dismissed as racist in effect.
The melting pot lives on, .

There is, of course, at least one other way of going about the
Government's business, and it was tried with mixed success in the
White House during the Ford Administration.'

This approach is based on two important premises: ni &mber one, that
every significant segment of the American polity has a right to be
heard when Government policies and programs which affect' their
lives are being considered; and two, bureaucratic arrogance and
indifference can-be best addressed in an authoritative and, if necessary,
an authoritarian manner when in becomes insensitive to group needs=

In dealing with ethnic Americans, the White House made certain
assumptions with reference to the way communication was going to be
established: The first assumption was that most self-conscious ethnics
belong to some type of religious, social, fraternal, political, or other
organization in their ethnic community. The second assumption was
that the articulated goals and objectives of various ethnic 'organiza-
tions are reflections of the goals and objectives of its members. The
third assumption was that the elected officers of the various ethnic
organization's are people who are most in tune with the needs and
sentiments of the membership. And four; that in listening to elected
ethnic leaders, one can begin to understand and to appreciate ethnic
concern -s.
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Once the significant ethnic organizations were identified, [Weir_

leaders were invited to the White House and they were asked to
identify the Major issues of 1976 for ethnic communities. They were in
order of their priority: number one neighborhood revitalization;
number two education and ethnicity; number three, the 1980 census;

,
and number four, cede -ral social service delivery systems.

Dealing with the issues involved a well-defined process which
included the following steps:!Step No 1: The particular issue was
der d and a position. paper was prepared by a representative ,of the

omrminity who was believed to be qualified to deal. with the
n; every effort was made to have the paper include specific
mendations which the Federal Government would be able to
in developing a solution. Step No 2: The position paper was

ulated among those Federal' agencies which were or could be
in Wed in the solution. The paper was usually delivered to the
ran g person irrihe agencyund it was"made clear that the President

.was in sted in their response. Step No. 3: Federal responses were
monitored and, if necessary, negotiated to make certain that the
problem or need was being addressed in a proper .manner. Step No 4:
The President was briefed regarding the concern and the proposed
Federal response. Step No_ 5: Ethnic leaders niost involved with. the
problem were invited to the White' House where tige position paper
was read,: where agency. kinds had an opportunity to respond, and
where invitees had an opportunity to: react, The President, of course,
usually met all participants to inform them of his intentions to assure
that all recommendations were acted upon at the earliest opportunity.

The Special Assistant for Ethnic Affairs monitored the Federal
agencies involved with the solutions to see if further Federal assistance'
was required.

One of the conferences, as I have mentioned, dealt with the 1980
census, and the person who developed the paper for that conclave was
Dr. Michael Novak.. s

He stated that it was necessary to have much better data on
America's ethnic groups for the following reasons:

No. 1. - Serious understanding, public ; comprehension, a,nd a
meaningful ,Government policy require an accurate profile of the
American people: No 2 - for better or for worse, statistical profiles 'of
group characteristics are being used by the courts and by Federal
agencies to award various entitlements and to develop social pro-
grams, Inaccurate data can lead to _certain penalties; and the designa,
Lions "foreign stock," "country of birth,- and "mother tongue- used to
identify ethnics in 1970 were inadequate to include America's many
diverse groups.
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We had a response o_ the Bureau, of the Census, and-one. of the
respondents in-1976, Mrs. McKenney, is here with:Us. I shall not dwell
on the of points made by Dr. Novak: Mrs. McKenney has had
access to my paper, and, in order to save tiine,I will skip over this
section:and allow her to address the various issues dealing with the
1980- census and with the various ethnic groups in the United States.

What about the importam# of the 1980 census? In my-mind, the
importance of the 'census upon thedireCtion of American Public policy
development cannot be overestimated. If the census is conducted and
arialyzed from a pluralistic perspective, that is in an effort to truly
determine the full scope of cultural and social diversity in this Country,
then the results should demonstrate, quite conclusively,' I belieVe: that
many 'ethnic Americans did not melt into mainstream American life
but retained; instead, 'a certain degree of cultural and behavioral
identification with their ethnic heritage.

If the 1980 census demonstrates that the United States is indeed, not
a melting pot for all Americans, the implications for public policy
could be enormous.

The acceptance of a pluralistic, ideal mean a re-eValuation of
our approach to a number of issues.

The term "minority" may have to be either eliminated as a
functionally meaningless term - all of us are minorities in the United
States, even Anglo-Saxons- - or expand d to include all groups who
have been for ed variety of discri inatory reasons, denied an
opportunity to attain equal status and presentation in our society.

Another real issue that may emerge a result of the 1980 census
will be something that many of us hav realized, and that is that the
Federal Government - that is, the F eral establishment, the Federal
bureaucracy is not representative of the pop_ ulation it is intended to
serve.

If the 1980 census suggests that national percentages for ethnic
groups are higher than they are in the Federal bureaucracy, then it
may be necessary to institute a recruiting campaign which would
enable our. Government to become more representative of and,
hopefully, more sensitive to diverse group needs.

There may have to' be a need, as the result of the 1980 census, to
change the Government .decision-making models that have been
functi6ning up until this time. One of these models has already been
suggested.

Utilizing the particular approach or the model - and there are many
variations of it - would guarantee the inclusion of all groups affected
by Government programs in the process.

In 'a pluralistic society, no single group should dominate the focus of.
Government social programs. The major objective should be consen,-
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sus among blacks, Hispanic Americans, women, youth, ethnics, and
other major constituencies directly affected.

There might also be need for a greaterdecentralization of the
Federal bureaucracy. Another of the frequent coMpinints of slmost_all
segments of:our society has : been,. the frequent inability of our
WA ngton-based bureaucracy to make progradunatic allowances for
loc variance.

The problem with uniform, rational, comprehensive solutions is that
they are bialed towards the unitary answer. But ours is a diverse-

,

society with differing loCal needs and resources..
The decentralization of the Federal bureaucracy may have tot he

part of the answer derived from the 1980 census.
And finally, in the area of public policy developitent, once the

Government agency personnel have become more representative and
iplerant of diversity, once,a consensus model has been developed, once
local variation has been taken care of-through decentralization, then
the next and final step would be to develOp a cleat rationale for the
actual development of public policy.

During the 1980's, many issues will emerge to compete for the
attention of- governmental agencies. But if I were to select a single
philosophy that would best serve the nation during this period, it

kwould be one that was based on an ideological commitment to the
strengthening of local institutions such as the family, the neighbor-
hood, the Church, and the voluntary oranization..

The age of big Government and Federal entitlements, I'm afraid, is
here to stay. But in a society which is predicated on a melting pot
rationale, as we have seen, bureaucrats tend to be biased towards
unitary solutions and final answer

The challenge of pluralistic pub_ c policy development, on the other
hand, is to search for alternative local service delivery systems, to take
steps to'strengthen them, and to embrace the multitude of particular
Interests which constitute our particular polity.

The family, as we know_ been discussed. Much has been written
about it. The Federal Government is presently involved with it. If you
-have any doubts that the American family is in trouble, then the recent
decision by President Carter to establish an office for familieS in the
Department of Health anci Human' Resources should serve to remove,
all doubt.

I'm very fearful of the department that's going to address the family.
Given the totalitarian approach of the Federal Government up until
now the Government's melting pot mind-set = this particular bureau,
if not monitored properly, could do moredamage to the family than all
the other actions that have been taken against the family within recent
years,
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The neighborhood, of course, has been already mentioned, Much
has been said about. it, I shallanot dwell on this subject.

Religious institutions are also worthy of our concern in a pluralistic
_ society, My fear in this regard is not that the Church will take over the
functions of the State My concern is that the State, in dictating
tandardized beliefs and values, will take over the functions of the

Chuich. -Our' personal sense of identity; our values, our customs;..and
our perceptions of the meaning of life in an increasingly materialistic,
uncaring, and narcissistic society are enhanced by a .1:felief ire

Supreme Being.,
Voluntary associations are also beginning to erode in a society

where the Government is willing to_tot on more and more of the
responsibility for the social ills which b et us. 'Individual, initiative is
being destroyed in the process. Ethnics re especially concerned by
this turn of events because the volfintary as-smtation has played such
an important role in their lives. luntary associations represent the
bedrock of ethnic comaiunal life.

Today, America is aced with crisis of will. Most Government
programs which have been directed at ethnic groups have failed.

The poor are still with us, but we no longer wish to discuss poverty,
let alone Fight

still exists, and we are closer than ever to two, some
say three, separate societies.

We are disillusioned with the past. We have little faith in the future.
The 1980's do not seem very promising_ And yet, there is hope.

We can learn from thG mistakes of the past. We can adopt a
pluralistic ideology in our approach to social policy development. We
can develop a disposition to preserve those institutions which stood
the test of time and which still have much to offer in a pluralistic
society.

We can learn to avoid totalitarian solutio * Decision- snaking
models do exist. It is not too ate_ Next time, we can do it right.

Thank you.
[The complete paper follows.]
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS- AND
ETHNICITY

y!cwrE1-:-Koropa,

Purpose
The purpose of this paper iScto:
1. Identify those factors which hive- influenced and ,continue to

intluence.Government policies and programs related to ethnic and
immigrant groups in America during the past 100 years, and to
analyze the attitudes and behaviors of those who are presently
involved in their implementation.

2. Briefly describe a relatively successful inter-governmental com-
munication model which impfoved Federal relationships with
American ethnic groups during the 1970's and discuss how it was
used to clarify ethnic concerns regarding the 1980 census.

3. Define issues which the authof believes will be of significance to
ethnic Americans during the 1980's, focusing on the significance
of the 1980 census in determininggovernmental respons6 to these
issues.

Factors
For the-first 200 years of American history three conceptual models

or ideologies - namely Anglo-conformity, the melting pot, and
cultural pluralism - have competed with each other in American
thinking to explain the way a nation, in the beginning largely white,
Anglo-Saxon, and Protestant, has absorbed 42 million immigrants and
their- descendants.' On the whole, and by -what seems to be long
established custom, public policy has tended to define ethnic diversity
as a -problem,- an impediment if you will to the maintenance of
cohesive social order. The focus has been on what Joshua A. Fishman
has termed. the -disappearance phenomenon."2 that is, the process by
which ethnic groups become assimilated into American core society
and the rapidity with which Governmental intervention can assist
these groups in becoming culturallyindistinguishable.

To a great degree, of course, .Government policy has been a
CI) reflection of public opinion. When, in the late 1800's, the so-called
ti

Supreme Viz- President, Ukrainian National Association and 'rimer Special Asscitrint to the
President tor Ethnic Affair%

Milton !vt. raortion, "Assimilation in America. "rheory and Reality", Deedehar No. 2 (1900i, p;
26;

1.0,0a A' Ftshruan. " he Ili:torn:al and Social Contexts k-it an Inquiry Into Language Maintenance
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1901m, p 21.
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"new igrants,z-that is, those who came to these shores from Asia
as well as from southern and eastern Europe, demonstrated -a

resistance to the melting pot process, the government * ddressed the
-problerrr'-'1--=t-its source,-T FedefaV-establishrnent sing_ passed a

series of exclusionary immigration laws which began wit e-Chinese
Exclusion Act, 01882 and culminated with the Johnson,lkE eed Act of

.1924.3_ When certain ethnic groups living in America c6ntinued to-
preserve their heritage; their language, and their Value's, public opinion
demanded a reaffirmation of loyalty. to the United States. "There is no
room in this country for hyphenated Americanism- declared president
Theodore Rocisevelt in 1915.4 "America for Americans"echoeS a host
of citizens who demanded instant amalgamation. As the drum -beats of
the Americanization movement became more strident, excesses against
the so-called l'oi-eign element- became more common. Thi more
nefariohs fesults of this melting pot mind-set were the persecutions of
German-Americans during World War I, the abominations of the Ku
Klux Klan during the 1920's, the investigations of "foreigners" by the
Dies House Un-American Activities Committee during the 1930 and
the . internment of Japanese-Americans during the 1940's.9 wo
generations of young ethnic Americans, meanwhile, were educated in
public schools where they were made to feel "less than American" it'
they spoke a foreign language, ate foreign foods, sang foreign language
songs, or responded to ethnic values and customs.

Past acceptance of the melting pot ideal by America's academic
conirnyity helped confirm its ideological legitimacy. Concentrating
their attention on the disruptive effects of succiessive -immigrations of/
American societal cohesion, historians praised the early frontier as the
"crucible" of fusion and liberation° and argued that the melting pot
served a similar purpose in that its major function was to "spiritually
transform" n w immigrants.7 Following a similar =line of reasoning,

st4sociologi . ocused on the debilitating aspects of culture' conflict
between first generation immigrants and their children, demonstrating
little interest in the social benefits of cultural diversity.° psychologists -_
adopted the concept of -confliNing role orientations" as their frame of
reference for the stay of the ethnic phenomenon, ignoring the
psychic value which could accrue to those whose self-concept was
based on a strong cultural identity." Educators, concerned with both

Edward 0 llartntann. ,-1 merican Immigration (Minneapolis Lerner Fuhlications Co:, 1979), pp. 90-
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the maintenance f a cohesive social order and the elimination of
culture conflict, also became involved with the disappearance phe-
nomenon, For scholars such as Professor Elwood P. Cubberly, "to
Americanize" meant "to assimilate and amalgamate" immigrants "as
part of our American race and to implant in their children, so far as
can be done, the Anglo-Saxon conception of righteousness, law and
order, and popular government, and to awaken in them a reverence for
our democratic institutions and for those things in our national life
which we as a people hold to be of abiding worth."" In practice, the
ultimate success of the American public schoOl came to be defined in
terms of its ability to maintain Anglo-Saxon cultural dominance.

The direction of -Public policy development began to shift during the
1960's when it became increasingly obvious that some ethnic groups
most notably the visible minorities could not "disappear" into the
Anglo-Saxon mainstream. Adopting an approach that was ostensibly
more sensitive to individual group differences, the Federal establish-
ment reviewed the status of certain minorities in America and
concluded that, direct Federal involvement was necessary if assimila-
tion was ever to be fully achieved. Accelerating a program of racial
liberalization which began in the 1930's with efforts by Federal
administrators to include blacks in at least some of the benefits of the
New Deal" and culminating 1.n the 1954 Supreme Court decision
declaring de jute school segregation unconstitutional, the Federal
establishment became more intensely involved with the future eco-
nomic well-being of America's visible minorities. The intent was
laudatory. Believing that racism and poverty were at the root of the
minority "problem," the Federal Government focused on actions
which would permit minorities to become economically indistinguish-
able as the first step in the assimilation. process. To make the'melting
pot work for these groups, a plethora of Great Society programs were
initiated and implemented. The high points of this monumental effort
were the creation of the Office of Economic Opportunity in 1964 and
the passage of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Act of 1966.
The emphasis was on the amalgamation of minorities through greater
economic and educational opportunities, improved housing, and more
efficient social delivery systems. As welfare rights became a national
issue, new bureaucracies came into existence to deal with the
burgeoning number of welfare recipients." When, In the late _1960's,
the expectations and promises of Federal social engineers proved
unrealistic, blacks took to the streets to accentuate their rights.

to J,,wrcris'c {.'rani i7, The raufarrriatiiiu rtf rhe School, Prokiressivism rn ,limerican Educiiritin
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Studying the _cause. >t` the civil disorders which rocked the United
States during, this period, The Kerner Commission concluded that
America was rapidly approaching two increasingly separate societies -
one white, the other black. The solution, the Commission suggested,

Was to be found in an expansion of higher education opportunities for
minorities, the elimination of c/c /Jcto segregation, increase of funds
far low interest loans in the inner city, and an expansion of minority
job opportunities in the private and public sectors through the
elimination of racial discrimination. The Commission cited the Cole-
man Report which, it reasoned, called for an intensitit n of efforts
to bring about truly integrated - and therefore superior _dm:anon for
inner-city. children." Bringing minorities into the mainstream was the
general thrust of both the Kerner and Coleman reports and both
in the best Melting-pot tradition = the elimination of an ethnic
-problem" through assimilation. During the 1970's, busing and affirma-
tive action became the major means for achieving this same objective,

But there was a second ethnic phenomenon which occurred during
the 1960's which, although preCipitated by risig black awareness,
evolved along significantly different ideological lines. This ethnic
stream came to be identified as the "new pluralism" and it was anti-7
melting pot in both orientation and spirit. In its initial phases, it was
essentially cultural in focus and concentrated on the need of ethnic
minorities to achieve a sense of the legitimacy of their ethnic divrsity.
The new pluralists were not interested in assimilation or amalgama-
tion. On the contrary, their major concern was with the perpetuation
of their unique heritage. As the 1960's cameto an end, certain other
ethnic groups, following the lead of the visible minorities, began to
demand a greater sensitivity and responsiveness from the Federal
Government.

A turning point for ethnic Americans, and the single most important
accomplishment of the new pluralists during this early p}ase of their
activity, was the passage of the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act of 1971
which- prov,ided, for the first time in our history, a federally funded
program for the preservation and development of America's rich
ethno-cultural legacy. Welcomed as a cool 'rain after a long and hot
dry spell, this act was perceived by many ethnic leaders.as an event
which signaled the demise of the melting 'pot as an American societal
ideal. Cultural pluralism, they concluded, was now to be the standard
for social policy development within the Federal establishment, So
confident were some pluralists of this belief 'that` they predicted that
the 1970's would go down in American history as the "Decade of the
Ethnic.- Exuberant over the success of other minorities in gainihg

Norwrl q N, to eil vv' i otI I)/ mr-i14.f,' I NCV. ork
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their rights, many pluralist leaders began to dream of new and natural
coalitions of ethnics and minorities which would lead America into a
new era of brotherhood and understanding.

The 1970's,. of course, never lived up to pluralist expectations. If
anything, they are now viewed as an era of reversal by some ethnics
who believe it was they - and not. the Anglo-Saxon power structure =

who had to pay the greatest price for America's past policies of racial
discrimination. This perception is especially difficult to accept in light
of the fact that discrimination because of national. origin does not
appear to have changed su.bstantially during the past 20 years. Some
American ethnic groups have watched their lovingly preserved
`neighborhoods destroyed by ill-conceived and poorly adrninistei d
Government housing programs. They have been forced to permit the
busing of their children to schools located in communities that really
didn't want :them. Supreme Court decisions notwithstanding, they still
believe affirmative-action programs are really a form of reverse
discrimination which penalizes those who are least able to absorb the
socio-economic penalty. And yet, despite two decades of efforts to -

sensitize the Federal bureaucracy to the values of the pluralistic model;
their pleas to their Government are either politely ignored or
dismissed as racist in origin.

In concentrating on the evolution and nature of the Federal
establishment's involvement with this Nation's ethnic Minorities
during, the past twenty years, I wish to make it clear that it has not
been my purpose to criticize depolariettion, one of the major intents of
that kmVolvement. Discriminatory attitudes and behaviors ampng
certain segments of our society were and continue to be a major
obstacle to equal opportunity for all. Programs designed to reduce
racial and ethnic animosities are laudatory and need to be continued.
Not all federally directed or inspired programs have achieved this
noble aim, however. Some, unfortunately, have resulted in greater
polarization, less opportunity for some, and greater ethnic alienation.
What is even more disconcerting is that blacks and other minorities
still feel left out of the mainstream. Urban schools still fail to provide a
quality education for all. The poor are still with us. Whites are still
fleeing the - cities and we appear to be nearer the reality of two = some
argue three - separate societies than ever before.

It- the intent of federal intervention is not the cause of the present
state of affairs, then what is? Part of the answer, I believe, can be found
in the Federal approach. the philosophical frame of reference of the
Federal establishment which makes it difficult, if not impossible, to
view our nation as a social` order built on local institutions = the family,
the neighborhood, the Church, the voluntary association, the ethnic
group '-= which form the basis of personal identity and communal
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involvement. At hest, the Federal decision -makers have merely failed
to consider some of these institutions as resources in the strengthening
and enrichment of our society. At worst,. the federal establishment has
engaged in actions which have weakened these institutions making it
that much more difficult to effect cohesion and stability.

Attitudes and Behaviors
Today America is suffering from a crisis of will. We are disillu-

sioned with Federal intervention and its ability to solve problems in a
meaningful way. We are weary of social change. We have little faith in
the future.

As far as some ethnics are concerned, one reason for this state of
anomie can be traced to an attitude and a behavior on the part of
Federal bureaucrats which can be best described as arrogance. It is an
arrogance, they believe, which reflects a lack of familiarity with and
sensitivity to the basic tenets of pluralism. While it has been possible to
change the thinking of some American academics and other national
opinion-makers, .and even to get some of them to reject the melting pOt
as a viable American model, it has not been possible to change the
attitudes and behaviors of the majority of Federal bureaucrats who
have been it-n.1 apparently : still are firmly committed to ethnic
disappearance. Most - and this includes blacks who haVe recently
achieved a rnodicum of influence within the Federal system continue
to maintain and nurture an ethnocentric perception of the American
polity which eschews cultural diversity. The present thrust towards
socio-economic assimilation is haSed on an ideology which views
ethnic differences as obstacles which must he overcome.

Diversity of all types - especially in Washington appears to be
outside of the daily experience of the Federal bureaucracy. Because of
their relatiVely high pay and almost total economic security.. most
Federal decision-makers enjoy similar standards of living. Many have'
attended the same universities, live in similar non-ethnic neighbor-
hoods, read the same newspapers and journals, travel in the same
social circles, and adhere to the same social mores. What is more, they
have a tendency to reprodtke in a manner which virtually guarantees
the perpetuation of the species. Every governmental. bureaucracy
subjects its recruits to an intensive socialization process aimed at the.

,elimination of differences. To he successful, and to achieve tenure,
recruits must become intimately familiar with the agency's mission,
with the myriad procedures designed to fulfill that mission, with the
importance of garnering Congressional support for the mission, and
with the lexicon of "buzz words" which distinguish the bureaucrat
from ordinary mortals. Dissidence is tolerated, but only to a degree. If
one wishes to merely survive, one can afford to disagree on occasion.



If one wishes tci get ahead. however, one plays the game. Even those
who come_ into the agency with a clearly defined purpose are more
often than not absorbed by the process of bureaucratization. Some
delude themselves into believing that they must play the game until
they can make it up the ranks - presumably to a more significant
decision-making level. In far too many instances, however, by the time
these well-intentioned bureaucrats attain greater status, both the desire
and the ability to go against the tide has been severely diminished.
Those who start at the top - usually as a result of an outside
appointment - are quickly eaten up by the system. Small wonder that
the average tenure for high-level Government appointees is approxi-
mately eighteen months. The bureaucracy and its need to maintain
ideological homeostasis remains unchanged.

A Model For Pluralistic Decision Making In The
Federal Government

There is, of course, at least one other way of going about the
Government's business, and it was tried, albeit with mixed success, in
the White House during the Ford administration. This approach is
based on two important premises:

I. Every significant segment of the American polity has a right to
be heard when Government and programs which affect their lives
are being considered.
,Bureaucratic arrogance can be bestaddressed in an authoritative

,- and, if necessary, an authoritarian - manner when it becomes
insensitive to group needs.

The White 'House model of which I speak was developed by
William J. Baroody, Jr. during his tenure as Director of the White
House Office of Public Liaison (OPL). The Office consisted of special
assistants to the President, each of whom was charged with liaison
activities with one of the following grOups: women, minorities or
blacks. Hislanic-Americans, and ethnics. In addition, there were also
individuals who dealt with youth, business and professional groups,
and other special interest coalitions that were functioning at that time.
It was understood that all OPL contact was to be developed without
regard for politically partisan affiliations.

The objectives of each liaison person were to:
I. Serve as a direct two-way communication link between the

White House and significant constituencies.
2. Keep the President informed of major issues and concerns

within their respective constituencies.
Participate in the development of Government strategies hich

addressed major constituent concerns.
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4. Sensitize governmental agencies to the existence of various
constituencies, their concerns, and the need to develop strategies
which address them.

In dealing with ethnic Americans, certain assumptions were made
concerning the manner in which communication was established:

Assumption 1. Most self-conscious ethnics belong to some type of
religious, social, fraternal, political, or other organization in their
ethnic community.
Assumption 2. The articulated goals and objectives of various ethnic
organizations are reflections of the goals and objectives of its
members.
Assumption 3. The elected officers of ethnic organizations are
people who are mast in tune with the needs and sentiments of the
membership,
Assumption 4. In listening to elected ethnic leaders, one can begin to
understand and appreciate ethnic concerns.
Once the significant ethnic organizations were identified, their

leaders were invited to the White House to meet President Ford and,
more importantly, to identify their major concerns, During 1976, four
domestic and three foreign policy issues were identified by a majority
of ethnic leaders, and each was addressed by means of a conference
either in the White House or the State Department, In older` of
priority, the domestic concerns included:

I. Neighborhood revitalization
2, Education
3, The 1980 census
4. Federal social service delivery sys

Dealing with the issues involved a well-defined process which
included the following steps:

Step I. The issue was defined and a position paper was prepared by a
representative of the ethnic community who was believed to be
qualified to deal with the concern. Every effort was made to have
the paper include specific recommendations which the Federal
Government could follow in developing a solution.
Step 2. The position paper was circulated among those Federal
agencies which were or coi.Aid be involved in the solution. The paper
was usually delivered to the ranking person in the agency - either
Cabinet Secretary or the Director - and it was made clear that the
President was interested in a response.
Step 3. Federal responses wore monitored and, if necessary,
negotiated to make certain that the problem or need was being
addressed adequately.
Step 4. The President was briefed regarding the concern and the
proposed Federal response.
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Step 5. Ethnic leaders most involved with the problem were invited
to the White House where the position paper was read, agency
heads responded, and the invitees reacted. The President usually
met all participants to inform them of his intentions to make certain
all recommendations were acted upon at the earliest' opportunity.
Step 6. The Office of Public Liaison monitored the Federal agencies
involved with solutifflis to see if further assistance was required.
Reflecting back on our successes and failures, I believe our successes

- and they were by no means overwhelming - were due to our use of a
pluralistic, non-confrontation model which identified the problems and
suggested solutions in a dispassionate, organized, and well-document-
ed manner, permitted Federal officials to respond in a similar fashion,
and, perhaps most important of all, made full use of the power of the
Presidency to overcome bureaucratic arrogance which existed, we
learned to our dismay, within both the Federal establishment and the
White House itself. Our failures, as one might suspect, were due
mainly to our inability to overcome bureaucratic resistance even with
the assistance of whatever power was perceived as residing in the Oval
Office.

The OPL Model And The 1980 Census
The Office of Public Liaison began to address the 1980 census issue

early in June of 1976. A position paper was prepared arid read by Dr.
Michael Novak" who emphasized that the census was important to

-America's ethnic groups for the following reasons
1. Scientific understanding, public comprehension, and meaningful

government policy development require an accurate profile of the
American people. "Ours is a complex population," stated Dr. Novak,
"not accurately grasped by simple slogans. There are many mythical
views of the population and many popular misconceptions." We may -0
imagine "a mainstream that doesn't exist, for example, or have a
misleading image of how large or small one part of the population is."
An example one could cite in this regard is the feeling that most of us
have that our society is dominated by Anglo-Saxons when, in reality,
they are in the minority.

2. For better or for worse, statistical profiles of group characteris-
ipttstics are being used by courts and F- al agencies to award various

"entitlements- and to develop social fograms. Inaccurate data can
lead topenalties. An example one could cite here is the perception that
during the 1970 census, certain minority groups were undercounted,
resulting in a loss of Federal funding. According to data presented to
the House Subcommittee on Census and Population in 1976, it was

Retnatki Dr. Michael Novak, White House Conference on Ethnicity and the 19H0 CenAtis,
C,, jene 1, 197h
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estimated that the State'of Illinois was undercounted by some 300,000
persons in 1970. Chicago accounted for 131,337 of that total, of which
approximately 88,000 were racial minorities. The "loss" in revenue
sharing funds was an estimated $2 1/2 million.'

3. The designations "foreign stock," "country of birth," and
"mother tongue" used to identify ethnics in 1970 were inadequate to
include America's many diverse ethnic groups. The "foreign stock"
designation did not include third- and fourth- generation ethnic
Americans who still consciously identified with their ethnic communi-
ty. The term -country of birth" usually referred to nation-states in
existence in 1970. Interpreting the designation U.S.S.R. to - mean
"Russian," for example, one well-known urban sociologist in Chicago
developed. an ethnic map of the city which totally excluded some
60,000 Ukrainians living there, and located a large "Russian" popula-
tion residig in the Rogers Park area. As any Chicagoan knows,
*tigers Pad< was a predominantly Jewish area in 1970!

To remedy the situation, Dr. Novak offered the following proposals:
a) Expand the category "foreign stock" so as to gain an accurate

count of third, fourth, and later-generation descendants of immigrants.
b) When ':foreign stock" alone is listed, supply a warning with the
table, pointing out the exclusion of later generations.

2. Recognize the difference between the subjective and objective'
components of cultural belonging. a) Objectively, it might ask for the
identification of the ethnic background of each respondent's grandpar-
ents or ancestors. b) Subjectively, it might ask each respondent, to
identify his or her own cultural heritage or heritages, as he or she
believes these to be $ignificaht to his or her own life,

Dr, Novak suggested the following wording for the two types of
questions: a) Name the culture or nation in which your four
grandparents were born, If they w4e born in the United States, from
which nations of origin did their ancestors come? b) In your mind,
with which cultural heritage, or heritages, do you identify through
family ties?

3. In listing the categories of self-identification the Census Bureau
should assist respondents by demonstrating sensitivity to name changes
during different historical eras. The modern nation of Yugoslavia
should be admitted, for example, but so should its earlier component
nations - Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, etc,

4. In asilig about culturo-religious matters, the Census Bureau
should couch its questions- in appropriately nonreligious terms. The
questions would not' concern present religious belief or church
affiliation. Rather, they would concern cultural influences, They'

Ileariho lkfore the Subcommittee on Census and Population of the Camp-Why on Post Office and
rivt/Serwee, June 1 and L 1976. (W,,,higton L S: Government Fr-lilting Office, I976), pp, 94,96.
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would not ask about the individual commitment of the respondent.
The question for eastern Europeans., for example, might be worded as
follows: "Whatever your present commitment, would you consider
that the strongest cultural influence within your family and yourself
was from a culture that was. . , Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist, Jewish,
Orthodox, Anglican, secular, iilther7 .

5. The Census Bureau might ask respondents. to locate themselves
on a scale of cultural identification that would allow for major
combinations or degrees. The question might be worded as follows:
-When you think about your own identity_, would you describe it in
any of the following terms?

(a) Present citizenship
(b) Religion or world view
(c) Own cultural background
(d) Ancestral, cultural background
(e) Mixed, ancestry Unknown
f) Mixed, ancestry known but a matter of indifferen7e

Mixed, but one or two heritages more signific nt to me than
follows:

6. The Census Bureau might include a question asking whether
respondents changed their names to those of a different nationality,
either ip this or in preceding generations.

Responding on behalf of the Bureau of Census at the White House
conference were Robert L. Hagan eputy .Director, Meyer Zitter,
Chief of the Population Division, Alfr Tella, Special Advisor to the
Director, and Nampeo McKinney, who at the time was Assistant
Chief of the Population Division. I am pleased that Nampeo McKin-
neyis with us this afternoon with a new title, Chief of the ethnic and
Racial Statistics Staff.

.Unable to work directly with the Director of the Bureau, who, I
learned later, was preparing to leave, I continued to press the Deputy
Director to take further action once our conference was concluded.
Soon after becoming acting director, Mr. Hagan did follow through
by inviting Mr, Novak and twenty ethnic experts to a conference at
the. Bureau of Census to discuss a different approach to the ethnic
origins question. Admitting that the previous focus on first and second-

° generation ethnics was inadequate, Mr. Hagan professed an interest in
extending, 'the scope of the data. The Bureau of Census meeting, held in
October of 1976, was billed as an effort of the Bureau to adopt the
broader concept of - 'obgm or descent.' I am anxious to learn
whether this meeting, and the White House conference which
preceded it, had any impact on how the 1980 census addresses the
ethnic factor in American life.
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1980 Ethnic Issues
The importance of the 1980 census upon the direction of American

public policy development cannot be overestimated. If the census is
conducted and analyzed from a pluralistic perspective, i.e., in an effort
to determine the full scope of cultural' and social diversity in this
country, then the results should demonstrate, quite conclusively, I

believe, that many ethnic Americans did not "melt" into mainstream
American life but retained, instead, a certain degree of cultural and
behavioral identification with their ethnic heritage. If the 1980 census
demonstrates that the United States is not a melting pot for all
Americans, then the implications for public policy could be enormous.
Tie acceptance of a pluralistic ideal may mean a re-evaluation of our
approach to a number of issues.

A. Minorities
The term "minority" may have to be either eliminated as a

functionally meaningless term = all of us are minorities in the United
States, even Anglo-Saxons - or expanded to include all groups who
have been, for a
opportunity to attain
is not the specific charactc:i
people as minority," wrotc,-

discriminatory reasons, denied an
.., and representation in oar so_ c ety. "It

, whether racial or ethnic, tha mark a
iciologist Louis Wirth in 1945, ut the

relationship of their group to some other group in the society in which
they live. "'" To offer the benefits of affirmative action to a third-
generation Chinese-American whose parents have achieved middle-
class status and to deny these same benefits to a Polish-American
whose parents are st-uggling to remain above the level of poverty is
simply not an equitable ,way to go about the Government's business.
Such actions tend tc .r.acerbate racial and ethnic polarization rather
than eliminate it.

B;-Government-Recrailment-
The 1980 census will confirm, I believe, that the Federal Govern-

ment is not representatp,e of the population it is intended to serve. In a
study entitled "Making It in America: Differences Between Eminent
Blacks and White Ethnic Groups," a comparison was made between
the 1924 and 1974 editions of Marquis Who's Who focusing on the
ethnic affilations of noted Americans in nine separate areas of
endeavor. As might be expected, black listings in the area of
Government and politics increased from 1 percent to 13 percent.
Italians dropped from 8 percent in 1924 to 6 percent in 1974, Jews

-ow minority cermtp,-, (freebie J S,,rierf, cif ralcott al:

(New Y+Irk trufc i)t (ileticov, 1961). V6Itirno 1,r,
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declined from 8 percent to 4 percent during the same fifty-year period,
while Slays declined from 12 percent to 7 percent." If the 1980 census
suggests that national percentages for ethnic groups are higher than
they are in the Federal bureaucracy, then it may be necessary to
institute a recruiting campaign which would enable our Government
to become more representative of - and, hopefully, more sensitive -
diverse group needs.

C. Government Decision-Making Models
Another approach to the sensitization of Government officials to

pluralism may be through the adoption of a eeision-rnaking paradigm

9)patterned after the White House model ntioned earlier. Utilizing
that approach would guarantee the inclusion of all groups affected by
Government programs in the developmental prcicess, In E' pluralistic
society, no single group should dominate the focus of Government
programs. The major objective should be consensus among blacks,
Hispanic-Americans, women% youth, ethnics, and, other major consti-
tuencies directly affected. It takes time, patience, -nd high tolerance
for frustration to develop a consensus model, but th end product of
such an effort is usually far more acceptable than pr rams which
have been designed by a small group of people who are out of touch
with America's diversity.

D. Decentralization of the Federal Bureaucracy
Another frequent complaint of almost all segments of our society

has been with the inability of our Washington-based bureaucracy to
make programmatic allowances for local variation. The problem with
uniform, rational, comprehensive -solutions is that they are biased
towards the unitary solution. In this approach to social planning,
pluralism is viewded as an enemy because it is often a .source' of
diversified solutions to problems that are diversely defined and
diversely caused. But ours is a diverse society with differing local
needs and resources. Neighborhood revitalization in Seattle, for
ezarnple_rtray_ need to be developed in a way that is substantially
different, from the neighborhood revitalization process in Chicago or
Cleveland. Assigning Federal bureaucrats to various locales will help
them identify the problem more precisely, enable them to locate local
resources more readily, and, most important of all, make theta more
accountable to their constituencies. As long as program design,
budget, and day-to-day operations are determined in Washington,
diversity will not be served Effectiveness and efficiency will also
suffer because of overlapping and duplicated functions, a lack of
harmony with local needs, and higher administrative and program
costs.,

'.' Stanley 1.1.-11ff,,tm tN,r-to.1 K -Xtiking It to orkJ' Dtlicrentzt: Erriment
Mack, And white 1-.thnic (ir,,up,,-Ifrvirean.,tim-o(b(weal Rev (June, 1079).
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Decentralization of Federal d_ :ision-_making will not be easy to
. achieve. The Federal bureaucracy has traditionally resisted all such

moves '11th a tenacity that is awesome to behold. Most of us who have
been involved in such a move, however, can ,,testify to the- fact that,
while it was painful, the benefits were worth it.

E. Public Policy Development
Once Government agency personnel have become more representa-

tive and tolerant of diversity, once a consensus model has been gut into
place, once local variation has been taken care of through decentraliza-
tion, the next and final step is to develop a succinct rationale for the
actual development of public policy. During the 1980's, many issues
will emerge to compete for the attention of Government agencies. If I
were to select a single philosophy that would best serve the Nation
during this period, it would be one that was based on an ideological
commitment to the strengthening of what Peter L. Berger and Richard
John Neuhaus have termed "mediating structures" defined by them as
"those institutions which stand between the individual in his private
life and the large institutions."" Four such institutions are the
neighborhood, the family, the Church, add the voluntary associations,
all of which are an itity,ral part of ethnic group life in America.

The age of big Cycilvernment and Federal entitlements is here to stay.
In a society which is predicated on a melting pot rationale, as we have
seen, bureaucrats tend to be biased towards unitary solutions and neat
answers. The challenge of pluralistic public policy development, on
the other hand, is to search for alternative social service delivery
systems, take Steps to sere _gthen them, and embrace the multitude of
particular interests which onstitute our polity. The future viability of
the family, the neighborho d, the Church, and the voluntary associa-
tions will constitute, in m opinion, the major focus of concern for
America's ethnic groups during the 1980's. Some of these issues have
already been discyssed by others during this two-day consultation, so I
shall dwell, albeit briefly because of time constraints, on those which
need further exposition.

The Family
"The family" wrote Berger and Neuhaus in 1977, "may be in crisis

but there is little evidence that it is in decline.- As heartening as that
conclusion may be, the perception of American ethnics is otherwise.
The ethnic reality is that slowly and imperceptibly, the seven basic
functions of the traditional family - economic, education, status and
prestige, protection religion_ and affection - are being
eroded by emerging norms which suggest that family functions can be

t
ictcr Berger And Richard John Nvtlhau%, J Etrippwr People, eke Role of Mediating Struetufer in

pubile F'diev (Washington Aniericiku Futerpme in,ilitute for Public Policy Research. 1u77). p. 2.
p
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better performed y other agencies, namely the factory or office, the
school, media created status symbols, the police department, the
clergy, as well as social clubs, the film and television industry, and the
myriad of other nonfamily oriented recreational options that are
presently available for those who want to live life with gusto, Even the
affection function of the family is being replaced by some with
membership in various pseudo-religious cults and groups which offer a
sense of family-belonging to their faithful. While the demands of our
present 4ndustrial society mandate a certain familial dependence upon
other agencies, the danger lies in the trend towards total dependence
and more unitary and comprehensive need fulfillment by other
agencies.

In a pluralistic society, family structures should be related to the life
styles of its members, be they Amish, Afro-American, Ukrainian,
Jewish, Catholic, urban, or rural. Public policy should be designed to
accommodate this diversity allowing, at the same time, for greater
independence through the recognition of the significant affective
functions performed by family units. The criterion for all families -
nuclear, extended, multiparent, single parent - should be their ability
to perform those functions in an environment which encourages the
personal growth of all of its members.

If anyone doubts that the American family is in trouble, then the
recent decision by President Carter to establish an Office for Families
in the Department of Health and Human Resources should serve to
remove all doubt, Given the Federal establishment's past record of
social totalitarianism, however, this deyelopment makes me very
nervous. If the action is merely to respond to current American
anxiety with a politically motivated ploy, then we can relax after
November of 1980. lf, on the other hand, the President's action is
viewed as a green light for the Federal bureaucracy to expand its ranks
and to develop still another set of regulatory social policies, then we're
really in trouble.

The Neighborhood
"The neighborhood," stated Geno Baroni at the 1976 White House

Conference on Neighborhood Revitalization, "is a neglected unit of
American urban life."" "A sense of neighborhood, a sense of
belonging, or cultural identification, are ti ,Jened,- declared Presi-
dent Ford at the same conference. "Increasingly," concluded the
President, "centralized government in Washington, which has grown
more powerful and very impersonal, is part of the problem.""

i'r Nis g, r it111.1 Itarond Whitv Ilintsc Conivrowe on FA-ink:ay and
Revitallia(um. WANhingt,n, ( 1,)76

Kcmark, Go-Ad K Ford, (hid

ghbort
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Monsignor Baroni and President Ford were both right. Neighbor-
hoods have been neglected in some instances, but i'_ other instances
they have been destroyed by Government programs ict ere ill-
conceived an poorly administered. Neighborhoods are a key to
public policy development in-pluralistic society, but the answer is not
more goverment but less. The emphasis should be on concern and not
control.

The Church
Institutions of religion ar important in a pluralistic society because

they represent a vital dimension in the lives of millions of Americans
who voluntarily support almost 500,000 churches and synagogues in /-

this country. Church attendance is beginning to increase, but the
danger today is not that churches - or any one church - Will take over
the State. The threat to pluralism lies in the.possibility that the State
will take over certain functions of the Church and, as in totalitar-Van
societies, begin to dictate values, ideals, and lnoral standards. Religious-
diversity is a powerful deterrent to that eventuality( Current concerns
with the abominations of certatn,w-called religious 'cults. she d not ,
blind us to the great benefits fighich .our religious institutions have
brought to our nation. Our personal sense of identity, our values, our
customs, and our perceptions of the meaning of life in an increasingly
materialistic, uncaring, and narcissistic society are,enhanced by a belief
in a Supreme Being.

The Voluntary Association', ..

Finally, the voluntary association, that Unique Ame4can p4nome-
-,.s. s., mi.,

non which has traditionally enabled us to become, in a Voir" direct
waymur brothers' ieepers, should not be allowed to wither because ofi
competing Gover- ent programs. Publie"policy should be designed to
encourage local initiative in responding to recognized public responsi-
bilities.

For the American ethnic munity, the voluntary association is
crucial to its well being. resent Government policy which confuses
integration with assimila ion and affirmative action with equal oppor- .
tunity runs co r to the principle of pluralism. What mindless
bureaucrat, one ers, decided, that an old people's -home for

---.. Italian-Americans must be racially integrated in order to receive
Government funding? \What possible social benefit can be derived
from recent efforts on the part of the Federal establishment to remove
the tax exempt status from privately-controlled charitable, fraternal,
and other voluntary associations? What right does any ne have irf_a
pluralistic society to decide - as have some labor and fem- ist groups
that volunteerism is a fool of .sloitan? Like the oth mediating
structures already discussed, voluntary associations encourage' individ-
ual freedom, initiative, and social diversity. Not all GovernMent
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programs need to be governmentally c
to be a dependent client of the State.

rolled. Not everyone needs

Conclusion
Given the level of ethnic -anomie which presently exists in the

Unified States, it should be clear that the Federal establishment:,
attempts to define ethnicity as a problem and to deal with it from a
melting-pot perspective have failetThe end result of much of the
Federal. Government's intervention_ in America's ethnic cornmu

.has been The rise of a new and increasingly arrogant brand gf.s
talitarianisrn_ in -Washington, D. C. which has weakened those ver

institutions - the family_ , the °neighborhood, the Church, and
voluntary associations - which have enabled Ameritan ethnic groups
to retain a modicum of control over their collective destinies. For
some minorities, many of whom are still ., depbident wards. Of the
Federal bureaucracy, equality of respect for ethnic diversity has not

-matched the equality of opportunity which the Federal establishment
has attempted to provide. Ftir other ethnic minorities, recent.Federal
intervention has resulted in a sense of growing powerlessness and
animosity towards a system which they believe has not only failed to
recognize their communities as worthy of attention,- but has unfairly

.clisdiminated against many of their numbers as well.
No better example of Federal arrogance and lack of recognition

towards certain ethnic groups can be found than that which presently
appears to exist within the U.S. Census Bureau. Despite many and'varied

attempts by ethnic communal leaders to be "counted" in 1980,
the Bureau hasn't even acknowledged the existence of some groups.
The 'recent comment of one Bureau omeinl that they still weren't sure
whether it was applopriate to list Ukrainians and Byelorussi4iins as
"Russians " is symptomatic of the problem we face. If we can'tvev. en
get the Federal establishment to formally recognize ourpresence in the
United States, then how can we ever hope for any meaningful effort
from our Government to understand our needs?

As we look towards the 1980's, America's ethnic leaders are-not
overly optimistic. And' yet, we are not totally without 1-wipe. This
conference is a'clefinite indication that not all members of the Federal
establishment are oblivious, to the pluralistic perspective.

There;
Decision -

making 1 -making models do exist. The; is still time to develop Federal
disposition upwards the preservation of those institutions that have
stood of time and that still have much to offer in a cultarally
diverse ciety. We can learn to avoid totnitarian solutions: It is not
too late ext-times We can do it right. And you the members of this
Cornini K n, can help make it right!
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cOMMISSIONEK5AurzMAN. Thank you Dr. Kuropas.
Marcia Kaptur, our respondent,-is currently the Director of Policy

at the National.Consumer Cooperative Bank in Washington. D.C.
She has recently held- positions on the White House Domestic

Policy Staff where she specialized in° community development, land
use, housing and'neighborhood revitalization.

She:holds a Master's degree in urban planning, has authored several
article&n 'that subject, and is a former Director of Planning and
Design with the National Center for Urban and Ethnic Affairs.

RESPONSE OF' MARCIA C. KAPTUR
Ms. KArruR. Tlank you very much. It's a great pleasure to be

invited to appear before you -today, and I want to begin_ by -quoting
from the original paper I received from Myron Kuropas. He says that

* the average tenure, for high-level government appointees is approii-
mately,,I8 months.

"''My tenure, however, was 32 months. I would like to suggest that
this is perhaps because, when an ethnic American reaches that level of

&decision-making fie or she stays twice as long.
I also want- to say that I feel some discomfiture in appearing on a

panel that is entitled "Euro-Ethnic". I think that I have a much
broader concept of ethnicity,- and. I would certainly include in my
definition of ethnicityi Chinese-Americans in San Francisco, Afr
Americans in Detroit, preek-Americans in Cleveland, et cetera:

I happen to be second generation Polish-American. For myself and
for people like myself, I hope that in the decades ahead there will
come to be an appreciation and a greatep understanding of the dual
heritage that we hold and of what implications this has for American
life.

In addition. I hope that people like mypelf will have increased access
to decision-making at the very highest levels of Governmftnt and in the
private sector.

Finally, my hope in' appearing before you, today is that the Civil
Rights Commission, one of the few entities which has a broad
legislative, mandate, can explore the various dimensions of ethnicity
that cut across the range of domestic concerns.
" Now I have heard no definition of ethnicity o ed during the past

*-
two days. I would encourage you to create one for purposes of further
discussion, But, in spite of there not being one, I would like to.focus
my 'discussion on three concerns in response td Myron's paper.

First of all, I am very concerned not only about discrithination based
on national origin, but also on heritage. Second - generation Americans
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really don't fit into th'e national origin category, and we have no way
of knowing if discrimination based on heritage is a problem.

Second, I question the representation of various ethnic groups in policy
level decision-making' environments, both in the public and private
sectors.

And, third I am concerned about how the recommendations that
will flow from this particular convocation will be institutionalized.

On this final point I worry very much about - and caution Myself
against institutionalizing anything, especially at the national level. If
you look back towhen, for example, the Bureau of Indian Affairs was
created or even the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, it will be seen
that we tend to freeze into law at a particular time certain ideas, values,
and approaches, and then issue regulations.. Often the mere act of
institutionalizing fixes a management structure and a behavior pattern,
which over time becomes obsolete. I worry that if we freeze into law
or regulate on ethnicity in the early 1980's, it will cause problems 20
years down the road. Sal am very cautious about any changes,that we
recommend here.

I am also concerned about how one takes the political and the
cultural agenda of ethnicity into the policy arena of Government. I'm
not quite sure how to do that.

My observation is that people make policies. The individuals that
serve at very high levels, and the values they hold, becoipe the real
linchpins during critical discusLions of new initiatives at the national
level.

I doretihink Myron Kuropas said this in his remarks here; however,
his paper mentions that, . . because of their relatively high pay and
almost total economic security, most Federal decision-makers enjoy
similar standards of living. Many have attended the same universities,
live in similar non-ethnic neighborhoods, read the, same newspapers
and journals, travel in the same social circles and adhere to the same
social mores.-

From my own personal experierke, I feel I was an exception to this
standard rule. It was wonderful to' be at the White House for three
years, but I thimk that the particular mind-set that exists in many circles
at the national level, and the people who sit there making policy,Ao---
not reproent the worlds I have known in other places, including the
City of Chicago. I became a part of a world most Euro-ethnic
Americans have not known.

I want to express doubt about how one can best handle ethnic issues
while on the White House Staff.

The staff that I served on the Domestic Policy Staff, which, in the
former Administration, was headed by John Ehrlichman and in The
Carter Administration, by Stuart Eisenstat, is divided into functional
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categories. There are specialists, mostly non-Euro-ethnics, who are
attorneys, in justice, education, housing; finance and urban affairs,
agricultural and rural affairs, transportation, arts and humanities,
health, human resources, and employment, energy and environment,
regulatory reform, taxation, civil service and Government affairs.
Congressional committees are similarly focused and, ill course, the .0
Congress has special committees in such areas as small business and .
aging. There is no categdry called ethnic affairs.

Thus, what has tended to happen is that ethnicity is treated as a
political category with separate people in political liaison relating to
ethnic constituencies that are organized on the outside. The linkage
between the political constituencies an4 the policy makers, let's say, or
the people who deal in policy, is very tenuous, if it exists at all.

We need to tighten that linkage. For the constituencies on the
outside, there is a real need to organiie in a way that can affect
policyrnakers, because they are, in fact, different warm bodies sitting in
the same building with political operatives, but looking at the issues in
different ways.

I would like to suggest also that the pr- lern of different people in
this country affecting policy is not a- problem just for the Euro-
ethnies, hut for all groups that traditionally have-been excluded from
the highest levels of decision making.

Who gets included in discussions; in, which discussions are they
included; are they included in a ceremonial fashion or in a substantive
fashion? Who gets invited back? Who gets the informal phone calls
that matter so very much when you're strapped for time?

Many of the people who have testified today pve never been
consulted across the broad range of policy areas that,' have outlined.

Now, in order to give you some specific recommendations in
reference to Myron's paper, and in terms of your own authority, I was
wondering what the possibilities would be to modify the law and to
add the word "heritage" to the language in your mandate which
prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin.

I would like to endorse the suggestion of others that the Commission.
select a discrete number of issues resulting from this meeting for more
specialized research, and I'd like to just tick off a couple of those.

One would bean indepth study of the ethnic composition - not Just
Euro-Americans - of political appointments and high-level ,govern-
ment career positions, as well the hig --level positions in the corporate .
sector, including the media, which discussed in the last session.

I think that is xtremely important. In terms of the White House
staff itself, whether it he the Carter Administration, the Ford
Administration, or future Administrations. I think we need a back-
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ground study of policy makers - who these people- are. Separate them
from the political people, because they are different and their influence
is different.

In this regard, I would like to refer to an article that was in the
Washington Post a couple of weeks ago that described the preponder-
&rice of white males in staff directorship positions in the Congress.
Similarly a recent Wall Street Journal article presented the fact that the
corporate boardrooms have been much more up-to-date in esent-
ing different groups than in fact, the itself. The e was
documentation that the private sector has been much more res onsive

krthan the Government. ,

And then finally, there is some original research that I would like to
refer to your staff. This was done by a professor from York University
in Toronto. His name is Colin Campbell and he has written three
books: one on Canada, one on the United States, and one I believe, on
West Germany. They are all entitled Superbureaucrats and concern the
people who occupy the very highest levels of decision-making in the
governments. While on assignment with the Brookings Institute, he
ipterviewed me and over 200 other people in the White House, the
Office of Management and Budget, and at high levels in the agencies.
He has taken that work back to Toronto and will be publishing it
there.

The raw data that he obtained were indepth on background,
ethnicity, religion, occupation of father, et cetera. It could be very
useful to this Commission. and I would commend it to your -attention,

Next, I would suggest that in a separate study you explore why
culturally and place-sensitive educational programs to build cross-
cultural understanding are the exception rather than the rule in the
educational system of this country.

When I was working as a neighborhood planner in a multi-ethnic
area here in Chicago I couldn't understand why children with Puerto
Rican, Polish, and Italian heritages couldn't learn more About one
unothers' histories- in their regular educational curriculum. It was
impossible for me to effect that,eing a community development
person rather than an educator. Nonetheless, ,I saw it as a great
weakness. Such education would have helped greatly in siabilizing and
improving that particular community.

I would also like to suggest that staff be directed to work with other
agencieion a demonstration basis perhaps, to explore how community
development and social services can be decentralized to be more
sensitive to group diversity in this country.

The President's Commission on Mental Health recently made some
suggestions about how mental health services might be decentralized. I
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think we need to look at decentralization across the broad range of
Federal programs.

To summarize, I want to stress th rnportance of appointments of
persons sensitive to ethnic issues at all levels, both in and out of
Government.

Second, focussed researc should be directed to key ethnic
_,-----;etrncerris, not so much on how Government can compartmentalize

people, but rather how. Government 0.n redefine its relationship to
community institutions to strengthen them in conditions of diVersity
rather than to weaken them.

I would also like to encourage you to define broadly the term
-ethnicity- so that it becomes a new paradigm for describing thesocial
undercurrents - in reality, social history - of the tinned States.

And finally, I would like you to help me identify how we can help
initiate a continuing institutionalized national capacity to examine
these issues in the future.

Thank you. .

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
Paul J. Asciolla is the Federal Agency Liaison Officer 'with the

National Endowment of the Arts, responsible for coordinating the
policies and 'programs of that Federal agency with other agencies.

He has been the Executive Director of the National Italian-Ameri-
can Foundation and the Director of Communications for the National
Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.

He holds a Master's degree from Northwestern University's School
of Speech and has extensive experience with both print and electronic
media.

Mr. Asciolla.

RESPONSE OF PAUL J, AseloLLA

Introduction
Good afterndon_ My name is Paul J. Asciolla and I am Director of

Federal Agency Relations for the National Endowment for the Arts, a
Federal Agency advised by the National Council on the Arts in
Washington, D.C. I am also privileged to be Honorary Chair of the
Illinois Consultation on Ethnicity in Education which I helped found .

together with some of my colleagues here in Chicago under the
leadership of David G. Roth, Midwest Director of the Institute on
Pluralism' and Group Identity of the American Jewish Committee.

I am pleased to he able to respond to Dr. Myron Kuropas' paper and
to he able to give some of my own reactions and observations to which
he has alluded.
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It is opportune that this Cot-nil-fission is focussing on issues which
face Euro-ethnic Americans and the entire American society. This
consultation in a small way begins to respond to the COmmission's.
mandate to investigate discrimination on the basis of ':national origin."
It is my hope that one day the Commission would consider the
addition of the words "and ethnic identity" to its, mandate, thereby
including both native-born Americans as well as newer immigrants.
-American ethnicity is a genre all its own, indeed a whole new culture
within the American experiment, which is dynamic and living, not a
thing of the past.

In preparing for this consultation and this panel, _I came across a file
containing much correspondence about a proposed consultation on the
representation of ethnics by mass media. In fact, in -1973 w sponsored
an all-day workshop on the subject- with Chicago area ethic groups.

--The consultation was never held--and -nothing- more was heard about!
the subject until the Commission's report issued on August 15, 1977,
four years later. That report delioted only 62 lines of a 181-page report
to Ethnic Situation comedies. Hardly a penetrating analysis of the state,
of ar !

ut enough of the past. This consultation comes at an opportune
time when the issues dealing with the quality of group life in America,
the questions surrounding the concept of unity in diversity, and a
searching for the richness and strengths which make America what it
is, are coming under close scrutiny. I believe that the richness and
strengths of ethnicity, properly understood, have a role in redefining
American life and in providing coping mechanisms for individuals and
groups in a diverse and complex American culture.

If America is a mosaic. I believe that ethnicity can be part of that
cement which holds the Nation together.

Since I have this luxury, I should like .to state my person4lphilosophy
about ethnicity and it is incorporated into what I call the Paul
Principle: You cannot organize ethnicity, but in 'organizing, if you
ignore ethnicity, you are doomed to fail.

I also believe that ethnicity cannot be segregated from the larger
issues of American society and must never be used by one grodp or
individual as a lever against another group. I reject selective moral
outrage when it comes to human and civil rights. These rights are
indivisible and inviolable.

also subscribe to the theory that has been voiced by such, a
distinguished historian as Arthur Mann of the University of Chicago,
that therijs a distinction between being an American either by birth or
naturalization and how one is an American. The former 'means
citizenship and says nothing about how individuals or groups relate to
James Madison s concept of Federlism. What mkt us Americans is
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the subscripj on to the truths of American democracy: acceptance of
equal access to opportunity, adherence to the tri-cameral form of
government, and allegiance to the Constitution. That's all. HoW we
are Americans is totally up to us. Age, sex, religion, race, cultural
background, physicl ability, language, geographic residence, class
nothing makes us more or less American. When that distinction is
blurred, and there is a tendency to homogenize in order to unify, then
we are. in real trouble and values become politicized, very confused.
One of the beauties of ethnicity is that it gives people options to move
in and out of this set of values which impacts on their identities.

SpeCific Rea i3 To D Kuropas' Paper
Now permit me to react to and suggest some areas of discussion

' about the subject at hand attitudes toward .immigrant and ethnic
groups and defining social olic-y in the 1980's in reference to Euro
ethnic Americans. I will not deal specifically with the issue of the
census which I know Ms, McKinney will explore thoroughly.

Attitudes Toward Immigrants 'And Ethnics '
American society has accepted diversity and pluralism a basic

aspects of its national life in the United States Constitution. James
Madison was the 'foremost advocate of Federalism and his Federalist 4,1
papers testify to his precious legacy to constitutional literature. The
judicial and legislative traditions of this Nation offer consistent
evidence of more than two centuries of co-existence not without
occasional outbursts of conflict of groups and peoples with diverse
religious beliefs, cultural traditions, and economic status. A mosaic of
values and diverse groups, our society has embodied perhaps better
than any society in modern history; the ability of people and groups:to'
live together, accept, and eventually come to enjoy each other's
differences.

No matter how ingenious we have been in-dealing with groups (and
we still have much to learn about how groups and individuals interact)
we still have, managed, somewhere along the line, to develop theories
On how to get rid of differences in order to achieve a cultural-unity -
the monolith of the American dream - in which all nations are melted
into a new race of men (Jean de -Crevecoeur, Liters from an American
Farmer, Let. iii. 1788).

It is the very presenc of immigrant groups in our midst and the
continuing imrnigration, hether by choice or force, which 'gives
'renewed meaning to the words of Emma Lazarus, "Give me your
tired, ybur poor. . Ethnicify is here to stay.

Because the charter group of Americans did not understand the
nature of the American ,Republic and the complexities of building a°
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community around citizenship rather than religious, culttiral, geo-
graphical, or sexual values, and because some never accepted the
wisdortiof unity in diversity (E pluribus unum), there e come forth
a succession pf thebries Of accommodation:

L Disappearance. This theory maintained that the people ,would
vanish and so would their differences when welded -together in
the New Warl11- and its admittedly egalitarian society. There are
some prominent sociologists today who still maintain this basic
philosophy. of acculturation.

2. Melting Pot. This phrase was devised with all good intentions in
a play .by the same title ( The Melting Pot. Act i) by an English
Jew, Israel Zangwill. He carne to America to try to understand
how Jews maintained their identity in such a complex society.
Zangwill's words were quickly taken by assimilationists and
nativists to mean unity of culture rather than the maintenance of
cultural identity in the midst of a broadly complex society.

3. Cultural Pluralism. This theory came about shortly after World
War 11 but in the Columnar sense, providing no movement from
one identity to another, and freezing people-and groups into
irreversible common identities.

PI lism and Pluralistic integration (Hilt4. IVeiv igham). This system
has emerg -d as the most sensitive a,nd sophisticated systim to

h both the richness and strengths of ethni6ty and the
dangers of ethnicity when espoused by chauvinists. 1-

In short, immigrants become the ethnics of our society,' bringing
with them into many generations cultural,' religious, and psychologiL
cal baggage which has a direct bearing on how individuals and groups
cope in a quickly changing society. .

Culture, however, is not just the celebration of Columbus Day or
Polish Constitution Pay. ox Ch ese New Year, or eating paella in a
Mexican-American restaurant or clam chowder in New England.

If I may borrow from the. poignant words of the Old Chief of the
Digger Indians, as Ruth Benedict quotes:

In the beginning God gave a cup.

a cup of clay.

And from this cup

they drank their life.

They all dipped in tie

but their cups were diff

Our up broken.

ant. Then he added in sorrow:
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It has passed away.

The things which gave significance to the life of his people, the
domestic rituals of_eating, the succession of ceremonials in the villages,
the standards of ri t and wrong these were gone - and with them
the shape an4 mean' ig of their lives. . ..their identity.

Culture is the sum total ,a the ways of thinking, acting, believing,
reacting, feeling, loving, and being which makes a person Polish rather
than Italian, American rather than Ukrainian. It helps define the things
that mean reverence, faithfulness, dexotion, respect, femininity and
masculinity, loyalty and fidelity, one's identity and expectations.

When people begin to understand that culture is changing, they
have the impression that their identity is disappearing, when actually,'
if we understand pluralism correctly, it is the cultural expressions and
the symbols which are in the state of rapid - almost uncontrollable -
change. This phenomenon is more accentuated and noticeable in a vast
and cornplex culture which is made up of many cultures.

At present our American culture is undergoing a violent and
substantial cultural trauma and reshaping of cultural symbols which
meant for some an anchor of security. Things are in transition. New
immigrants are constantly coming into the American scene, the more
to add richness to our culture, but bringing with this phenomenon the
constant reality of change and adaptation.

The alder ethnic- neighborhoods with their sights, sounds, smells,
colors, and contacts are slowly disappearing or reappearing in the
form of grotesque imitations urged on by commercially enterprising
entrepreneurs. In many instances neighborhood residents have be
come so enthralled by this ersatz world that they are the first ones to
opt for a radical change from the "old ways" and traditions.

Frequently the intermediary institutions like governments, churches,
and schools as well as the less formilized social-fraternal organizatiOns
which once catered to particular ethnic group_ s have either failed to
adapt to the change or cling to the old ways prompted by nostalgia
and residual ethnic comfort and security and can no longer meet the .
needs of any group within the community setting. They become relics.
The peasants and the poets transplanted fTm Europe, the neat world
of faith and culture, in many instances have disappeared.

Urban planners and the acculturation process espoused 'by institu-
tions of power and policy, the Church and State, educational and
social service agencies and their delivery systems are taking care of
scattering the broken pieces of the cup.

common style of American life reappears, Not that there ever
_ one culture, nor should there be, outside of the common cluster of

values which.'make us American citizens. Policy- makers must under-
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stand the intimate connection -between culture and identity, attitudes
and values, and must not opt for clean and neat choices which
unnecessarily label diversity as "cultural (cacophony." A blurred
perception of the .dynamics of cultural change has seduced policy-

makers into believing that ethnicity is Balkanization and that theethnicity
divisions are so great andv the options are so few that being an
American is confused with American citize This has happened
all too frequently to Euro-ethnics who surf 'absence of color
differentiation. What has happened to person of color differentiation
irrsociety iS a clear record of discrimination a -negligence.

How deeply imbedded this cultural nativism became is evident in
the stated and public opinions of leaders and policy - makers. I would
like to submit for the record of these proceedings_ some quotes about
Americw.The Melting Pot (Thejlorrre-BOok of Quotations, 10th edition,
1967;:0,-55) to show how some attitudes have_penetrated the American
official mentality at the highest levels. I take the liberty of giving you
one sample of this attitude:-

America is not to be made a polyglot boarding house for money
hunters of twenty different nationalities who have changed their
former country only as farmyard beasts change one feeding -,
trough for another.

Theodore Roosevelt, Speech

Bridgeport, Connecticut

As you can see, even GOvernment agencies, Presidents, former
Presidents, and prospective Presidents react rather than act when it
comes to dealing with the realities, of immigration and ethnicity.
Ethnic, racial, cultural, and religious discrimination is not a thing of
the past but a gaping and festering sore on our communal soul. The
xenophobia which afflicted our policy-makers during the era of the
Know Nothings, the discriminatory immigration legislation of 1891,
1924, and 1952, the Presidential Executive Order 9066 which led to the
detention of 110,000 Japanese Americans in 1942, the hysteria which
took Italian-American and German-American programs off the air and
closed down community foreign language newspapers in the 1940's,
the America Love .it or Leave it banners held high in the 1950's, the
blanket hatred aimed toward Vietnamese in the 1960's, the sweeping
slurs aimed at Iranians even today, and all the political opportunism
which panders to that type of mentality, is/ not a thing of the past.

Defining Social Policy And Ethnicity In The 1980's
Permit me now to deal with public policy-making in the Federal

Government in general and then as far as it deals with Euro-ethnic
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Here [in America) individuals
all nations are melted Into & new
race of men. ,

MICHEL GUILLAUME JEAN
DE CREVECOEUR, Letters
from an American Farmer.
Let: iii. (1782)

America is God's Crucible, the
great Melting Pot where all the
races of Europe are melting and
reforming! God making
the American.

ISRAEL ZANGWILL. The Men-
ing-Pot, Act i. Produced in
New York City Oct:, 1908.

There is here a great melting pot
in which we must compound a
precious metal. That metal is the
matal of nationality.

WOODROVV WILSON. Address,
Washington, 19 April. 1919,

We Americans are children of
the crucible.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT;.
Speech, 9 Sept., 1917. .,F

4
America! half brother of tj7

world!
With something good.end bad of

every land.
P. J. BAILEY. FesfuS--r,rie Sur-

face, I, 940.
5
There's freedom at thy gates and

rest
For Earth's down=trodden and

oppresSed.
A shelter-for the hunted head.
For the starved laborer toil and

bread.
BRYANT, Oh -Mother of . a

Mighty Race.
Asylum of the oppressed of every
nation.

UNKNOWN, /Democratic Plat=
form 1854.

6
She of the open soul and

IIIAmerica: The Melting Pet

door,
With room about her heanh fort

alt Mankind
J. R LOWELL, Cornmernota-

tionlode
8
I do not think that you can do
better than to fix here for a while,
till you can become again Ameri-
canized.

THOMAS JEFFERSON, Letter
to- Barlow, 20 April, 1802,

We go to Europe to be Ameri-
canized.

EMERSON. Conduct of Life:
qUitUrO.

9
We have room in this country tot
'but ..one .flag, the .SterS., and
StriPes, : We have room fof
but one loyalty, loy,hity to the
united 3tates. We have room
for but one language, the Eng-
lish language.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT, The
'Great Adventure. Also last
message to the American
DefenSe ',Society, 3 Jan..
1919. two days before his
death.

America is not to be made a poly-
-glut boarding-house for money
hunterS of twenty different na-
tionalities who have changed
their former country for this

. country only as farmyard beasts

another.
,taeding-trough for

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Speech, Bridgeport, Conn.

There can be no fifty,fifty Amer-
icanisfn in this country. There is
room 'iere for Only 100 percent
Americanism, only for those who
are Americans and nothing else.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
Speech. Republican con-
vention. Saratoga. Also in
hF 00 led! of Our Own House-

Source: The Home Book of Quotations (19th Edition 1967)

10
I will put in my poems that with

you Is heroism upon land and
sea,

And I will report alt heroism from
an American point of view.
WALT WHITMAN, Starlings

from Paumanok.
11
Some Americans need hyphens
in their names because only part
Of them has come Over.

w000Row WILSON, Ad-
dress, Washington, 10 May.
1914.

There are a great many hyphens
left in America. For my part,
I think the most un-American
thing in the world is a hyphen.

WOO,DROW yVILSOrt..Speecn,
St. Paul, Minn., 9 Sept.,
1919,

Hyphenated Americans. -
THEODORE ROOSEVELT, Met-

ropwiten Magazine, Omr,
1918.

When two flags are hoisted on
:the same pole; one is always
hoisted undermost. The hyphen-
ated American always hoists the
American flag undermost.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
Fear God and Take Your

'Own Part. Ch. v.
12
0 Liberly,,whito Goddess! is ;it

well
To wave the gates unguarded?

On thy breast
Fold Sorrow's children, soothe

the hurts of Fate.
Lift the down-trodden, but with

hand of steel
Stay those who to thy sacred

portals come
To waste the gifts of Freedom.

T. B: ALDRICH. Unguarded
Gates.
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Americans. I' cannot predict what will happen tothange the ways
decisions are made in Washingtein, but I earl:Speak of hOw difficult it is -,

o make ethnicity= an integral part of the decision-making process.
Remember Paul's Principle if I May be self-serving: -you cannot
organize or make policy only according to ethnicity, but in making
policy, if you ignore ethnicity you are doomed to fail.

In my own agency, the National Endowment for the Arts, there has ,
been a real effort to deal with the pluralism of the American
population and accessibility to the arts for all Americans. The
pluralism of arts policy is based on the simple, fact that art is an
expreskion of peoples' culture' and if culture is diverse so should the
funding patterns be which are part of a Government agency which is
ultimately accountable to the public through the Congressional 4

process. -

We have been accused by elitists of diluting the quality of artistic
endeavors becauke our Chairman, Livingston L. Biddle, believes in
community arts and in making the arts accessible to all groups. The
initiatives we have undertaken with other Federal. Agencies such as
the Department of the Interior, the Department of Education,. Small
Business Administration, Housing and Urban Development, Depart-
ment of Commerce and -_bor have been maligned by special interestia

`groups. We have seen the establishment of the Office of Minority
ConCerns which houses the office for Hispanic Affairs. The Communi-
ty Arts Task Force which was convoked and has presented its report
after one year's work had cultural pluralism and diversity as a top
priority in its recommendations. Likewise, the Expansion Arts pro-
gram has intensified its efforts in policy and planning geared toward
ethnic diversity in its funding. The Five Year Plan approVed by the
National Council on the Aits, composed of 26 presidentially appointed
advisors to the Chairman of the Arts Endowment, speaks eloquently in

both its Statement of Goals, and Plan, to the development of ethnic
and cultural diversity in its funding. Ours is one of the few agencies I
knOw that openly acknowledges the richness of ethnic diversity and is
doing something about it, , ,.

The efforts of the Arts Endowment have only begun and we can see
an intensification of these efforts in the 13 programs, This is one of the
agendas my Office of Federal Agency Relations has with it when it
approaches other Federal agencies for joint projects. But most
important, th6Aational Council on the Arts, the Chairman and his
Deputies ; as well as the Pr .ram Directors are all convinced that
diversity at all levels is t, ,,nly real mechanism through' which to
effect change. ;

The role of policy-making in the Federal establishment as well as in
the private =sector - and here I speak from experienee in 'both the
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ep ri v at e foundation world and the Federal Government - is known to
be- a difficutt task One or the reasons for this is that_ there are so many :

s'INactors with so ma_ apparently divergeent agendas- 'Another, reason is
that most of us like -at answers .to t'ery complex issues.

Viable _,public pot ay must be flexible And ever conscious of.. he
differences in American cultures. No .monolithic puplic policy will --

serve the diverse needs of a varied population. Tilts may seem a
tautology, but thete are those technizrats both in and olat be Goverri-
ment who refuse to acknowledge ,the ffact. The raising of`
and sensitive issues in this context and in an "anonymoulbuileaucrlicr
can be a very discouraging task. Being an honest broker can be very

-..,_
unrewarding._ -. .

.,

However, a slow, methodical, and compassionate, as well a4
informed, approach is sAptial to the polio}, broker -A knowledge of
how government work., how people work together, and a compre-'
hensive grasp of the matters to be discussed, may actually work.1 have
tremendous respect' for the political process though not necessarily for _

all of the acrors- in: that process. One must refuse to become cynical 3r
to be brutalized by the process which can ultimately wear you down.
Keeping one' sgideals consonant with the goals.of the agency to which
one is committed is a most difficult task. But it can be done.

In any case, the Federal policy-making establishment is no different
from the rest- of the world just a bit more concentrated. There.is
e9rucism and skepticism, ignorance and intralifigfence, turf-protection '
and just plain laziness and all that goes with bureaucracy. All these and
other maladies infect the public policy making raachinery and the

-people who make it work. . or don't make it work. Indeed, the
newcomer to Washington may :suffer cultural trauma in th& crazed
world df numerals and initials and hyphens. All this may debilitate
even the most zealous of policy idealists and purists.

I would advocate to people within the Federal establishment and,
elsewhere that bet they venture into the _making of public polies,.
they follow the a ice of an Asian proverb:
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Qo to the people

Live among them

1_"_.-earn from them .

Love them ;

Serve them

Plan with them_

Start with what they know



Build on what they haves

Also:

Citizenship may be d fined by
participation:

aw but what gives meaning to, it is

(Citizens Participation Develdpment Group Ottawa,'I971)

le is my conviction that the issues we have spoken about during this
consultation must be INSTITLITIOSIALIZEID. This requires- leader-

.. ship witl11 the Federal Government and its agencies as well as
unselfish leadership in the private sector. People within Government
respond to advocacy and pressure. The pressure must be sophisticated,
focused, united__, and persistent. Lack of consistency on both sides is the
greatest obstacle to INISTITUTIONALIZATION.

Issues once raised must be pursued. Advocacy must be persistent
and directed toward the proper agenc head, staff, and policy-makers.
This calls for consistency and persever nce. Otherwise the issues will
fall into the hands of opportunists who ill utilize legitimate issues for
their own aggrandisenient.

Frankly, I believe, and this is my personal opinion, that on the issues
of Euro-ethnic Americans and ,their -civil-rights, the so-called leadeis
both inside and outside of Government still don't have it together and
they don't know what they want, or they have become so culturally
compromised that the real issues are accommodated to less noble
ideals. They have the malaise!

The issues are real. The needs of the communities. out there are real.
The needs must be met but there is only a ghost of a network of true

, believers solid enough to effect the changes needed for institutionaliza-
tion.

The concept of ethnicity as a factor in American culture has always
been an uphill battle to wage. Unless it is kept alive consciously, it will
dimini4h or indeed vanish. Part of the reason, in my opinion, why
ethnicity has made such small gains in Federal public policy-makin'g is
that strange things have happened to ethnicity. Ethnicity has been:

1. Romanticized and glamorized by novels, articles, readers,
lectures, radio, television and film, newspaper columns and
newsletters, and personal born-again ethnic apologias where the
thrill of ethnicity and the process of raising the issues is more
important than the product and policies which result.

2. commercialized by ethnic entrepeneurs, from T-shirts to
topless bars.

Politicized by offeri g it as a commodity to be bartered for
votes, political appointments, contracts, and grants.
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4. PlagArized in- sundry t7irays such as. ethnic too
people,- ins-television-medhi: festivals, and tele9isit;n
c o'rncdies.

5. Polarized. by using it as a wedge to get -.a, pie of the pie
without respett for the rights of other individuals or kToups.

6. Mythologized by separating it'.from real life, and giving -it
exhorbitant transcendental meaning. By the way, don't be,
surprised. if you see two rem. bpoks.On ,the bookstands: The Joy
of Ethnic:it; and Inner Ethnicity.

7. Homogeniged Or Balkanized by editorial writers and co
nists, it depends on the time of the year or the crisis.

8 Criticized as the root cause of social strife and intergroup

9, Memorialized following a 'coup ale grace from a Tina'
magazine essay

ror some scholarly journal. ' . .or as just the
special demon of another VVashington-based special interest
group.

10. -'cartvnized by chauvinists who would make ethnicity the
snake oil for all of society's' ills and the miracle cure For all our
troubles. . t

Guerilla-ized in a jungte-type warfare search and destroy .

mission making a journey up the river like. the travellers of
Joseph Conrad's Heart Of darkness and Francis Coppoja's
Apocalypse Now! searching for Colonel Kurtz.

12. Capitdlized by compensatory grants and contracts and other
drippings from the table.of the Federal coffers.

We have been -able to do almost everything except institutionalize
ethnicity and the self-evident reality: monocultural social policy
cannot satisfy the needs of zipluralistiesocietyl

A WORD. OF CAUTION. I advocate, institutionalizing ethnicity
and all that, it means: but I. realize that we are dealing here with a
double edged sword. I just don't- want words written into laws and
never implemented. written' into gtlidelines and regulatiOns and
never acknowledged. Ethnicity then dies a death by status quo and
ennui. I do not mean that ethnicity should be such *a sacrosanct
concept that reasonable cOmprovises are forbidden. 1 do not mean
that this important issue should be placed into the handSof the
inexperienced and those who would treat it as a joke and in a cavalier
manner.

By institutionalization I mean the integration of ethnicity, its
richnesses and strengths, into relevant policies, and the accessibility of
these policies, to policy-makers. We want o be taken- seriously and
want to be able to compete in the realm of ideas and policy.
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I should like to complete this stnteinent by asking two questions and

providing twd answers:
1. -HoW'far have we Corne as a national community acknowledg-

.

ing Euro-ethnicity in public -policy? A short way. A small step.

hile progress has\kEv- made in the private secto, Governm'
is still fundamentally interested en a social service every syste

=and policies 'which. are clean; neat. and easy. What we propose
seem missy And incoheren't to thos,who' are guided by regula-
tions which clearly define competencies andleave no room for
flexibility. In flict, for Many, what we propose is incomprehensi-
ble. Outside of those who are-culpably ignorant, there is abroad an
invincible ignorance which is difficult to penetrate. We have a
long way to go-

2. How far have we corne, on the intergovenmental level and how
_

will it be in the 1980's? What can we do? We have not come far.
Again, while there has Been some progress (only fools or
ideologues would disagree.) but we have a long way to go.

My recommendations, which I offer for your consideration, are as
ollows:.

I_ As farofig possible, ethnic issues should be de-politicized. By this
I mean, ethnicity should be taken mit of partisarypolitics both on
the National and local levels. On the Federal level, the Executive
Branch and its -agencies, the Congress and its committees and
subcommittees, should become aware of the human issues and
culturaf value systems which adorn the American electorate. The
issue which have become political footballs have led to inter- and

ra-ethnit conflict and have left scars on both sides, although
both sides should be natural allies. Bad cases make bad laws, my.

counsellor (fiends tell me.
For-my part, I would target the following agencies through which

to bring fbe issues to a ahead through thoroegh investigation and
research of the issues:

a) The. United States Commission on Civil Rights
b) The Equal Employment Opportunities Commission
c) The Office of Federal Contract Compliance (Labor)
d) Small Business Administration
e) Office orMinority Business Enterprise (Commerce)
f) Economic Development Administration (Commerce)
g) The National Endowment for the Arts
h) The National Endowment for the Humanities
i) The-National Science Foundation cz
') Administration' on the Aging
k) President's Advisory Committe on the Status o
lj The National Institute on Mental Health
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The White House Conference on Families
The Department of Education
the Department of Health and Human Sery
The Department, of Justice
The Department of Housing and Urban Development
The Corporation for PublijuBroadcasting and Public

casting System
s) The Federal Communications Commission

The. Federal Trade Commission
The Bureau of the Census (Commerce)

) The Depirtrnent of State/International
Agency

w) The Department of the Interior
x) The Department of Labor
y) Community Services Administration
z) Internal Revenue Service
aa) Federal Bureau of Investigation
bb) Federal Home Loan Bank and m

mention here. Systematic reasearch ri
needs and public policy.

2. The full force of an Executive Order o
alisist.nrice from the domestic arm of the
engaged in this effort.

3. The establishment of a White House Office for Ethnic and
Community Affairs with a rank of Senior Assistant to the
President of the United States and with accessibility to him.
Through that Office, the establishment alt- an Interawcy Task
Force on Ethnic and Commuliity Affaiis. In order to change
policy, burqucrats at all levels have to be identified and sensitized
to this high priority item which should be integrated into their
policy-making apparatus. I know that what I suggest is not easy to
accomplish. But movement toward such a process should be taken
seriously at this opportune time. Otherwise we are engaged again
in what one frustrated Federal official some time !lack called an
"arid exercise.

What I am suggesting is a real, uth nue, a d consistent accessibility -
to policy making and policy-ma ers, making these and other issues
part of mainstream policy, yet de-politicizing t e issues as far as
possible from-the partisan system in which we ope ate. The ideas must
compete with others; and not be set aside.

Broad-

Communications

y others too numerous to
t be done, relating to

the President and other
White House should be

Conclusion
These reactions,are a resuk of a long career of dealing with these'

issues, both in and out of Government. Some ate personal and some
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the position of the- Agency' I represent. L hav_ suggested that
ogress has been madeo but not ;nearly enough. I am eager kir

al GoZrerntrient to take' the leadership mile, and that we-
fy the outside of Qovernment advocacy in an organized and

phisticated way and deal realistically.with the options at hand.

It is miphope that this-i;onsultaliOn and the recommendations which
this Commission will report will be a giant step in the right directidh.

I would be pleased. to .respOnd to any questions you or Eny-
colleagues may; have

Thank you'
CommissiorSER SAtiTzmsr.i. Thank you.
Nampeo i'vfcl(enneris,:the Chief of the Ethnic and Racial- Sta

Staffs vreithin the Population Division of the Bureau of Census.
She has authored several Vapers on ethnic and racial minorities, in

the United States and had rriajor c-St4orisibihtylor the rilinbrity gain'
sections of the 1970 Census Reporfs.

1

Ste holds a Master's degree in sociology from Arneric

RESPONSE OF NAMPEO McKENNEY
Thank you.
I'm very pleased to be on the panel today.
I will discuss fully the ethnic data -which will be available rote th

1980 census, since this has been raised as an issue several times, today.
The Census Bureau is keenly aware of the interest and the need for

data on the ethnicity oftthe population beyofid the identification octhe

first- and second-generation:Americans. .

We now have two major dfforts which should meet da a needs. The
-1980 census will include a question on ethnicity (an which will

be asked on the sample questionnaire. The qUestion i n-ended and

ask4 persons to write in their ancestry. The ethnic or try queStion
sed upon self-identifiCation; that is we ask r,e dents to report

the thnic group with which they 'identify. (The terms "ethnic" and
"ancestry- are used interchangeably in this presehtation.)

This ancestry item will not only provide counts for 'a Large number
of ethnic groups,bur, also the social and economic characteristics. pf
these noups. As cur-rently planned, informOon WV be available from

.printed reports or tape file's for the nation as Whole, States,
metropolitan areas, and citiew

These data will be used for community-planning-a d-development,
implemehtation of the Federal Ethnic Heritagei Pro ram. planning
State programs, etc.

Analysts wilt be able to cross-classify ethnic information by relevant
social and economic variables, such as education, fatally relations*,
and income.
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ond major effort involves a special supplement 'to the
Cul rent Population Survey' covering the general areas_ of ethpieity,
literacy, and Ilanguage. This supplement, which was -condUCked in
November 1979, recogniied both objective and subjective aspects df
ethnicity,

The intent of this survey, is twofold: one to proVide a'basic data set
on ethnicity and rielated areas which will be a 1N-idgy between the 1980
census questibn on ancestry and the 1970 cenis tjuettion ow 'country'
of birth of pdrents; and two to provide a many for evaluating and
interpreting the results of Our 1980 census question on ethnicitgi The
results of this-ethnic supplement will help analysts to take decisions
about the foiniat and content of an ethnic question be-included in
future, censuses or surveys conducted by other Governinentar:
agen ies.

survey,\ whiN a initional sample of the population, will
provide information on ethnic groups at the 'national level. The
expected date' for athtarice publication is mid-1980.

In this pregentation, I should like to review the Bureau's experience
in the area of ethnicity which will provide an understanding of how
the approach to be used in 1980 ha; evolved.

As a result of the public's interest in immigration, the Census Bureau
began to .collect information on ethnicity in the middle of the 19th
'century* Frornihat time until this most recent decade, the questions
were objective and referred to place of birth of the person, place of
birth of the parents and mother tongue. Since a lareproportion of the
American population was first- and secon-d-generation, in those
decades, this set of questions proved to be, fairly aziequale in
identifying ethnic Americans.

Since the proportion of tipst, and' second-generation Americans
diminished in recent decades and there has been a rise in' ethnic
consciousness, the need for a more 'inclusive approach covering all
generations became 'anparent. TherefOre, shortly befciie the 1970
census, the Bureau asked a question on ethnic or;gin in 'its November
1969 Current Popultition Survey. For the first time, the ethnic item
was subjective_ The format consisted of a listing approach, with about
13 ethnic origins listed with a check box, and an other eategori, A
report from this survey was published,

Again, in the-March 197) Current Population Survey, and March of
each year thereafter, a question on ethnic Tigin was included. A
report which presented social and economic Aaracteristics from the
March 1971 and 1972 surveys was published, Counts of ethnic groups
from the March 1972 surnys are as follows:

English, Scottish; and Welsh - 29.5 million
German 25,5 million
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Itsh - 16.4 million
an - 8.8 million

olish - 5.1 nnllion
Subsequent to 1972, data from the Bureaif s surveys have not beep

published, priniarily because of difficulties of c liecting reliable
information on Ifihhic

Let me cite some of the problems: A study ciinducted on the
ethnicity reported for identical persons in both the-March 1971 and
1972 surveys, showed that overall, about two -thirds of the 'people
reported' the same specific ethnic group in both years, e.g,-Gerrnan,
Polish, etc.

However, this proportion varied substantially 13;r_ ethnic gr ups.
Same groups, like Polish, Italian and Mexan, were very consistent.
For example, about 80 percent of persons who reported Polish in 1971
reported that origin in the subsequent year.

But, on the other hand, consistency was very low for some groups,
such as English apd Irish, where one-half of the respondents gave the

L

same response in bo surveys, For instance, persons reported ngli'sh

in 1971, but reported "other." in 1972.
A second problem ii that counts of the various groups fluctuated

froul survey to survey. A part of the fluctuation was due to changes
made in our procedures, but a portion - was unexplained. This
inconsistency in, the counts may be related to inconsistencies in
reporting.

The foregoing are just two of the problems that had to be
considered in planning loran ethnic question in the 1980census. In the
early stages of testing for 1980, we used a modification of the basic
listing approach used in, our surveys., However, it soon becathe
appareni that such modifications did not resolve the problems cited
above. Also, other concerns became-apparent.

The identification of all the ethnic groups for which data have been
requested would have required adisting of a large number of groups,
more than could be accommodated on the census questionnaire.

Also, since the boundaries of countries in Europe have changed
over time, it was very, difficult for us to determine the most
appropriate categories to list. For example, should Ukrainian or
Russian be included in a listing of ethnic groups?
- Because of these concerns, the Bureau began to explore other

approaches. As Myron has mentioned in his presentation; the Bureau
held a meeting in October 1976 with a number of experts on ethnicity.
One of the recommendations resultinglfrom the.meeting was that the
Bureau consider using an open-ended approach to obtain-information
on ethnicity in the 1980 census.
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In 1977, we began testing a format which required most respondents
to write in their ethnic origin; the reshlts of this test led to the ancestry
question which will be used for 1980, and also in the NoVember 1979
survey.

Our testing,has shown that most people whii do give a response to
the ancestry item are able to provide a codable rdsponse. Also the
majority provide a singe response. Through our coding and tabulation
plans; a large number of ethnic gfoufis will be idedtifled in the 1980
census. Our coding procedure allows for the separate identification of
about 500 groups.

However, counts will probably be tabulated for about 200 groups
for States and large metropolitan areas and will be made available in
some printed form.

Counts for 16 ancestry groups will hg published in Chapter C of our
Volume I reports. This chapter will also carry, social and ectinomic
characteristics at the State level for six groups which will remain-
constant from State to State.

We recognize that the concentrations vary from State to State;
therefore; characteristics will be shown for an additional four groups
which will reflect the most numerous groups reported 1 each State.

A subject report on ancestry groups, which will be in 6ur Volume II
series, is also being planned. It will provide detailed analytical tables at
the national level, and possibly some data for _selected States and
metropolitan areas.

I have briefly outined our 1980 census plans. A number of ethnic
experts have been consulted on our tabulation, coding arid publication
plans for 1980; we invite persons here today to provide us with their
views of 7 the, types of data which should be presented in, the subject"

theirreport to meet the needs-.
Thank you.

DISCUSSION
Mn. SALTZMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Horn?
DR. HoRN. Let me ask you, Ms. McKenney. You're a lamiiiar

figure with this Commission; you've testified very well before us on a,
number of occasions.

On that self-identification question, we take the example - we heard
it in some of the testimony - of Yugoslavian, Serbian, Croatian, et
cetera. I take it, when the Census compiles it, they would take
whatever former independent country was involved as well as the
current country, and there would be what - both a common coding on
that or would there be subsets that identify those that say "Croatian,"
"Serbia,- so forth?
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Ms. 1.4cKENNEy. There will be subsets i the coding of the
ancestry question. We will have separate codes for Serbian, Croatian,
and Yugoslavian groups, and we would expect:to have counts of each
of these separately.

.MR. HORN. And then you could alsd aggregate them. under,
Yugoslavian.

Ms. MCKENNEY. That is correct:
MR. HORN. Okay. To what extent has the Bureau of theCensus

considered the question of religion in terms of ever-asking a question?'
I noticed in some of our testimony here we had the report of some of

the suggestions Dr, 1"Avak and 'oth'ers had made and one proposed
question to the Census several years ago was -Whatever your present
commitment, would you consider that the strongest cultUral influence
within your family and yourself was from a culture that was Catholic,
Lutheran, Calvinist, Jewish, Orthodox,- Anglican, Secular or other ? ""

Has that ever been given serious consideration within the Bureau-of
the Census?

Ms. McKENNE.Y. Yes, the question on religion _was given serious
consideration but was excluded. Also, since Mr. Novak had provided
those comments, the Titki, XIII was revised and now forbids the asking
of a qhestion on religion in a mandatory. Census; this means that a
'question on religion could only he asked in 'future surveys which are
not mandatory. However, the inclusion of a queStion on religion in a
survey is not under active consideration by the Bureau at this time.

MR. HORN. Just to clarify for me,--d eceaurizl_
censtis is mandatory?

Ms. MCKENNEY. That is correct.-
MR_ 1-JORN. Therefore, you. could ript...ask tha

voluntary response and not a mandattd reSporise?
M. MCKENNEY; Th'at is correct; the_ law requires that respon-

dents answer all of the qtcfstions to th-e b 'of their ability.
ou can ask a question about

pulation survey, because you

fric

even if it were a

MR. HORN. So you're saying tha
religion only in a random sample
certainly can't in a total census.

What do we glean by the su y when you can ask?
Ms. - McKENNEY. plc survey or the lation is taken each

ionth to collect emplo -nt- statistics. It is possible to _add pl

tal questions to the surveys.
'-We did ask ,a question on religiOn in the 1957 sample, survey.

However, there was a great deal of doncern expressed by some of the
public about the resulting information:, the Bureau has not asked
question on religion in a survey since that time.

MR. HORN. Okay, you're thinking of the current population
survey; is this what we're talking about?
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MS. MCKENNEY. Yes.
MR. HORN. Okay. One last query. In his formal statemen

Walentynowicz said this - and I'd like to read it to you and get your
response.

"For example, we wondet about e wisdom and fairness of
including a question relating to race a d national origin or descent
for such groups as Spanish Hispanic, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino,
Korean, Vietnamese, Guamanian, Samoan, Eskimo,-and Aleut on
every census foon but limiting identification of Polish-American
and other like- groups to only the long cdnsus form which, will be
sent to only 21 percent of America's households.

We have been advised by the Censkis Bureiu that such groups as
Samoan, Eskimo, Aleut, Filipino, Kow, and Vietnamese are estimat
ed,to be so small in number and so dftfsed, that an accurate count
can only occur if the question is asked on all forms."

What's your reaction to that concern?
MS. MCKENNEY. For the geographical areas for which data are

required, that statement is correct. I would like to provide some
background information'on this area The racial groups were included
on the 100 percent' questionnaire for several reasons. Statistical
Directive No. 15, issued by the Department of Commerce,indicated
that data should be collected for certain groups - white, black, Asian-
and Pacific Islander, the American Indian and Alaskan Native, and the
Hispanic; and test results showed that listing the Asian and Pacif.
Islander groups separately was the best approach for identifying and
getting a count of the total. Asian and Pacific Islander population and
the specific groups.

In addition, several Fed-eral agencies and State governments
indiFated that counts and characteristics of specific groups for States
and small geographic areas were needed for implementation of laws
and programs. Inclusion of these groups on a 100 percent basis was the
most feasible procedure for obtaining the information required for the
small geographic area.

Examples: Alaska led Federal agencies needed information on
Aleuts and Eskimos, and Hawaii and Federal agenties requested
data on Hawaiians, Samoans, etc.

MR. Hoar.i. That statistical directive comes from the Reorganiza-
tion Na, which takes the old office of Statistical Standards out of
OMB and puts it in Commerce:

MS,. MCKENNEY. 'that is corredt.
MR. HORN. To what degree did the Bureau of the Census help j

prepare that directive or is that statistical directive merely responding
. to affirmative action requests from the traditional enforcement



agencies of the Federal GOvernthent who have really seen on four
categories broadly construed, Asian-American, American' Indian,
black,,Hispanic, as those abOUt which they should be concerned?

Mean, did you help prepare that and just send it back 40 yourself
through the . Department of Commerce, or did the enforcement
agencies do it or is it just responding to political pressure, et cetera?

MS. MCKEANEY. I think that directive developed over a period of
-two or three years with participation. from a rather broad group of
Federal agencies. There.was Census Bureau involvement in it

H© ever, it started out as a directive primarily concerning
educational statistics, an then later expanded to statistical reporting of
all Federal agencies.

MR.: HQRN. Okay. Thank you.
I think the message of all of this is if somebody else wants

themselves on these forms, organize and put pressure on the Govern-
meat establishment; isn't that about it?

«i MR. SALTZMAN. I wonder, in terms of the various nomenclature
that you suggested - ancestry, national origin, ethnic identification,
heritage - what is the differentiation as you see it between these four
terms?'

Would we be confusing by using national origin and ethnic
tdentification and heritage? That might just overcomplicate

Can anyone on the panel give us some suggestions about that kind of
category?

MS. MCKENNEy. Ethnicity is perhaps the broadest term. In the,
academic area the term ethnicity oan eneorapa.ss race, nati4aal origin,
and religion. The Census Bureau uses ethnicity-in a more narrow
sense, differentiating it from race.

One of the reasons why we had not used etlmicity- on the
questionnaire is because some pebple in the cimmuntties do not
understand it In fact, we have found that it, has been confesed quite
often with other words; for instance, some people think 'that we are
talking about ethics-That's .a problem that we have with using the
word -ethnicity.-

National origin would be more restrictive, referring primarily to
country of origin.

The Bureau has used ancestry interchangeably with ethnicity; again,
our experience suggests that people understind "ancestry" better than
any other term, i.e., "ethnicity,- -origin," or -heritage."

CHAIRMAN FLEmING. I'd' like to say to Ms. IvIcKenney, as
Commissioner Horn did, that we do appreciate your being a- witness
again in connection with some of our exploration' As always, you
provided us with a very clear statement as t9 Just what the facts are
relative to the current situation
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, .
The suggestion has been made that,We monitor-what goes on in the..

Bureau of the Census. I think Ms. McKenney knows that we keep in
rather close touch with the Bureii.of the Cenius in connection with
quite a number of issues, and undoubtedly that monitoring, will

. continue.
The- discusSion that has taken place. relative to terminology, againi

illustrates how important it is And my own experience in government
has been that so often We're inclined t6 get impatient over di,cOssidlis
of this kind, and kind of dismiss them, and then also a point harreen
made here that I think is very important, that `once an issue of this
nature has4en resolved, it's Oreiry, very important to carry forward an -.

educationa.7rocess., because even though those who participate in the
resolution of. the discussion May. be' in agreement, it &ries not follow.. .

that a lot of people out in the country will understandWhat has
happened. . it _

: V
And also Prnivery appreciative of some of insightsnsights that we haver

A

been given relative to the developtflent of the decision-making process
within the Itite Hbuse under two administrations. I think that fins is=
very, very 1pful to us, and I'm sure it is helpful to.others.

Our time i ver orrthis. .
. .

MR. , ''Ruiz. ust have one question. Very briefly, why couldn't we
just use !Polish cestry- and "Iialian ancestry," in a block?

CHAIRMANTL =MINE. What did you-say?
MR. RUIZ. "Po ish ancestry- or "Italian ancestry': in a block. Why

couldn't ,:ve use that in she census? , =

Ms. McKEr-ti4Ev. That approach would have required a listing of
categories in the item, and while "Polish" and "Italian" would have
been acceptable, there are other groups for which the most approki-
ate term to use would not have been clear.

COMIAISSIONER SALTZMAN. i appreciate yoin- 'participation. Ttlls
was very info'hnative.-Thank you so much, Dr. Flemming

CHAIRMAN FELMMING. Yes. are very, very grateful to you for
the p per and for the discussion. It's been very helpful to us.

Ninth Session: Wrap-Up

_ CHAIRMAN FLEMMI,NG. By request,'I'm changing th order herd.
Marciniak will be, our first participant in the wrap-up session.

Mr. Marcinjak is the President of the Institute of. Urban Life and a
Professor of Urban.Studies at Loyola University in Chicago.

He is also Chairman of the BOard of the National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs, has served the City of Chicag as Deputy Commission-.
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er of the Departtnent of DevelOpment and Planning, and as Director
of the Commission on Humans-Relations.

Author of two books and a frequent contributor of articles for
national perifidicals, he holds Bachelor's and Master's degrees from
Loyola University.

We're flelighted to have you with us.
MR. '.'MARCINJ,AK. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN Fi EMMING. We look forward to hearing frorityou,,

STATEMENT OF EDWARD A MARCINIAX
PROFESSOR OF URBAN STUDIES,
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, CHICAGO

In preparing this wrap-up, I asked a baker's dozen friends of mine
who are university scholars, officials of human rights agencies, editors,

-faublic opinion specialists, and others to appraise your interest in the
ethnic agenda - your :interest in developing future directions and
policy initiatives.

In addition, I talked to several of your presenters from yesterday
and heardsOnie of the` presentations today. Four conclusions stand out
for ine.

The first is that the U.S. Civil Rights C ommission has earned the
respect of most Americans. There isn't any doubt about that. Ydn've
taken unpopular positions at unpbpular tires. You've backed up. your
policy initiatives with solid research; and on many occasions; you've
voiced the moral conscience of America.

Last week a former Chairman of yours was quoted in the press as
saying that "Being involved in the civil rights movement was
'sorridMing in which we.'really accomplished something. We changed
this country more in one decade in the the 1960's than any movement
has every .changed anything."

There is no doubt that the Conimission has had a distinguished past:
The questions today are whether it has a future, whether the
Commission's current agenda is relevant, whether the Commission's
day-to-day strategieS respond to real moral concerns in America.

The second -conclusion is that the. Commission is being asked to
recognize the unique political character of today's thrust for equal
rights and equal justice-.

When an employment door is locked to someone because of his or
her race, religion, or nationalitY, when a public accommodation is
denied, a matter of simple justice - clear, unequivocal, simple
justice.

The philosopher calls it commutative justice, exchange justice;
equals are being treated unequally under the law, the U.S. law or
God's law.
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But when the thrust, as it has in the last &coder or two, shifts to
numberical counts of the number of people by race, religion, sex, or
ethnic background in a given occupation, in a profession, or in a
graduate school, when we start dealing with representation of these
.carious groups in industry .and government, justice is still involved.
But it's a different kind.

The philosopher calls it distributive justice. What is a fair share?
What is the entitlement of each group? How is the Nation's bounty to
be distributed?

In a democratic society, all groups are directly affected by such
allocations. All racial, all religious, and all ethnic groups not only have
a vital stake in these allocations, but they also have a voice, because we
do live in a democratic- society; and r, to deny any group a voice in
the distribution, in setting the fair share, is the denial of a civil right.

One of the many reasons'that was repehted to me over the last three
Months as to why your interest in this subject was important was
because of the declining allegiance to, the alienation from, and the
continuing and growing disaffection with Government. People were
being left out_ the Government wasn't paying attention to them,- to
their needs, and so on. Your interest in them was very important
because perhaps there was some contribution that the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission could make in the way in which it approached the
question of leveling off some of this growing disaffection.

The third conclusion was that not one of the people I consulted
thought it inappropriate for the U.S. Civil Rights Commission to focus
on the ethnic agenda and to deal with it as forthrighdy as it has with
other agendas.

The fourth conclusion is that the Commission is being asked, I
think, and I've heard it already, to identify common agendas and
unifying strategies. In so doing_ , the Commission's own agenda, its
research and publications, the work of its staff, the role of State
Advisory Commissions, will need to take some new directions aimed
at coalition building in support of what the statute creating the
Commission sought to achieve.

Let me cite a few examples of what I heard. There is considerable
evidence that the Ku Klux Klan is growing and becoming openly
militant. Historically, the Klart. has been racist, anti-Semitic and anti-
CathOlic.

Now why shouldn't the Civil Rights Commission examine the
similarities and differences in these three forms of gioup oppression?
Identifying the consequences of this prejudice and discrimination for
the victims and for the U.S, society as a whole - that's a bridge
building effort.
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Another study, another public hearing, or another report, could deal
with the role of ethnic communities and ethnic institutions in managing
racial diversity and enhancing cultural pluralism in the major cities of
the United States.

I think we don't know what's' being done in this area at all. There is
some work being done in the suburbs, but in terms of the-way in which
this has been handled and in the. way in which it could be handled in
the future this could be an extremely important bridge building effort.

As part of this inquiry, the Commission might look at the amazing
experience of inner city, Catholic and other private schools: how small
schools, how strong leadership from principals, how student discipline
have created excellent schools for children of the poor, regardless of
race or religion.

Another item: Nowhere is the failure of public policy which ignores
ethnicity in cultural pluralism, so evident as it is in public education._
Nowhere.

The lack of sensitivity by the courts and public agencies, Federal
and local, to such cultural, heritage, and language needs is clearly
evident among students of Hispanic, origins. There is notable evidence
that the Hispanic student is not being served well by the existing
educational system.

It is difficult. You'd have to be blind to ignore the alarming statistics
of low reading scores, high drop-out rates, and the ensuing unemploy-
ment and under-einployment.

I kri6'w that the U.S. Civil Rights Commission has held public
hearings, sponsored its Mexican-American educAtion study in-the early
1970's, but the deplorable situation prevails.

Here, I -think, the responsiVeness of Catholic and other private,
inner-city Schools to the specific needs of ,ethnic groups, including
HiSpanics and blacks, has a lot to tell public educators. The
Commission could be the vehicle for transmitting that experience and
knowledge.

Another item in the 1979 report, "Insurance Redlining, Fact, Not
Fiction" issued jointly by the Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. Minnesota,
Ohio, and Wisconsin Advisory Committees to the U. S. Commission
on Civil Rights, is a small step in a new direction. A small step.

The major finding of this investigation was that property insurance
was more difficult to obtain in neighborhoods with a concentration of
minority or lower income residents or older homes than in other
communities.

Then the report inched taard, but finally ducked, the ethnic
agenda: Every observer of the urban scene knows well that inner-city
ethnic neighborhoods have as terrible a time getting 'insurance
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verage at moderate rates as the ones that were talked about there.
Why not say that, in addition - not in place of - but in addition?

tillAnother item: To the bes my knowledge, the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission ignored one of t pioneering attempts in this country to
build such bridges and establish common agendas among ethnic, racial,

and religious groups,
Dr. Russell Barta, who appeared here earlier, published his

minority report entitled "The Representafian-ofPoles, Italians, Latins;
and Blacks in the ExeCutive Suites of Chicago's Largest Corpora.
bons." This was taken from his research in 1974.

That study was ecumenically designed for the precise reasons that

you're having t two-day consultation. While some university
centers and other institutions around the country replicated this study
for a handful of cities, no effort was made to undertake a national'study.bany Government agency. What a tragedy!__

With your resources, the U.S. Civil Rights' Commission could
undertake a similar stucdy of Fortune's 500 lists of industrial and
nonindustrial giants.

A final suggestion. I think you've heard it in several different ways
today, but I'd like to tell it to you my way.

The most recent issue of Civil Rights Update attempts to justify- the
expression -Euro:ethnic Americans" by saying that it "is a term
preferred by descendants of eastern and southern immigrants,"

I have searched high and low for a study or report which indicated-

such a preference. I have talked to several dozen scholars oiethnicity
and found not even one who would express such a preference.

Now, your choice of expression reminds me of Mrs. Lationna
Harris' experience as a commencement speaker a,t an eastern college.
As you know, she is the wife of that distinguished Oklahoman, former
SenatOr Fred Harris, and in her commencement address she said,
"You've mad'eme an Indian; 1 happen to be a Comanche."

'1-here are Cree, Sioux, Apache, C erokee, Navajo, and others, but

you have turned them into Indians" a d I think that's what everbody's
C

afraid of; you're going to turn them into Euro-ethnics.
In conclusion. may I remind you that what I propose here and what

others 'have proposed is not a new idea. John Kromkowski. President
of the National Center, described to you yesterday 'the successes and
rebuffs of the Bicentennial Ethnic Racial Coalition in the 197Q's.

There are other experiences of this kind. You don't have to start
from scratch here on this point. You will find experiences all over.
Paul Asciolla mentioned some here in Chicago.

If you,k)ok around, you Will find that there have been remarkable
experientes in this country in the 1970's, on which you could build.
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That =would give you the opportunity for exercising the leadership - a
renewed leadership - in the 1980's.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
It's now my privilege to recognize a v,eteran in this area, a long-time

friend of the U.S. CommissiOn on 'Civil Rights, Monsignbr 'Geno
Baron'. As Most of you 'here know, Geno Baroni has served in the
Departornent of Housing and Urban Development as the Assistant
Secretary for Neighborhoods, voluntary associations, and consumer
protection for the past 2 1/2 years,.

He has long been a national leader- in urban neighborhood affairs,
and has worked extensively with neighborhood groups to form
coalitions on convergent issues.

He has had leadership roles in four White House conferences:
Youth, civil rights, hunger-nutiition, ethnicity and neighborhood
revitalization.

He was appointed by President Carter to be the Administration's
liaison to the National Commission on Neighborhoods, a commission
which he helped to bring into existence.

Monsignor Baroni, we're delighted to have you with us and look
forward to your'summing up.

STATEMENT OF FATHER- GENO BARONI
ASSISTANT SECRETARY.. OFFICE' OF NEIGHBORHOODS,

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. '
Thank you very much, Dr. Flemming and members of- the

Commission. I have, to say that I admire your patience. I've been
before many_Senate and House hearings, and they don't have your
kind oistarnina to stick it out.

I must sny.. that over the years you've provided distinguished
leadership in so many areas and I'M pleased to support the remarks
that Marciniak has made here; and I guess what I want to share with
you are some of rny_ideas of where to go from here. mean you have,
specifics, you have generalities, even the name and so on as Ed
'Marciniak is saying.

So I feel like I've been to an alumni meeting her In one sense or
another everything seems totbe very much connected.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I kind of had that feeling.
FATHER BARONI. It's my own experience, and two ,things come to

mind. One is that many of my friends in here say, "Well, you left the
ethnic ageAda.4when you were co-opted by the Government, especial-
ly when you went to the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.-
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Well, that's not necessarily true, because there I continue to see the
problem. I can't find integrated schools; we can't put housing in
certain neighborhoods. At a meeting this morning in-Chicago, we can't
find anybody in Chicago who knows how to start £rom scratch - how
to irifegrate a project before we build. Nobody has that state-of-the-art.

A black group in a black neighborhood wants go integrate a prOject
with black, Hispanic, and white in a neighborhood right near the
University of Chicago.

TJat expertise, that state-of-the-art, hardly exists_ But we have these
experiences every Ay.

Last week the President of Aetna, one of the largest corporations,
finally sat down with six neighborhoogroups to try to resolve some
of the problems of insuraae redlining, black groups, Hispanic groups,
mixed neighborhoods, changing -neighborhoods, older neighborhoods
and so on.

All these thing_ s indicate something, that if.we want to look at where
we go and what the future is and some of things that people have been
saying here, and my own experience and I think-what's happened in
our society - when I approached the Civil Rights Commission 10
years ago to discuss this question, we did not get any kind of response.

In one way, that's sad; in the other way, maybe it's just as well. But
you would not have had the experience and-the talent and the indepth
kind of presentation as you've had here; anS31(6, the perspective-fhat
most of the people that testified lire have, a, perspective of being
concerned about ethnic issues, the understanding, the moral agenda, as
Ed said that created the Commission, and particularly in terms of civil
rights and particuly in -terms of race and where the country was
headed and the whit supremacy of The past and alP ilose kinds of
issues, that there' is 'hardly a person here that doesn't under stand that
somehow and some way, in a, democracy, in a free and open society,
we may be the only place in the world where we have a chatige to
accomenocjate people of all kinds of diversity; and, whereas many of us
were taught to melt or get off the pot, as I would say, many of us were
raised to giokil and to imitate or to become an all-American or to
become whatever, and so on; and yet to recognize - you know, my
friends here are very anxious about my quotations because we keep
passing them on to one or the other = that I'm very, very sensitive to
the fact, okay, we have these value variations in th6 Common,,
humanity.

But what we don't have and what the.Commissiorc might help us to
do and what our American society, ne/ds because what happeds in
our American society very much is going to foretell what happenfi in,
our foreign policy and what's happening in the world.
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When I started the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs,
caning out of 10, years of street civil rights experiences and all that,
half of my friends told me I was crazy. Arnericans'are scared silly of
the word -ethnic.- --ie

But it was never legitimate; it was never,kosher; we never thought
of ourselves as a pluralistic society: We never thought of ourselves in
terms. of diversity,f unity and diyersi in terms of how tipo preserve the one in

.--.

order tq take care of the many.
And ,what's happening aro -d the world - and I r cornrgend to the

Commission the classic study y Harold Isaacs on po ver and identity
in foreign policy - and what's e en happening in Iran.

Only a few months ago, in, e New York Times , December, 1978, the
Clik told a New York Tirnes reporter that there were no fears of this

--person, Ayatollah Khomeini. He had no support at all Six months
later, the American Government ordered a massive study of Moslem
institutions in the Moslem religious world.

We have no idea why people are so afraid-of the word -' ethnic,
How many people have been killed; how many societies have fallen
apart? Whereas, were a global society, technological. Our society i
fragrnenteci. No other place in the world, ric) other countries in the
world, have the mechanism toi deal with diversity, whether it's
religious or racial tir ethnic

American society is ooe of the few mechanisms that's left, and one
of the reasons many American ethnics are so sensitive, so ambivalent,-
so anxious to be American, is that we don't want to question whatever
we've been taught, and so, you know, we don't learn ,theianguage of
our,father.and mother. The teacher said not 6. I

Okay. The teacher saki that because we wanted to be, quote,
'-'American,- Somewhere, there was this automatic idea of "Ameri-
cans'but we don't know who they are or where they are.

One-61 the points that- I want to make about something that ske have
to. deal with goes Nvith'what Ed MareinN( said.t1 keep wanting to call
him Doctor.) We deSperately need to legitimize the fact that we're not
a melting pot. We're the_ most ethnically, racially, religiously,
pluralistic country in the world.

.,
Let's learn n5 deal with that. D

r't
Rene DuBois talks about tolerance.

Diversity is necessary for survival and for the accommodation of a free
and open society. So c_xir democratic form of government gives us a
commqn bond. The Declaration, the Bill of Rights,-the Constitution,
and the kinds of things that the Civil Rights Commission has raised to
remind us of that, are very appropriate vehicles.

What we don't have at the day-to-day working level in our
communities in our neighborhoois is somebody in the Department of
Housing and Urban Developm= t who knows or understands what

41.
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we're talking about here today M the context or race and ethnicity or
of blacks or Hispanics or whites or class or regions or different parts of
the country.

I waste Alaska recently, and we built some housing jthere. It was
terribly expensive - $125,000 a unit for two little rooms, Then we built
a community center. f course they have to have a community center.,

Well, we went back i the spring and found that eight of the Houses
missing. What ha pened? The native group all moved into the
_unity center, They tore down the eight ho and used them for
:od. Nobody had asked them how to bui_ the houses. Nobody

_red them the options. ,

a not a culture of democracy. We've never understood the
importance of culture in democracy. I wish I could elaborate on why
we're.,so scared of the Word "ethnic" and -diversity". Between 1945
and 1967, 7\480,000 people were killed i_n,over a hundred different,
ethnic, racial, and religibu's battles in the world, whether it was Hindus
and Moslems in India, whether it's Indian and Moslems in Pakistan,
tribal wars in Nigeria, Chad, Sudan, Arabi and Jsraelis, Indonesians,
killing Chinese in IndoneSia. Chinese killing Tibetans in Tibet, Malays
killing Chinese in Malaysia, Indians killing, Nagas in Assam and so on.
Protestants and Catholics in Ulster, Moslems and Christians in

Lebanon, Buddhists'and Zengalese and Hindutamalese in Ceylei and
Greeks in Cyprus and Kurds and Iraqis and Iranians and Ethiopians,
Eritreans and Somalis and on and on and'ono Christian-Filipinos arj,0
Moslems, on and on and on. .

Nowhere in she world is there a mechanism to deal with this thing
that keeps coming up. This soft fact (Vf life.

We can talk about the hard facts: America's energy, America's size,
. America's resources, America's technology and all of that. But the soft
facts are those things that are related to ethnicity: race, culture, and
diversity.

And I wanted to sum up with arE anal -1 .that:at: why the
Commission, in terms of what it can do and wh re It's goirig to go; and
what we desperately 'need if were going t(-3 le__ rn h* to live-together
in our cities and society,,and how this affects international policy as
well, is summed up in this analysis when we talk about this crucial fact.

Many things, the issues of pow _r and economic;;, the issue of new
technologies, lire creating a we11. as life-destroying, that will govern
the kind of Americaipat will exist and what kind of world in the time
to come. .. -, -

But if our behavior lin woNd affairs is to have more for its object
than our sheer brute survival, it has to be based on the maintenance of
the democratic:and open society that we're trying to create.
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Sixty. percent of the American people voted when I went to inner
city. Washington in 1960. In the last few yfars, 60 percent of the
American people have not voted. Somebody mentioned alienation
-toward government_ Wily is that so? I don't know if that comes under
your mandate or not; you do voting issues as well, I know,

But here istthe ost crucial soft American fact of all. The model of
t.-democratic pen society is what we counterpoise with the assorted
models of the losed and increasingly closing societies that now rule
most of the wo ld.

r
The model of inclusiveness and shared rights of accommodation ,of

differences of race, origin, religion, isa model that we counterpoise in
deeply bloody we-they tribal, racial, ethnic; religious, and 'national
conflicts that are now tearing the globe into many pieces at a time
when it needs, more amp anything else, to exist as some kind of
tolerably functioniqg whole.

With the decline aid change of national empires, we have 90 new.--
governments and 50-od older governments, all of them having
problems internally on these issues.
i Most of the politics created by this f agmentation around the World

may be inaccessible t the' direct impact of American policy 'abroad.
But the best that we can hope to d is to be aware*nough' offs

11

particulars not to stumble over them a we have been doing and to
take them into account as we pursue our wn interests.

---We mad the mistake in Indochina; w"e talked about __uationalism.
The Chines and the Vietpamese and thaCambodians.weie all fighting
each other, ommunikt-'or otherwise, because the rtationalist thing is . \
stronger. It reminds iXfe of Tavio Pal quotation in terms of this Past
epics neveevanish completely, and.blood still drips from their wounds,
even most ancient.

,
In a global society, there are no deserts; there are no islands..:We see

th body 'counts on TV, by our technology, in a fragmented world.
There's not any rain forest far enough away to keep these collisions
racial, ethnic, religious, national origin - isolated from international
politics. .-!--..)

L
The best that we can hope for, in terms of stumbling around in our

international politics, is to look at our situation here at home.
.
In a far

more ineffable way, this world condition is accessible to the impact of
our American behavior here. --.

It's the only existing model in the-world. We should cease stumbling --'
as we begin to legitimize some of the kinds of facts and concerns that
have been expressecd today. The Rabbi asked a very important kind of
question. In our American society there is no journalism; there is 09
forum; there is no political language; there is no newspaper language;
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there is no educational language to deal with' the intereu oral
imperative of American life.

We argue about terminology - even the name of this meeting. We're

very uncomfortable.. The word "ethnic" drives people crazy, "first-
,generation", "heritage" and ,so on. We don't have the language to
describe ourselves, and nterica has no national sense of identity, no
national sens- of purpose. merica is in the business, like everywhere
else in the rld, orrede ming itself. Who am I and who are we as
Am ricans. at has been our experience?

Taking the uments that we have ',-- the Constitution and
Eien"Nation, Bill of Rights - and Ending those experience's, can help us

to accornmodal9the diversity.
But much isn't theie. There's no commission, nobody in Govern-

ment, nobody in the media showing us the state of the an. They want
to exacerbate the fights between group, but nobody is giving us
examples of how to deal with them. I met with Filer of Aetna, and, he

'says, "My people in the insurance company dOn't k w how to talk to
neighborhood people,,bethey black, by they Flispartc, be they ethnic,

be they Indian, be they whatever." .
We talk differeftt languages. We have no-mechanisms to talk to each

other. We have Tic kinds of forums to assure all peOple who are
/americans the equality of status and opportunity which in theory all

are;upposed to enjoy: r-----
We're etipged in trying to .see whetith the common holdings

shared bb Americans in all our diVersity'canprOvide a setting in which
different kinds of people-cin coexist with decent mutual respect and
acceptance, instead of each other from limb to limb. In short,
we're trying to see, whether we can finally create a "one' that will
-preserve the many." *

,

Novv, it is one of our greatest soft assets,:that the =goals and the
values of our society - modern, egalitarian. humane - are to pacify
almost everyone who comes; here and wile still looks to the future
rather than to the past for hurrian betterment. .

_

The'` totalitarians keep cant themselvg "democratic.'" I watched
even Khomeini claim that he's ruling, "irilhe name of the people," and
it lociklike another Jimmy ioneNs:

But anyway, as limited and qualified as our achievement might be
the AmericaM society lys come closeuto realizing these goals than any
other society.

.

..

Now the erCestion is: Where do NV go from here? Where do we go?
What are the kinds Of things in our soft quality of American life that
'we'll take along with the hard stuff, i.e., our-size, our strength, and our'
energy to shape the American position in terms of dealt_ with our
diversity? I think that is the most important single thing will shape
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the American position in world affairs, and that' the shape of oft isch of
the rest of the world's politics will be influenced in critical met are by
what we make of our own.

So we're at a critical point = the melting pot is gone, the myth
lingers. I was at a meeting at Harvard 'this' weekend with people 'Writ
the Kennedy School. There were manv young people and many
people from neighborhoods = black, Hispanic, 4,vhitedand other. All
kinds of people were Crying to struggle with ways in which people can
deAl with each other.

this Commission should take up some of the suggestions that Mr.
Marciniak and others made and take a look at America. Of do We need
a new Commission 5 answer the questions about the cultural

'dimension of American life? What. is the meaning of diversity and
pluralisth in American life? What is the meaning of the 'intercultural
imperative of American life, and what is the meaning of America's
racial, ethnic, cultural, and religicius life-style diversity? Whaare
those implications In terms ,of the Constitution, :BM of Rights,
Declaration ofrindependence? That's a new kind of agenda in terms
that' will serve the purpoSe and mandate of the Commission from its

One of the ngs 'that we felt many times as ethnics is that titany
"libel '-al friends Would he dumping on us although perhaps they live
next to blacks andHispanics in v,Icleeneighbofhoods: and ti it' how
many of us got into this.

We got into this because 'We sa what the Kerber Report stld. The
table grout -ordlict lietween rising asp,irations'of minotities.and

-others, any the tea'rs of' manv lower Middle-class Americans.
who happen'to %Atte,

What's an alt alive -to.that inevitable group conflict'? What's in
alternative to that What mechanisms do we 'have? Whit kind of
cdpirig:do we have,:and why don't`people in Government look it this?:"
I think the reason is that we have not legitimately defined our society
in a wa5/: that includes all people and in way that legitimizes those of

who want to respect the cultural and racial diversity of others and
,vhofi,vant to deal with e uality and justice for all.

I :think underneath all of these complaints and all of our concerns-y
and all of our anxieties about being blamed or put down is :thdt,
fundamental belief that the American system and its mechanisms arid
its institutions can .hot t< rrio I.- If the Commission can't take fimlead,
then who can? De wie n sk:fora.:new 'Vehicle iri the 1980's to
loOkat this kind orquestion?

C11,\111 AN FLEMMING: Thank you very, very much.
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sure that I express- the views of my colleagues when
both of those who have provided us with this roundup that
deeply grateful to you for the issues you've identified.

We definitely will keep them in mincl'as we review the record of this
hearing and decide our next steps. 2

I like the emphasis that has 'recurred time and time again -
Monsignor Baroni has underlined' it a good many times 7 mainly, that-
we re a pluralistic society and that we must work out ways and means
of_ carrying on our life with that fact in, mind and do it within the
framework of the Constitution of the United State;.

There is no question at all in my mindbut that this is a very relevant
subject for the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, and we Will see just
where we go from-here.

I do want /to express for .all of those who are still here and who
participated in this consultation my = our very deep appreciation for
the contributions that you have made.

My colleague write, e a note; he says he has a worfl to substitute
for Euro-ethnics,

M_r_Ruiz, what is it?
,COmmissioNER Rutz Every 'day new words to characterize an .

event or a situation are being coined within our constantly growing
vocabulary. The Department o*Census is at a loss to identify ethnics.

It has been stated that none of the experts can idle up to the word
j''Euro-ethnics.- For example,- the words "United Nations" never
existed until recefltly. We can see that if we look back- just a few-years.

If we can inchide a thousand languages under the umb eT a's, of
"United Nations," why could we not characterize what i e are
groping for a s "United Ethnics of America?".

We are looking for a category, for unity within American ethnics. I
believe that that probably merits some consideration..

CHAIRN4AN FI.E.mmiNo. For all of us, certainly the Conimission, this
has been a very stimulating and challenging experience, and we're
indebted to all of yciu,.

Thank you Very, very :tch.Thi consultationls adjourned.
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